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PREFACE.

Notwithstanding the fact that the beetr«u|[;ar industry has

been in existence for one hundred years, the English literature

U(X)n the subject which has been written, not by compilers, but

by 8|)eciAli8t8. Ls limited to a few monographs.

Tlie Saxon appeared oblivious of the fact that the sugar cane

cultivated in the West Indies and other semitropical countries

could meet less than one half of the world's constantly increasiiig

sugar consumption.

The very primitive processes for extracting the juice from the

cane and the sugar from the juice that have long since been proved

money-wasting operations, still continue in vogue in thousands

of cases, and this fact has in a measure been the salvation of the

beet-«ugar industry; for had those methods of woricing kept pace

with the times the beet would not have attained the lead it now has.

On the other hand, when all observations have been made, all

collected data pertaining to beet sugar become almost obsolete

after a time.

More than thirty years ago the author began visiting European

beet-^ugar factories, and up to the present he has examined the

workings of nearly three hundred plants. Thousands of pages of

notes were collected in France, Germany and Austria-Hungary;

but alas! when these voluminous data were compared the author

found so much discord, so many plans, such a variety of processes

ap|>arently the same but yet totally different, that he was compelled

to abandon the task of attempting to combine the information into

one continued whole of value to sugar speeialiits. Upon the care-

ful examination of the standard works upon beet^sugar manufac-

ture in both French and German, it was noticed that the authoCB

argued from the bias of their respective national standpoints, and
m
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that consequently intcmationa) readen would be misled if thcas-

tertioos of one ease or another were given as standards to be fol-

lowed. Dr. Claassbn's comparatively recent book, without IHus-

trations or deecription of machinery, and with ver>' few roforonces

for future reaearch, is intended only for those who are thoroughly

familiar with the conditions of the beetniugar indtistry ; and alt hough

it fonns a most important contribution to the literature upon that

subject, it does not cover the field the author had in view. How-

ever, it was concluded that when possible Claassen'.s views should

be given. They do not always agree with t hose of other well-known

sugar experts, and in many cases the gist of the aigument hangs on

such delicate point.s that it is next to impossible to decide between

them. In fact, thn)ughout the entire realm of sugar-nmnufacturing

processes, there is a vast budget of contradictions, many of which

are given side by side, thus enabling the reader to draw his own
conclusions. In cases where ihe author's extended experience

diecovers certain glaring absurdities, decided views have been

advanced and the reader may place reliance upon such assertions.

The copious references necessarily represent fountainliead

information. There are so many typographical errors in most

of the standard sugar publications, that an effort to discover within

what limits these references are reliaWe required a labor of years;

and although it is not even now claimed that the author's purpose

has been entirely accomplished, he confidently believes that the

effort made is a move in the light direction. A simple compilation

from other books whereby possible errors are perpetuated only

makes matters worse. As has been pointed out in the foregoing,

a certain reliance must be pUced in the author's technical practice

and experience; yet despite his having lived for a quarter of a cen-

tuiy in and out of the numerous beet-sugar factories of Continental

Europe, there yet remained Belgium, Holland and Sweden, where

his experience had been comparatively limited, and as to those places

the information given is credited to the distinguished and well-

known sugar expert, A. De Malakdkr, whose frequently given

\'iew8 certainly add to the practical value of this book. Upon gen-

eral principles, it is intended that each authority quoted should

take ufKin himself the full responsibility of the views advanced.

It is to be understood that this writing is from a European
standpoint. Little or no mention is made of American factory

methods, the author's intention being to avoid any attempt at

eriUeiring some vety glaring blunders that have been committed,
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and to leave to those interested the decision as to the limits within

which their factories are being conducted on truly ieehnioal lines

as admitted by the world's leading experts. Special siross has been

placed upon giving very eomplete descriptions of standard ma-
chines and appliances, rather than long technical data that in most

cases are destined to be short-lived. Very complicated mathematr

leal calculations have been avoided. Those relating to evapora-

tion and the multiple effect are most simple and, being based upon

some well-known physical laws, will certainly be within the grasp

of most sugar experts. The practical phases of the sugar-manufae-

turing methods and processes are the main features of the author's

efforts.

The metric system has been adhered to throughout, for it

seems irrational to refer to the laboratory analyses in decimal

measures, and then to describe the workings of the machiner)* in

feet and inches, exception alone being taken as to area of land,

farmers of the Un'ted States understanding acre^, and having

no conception of the meaning of hectares.

il
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INTRODUCTION.

PHACTICAL CONSIDERAT! ' (TING THE BEET-6U0AR
1

^^ beet-sugar-making a financial venture?—We frequently have

the argument of those prejudiced against beetrffugar nuuiu-

: u lure: Why place our money in an enterprise which has not

lact with more success in America? As we have often before said,

and now a^rain repeat, every beetrsugar factory in America which

done so through blunders which would have met
V result in Europe.

con\inced that every future beet-sugar-making enter-

iiich will avoid experimenting, and be properly managed, will

, .... iu per cent on the capital invested within five years. The first

two years there may not be realized 3 per cent. In beet-eugar-

making, like many other enterprises, experience must be gained;

this at first may prove costly in beetrSugar manufacture. The
main difficulty on commencing is the general and correct raising

of the roots by farmers. As soon as this has been solved, the

profits are realized with almost a certainty; hence it is not a

financial venture.

Beet-sugar manufacture on a small scale.—Beet sugar cannot

: c inaile profitable unless the factor}- is of at least 900 tous capacity.

By some the eider^presa idea has been reoommended with the

>iew of popularizing the beet-sugar question among the rural

population, but the questions remain. Is the object in view

accomplished? Will not the ultimate result be just the opposite

to wliat was expected? Will not those prone to offer every poasible

objection to the general progress of the be^t-sugar industry use their

practical influence in declaring that the "stuff" they have tasted

ix
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k » very inferior article, without entering into a reasonable detail

of the exact "wh\'8 and wherefores"? Those small-scale sugar

manufarturrm of the South frequently find their way North and

lepcat what they have been doing on some plantation where they

have been brought up. With what result? Instead of that de-

lightful aroma which raw cane sugar has, when made in the most

primitive wny, they find a most revolting concoction possessed of a

amell that defiee description, and is sufl^cient to sicken an average

mortal. The experience is never forgotten, and that alone is suffi-

cient to do much harm toward the general progress of superior

beeUsugar manufacture.

Notwithstanding the fact that we have for thirty years l^een

pointing out that it is a mistake to build small beet^ugar factories,

we 8tDl find it asserted that in Europe the large plants are the

exception. 1 his is not true ; for we have visited two hundred and

ninety factories in Germany, Austria, France, etc., and in no case

was the daily capacity less than 200 tons. We do not think that

a single factory* has been built during the past ten years that was

designed to handle less than 15,000 tons diunng the campaign.

The cost of lal)or in a 100-ton or a 200-ton factor}^ is alx)ut the

same; the general running expenses in both cases do not materially

differ. Many other facts might also be considered which would

favor the large plant. A few thousand dollars saved in starting

a beet-sugar factory intending to work only 100 tons a day would

soon be squandered in the surplus cost of the manufactured product.

If from one ton of beets we extract 100 kg. of sugar, it is an item

of considerable moment if the cost of labor for 200 kg. is the

same; in other words, if two tons of beets can be worked at the

price of one, this saving at the end amounts to many thousand

doUara.

It is much to be regretted that so many misleading and very

inaccurate statements are made in numerous publications of the

countr>\ The sugar-beet industry can be advanced by telling the

truth. Past experience and observations have weight notwith-

standing many efforts to ignore them.

Some time since a very influential sugar-trade journal of New
York printed the following ad\nce to those who contemplated
beet-sugar manufacture in this country: "Abandon the building

of $500,000 refineries to manufacture white sugar three months
ci the year. Build $25,000 neighborhood factories to turn beet
roots into the lowest grades of raw sugars that \^ill secure Govern-
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men! bounty. T^t the farmera who r»ite beeto be toekholdan

in the facton . . . lliis is the way the manufaeture haa been

bnuight to ita great proeperity on the Ooottneiit (Europe), and
the only way it will succeed in the United States, in our opinioo.

Beet-root agriculture can be made very profitable in almoet any
State in the Union, but beet-root refineries cannot oompele with

large estal)HHh(*d rcBneries runninir to full eAi)A<!itv everv dftv of

the year.'

It won lukr such

cirt'iimataii
, ,

Starting beet-sugar factories.—We have noticed that numer-

ous journals have been giving ad\ )ie starting of

beet-«ugar factories; none of thor -igree with our

own. In one instance it is n to push ahead, make
contracts with farmers, and wh< ^ectued the reqtii-

site capital will be forthcoming, .
in is ample water

for suitable irrigation. We could gi\ • :imple8 where
this has been done in the United States, and the tactory not being

ready in time, the beets were allowed to rot on the field and an

iH)uivalent of $80,000 simply went to waste. Numerous protesta-

tioTH. legal complications and general disgust followed. To build

the factory before the beets are assured is also a very oonunon

error, and has occurred both in the United States aiKi Canada.

The campaign then being necessarily very restricted, the interest

on the investment being lost the first year, a very heavy reduction

in the profits during the slicing period that follows is the result.

In justice to a manufacturer of beetrsugar machiner>' at least one

year should be allowed to permit a thorough study of all the facts

that are to be dealt with. The scientific designing of the plant

demands that it be adapted to the environment and not the environ-

ment to it, which is too frequently the case. The seleotion of a

suitable site always means raihnoad and water facilities, and, as far

as possible, should be in the centre of a farming district that has aU
ready been experimented with in beet cultivation, and where farmers

have already had some practical experience with this special crop,

and who are kindly disposed toward the enterprise and willing

to give a helping hand toward its suooess. We have always reeom*

mended that the beet-sugar company rent or own at least 500 acres

of land which shall be cultivated by them, forming, as it were,

a sort of model experiment station, showing the tiller just what

could be done and how to do it. The area in question should
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for the facton* at least 0000 tons of beets, which would help to bridge

over any farming difliciilty that might present itself. The manu-

facturer should i«oc tliat the seed is of a firstn^lass quality, that re-

stnctioDB be placed upon the kind of fertilizer used, that the requisite

agricultural methods for succeasful sugar-beet cultivation be adoi)ted

and that the implements are suited for the purpose. If the tiller

has not the money to purchase them, they should be loaned or

rented by the sugar company. When the yield per acre is over

ten tons and the quality of the resulting roots shows them to contain

at least 13 per cent of sugar, general satisfaction prevails and there

is no difTiculty of renewing the contract the following year. Cli-

matic conditions are frequently unfavorable, and very little money

is then made either on the field or at the factory. Such variations

may occur with crops in general, and for that reason, as far as beets

are concerned, there is no occasion for discouragement. Just how
beets should be purchased from the farmer is a very difficult ques-

tion to settle; the most rational and advantageous for the beet-

grower and the manufacturer is a basis depending upon the actual

sugar the roots contain. This is the mode of purchase for all the

oonmiodities, and there is no possible reason why it should not be

applied to sugar beets. The farmer replies to this that superior

beets mean a comparatively small yield per acre. It is to be noted

that in the long run the tiller finds his compensation. Thirt<*en

tons at $4 per ton means $52 ; but 9 tons at $6 a ton yield $54. This

is not a convincing argument for the practical farmer. Do what

one may, the subject finds no solution unless the manufacturer

has imder his control sufficient area cultivated in beets for an

average campaign. As regards a superior beet, it must be noted that

it not only gives richer juice, meaning more sugar, but the unit of

cost of extraction remains the same for superior and inferior beets

;

hence there is double advantage. With poor beets the sugar losses

dtuing the process of extraction are greater than they are with

rich beets. The cost of manufacture, calculated upon a basis of

ooe ton of beets sliced, is about the same in the two cases; hence

the working cost per pound of sugar' extracted from a poor beet

is comparatively greater than with roots having a high polarization.

' Beets should remain in the ground as long as possibfe, thus allow-

ing ample time for sugar elaboration. The question of frost must also

be taken into consideration, for late frost kills the young plantlets

aa aoon as they appear above ground, and an early frost ends the

pOMbilities of more sugar being formed in the beet. From a manu-
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facturer'8 point of view, his work actually tommmem only alter the

beciB arc deliven*(l at the factory ; but he roufit, aa explained in the

foregoing, luivc riret-claae raw material to handle, otherwiif* *^-^

practical and fumncial stieeen of the entcrpriie bedbroea a fa.

Aa the nuu)ufactun*r would j>r bin own farmer, he ooidd afford

'• !>rstow special care upon bunching, weeding, etc.; he could use

:.: . uen that would loul to the maximum >neld and quality,

and end by growing his own seed. In conji;nctian with thui ide*

we have for thirty years recommended that a distiller)- Ijc built to

handle, say. 60 tons of beets per diem for 100 days in the manufac-

• lire of n Huj)erior alcohol, which would find a ready market. When
he l)eet-sugar factor>' i^ built, the distillery could handle the resid-

::ir>' molasses. In the meantime there need be no gtiesswork of how

much the cultivation of beets costs in the selected locality, nor as to

rhf 'ontents of beets in sugar. The alcohol extracted would accu-

:.. \ give the total quantity of sugar contained in 6000 tons,

and would not be based upon the analysis of a handful of beets,

such calculations lieing fre<iuently very misleading. The Standard

Cattle Company of Nebraska went about their factory in a very

practical way. 'Hiey knew in advance just what the soil would

yield and the co8t of beets per acre, but they dui not accurately

know how much sugar 1000 acres—for example—of beets would

yield. The beets cultivated were fed to cattle and thus practically

disposed of. The method adopted was a correct one and will in the

ong nm certainly lead to very im|X)rtant financial success. When
the time comes for building a factory of, say. 500 tons capacity,

and builders are invited to send in their bids, it is not alwa>*s the

cheapest that is the most desirable. Beet-sugar manufacture

from year to year undergoes important changes, which result in

oonsiderable economy not only in the modes of extraction, but in

the percentage of extraction realized ; $50,000 additional expendi-

ture in the machiner>' furnished frequently means one-half per

cent more sugar. If 50,000 tons of beets are worked during the

campaign, this additional sugar means 250 tons, the money outeome

of which is more than sufficient to pay for the supposed exoeanve

expenditure the first year. Certain contractors of beet-sugar

machinery whom we could mention live up to the times, reject all

obsolete methods, and are consequently at an enormous expense

for the construction and designing of new machines and devices.

Their prices are high, but certainly profitable in the kmg run.

I1ie subject is too extended to be disetMsed m full in this writing.
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Howc\*er, we hope in the meantime the few hints given in the

foregoing may be followed to the letter.

Do not be i9 a hurry to start a beet-sugar factory.—The craze

for Imiliiing new factories all over the countr>' is spreading; we very

much rtigret to learn that many capitalists have been misled by

startling statements made by farmers, such as over 30 tons per

aere and 18 per cent sugar. Evidently in the desire to increase

the \*alue of their property they often have a temptation to slightly

exaggerate the results obtained. Heavy yields per acre are not

auflkient. The im|X)rtant facts to know are the sugar percentage

and purity coefficient. Argue as one may, farmers are unable to

grasp, in hundreds of cases coming under our notice, the importance

of moderate yields. Those wishing to invest money had better have

a series of experiments conducted at their own expense ; they would

then have some basis to calculate upon. The results obtained on

many farms of agricultural stations are not conclusive, for they

are in most cases estimated. We are very much opposed to small

experimental patches, for the results obtained on such areas are

very misleading. There Mill sooner or later be a great reaction

in the home beet-sugar boom, due to a scarcity of good beets.

We would have no trouble in naming several of the existing

factories that have great apprehensions regarding their future

for this very reason. A well-organized company should make

fanning part of its business, should control and cultivate sufficient

area for an average campaign. The tillers of the neighboring

counties would soon offer their 8er\'ices without special favors

being asked. In California, Michigan, and other States the

farmera continue their complaints as to the injustices, etc., done

them at the factory. These complaints in some exceptional cases

may be justified, but in most instances they are not. Arbi-

tration is the only way. If the arbitrators cannot agree, then a

disinterested person must be called in. In Europe this method is

general in most countries we have visited, not only for seed purchase,

germination, but beet analysis, weighing, etc., etc.

Farmers, go slow.—One of the greatest mistakes made by the

farming community who frequently attend meetings intended to

develop the beet-sugar interests of this country is that they become

over-enthusiastic in many cases. They see a gold mine ahead

without considering the numerous struggles necessary in order to

reach the goal they have in view. Sugar beets mean more than

the average tiller appears to appreciate, notwithstanding the efforts
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nuule by promoten offieblly repmenting tbe iotowts of fUfsr.

1 ur the pro^cnt we insist upon it that fannen mtisl go ^low in

their exoeUent endeavon at superior sufar-beet cultivation.

Sugar aztractad from Inferior beets.—^'ertain experta connected

with a W'eiitem beet^eugar factors* claim that they can extract sugar

from beeta regardless of their purity coefTicient.^ Every sugar ex-

IKTt can accomplish this, but what they cannot do is to make such

rxtrartion pro^table to all interested. The methods of purifi-

•II of juices from inferior beets would cost more than the ulti-

;...i;< Hdgar would be worth, for the higher the sugar percentage

the low IT will be the percentage of foreign substances, which offer

:
'

< iilticH to sugar crystallisation. I^t farmers continue to con-

ceit irate their efforts on the cultivation of superior beets, and not»

for the present, pUce much reliance upon the possibility of selling

large root8 to beet-sugar factories. The manufacturer must maka
money; if he does not the factor>' ceases working and the tiller

would have to centre his attention in other directions than sugar-

lM*<>t cultivation. Farmere in furnishing high-testing beets add pros-

{HTity to their farms, and it is through careful cultivation that this

may be accomplished. I^borator>' tests or experimenta show that

nearly all the sugar may be separated from saccharine juices, but

the practice of the factory means a small loss which cannot be over-

come by any known process.

Tearing down and building up of beet-sugar factories.—From
the first effort made to start beet-sugar factories in the United States

up to the present day there has been a tendency to remove the

plant from one locality to another and to patch up some old sugar

plant and calling it a beet-sugar factor}*. The taking down and
building up of beet-sugar machinery has been the ctuae of the

beet-sugar industr>' in this country. The early factories of Cali-

fomia, Wisconsin, etc., were torn down and rebuilt elsewhere.

Ihere has not been a single instance w*here the effort at recon-

struction has met with complete success.

Considerations respecting new factories and the essential

changes to existing plants.—While some installations offer very

little attraction from an artistic standpoint, the author consideri

this a mistake, for the general work to be accomplished is always

more willingly done when the environment is agreeable and pleasant

to the eye. There is a practical and rational nuumer of conskier*

* At a reeent meeting of the Qennan tyndieate it wae oooduded thei the

purity coeffident be left out in beet analym.^
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iag a bcct-flugar factory taken as a whole. Some authorities

daim that an attractive placing of the machinery so as to produce

one grand effect ofTers many disadvantages from a practical stand-

point. Eoonomy of installation can never be realized under such

conditJOM, and this item of surplus capital needed to attain a given

result is by some condemned.

.\ rational installation of a beet-sugar factory means well

ventilated, lighted and spacious rooms, allowing its surveillance

at a glance. That the machines or aooaratus be of the most

recent design and constructed in a pleasing manner offers very

little interest to the practical and technical manager. When the

machines give the requisite power, without an excess of steam in

the exhaust pipe, and when the apparatus are properly constructed

and Weld what is expected of them, they fulfil their purpose.

The duties of the technical manager refer to the details of sugar

extraction, and this demands careful watching and improvement

of all phases of the process depending upon the beet and juice

manipulation. As this within itself is all-absorbing, the mechanical

features should be looked after by a practical and technical per-

son who understands the whys and wherefores of the situation.

All irregularities in the working of the machines which may be

followed by certain perturbations in the general manufacturing

methods should be looked after at once, otherwise even greater

complications will certainly follow.

All stoppage not only means money, owing, on the one hand,

to the fact that during this period there is necessarily considerable

labor unemployed, but there follow alterations in the juices and

losses of sugar in the l)eet.s that must necessarily remain siloed for

a longer period.

The more rapidly the juices are worked by avoiding all stoppages

in their regular circulation the better will be the final results.

It is for this reason that too large a capacity of the appliance

of one of the phases of sugar extraction is always a mistake. When
such conditions occur they should be decreased or the other appli-

ances enlarged to meet the situation. When an increase of size

is made, it is essential to arrange so that this increase corresponds

to the other stations of beet-sugar manufacture; otherwise there

would follow numerous perturbations during the slicing campaign.

The increase in size of a beet-sugar factory is necessarily the

best means of reducing the cost of manufacture; this, however,

is true only up to a certain limit. If a beet-sugar factory can ob-
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lain all the roots needed, so ae to reach its maximum daily capadtjr

the increase in the sise of the factor>' reaches iu natural limit

the cost of transportation of the ))cetM which are to lie sUeed

the economy sou^^it by the contemplated change. Under these eon*

ditions it in found more advantaieous to build an entire new fac-

tor)' in a more central position. If a factory is enlarged and eanaoi

obtain more beets than before the changes were made the period

of the sugar campaign is reduced owing to the inrreased daflj

capacity. If the length of the campaign is reduced to about six

weeks the increased capacity of the pbmt will have no practieal

advantage; but, on the contrary, may be hurtful, as it may happen

that the farmers cannot supply the beets in such a abort ptfiod,

and consequently there nuiy follow a stoppage in the general work-

ing. In such cases it is better to utilize the means at one's disposal

by bringing about an amelioration in the careful work of all the

manufacturing details.

When new appliances are added to an existing factory the natural

question one asks is, What advantages will be found by their use?

In most cases it is essential to denmnd that there shall follow

sufficient gain that the device nuiy pay for itself in leas than five

years. New inventions are being constantly nuide, and unless the

sinking fund is allowed for one could never be up to the times.

It must be noticed that most of the innovations introduced corre-

spond to a special craze or fashion of manufacture that prevails at

the time. At one period it may relate to a diffusion, at another

to the defecation, evaporation, etc. Those who follow all theee

changes will end by losing money and derive no profit or advantage.

The practical advice is to give any contempUted change all doe

consideration, and if all issues have been thoroughly weighed and

the advantages of the new device are apparent, no time ahoold

\^ lost in making use of it.

The total cost of running a beet«ugar factor}' for a given period

necessarily varies with the plant. On the other hand, the

of the fabrication, properly speaking, are always about the

for a factory that has been arranged according to naodera modes

of working. Claassbn gives these details for a Cierman factory,

where the fuel and wages are comparatively high. The principal

expenses of the campaign for 100 kilos of beets sUeed are as follows:

Wages, 2.5 to 3 cents ; coal for boilers, 2 to 2.5 cents ; lime(liiiieiloo0

and fuel), 0.25 to 0.75 cent; filtering cloths. 1 to i 75 eenta; oil,

etc., for lubricating, 1 to 1.13 cents.
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Sugar entering factory.—It is much to be regretted that so

mneh reUanoe is placed upon the anal>*8i8 of a few samples of beets

forAbMb for ealnilationof the quantityof sugar entering the factory.

After tlie sugar campaign is over there are many surprises awaiting

those interested ; the difference in the theoretical }neld and the prac-

tkal results obtained arc considered the unknown losses, and when

these reach important proportions the chemist in charge is blamed

for not haxnng watched more thoroughly the different phases through

which the juices and 8>Tups have passed. The analysis of the juice

taken from the battery is much more reliable, and is the only basis

upon which it is possible to form a satisfactory idea of what is to

be expected. Factories should have a juice sampler and measurer

eoimeirted with the diffusion battery. Their working is very accu-

rate; the volimies drawn off at regular intervals are received in a

special reservoir, where they are combined with lead acetate and

a few drops of bichloride of mercury. A sample of the juice is

examined every twelve hours. If 1 16 liters of juice have been drawn

off for 100 kilos of beets and the juice contains 10 per cent of sugar,

then — —11.6 per cent b the amount of sugar extracted

from the beets. If the residuum cossettes retain 0.30 per cent

sugar, then the beets contained 11.6+0.3" 11.9 per cent sugar.

Sugar leaving the factory.—There are many chemists who
continue to estimate the quantity of sugar leaving the factory

based upon the first strike masse cuite; the calculations are made
upon data which are only approximately accurate. The density and
composition of the product from the pan may be accurately ascer-

tafaied, but the volume is an unknown factor; a fraction of an inch

in the height of the upper level of the granulated mass in the tanks

would mean a very important error in the final results obtained.

Hence the reason why the old method of sugar estimation has been,

in numy cases, entirely abandoned. The modem methods of

graining with return of after product to pan render such methods
still more complicated.

An excellent method is to determine the amount of sugar con-

tained in the masseeuite of second-grade sugars, or, at least, in

the sjmip swung out from the first-grade sugars; the weight of

the latter, added to that contained in the second product from

the pan, gives the total amount of sugar leaving the factory. It

is very important, however, that the sample to be examined be

taken during the period of emptying the pan. It frequently hap-

1
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pens that very nnAll erytuUs are deponted; henee the impor-

tance of a thorough agitAtioo of the aample before the examinatioii.

Coat of working, etc., In American and European beet-togar

factoriea.—The total expenaea for any year depend upon the

general ooeta of the adminiatration, tinlcing fund, and repain during

the aommer. The greater the quantity of beeta upon which theae

expenaea are diatributed the amaller beoomea the coat per 100 kiloa

aUeed. It is for thia reaaoo that the total coat of administration and

manufacture will in one factory be 17.5 to 22.5 centa or noore, and

in those working an average quantity of beets the cost will be 15 to

17.5 cents, while in very large factories it falls to 12.5 cenu. How-

ever, there are no definite data in this question, and in certain caaea

small factories may work more advantageously than the large ooea.

However perfect may be the working of the varioua mechanieal

devices of a beetraugar factory, the extraction of sugar from beeta

can never be a sueoess if these do not contain the sugar; henee

the manufacturer and those interested in the success of the enter-

prise should do all in their power to prevail upon the fanner to

devote to his crop of beets the care and time that are ner^^sary

for success.

We have been asked to publish side by side data of the cost of

working a beet-eugar factory in Germany or France as compared

with those now existing in the United States. We decline to

grant this request, for it would be doing an injustice to the eziat-

ing conditions of the American beet-sugar industry. We do not

even care to compare one American factory with another. When
various technical, etc., problems have been solved there will be

time enough to go into several scientific arguments relating to the

industrial question taken as a whole. A factory in California may
have certain advantages aa regards labor that may not be found

in Nebraska; on the other hand, fuel and ample water supply may
more than compenaate for the excessive daily wages of men em-

ployed. As matters now stand a just compariaoo would be im-

possible, and we are convinced that builders of these several planta

are obUged to alter their methods to meet, in a measure, the de-

mands of the local environment in which the factory is to be built.

One need only oompare the difficulties that were to be overoome

in Europe, the eariy part of the past century, in the extraction

of sugar from the beet, with the simplicity of the sitoatiOQ aa ex-

isting at present, whore every indinduai directly or indirectly

connected with the factory has had many yean' experience, to
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appreciate what great credit is due to American enterprise and

money in actually making sugar at a profit during the first campaign

.

in cases where the several hundred persons employed are doing work

of a special kind without any previous experience. A bounty for

a few years is needed in every state. We are rather inclined

towards a government bounty on export, or a state bounty based

upon some sliding scale encouraging the cultivation of superior

sugar beets and improvements in processes of beet-sugar manu-

facture.

Comparison between cost of manufacturing sugar in France

and Germany.—The future of the sugar industry in France is

certainly ver>' uncertain, and the $1.20 duty on 100 kilos of sugar

is not HufTicient to protect the home sugar manufacturers against

the invasion of German sugar. During 1901-1902, the average

raw-sugar extraction in France was 11.67 kilos per 100 kilos of

beets sliced. The total cost was $8.59 per ton of beets. In this

amount the beets represent $5.09, transportation $0.60, cost of

manufacture $2.40, interest and sinking fund $0.50. If the re-

sulting pulp and molasses were sold and brought $1.14, $7.45

would be as the actual cost for 116.7 kilos of sugar extracted, or

$6.38 per 100 kilos of raw sugar. In Germany the total cost was

$7.22, of which the beets represented $4.72, cost of manufacture

$2.00, in^rest and sinking fund $0.50. When allowance is made
for the sale of molasses, the cost becomes $6.90 for 136 kilos of

sugar, or $5.08 per 100 kilos. The difference in favor of Germany
is $6.38 -$5.08 -$1.30. So, as previously stated, at a sacrifice

of 10 cents per 100 kilos, or 1 cent per 22 pounds, the sugar of

German labor and capital is destined to compete in France with

the indigenous product. In all such calculations the data used

are necessarily not constant, but are subject to numerous fluctua-

tions. Upon general principles, however, they may be said to be

correct. The comparison is sufficient to show our readers upon
what an extremely narrow margin the future of an industry may
hang, not necessarily through a badly managed administration,

but the outcome of special circumstances of cheap labor com-
bined \i*ith several recent a^cultural difficulties.

Utilization of beet-sugar factories the entire year.—The sugar

industry utilizes its material only during a few months of the

3rear, and the interest of capital invested has consequently to be
realised during a very limited period. This fact contributes in

a very important measure to the difficulty of making the enter-
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r • profitable, it would Mruinly be desifmble to ertihltih

11 rtain industries eloee at hand which could turn to aeeoani the

botleni, engines and various machines of the sugar factory after

the sugar campaign had ended. The special industry in quattioii

should also permit the consumption of a certain amount of the

sugar of the factor>\ Molasses fomge combinations are becoming

popular and they may be made in the factory proper. TheM prod-

ucts, consisting of paim-oil meal/ with wheat middlings, etc.,

would yield molasses cakes for feeding purposes imder very eeo-

tioiniral mixlitions. It is also proposed that the variooi appli-

iiucce, mc\\ a.s triple effects, be used in the manufacture of cer-

tain essences from aromatic plants. Condensed milk is another

industry which has been suggested; the milk evaporated in the

triple effects couki be combined* with sugar in the vacuiun pans.

In Germany, it was proposed to use the centrifugals of the factory

t' r the sugar campaign had ended for washing of woote and

. \ racting the salts they contain. Central slaughter houses with

manufacture of prepared or concentrated beef juice have also

been suggested. Soap manufacture could form an annex estab-

lishment in which the fat residuums could l>e utilized. The wastes,

such as blood, bones, hair, etc., could be worked up and cou-

nt it iite an excellent fertilizer. Another writer suggests that a

brewery with high fermentation might meet the requirement or

again a central distillery or starch manufacture. As regards the

manufacture of chocolate, artificial honey might also have certain

advantages. \'ery hard wheat in certain countries ooukl be

utilized for the manufacture of macaroni, pastes, etc. In those

countries where communications are diflicult, the motive power

of the beet-sugar factories could be utilized to advantage for

working the sawmills or for general milling purposes.

Some chemists are discussing the advisability of manufac-

turing sugar from milk, after the beet-sugar campaign has ter-

minated. The idea is a practical one where dairying establish-

ments are near at hand. The milk could be heated 75 to 86^ C,
then combined with 5 to 9 per cent lime at 20° B.; defecation

with carbonic acid and the scum filtration and other like opera-

tion^ could l)e continued with the existing sugar arrangements.

( nncentration and evaporation of the clear liquor to 17-20^ B.

is then followed by granulation. It is estimated that 3 per cent

sugar could be obtained, and that the profits wouki be over

half cent per quart of the milk worktHl.
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The starting of the acceesory industriee would have the advan-

tage of collecting around the factory a stable population, and

women and children could thus find numerous occupations. Besides

the interest connected with a better utilization of invested capital

of the sugar manufacturer, the combined industries would tend

to limit the inclination of the rural populations to move towards

the cities by bringing about a closer connection than hitherto

between manufacturing and farming interests of the country,

one of the essential conditions of a nation's prosperity. From
<mr point of \new, while admitting all these theoretical advantages,

there is a practical side that must not be overlooked and that is

the danger of certain ferments renutining after the annex industry

has eeised working. This would tend to bring about an inversion

of the sugar made. Under the best possible conditions great

advantages are found in submitting all the machinery to a thor-

ough cleaning after a sugar campaign. Every pipe, etc., is taken

apart and various apparatus unmounted; the calcic and other

deposits are removed and there follows a better efficiency in the

working of the machiner>' during the three months that the sugar

factory is working. The gain realized would in a large measure

compensate for the advantages in having the plant work for, say,

ten months in the year. Experience furthermore shows that in

the various processes of sugar extraction numerous improvements

are bong made and the narrow margin of the manufacturer's

profits demands that his plant keep pace with the progress of the

I
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BEET-SUGAR MANUFACTURE,

PART L

PREUMIXARIES.

CHAKFER I.

DELH'ERY. UNTAnivr, AND TARE ESTIMATION.

Delivery.— Ilie date «>i im beginning of the campaign does

not (le{)end entirely upon the maturity of the beet, but also upoD
its saccharine quality and the daily working capacity of the plant.

If a factory must handle a large tonnage of beet« and the cam-

paign is to last for a considerable period, it is important that

the slicing begin as soon as possible. In £urope this means usu-

ally from the first to the middle of September; but not before

the laborator>' analyses show that the extraction may be con-

ducted on a paying basis. To obtain the requisite data to cor-

rectly decide this question, it is important that analyses be made
of numerous beets taken from the field at least two weeks or a

month prior to the proposed date for oix^ning the campaign.

If the factory can rely upon only a very small crop it is desira-

ble that the slicing be postponed as long as possible, so that only

mature beets vnl\ be handled from the start, and that the roots used

be fresh from the field without any necessity of special niloing.

It is evident that the first essential for the manufacturer to con-

sider \s how he can obtain the maximum sugar extraction from

the raw material to be handled. Ikginning too soon means the

handling of semi-matured beets; conmAcncing too late means
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that the roota must be tSlocd throughout a long ])onod of months

during which certain saccharine losses will surely occur.

It is desirable that the beets furnished to the factory be drawn

from farms within a reasonable radius, so that too mucli time

and money will not be involved in transportation. The whole

question of delivering beets during the winter months offers greater

difficulties in this count r>* than in Europe, owing to the bad con-

dition of the roads in many of the states. In California, under

the special conditions existing, it is possible to carr>' beets by

rail as far as 100 miles, thus permitting the fanners of one locality

to compete with those of another, which results in making the

manufacturer so much the more indei^endent.

Organization.—An important factor in the success of a fac-

tor)^ is the regularity with which the beets are delivered, and,

therefore, some factories adopt the plan of informing the farmers

of the number of tons they need per diem and per week. Hut

all factories are not in a position to make such demands, which

frequently do not coincide with the previous arrangements of

the tiller, llie fact is the European farmer in most cases delivers

the beets when he sees fit, regardless of whether they may be

needed just at that moment or not. Hence in all well-organized

beet-sugar factories special provisions are made to meet every

possible emergency that may present itself in this connection.

Reception.—Beets may be delivered by land, by water or by
rail. The arrival and departure of the carts, wagons and barges

should be effected in good order without any possibility of delay

or disputes and to this end attention should be given to the re-

ceipt of the beets, so as to prevent collision of the vehicles. Upon
general principles orders should be given that the wagons after

unloading m^e a circle around the factory. With carts this

practice b almost indispensable if the unloading is to be con-

ducted systematically. In detail the systems of controlling the

cart delivery of beets differ considerably at different factories.

The conditions are, of course, not the same when delivery by
i>arge8 is in question.

The determination of the weight of beets carried by cars is

simplified by the fact that a single weighing is sufficient. The
ascertained weight is marked on the side of the car, and as it

has, therefore, only to be passed once on the weighing machine
it is easy to avoid any block on the rails, especially if the track

a circle around l^e factory. In every case when tracks
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arc m\d, if the premitet will permit it. the um of tunitAbiev shouui

be avoided and tldiiip employed to allow of eaey ahifting.

The macliines for weigjiiiig the wagons filled with beeta are
' 'v modified " Roman aoalea/' tueh aa aie used in weighing

However, the weighing maehinea in whieh the rafla are

I(dependent of the table of the marhine are specially reoom-

nionded. In weighing a car the stand of the marhine is lifted

until it comce into contact with the interior fiange of the wheeb
and the wagon is raised. The weight is taken and after the opera-

tion the table is lowered and the wheels again rest on the rails.

'Vh(^ wagon is then pushed off the weighing machine and ahunted

without difficulty, and, as it does not come in contact with any
"'. 'ho mechanism, cannot be injured. In the mode of double

inp. the weight is first taken with cars or wagons full of

i again when empty, the difference giving the weight

ot lilt- riM)t8. The dirt, etc., is supposed to fall to the bottom.

Car shifting.—The mechanical means used for shifting the ears

depends upon the number to be handled. In Urge beet-eugar

fnrtorics. such as the 500-ton slicing plant, locomotives are pre-

ftmil. and for such puri)oses one of the diminutive locomotives

so generally in vogue is quite adequate. Wagner * gives the

preference to machines worked by accumulators for shunting single

cars. These are loaded wuth 5000 kilos of beets and turn on a

radius of 12.5 meters. The cars may be taken off the rails and
(Inuvn by horses, in which case special wheels are used, and the

wiiiinn thus formed may be brought to the middle of the fields

where the bect^ an^ growing. These electrical locomotives are

furnished with accumulators of 100 HP. each, which will haul

six wagons loaded with from 5000 to 10,000 kilos of beeta. The
accumulators may be charged by means of a trolley while running,

but can also be operated without a conducting wire.

Unless the traffic is excessive, or the distance from the depot
•

' > the factory too great, small locomotives of the Decauville type,

(instructed for narrow-gauge railways, are sufficient for the work.

The tracks may he placed between those already Uid, or, aa is gen-

rally done, a third rail may be used in combination with the

tandard rail, so as to form a narrow gauge upon which the diminu-

ive locomotive may run. Under some conditions, electric loco-

motives on narrow-gauge tracks, using an overhead wire, give aatis-

• Z.. 49. 1010. 1800.
^^
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factory resulu. The use of electricity in accumulators has not

alwmys given the practical results expected owing to the limited

power at one's disposal. An engine with accumulators, for example,

hauls from 30 to 50 tons and cannot be used on grades, but it may
be applied to the Dbcauville trains.

When beets are loaded on barges in heaps, they should first

be weighed, on account of the labor necessary for their removal.

If this precaution has been taken the roots may be emptied directly

into the hydraulic carrier when brought to shore from the Iwats

in baskets, if the factor\' be sufficiently near at hand to jx^rmit of

this combination. A weigher's certificate should always accompany

each load.

Wire-rope conveying.—When distances to be covered have

var>'ing elevations the Pro>in idea may be adopted. This mode
is as follows:*

"A rope is fixed at both ends. The baskets move by gravity

on a slant of 21 mm. per meter. The rope is supported in the air by

an ingenious apparatus. Evidently if some precautionary measures

were not taken, it would be likely to break in consequence of repeated

shocks received at the point of intersection of the rope and the

support at the passage of each basket. To avoid this there is

affixed to a projecting arm a weight which gives way at the danger-

ous moment and returns afterwards to its normal position. The

empty baskets return by a second rope, which has a smaller diame-

ter, having less to support. The slant of this rope is the opposite

of that of the first-mentioned cable. The first cost for this com-

bination for distant overhead transjwrtation. is said to be alx)ut

$900 a mile. EWdently this amount increases inversely with the

distance; that is to say, if the first mile cost $900 the second would

cost much less.

"This system can be worked by two men and a boy, but with

a greater number of hands as many as 100,000 kg. can be sent to

the factory daily. This idea is considered most excellent, but for

short distances only."

Flumes.—More economic than these methods of transportation

is the hydraulic carrier for beets, consisting of flumes or sluices, which

are described in considerable detail under another caption. These

flumes may be iron or cemented gutters, slightly inclined, in which

a current of water circulates in sufficient volume to float the beets

to the factory. The l)eet« are brought from the lx)ats by hand.

• Ware, The Sugar lieet.
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Forks or hands?—At mm rict beeu Are unloaded wiib

|iitchfnrkj< having four, five or itfQi. The pTOii^i ire Uftble to

tin*ak ofT, owing to the rmiiitancc oflfered by the mees, but Wohakka
:

' iilty by uMing movable pronyi, which are pro-

tils t hut prevent the root* from being bjured.

Kxperience nhows that all bruises, however small, dimininh the keep-
' of the beets in the silos and render them more liable to

• >f objeetionable germs which may exist in the adhering

earth than are normal beets. It must also be remembered that

fs of beets give inferior ooesettes in the slicer. In spite of all

^e considerations beets are mutiUted by the general use of forks,

ami therefore many European beet-eugar factories prefer to unload

the beetti in a most primitive fashion by hand. As each root

passes through the hands of bo>'8 and women, to whom this task

is left, the beets are to a certain extent cleaned of the adhering earth,

which Ls naturally not removed by the forks, and stones also are

usually left U^hind. 'Fliis system of unloading is more eeonomical

in Euro|x» than one would inmgine, especially when the hands are

paid by tho task.

Unloading carts.—Generally carts are emptied by the penona

delivering the roots. On the other hand, cars of beets are unloaded

by the laborers of the factory either by hand, as explained above,

or by forks. To facilitate the unloading it is recommended that the

s|)acc at the side of the cars into which the roots are to be thrown be

defined by a small wall or fence as high as the bottom of the car,

M) that the beets need only be pushed out either in hea|)s or into

the 8ilo8. When the heap of beets reaches a oertain height this

arnuigeinont loses ita utility, and for this reason the track and the

silos shoukl always be at a different level, so that the greater por-

tion of the lx?ets delivered may be unloaded with ease and at little

oxiH^nse. This method of unloading is now employed at many
factories in Genimny and is worthy of adoption.

A 8|X)t where the imloading can be done readily and at the

sinnlli^t )>ossil)lo cost should always be selected in ad\*anoe. How-
ever, as the unloading of beets arriving in boata alw*a>*8 costa more,

whether they be disposed in heaps or delivered into the beet sheds,

' n> when they are «I' '
' l>y cars, those received by the former

: . !h(xl are slictxl iin: • ly and thrown at once into the hy-

draulic carrier.

Unloading barges.—The mode of unloading beets fnwii kirgcs

differs considenibly from factory to factoi^'. If the sugar plant
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is located at some dietanoe from the water, ver>' crude methods must

frequently be adopted for the unloading of the beets. Occasionally

the roots are thrown into wheelbarrows and duinjied inlioaps in the

yard of the factor>' or near the flumes, if these exist. When the

barges draw considerable water it is necessary to unload them

with bankets, lifted by means of a windlass, and subsequently

emptied into wheelbarrows. Cranes are also used to lower a

receptacle into the barge. The frame of a Decauville car may
answer this purpose, and when filled it is raised and replaced

upon the tnick from which it was taken. \Mien there is a flume

small ^^icker baskets holding from 25 to 30 kilos are raised to

the proper height and emptied into the feeding trough. To ])re-

vent the l)eets from falling into the river or canal an inclined

plank leads from the hopper to the interior of the boat. In case

the barges are more than 2 meters deep it is necessary to fill the

large wicker baskets containing at least 125 to 150 kilos and to

raise them by means of a crane. Care should be taken, however,

not to empty such a large quantity of beets too suddenly into

the hop|>er connecting with the flumes, as this would cause an

obstruction in the hydraulic carrier and result in irregular delivery

at the other end. This method of unloading is actually in use

in nearly all the sugar factories where the peculiar location of

the plant does not offer an insurmountable obstacle.

Diflferent methods have been tried to make the unloading of

the boats entirely mechanical by employing elevators, such as

are used for grain. These attempts have met with no success, but

some factories have used beet elevators run by electricity, and

the same appliance is used for shipping and unloading beets.

DE>n8 has constructed a series of spirals placed on supports, which

aids in overcoming certain obstacles. During the last few years

numerous experiments have been made in France and Germany
for the mechanical unloading of railway cars by means of special

apparatus. The results obtained seem to be satisfactory; but

these methods are used very little at present.

Net unloading.—A method of unloading beets into a railroad

freight car is interestingly described by Myrick,* the arrangement
of which is shown in Fig. 1

:

" A strong net is placed on the bottom of the wagon or cart,

the ends of the net lopping over the two sides. The beets when

The Sugar Industry'.
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dug are thrown by hand into the wafon, which it then driven

to the freight car. Here the net on the tide next the ear is attached

••I the car at (6). 'llie two endji of the net and ita further aide

ire fastened together and made faat at (a). Here a chain ie attached

!. !i'lifii^ over the car to where a team of honM« ia hitched to a

"••tree. The team ntarts up and thitf dumim the whole wagon

Fio. 1.—Net Unloadinx.

load of \^i8 into the car. 'i*he whole job talces but a few minutea

and saves all hands work. Indeed the beets are not touched by

hand or by hand tooU after lieinp t^r.uvfi \1^il^ tho wH^nn from

the field where they grew."

An appliance of this kind is certainly Ut'suntHi lo render great

Hor\ice. We previously |x)inted out ** that the manufacturer in

most caaee haa no more consideration for beets than he has for

lime, coal or any other raw material, forgetting that roota are

living organisms; even after they have l>een hnrvt»st<t!. thev should
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be handled with great care up to the moment they enter the slicer.

Sugar beet* even in silos breathe more rapidly after a bruise and

thus consume the nutritive substances faster." *

The mode of obtaining a sample of l)eets adopted at the Los

Alamitos, Cal., beet-«ugar factory consists in placing a basket

near the centre line of the car about to be unloaded, and as soon

as the car is slanted at the desired angle, so that the roots will

fall into the beet shed beneath, the basket is filled. The beets

80 obtained certainly represent a reliable sample for tare esti-

mation.

Dumping carts.—Beet dumps have assumed a more practical

shape in most American beet-sugar factories than in Continental

Europe, the improvements having been made mainly in California.

The principal objection to the previous mode was its excessive slow-

L The Carroll dump was introduced and met with considerable

from the start. By this method five tons can be emptied

from a cart into a railway car in one minute and the cars are rapidly

filled. The inventor says: " To empty a wagon load by means

of this dump, the wagon or car is first run up the dump. In case

of a wagon the team is not unhitched but remains standing on

a solid platform during the operation. When the vehicle is upon

the dump an attendant will hook a rope or chain, which hangs

above the platform for the purpose, to a catch which holds the

side of the vehicle bed in place; then another attendant on the

other side of the vehicle will throw a lever, which brings a support

against the hubs of the wheels; yet another lever is thrown, thus

tipping the dump platform and the vehicle sidewise."

If the quantity of beets to be unloaded is not sufficient to justify

the expense of such a device a portable dump Is used, which is

mounted on car trucks and can be drawn along the tracks from

station to station and placed on the side track until the beets

of the locality are loaded. The Anaheim Beet Growers' Asso-

ciation declared that by the dump that had hitherto been used

only 200 tons could be loaded in a day. By the new device 600
tons per diem is an average. It was reported that on one day
there were loaded seven railroad cars, of twenty tons each, in a
little less than one hour and three-quarters.

Dumping cars.—In Roisin's system, which is in use at the Nas-
•andre sugar factory in France, the cars are pushed onto a movable

a B.. Aug. 19C0.
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tiTO operated by hydraulic power. The back of the cart it

,
..od, a sample taken for the tare, and the cart m niaed to

mangle of 4r)^ al)ovc a ditch, which is sufficieiit to allow the beeta

to fall out. The plntfonn then falbi back to ita origmal poaition.

llie whole o|M'ration does not last more than a few aeoonda. The
ditch may contain from 18 to 20 tons of beets. The iidei oC the

ditch arc of sheet iron placed at a considerable angle, and the

lower part is furnished with registers of a rather peculiar form,

worked by hydraulic power, which allow the beeta to fall into

small cars of the Dkcauvillk system. These cars are drawn from

under the ditch by wire cables operated by electricity and are

subsequently raised to 3 meters above the level of the silos, when
the slight incline of the track allows them to continue their route

to the place where they are to be unloaded. Eight cars of 500

kilos capacity each suffice to unload 400,000 to 500,000 kilos of

beets per day. 'llie motive power is estimated at 2 HP. to upaei

the cars and 4 HP. for the cable which does the hauling.

Railway cars can be unloaded in the same manner. A similar

installation has been used in Germany and works perfectly. It is

desirable that the place of unloading be covered so as to prevent

the animals and the men from taking cold in the yard. During the

unloading the beets which arc last delivered may be used at onoe

to nmke room for others coming in. Manual labor is thus saved.

In dry weather there is a decided advantage in making a reserve

stock of beets arriving by carts, the heaps being made as delivered.

The l)eets from barges should always be the last to be unloaded

on the piles on account of the great amount of labor involved.

Necessity of siloing.—Beet-sugar factories are not alwa\*8 ar-

ranged so that they may at once utilize all the beets received.

With the exception of the beets delivered by barge and unloaded

directly into the hydraulic carrier, the roots are generally kept some
time, depending upon the daily consumption at the factors* and the

regularity and rapidity of deliver>'. The ideal method wouki cer-

tainly Ix? to 8o regulate the arrival of the beets that they could be

sliced at once, but these conditions are never realised. It is neces-

sary, therefore, to have a certain reser>'e, by means of which the

irregularity of deliveries niay be corrected. If a comparatively regu-

lar deliver}' could be assured until the end of the cam|>aign a veiy

small reser\-e would cover the emergency. Certain factories make a

provision for hardly more than one night's work, but as a general

rule this is a mistake, as 36 hours' slicing is the lowest
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liiini . i niA rwerx'e stock is generally kept under sheds. If rapidly

delivered the beets are unloaded in hQA\ys on areas reserved for the

purpose, and the usual precautions for their satisfactory keeping

should be taken.

Covered sheds.—In most factories the flumes of the hydraulic

carrieni are in the open air, especially for the beets that are to be

sliced without delay, and there can be no objection to this arrange-

ment. However, in many cases covered sheds are used, and this

mode has many advantages, especially when the hydraulic carrier is

worked during rainy weather, or when there is a general stoppage

of the plant. These covered storehouses are often provided ^^^th

sheds extending their whole length to shelter the horses and carts

and the workmen who attend to the unloading. The sheds may be

built very economically by simply covering the ditches or banks

where the gutters run with felt roofing. As the reserve stock is

Accumulated board partitions may be put in between which the

beets can be stored to a considerable height. The beams of the

roof run the entire length of the ditches and are held by two struts

so placed as to leave sufficient space between them to move the

board partitions.

Suitable sheds or covered silos holding thousands of tons are

constructed to meet the requirements of each special case. In

most European factories the reception sheds need l^e of only a limited

capacity, as the roads are excellent and allow deliver\^ during the

entire campaign ; but such is not the case in America, where the sheds

are enormous and have a capacity nearly sufficient for the entire

slicing period.^ I>arge beet sheds have certain very objectionable

features, especially when the roots are piled up over the hot-water

canals used for transportation. When thus exposed to this semi-

moist vapor, the beets become softened, are difficult to handle in

the sheer, and jneld juices that are not only dark in color but show
an important decrease in sugar j:)ercentage compared \N'ith tho

extraction from roots brought fresh from the field.

Beet cellars.—The sheds, silos, et<?., for l^eets may be arranged

dther above or beneath the surface of the soil. When underground
they become in the true sense of the word beet cellars. Cellars for

beets are most rational and are decidedly advantageous in that

their filling and emptying from the lower canal can be accomplished

at a comparatively slight cost and with a gain in time. In the

anmU cellars used in Europe the roof covering has for its principal

object the protection of the animals and men, as the roots do not
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tpaoially need this protection, except in countriet where tnow im to

l>e feared.

A beet cellar is simply a ditch the bottom of which is formed

by two inclined pinncs slanting toward the carrier. These cellars are,

however, objectionable in that they join the fltimes at a depth

considerably below the washefB, and as a restilt the beets have to

be subsequently raised.

A beet celUr can be advantageously arranged on the side of

a hill when one is situated near the factory. Under these conditions

a cellar may Ixj dug sufficiently deep without the necessity of re-

moving the dirty water from the washer and without danger of

stagnant water.

If \yeeX8 are delivered in raiUiiy cars the sides of the oellafB

should not be higher than the level of the floor of the ears, so

as not to interfere with such bottom-empt>dng devices aa may
be employed. Arrangements that allow the tracks to pass directly

over the cellar give satisfaction. The uidth of these celUrs should

be calculated so that the slant given to their sides will allow the

beets to fall or slide naturally into the bottom flume. If this

detail is neglected considerable work will be needed to force

the roots down when the canal is imcovered, which involves a

considerable increase in the cost of labor.

Tare.—This operation of calculating the tare, or making allow-

ance for the dirt and impurities adhering to the beets, is of the*

first importance when the beets are delivered in the yards of the

factor>'. Sometimes the tare is simply estimated, but in most

eases it is found preferable to make a direct determination, under

which circumstances special stress should be placed upon the

selection of the samples.

Although at some factories it may be very diflicult to obtain

accurate results if there are a large number of farmers making

small deliveries, it is advisable to take a sample of the beets as

they arrive in the carts and determine the tare without delay.

Tare estimation upon samples of beets is ver>* inaccurate. In

comparing two cart loads of beets which had been thoroughly

washed and all foreign substances weighed, it was found that the

tare in one case was 16.8 per cent and in the other 24.6 per cent,

and comparing these practical results with laboratory* washing

we find that the sample taken from cart No. I gave a tare aUow-

ance of 12.2 per cent instead of 16.S per cent, and that from eart

\o ? Is; 14 ?>f»r cent instead of 24.6 per cent.
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Sampling.—The tare of the adhering earth is deteniiined in the

same maniuT for all beet«, whether they arrive by trucks, barges

or cmrts, vnxh this difference, that from trucks of 10,000 kilos two

samples of beets are taken at different {x^riods of the unloading and

from baifes a still larger number. For small loads experience shows

that there are advantages in taking a sample anywhere from

the mass at the beginning towards the end of the unloading, or

even during the operation. It must not be forgotten that at

the bottom of the carts the beets are dirtier than they are on top,

as the earth falls down through the mass.

It is alwa>'8 preferable to take the sample with a pitchfork

rather than by hand, for notwithstanding the intention to be

impartial, there is alwa\'8 a tendency to select the cleanest and

the smallest beet. Furthermore, the fork wnll pick up not only

the beet, but also the tip ends, broken bits, etc., that hand selec-

tion would naturally leave to one side. In most European beet-

eugar factories the sample for the tare is 25 kilos, but in cases

where hand selections are made the sample should include from

80 to 100 beets.

Cleaning.—-The operation of estimating tare consists of weigh-

ing the dirty beets, thoroughly washing them and weighing again.

The baskets in which the beets are placed should be, as far as pos-

sible, of exactly the same weight, and, furthermore, should be kept

scrupulously clean, so as to simplify the operations. At certain

factories the beets are not washed but are scraped and brushed

to remove the adhering earth. During washing the beets absorb

a certain quantity of water, increasing the weight so that one

seems to find less adhering earth than in reality existed. Accord-

ing to Pellet,* beets may actually absorb during the washing

0.1 to 0.3 per cent of water. The increase of weight of the strained

beeta is from 0.8 to 0.9 per cent, this difference being due to the

water adhering to the surface. As a general thing an allow-

ance of 1 to 2 per cent is made for this circumstance.

Waihing.—For the tare determination small hand washers are

used. Those of the Leh.nartz f model, for example, consist of a

trough in which a drum revolves, on whose outer surface is a

series of slats sufficiently near together to prevent the beets from

escaping into the interior, but yet allowing the dirt, etc., to settle

at the bottom of the trough. The axis of the drum is held by

B. As.. U. 198. 1897-88. f N. Z., 18, 213.
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two rodfl that turn when neeewiry oo one side of the tiXNigh, to

that the drum may be removed and emptied.

Other types of Uboratory washen permit the beets to be

removeil from the drum by simply revening its motioo. In

the interior is a series of projeeting arms arranged around the

axis in a Hpiral. thereby forcing the roots to make their exit when
•**'- '•-

• n of the movement is changed. There are several

> of thii) kind that may be worked mechanically by
simple Mt communication with a pulley.

Dressing.—In mmo factoricH the tip ends and the small adher-

ing roota are removed in detennining the tare. This mode is not

in general practice, for it ia in most casen followed by abuses and
disputes. The green necks or tops of the beet^i or the portions above

;^rniind should be removed and left upon the fields where the beets

were grown. The farmer has everything to gain by this method,

as the tops contain most of the pUint foods absorbed by the beets

during their development, and these elements are thus returned

to the soil. Furthermore, as the tops contain a comparatively

small sugar percentage they would necessarily reduce the average

when the roots are paid for in proportion to their sugar content.

Not many years since it was maintained that topped beets lost

more sugar during siloing than whole beets, but Ha.namann'b*

experiments appear to demonstrate that this is not the case.

On the contrary, it appears that topped beets offer decided advan-

tages, as ^-ith whole roots there is alwa>'8 danger of second growth,

with corresponding sugar loss, which is much less to be dreaded

when the crown is removed. Beets that are harvested during

rainy weather should be sliced at once.

CouKTOY t proposes to offer special prizes to farmers for the

delivers* of clean beets, while some urge that special fines be imposed

on tillers who deliver very dirty beets, the conditions to be fully

detailed in the contract between the fanner and the manufacturer.

Every effort should be made to convince the farmer that beets

with adhering earth are in the end more expensive to haul than

those reasonably cleaned after harxesting. It is too frequently

overlooked that the soil in question contains pUint food \'aluable

to the tiller, and if it is removed from the field where the beets

were cultivated the loss must be made up by the use of fer>

tilizers.

• Z . SS. 005. 18S5. t La. S. a. ft. 435. 1804-Sft.
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The weight of the tops is also determined after they are cut from

the roots.

Discussions.—As the sample docs not represent more than 0.25

per cent of the total capacity of the wagon or railway car the esti-

mation of tare is not as exact as it should be and results in numer-

ous discussions and frequently legal proceedings between the partie.

interested. In order to prevent any possible discussion between the

farmers and those receiving the beets, it is customary in certain

parts of Germany to post placards calling attention to the fact

that those interested nuiy witness all oi>erations appertaining to

tare determination, and that those who do not avail themselves

of this privilege shall have no right to complain after the work

has be^i accomplished. Another excellent custom consists of

printing notices which give full details of the mode adopted for tare

estimation, these notices forming part of the actual contract.

Sometimes there is an excessive amount of earth adhering to the

beets and serious complications follow during the hydraulic trans-

portation and the cleaning in the washer. It must not be forgotten,

furthermore, that such beets are diflScult to keep in a satisfactory

condition in the silos. In such cases it is frequently necessary to

deduct 50 per cent of the total weight of the beets delivered. The
farmer naturally objects to this, and the better plan is to refuse

the entire lot, or to dump them into a pile so that an examination

may be made and their removal permitted if they should be ulti-

mately refused.

Change during transportation.—^Too little account is taken

of the evaporation of the water contained in beets during the inter-

val that elapses between harvesting and delivery at the factory.

The evaporation is to the farmer's advantage, but means an impor-

tant loss to the manufacturer, for when beets are purchased on a

basis of their sugar content, they will contain a relatively higher

percentage after a certain amount of water has been evaporated

than before. The reverse is true when purchased by weight.

Experiments show that when beets are exposed to the sun for

tf week they may lose 35 per cent of their weight.

Without doubt the greatest enemy of the beet during transpor-

tation is frost. If the beets upon reaching their destination are

froien in a compact mass their unloading is almost impossible

Precautions should -be taken to work up the frozen beets at once,

as they will rot if left for a period of days or if exposed to the hot
vapors of the shed and thus gradually thawed. On the other hand
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ti they can be kept frozen there is no objection to tbetr tiloiuf

and Hubeequent slicing in that condition. In caaes where baeli

are brought to the factory in boata by canal or river, it ii moat

important that the conveyors in question be flat-bottomed and noi

covered, and that the rooU remain in them the aborteit poatibld

time, as otherwise they are soon heated and become soft, which,

m previously explained, results in dark-eolored juices.

To prevent the decomposition of beets during their transporta-

tion in barges, Simon* places the roots on slats and forces sulphurous

acid through the mass, circulation being obtained by means of

vertical flues, 'lliis mode cannot be recommended, as it is impos-

sible for men to work in such an atmosphere. Antiseptics give

f'^r ^''•uer results.

•< f 44.71,1894.



CHAPTER II.

SILOING AND CHANGES DrRING KEEPING.

Conservation of beets.— i he volume of beets to be siloed de-

paMls u\Hm the organization of the delivery; as each sugar factory

has a maximum limit for its daily slicing, all roots landed in the

yards in exoees of this capacity must be stored.

Harvesting should not begin until the beets are entirely ma-

tured, for if the roots are developing they have a stronger hold on

the soil and the danger of bruising is very much greater than when

that part of their growth is completed. Maturity is evidenced

by the falling of the old leaves. Just before this period the organic

substances are stored in the necks and there is then an interval

of rest, during which slicing should take place as rapidly as possible.

Beets should be siloed so that the fresh air received by ventilation

is the same as that secured by the root^ in the soil.

Judgment must be used to determine which beets should be

siloed. Among the factors to be considered are the cost of siloing

and the degree of cleanliness of the roots. For immediate working

preference should always be given to dirty beets. Those that are

delivered in the smaller carta and those without earth adhering to

their surface .should be silcxMl.

Changes during keeping.—^The loss of sugar during the keeping

of beets is due to various causes, among which are the vital changes

of the plant proper. These may be mainly attributed to second

growth or to fermentation, and the latter may have been caused

directly or indirectly by excessive heat or cold and the want of proper

ventilation. Freezing and subsequent rotting are also much to be

dreaded. Some of the leading authorities differ as to their causes

and the subsequent transformations; for example, Scheibler*
discusses the disassimilation that is produced, claiming that it is

followed by the destruction of small quantities of the asparagin

of the beet. PAONOULf pointed out some years ago that there is

• Z.. It. 228. 1866. and SO. 20. 1870. t S. I.. 88, 246. 1891

.
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formed a certain amount of ethyl alcohol ; and the invi^igaliiww of

Mahkk * apparently prove that the richoit heeta loae Uw grMtatt

amount of sugar. This assertion is very much in oontradictioo

to previous observations and to the o|>inionii of the leading autbori*

ties of some twenty yean ago. One fact appears to be oerUiii

—

that tho fertilizers used during the cultivation of the beet ha%'e an im-

portant influence oo the change during itiloing. The plant foods

that tend to prevent sugar formation will abto diminish the keeping

of the roots. Even the mode of using the pbosphorie

:.:;....ire has an influence, 'lliese facts speak for theniselves and
hIiow how im|K)rtant it is for the manufacturer to give the agri-

cult unil prohlenis his closest attention. As PiioeKOWETZ deelarss,

the kit*ping |M>wer of beets without doubt depends largely upoo the

individual characteristics of each variety; but whether tbeie can

be created a type that would undergo little or no change during

keeping has not yet been determined. STRoHMERf also agrees

with the assertion that the individual characteristics of the beet

play an important r6le as regards the sugar consumption which

doe^ not dei)end ui)on the saccharine quality of the beet. The
volume of air placed at the disposal of the beet has also an enormous

influence regarding the changes that occur during siloing. On
this question the authorities do not agree: for example. HKRzrBLO
points out that the volume of air allowed to circulate in a silo

should Ix" limited to the minimum needed for the respiration of the

plant. Remove the air entirely and the sugar transformations

still continue. According to Stroilmrr. under these circumstanees,

instead of its toeing the oxygen that bums the sugar, the roots,

between 2^ and 4° C, resort to an intramolecular breathing; that

is to say. cariwnic acid is formed by taking the fuel and oxjrgeii

through a sort of combustion of the tissue it.self. Under these cir-

cumstances there is formed a small quantity of ethylic alcohol, as

has been previously pointed out. Even after 72 hours, beets that

have l)een deprived of oxygen still continue to breathe: however, the

roots must certainly have a certain amount of oxygen to maintain

life. The carlK)nic acid should l>e removed through ventilation.

For ever>- kilogram of l)eets siloed at 5^ C, 4 to 7 mg. of sugar per

hour are consume* I.

Influence of 8prouts.~As regards second growth it is important

to note that the sprouts under favoraUe conditions may attain a <

* Z.. 39. 912. 18S9. f Oe.-lT. Z. SI. 933. 1902.
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iderAble len^h, especially when the tem)>crature is comparatively

high' One of the main n^asons for their development is carelessness

in the operation of topping. \U^is should always be topped below

the cycle of green leaves, thus removing all the bud eyes. Stkohmer

points out that at high temfieratures, owing to their second growth,

beets that have not been topixni will lose more sugar than topped

roots. This entire question, however, is open to controversy.

CoRENWiNDER discovered in these shoots the presence of small

quantities of invert sugar and saccharose, which evidently came

from the root proper, llie quantity of sugar which passes from

the roots to the leaves can never be very great, as second growths

taken collectively never represent more than 2 to 3 per cent of the

weight of the root from which they were formed. These sprouts

contain as a maximum 3 to 4 per cent of reducing sugars, which in

reality is a maximum and not an average. According to Claassen t

one must look to other causes than excessive sprouting for an

explanation of sugar losses during siloing. Experiments appear

to demonstrate that under like conditions of temperature and in

complete obscurity, beets with sprouts throw out very little

more carbonic acid than normal beets. On the other hand,

Strohmer insists that a certain percentage of the sugar in the beet

is inverted when the sprouts form, forming mainly pentose. These

losses added one to the other—sugar in the sprouts, slight increase

in the breathing and the change of sugar into non-sugar—are factors

that cannot be overlooked. The result is that after these alterations

the final juice obtained is less pure and necessarily offers greater

difficulty in sugar extraction. It seems reasonable to admit that

an anal>'sis of the sprouts would give a general idea of the changes

that have taken place.

\\Tien beets develop a second growth during their keeping it

indicates that the environment is too hot and moist. The formation

of these sprouts indicates a special vital activity that necessarily

means greater respiration and consequently a corresponding amount
of sugar consumption. However, properly speaking, there is during

the second growth a comparatively small loss of sugar, as the increase

eompaied with the total weight of the beet is very slight. The tem-
perature in the interior of a pile or of a silo filled with beets depends
upon its height and the ambient temperature.

Retarding the second growth.—At one time it was thought

Z., «. 21. IS77. t Z., 42, 382, 1892.
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thtti T r \omm due to Meood growth could be ovcroome
hv for* iiurouB acki throttf^h the niAM of roott, m the fproot*

•iilil thin ceaae.

ining A lilo.—Wh«*n a mIo \\a . . '.I of ln-in^ in

iuii, it luw been the nijitoni im,,|«i. i; rHitrr, ajul if

Ihe root« there were found to be satiiifactory the ttmm tafcen m
n u t .>lo wtui ronHidered to be in a normal state of preservation.

iiiode M faulty and the portions in contact with the straw

•vcring should be firot examined. Straw has many objection-

aiilc featun», although in certain cases it renden important

Bcn'icc.

Watering beets.—Some years since it was customary in France

to >{innkle beet^ in silos with a reasonable amount of water, the

oWjvi'i being to replace t)ic water of evaporation. It was main-

tained, and there wa.s ample authority to show that there was

reason for the assertion that wilted beets ferment more readily

than nonnal ones.

Extent of losses during siloing.—The modes of storage have an

imi)ortant influence on the extent of the sugar losses during siloing,

as is shown by the following:

SrUAR I.4>iMB<i I.N DimuuLVT Modes or ^tobaoi.

CLitASSBN. hUMAVX,
^SiSr^fSSIr

I«*nn piles not rov^rpd
'• •* u Uted. ...
'* iUot. (hearth

Silos eovemi «iui rarth not
venitUted

0.010 too 01^
0.012 too 017

019

FtorOot.

029

0.019

FlwGSat.

Silos covered with earth well

ventilated.

Large piles exposed to the air

part of the time OH
LarKe piles protected under

0.002•*.•••

The purity of the juice necessarily undergoes eonsiderabla

change during siloing, as has been mentioned. Briem 8a>*8 that

while the purity in October was SO.l. it fell to 6S.5 in May. became

79.1 in November, 77 in December, 76.3 in Januar>', 75.9 in Feb-

ruar>', 75.5 in March, and 73.5 in April. There cannot be the

slightest doubt that the lower the tcmj)eratupe is during the

storage of the beets the fewer will be the organic changes, and
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as may be imagined the action of cold is important. Beets

freete at a temperature of -1 to -1.1® C. The whole question of

exceasive cold has an exceptional importance for the United

StAtea, and is an issue that has been too frequently neglected.

FVoaen beeta do not differ in their exterior ap{>earance from

normal beets, l)ut are slightly browner in color and extremely

brittle. When rapidly thawed the color becomes dark and glossy,

the tissue is soft to the touch and appears to be entirely changed

from its original condition.

Frozen l>eets have excellent keeping powers, and as long as

they remain in that condition may be sliced with little difficulty

;

but all this changes when the roots are thawed, on account of

the non-resistance offered to the blades of the slicer by their soft,

flabby state. Furthermore, if they are left in the silo in that

condition they w\\\ soon contaminate the entire mass, the micro-

oiganisms wnll have full action and the beets will soon be in a

state of decomposition, frequently meaning considerable money

loss to the manufacturer. It is only within recent years that

any explanation could be given of the real disorganization of

the tissues during freezing. The experiments of Strohmer have

thrown much light upon the question. He says that no ice is

found in the interior of the plant cells of frozen beets. The icicle

appears to confine itself to the intercellular spaces; the cells proper

are not broken. It is only when submitted to a sudden cold of

— 10® C. that crystals are formed in the interior of the cells. The

reason why the cells die in frozen beets is that their organized

protoplasm loses its water. On the other hand, if the frost has

not removed considerable water from the protoplasm the cells

still retain a certain amount of vigor, and they may be restored

to their former activity by resorting to a system of very gradual

thawing.

The rotting of beets.—Under the influence of a high tempera-

ture in the interior of silos, a phenomenon of fermentation may
be induced which is frequently sufficient to bring about actual

changes in the composition of the beet. Many years ago Pasteur
called attention to the fact that carbonic acid favored fermenta-

tion, and urged that the silos be w^ell ventilated so as to eliminate

the gas that was the natural outcome of the beets' breathing.

The soil upon which the silo is constructed appears also to have

mn important influence, and Kxaueb,* dbcussing this subject,

* Z.. a. 89. 1856.
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deelAra that beets •bould not be stored on the «une spot during

two succcesive yesn, for, do whst one may, if there remsina the

smallest germ from which the formentation may originate, it will

oon make its iiiHuenco felt the foUowing year, the tip ends of

the roots and the lateral shoots being the finit to rot. Every

exposed beet cell means a possible centre for the miao-ofgaiiim

to develop, and herein lies the importance of not broking beets

that are to be siloed. Even the topping of beets alwa>'B

a wound, and ufion the cut there is funned a hard surface by
tuiu bacteria which have been deposited, in which case the

losses are considerable. Some forty yean ago Sacht^ pointed

out that the rotting of beets in the silo was due to some exterior

cau^e and not to the root proper. The first manifestatioo of

rut is the cloudy aspect of the juice in the beet cells. From the

ver>' coininencenient the mushroom growth is visible in these

cells and increases rapidly. The juice of beets when they begin

to rot is neutral, but it soon becomes excessively acid, and herein

lies another argument for the im(X)rtance of siloing beets that

have not been mutilated. Some authorities attempt to explain

why certain beets tend to rot more than others during the period

of keeping. For example, Grouver f noticed that beets cul-

tivated in nearly exhausted soils would rot even after three

or four weeks' keeping, whatever care may have been taken as

to nilo construction, ventilation, drainage, etc., while, on the

other hand, beets har\'ested from soils where this special crop

had been grown for the first time underwent little or no change.

Ill this connection it should be noted that excessive nitric fer-

tiii/<rst have an important. influence. This assertion has been

contnulicted by Hellrieqel,} for his experiments prove that if

these nitric plant foods are absorbed more or less by the beet

they can in no way help the development of micro-organisms.

It is admitted, however, that when nitric fertilisers are used alone,

the resulting beets arc more difficult to keep than when consider-

able phosphoric acid is added, but the reverse is true if this is

increased. Sugar losses that are noticeable during siloing are

not the only once that occur, but they are the most important.

In keeping beets for several weeks or months an e\'aporation of

• Z,. 11 474. 1802.

t Dr. FrHUNo. Der prmktiKhe H&benbsiMr, editioo 18SS, p. 213.

t Z.. li. 58. 1882.

IZ. 26. 511. 188a.
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water takoi place which amounts to an ultimate loss of weight,

but exposure to the wet may cause a gain in weight.

The rise of temperature in silos should be preventcKl by every

poflBible means at one's disposal, for while beets that have been

Abnormally heated show little or no exterior signs of it they are

mo6t difficult to work during carbonatation. Horsin-Deon

declares that juices from such beets do not blacken when exj)osed

to the air, and this is always an indication that something unusual

has occurred during siloing. Tlie danger of rise in tempera-

ture is proportionate to the mass of beets being kept, and inversely

proportionate to the evaix)rating surfaces. Some authorities

claim that a sort of suffocation follows when the air does not

circulate in the silos, and it is maintained that beets in a badly

ventilated atmosphere of less than 4° C. undergo a considerable

\atal change, resulting in much more serious complications during

sugar extraction than those due to overheating. When consider-

faig this question of beet keeping it must be remembered that

these roots cannot be stored under the same conditions as are

fruits, etc., which demand dry air, while in the case of beets

the air may be comparatively moist, but must be constantly

renewed. The question of evaporation is more important than

is generally supposed. If it goes beyond a quarter of the total

weight, the beets cannot be subsequently handled in the slicer.

Evaporation is to be dreaded even before siloing, and there-

fore the beets should not be left unprotected upon the fields after

harvesting, but should be covered with their leaves without delay.

During the siloing beets should not lose more than 12 per cent

of their water through evaporation. •

Ventilation.—In order to protect the beets from the sun during

the first stages of the campaign large sheds are used in which

ventilation must be effected, othenNise there would be a rise of

temperature in the mass. This question of ventilation has been

the subject of disctission during a period of fifty years. One fact

remains certain, that during the breathing of the beet carbonic

acid gas is liberated, and this must be eliminated, otherwise com-
plications vital to the plant will certainly follow.

Loss and increase of weight during siloing.—At the Rscau-

dcruvres* (France) sugar factor}' an increase in weight of 4.5

per cent was noticed, due to the water absorbed after a rain.

• B. Syn., p. 1030, 1899-1900.
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CLAAtMEN * made the aame obtervation. It ii mainly thorn IjceU

that come directly in contact with the moisture of the 1011 or rain

that increaae in weight, eapeeiaily when they have baeo barwled
during dry weather. The loat of weight may become eonridwble

when the lian'eeting and siloing are done during rainy weather.

ExoeMive ventilation of the aiioa is also reepooetble for eooiiderable

deereaae in weight during storage.

BRUNEHAirr t sa>^ that the loes of weight in the silos may reach

5 to 6 per cent. All facta considered, this is a considenUioo for

which due allowance must be made in experiments for determining

what method of siloing will lead to the best results. If no allow-

ance be made for these transformations, a smaller loss would appear

than practical experiments would subsequently show.

Essential conditions for keeping beets.—In order to keep

Ihhms in a proper stato of preservation during the several mooths

of the campaign the essential conditions are, protection against

frost and low tem|)erature8, heat, and rot. It is for the protection

against the low temperatures that most of the precautionary

measures are taken. T\\o metluxis adopted arc examined in detail

under another caption.

Ever>' variation of teni|xjrature of the c.Monor air mamiests

itself in the interior of the mass of beets, and this influence is e\'i-

dently greater if the pile of roots is not covered or if the ventila-

tion \s exceptionally active, due to the exposure of certain portions

of the interior to the air. As heat is generated during the beet's

respiration, it necessarily follows that the temperature in the interior

of the silos is greater than the average outside temperature, the

difference depending upon iho extent to which the air circulates

l>et^*een the roots.

CiRouvK t urges that the silos sliould be ventilated m such a way

as to keep their temperature below 2.5® C. Air is injected into tie

mass and circulation is accomplished either by means of a fan or a

pump, thermometers being placed in the interior of the mass,

by which the temperature nuiy be accurately regulated. 'l*he best

mode, however, consists in the use of suitable chinmeys through

whi<h the moisture can escape freely. As soon as the tempeimture

has fallen in the interior of the silo the vitality of the beei is eoo-

siderably diminished, and if all influences of ambient temperature

^ Z.. 44. 204. 18M.
t n. Syn.. » to U. p 1024. 180»-1001.

:Z..M. 896. 1880.
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are remm-ed the beeU cannot become heated, provided, howcx or,

that the mass of roots is not too high. Champonnois* sup:pestod

that silos should be actively ventilated from the start, and that

when the mass is at 0^ C. communication with the outside air be

cut off. The question of silo ventilation has been very thoroughly

discussed by Lange,! who calls attention to the fact that if ventila-

tion is poor the beets will shrink and dry. Hkrzfkld's recommen-

dation to give the beets during storage the minimum amount of air

necessary to maintain their vitality has already been noted. An
KDcrsase in the volume of air tends to increase the sugar loss.

The whole question of silo ventilation remains an unsolved

mystery as far as the arguments pro and con are concerned, for no

sooner is one issue settled than other arguments are brought which

are most difficult to refute. For example, Claassen t denies abso-

lutely that ventilation is at all necessary- . and maintains that among

its objectionable features is the abnormal drying of the beets,

under which condition they appear to lose less sugar. On the

other hand, if beets are siloed with an excessive amount of adhering

earthy even when well ventilated, the air finds obstructions to its

free passage and the ultimate result is the same inferiority as with

the non-ventilated silos. Among the objectionable features of the

excessively ventilated silos which should not be overlooked may
be mentioned the fact that frequently some portions receive too

much air and others not enough.

The advantages of low temperatures for beet keeping were

long ago urged by the writer, and years afterward Hraune§, and

later still Cambier, proposed to keep beets at low temperatures,

using for this purpose refrigerating appliances giving a temperature

of — 2®C. Experience shows that machines accomplishing this work

may be had in France at a cost of about five dollars for each ton of

beets stored. Making allowance on the investment for the sinking

fund, the subsequent working of the plant may be conducted on a

basis of less than one dollar a ton. Wliile this method may be

desirable in exceptional cases, it is- doubtful if the advantages

claimed exist in general.

Influence of heat from soil radiation.—There Is certainly some
truth in the idea that the heat radiated from the soil must neces-

sarily have a certain influence upon the keeping of beets for a

U. a B.. 20. 2M. 1891-02. t Z., 40. 154. 1890.

t Z.. S4. 712. 1884. f S. I., 42. 451. 1893.
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' md in onler to overeome this dfcei it has

•ver the bottom of the tUo with uhm or atpbalt.

In some caMw thiH plan has been put into actuAl practice. The

idea of ViiiRANd * b one of the moat onginal eonung under the

writer's notice. It conakta of arranging under the alio a aerifa

of air paaaagea which communicate at ita two extremities with

the ambient atmosphere. Under theae eondltiona the hot air

escapes freely. The idea of filling theae paaaagea with aome non-

conducting substance is a new departure and offen aome advan-

tages, but objections to it may be urged. As one square meter

of soil throwM out only 400 calories in two months, aa ahown by

Fourier's experiment, and the beet during this intcr>'al developa

within itself 40.000 caloriea, the great disparity in the two figuraa

evidently renders surface iaolation useleas. If the soil is eoo-

sidcred as a non-conductor, we approach very near to a true

solution of the problem.

Prerention against rot.—Of all the modes to prevent rot none

appears to be better than a low temperature; but this means is

necessarily only temporary, as numerous micro-organiama are

not killed by low temperatives. Antiseptics, such as phenie

acid, naphthaline, and sulphophenol, have many advantages.

Experiments in this direction are numerous, but cannot be die-

cussed at present. Among the investigations that at first promiaed

to lead to some important results may be mentioned those of

LACiiAUX,t who uses for the purpose phenie and boric acids. It

must be noted that the results obtained were far from satisfac-

tory, because the water used in preparing the chemicals had an

imfwrtant inflnonrc on the beets.

Requisite conditions for siloing.—It is essential to the sat-

isfactory siloing of beets that the har\'e8ting be not too long

delayed, that all mutilated or bruised beets be rejected, and that

the siloing be done during cool but not frosty weather. In

Europe the beets are never har\'ested much before October.

SUoa.~Beets are kept best when covered with earth in com-

paratively snudl silos, and therefore adected mothers that are

to be used for seed are placed in diminutive onea. It must be

noted, however, that this mode is not practical when the roots

arc intended for the factor)*, in view of the irreat exi>en5e involved

and the space required.

^ N. Z.. 27. 130. 1S91. t a Ajl, 11. 516. ISM.
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The construction of silos is very varied, dc|K*nding upon the

purpooes in view. Tliey may be located cither on the fiekis near

the place where the beets have been cultivated or in the yards

of the factor>\ The conditions and requirements in the two

cases are not the same. For instance, if the farmer has an agree-

ment with the manufacturer to deliver only at such periods as

ordcrwl, the solution of an entirely different problem is presented

than when the roots are piled up in the yards of the factory. In

both cases the cubical contents of the piles should be kept within

reasonable limits, so that if any organic changes occur, due to

faulty methotls or from other causes, the loss may be kept within

bounds.

Precautions in constructing a silo.—Many circumstances may
present themselves. If the silo must be built against a stone

wall, it is better to place a layer of straw between the wall and

the roots. When silos are of a considerable length they should

be divided by suitable walls.

Soil for silos.—All soils are not equally suitable for silos. The

most desirable soil is one that is reasonably dry, for with moist

soils complications are sure to arise in the mass of beets. The

land should be on a slight slant, facilitating drainage at no expense.

Height of piles of beets.—Experience shows that a beet pile

should never be more than 3 meters high, otherwise the lower

roots would be crushed and subsequently rot, fermentation being

followed by a tI<q of temperature in the entire mass.

Direction and position of silos.—Whether silos are built on

the fields or at the factory they should be so situated as not to

be exposed to a broadside attack from the cold winds. If this cold

air strikes the beet pile on the side of its smaller dimension, the

harm done is reduced to a minimum. The same argument applies

to the location of a beet shed. Without doubt the argument for

a north and south direction is most plausible, for the solar rays

have then less effect than they would if the pile were built east

and west.

Position of silos.—The farmer is interested in reducing to a

minimum the work that is awaiting him in the future. If the

piles of beets are made on the fields in proximity to the place of

harvest, the hauling during bad weather will be much more diffi-

cult than if they be placed near the main roads leading to the

factory.

Among the interesting types of cellar storage may be men-



uoned the Ohe* iiiethod. These stlae are 3 to 4 meien in width

and 3 metera in depth. At the bottom are ttripa of wood that

prevent direct contact between the beeta and the noil. The
piles are 4 mcterx in height. Owing to this excesnve height ordi-

nary siloH contttrurted u|x)n the grotind without any special prepa-

ration, and having a simple covering of straw or earth, actually

give better results in the comparative tests than the expensive

3-meter subsoil arrangements. It was ahown that the stuear

Iv^wes were twice as small in the ordinary silos.

Beets kept in earth.—A simple earth protection to k«-< p U .
'^

in a satififacton- state of preservation has stood the t*>t ni jjm.r-

ations and continues to have numerous advocates. Silberschlag t

even recommends that dirt be thrown in with the beets during

their keeping. Among other advocates of this mode may be

mentioned Klamrotr and Von Orx^ando. Most satisfactory

results may be obtained by making alternate layers of beeta and

earth. Especially does this mode offer important advantages

for fanners handling small masses of beets, but it is of little or

no intorc»st where manufactiu^ers, as is frequently the case, have

thousaiuls of tons to keep for months at a time.

Silos covered with earth are simple in their construction and

advantn^(><)iis to all interested. In some cases only a small ditch

is made, and in others the siu^ace of the ground is taken as a base.

The size of these silos is extremely variable. One type coming

under the writer's notice was 6 meters wide, 3 to 4 meters high

and 100 to 200 meters in length. They have suitable means of

ventilation at regular intervals, and the condition of the mass

of beets is made evident by the color of the escaping vajxirs. In

France satisfactory results have been obtained by making the

silos 3 meters at the base and 2 meters on top, and thoroughly

covorinp with earth.

Examples of good types of silos to be built on the beet fields.

—The silo shown in Fig. 2 is built on the surface of the ground

by plaring a plank in the direction in which the silo is to run. This

will form the centre of the bottom of the pile, and upon it are

placed two other boards fonning an angle. At distances of about

4 meters vertical openings for the circulation of air are placed,

as shown by the arrows. On the other hand, when the beeta are

soon to be ordered to the factor}' they are simply piled up on the

• Z . 39. 573. 1880. t Z.. «. 390. 1874.
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ground (Fig. 3)^ forming a sort of triangular prism and then covered

with straw, the thickness of which depends upon the ambient

temperature. The height in this case is about 1 meter, and the

Loocitudltial Section. Vertical Section.

Fio. 2.—Good Type of Silo, Ventilation being Well Understood.

length is variable. The beets are removed from the ends as needed

and the remainder is at once covered with straw. When the roots

are to remain in the pile for a period of weeks certain precautionary

Ixniritudinml Section. Vertical Section.

mi.

Pio. 3.—RootB to be Utilized Shortly, Piled on the Ground with a Slight

Covering of Straw.

measures should be taken for their drainage. The arrangement

shown in Fig. 4 is very practicable. A ditch of 30 cm. is dug in the

ground and about 30 cm. further along, and extending completely

Longitudinal Section.

\

wmammmmmmmmm
Fio. 4.—Pailly*8 Idea, Facilitating the Drainage.

around the first ditch, another one is made only 15 cm. wide but

50 cm. in depth. This ditch is filled with stones and serves to carry

off ail the water that may filter through the soil. This plan pre-

supposes a porous soil, othen^ise the drainage should be from the

bottom and centre of the pile. Drainage may be accomplished
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OD a hill in the nuuuier ihown in Fig. 5, the upper drAinage being to

collect the water running from the straw and earth covering.

Numerous other conditions may present fhrmsshrcis, but are of

only seoondary interest.

Piles of beets.—In California, owing to the mild climate, and in

other count ries where the campaign b very short, the beets ars

simply piled up in the yards of the factory, and it is regretfully

noted that \et» and Ions precaution is taken for their preservation.

Beet« will readily withstand a temperature not far from freesing

provided they are permitted to thaw gradually. Severe eold and
exterior heat penetrate into the interior of the mass very slowly,

and it is only those beets that have l)een actually frozen, and whose

Fig. 5.—Silo on a Slant, Prpventiiix a Deporit of Water.

eells containing the saccharine fluid have been broken open, that

suffer from the influence of frost, and this takes pUce only in

ease the cold has been very severe and sudden changes in the

temperature have occurred. In countries of average temperature

these losses need not be considered, as they are small compared
with the mass of roots that keep well. In climes where early

frosts occur it becomes important to thoroughly cover the beets.

I'nder these conditions laige silos or beet cellars of considefable

dimensions are used. Malakder says that in Belgium it is the cus-

tom to pile beets up in the yards of the factory to a considerable

height and without any exterior covering. If the area desired

can be obtained the height of these piles does not exeeed 2
meters. This method is faulty, and the manufacturers have long

since admitted that such is the case, but do not appear inclined

to make a change. Though this apparent neglect exists they have

an excellent custom of slicing the beets in the order in which the

piles were constructed. Exceptions are made to this nile. how-

ever, in oases in which certain piles show signs of some important

organic change. Piles about 6 meters wide appear to meet
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the rcquiremento of the situation. In unloading it is eonsiderod

advantageous, as the space is fre<]ucntly limited, to keep the sides

of the pile vertical, but this mode presents the disadvarittige of

involving ver>' high labor exjXMises. Precaution is taken in

these vertical piles to keep the necks of the beets pointing to the

exterior. An excellent measure for preventing the rotting of beets

in piles is to turn them over at regular intervals. This plan is

without doubt to be recommended, but is hardly practicable in this

countr}- owing to the expense. Argue as one may, the sugar losses

in these unprotected silos are very much greater than is generally

supposed. According to Hrunchant* they may attain at least

1 per cent more than in the well-built silos. Underground cellars,

which have long been advocated by the writer, offer advantages

for cold climates, and while their construction is very expensive,

h must be admitted that their ventilation and temperature may be

kept under accurate control, and that there is only a slight motion

of the circulating air. With the view to taking some precaution

for protecting beets where no sheds exist, tarred cloths that keep

out moisture are used. In I^elgium cloths that have been used

in the filter press answer the purpose. In some factories the cover-

ing consists of straw, bamboo, rush, cane reed, forming a sort of mat-

ting, which is made at the factory.

Sheds.—At many of the large factories sheds are used to

cover the piles of beets so as to keep them in first-class condition

until used. This plan is very economical and offers certain impor-

tant advantages. In France the cost of such sheds is less than

three dollars per square meter. To protect beets against the

winds, which means that the temperature of the mass of beets

is raised or lowered to the same degree as the ambient tempera-

ture, one sugar factory visited by the writer used economically

constnicted closed sheds. The sinking fund necessary to estab-

lish this method represented about 25 cents per ton of beets sliced.

In France it is admitted that the sheds for small factories should

have a superficial area of about 6 square meters per ton of beets to

be sliced, but this rule could not possibly be applied to a 5(XJ-ton

plant. Some authorities state that a ton of beets emptied into

A abed occupies a volume of 1.80 cm., consequently a cubic meter
of beets weighs 555 kilos, and this forms a basis for calculating

the cubical contents of the sheds. In these sheds beets are piled

• B. Syti.. 29 to U, 1024, 1899-1901.
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up to a height of 3) meteni, and under thcM conditioni 2 font

of beeU per square meter of Hurface may be stored until needed.

Attiiition should be called to the Siuom * tbed, which may be

(nk«ii apart and put together at will. 'Vhe tar^overed dotha

must be used as an outer covering, leaving spaces at inten-ab

for tlie circulation of air. A silo of an emeigency type that may
be built lis t)ie occasion demands was devised by Prrrr.t Posts

are sunk at regular intervals to support the framework of the

roof. The beets are piled to a height of about 4 meters, the neeks

placed outward and forming the exterior skies of the pile. As
the work progresses the frames are placed in position, and earth

outskle tapering toward the top. The roof frames are

i by cross ties consisting of wooden sUts, the roof being

covered with straw or some similar substance. It is important

to note that, with some slight variation in the details, sheds of

this kind have been adopted by several beet-sugar factories of

the Western States. The width of the beet sheds used in France

varies from 10 to 20 meters. Upon general principles it may
be said that 15 meters fits all possible conditions, and permits

the use of all the standard commercial sizes of material. The
height under roof frames varies from 3.5 to 5 meters. A suit-

able galvanized iron framework with a cardboard covering per-

mits of broad space and the free circulation of cars and carts

between the vertical supports. American experience differs from

that of Europeans as regards sheds, and in California, where the

sugar campaign is conducted without fear of frosts, the prob-

lems differ greatly from those of the colder states. For example,

in rtah the first sheds built for beets were 500 feet long and

26 feet wide, and were made of wood and lined with straw. In

regard to these sheds the manager of the factor>' subsequently

wrote: X
" We have discovered since then that frost is something

we are not afraid of, provided our beets are brought here in a

perfect state. We have now erected several platforms, one of

which has skies, but the top is left entirdy open. It is 500 feet

long by 34 feet mde and will hold fully 3000 tons of beets. This

system has worked admirably, and the beets which kept the best

were those that were left entirely open to the weather. The
system of storing in laige open piles has proved aatiafaetocy

• La. S. B . 21. 302. 1892-03.

t B. Syn.. 14 to 16. 179. 1883-18m.

I Myrick. The Su^ar Induttiy.
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the conditloni here. We have stored some 6000 tons of beets

in piles on bare ground. When the frost came and we had a tem-

perature as low as 10° below zero the surface of the stored beets

froae to the depth of two or three layers of beets."

Economical considerations.—^I'he silo should be .such that

the beets lose the least jxwsible amount of sugar during their

keeping, and that the work of opening the silo and handling the

roota be done at the least possible cost. In short, the sheds for

keeping the beets should be of an economical construction.

CuiASSEN * estimates that the loss of sugar in the uncovered

piles of beets is about 1.5 to 0.7 per cent, and he concludes that

noshed combination, even at the cost of $1.40 per square meter,

is sufficiently economical to warrant its construction. To avoid

the expense of beet storage many German factories and all the

sugar plants of Sweden allow the farmers a certain compensa-

tion for beets delivered during the progress of the sugar cam-

paign, that is to say after November 15. This premium amounts

to considerable, and from all calculations made in such cases it

appears that the factory would have every monetary advantage

in constructing sheds and silos of its own. The farmers in such

cases seldom take the trouble to construct silos, and the beets

are exposed during the interval between harvesting and the time

they are ordered to the factory, resulting in changes in the roots

which in the end are a decided disadvantage to the manufac-

turer. In some cases still another mode has been adopted, which

is to allow the farmer a certain sum per ton for the construction

of the silo in question. Where this idea has been carried out

the silo frequently used is of a very simple construction, being

merely a trench into which the beets with their leaves are thrown.

The water from these silos is drained through a furrow made
with a plow. The farmer, from his point of view, also has argu-

ments against the delivery of roots at any given date; for example,

if the weather continues warm after the period of harvesting, the

question of preservation is then as important to the tiller as pro.

tection against excessively low temperatures.

Sugar-beet drying.—Of late the question of fresh-beet cossette

drying has been seriously discussed, and the excellent apparatus

of Lafeuiixe gives verj' satisfactory' results for this purpose.

The dried slices may be kept until necxied. This idea was worked

* Z.. 46. 204. 189.*^.

1
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out on a practical basis by ScrOsenbacr in Austria many yean
since; but it was soon dboovered that the plan was not seotioralwU,

:i-^ >:•• cost of fuel for the evaponUoo of a produei to whieh water

wuLild be subsequently added and again evaporated, was not

compensated for by the advantages gained. In California sun-

drying has been tried, but has led to only very indifferait results.

The Lapkuille mode is simple and should be deseribed b detail.

The drying is effected with hot gases that produce at the same
time a sterilising effect on the cosiettes. A longitudinal seetioo

of the dryer is shown in Fig. 6. The sterilisation is aeeomplisbed

by bringing the beet slice in contact with gases at the temperature

of riO(y> to 600^ C. These hot gases are from the grate P, Fig. 6.

They circulate through the flues A, then in A^ (see secUon through

AB), and finally into A^, beneath the moving apron B (see Fig. 6),

the lower part of which passes into B after having passed aroond

the drums CC. This endless nu>ving apron BB has suitable roOen

along its lower surface, which facilitate the motion. The gases, upon

entering the portion of the dryer in which circulates the movable

band, are kept under control by suitable registers D, which permit

one to regulate the section of the flue. The temperatures are given

by the pyrometers P. To the hot gases, after leaving the fire

grate F, are added certain sterilizing gases or vapors (as, for example,

'Sulphurous acid, obtained by simply throwing into the fire a small

quantity of sulphur), whereby all the germs and ferments that the

ooasettes may contain are destroyed. There follows a coagulation

of the albuminoids and pectic substances. The sterilising and de-

siccating gases esoi^ Uuough the flue connecting with the chim-

ney. There are several registers which regulate this exit, one of

which is shown in fP and IP, The beets are thrown into the hopper

Z, feeding the slicer underneath, so that the resulting slices fall

directly upon the endless band B. The dried ooasettes are thrown

out at the other end of the dryer. The bar I falls very close to the

dried product and prevents the gases from escaping in that direc-

tion, and as a oonsequenee they find an exit passage at E. Of late

certain changes have been made. The beet slices are collected

on suitable cast-iron boxes, \\ feet in width and 2 inches in depth,

spread evenly upon these and then placed on the moving apron

B, and removed at the other end. This arrangement does away
^nth a ver>' objectionable feature of the pre\nous combination.

which prevented the dried cossettes from adhering to the moving

band, notwithstanding that the surface was well brushed. Some
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miefOM haa already been realii«d by drying alicai of the (brtf»

bet*t for cattle feeding, 150 tons of the lUeed roota being dried

per dictn. Kx|)enmcntii on an extended aeale ahow that 1000 kiloa

of boet«, containing 13 per cent fugar, 8 per cent nonnnigar and
79 per cent water, may be reduced in the Lafcuillk dr>'er to 250

kilud, the product will contain 52 per cent sugar, 32 per cent non-

sugar and 16 per cent water. It is estimated that upon an average

4(KJ0 to 4350 kilos of fresh beets will yield 1000 kilos of dried

product, and even when containing 15 per cent water they will still

hnvo excellent keeping powers. In S|)ain some results have been

obtaininl by 8eini-dr>'ing and sterilization, and then completing the

dr>'ing in the sim. By this mode, instead of oonMiming 75 kilos

of coal per ton of beets being dried, the desiccation wan accom-

plitihed with 15 kilos of coal. For working the dr>'cr under con-

sidenition there is needed 125 HP. The fact is that to conduct

the dryer under satisfactory conditions a capital of not Ivas than

$100,000 is necessary. The cost per ton of beets dried is about

$1.60, including fuel, motive power, sinking fund, general expeases,

eic. The ton of dried product cost $6.20 or $20, including the

cost of the beet^ used. It is claimed that this product offers advan-

tages for cattle feetling not found with many of the molasses com-

hinatioa«».

Utilization of frozen beets.

—

Herissant* recommends that

thawed beets that have shown no signs of decomposition, but which

cannot be sliced, be carefully washed, cut up and mixed with

chopped straw. After three days the combination is to be salted

and pUiced in suitable silos, and subsequently used for feeding

purposes. The same idea was advanced by Hollruno, who urged

that special precautionary measures be taken to keep out the air.

^J. d.f. d..a Jan. 1S90.



CHAPTER III.

TRANSPORTATION.

Diflferent methods of transportation. (Fig. 7.)—The transpor-

tation of l)ects from the silos to the washer may be accomplished

either by wheelbarro\i's, carts, overhead wires, cars on narrow-

gauge tracks, mechanical traction or hydraulic transportation,

according to the various circumstances involved. The first two

modes are ver>' primitive and need not be especially considered.

The overhead wire was recommended as early as 1872 by Ker-

Flo. 7.—This Transverae Section shows the General Armngenient of the
Reception Sheds, Beet-washers, etx*., described in Chapters II and III.

.1. flumes under beet sheds and leading to lifter; B, wheel or othcr
Itfting de\ice for delivering beets into the washer C.

«TEN,* and may render excellent service if the site of the factory

involves different levels and is at a great distance from the silos.

Small carg.—The small cars of the Decauville type previously

mmtioned have rendered excellent service since 1875, when they

were firet used as an economical means of transportation at sugar

factories. The tracks are the narrow-gauge 0.50- to 0.60-meter

types, and either movable or fixed. At the present day, if hydraulic

transportation is not used, this mode, from an economical stand-

point, is to be recommended. The evident advantage of the movable
track is that it permits one to meet numerous emergencies that

Z., 22. 621, 1872.
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may prment themwlvet. Beet piles of eomidcrmble tiie m fr»-

quently built over the pemuuietit traelu which eone into tiee • the

volume of t ht' l>eetii it reduced. Tlie beet method, however, it to have

the famiem pile up the beets in the yard of the factory, !eaving a
suffirient M|mre between the silott for the free circulation of the

cartn. lioforp piling up any beetii it i« reeommended to plaee in

position the movable tracks that are to be subeequentJy ueed. In

order to do away with cur\'es of very short radius which fre(|uently

cause subsequent trouble, Kaklik * does not place the §ilas

perpendicular to the principal trn<l Knt at an &ng\e, shom-n in

Fig. S. that facilitates switching

The luurrow-gauge transportatiou for

beets has been perfected in recent years by

KopPKL. By this method cars of 5-ton ca*

|)acity which may Ik? emptied by being turned

over can be umhI. For hauling these cars,

overhead trolley's, or in some cases electric

locomotives, give satisfaction. It must be

noted that these means of traction are valu-

able only when the distances are too great Pio. 8.— Pbdtkm of

for the practical utilization of hydraulic
w* h^iuinTnS"*

tninM|M)rtation.

Belting.—Special rubber belting suitably arranged was the

principal moans of transporting beets from the silos to thi washer

in KurojK* until 18S0. I^ter a sort of iron belting, with special

attachments at regular inter\'al8 for separating the earth adher-

ing to the root, was introduced. This lessened the work during

washing, and another excellent feature of this mode was that in

a s]x*cial emergency f the belting could be changed into a carrier

slanting at 45®, by means of which the beets could be emptied

(lirtM-tly into the washer.

Flumes.—Nearly all other methods have been superseded by

hydraulic tran8|)ortation. which was first introduced in Germany
by UiKDiNGER X in 1879. During the same year a practical

application was made of the method at Bok, Hungary*, and for

many years past it has l)een generally used and is a pronounced

improvement over all other methods. In some cases it has proved

practicable even at distances that at one time would ha\T been

thought far too great for its application. In most of our Ameri-

• Z.. i7. 202, 1908.. t Z.. 24. 347, 1874 % Z., M, 70S, 1880.
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can factorice the canals arc of wood, or in some cases ditches are

dug in the ground. There is evidently a future for the sheet-

iron section method: the sections may be unmounted and screwed

together and offer many other advantages, as they are readily

placed in new positions at ver>' little cost, may be used to carr>'

beets from the yard to the factor}*, and also be put out of the

way during those ix»riod.s of the year when all ai)i)roaches to the

factor}* are being put in order for the coming campaign.

The RiKDi.NciER mode of transportation coasists of a flume

or sluice slightly inclined, in which water circulates with suffi-

cient force and velocity to carry the beets to the factory. The
plan and section in Fig. 9 shows the earliest arrangomont for

Fio. 9.—Plan and Section of the Uiedixger Silo with Flume Distribution.

bringing the water into the flumes from outside of the beet sheds.

The water enters at A and B, circulates under the beets in the

flumes and finally passes through the washer D, and then into

a pit, E, from which it is pumped out to be again utilized. While
this arrangement has undergone many modifications, the main
principle has never changed. The roots are thus conveyed at a
ver>' slight expense, only two men being needed for a 500-ton
plant. In certain special cases the saving effected is 80 per cent

of the exix»nse of obsolete methods. The cost of hydraulic beet
trans|x)rtation in France and Germany is alx>ut sLx cents per
ton, which is 50 per cent less than by the old methods.

Among the numerous advantages of this mode the beets have
most of the adhering dirt removed during transportation. All

of the sand is washed off, but some of the clayey earth, being
sticky, remains on the surface of the roots and must be removed
in the washer.

General facts relating to hydraulic transportation.—The canals
are placed in the middle of the beet sheds or silos, and if the plans
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have been properiy made the carrying may be Tary aaoaomicaUy

accomplished. The slanting sidea of the sheds feeding the eanal

may be oooitrueted of boards with spaoes betwMO them, permitting

some of the adhering dirt to fall through before reaehing the eanal,

thus obetructing the circulating water leas and permitting a loafBr

iiitonal to eU^we before the necessity of cleaning the canal arises.

I urtlkermore. it frequently happens that the reservoiis for the re-

Miluary water of a beet-sugar factory are of only moderate dimeo-

nnd all additional impurities add just so much to the dliB-

Unfortunatcly, however, the spacing formed by the laths,

Itoards,- etc., becomes clogged when the beets are more or leas

rvd with mud during rainy weather and no longer answm
purpose.

IHumce placed beneath the surface of the ground necessarily

' l)e specially adjusted to the various conditions of each installa-

Flumes outside or under the silos and sheds should be placed

at the bottom of a ditch or between two inclined planes. These

ing surfaces are either brick or cement, their width and sise

: , nding very much upon one another and upon the volume of

beets they are intended to carry. An excellent arrangement is

shown in Fig. 10; the flume itself Ls built of brick, lined with

Fio. 10.—Section of Flume under Silo. (An excellent French tjrpe.)

cement, and the sides directing the beets are also of stone construe-

The arrangement shown in Fig. 1 1 Is not so good, for the dirt

!: M the sides finds its way into the flumes from top to bottom.

The slanting sides var>' from 3 to 8 meters. The slant should be

surlt as to permit the beets to slide into the canal by their own
wiight without any other assistance. Howe\*er, when the slanting

sides are very far apart, in cases of very large sheds, they may attain

a greater height than the carts from which the beets are ddivered.

under which circumstances, as may be imagined, the iinloading would

be diflioult and in many cases impossible. For this reason it is
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that with less of a slant the beets may be pushed into the

alidoeB at a very slight expense.

Lalo recommends that the incline connecting the silos with

the eanals slant 20 cm. per meter. When the slant is excessive the

beets are most difficult to handle at the receivmg station. An

indiDAtioD of 30® is apparently sufficient. The length of the

eanal depends upon its slant per meter and should be proportional

to the size of the sugar plant, so that the mass of beets may not

overheated by the warm vapors arising from the canals.

FlO. 11.—Section of Flume under Silo. (Type not to be recommended.)

which, after several days, might cause serious complications.

Under all circimistances every possible effort should be made to

renew all the beets in the flumes every few days.

Shape.—^The shape of the flumes depends upon many factors,

among the most important of which are the supply of beets needed

at a given point, the variable condition of the roots as regards

adhering earth, etc., the volume of water that is readily available

for floating the beets and the slant that may be given to the canal.

TTic sixes most frequently adopted for an average sugar factory, say

for 500 tons per day, are very varied. Among the earlier styles

may be mentioned the R. Bosse f type, in the shape of a square

with rounded sides 340 mm. deep. Experience soon showed the im-

pwtance of increasing this depth, as under certain circumstances

an obstruction was likely to occur, causing an overflow. Riepen-

BAUSER t recommends that these flumes have a height of 400 mm.,
while, on the other hand, Claa.ssen advocates a height of at least

500 to 600 nmi. with a rounded bottom, the width depending upon

• B. Aa. t, 80, 1891-1892. f D. Z. I., 6. 455, 1881. X Z., 31, 979, 1881.
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Fig. 12.—Oonereta FmnKtotkm
entiraly Umkigfound.

Fio. 13.~0oiiei«l« Bottom
Foundation, uppar pait open.

f^^Ten^

Fio. 14.—Upper pAit open.

Fio. 15.~UiKtonnmiML
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the volume of roote to be handled, and varying from 300 to 500 mm.
However, in special cases, where the canals must be placed con-

siderably beneath the surface of the soil, the sides may be made

vertical (Figs. 12, 13 and 14), taking the precaution to leave a project-

ing ix)rtion near the bottom on both sides, upon which the workmen

may walk when cleaning out the canal. In some cases the canal

is circular, but experience seems to show that there are greater

advantages in having it oval (Fig. 15), so that if the volume of water

Is limited the velocity of the circulating water may not be lessened,

or at least not diminished sufficiently to reduce the work performed

Fig. 16.—German Type. Fio. 17.

—

Heinze Type.

below the desired standard. The sides of these flumes are not ver-

tical, so that if for one reason or another an obstruction should

occur at the most elevated portion of the sluice, the tendency

would be to slightly raise the l^eets and carry them forward with-

out difficulty. Fig. 16 is a German type. According to Heinze * the

most desirable proportions are those shown in Fig. 17. For an in-

clination of 10 mm. per meter (Fig. 17) 6 is calculated in the fol-

lowing manner. Q=s volume of water that may be used per minute;

/?« quantity of beets sliced at the factory per diem expressed in

O R
centners of 50 kilos, ^—^ decimeters or ^^'=yooh decimeters.

KARUKf reconmiends flumes having a semi-elliptical section with

a ktrge axis of 120 cm. and a small axis of 40 cm. It is to be noted

that the actual working sizes of the various flumes do not differ to

any extent in the various factories, llie cross-sections remain about

the same for large as for small factories, though the volume of water

needed may be somewhat greater and a washer be fed by two or three

C, 10, 843, 1902. t B. Z., 27. 207, 1903.
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of ^^'^-fw flumes at the aame time. It ai ciMtomvy to keep Um dm
. the limiU of the dimewioni given, which may be aeeepCed

i^ those in general uae. When the beets are very dirty narrower

< '""^r flumes are usually built. Evidently the deaner the beeU
••At«r will be the carrying capadty of the sluices, whieh

i>on the volume of wator and the slant of the flume.

...o section of the sluices at the junction of the curves

i 1.

Building flumes.—The maieriaU used for the building of flumes

arc ver>' viiried, wood, brick, stone, iron, etc., being used, though

wooden flumes are exceptional and only for temporary use. The prin-

cipal objection to wood is the frictioh offered to the circulating roots,

but in this connection it is important to noto that some 3rears

sinrc Trocmb made wooden movable flimies whieh met with rea-

8<)nal)le success. Frequently the flumes are nutde entirely of brick-

work, either the standard variety or a special kind, which is then

covered with hydraulic cement. The sluices constructed in this

manner have several objectionable features, as, for instance, particles

of cement break off and the rough surface offers an objectiooable

resistance to the motion of the roots in the flumes. The diffi-

culty is greater during very cold weather, and it is desirable after

the sugar campaign has ended that the flume be covered with

straw or barnyard manure, until the cold season is over. The
cost of repairing these flumes is considerable, and this item added

to the cost of the first installation sometimes renders the hy-

draulic mode of transportation very expensive. Without doubt

the sluices made of cement and concrete are the most economical

in the long run. De Malander says that these sectkms may be

constructed at the factory during the summer months. They may
be made of solid concrete 70 to 80 mm. in thicknev, using for

the purpose a wooden form into which a mixture oonsisttng of 1

part cement and 2 parts gravel is emptied. After the product

is dr>', or at least perfectly settled, the moulds are taken apart.

In the thickness of the cement should be left a projecting portion

that will form a point for one section with another, each section

being about 1.25 meters long. Another mode consists in having

a wire framework covered with cement. In this ease the portion

forming the joint should not be thicker than 25 nun. and the length

of the sections may be 2.50 meters or twice that of the fonner

type. These cement flumes are simply placed on a layer of

10 cm. in thickness, and into the sides either earth or
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is oompraned. On the other hand, Karuk says that the best

mixture for such sections made at the factory consists of one part

eement and six parts of sandy quartz, for which may be substitutiKl

three parts sand and three parts small stone, water being added until

the mass has a pasty consistence, and with this the bottom of the

flume is made and placed in position at the bottom of the ditch in

which the flume is tobeconstructe<i. Upon this bottom is placed an

iron form WAl (Fig. 18), representing the interior profile of the flume

to be constructed, leaving between the earth surface, E, and the

form a space which represents the thickness of the sluice, 12 to 13

cm. probably giving the best results. The concrete is compressed

into this space and on the top are placed the wood strips, W and /,

upon which rest the wooden or iron gratings covering the flumes.

ft

If
1

-i1
1

1 Lim
i-l«.. id. Fig. 19. Fio. 20.

Fio. 18.—Showing Po8ition of Iron Form during Concrete Drying.
Fio. 19.—Sheet- or Cast-iron Flume.
Fio. 20.—Wicker Covering.

After a time the iron moulds are withdrawn. These sections are

from 1 meter to 1.25 meters in length. ITie work may be rapidly

executed, and has the advantage of being strong and needing little

or no repairing. Its first cost, however, is greater than the modes

previously mentioned. In certain cases terra-cotta is preferable

to cement for the bottom of the flumes, as where the dirt adhering

to the beets consists of gravel, which would tend to rapidly wear the

eement. Such special sluices consist of semicircular terra-cotta (Fig.

18) pipes with enamelled interior surfaces, the sides of the sluices

being either concrete or brick. As their inner surface is smooth

they offer no resistance to the beets during transportation, and this

mode is in the end economical. In all cases they cost less than the

sheet- or cast-iron semicircular sluices (Fig. 19). With such sluices

a depression should be made on top as a rest for the upper cover.
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(Generally the flumes hAve for a top covering mther a wiek«r (Fif.

20) or ca0t-iron grating (Fig. 16), or abeet-iron eovering, mdRekntXy

strong to resist the vertical pressure of the pile of beels placed

above. These coverings must be of a sise to permit ready handling.

When thoy are of iron, holes at regular intenals pennit one to use

a hook on the end of an iron rod or even a special spade for their

removal. At the entrance to the factory brick arches are frequently

built over the flumes. Under all circumstances the interior of

the flumes should be accessible, llie sheet-iron flumes have cer-

tain important advantages especially for the preliminary hAnHliy^

of beet8~4dong the river front, for example. The iK-icker coven

soon rot if left exposed for the entire year to the variations of the

weather. Iron flumes may be attached to trestles, and thus over-

come any obstruction offered by the environment. The arrange-

ment is shown in Figs. 21 and 22. The sheet-iron flumes are mainly

for temporar}' use when they are to be suheequently placed in

other positions.

Fig. 21.—Bheet-iroo Flume on Trade.

Transportable sluice.—The transportable sluice of the Cervch

type consists of sheet-iron sections 3 meters in length, 50 cm. in

height and 3 mm. in thickness, with an opening 32 cm. wide on top.

At intervals of 6 meters small wheels are attached to these flumes.

which arc held in position by T irons sliding in grooves riveted on

the hydraulic carriers. In the T irons there are holes by nwAns of

which the flumes may be raised or bwered so as to give ihem the
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slant neceBsary under given circumstances (Fig. 23). Poards are

placed on the ground, upon which the wheels readily run, and the

Fio. 22.—Sheet-iron Flume backed by Concrete and Brick,

entire flume may thus be displaced either in a direction perpendicular

to its length, parallel to its length, or parallel to a fixed flume, b

(Fig. 23), into which it empties itself through F. All the beet piles

DeUU. General Plan of Silofl.

Fio. 23.—Cbrtch Transportable Flumes.

a, a, et€., are handled successively. The water is brought to the

movable flume from the reservoir E by means of a hemp pipe,

which at the Cemosic factory, Bohemia, has a length of 150 meters.

The area of land covered with silos handled in this manner is
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200X 150 meters. In oerUin fActories of Austria * the flumes have

been mounted on a deviee retembling the Dixal* villi: can, the

tracks remaining covered with beetii until the roots are needed at

the factory. The eoonomy of this method is self-evident. It is

:!:i{>ortant to note that suitable rubber joints held together by
bolts are between each section.

If the beets are exoeptionaily dirty through the neglect of the

tiller, or have adhering leaves, etc., it becomes necessary to make
allowances for this by increasing the slant and section of the canal

and using more water, so as to flush out these foreign substances

and force the beets to circulate.

Upon general principles, the slant given to these flumes is

from 7 mm. to 10 mm. per meter, and when there is a curve, or

a joint, or, in other words, in those portions of the hydraulic carrier

where there is danger of an overflow, the slant must necessarily

be increased by a few millimeters. Sometimes the slant is not

sufficient, and when the canal is very long it should be increased

80 as to make allowance for the friction produced. If large volumes

of water are available and in straight lines the slant may be reduced

to 5 mm. per meter, under which conditions Hoepke obtained

satisfactory results. Von Niessen mentions other installations

where the formation of the land demanded a slant of 30°, and, of

oourec, in this case the beets fall directly into the water, otherwise

they would be crushed. Under these circunwtances very little

water is needed in the carrier, in fact at such inclinations the beets

would slide without water. A very rational mode has been sug-

gested by DERVAUxt which certainly overcomes the difficulty.

It consists in dividing the fall into several sections, permitting the

beets to drop from one canal to another placed at a lower level.

In some cases cited the beets had a fall of 2 meters. The main

point in all these methods is to so arrange that the beets will

not be bruised or crushed. On the other hand, when the .-Isnt is

reasonable a simple hopper answers the purpose of communica-

tion between the two canals. A method of special interest that

has been suggested is one permitting beets to be carried from

one elevation to another by the use of a funicular run by hydraulic

power. A car full of bcete is brought up to a certain level by a car

full of water on another track; but this mode requires enormous

quantities of water. In Sweden the siphon pUn has been used

« a z.. St, sao. laog-isM. t a i. m. 5es. issi.
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to oarry beeto under a railway track and has met with reasonable

tttooev. The open slanting sides in this case had a grade of 7

to 10 mm. per meter, the pipes of siphon were 40 to 50 cm. in

diameter. ^>CHUPP has met with some success by adopting a cer-

tain brick slanting combination in the yards of the factory, facili-

tating the fall of the beets into the canals.

Flume organization.—The suitability of such a flume organ-

ixation in the yards of the factory depends upon the circumstances.

Some of the arrangements adopted are shown in Fig. 24. In order

w r¥
a bed

Fig. 24.—Different Arrangements of Flumes connecting with a Central Feeder.

to render this mode of water distribution more complete the canals

diverge from one point; the junction of the principal canal leading

to the factor}^ and the flumes is accomplished by a knee leading from

the main sluice to the minor one, but this is not necessary if one

flume is higher than the other. LALof recommends that the

intersections of the canals be placed at such intervals as to prevent

the flumes from meeting at the same spot, and it is furthermore pro-

posed to have very sharp angles at the intersection of the canals.

Water in flimies.—Generally the water used in a system of

hydraulic transportation is that which has been previously employed

for the condensation of the vapors of evaporation, either from the

multiple effect or the vaccuum pan. If all this water can be used,

one need have no apprehension that the supply will not be ample

to meet every requirement of this mode. However, in certain

beet-«iigar factories the water must be repeatedly returned to

the oondensors after having undergone a preliminary cooling,

in which case a certain amount must always be held in reserve

•D.Z.L, 7.1087,1882. t B. As., 9, 89, 1891-92.
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for the fluoMt and washer. Upon \mv\Dg the wuher the wat«r

18 run into ipeeial deeanting vau, where the mud, pteeee of beete,

etc., are deposited, and U(x>n leaving thk reeeptade it may be

again uaed, provided it a fint raised to an elevation greater than

the height of the canal. A scheme showing the eyde through

hich the water flows in the various eases that may prewnt them-
. . Ives Ls as follows:
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The water from the condensors upon entenng me liumcs is

K«»nerally at a temperature of 40** C, and this aids very much in

the preliminary washing of the beet^, particularly in winter when
the earth adheres to the frozen roots.

Quantity of water.

—

V\x)n general principles, the quantity

of water used depends upon the size of the canal and its inclina-

tion. If there is but a slight slant, more water is necessary to

force the roots fom'ard than when the inclination is increaaed,

for in this case gravity aids the work to be accomplished. If

there is only a amall volume of water at one's disposal, then the

most desirable width and slant to meet the emergency must be

calculated. An excessively wide flume would mean consider-

able friction compared with the volume of circulating water used,

and if the slant is zero there would practically l)e no limit to

the volume of water necessary to float the beets. If the slant of

the flumes was pushed to an absurd limit, it would be possible to

slide the roots without any water. Some years since, when the

entire question of hydraulic transportation was first discussed,

it was pointed out that the excessive inclination of the flumes

always necessitated the use of considerable water, while the revene

was actually true. .Maquin * estimates that the volume of water

needed for hydraulic transportation is about eight to ten times

the weight of beets to be carried, the variations depending upon

« a Aa, •. 284, 1806-18W.
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the dirt and impurities that must be handled. On the other

hand, Heinze declares that the water consumption is inversely

proportional to the square root of the inclination of the flume.

In other words, if the water consumption is 8 times the weight

of the beets for an inclination of 10 mm. per meter, for 15 mm.
it would be

§^2-8-^-6.5 times the weight of the beets.

V15 3.87

In all these arguments it must not be forgotten that if the water

b excessively dirty the consumption will be increased to a very

important degree. It frequently happens that the beets are so

dirty that they cannot be floated. It is generally admitted that

the volume of water circulating in the canal should be such as

to float the beets at a height of from 11 to 13 cm., but on this

question the experts do not agree. Pauly,! for example, declares

that a 13 cm. elevation in the canal is not sufficient, on account

of the fre<iuent obstructions in the flumes. He recommends

25 cm. as the floating line, which height does away entirely with

the complication in question. According to BossE,t the height

of the water in the flumes, without making allowance for the

space occupied by the beets, should be 11 cm. For an installa-

tion calculated on a basis of 5 mm. per meter at least 19 liters

of water are needed per second ; the velocity then is 0.76 meter per

second. If the slant is 13 mm., 30.7 liters of water are required

and a velocity rises to 1.23 meters per second. If, owing to existing

grades, sufficient water cannot be had to meet the standard level

of 11 cm., the general working of the flume will not meet expec-

tations. The argument for the 11 cm. height of water in the

sluices is that the water consumed would no longer be propor-

tional to the increased velocity obtained by the circulating beets.

By adopting a grade of 5 mm. per meter and a water level of

170 mm. the canals demand 40.45 liters of water, while the velocity

of the moN-ing roots would not exceed 0.988 meter per second.

Water canalization.—For this purpose iron pipes with lead

joints between the sectioas are generally used. Iron pipes held

together by various other arrangements have proved objection-

able owing to the expansion due to difference of temperature

between the exterior and the circulating water. No mode can

• C, 10, S43. 1902. t Z., 32, 924, 1882. % D- Z- 1 . 6. 455. 1881
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Fio. 2A.--8ection of Undeifroimd Flum© with Water-pipe Dtarihuior.

1

Kutnuioe

Fin. 26.—PUn showing • SeriM oC SOot Built over Fit
|Water-pipe Connections.

with
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be adopted more satisfactory in its working than the use of air-

pur^ng pipes of 50 mm. diameter placed at rea,sonable intervals,

but nininly at the joints. No system Is perfect without these

purgers. These should rise to a level greater than the overflow

of the condensor. Tlie arrangement of the piping 50 cm. I:)eneath

the groimd Is shown in Fig. 25. The water pipes are generally

horizontal, but in some cases they may be slightly slanted. The

Fio. 27.—Very Ix>ng Silos with Water-pipe Connections.

valve at the point of junction is opened or closed as the case may
be. The general arrangement of, the pipes furnishing a series of

silos along a river front is of exceptional interest. In Fig. 26 the

silos are represented at AA, 50 to 60 meters in length; the flumes

join at D, where they enter the factory, and H is the water-pipe

distributor. In Fig. 27 a very long narrow yard is shown which

Fig. 28.

would demand flumes 200 meters in length, and special supply

branches for the pipes, about every 50 meters. M. Ronneberg
places these water branches at the end of the silo which supplies

the water to the flumes beneath. About 4 meters spacing is al-

lowed between the silos, which, if possible, should be built parallel

with the ri\'er front, facilitating the unloading. The cross-section,

Fig. 28, shows the piles of beets over the flumes and also the

flume placed in front of the water which conveys the beets directly

to the factor*

.

Piping is not practical in some cases, as it is rather expensive,

And furthermore, as the water contains considerable lime, there
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would be a deposit which would soon result in an entire dosiiic

of the pipes; hence hot water i» run from the eoodenson to the

canak through ofien gut tens. In order to prevent deposits in the

pipes certain prerautions are necessary, and a valve must be

selected that ofTers the least possible resistance to water. In

France preference appears to be given to a valve that is weigbt«d

down with a counterpoise of a very Htmple construction and working

nn rapidly as possible, one of the Cfwentials being that the joint

should he perfect even at low pressure. There is no better way to

accompli>)h this than by the arrangement shown in Ki? 29 It

Fio. 29.—Countcipowe Vnlw.

is sufficient to raise or lower // in onler to open the communication

between the water in pipe N and the flume F. The valve is

placed in position on a solid brick foundation. In order that the

beets may float in the flumes under the iMst possible conditions

the water should \)c received at a reasonable velocity and prcwure.

Hkinzk recommends an initial velocity of 2 to 2.5 meters per second

upon entering the sluice, and the pipe connecting with the flumes

should then have, for a plant slicing 300 tons j)er diem, a diameter

of 125 to 150 mm.; for 600 tons, 225 to 250 mm.; for 1200 tons,

275 mm. The diameter of the pi|x» depends upon its length.

Whenever possible the water in the piixs should circulate at a

velocity of 1.5 mm. per second in order to prevent the possible

incrastation of the interior.

General working of the flumes.—One of the most esseotiaJ

factors in the successful working of hydraulic carriers is a regular

supply of water, especially if the grade is verj* slight and the volume

of accessible water limited. The beets being piled up over the flumes

to a height of 2 to 4 metere, they arc tumbled into the flumes with

a three-pronged hook or by means of a mattock when they are frtwen

into a compact mass. Generally the tendency is to fall too rapidly.

•C. It. MS. 1902.
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and the person in charge must keep them back, othen^ise there

would be danger of completely clogging the flume and the object

of the hydraulic carrier would be defeated. From this stand-

point it is very important that the sluice should be accessil)le on

all sides of its entire length for the purpose of preventing accidents.

When the beets are thrown down into the flumes the covering of

the sluices that had been removed during the filling should be

replaced in position, the object being to allow the newly arrived

beets to take the place of those sent to the factory. This procedure

prevents accident that sometimes occurs; that is, the covers

of the wicker type are floated on the surface of the circulating

water to the washer or to the slanting lifting carriers.

In a hydraulic system of transportation, while the beets

should be thrown in only at one place, they may be distributed

at several places at the same time ; there may be intervals, but the

velocity of the water wiU not be the same, although this regulates

itself after a time. Upon general principles it is not desirable to

throw in at too many sections at once, yet the best results are

obtained if the beets are swiftly thrown in one by one along the

canal, for then the velocity of the water remains constant during

its entire flow. The water flowing out at the other end should

meet with no obstruction, and if it cannot escape as rapidly as de-

sired, then some hydraulic lifting device should be used, which

would in an emergency prevent an accumulation. When the cir-

culation of the water is not continuous there necessarily follows an

accumulation of stones, dirt and sand, and a coasiderable loss of

time is occasioned before the carrier resumes its normal working.

When only a limited volume of water is accessible it becomes

important to feed the hydraulic carrier at diff'erent points, but

with regularity and slowly, so that no possible obstruction need

be dreaded. In order to prevent an overflow of the canals when
an obstruction exists, Bosse * proposes that special top gutters be

placed at intervab. They should be 3 to 4 meters in length, and
of a sectional area four times less than the flumes, their communi-
cation with the canals consisting of a sort of depression following

the sluices. The water collected runs back into the flumes at a
lower level than that of the obstructed portion. The most satis-

factory condition is a continuous supply of water to the flumes

which supposes no interruption—a condition not practically

•D. Z. I.. 6, 465, 1881.
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n^alizable, as in inoti eiMt the aupply of beets b very mtieb graAlar

than the facton' can poaiibly ooofume and a ttopfjace it nge—i
t:itc<l. Tho workmen in charge should be kept informed as to

what the conditions are, so as to prevent an abnonnal aeeumulatioo

of \)ceiii in tho washer, which wouhl neeemarily cause a feneral

obstruction along the entire length of the hydraulic carrier. The
best plan is to keep the washer only reasonably full, so that the

flumes nuiy be entirely emptied after the signal of alarm has

given. At tho point of intereection of tho washer and the

there should be placed a suitable iron grating to bold back the roots

when the washer is full.

Stone separators.—It must not be forgotten that the water in

tlie flumes not only carries the beets, but also all the dirt, etc., from

the roots, and if not separated these will be carried into the washer

and might continue their journey up to the beet sliccr, where they

would danuige the slicing blades. In cases where the grade of the

flumes is less than practical experience has determined, sluices

soon fill with stones and dirt and the water carrier can no kmger

float the IxH^ts. In countries where the nature of the soil causes

it to adhere to the roots, stone catchers may be arranged at suit-

able interN'als in the flumes by simply digging out spaces in which

the stones, etc., collect. These noay be emptied by opening suit-

able iron valves communicating with the ground and with the

decanting vats.

Hy the Sammtlerkn * mode iron baskets are placed in exca-

vations made in the flumes, and beneath them is a perforated pipe

that conducts water under pressure. The stones remain in the

baskets while the beets are raised by the water and are carried

in the direction of the washer. Mat f builds depresBwns with sbmt-

ing bottoms in the flumes at levels somewhat lower than the sluices.

Stones, being heavier than the beets, fall into pockets of perforated

iron, through which water circulates under considerable pressure,

thus necessarily raising the beets from their position. The extrem-

ity of the pockets is closed by a large iron grating through which

the smaller stones may pass and behind which is a valve permitting

the rapid exit of the deposit that is forced out by the escaping

wster.

The BBBOI7N8KT t stone separator for flumes (Fig. 30) con-

sists of a movable grating placed below the lower level of the

« N. Z.. S9. 122, 1807. t Z.. tt, 96. !«». 1 0»..U. Z.. V.'M9. Ma
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sluice A, The stones remain on the grating and are thrown

down by a swinging arrangement worked from S. A spiral placed

in a slanting position with its lower extremity in a pit, BB\
beneath the grating, carries the stones to the upper level, where

Fio. 30.

—

Berounsky Stone Separator.

Front View. SfctoVkw.

Fio. 31.—Sand Separator. Fig. 32.—Straw Arrestor.

they fall into a cart IV. For sand separation (Fig^ 31) it is suffi-

cient to place a long lattice arrangement at the bottom of the

flume and beneath it the pits GC The sand which collects in

time may be removed by hand. A is an overflow.
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ing clinging to them. In order to stop thcae in the flumes, Pamcbkm
nmkctf uHc of a movable fork which may be raited or lowwed by
moving the lever S, communicating with R, aa ahown in FSg. 82.

There in a free motion around /, so that the arrestor offen very

little rmitftance. Ah the straws float near the surface R the

forks should be only an inch or so beneath the water level. Another

arrangement for this purpose has been suggested by Gutheio.^

It consists of a small rake with movable hooks in which collect all

the floating substances, such as leaves, straw, etc.

A similar idea is the use of a grating suspended in the water

in the direction of the current, closely followed by another grating,

but reverMd and submerged in the water; the position of the

arrestor in question may be regulated according to the depth

of tho water, ^^l1en the particles in suspension reach a certain

volume it should lx» removed.

Opposition to hydraulic transportation.—Objections to the

hydraulic method for sugar-beet transportation from ailo to fac-

tor}' were at first offered on the ground that the water consump-

tion would be excessive and that there would be important sugar

losses. As early as 1881 V'ihra.ns f called attention to the fact

that this S3rstem would give sati^factor}' results even if water

was available only in very limited quantities, as it could be fil-

tered through the soil and used over again. However, in such

special cases the most satisfactory' mode consists in allowing the

dirty water to run into the settling tank, their contents arc decanted

and fre<|uently cleaned, using the same water almost indefinitely.

Viewed in this light the volume of water is not a verj* serious

question. This subject will be discussed in detail under the caption

Decanting Tanks.

The skin of a beet that has not been bruised or mutilated

offers great resistance, which would not ordinarily allow water

to dissolve sugar in the interior cells; but the tapping of the beet

opens these cells and in a measure permits the saccharine fluid to

escape. However, under ordinary circumstances theee losses ate

comparatively small.

For 100 parts of beets paaaing through a system of hydraulic

«B.Z..S7.207,190S.

tD.Z. I..6.S19.18B1.
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transporUttion for a distance of 220 meters, tho following sugar

losses are oonsidered a reasonable average:

With healthy beets and hot water (40 to 4o"U.). 0.02 to 0.03

per cent loss of sugar as an average and 0.05 per cent as a maxi-

mum; with frozen and bruised beets, also in warm water, 0.1

to 0.57 per cent loss. Thus it is seen that under normal condi-

tions the sugar losses are very small and may be reduced still fur-

ther by having the canal as short as possible and by using cooler

water. Hut with frozen beets the losses are considerable, and

it is next to impossible to overcome the difficulty, especially where

there are several roots frozen together with dirt between, as these

cannot be floated with cold water, but, on the contrary, require

water as hot as possible to thaw and remove the frozen earth

before they will float. Upon general principles it may be admitted

that the use of moderately cool water for hydraulic tran.*^]

tion would be of no advantage for either normal or frozen I

Recent special studies by Pellet show that when consider-

ing a distance from silos to factory of about 220 meters, the length

of time the beets remain in the water before entering the washer

being very short, the sugar loss must necessarily be insignificant,

and even by the most delicate methods of estimation there is

only a trace. The time required for beets to travel through a

washer is very much greater than the time they remain in the

carrier itself, and it may vary from seven to twenty minutes.

In recent experiments an average of twelve minutes was allowed,

to which were added three minutes required for hydraulic

transportation. The sugar loss of beets during the period

they are ^submerged is estimated at 0.02 to 0.035 per cent,

though withr frozen beets it is very much greater. On the other

hand, the experiments of Loisinqer * show that these losses for

normal beets, in flumes 60 meters in length, are seldom more than

0.08 to 0.1 per cent of the weight of the beet. The use of cold water

reduces this loss by one-half, but with frozen beets that thaw in the

hydraulic carrier the losses may attain considerable proportions.

During the period that the beets remain in the water, either

before or during their washing and cleaning, they absorb a cer-

tain amount and will consequently increase in weight, this being

especially true of wilted beets. The increase is generally not

more than 0.5 to 1 per cent.

Oc.-U. Z., 27, 158, 1898.
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BEET-WASHING.

Beet-washing.—After the beet« have been floated in the flumes

to the factory they arc not sufficiently clean to undergo the fiist

c>iK>ration of sugar extraction, and an additional and veiy thorough

waiihing is necessary to remove, first, the adhering earth;

the small adhering roots, etc., and third, all foreign st

such as stones, pieces of wood, straw, etc. After washing the

must be thoroughly dried as far as this may be possible. To ao-

complish these requisites the roots must pass through several open^
tions, as explained in the following outline:

Wmklm§. Draimim^.

B«*tJ baek«( »
tmfonud

fonuad drum
lift

The operation of washing in its several phases has undeigone

many modifications during the development of the art of bee^
sugar manufacture. As the mode of hydraulic transportatton is of

comparatively recent date, its introduction necessitated oertain

changes in existing plants. This fact explains why the hydraulic

carrier in many cases does not terminate at the washer. At the

factory termination of the flumes three conditions may present

themselves: first, the water may be at once separated from the beets;

second, water and beets,may be lifted together and emptied into the

washer; third, water and beets may be lifted together to a certain

elevation and the water drained off before reaching the washer.

^Mlen the water from the hydraulic carrier is to be used over again

it is sometimes decanted and pumped into reserx'otrs at a higher

elevation, otherwise it runs into the flumes by a natural flow with-

out using a pump.
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The operation of rabing the beets from the hydraulic carrier

into the washer is explained by the following scheme:

Uftinf wheel with perforated buckets

Lifting wheel with perforated buckets oo
bucket bands

Wheelii with buckct«« or

Spiral with perforated por-
tions after a certidn heislit

Fio. 33.—Iron Beet-lifter to cany the Roots from Flume to Waaher.

As a general thing, the flumes are much lower than the washer,

hence the necessity for the foregoing manipulations. When the

washer is sufficiently high for the water to flow into the decanting
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V2it^ u wat4sr and beet teparmtor it used, the WAter foing to Um vaU
piul the beeU to the lift eonneeted with the waaher. The object

of ieparating the wator from the beet« during the lifting ia to prevent

the enormous volume <d water being handled from over6owing the

washer.

Lifting wheels.—VM)en there is a oonriderable differeiiee between

the level of the waaher and the level of the flume lifting wheels

are more desirable than HpiralD, the latter giving satisfactioo only

for a dilTerenee of 2 meters in the elevation, while the wheels still

aeeomplish the work in a very satisfactory nuumer even at 6 or 7

metov.

In the Rassmus * lifting wheel the generatrices are opeo and
form trouglis or buckets in very much the same manner as in water

whceb. 'ilicec buckets are made of perforated aheet iron, whieh

permits the dirty water to escape, leaving the beets only to be

111
"

*
s«. arc lifted am! thrown into a vertical carrier or

ini Mtshcr. The Hheet* and caj<t-iron lifting wheel shown
in Fig. 33 is very simple in construction. It is supported on an

iron ginler and is moved by menn.^ of suitable gearings.^ The beets

are gathered from the flumes l>elow and remain in the divisions A
until they reach the top, when they fall into a slanting distributor,

or hopper, B. Most of the modem lifting wheels now in use are

based upon ver>' much the same principle. A hopper is plaoed at

the point where the l)eets leave the lifting wheel, and in this manner
thv roots slide down into the washer, being in nowise bruised or

mutilated. It is im{)ortant to note that in cases where the beets

and water are to be lifted together the buckets are not perforated.

In such cases most of the water nins out u|x>n a perforated aheet

iron curved in the direction of the wheel and falls into a trough

which directs it to the decanting vats.

Spiralt.^The outer cylinder in which the spiral lifting device

is plaoed consists of sheet iron and has a considerable diamalwr,

though in some cases preference is given to cast iron. The ai>-

plianoe generally has an inclination of 45^. >Mien the beeta

and water are to be lifted only to a certain height and the

water then separated, the cylinder forming the easing is perforated

at that point. The cast-iron axis haa spiral flanges to which is

screwed the spiral itself, and a suitable bearing at top and bottom

•X. Z, 11.213. 1SS3
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facilitates the rotation. The end pivot being much exposed soon

wean out, owing to the considerable pressure to which it is subjected,

and alao to the wearing influence of particles of gravel, etc., that find

their way into the interior of the bearings; but this difficulty may
be overcome in a measure by the continuous use of a lubricant.

The spacing between the sheet-iron spirals is somewhat less than the

diameter of the outer slanting cylinder or casing. An arrangement

of this kind is shown in Fig. 34. The beets are received through the

flume D, both the water and the beets being raised to E, when the

w^ater is drained off through E and falls into the trough C, while the

beets continue their upward motion and fall into the washer E^L.-

1...5ig>-^--Jb^g^i^^gs^gi^^^^

Fio. 34.—Spiral Beet Lifter between Flume and Washer.

The motion is given to the spiral lift by the conical gearing F.

The maximum efficiency of this appliance can be obtained only

when no stones or gravel get between the cylinder and the spiral,

and this shows the importance of keeping the space in question

as small as possible. Do what one may, there is always a certain

wear and tear on the outer periphery of the spiral to which a narrow
band of iron may be screwed, that can be renewed after each cam-
paign. It may be said, however, that the larger lifting spirals with

castriron outer casings are very strongly constructed in order to crush

the small stones, etc., that may obstruct or resist the rotatory motion
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ui > f^. The dogging geoermlly oceura at the boUom portioo

of t .. at a point where the hydraulic carrier empUea into

the pit, into which the spiral lifter is plunged. Owing to thk ar-

rangement a considerable number of stones neewssrily ooUect, which,

if iiut removed, ftop the spiral and frequently bring about con-

siderable danuige to the outer casing.

In the MuRKE* spiral used in the beet waahevs the portion coming

in contact with the hydraulic distributor is somewhat smaller than

the upper |)art, so that the space between the spiral and the outer

sh(*et-iron covering is sufficiently lai|;e to prevent clogging and
to allow stones, dirt, etc., to escape and fall by gravity. If, not-

withstanding this precautionary measure, the stones are carried

fonvard and form wedges, the spiral goes out of gear and frees

itself. The axis of the helice resta above on a transverse pivot

Unring, and at the other end there is another bearing with cooeai-

trir sliding attachments. The freeing of the helice in an emergency

is accomplished by simply pulling a chain by which the lower part

of the axis is raised, when all the beets and stones fall into the

hopper below, to be subsequently carried upward by the revoking

spiral carrier. The lifting spirals as now constructed receive theb

motion from suitable gearing, and in order that the motion shall

be softer and easier one of the cog wheels has wooden teeth, which

break when an accident occurs through the abnormal resiBtanee

caused by the obstructions before mentioned, and may be readily

and rapidly removed. If the beets being handled have been

cultivated on soil of a gravelly texture such accidents are of

frequent occurrence, and advantage nuiy be found in having in

reserve one of the conical wooden-teeth gear wheels, as they may
be placed in position in a few minutes. The spiral should revolve

at a velocity of from 40 to 60 revolutions per minute, depending

upon. the sise of the apparatus, the smaller tjrpea moving more

rapidly than the larger ones. In special emergencies the vdodty
is increaaed, which, while it also increases the efficiency, is not to

be recommended, for the chances of accident are greater.

Separator8.->The Knaubr separator shown in Fig. 35 conaista

of a drum D, the bottom of which is formed by a grating, the beets

^reaching their destination through one or several flumes, B, C, etc.,

•Z..fiO.4ei.l00O.
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connecting with the drum separator, in the bottom of which, opposite

to the place where the beets enter, there is a hole M that allows

the beets to fall upon the lifting device. The water running

through the grating has a natural flow through a canal into the

decanting vats. For the purpose of pushing the beets into the

hole there is a vertical shaft // with three arms, which has bottom

brush attachments, by the revolution of whicli the bottom grating

Fio. 35.

—

Knaubr Beet and Water Separator.

ts kept thoroughly clean. In this case there is used a band

and bucket carrier, the arrangement of which is clearly shown in

Fig. 35.

Beet washeiB.—^These appliances are very numerous, but the

ones most used are of two types, those with arms and those with

drums. The first mentioned has a perforated double bottom, in

which the arm agitators revolve, while the drum type has a perfo-
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rated horiiontal cylimler revolving in a trough filled wilh water.

Ilie beetA run through the dnim and rub one againei Uie other,

thereby beeoming moderately elean. The perforated-<lrum typea

of wa«heni have of late yean become obsolete in Continental

Euro|M?. SonietimoN. an in the Hakiinb* waaher, transverM divi-

siona are used, which take up more or lees space, their object

being to retard the motion of the beets, which in these eonieal

washera advance too ra|mlly. Of late yeani preferenee sasma to

be given to long washont with arm agitators and large stone separa-

tors. The washers with revolving drums have beoome obsolete

nil account of their limited efficiency; and while some advocate

vertical washers, which it is claimed can completely separate

fho stones, straw, leaves, etc., they have been in use for too limited

I
;
>«'riod to pronounce positively upon their value.

As the beets have had most of their impurities removed during

hydraulic transportation, the rdle of those washers is secondary

as oompared with its former importance. It must not be forgotten,

howrvor, that the operation renders excellent service in removing

particles of stones, etc., that would destroy the edge of the blades

in the sheer, resulting in irreguhir cossettes and poor working of

the diffusion battery.

The first beet washer of the arm-agitating type which met with

any practical success was that of Leinhaus t snd HI'lsenbkro, used

over twenty years ago. From that time on these appliances were

made of larger dimensions until they were able to meet the denumds

of mo<lcm sugar plants. At present the power needed for their

working w pro|x)rtionately less than formerly, while the work done

is much more thorough and there is less water used per ton of

beets washed.

As has been prevbusly explained, the washing operation includea

a preliminary washing followed by a second one. Generally two

appliances are now used, one after the other, to thoroughly accom-

plish the washing. In most cases two arm agitating washers are em-
ployed, in the first of which most of the adhering earth is separated,

while in the second the o|)eration is continued with cleaner water.

In the Ciouvio.N { combination the second washer is placed at a
level slightly higher than the first, and the roots are raised to it

by means of a spiral, water being sprayed into thb deWce in order

X. Z.. 7. 117, 1881. t X. Z.. 7. ISB. 1881.

: B. Ab.. 14 to 16 Annexes VllI, ISOS-ISM.
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to rinse the rootu during their passage. It is better to place the

•eoond washer below the first so that the beets will fall by gravity

after the firet operation, thus eliminating the lifting apparatus,

an inclined hopix»r slanting at 45° connecting the two washers.

To prevent the beets floating on the surface of the water during

the washing, Hergreen subdivides the washer into several

sections, each having suitable arm agitators with a flattened

surface, which, at the proper moment, raise the beets and project

them into the water of the next compartment. In this combination

several appliances are united in one; each, however, is absolutely

separated from the others and the water in each has a ])rogressive

cleansing effect. This idea is now ver\' widely adopted in Germany,

while in Austria the Wiesner t washer (Fig. 36) is very generally

Si It' \ I Kri<l Vii'w.

Fio. 36.—Austrian Beet Washer.

used. This consists of a large vat divided into two sections, one

of which is used for the first and the other for the second washing.

Upon the main shaft are the arm agitators forming a spiral, and at

the end of each compartment is a rotating basket attachment

which projects the roots after the operation, first, into the second

section, and then out upon the beet carrier at the other extremity.

Underneath the sheet-iron perforated bottom is a series of pockets

with large emptying valves b, b', b",b"'.

In Hungary the Hennezel and Fricourt types are much used.

The apparatus is very long and the washing and rinsing are all

done in one operation. The beets move slowly, and the clean water

towards the extreme end finally removes all remaining impurities.

N. Z.. 12. 8. 1884. t B. Z.. 14. 143, 1889-1890.
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It IB interctiting to call attention to the Raudb ^ beet waaber (Fig.

37). cH|HH-ially constructed for vcr>' dirty beeta and «uch an are

mixiHl with gravel and dirt. In this waaher the cylinder, A, ia

plaeiHl in a vortical position, the bottom, 6, is oval, and the agita*

tors are Ufwn a vcrtirul Hhaft. r, receiving its motion from the

geuring, d, the agitntorx )>eing thus set in motion. The dirty beeta,

as far as possible, reach the centre of this apfMuratus, the shaft of

which revolves at a velocity of IS to 20 revolutions jmt minute.

Tin* li'iulcnrv of the InN'tH. ow'mu to cravitv. b« to fall tlin»<'tlv lo

aid* SMtkMMi vw».

Fio. .37.—Uaudb IWet \Va«>»fr.

th(> lH)ttom, hut the centrifugal action of the arms and their flat

eiuiiugs cause the beets to move downward on a slant, while the

stones that arc heavier fall vertically without coming under the

infliionce of the agitators. At the bottom of the waaher are small

agitators, /, inclined at an angle of 73®, which strike the beeta and

force them upward, during which period there is considerable fric-

tion between the beeta. From the up|K»r and wider portion. B, of

the washer they escape through an o|>ening, o, and slide down
upon a spiral carrier, C. The opening in question may be so regu-

•D. Z. L.21.222Q. I«ML
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latcd as to control the number of escaping beets and may be entirely

closed by a movable p^ting, so that only water will escape. This

washer should alwayn Ih» filled with water to the upper level, so that

the 8tone-«eparating action may be very thorough in every respect.

After the stones have collected on the slanting bottom of A they

may be removed through suitable doors, and this cleaning out

should be carefully done so as not to touch the small agitators at

the bottom. As this washer communicates directly with the

hydraulic carrier, there is an overflow, n, in the basin U through

which all the water runs oflf, at the same time floating out bits

of straw, wood, etc. This washer is very generally used in Russia,

and although it Ls apparently rather complicated, demands very

little power for its working.

The agitating arms of beet washers are generally made of wood,

and are either screwed on or held in position by a pivot pa,ssing

through a sleeve that forms part of the iron casting of the revolv-

ing shaft. These arms may be rapidly replaced in case of an acci-

dent caused by some obstacle offering great resistance, and it is

therefore of advantage to have several of these movable arms

ready for an emergency. In some types of washers the arms are

of cast iron and have a hollow neck corresponding to the diameter

of the shaft, upon which they are attached in pairs held together

by suitable bolts. The bolts should be only reasonably tight, so

that if any resistance is offered they will simply remain against the

obstruction while the shaft will continue its motion under the

friction of the sleeve with a reciprocally lesser velocity. The ad-

vantage of this is self-evident: the arms are not broken and when

the stones have been removed the bolts are tightened and the

work continues as before. In the Hennezel * washer the moving

shaft has sleeves upon which the arms are attached which may be

rapidly changed in case of an accident. With the exception of

the hist two these sleeves are all movable and have teeth-like

sides permitting one section to fit into the other and thus forming

collectively a complete whole that is- made to revolve through the

action of the fixed sleeve. In most of the modem washers these

sleeves are in two sections bolted on the shaft. Some types have

comparatively thin agitating arms and almost touch the perfo-

rated bottom of the washer. They have sections that vary from

one end to the other of the washer, depending upon the work they

.\. Z., 18, 135, 1884.
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are to accompibh in forcing the beet to cirruini«- uunttg iIk? wash-

ing operation. In order to prevent any iMMHible eloggbig between
the anas and the iMttom of the waither their centre of rvitation b
not exactly the Hanie an that of the revolving iihaft. and they UiiM

get further and further away from the outer nurface of the wither
as they rotate upwanU. Tlie bearingi of the shaft, which fre-

quently offer diliirultieH. in the early machines were made of pear

wood, but in most ra*»eH coming under the writ€T*H notice they are

of metal. Kxcellent re^ultw have lH»en obtained by nmducting the

wntfT under pn*Hsun* fnirn the diffusion tunlcK by meanM of a nmall

Fio. 38.—Ix>iR Stone Sepurator.

pi|)e into the oil l)ox. uivior which conditions the liearings will last

for years without requiring renewals.

The driving gear of beet washers coosiBts generally of cog

wheels so as to obtain a regular rotar>' motion and an easy starts

ing when the apparatus is ver>' full of beets. The number of

revolutions in a given time depends upon the siie of the washer

and the amount of work, but it varies from six to thirty per minute.

Washers of recent design, such as the Maguin t>'pe. demand
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sometimes considerable power for their working. Their length

varies from 2 to 3 meters. It is estimated that when slicing

100 tons of beets |>er diem the length should be 2.5 meters

and the width 0.90 meter, demanding 4 H.P. for its working, while

for a 300-ton plant the washer should be 3 meters in length, 1.1

meters wide and have 5 H.P. for its working.

Stone separators.—Upon leaving the washers beets are fre-

quently mixed with stones that may have been thrown into

the flumes with the beets, and while the t>T)es of washers described

in the foregoing have pockets and devices for collecting the stones,

experience shows that stone separators are an important adjunct

to the washer. In the Zweigart * apparatus the beets are thrown

into a hopper full of water, from which they are forced into the

washer or to the beet elevator, using water under pressure for

the purpose. The heavier stones remain and fall to the bottom

of the receptacle, from which they are removed through a man-

hole. The LozE stone separator (Fig. 38) consists of two com-

partments between which a screw, F, revolves. The agitation

b suflScient to raise the beets, but at the same time it allows the

stones to fall to the bottom and through the grating, B, the spaces

between the bars of which are sufficiently wide to allow an easy

passage of the stones. The beets fall from an inclined plane, A,

into the water and are finally taken from a slanting grating, C,

and lifted from the apparatus by a revolving drum, D. The
movement of the screw F is given by the pulley G, and the

upper perforated drum is also made to revolve through the train

of gear-wheels H.

The Maguin stone separator has some special advantages.

The general arrangement, however, is rather more complicated

than the general type of this special appliance; it consists essentially

of an upper and a lower part. The upper part is semi-cylindrical

and of sheet iron, with a revolving shaft and suitable arms acting

as agitators and forcing the beets to move forward. At one

extremity there are two divisions which have at the bottom iron

gratings, with a separation half way up. Below these Is a

novel arrangement consisting of a tube with a screw or pro-

peller blades such as are used on steamers, revolving on a

horizontal axis, and receiving its motion from a gearing, which

connects also with the upper agitator. Water circulates freely,

and ite direction is governed by the rotation of the shaft.

• N. Z., 6. 37. 1880; N. Z., 10, 55, 1883.
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The beeta are thrown into ono of the upper cocn|»aitmcntj,

and sink at firat owing to their fall; but water paaiee through

the grating, and the atones, dirt, etc., fall below, the rooCa are

earried over the teparatkm and the last parttolei of earth fall

through the grating, there to be fubeequently removed from a
suitable manhole placed at the bottom.

In certain cases it is found desirable to phiee a spiral-lifter

stone separator after the washer. The Ciiarpcntier-Deoroix

combination consists of a sheet-iron slanting spiral at an anide

of 45®, the lower portion of which has been removed so as to diminish

the wear and tear of the contact with stones which are deposited

Fig. 39.

—

Charpentier-Degroux Lifter aii>i

in the lower trough, and in order to prevent the aeeumulation

of beetd in that portion small projecting arms keep the rootii in

constant motion. The stones fall to the bottom and are removo<l

at Et while the beets are raised to A, where thov are thrown into

another lift (Fig. 39).

In the stone separators of the Hki.nzi
'

i

sluice valve, closing from bottom to top. Tie a r i; j- i

for this mode is that if the valve is opened at certain inter\*als

there b no danger of the stones stopping half way during their

•D. Z. I..ift. 1204. 1900.
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exit and thus pomiitting all the water of the washer to escai>e.

However^ it may happen that a beet may prevent the entire closing

of the sluice, and to overcome this difficulty the valve has been

fumisheii with a shar|K»ned edge that simply cuts the root in two.

As another precautionar}' measure to prevent too much water

running off when the stones are being taken out, a second valve

b placed behind the first, the opening limit of which varies with

each special case.

Cleansing of beet washers.—The removal of dirt and water

from beet washers is automatically accomplished by opening

the bottom valves. If this operation is performed only inter-

mittently there is always a certain deposit of dirt and jmrticles

of roots, and these should be taken out through the side man-

holes. Very satisfactory results have been accomplished by the

u« of the MiCHE * spiral placed on the bottom trough of the

washer; all the particles that have passed through the false per-

forated bottom are forced out and fall into a special depression

of the apparatas, from which they may be subsequently removed.

The spiral in question need work only when the necessity demands

its action. •

Among the earliest types of automatic cleaners for washers

is the LEiNHAUsfand Hllzenberg apparatus for the removal of

dirty water and residuary deposits. At the lower part of the

washer is a discharge pipe which may be opened by the simple

working of a lever that receives its motion indirectly from the

shaft of the washer. At every opening of the valve water rushes

out and carries the deposits with it. This arrangement was ob-

jectionable, in that the volume of escaping water always remained

about the same, while the requirements in practice demand that

this quantity should be varied with the work to be accomplished.

The Hennezel combination overcomes the difficulty. This

washer does not have a double bottom. At the extremity where

the beets enter is an emptying pipe for the dirty water, which is

closed and opened after each revolution of the shaft by the direct

action of a cam; this arrangement permits a complete regulation

of the volume of escaping water. In cases where the washer receives

its water directly from the hydraulic carrier the pipes should

always be of considerable diameter to allow for the overflow of

water in excess. The Maouix washer has a small cylindrical

N. Z., 7. 134, 1881. t N. Z.. 7, 259. 1881.
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rcoeptade with a float which opens a val\'e that allowa water

to eMape when the watfher in too full. One objectionable feature

of tbeee cam regulating devicoi im that if the shaft of the washer

Hhoulfl stop 80 that the cam points upwards the washer would

tfoon 1)0 emptied.

Under ordinary circumstances the perforated iron bottoms of

beet washers soon become clogged, owing to the broken tip ends

of beets that force their way into the openings, and twder these

circuiiuitanceB the efficiency of the apparatus is ver>' much dtmin-

i>«hed. The roots then are poorly lushed and the adhering dirt

not escaping to the compartment beneath is carried further

by the roots. H.\ker and Hetany's* s>'8tem consists in having

pipes beneath the perforated iron, through which is forced com-

preaaed air. The passages are thus always kept clear and deposita

of any kind are no longer possible. The idea is not new, for

QuASCHNiNo t had prnrticnlly applied it some yean before.

Sonreillance of the washer.—In most factories visited by the

writer the w^ashera were not sufficiently looked after, and numer-

ous complications followed in the various operations of sugar extrac-

tion. Under all circumstances the water should be renewed as

often as possible. Frequently residuar>' water from the diffusioo

battery, that from the cossette presses, or the decanted water thai

had ser\'ed for the hydraulic transportation is used in beet washers.

However, when comparatively pure hot water is available the

water already used should not circulate in the washer, aa the sweet

waters just mentioned frequently contain certain germs which

would bring almut many organic changes in the diffusion battery,

and would result in impure juices. Under all circumstances ex-

perience shows that the beets had better first l)o (loaned with pure

water after they leave the first washer.

When frozen beets) are to be handled wann water is intro-

duced into the washer, or sti»am nmv Im' iiiio<'t«H! under the per-

forated false bottom

Upon general principli's ii may U* .saul that Ui't washers should

be pUced in suitable closed premLses rather than simply under an

open shed, as the work is then more carefully watched. The floor

of the w*ash room should be slightly slanting so that water cannot

accumulate, and all sides of the w!u<h('r shouM l>e accemible. hence

the importance of ample room.

* D. z T . SI. Ton, iRM f n z t . ss. .'»i. looi. t HmmtAS, p. §0. law.
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Sugar lonet.—Unfortunately during the washing of beets im-

portant sugar losses necessarily occur through the same causes as

arc discussed under the caption of Hydraulic Transportation.

JuLHiARD points out with reason that these losses vary with the

temperature. Tlie sugar losses as previously explained are very

slight for healthy beets, but for frozen beets that remain in water

at 28** C. for fifteen minutes, the loss may reach 0.38 per cent of

the weight of the beet and 0.5 per cent in water at 42° C. Guibal's f

anal^'sis shows a loss of 0.1 per cent during washing. Baudry %

places the Ices after remaining in the washer ten minutes at 0.6

to 0.7 per cent. Another authority has proved that the water

absorption by beets during fifteen minutes' washing may reach 0.6

to 0.9 per cent, depending upon the temperature. Pellet says

that the water absorbed and adhering to beets varies from 0.8 to

1 percent.

Removal of residuary.—Owing to the difficulties of raising dirty

water, clean water should be used wherever possible. Upon gen-

eral principles the dirty water from the hydraulic carriers and the

washer should be carried off by some means as fast as it is obtained.

It may flow from the washer directly to the decanting vats, but

unfortunately the arrangement of most factories does not permit of

the practical carrying out of this idea, and the fact is that in most

cases the question of handling the residuary water is most difficult

of solution. The lifting of the dirty water may be accomplished

by several methods, among which may be mentioned, first, wheels

with buckets or troughs; second, the Thierry mode; third, chains

with buckets; fourth, pumps, pistons, and centrifugals.

Wheels with buckets is a mode of lifting that has been in vogue

for over twenty year8,§ and it has been pointed out that centrifugals,

pumping, and pulsometers gave very poor results. P'ig. 40 shows

a wheel of very simple xionstruction, strongly built, no portion

of which can get out of order or become clogged by radicles, etc.,

from the roots. The buckets C collect the water from the sluice

Af which brings the dirty water from the washer or flumes and

empties it into the canal 5, in which it is carried to the decanting

vats.

Several European beet-sugar factories have obtained excellent

results with an elevator of the Thierry f type (Fig. 41). To raise

• B. Aa., 1«, 347, 189S-1899. t B. Aa., 15, 204, 1897-1898.

: B. As.. 8, 628, 1890-1891. | N. Z., 18, 135, 1884. ^ S. B., May 1892.
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4000 liteni 10 meUn high per minute 13 H.P. it needed, which

cffieiency is said to be greater than that of any known pump,

llie wheel makce 10 to 20 revolutions per minute. It eonsistt

mainly of one or more tubes, 0, wound spirally around the drum
R. The waste water to be raised enters at S and carries with it

all the residuum from the appUanees already mentioned. It

leaves at the other end and passes through T into V, and

there is forced upward » to be subsequently distributed upon the

neighboring lands, where it does the least harm or may be advan-

Fio. 40.—Wlied with Buckets for IHny W ni.r

tageous. PiirinK <Hir vcr>' cold winters it might be found necessary

to increase the number of revolutions of the apparatus, thus obtain-

ing a greater velocity of the moving liquid, or to protect the tubes

by some non-eondurtor to prevent freeting of the water.

Chains with buckets have met with a certain success in special

cases which have come under the writer's notice. The arrangement

is ver>- simple and need not be described. If, however, dirty water

must l>e lifted to a considerable elevation these methods no longer

answer the purpose if one is obliged to resort to pumps, either with
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pUiou.s of the centrifugal t>'pe or the ball combination. The

regular pumiis are the strongest, but the water must be well mixed

bcfoie entering the cylinder in order to prevent clojjping of the

valvesi. The ruW)er ball valve pumps offer exceptional a(h nit nrps,

I

Side Vie

tJid Vie^.

Fio. 41c—Thierry Waate-water-Lift.

for they can handle the water with all its impurities * provided the

balls used are of sufficient diameter. Vi^ville t ver\' justly points

out that horizontal pumps should be rejected and preference

given to the vertical plungers, which should have rounded extremi-

•B.Aa. 9. 82. 1891-1892 t U S B . 22. 4.>2. 1 80.3-189

1
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tics. To prevent the wc^r on th(* packinis. it !•< •!•

thr pbtton by tt gutter |M>rti()n in which vUnt ai*.

introduced, forming a perfectly tight joint around

i' .-nee up|>eani to jwint to the advantage oi wiuig

h Hhort diameters rather than large oncA. Tpun
ural principles it is maintained that the oentrifu). of

t; always neoessitatos 40 per cent more pov

tor the piston devices.

Centrifugal pumps.—Notwithstanding their many di

many beet-sugar factories continue to use centrifugal pumptf.

They take up very little room and may be placed almost anywhere

that they are needed. One of their most objectionable features

is that the suction tube readily becomes exhausted, and for that

reason they should be placed at a low level. Under all ciretmi-

stanoes these pumps should be of very simple construction so

that they may be readily taken apart. When elevations of 25

meteni are to be reached two pimips worked in conjimction should

be used. When handling dirty water by these pumps several essen-

tials must be borne in mind, among which may be mentioned

the importance of separating the heavier and bulky impurities

from the water. Whatever be the method adopted for raising

such water it should undergo a preliniinary straining to remove

all the particles in suspension. The tip ends of roots thus separated

nuiy be subsequently utilized for cattle-feeding. In some factories

this residuum is mixed with the cossettes during their pressing,

but when the cossettes are to be subsequently siloed the plan is

not to be recommended. The strainer used for these dirty waters

b very long, with a space between the bars of 5 to 10 mm., and

deposits are now and then removed from their surface, .\nother

device having the same object in view was introduced by Heixe ^

some years since. In this the residuar)* waters are run over a

horizontal drum with slats on its outer |)oripher>% the sections of

which are so arranged that the spacing between them increases

as they approach the interior of the drum. The deposits are held

back and removed with special scrapers, and the drum never clogs

owing to the special arrangement of the spacing. To retain tip

ends of beets in suspension in the residuary water from the washer

Karqes and Hammer t use a strainer consisting of a circular

revohnng perforated disk, and the filtering surface is kept clean

•Z.SS. 5iR!», 1902 t Z . SO. 853. 1900.
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by means of suitable scrapers. As it is shallow it may render

excellent 8er>'ices where there is only a slight difference in

levels for the fall of the circulating water. In the Thomas method

(Fig. 42) the dirty water arriving through the sluice is first strained

upon an inclined plane, the residuum slides along the slant and is

carried upwards by a suitable lift, A', and the cistern is thus con-

stantly kept free of all deix)sits. The dirty water passes through

tho '*ievo. falls upon an agitator, J, wliicli jirovonts any deposits, is

Fio. 42.~Thjma8 Dirty-water Pump Lift and Strainer.

then raised by a pump. L, with a suitable vertical plunger and forced

into the pipe connecting with the decanting vats.

Decanting vats.—The waste water from the washer is sent

to the decanting vats in which the final impurities, such as earth,

are deposited. These include those substances that the previous

straining devices have not sufliiciently separated. In some special

cases it is custonmry to send all the residuary water to these decant-

ing tanks, but in so doing it is apparently forgotten that the decant-

ing of residuar)' water, taken as a whole, has many important

phases that must be considered separately and collectively, and
is a problem capable of many solutions. The residuary water

from the flumes and washer, which holds important organic matter

in suspension, is of first importance. Among the first suggestions
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WQM t)mt of allowing the deposiu to be made in shallow tAiiks

of inonnouD proportioim, but this idea bad many objectionable

featunft; for example, liouENBCNDER ^ risl>tly points out that

rapid foniu^ntatiun would follow, involving the formation of laetic

and butyric acid, which always carries with it a detestable odor.

On the other hand, Rassmus overeame thb difhculty by using

several decanting vats, covering only a limited nimabcr of sqtiare

meters and comparatively shallow, which were emptied as soon

as full. Thitf mode is the one in vogue even up to the present

day. The decanting vats of the standard type cover reason-

able area and are generally made of well-cemented brick or stone,

llicir depth is about 1.5 meters, and beyond that limit they would

be (Unicult to empty, though their sise is reguUted by the nature

of the soil handled as well as by the working capacity of the \x*eU

sugar factor}' with which they are connected. They Khould be

larger for claylike deposits than for sand. In the Urge reoeptadee

the water has less circulation and the deposit is greater. How-
ever, in order to overcome the question of the stagnation of deposits

and their ultimate putrefaction it is found desirable to reduce

the size of the vats, increase their number, and to empty them

more frequently. Under the best possible conditions they should

be emptied weekly and be of square shape. They are placed one

after the other with a common distributing trough on one side

and a common exit trough for the decanted water on the other.

In the first tank the heavier impurities are deposited and the

water continues its journey, passing from tank to tank. After

five have \yeen passed only comparatively few {>articles remain

in suspension. Among the best of all the decanting methods

that have Ixxn suggested maybe mentioned the Foklschr s>'8tem

{Vi^. 43), which consists of a polygonal structure divided into

triangular divisions where the particles in suspension are de|x)sited.

One canal extends entirely around the compartments, pasting

at first around the centre and then extending to the outer per-

iphery of the polygon. By suitable sluice valves any compart-

inont may \xi placed in connection. The water once decanted

Knaves the exterior canal to find its way into the flumes of the

hytlraulic carrier. When one of the sections is full of mud, etc.,

it b isolated from the series and is then placed in conmfiunicatioo

with the central circular section by opening the sluice loek, or

« Z. U, 965. 1883.
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valve. In the central section b a bucket dng, whieh removei

the (lepositB and emptJes them into a slanting wooden trough, upoo
which they slide into B, a cistern of oontid«rmhla stie. Thore

they remain until the sununer, when they are removed. The
decanted water returns through / to the hydraulic carrien, paaa-

ing under the stloe C and can^'ing the beets in the direetion of

the washer e, where a lifting wheel, d, raises both the beets and

the water. The dirty water running off from the washer ii again

lifted by / and flow^ through A, as shown by arrows in the figure

and finds its wnv intn tho compartments A previously fi»*'fi

tioncd.

As soon as one of the compartments has IxK'ome full of mud
and deposits, and has been isolated from the others, the water

that is distributed is sent into the next compartment of the series.

As a general thing these tanks are emptied by hand, for whieh

purpose boards are placed upon the mud, which becomes more

or less compact and is sufficiently resistant to hold a man with

a barrow load. This work, as may be imagined, is dangerous

to health. In Germany certain factories have attempted, with more

or less success, to remove these mud deposits mechanically, and of

late yearn certain spiral lifting devices have given very satis-

factory results. The mud is raised and emptied into cars or carts

that are constructed with a view to their economical transporta-

tion. It is important not to lose sight of the fact that these deposits,

consisting of fine particles of earth combined with organic matter,

are in reality a valuable fertilizer and when used for agricultural

purposes have given satisfactory results. It would be interesting

to know the value of the thcor>' that these deposits when used upon

soil to be subsequently cultivated in beets become an idtimate

centre for nematode infection. If the decanted water is to be run

into the river such deposits should be still further epurated, and

this subject will be thoroughly discussed in a subsequent chapter.

Beet-brushing.~In the beet-sugar factories of CootineDtal

Euroi)€ tlic beets are generally taxed according to their weight,

and therefore every effort is made to remove not only the water

adhering to the surface, but also the dirt, etc., and to this end

brushing devices have been used. There are many t>'pes of these

machines that claim to remove 2 to 3 per cent of impurities still

adhering to the roots; if only 0.17 per oeni were eliminated the

apparatus would soon |>ay for itself. There is a oertain difficulty

in keeping brushin clean, and if left unclean a partial f<»nnenta*
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tion follow*8. The brushes are of whalebone, chemically prepared,

being dipped in ferric tannate.

An effective brusher and carrier of the Denis-Lefevre type

(Fig. 44) are used in the United States, and give satisfaction. The

apparatus has a slight slant to facilitate its working, and con-

sists of a series of parallel cylindrical brushes rotating in the same

direction. Ilie main body of the brushes is of wood with iron axis,

at each end of which are suitable movable bearings. The brushes

proper are of whalebone, and the whole arrangement is placed

between strong iron frames. At one end of the axis of each brush

Fio. 44.

—

Dexis-Lbfevre Bru^jher and Carrier.

is a small conical cog wheel, which gears into the pinion of a lateral

axis, upon which the entire movement of the apparatus depends.

Ikets upon leaving the washer are distributed upon the upper end

of the first brush and are turned and rubbed by each brush of the

series, being constantly carried forward, while adhering small stones,

earth, etc., fall below. Beets that are rotten never reach the end

of the carrier. The brushes undergo a certain wear and must be

renewed after two campaigns. As the brushes become worn they

may be brought closer together, a special arrangement of bronze

bearings permitting the change in position. The apparatus under

consideration Is large enough for a 150- to 200-ton factory, and as

its working is ver}' simple and requires but little power no special

arrangement is needed for its installation.

These brushes need care and should be kept clean by repeated

water-spraying, under no circumstances using hot w^ater for this

purpose, as it would soon act upon the glue of the brushes. They

S. B., Jan. 1892.
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Hhoiild be carefully watched, m a ttooe wUi rum tlictn and fatty

chivtf clog open epaoee.

NumerouB suggestions have been made for getting rid of the

water adhering to the whalebones, among whieh may be meotiomd
a sort of regulating device placed beneath the brushes. The booet

are fimt twiiited and then allowed to spring. The bruMhm of these

marhimii van* in width from 0.5 to 1.25 meteni, twptwfnfiT^ mi
enorinou*^ difTcrence in their daily working capacities, and revolve

at veloeitieH that vary from 40 to 50 revolutiomt per minute. Calru-

lationit show that a beet, from the time it runii on these brushes

until it leaves, makes from UXX) to 1200 revolutions upon itself.

The saving in the weight of beet« that would have been taxed

in accordance with some of the European fiscal laws is frequently

$2000 during a single campaign; and furthermore, the weight of

the beetii being lessened the cost for their manipulation in the

factory means a saving of at least $1000 for a pUint of average

ra|»ai-ity.

Shaking carriers in most cases are simply troughs with perforated

bottoms (A, Fig. 45), the holes of which are ebngated in shape.

Fia. 45.—Shaking Oirrieni.

ihf InrL'rr dimeasion being in the direction of the motion of the

root, ihusc shakers rest upon supports C\ to which is given

the alternating motion through the arm B. There are about 80

to 100 motions per minute. The most satlsfactork* machines are

placet! in a slanting position, under which circunv^tances the beeta

slide without any difficulty towards the lifting device. Rxpei

shows that there are numeroiu< advantages in making these

very wide, the object being to distribute the roots over a considerable

surface, so that the man in charge may recognise at a glance a
stone or a rotten beet and remove it from the lot. rndor all rir-

ruiiistanocs ovorv nriH^ution should be taken to keep the i^rrfom-
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tion of the bottom of the appliance free from all |X)ssible clogging,

and with frozen beets this offers, for some reason, an exceptional

difficulty.

A beet-lifting combination at the extreme end of the shaker

is a necessity, owing to the fact that the slicer is always placed in at

an upper elevation. The bucket-lifting device can elevate beets

15 meters without difficulty. Some years since these lifts were

placed in a slanting position, but the modern method demands that

they shall be vertical. As a general thing these vertical bucket

lifts have four wootlen or iron supports, the buckets in most cases

being of iron mounted on chains. Some experts claim that the

double-chain arrangements are objectionable in that the wear and

tear on them are not uniform, that is, that there are certain irregu-

larities in their working. The buckets of this carrier pick up the

beets either from a sheet- or cast-iron hopper, the latter being

difficult to keep clean. The bottom of the hopper is rectangular

in shape, almost exactly the same size as the chains and buckets,

so that the broken particles of beets fall into the bucket and not to

the bottom of the receiving receptacle. The arrangement prevents

excessive accumulation of dirt, fermentation, etc. The space be-

neath should, however, be of considerable depth, and all deposits

should be removed regularly twice a day, or every 12 hours. An-

other combination * that has given satisfaction consists in a sort of

suspended bucket held in a position by counterpoise. This arrange-

ment nearly permits one to touch the bottom limit of the bucket

carrier without subjecting it to much wear. The chains used for

these elevatioas offer nothing of special interest, except that they

are made up of closed links to give them resistance in the work

they are called upon to accomplish. They turn on two grooved

pulleys, the motion being given by the one on top through suitable

gearing, which has an up-and-down screw regulating device which

gives the chains the necessary tension to effect the best results,

a factor to be practically determined. If the tension is too loose

it may slide on the pulley and even' under the influence of an ex-

cessive load in the reverse direction to that intended. When this

happeas, there is necessarily some damage done to the carrying

buckets. On the other hand, when the tension is excessive there is

too much wear upon the chain, which experience shows is about 1

mm. on each side during a campaign. '1 his means a considerable

B. Z., 22. 773,
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total lengthening and demands regulation, necewiuting an entirely

new chain after a |)erio(l of yean. These chains move at a velodty

of 15 to 30 metera per minute. A ratchet movement with teeth of

reasonable size, few in number, prevents the chain from falling

Pio. 46.—Beet Lift. Iron BuckeU, and ClMtns.

backwards when the appliance is put out of gear. The buckets

must be strong and well made, with their upper border bent out^

wards so that the water from the upper ones will not fall into those

beneath. The bottom of the bucket is somewhat rounded. If

the requisite precaution has not been taken to separate the water
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from the beets it falls into the feeding hopper of the lift. The
water mast be allowed a free exit at the bottom into the canal, yet

in spite of every care, a certain quantity always finds its way into

the bucket and is carried with the beets and emptied into the beet

slicer. The general arrangement of these beet elevators is shown

in Fig. 46, A being the elevator support, chains, and buckets, and B
a cur\*ed hopper guiding the beets to the slicer. It is so arranged

that the filling is continued during the period of weighing, and when
the weighing machine is emptied the contents of the hopper are about

suHicient for the next weighing. In certain cases this work is auto-

matically accomplished. In the best combination the bottom

of the hopper is perforated so as to allow the beets to receive a final

straining before being weighed, the water running into a pipe which

communicates with the waste-water sluice.
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WEIGHING OK UEETS.

The importance of weighing beeto before slicing is not alwftyi

appreciated in American l^eet-sugar factories. In Continental

Europe, on the other hand, the practice is ver}' general, and in most

cases the manufacturer's tax is based upon it. The weighing of

beets is desirable in order to control the quantity of roots deliv-

ered and their tare, and to determine the numl>er of tons on hand

as a guide to the manufacturer. Notwithstanding the precautions

generally taken errors, frequently very important ones, occur, due

to fraud or other causes. Hence a thorough organization must

characterize the reception of the l>eet8. so that if there is any irregu-

larity it may be detected before it is too late. At all times one

should know the exact number of tons of beets that are siloed and

not yet sliced, even when outside roots are being simultaneously

used with those on hand. The necessity for such precautionary

measures is more essentially realized toward the end of the cam-

paign, when measures must be taken to keep in the best conditions

the roots that shall remain so that the slicing may be extended

over the longest possible period.

In CSermany some few factories have altogether abandoned the

weighing after washing, and regard as accurate the showing of the

reception scales when the roots are brought in by the farmers, of

course making due allowance for the tare; or they may calculate

the weight after the diffusion hatter>' is full, lioth of these methods

are ver>' faulty and should be abandoned, as when the weight of

the beets being sliced at the factory is not accurately known the

first essential for the control of the sugar-manufacturing process b
absent; neither is it sufficient for the control of the manufacturing

process to ascertain how much sugar remains in the after product.

«7
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There are too many chances of error and fraud for entire reliance

to be placed upon this method.

The 8>*8tem of scales generally used for accurately weighing the

roots before they enter the slicer has a hopper to receive the beets

delivered and the loading continues until the equilibrium is estab-

lished, when the communication l^tween the distributer and the

hopper is at once closed. If there are a few beets in excess these

are removed and placed in a basket, or some may be added to the

hopper if the exact weight is not obtained. By older modes the

man doing the weighing would keep the record on a blackboard or

by other means, but this was not very reliable, as few scales can be

considered absolutely accurate. One cannot do better than to

depend upon automatic scales, some of these combinations working

with considerable accuracy, although this is not true of all. As

soon as the normal weight is exceeded, the scales, through a special

combination of levers, close all communication with the hopper,

and the fact that a few beets must be added or taken away shows

that reliance must be placed in the weigher. A device has of

recent years been adopted by means of which the hopper full of

beets cannot be emptied until the weight is absolutely correct.

The automatic scales generally used in Germany are known as the

Chronos. When the desired weight is obtained this scale closes

the distributing trap, and any excess of weight is automatically

registered by a lever with counterweights, while the normal weight

is recorded on the principal register. When the hopper automatic-

ally empties the beets into the slicer, returns to its original position

and opens the distributing register, it is no longer necessary to have

some one in charge, but a man must always be on hand to follow

the beets from the lifting buckets to the hopper distributor.

The working efficiency of the slicer and the beet lifts is not

necessarily always the same, and the lifts must sometimes be

stopped, as for example in cases where the distributors, hopper,

scales and slicers are all full. If the hopper is overfull some one

still is needed to throw out of gear -the cog wheels commanding
the motion of the lift, otherwise there would be certain danger of

an accident. This stoppage must not be effected too soon nor too

frequently, as the action of the washer and the hydraulic dis-

tributing device would necessarily be very much deranged; for

once the signal has been given the machinery must be stopped

all along the line. After each interval of this kind several minutes

must necessarily elapse before the beets again circulate with the
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detfiretl ragularity. During this period the dleer it looo ompiy
and poor oottettes are the natural rt«ults. Thero are geoeraUy two
sliceri in communicatioo, each with automatie tealei, and theee

are alternately filled by simply oactllating a slanting trap di^
tributor that communicates with eaeh in turn as the

demands a change.



PART 11.

EXTRACTION.

CHAPTER I.

BEET SLICERS.

For the purpose of extracting sugar, beets are sliced into long

stripe, which ofiFer, when brought in contact with water, a con-

siderable area for absorption. These slices, or cossettes, should

have a long, smooth surface presenting a uniform section through-

out their length and should not be mixed with bits of beets of no

definite shape. To obtain these requisites a special apparatus,'

known as a beet slicec, is used which consists generally of a hori-

sontal disk with a rotary motion. Another type, based upon

centrifugal force, has not met with general favor. Most of the

slicers now used differ only in the size of the disk and the arrange-

ment of the cutting blades.

The type generally preferred consists of a cylinder at the bot-

tom of which is a circular horizontal disk with blade attachments.

The hopper which feeds the disk with beets has not always been

cylindrical. In the old types of beet slicers only one-half of the

revolving disk was brought in contact with the beets, while the

other half was free and bore the conical gearing attachments,

which gave the requisite motion and permitted a rapid change

of blades without unmounting the feeding hopper. In the more

modem apparatus effort is made to give the greatest possible

cutting surface to the revolving disk, the motion being trans-

mitted from above. Other modifications have made it possible

to receive the beets upon the entire disk, allowing spacing for the

blade attachments.

The cylinder forming the hopper should be so arranged that

90
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the space over the disk with its knives may be ooy^nd with

which will slide toward the bottom. lt« low«r poslion

of two concentric sleeves which are continuous, wit£ the

tion of suitable openings for the introdueiioii of th» blades and
their holiiers. The width of the annuUr spaoe near the disk Is

a fraction greater than the length of the frames withOhetr knives.

It is not desirable to give any arrangnnent to the sleeves by which

the hopper thereby formed may be raised; it is better. to have a
sort of hood. The exterior |)ortion forming the hopper* howe\'er,

is 1.5 to 2 meters high, and the beets fall without much friction

as the work of the dixk and its knives progresses , falling mora

and more rapidly as the velocity of the apparatua and ^he num-
ber of the sUcicg blades increase, that is, as the capacity of the

apparatus beoomea greater. In the interior of the cylinder the

sleeve and the hood should have no projecting parts, *such as

rivets, bolts, etc.

To prevent the beets from being suspended and forming an

arch one against the other the lower part of the hopper is made
wider than the top. With the same idea in view, projecting arms

are frcciuently placed on the hood or dome covering the top of the

axis and its gearing and made to revolve in the opposite direction

to that of the disk and knives. When these arms are 300 mm.
above the knives they have little or no influence upon the beets

being sliced, but the root« cannot remain suspended in the cylinder.

Thia arrangement is of exceptional value when handling frozen

beets. It is interesting to note that the height of the feeding

cylinder above the disk varies very much in different countries, but

experience shows that it is not desirable to have it less than 1.5

meters. The Austrian beet slicers freiiuently have feeding cylinders

over 2 meters high, thus forming a column of beets of sufficient

pressure to keep the roots well in contact with the knives; further-

more, their weight prevents any suspension of the roots in the

hopper, as previously mentioned. It is evident that when the

height of beets above the knives is not sufficient to produce the

desired pressure the roots- are simply carried foniani with the

disk, the knives gi\ing only a few ver>' poor cossettes. It is desir-

able in the vertical cylinder to have several openings closed with

vertical bars which pennit one to see exactly in what manner the

roots are being distributed during their downward movement.

The circular disk bearing the knives is wedged upon a vertical

axis on the surface of which are numerous regular openings to admit
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the blades and their holders. In most German beet-sugar factories

the diameter of the horizontal disk is from 1200 to 1500 mm.,

while in some other countries, Austria for example, it is 2500 mm.
The velocity of the .smaller machines reaches 1(X) to 150 revolutions

per minute, while for the larger slicers 50 revolutions are sufficient.

The fact is that the actual velocity on the outer periphery of the

disks in the two cases is very nearly the same, being somewhat

less for the larger disks. It is generally admitted that the large

disks revolving slowly give better and more regular cossettes than

do the smaller rapidly moving machines; but as the quality of the

cossettes involves numerous considerations, it frequently happens

that in the long run the smaller machines give the better results-

Owing to the limited number of revolutions made by the

Austrian slicere, their efficiency as regards working capacity is

not as great as one might suppose when the number of cutting blades

is taken into consideration. In all well-organized beet-sugar

factories there are two beet slicers, the one working while the

other is being made ready, which operation consists in renewing

and adjusting the knives. This arrangement permits one to

give the care to the work that it demands, and in the end means a

saving of money. Too little importance appears to be given to

this detail, and a single slicer is frequently kept running almost

night and day, stopping only when it becomes necessary to change

the knives. The large disks demand much more time for a change

of blades and for removing stones, etc., that have fallen into the

knives than do the smaller apparatus, and there arise many argu-

ments for and against the various types of slicers used.

The slicing efficiency of these appliances depends as much upon

the number of cutting blades as upon the velocity of the revolving

disk. The number of frames and blades attached to the disk of

a slicer varies widely. Aside from the fact that there are more

frames for holding the knives on a large disk than in the smaller

apparatus, even on disks of a given dimension the number of knives

is extremely variable, depending upon their shape. Allowance

should also be made for the difference in spacing between the blades,

these spaces being of greater or less length and width.

The number of openings for frames in a dLsk of a given diameter

is necessarily limited, otherwise the spacing left would not be suffi-

ciently strong to resist the strain to which they are submitted.

In order to overcome the danger of rupturing disks which contain

an exceptional number of blades and frames, Hillebrand joins the
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outer periphery of the dkk with the centre by luitable oblique

rilitf (Fig*. 47 and 48). Theee form put of the ifon eaeting of the

dink and arc placed underneath, resulting in a strong, rrfflrting eur.

face notwitluitufuling the fact that the framei and bladee on the

Hurface aliiuMt tuucli. The iron ribii in no way obitniet the eeeape

of the coesettes. liy this arrangement the tame work may be ac-

conipliithcd as with any other alioer, but at a conskierably

veliH-ity. It must be noted, however, that though the

of such a machine is very much greater than has hitherto

Vu;. 47.~Top View of Half of a Cirrular Di«k, with Fnuncs and Knivon.

r-ii^.v.-; p-^
/

Fio. 48.—Section of the Hillebkand DUk. shoiinnf Stf«ngthsnil^( Rihi.

attained, more power is needed for its operation. Furthemore.

the arrangement is not as satisfactory as is generally supposed,

for when the blade removes a slice, or cosset te, a certain interval

of time must elapse before the root can fall to the level of the portion

removed, othenvise the beet slice would not have the requisite

tln(*ktu<8s and in some cases would be reduced to a pap. This

vuir^ntisfactor}' condition would neccesarily exist at those points of

the HiLLEBRAND disk where the framee of the blades are too close

together, if the velocity of the disk is not connderably leaeeocd.

Hence the look«l-for result.s are not realised.
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Karlik * declares that knives on a disk of 2.5 meters diameter

turning on the outer circumference at a velocity of 5 meters per

second should have a spacing of not less than 50 cm. in order to

give satisfactor}' cosscttes. Evidently such spacing is not prac-

ticable except with the enormous Austrian beet slicers, and, further-

more, the slicing capacity of the apparatus is considerably lessened

under these conditions. The advantage of a moderately slow

revolving disk is not fully demonstrated, but there can be no doubt

that when the knives are not called upon to do their work too rapidly

the danger of breaking the cossettes after they leave the blades

is considerably lessened, while on the other hand the greater the

velocity of the slicer the shorter will be the interval of time given

the cossette to change the direction it has received, and the result

will be one long-continued fibre which is one of the essentials for

its subsequent successful manipulation. In order to attain this end

numerous experiments have been made, but whatever be the mode
adopted the first important requirement is that the disk be abso-

lutely perpendicular to the vertical axis to which it is wedged,

otherwise the roots coming in contact with the slicing blades

would simply jump up and down and be very irregularly cut. In

order to make the 90° angle a mathematical certainty it has been

pro|X)sed that the disk ha planed down to the desired horizontal

after it is fixed in position.

Inclined disks.—To overcome the centrifugal action of the disk

during its revolution, which always tends to throw the roots being

sliced towards the outer periphery, Paulick proposed to give the

frames and blades a certain slant. The general arrangement is

shown in Figs. 49 and 50. A and D are the knife holders with

blades in the disk E. The transverse section shows how the disk

E is wedged on the vertical axis h, and also the position of knives.

This idea, with some variation, is applied to most beet slicers, but

it remains to be demonstrated within what limit it accomplbhes

the object in view.

Notched disks.—^The slicing blades, as will be presently ex-

plained, have a jagged upper surface, while the disk is generally

flat. It has been suggested that the notches of the blades iind

duplicates in the disks, so that the beets after leaving the knives

will continue in the same position in which they were during the

slicing. In the Putsch f slicer there are concentric notches on

B. Z., 27. 212, 1903. f N. Z., 11, 197, 1883.
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the surface <>i im- d'ukB in which slide the ribbed surface of the

sliced beets. Uy this means the roots are supposed to be kepi

from dancing on the disk, and simply glide from one slicing blade

to Another, rnfurtunately, however, the ctreles of the disks are

coiu-cntric, while the portion of the circle whieh fonns the baek

Fia. 40.—Ptan of Paduck, with SUwUog BUuks and Holdara.

edge of the knives has the same radius, and such being the

there is no absolute connection between the two. It is. theiefofe,

doubtful whether the notches accomplish their intended purpose,

for do what one may no appliance has ever satisfactorily pre-

vented the beets from dancing on the disk's suKace. No knives

have ever been made whose back edges have concentric etrdes

corresponding to those of the disk of the slicer. Another dis-

advantage of the notched disks is that they require the use of
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a special type of slicing knives, as with other knives the grooves

would no longer correspond. This does not permit a change in the

shape of the blades to meet the requirements of beets of specia'

qualities, a contingency frequently to be met.

The frame openings in the disks should have the same shape

and size as the blade holders. In the earlier types of beet slicers

the axis of these openings was in the direc-

tion of the radius of the disk, and thereby

the position of the beets was changed as

soon as the cutting commenced. In most

modem slicers the cutting edge of the

blades is in a direction diverging towards

the disk's centre, and the knives by this

arrangement cut the beet in a perpendicular

direction. The arrangement is more clearly

shown in the plan of the Paulick slicer

(Fig. 49). The openings in the disks should

be mathematically concentric, otherwise there

would be no possibility of a continuous cut-

ting action of the blades. The objectionable

results that would follow are shown and dis-

cussed under another caption. A millimeter

variation in distance from the centre would

be sufficient to influence the regularity of

the cossettes in a most important degree. In

order to hold the beets in position during the

cutting, counter blades are used, which are

fixed a few millimeters above the highest por-

tion of the knives. For small beet slicers one

of these counter blades is sufficient.

Beet-arrestors.—In order to prevent the

beets from being carried forward by the ro-

tary motion of the disk vertical plates are

arranged which are intended to stop and retain the roots. Their

height is very variable, but experience seems to show that it need

not exceed 20 mm. When these plates are exceptionally high the

beets tend to cling together and form an arch under which the

blades of the disk do not work; on the other hand, the nearer they

are to the revolving disk, the better will they be able to retain the

smallest particle of beet in position. To have them too near the

cutting blades, however, presents certain objectionable features;

Fio. 50.—Tninsveree
Section of Dii*k.
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for example, if tmaii ttooes should be preaent they would be forced

against the knives and destroy their cutting edge. The spaeing

may be regulated to suit the emeffeoey by an adjutubia rod pUoed
at the lower edge of the disk. If observation shows thai stooas are

being constantly brought into the slicer with the beets, then the

heif^ht of the arrestor Hhould be about 6 to 10 mm. above the disk.

It is also proposed to give to these plates a slanting positkm

so that the acute angle thus formed will carry the beeta around

with tho disk and keep them well in ixwition during the ilieuig.

The 8h(H«t-iron arrestor of the PuTAai * combination moves upon
an axis and holds the beets in position against the disk by a coun-

terpoise. Suitable slits are made along ita surface through which

small stones may escape whenever there is exoeptional resiataiiee.

The advantage of these openings is that the arrestor does not in

moiit caKe<t change its position when coming in contact with an
obstruction, if not too Urge, as is the case with other arrestors

which have no slits. Furthermore, the tip ends of the roots that

are being sliced frequently pass through and hold the beet in poai-

tion, which permits the knife to give an exceptionally long cossette.

The Putsch t device for bringing the beets in contact with

the slicing blades consists of a wheel placed over the disk with

frames holding the bUdes. The direction of the axis of this

wheel is that of the radius of the disk. Fig. 51 expUins itself;

Fio. 51.--Pim»cM B«H Holder.

the axis c slides up and down the guides m; it is held in posi-

tion by a snuill spring pj, which is reguUted by the screw #.

^ D. Z. I., tt, IMO. 1900. tZ.,48,«SOaBd9l9.l80&
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If a Stone cornea in contact with the device in question it simply

•lidcB along m. Another very simple device for bringing the

beetfl in contact with the slicing blades, resulting in very long

and regular cossettes, is shown in Fig. 52. Several wheels with

strong iron hul)8 are placed on the same axis; they each have

projecting wooden arms and turn independently of each other.

When the plate with the knives revolves, the roots are carried

forward with a rotary motion and meet the projecting arms, which

offer just enough resistance for the beets to be held during the

small inter\al of slicing. When the next knife presents itself

Fio. 62.— Keet-slicing Regulator.

the beet-filicing regulator' has matle a slight movement forward

in the opposite direction, still holding the root in position. These

movements continue until the work is completed. The beet slicer

to which the arrangement was attached was 1.28 meters in di-

ameter, had twelve knives and revolved at a velocity of 100 revo-

lutions per minute, slicing 600 tons of beets per diem.

Removal of foreign substances.—In order to remove all foreign

substances, such as stones, leaves, etc., which are introduced

with the roots during the operation,of cutting and collect in the

slicer, openings with suitable doors' are placed at some spot in the

hopper near the counter blades, and just below numerous steel

rods fixed in a series of small holes. When the characteristic

dull noise of two hard substances coming together is heard,

indicating that the cutting blades are attempting unusual work,

the machine should be immediately stopped, othen^ise there would

evidently be danger of a breakage of the blade frames, etc., and
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the longer this condiiion it allowed to eoniiaue the gietter will be
the danuige done. The removal of tbeee hard parUdea ! aeeom-

pUsbed through the openings in front of the counter blades whirh

were mentioned above. Theee aet abo aa eoUeeton of foreigD tub-

fiances. The obstructions are found underneath the beeta» whirh

are kept from falling by the rods of iron or steel. When the roots

are thus suspended a certain nimiber always remains to be sliced,

which, as they are not pressed against the slicing blades, are tossed

about and result in coesettes of very poor quality. Some authori-

ties point out that to suspend the beeta only over the arvsilor

has the advantage of rapidity and gives finally more satlslaetory

results. If the foreign bodies are not to be found at the arrestor

it is advisable to remove a frame with its blades from the disk and

revolve the slicer in the opposite direcUon, when all the obstruc-

tions will be thrown out through the opening.

Stone separators.—Son&e twenty years ago it waa proposed to

place on tho ilL^k two frames without knives, the openings being

such as to allow the stones but not the beets to pass through.^

Another arrangement of more recent construction is worthy of

attenUon.

Messrs. Dubois and Poulain, by a specially constructed pUte
placed Ix'neath the slicing blades, have overcome in a large measure

the diOiculty caused by sand, gravel, etc. The arrangement is

shown in Figs. 53 and 54, and needs very little description. It

consists of movable hollow bars, TT\ through which pass smaller

bars of shorter diameter having consequently a free rotation ufxtn

themselves and offering very little resistance. They are held in

position by the steel frame ab, c' is the dbtk of the sheer. Another

combination consists in having in the disk c a series of oonical

holes through which the gravel, etc., can fall. This stone and

gravel separator can be placed on any beet alicer.

The .Ma(.i'in stone remover (Fig. 55) has also numy interesting

characteristics. It consists of a hollow chamber £, placed in the

direction of one of the disk's radii, a few miliimeters from the sur-

face of the disk A, The spacing may be modified to meet the re-

quirements of each special case, thus acting at the same time ai* a

beet arrestor. The stone enters the interior of the device where

it is held in |X)sition by the clogging of broken \<\\» of beeta and

coesettes that collect after a few revolutions of the slicer, and a

•S. I. SO. 621. 1882.
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small hole in the feeding hopper or cylinder permits the removal of

the ol:>struction8 from E.

Fig. 53.—Plan of Dubois and Poulain's Beet Slicer Stone Separator.

=^ 'm wkwm
xz \J

Fio. 54.—Section of Disk with Bars.

"\J

Fio. 65.

—

Maguix Stone Remover.

Clogging.—Do what one may, there is always a certain amount
of^dirt, straw, ete., which, while not actually breaking the edge
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of the knives, eoQtiderftbly dimtnUiM the effidency o( the

by clogging and stoppage. Sometimes, beeause of

changes of temperature the beets undergo a second growth, or when

by atavism they may have become annuals, the beets are fibtous,

and these fibres will clog the blades and may be removed by the

use of a brush 5 (Fig. 56) » which revolves with considerable velocity

in the same direotion as the disk R with its blades attached.

The apparatus accomplishes its work most satisfaotorily.

The transmission of motion to beet slicerB may be accomplished

in several wa>'8. Conical cog-gearing combined with suitable

Fio. 56.—Maouin BUde

puller's and belting and the now obsolete mode of gearing placed

over the slicer meant considerable loss in efficiency, and the

action of the feeding hopix»r consetiuently was interrupted. In

most of the modem coinhinations the conical gearing is placed

under the revolving disk, of which the German type shown in Fig.

57 is an example in point. The axis of thbt machine b supported

by pivot and socket, but it is doubtful whether this mode is as

desirable as a combination ball and friction plate. The lubrication

of the upper portion of the axis is accomplished by a very simple

device shown in the drawing. The cossettes as they are produced

fall into a bottom section and are forced to pass out through a

side dbtnbutinfr hopper. \Mien beet slices are intended to feed

circular diffusion batteries the feeding hopper must circulate and
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the mode of transmission, as shown in the last mentioned slicer,

would not be possible. The motion in the most improved Cail
oombination is given from above the beet distributing cylinder,

which aifangemcnt i>ennit8 one to watch closely all tlic moving

Fio. 67.—German Beet Slicer.

parts of the gearing. The beet slicer should be entirely covered

so that particles of dirt, etc., that are brought up by the beet

elevator will not be emptied into the gearing. The Fives Lille

beet slicer also receives its motion from the top, the gearing being

entirely covered by a cylindro-conical hood, occupying the centre

of the feeding hopper. Very much the same arrangement is

adopted in the Maguin slicer shown in Fig. 59. One of the conical
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gearings with wcmmIcii tt^-th h)iou1iJ have an extra wheel in

in case of arcul(*nt. Thr trolley upon whieh the dletributtng

eowette hopper revolvcit on a

Huitahle ledge w Hourly slxiun

in the drawing. The ftJHwit*-**

after leaving the knivee fimt

fall into a tnincatecl cone

placed U»neath and then into

the dintributor which conveyu

tlxMU to the (lifTUBOrB.

Direct transminion.-—Cer-

tain types of appliances have

tijrir <»wii motor and electrical

HttarhiiientM, and having the

advantage of complete control

of the velocity of the disk they

are equal to any emeigency.

While such combinations are

certainly advantageous their

cost will necessarily prevent

their general introduction.

Among the interesting tyjios

of slicera with direct trans-

mission may be mentioned

the Hrkitfkld and Danek apparatus, in which two
cylinders are used, as shown in Fig. 6 ). By suitable eombi-

nations the slicer may be placed in and out of gear. As fast

as the cossettes are produced they are projected into a lateral dis-

tibuting hopper by means of a horizontal revolving disk which re-

ceives its motion through belting connecting with the main axis

wh<»s4' velocity is less than that of the disk. Wlmtever be the con-

st met ion of the slicer when the blades are to be renewed the cir-

cular disk holding the frames with the knives must be turned by

hand until in the desired position. As considerable effort is

sary to force the disk to revolve, it is desirable to have

suitable attachment or combination to facilitate the operation, and

then» are many (ie\ ires witli this object in view.

Distributing cossette hopper. — .^veral distributing eoHKlle

hoppers have been shown in the machines illustrated in the foregoing

pages. It fret^uently hap|>ens that at certain periods theve is no

diffusor readv to receive the sliced beets, vet the alieer cannot

Fia. &s.—Frwich B-ct S icer (CailV
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be instantly stopped. The importance of having a cossette dis-

tributor of reasonable capacity is thus seen, as it allows the beet

cutting to continue in case of a momentarj' irregularity in the bat-

ter>-'8 working.

Other combinations for beet slicers.—Since the first attempt

at beet-sugar making continual efforts have been made to construct

Fio. 150.—French Beet blicer (Maouin).

beet slicers upon more rational principles than are illiu-trated

in existing machines. The slicing efficiency of the blades attached

to the revolving disk is most varied and depends upon where they

attack the beet, the action near the centre differing from that

at the extreme outer periphery, with a difference in velocity in the

two cases, and for this reason efforts have been made to give the
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blades a straight motion rather than a circular one. NiKiscni pco-

posed that there be used a sort of beet plane eomifUng of a rectangu-

lar disk with knives having an aJtenmting motioo backward aad
foTK'ard, the slicing being accomplished on both nunemeota.

9TBNTSBL * and Reboux t built a machine of this kind, but it waa
never generally introduced into the factories. Another arrangwneot

on the same lines eooaisted of an Ewart { chain holding a series of

frames with their slicing knives. These passed over two dnmia

Flo. (K).—Autftrian Bort SIic«r. Direct Action.

which raised the knives against the bottom of a hopper filled with

beets, llie main objection to all such combinations is their limited

ef!icionry. and contrifugal slicors were and have remained a far

more rational device, avoiding the objectionable features of hort-

Bontal slicing. Efforts were made to place the knives and holders

U|)on the generatrix of a drum. The first idea of placing the knives

upon the peripher)' was suggested by .Nikisch { and the plan aasomed

a practical shape under the guidance of RassiiusI (Fig. 61). The

« X. Z.. 10. 153. 1888. t La. a a. IS. 845. 1884. t N. Z.. It. 8ft. 1884.

f R. Z.. 6, 170. 1882. | N. Z.. 18. 210.
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beets fall into the interior, c, of a revolving cylinder j)laced in an

outer casing, b, of the same shape; it holds a series of blades, t,

Fio. 61.—RA8SMU8 Beet Slicer.

and their frames, and the movement Ls given by bottom conical

gearing. The Ijeets are thrown against the knives and the cos-

settes fall into the compartment l:)elow and are forced into the
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lateral slanting hopper by the rotation of a borbooUl termper

receiving itn motion through a suitable gearing eonneetod with the

verticil shaft r. Wliile this apparatua bekl ita ovin for a long

periiKi of yeare it haa now beoome obaolete.

In (iemiany LiTZKEMnoRr ^ haa constructed a slieer of very

original Hha|)e. It conaista of a cylindrical drum, turning in the

interior of a calender mounted by a tnmcated cone which ia uaed

as a hopper for beets. The bUdes are attached to the drum in

the direction of ita generatrix, and the resulting beet slices fall

in its centre. Special divisions are placed in the hopper to keep

the beets in |X)eition during cutting. As the beeta do not preaa

directly upon the slicing knives the harm done by atonea and
other impurities is ver>' much less than in moat of the roethodaof

slicing. Each of the divisions of the hopper correspond to a

s}XM*ial compartment or box of the truncated hopper, in which

stones and impurities are separately collected. To change the

knives it is necessary to withdraw the drum holding the blades,

but this may be inatantly replaced by another drum prepared in

advance with knives all carefully sharpened.

One of the most unique beet slioers, and in many respects

the most practical of any that haa come to the writer's notice,

(Fig. 62), has slicing knives that are all parallel to one another

and close together. They travel at exactly the same velocity

and the beet is held in position during its slicing. The drum has

a cutting diameter of 1.20 meter and is 33 cm. wide; it works

on a horizontal axis and has eight blade holders on ita exterior.

Each holder contains six parallel knives, in series of two, which

may be instantly regulated. The eight holders consequently

represent twenty-four ordinar>' knife holders and in reality con-

tain 48 blades 165 mm. in length in 24 parallel rows of two bladea

each. The beet aa soon as it enters the machine, is carried for-

ward by the revolving motion of the drum towards a section that

becomes smaller and smaller, a specially shaped cast-iron nose

offering resistance. As the beet is carried |>arallel to the knivea,

which are ver>' close together, strips of great regularity are obtained.

At the other end of the nose obstructor is an opening into which

fall small stones, etc., which have done little or no harm to the

slicing bladea. This receptacle may be emptied as often as the

occaaion demands.

• Z., M. 97. IWO.
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The knives may be removed with the same ease as in any

ordinan' beet slicer. Aa the Maouin slicer has a considerable

number of blades and may be made to revolve at a great velocity,

ita working capacity per diem is very much greater than that of

other slicers hitherto constructed. At 60 revolutions per minute

it can slice 20 tons of beets per hour, and the saving in power

18 said to be about 50 per cent as compared with most other slicers.

Fio. 62.—-Maouin Fixed-blade Slicer.

In the majority of beet-sugar factories where these slicers have

been introduced two are used, and whether they work together

or separately they have an independent motion. They are gen-

erally placed on a floor beneath the weighing apparatus from

which the beets fall into a double-branch distributing hopper.

When both slicers are working, this double arrangement allows

400 tons of beets to be sliced in twenty-four hours. In some

factories only one is kept working, so that, if for any reason repairs

have to be made there need be no general stoppage. The inventor

says the following advantages may be claimed:
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The poMible r ' im of regular nliccs being obiaincd, the

circuUtion in th< u battery m lx>tter tluui It it with rooit

beet alicere, which do not give perfectly regular co«ettflt. Under
th* >e circumstances the sugar in the sheet is exhausted tinder

N • \ favorable conditions which n»eans an inereese in the working

u-ity of the battery. Hie yield of these slicen is Urge with

1 ritivoly low speed. The space occupied by the two slieers

1 :rh ^nmter than that needed for one of the old types. The
Htn; iry to keep the blades in good conditk)n are

r ' minimum. It \a claimed that fibrous beets, fuch as

eA8ily sliced by providing the slloer with a knife-

hrusher. llie use of special blades is no longer necessary. As all

parts are standard in size they may be renewed at a moment's notice.

Feeding and care of beet slicert.—Beets are thrown directly

into the slieers from the hopper that connects with the weighing

apparatus, and if the arrangement of the building does not permit

til is the roots are carried to the slieers by means of an elevator.

Evidently the first mentioned mode is the better and should be

adopted as the contents of the feeding hopper can be better regu-

lated, the beets being constantly in view of the person in charge

of the automatic scale, while by the other arrangement they drop

into an up|)er receptacle, the interior of which cannot be exam-
intil without considerable trouble.

I'pon general principles beet slieers should be kept as full

as possible, and it is for this reason that the control should be in

charge of the weigher. When an elevator is used it may be desirable

to have an electric device to throw both the elevator and the

!
* t-r in or out of gear simultaneously. In the Volquarti ^

1 arrangement there are two slap valves on the sides of

the beet slieers. The lateral pushing of the roots forms an electric

contact. When they press upon the lower valve a contact it

established that electrically puts the beet lift into gear, so that the

hopper of the beet slicer becomes full, and when the beets push

against the upper valve they cease to be emptied into the hopper.

This arrangement is somewhat complicated, and a sunpler device

with the same object in view and working upon the same principle,

consists in having an electric alarm bell, the man in charge of the

lift acting acconling to the signal. This, however, means addi-

tional expense and the employment of another person.

•Z..I9. 407. 1909.
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Beet slicers should be cleaned as fre({uently as possible, for

there are always certain small corners, etc., where the broken

ooasettcs can collect and rot and a thorough weekly washing is

esBential. When the campaign is endwl every i)ortion of the

machine should be taken apart, cleaned, varnished, etc. This

detail is too fretjuently neglected in beet-sugar factories and certain

complications follow that need not be discussed for the present.

Knife of blade holders.—In the beet slicers formerly used

the knives or blades were firmly attached to the revolving disk

of the apparatus by means of a screw, and their regulating and

renewing was an operation that demanded time and experience.

Blade holders or frames which may be compared to a plane over-

come the difficulty. They were formerly attached beneath the

disk by means of four screws. Horowitz * was the first to design

and have constructed a disk in which the frames and blades were

introduced from above and remained in position without the need

of screws.

The holder is a narrow rectangular frame, with raised end borders

and exactly fits in the openings of the disk arranged for the purpose.

The new STOEPELf slicing knives are held in irregular slanting

parallelopiped boxes ; the direction given to these is that in which

the machine is moving. The knives are kept in position by a frame

fixed at the lower part of the box, the shape being such that on

the revolving plate of the slicer more than the usual number of

knives may be placed. Between the narrow sides of the blade

holder there are two movable strips, one holding the knife and the

other being the counter blade. The length of the blade holder is

about 330 mm. and the width of the knives is generally about

140 mm. Each holder receives two blades, one at the end of the

other, representing a continuous cutting edge. In the large Austrian

beet slicers the blade holders or frames are of considerable size and

are intended for three knives, their width varying from 90 to 120 mm.
The construction of these frames varies greatly, new models

and combinations being introduced every year. The essential

condition for keeping the knives in position is that the holders be

made of some hard substance that can resist considerable wear

and tear. They should be solid and readily handled, having open-

ings to allow the free passage of the cossettes. The combination

should be such as to permit the blades to be placed in position with

•Z., 27, 770, 1877. fN. Z, 42,211, 1899.
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the greatest eaae and in the leant |xwiiblc time, to that their ruiting

edge may have an exact height and be at a determined dtntanee

form the counter blade. The aatisfactory placing of the counter

blades offers \ery littJc diificulty, as their distance from the cutting

knives is arranged to suit each special caae. The frames with

their kniven nhould be so adjiuited in the special opening of the disks

as to be on an (*xaet level with it, as the slightest projecting angle

or border would destroy the ultimate satisfactor>' working of the

slicer. Kver>' projecting |)ortion would knock against the Ijcet,

forcing it out of its exact position, and the |xx)r Hlicing thus caused

would necessarily result in very irregular coesettes, producing a
sort of pasty mass. For this reason new blade-hokling frames can-

not always be used with old disks, aa these alwa>'8 become worn

through usage, and for the same reason old frames are not readily

adjustable to new disks.

If all these conditions are complied with it does not much
matter what the construction of the blade frames is. However,

upon general principles it may be admitted that the simpler the

more satisfactor}' will be the practical results ultimately obtained.

Certain knife-holding frames are said to be superior to all othen.

So they may be in certain essentials meeting exceptional cases,

but it remains to be ascertained whether all the requirements have

been fulfilled. The knife holders when in position should all be

ronr<'iitric in arrangement, otherwise, as previously pointed out,

tho n-sulting cossettcs would be very irregular in shape. .\n excel-

lent Mig:gcstion has been made by Urbanek to have the frame

holders all numbered so that each may be returned to its respective

position after the blades have been renewed or adjusted. Owing
to the difference in velocity of the slicing blades on the revolving

plates, the wear and tear differs according to their position, the

result being that the cosset tes are not all of exactly the same aiae.

A simple wedge attachment, which after it has been properly ad-

justed, is held in position by special bolts, is said to overcome

this difficulty in a measure.

Counter blade.—^The counter blade is supposed to continue

the surface of the disk imtil meeting within a fraction the

of the knives. In most eases its upper surface is upon the

level as the surface of the disk. Frequently it is found desirable

to slightly raise the counter blade in front of the knife so that

• a Z.. 9. 12. 1884.
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the beet will be pressed against the former, but this arrangement

is objectionable in that there is alwa>'8 a tendency for the beet

to move when coming in contact with the blades which results

in irregularly shaix^d cossettes. The wear and tear of the blades

may in a measure be compensated for by the counter blades

by advancing them when the knives are worn do\ni, so that the

spacing between the two remains nearly constant. In most

cases the counter blade is stationary and it is the knife itself that

is moved, being made to pivot around one of its sides by pressing

small 8cre>\^ or bolts underneath. The counter blade is raised

in many different ways. It is frequently rounded underneath,

resting upon a socket of the same shape, and has, in such cases,

a pin that enters a mortice of the socket. Under these condi-

tions it may be made to swing as desired, and is held in position

by suitable gudgeons. The arrangement of the \'orster * counter

blade is shown herewith (Fig. 63). The counter blade may also

Fio. 63.—V0R8TER Rotating Blade with CJounter Blade.

have two screw-top holes at its extremities which may be dis-

placed by sliding in two grooves on the sides of the knife holders

Two screws also penetrate the sides, but from top to bottom, and

by turning these in one direction or the other the counter blade

is raised or lowered. However, as these are parallel motions it

follows that the counter blade frequently extends over the disk

on the side where it touches, and there necessarily follows a shock

on hitting the beet which would tend to destroy the grooves made
upon its surface by the passage of a previous knife. The arrange-

ment described above needs no tightening screws to keep the

piece in position; it permits a rapid adjusting and is mainly used

for regulating the height of the slicing knives. In order to pre-

vent the shock and to keep the surface of the blades on the same

level as the disk of the slicer, the Eberhardt f counter blade

• Z.. 52, 1036. 1902. tD. Z. I.. 24. 295, 1899.
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pamw over the ext«rior of the blade holder and baeomei a aort

of inclined plane reating upon the diak, or paaaea into apeabl

groovea in the open apaeea of the disk intended for the blade

boldera. This inclined pUne holds the knife so thet whAtew
be the height given to the counter blade it is alwa)** reUtivaly

in the same poaition in regard to the disk ; even when raiaed veiw

tically in order to change the height of the knivea the

formed by the counter Uade with the blade itaelf ia not

The spacing between the counter blade and the knivea ia very

run>ly regulated by the counter blade. Exix^hence ahowa that

it m far better to dkplaee the knife, although with some double

hliKies it is neoeaaary to approach or space the counter blade.

( K\ ing to the difference of rotation at the centre and at the outer

iM.nier of the diak, the counter blade will wear very muefa man
at the extremity near the periphery tkian at the other end, and

this naturally tends to produce ooaaettes of entirely different aiaea

at the two extremitiea. The mathematical adjusting of the knivea

seema to be out of the question in such cases, but a wedge may
Yu. .OoA^d under the counter blade, thua compensating for the

When onoe adjusted the wedge may be kept in place by
's, which is an easy way of overcoming the difficulty

iw .. ...,..i;ute extent. Unfortunately, as the blade hoklers fre-

quently wear in the centre and aa the disks show the aame won-
out portion, the cossettes are thicker at the centre of the frame.

To replace the counter blade would not overcome the difficulty

and the entire disk must be freshly planed, subsequently uaing

thinner counter bladee. The Putsch * counter blade ia made
up of two plates, one over the other, the upper one being rather

thin tempered steel. Stobcksr elaims that by ridging the eoim*

ter bUde as well as the disk in the same manner aa the knives

are ridged, the beets are well guided and do not move during

the slicing.

Counter blade stone remover.—When handling very fibroua

beets and also when small stones are introduced into the slieer

with the roots, one may use counter blade stone reiiKn-ers (Fig. M)
to considerable advantage. Their posterior aides do not extend

the entire length of the blade, but have the aame ridged edge aa the

knife. Only a few thin points advance near to the knivea. The
fibres and especially the small stones become wedged and

through the opening left in front of the bladee.

• N. Z.. m, 275. IWS.
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The counter blade that precedes the Putsch * knife has ridges

which act as gutters, corresponding to the ridged portion of the

knives, the idea being to permit the small stones and sand to escape

without damaging the blades with which they would otherwise

come in contact.

Fig. 64.—Counter Blade Stone Eliminator.

Blade carriers.—In some exceptional cases the blades are Bit-

tached to a fixed band on the knife holders, and when this method

is adopted the counter blade may be regulated, but generally the

knives may be displaced front or back upon their support. Ex-

perience shows that this transverse bar should have a triangular

section so that the cossettes will not break when coming in contact

with its otherwise flat surface. As far as possible it is desirable

that the oblique surface thus made be a prolongation of the bottom

of the knive ridges. Efforts have been made to make this trans-

verse bar as small as possible by resting the knives upon their

holders. This mode, however, is seldom used.

In the Stoecker, as well as the Putsch (Fig. 65) blade holder,

Fio. ft5.

—

Putsch Dovetail Extremity Blade Holder.

the knives have dovetail extremities and are movable in vertical

grooves by which they are guided when their up or down position

is changed. The motion is obtained by means of two double-headed

screws, one at either extremity of the blade, which are placed one

above and the other beneath. The height of the knives may thus

be rapidly regulated. In another of Putsch's blade holders the

Z., 61,374, 1901.
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kiiiv«?^ swing juMt uh wuM prevkMisly dencribni in \\w raite o( Uie

eouiitiT blades, and, in fact, it may upon gmerml pruiri|ile be ad*

mittcd that all nicNlm uncd for regulating the counter bladai mmy
also be a[)pli<Hl to tho knives.

Ffauition of the knives. -Slicing knives are generally held in

'positk>n by Ix'ing tfcrewtnl or Ixiltcd to the upper surface of the crom

bar, although in the STt>Ki*Ki.* mode they are attached underneath.

In niiieit ciiM'n the kniv(«ii are held by two bolts with their nuts well

buried in the crut<8 luir. I1)e niortieos are generally elongated in the

direction that the knife nlices so that the blades may be advanced

08 their edges art> worn. However, this arrangement has severml

disadvantages; among others the crow bar mtist be exceptionally

wide, though it need not be so wide if the mortices are lengthi

In the latter curic, however, the heads of the nuts cannot enter I

of the same sise as in the former case, but oblique openings will per-

mit the knives to slide in any desired direction (Fig. 64). and thua

pennit {\w bludc to Ix^ used under economical conditions. Hie
illustration shows on the one hand a fresh blade and on the other

a blade half worn down. The last-mentioned method m very

little in vogue.

Finally, there is a type of knife holder (Fig. 66) in which

rrrrrrrmrr]

Fio. 66.—Two-piece Cmmi linr wii h Kidffsd Soffaer.

the crcMB bar consists of two pieces, P and O, between which the

knives are held in position. In this case the knives have flat

hacks and may be sharpened over their entire length. The plates

holding the knives may be smooth, but they will then not hold

the blades sufficiently tight. It is better to give the plates the

«Z.,it.849.1Q0a
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same surface as the knives, as shown in Fig. 66. To more tlior-

oughly i^uidc the beets the upper surface of the holding plates is

fluted. G, and has the same divisions as the knives. However,

this fluting on the inner surface of the holders has this disadvantage,

that it allow-s only one type of knife to be used, having exactly

the same numl)er of divisions.

Diffusion slicing knives or blades.—The diffusion slicing knife

consists of a blade fi.xed in a holder just as a reversed plane would

r @
/

Fia. 67.—ItoBERT Slicing Blade.

be. Sometimes the holder contains two knives with different

cutting edges which are called double knives. If the blade were

a plane surface it would simply give flat beet slices.

The knives or blades used in small beet slicers for the pro-

duction of cossettes are always 140 mm. in length, the width

depending upon the box while the thickness varies from 7 to 9 mm.—
i 1 jj.___

(§) @
Flo. 68.

—

Napravil Slicing Blade.

The first cutting blade used for beet slices (Fig. 67) was in

connection with the Robert * diffusion apparatus. It was flat,

but the edge had certain interstices, very like a large comb,

and the blades followed each other in the slicer so that the teeth

of one covered the spacing of the other. These teeth cut the

beet into long rectangular strips, which give a considerable sur-

• N. Z.. 2. 388, 187fl.
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faee for sugtr extnetkm, but the tUipt tre too Urf*. aod to ooo-

lequenoe thete bUdM are used only in exeeptiooal estei. The
Napravil beet-filicing knife is a decided improvement. It coo-

tiBlB of a flat blade* with raiiml HurfaoM perpendirular to the cuU
ting edge. The flat |>ortion of the blade euti the licet into tftlmi

and the raised portions cut these into rectangular strip

is to be noted that the Roiikrt knifo. which may Im* railed a sytni-

sliring knife, cannot give slices or Htrtiw in the cntin* length oC

the knives, but leaves grooves which the succeeding knife rano%'ee.

The Napravii. knife, on the contrary, gives a full and complete

slice. Tlic semi-Mlicing ty|)e of blade has not a continuous cut-

ting surface above the counter blade, either because there are

certain intcrx-ening spaces, as in the Robert Idade, or beeauae

it is partly hidden by the counter blade, as in the KoKCioarKLD

knife, which will be described later. On the other hand, in the

full cutting knives the slice is cut in a continuous line. The
cossettes obtained by the Napravil blade give ooosiderable

exposed surface, on which the water in the diffusion batter>' can

have ample osmotic action.

But progress along other lines in the slicing blades demanded

still further improvements. In certain countries, Austria for

example, the mode of taxing the beets sliced compelled changes

Fui. ttJi. -K«»KMusKKU» Hla*l«v

which are evidently to the advantage of the manufacturer. Ibe

KoEKiGSPELD slicing blades were first brought to notice in 1875

by FxiERLE, but he never umhI them practically. It was GoLLm
and KocNiGSFKLD (Fig. 60) in Austria who made them a decided

success. The blades have a zigzag cutting edge, the lower points

being ))onoath the counter blades. By this arrangement small

acute angles pass above th^ rittinti^r Mntln*. which make a
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of triangular grooves in the beet. This knife, like others be-

longing to the semi-slicing category, is

/^^^^ V
followed by another blade, the shape

tX/OOQQQ^^^^^t of which is such as to remove all the

rM first blade has left. The first cossettcs

Fio. 70. of the series are nearly triangular, those

of the second scries are as shown in d

(Fig. 70), followed by those like c, which arc reduced in size by

the first slice, and thereafter all the slices are A shaped.

With the KoE.NUJSFKLD blade all the cutting jx)rtions of one

series should corres|)ond to the gutters of the other, but this

condition is never realized. This explains why there will be

certain ca««ettcs in the form of the gutters or grooves, which are

in the majority, while after one continuous slicing the shapes

may be more variable and of endless profiles. Fig. 71 and Fig. 72

show another combination and the sections of the resulting cos-

settes. The Koenigskkld knives are made by cutting a plate of

steel down to a fine edge or by stamping a sheet of steel.

Fio. 71. Fio. 72.

The angles made by the knives have a most important influ-

ence upon the general working of the slicer. The more acute

the angles of the ridge and the closer they are together the greater

will be the danger of clogging by the fibrous portions of the beet.

However, there are important advantages in having these angles

relatively small, as the cossettes thus obtained will not so readily

pack in the difTusor of the battery as they will when the angle

is more open. Kaklik recommends that the proportions for

these angles Ije 6 mm. in width and 4.3 mm. in height. How-
ever, the sizes generally used correspond to an equilateral tri-

angle with angles of 6()® each. According to the width of the

divisions, or the width one wi.she8 to give, the size of the angles

will van' as follows:
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3 mm. wide 2 00 mm. high

3.5 mm. ** 3.03 nmi. '*

4.0 mm. ** 3.46 mm. "

5.0 mm. ** 4.33 mm. **

6.0 mm. •' 5.20 mm. "

7.0 mm. ** 6.06 mm. "

8.0 mm •• 6.03 mm. '*

119

In some beetniugar fucturit*^ a preference eeeiiit to be given

to knives with rather wide ridgcH. K.\ruk recommends the wide

(li virions as giving more regular ooesettes for if one of the knives

10 displacod 1 mm. from its lateral position in relatk>n to the

knife that follows it is still possible to obtain grooved ooasettei

<>! :i regular shape, while this is impossible of realixation with

kni\(^ of ver>' acute angular divisions. In the case of narrow

divL^ions it is absolutely necessary that their oonstnietion and

their {xwition on the disk be mathematically exact. An excellent

example is shown in Fig. 71, where with wide division and a dis-

placement the coesette still remain more or less regular, while

in Fig. 72, with narrow spacing and a displacement it is

very irregular. One of the main disadvantages of the KoENica-

PF.LD blades is their comparatively limited efficiency. On the

other hand, they may be sharpened more rapidly and do not

become so readily clogged with fibre as do the standard ridge

blades.

The ridge blade also may be sakl to have been invented by
Egcrle. It differs from the KoEyiosPELD knives in the fact that

the lower angles are also sharpened, while the last mentioned blade,

if it were placed entirely above the counter blade, would give lig-tag

coesettes. The ridge knives, owing to their double edge, will give at

once a series of coesettes that areAshapcd ( Fig. 73) , and oonaequently

there can be no possible advantage in placing theee knives below the

counter blade. They should, on the contrary, be placed well above,

the height depending upon the thickness of the coesette one wishes

to obtain. The knives in question are of the full slieing variety

and continuous in their action above the disk. The firet knives give

coesettes of a shape (Fig. 74), and these are foUowtxl by those like

6. This mode of slicing is shown in Fig. 75. These blades, as

may be readily imagined, have a greater cutting effieisiiey than

those previously mentioned, but when slicing annual beets, which

are exceptionally fibrous, they become very much clogged, more so
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than do the Koenio8PELD knives. By increasing the opening of

the angle of the ridge the difficulty may in a measure be overcome.

Fig. 73.—Ridge Blade.

Its upper angle varies from 84° to 120°. As a general thing prefer-

ence is given to an obtuse angle, which offers many advantages.

First of all the cossettes free themselves

u- much more readily, and, furthermore,

a slight displacement of the knives

and their frames means less variation in

the shape of the resulting cossettes than

would otherwise be the case. The sharpening of the knives is also

more readily accomplished, but notwithstanding this fact great

care should be taken in adjusting them on the disk. Hitlla *

Fio. 74.

Fio. 76.—Uidge Blade Slicing a Beet.

proposes to alternate the Koenigsfeld with the ridge blade. The

ridges of these knives are cut into plates of steel. In Russia special

importance is attached to the length of the second edge. An
excessive length permits one to keep the knives well away from the

•Oc-U.Z.. 18.483.
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}

counti^r blades, and, m in that country the bsHa are frequently

fikNTOUi, a prMautionary measure of thie kind prevents any

The grooves of these knives are generally nu>re or less arched and
eoncentric to the axis of the disk. Other knives, howwer, fpnt

perfectly straight grooves, tangent to eoneentrie eiides of the disk,

the axis of which is taken as a centre. In theory this in interesting,

but in practice the rirrle passing at the middle (if the knives is

taken as a tvfM* for the arches of all groves.

Knives for frozen beets.—When beets are very ligneous

when they are frosen, or even when they are soft after thawing,

great difficulty is generally experienced in obtaining regular bast

slices. In most cases effort is made to use either the Koc.viaarBLD

or ridge knivee with very wide divisions, but frequently these will

not work. One is then obliged to resort to the KoBiurr finger or

forked shaped knives, but as the resulting cossettes give very little

!<urface conta(^t ^-ith the water circulating in the diffustoo battery

the H{)ecial Putsch blades (Fig. 76) must be used. It is

uuuuuuuuuuuu

Fio. 76.—Blade for Frozen and IJgncouM bcrt».

mended that ligneous beets be cut with the so-called finger knives,

but that their edges be ridged. The triangular shape of the result-

ing slices is obtained by having the lower part of the ridge eontinued

vertically, as in the case of the standard ridge knives.^ Besides the

types of these special slicing blades mentioned in the foregoing

there are numerous others, but as they have never been generally

introduced a description of them would be of but secondary interests

Double slicing knives.—The double knives do not give grooved

cossettes as obuineil either by the ridge or KoENioafSLD blades

but it must be noted that with the two hai the avenge shape of

• D. Z. I.. S4. 1000. laOB.
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til, r.r- !.- when considered collectively, is not up to the standard

diinaii<i,^l i.y theoty. As experience shows that the diffusion

battery works to the beet advantage only when the slices are uni-

form and regular the double knives giving triangular cossettes

have been popular. These knives are bolted in such a way as to

have a blade with a ridge edge followed by a blade with a plain

edge. The first knife gives a cossette with a triangular section,

and the plain-edge blade cuts the beet where the section was re-

moved, also giving triangular cossettes. These results appear to

be more satisfactory than are realized with most of the known

t>T>e8 of slicing knives. From the standpoint of practical working

in the diffusion battery, however, the triangular cossettes do not

give the same satisfactory results as do the gutter-shapied slices

obtained with ridged knives.

The first double knife used, which consisted of two Koenigs-

FELD blades following each other, was invented by Weyer.* The

results obtained w-ere not up to expectations and the idea of produc-

ing hollow cossettes was abandoned. The first Bergreen knife

consisted of a blade on the Koenigsfeld order immediately fol-

lowed by a flat knife. The first cossette obtained was shaped,

the next was shaped thus ; after the passage of the flat knife

the beet had a flat surface. The same changes were repeated as

soon as the slicing operation conomenced. While these knives

have never been in general use they may give satisfactory results

in overcoming the difficulties presented by frozen beets.

The double-knife Bergreen slicer has undergone some changes

since its introduction. The cossettes first produced would fre-

quently stick together,t which destroyed the object in view, i.e.,

the production of beet shavings or slices offering the greatest facili-

ties for osmotic action in the diffusor. Behind the first knife

there were placed small arrestors that sliced in two the cossettes

made by the regular blade, and still better results were realized

by using, instead of a flat knife, a Napravil blade, the ribs of

which corresponded to the hollows of the preceding knife. If it were

practicable to follow the Koenigsfeld (Fig. 77) blade immediately

by a plane knife it would then be possible always to obtain regular

cossettes. Unfortunately when the spacing between the knives

is not suflicient the open space left between the blades intended

to allow the slices to pass through becomes clogged, and under these

Revue Univ. F. Sachs. 1883-1884, p. 36. f N. Z., 42, 42, 1899.
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eircuiiwtanceii if the finit knife brMki the leeoiid bhMfe bratki

ah*o. Hkkhkkkn Inigthciui the baek of the bUde to Ai to extend

beyond the ridf^i*. und uaca thin fmrtion as ft counter blade for the

knife that folloui}. It iji powible to have a tort of ffcrew attachmeol

to the binding «trip hoMing the fint blade and a narrow counter

blade, the height of which iiuiy be exactly adjusted to the work lo

be done. The distance between the counter blade and the seeood

knife may be reguUted just as it was in the first eaa

in the foregoing.

Ilie fimt of these blades is ridged so that the beet

its<»lf in the most desirable position in front of the second knife.^

Fia. 77.—Position of th« Double Slicing BUd«i.

It U bent on its entire length so as to form a counter blade for

the second knife, the arrangement being such as to offer the same
profile as the slicing edge in front. Under these circumstanees the

beet is tightly held at the moment the second blade does its slietng.

To prevent the second blade of a double slicing apparattis from

being broken or damaged by small stones or like obetmetioai,

HiLLEBRANDf hss propoeed that a portion only of the back

ridges shall project toward the second knife. These projeetionB akNM
are sufficient to guide the beet, but between them is so mtieh sptee

that all the hard substances escape. On the baek of the blade

are grooves in which are placed the tightening screws; as they are

applied upon inclined planes it becomes possible by sliding them

backward or forward to modify the height of the bUde at wilL

The main difficulty contended in the double-blade mode of slicing

is the knife regulation. In most cases the knives have a poaitioo

in which the height cannot be changed, so the counter blade is

raised and the second knife is lowered, keeping its cutting edge at

the height of the upper |)ortion of the top knife.

In the Stoecker X blade the movable rods supporting the two

• Z . St. 286. 1902. tZ.. St. 37ft. 1002. t £.. St.0M90t.
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knives are held together by cross bars which i)cnim« them to be

raised at the same time that their height is regulated.

Quality of the cossettes.—^The entire success of extracting the

sugar contained in beet cells depends upon the quality of the cos-

settes. The beet slices obtained by the Koknigsfeld or the ridge

knives should be long, clean cut, and as thin as possible without

reaching a condition in which they could not hold their own when

subniitted to the pressure of their own weight ; they should be uni-

form throughout, not containing any ends of roots or pasty com-

pounds. Claassen emphasizes the fact that to obtain satisfactory

cossettes the beets must be properly washed and the roots freed

from small stones, etc., before reaching the slicer. It would be

advisable in most cases, when the beet slicer is found to work

irregularly, to change the washing appliances and substitute the

large modem receptacles rather than to conduct a series of experi-

ments with new types of blades and frames. Without doubt superior

cossettes are one of the essential conditions for the proper working

of a diffusion battery, and for this reason the cost of a new beet

washer is soon covered by the increased efficiency of several of the

machines that follow in the various stages of sugar extraction.

It is difficult to decide which one of the three t)rpes of blades men-

tioned to recommend, as each has its advantages and disadvantages.

Without doubt it is possible to obtain verj' satisfactory results

with all three of the typical blades if the knives are well tempered

and frequently sharpened and placed carefully, not only in their

respective frames, but also upon the revolving disk in a position

exactly opposite to their counter blade, as has been explained.

These conditions are theoretically feasible, but there are numerous

difficulties to be overcome. In practice one must be content

to have one-fourth of the cossettes of about normal shape and

size, and according to Paschen 30 per cent is never excee<led.

The causes of the irregularity in the cossettes are numerous, among
the principal ones may be mentioned the following: First, the beets

at their periphery rarely cover an entire division of the edge of the

knife, giving half slices and frequently less; second, the knives

may be of different makes, having the divisions of their ridges greater

in one case than in another; third, if the height of the knives is differ-

ent it has considerable effect, especially with the Koenigsfeld

blades, and if this is the outcome of the wearing away of the counter

blades, cossettes thicker at the centre will be obtained; fourth, the

knives and their frames or holders may be placed eccentrically
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OIH Other, III which their fauJu wUl not
.11. i

I !:•• iin|)ortanre of placing all the groovea exActly one behind the

other, or one behind the middle of the other, ii ftppAmt from the

aeeompanying diagrams (Figi. 78. 79, 80), thowing the leetkNia of

the cooaettee obtained. When the difTerenoe la very alight, aa in

Fig. 78, they are very nearly normal, but when the differenee ia

greater the aeeUona are aa ahown in Fig. 80, they are far from what
was intended. Fig 79 gives an average between the extremea.

The extent to which poor eossettea may be obtained when the eoo-

Fii; 7* Fi.: 7«» Fi.i SO

ditions arc uniavorable la shown by iiuLL.v* in the following

diagram. The ex|>enmenta were made with (ioLLER slicing knivea»

whose divisions did not correspond and which, furthermore, were

badly adjusted. The blades are supposed to be alicing two beela

that are side by side (Fig. 81), their poaitiooB being ahown by the

dotted lines, while the shaded portions represent the sectiona ol

the cossettes obtained. A gUmce at this diagram ahowa that very

few of the cossettes are normal in ahape. Another very important

cause of this result is that most beets change position during slicingt

and to this must be added numerous accidental eaiiaea,8iMb aa dog-

ging of the knives and thehr wear and tear. When all theae fMts are

taken into oonakienition it will \ye seen that what haa been aaid In

•Oc-U. Z.,18,481.188a
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regard to the percentage of nomml cosscttes obtained is certainly

not an exaggeration. Hence beet slicers should be most carefully

examined, the adjusting of the blade holders and the sharpening

of the knives being repeatedly effected. A certain control may be

kept upon the quality of the cossettes by closely examining a hand-

ful taken at hazard from time to time, and also by the Casteel *

mode of classifying them in short and long slices after the sample

A
/

y

^vA:AAAAAAA;v\/.^i^AAA^|

....<^A4N(AAAAAA^y\f^^

f^. A V A A^' A ".^/A /*^

Fig. 81.—Diagram showing the IrregiJarity of Cossettes.

is obtained. When these slices are placed end to end 1 meter of

the short ones should weigh about the same as 1 meter of the long

ones. According to this authority the average weight of 1 meter of

cossettes, allowing for different heights and spacing of the knives,

should be as given in the following table.

Casteel contends that some weights for this standard length

are more desirable than others, this evidently depending upon

the manner of working the battery, etc. For example, the thicker

the cossettes the less complete will the exhaustion be in the

battery, while, on the other hand, as they have fewer broken or

B. As. Beige, 5, 324, 1892.
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cut celltf for a given section the juice they give wHl be purer, as

will be shown under another caption. The standard of length

necessarily depends upon the variety and sixe of the beets. Some
yean the roots are longer than in others, and evidently with small

beets the slices are necessarily short.

Slicmg-blade division.—The size of the cossette depends upon

the number of ridges or divisions on the cutting edge of the blades

and. consequently, upon the angles formed. The greater their

number the finer will be the resulting beet slice. This close

division is mainly for beets that are readily cut, while for frozen

beets wide spacing is preferable.

The number of divisions vary from 20 to 40 per knife so that

the ridges have a spacing of from 3} to 7 mm. However, with

the KoENiGsrELO knives it frequently reaches 8 mm., and for

frozen beets the spacing may be 10 nan. During an acti\*e cam-

paign it is frequently found desirable to vary the knives, the

finer cuts being used in the beginning and the coarser ones toward

the end when the siloed beets are being handled.

Knife regulation.—As the thickness of the cossette depends

upon the height of the slicing knife above its counter blade, this

should be regulated so as to produce the cossette best suited to

the special requirements. A certain spaeing ia evidently neeenary

to allow the ooasette to pass through. This must not be too

wide, otherwise when the knives reach the end of the beet the

slice obtained acts as a lever and tears off a portion of the beet,

which then escapes without ha>ing been reduced in sise by the

slicing blade, resulting in what are known as combs, the coswMm
being connected bv an uncut surface.
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The width and height of the cossettes obtained should be

exactly the same, as all the blades on the circular disk are regu-

lated with suitable calipers from 1 to 5 mm. in thickness. The

blade being temporarily attached to its cross bar the caliper is

placed between it and the counter blade, and the knife is brought

down to press hard against the surface of the caliper, which is

then placed on the counter blade so as to regulate its height,

being raised or lowered, as the case may be, until the ridges of

the blade are distinctly felt by passing the hand on the upper side of

the caliper. This mode of regulation is very simple and offers all

the advantages of a more complicated appliance. In regulating

the ridged t>'pe of knives it should be remembered that a dis-

placement in the height of one-half a millimeter will give large

cossettes; hence these knives must be regulated with exceptional

care. The adjustment of the Koenigsfeld knives is less com-

plicated and offers no difficulty. According to Hulla * the

most desirable height for these knives is 1 mm. below the counter

blade. If the latter is in the least worn the cossettes will vary

in thickness. The spacing between the blades in the frames, which

generally are arranged to hold two blades, varies very much in

different countries. In order to regulate the knives properly it

is important that the blade be properly constructed in every

detail, that its shape be normal, that it be well made and of the

best material. The Moreau f caliper (Fig. 82) enables one to

Fig. 82.

—

Moreau Caliper.

ascertain whether the ridges of the same or different blades com-

ply with the desired standard. This caliper consists of a metallic

square, the short side of which is placed against one of the shorter

ends of the blade holder, while on the longer side there glides an

index with four standard marks indicating exactly where the

Oe.-U. Z., 18,481, 1889. tB. A«..16, 677, 1899.
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ridges should commenoe and end. This index is pkesd oo top

of the knives and into the existing ridges sod is thco tightly

screwed onto the squsre. It is evident that when the eili|Mr is

pUeed in the Icnives in another frame it will at ooee be apparani

whether they have the same position or not, and they ean then be

adjusted accordingly.

SUdng-blade sharpening.—The life of a slicing blade is very

\nriable. When the beets are normal it may work under sat-

^ tory conditions for ten houra, while if the beets are of poor
ty or have not been proi)erly washed the blade must be
Acd after an hour, and this difficulty is even greater when

arc fibrous or retain imrticles of straw from the silos.

stradiiles the edge of the blade and neeessarfly destroys
itD slicing |)ower. Under these conditions the knives must be

renewed ever>' half hour unices they are cleaned without being

ronioved from their position, which may be done with a thin chisel

and hammer. The better plan is to submit the knives to a thor-

ough washing and scrubbing after their removal from the tamea,

though it involves more work, but as the slicer is stopped only

for a few minutes its total working capacity is not materially

i< • ttl, and the cutting edge of the knife lasts very much longer

>ut being resharpened. Tlie brushing appliance previously
mentioned can render great 8er\'ice in such cases, as there need
' hen be no stoppage. It is customar>' in many factories to renew

he knives at hours fixed upon in advance. This klea is erklently

I mistake, for while the roots may be very poor during most of

me when they are of satisfactory' quality the slicing might

I lie for four hoiurs and yet the cotwettcs conform in every

• t to the desired standard. The superintendent of the fac-

tory, the man in charge of the diffusion battery, etc., shouki give

all their attention to the regularity of the slicer's working, and aa

soon as the coesettes are not of the desired shape, they shouki insist

that the bUuies be changed. Worn or broken edges must be resharp-

ened. In most cases this resharpening is done dimply by hand filing,

while in other cases it is accomplished mechanically with machines

specially constructed for the punxise, or else by machine fol-

lowed by hand filing. The knives must be removeil from their

frames, which should be well brushed, washed and dried. E\Tn

if the edge is not broken it may frequently be desirable to

it down so as to make sure that it is straight, and the

In general this planing simply means filing, but it is more rapkily
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accomplished on a grindatonc (Fig. 83). It should be done with

etat to as not to d«troy the temper of the blade and so that the

cutting edge n^mains parallel with the back of the knife, othcr-

Fio. 83.—Grindstone for Slicing Blades.

certain difficulties will arise when the blades are placed in

poaitioii. A small, simple device (Fig. 84) consisting of two

plates sliding parallel, one on the other, is used as a caliper. The

flat surface of the knife is placed on A and the

back rests on B. One plate slides on the other

until the edge of the blade corresponds to the

top of A . There should be an absolute accord

because the sides of A and B are absolutely

parallel. Certain factories plane their knives,
*'*** ^' not in a direction perpendicular to the sides

of the ridges, but slightly slanting, forming

a bcTdfaod thereby lessening the clogging. The height of the

ridge it necessarily reduced after each sharpening and when its

length Is diminished by 15 mm. it is out of service and beyond
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repair, ai the obtuM angle at the bottnui nf the groovea would

break the eoaeettes.

Hardnets of the tteel bladea.—This point haa an important

bearing u|x)n the life of the knife and upon ita sharpening. For

beets that are mixed with laiid, small stones, etc., softer steel

is used than for well cleaned roots with which there is leas danger

of breakage. The hard, steel knives are more difficult to sharpen,

but when once ready they hsi much longer. Fonnerly before

slicing bUdea were sharpened they were distempered. Sharpen-

ing with files was practiced only after the blades had been heated

and allowed to cool slowly in order to be distempered. After filing

they were tempered again carefully. These manipulations were

most difficult. The dipping generally deformed the blades and

the edge had to be repolished in order to obtain a smooth, clean

cut. To<lay moderately soft steel is generally used and it is

sharpened more frequently. Hand sharpening is done with small,

S({uare, triangular and rectangular files, and while not difficult it

demands ex|)crience and is too frequently neglected. The cut-

ting edge should be fine and regular and the bevel as long as poe-

sible. In most cases the grooves are elongated to about 20 mm.,

and when the actual cutting edge is reached the angle is made
more obtuse and well sharpened, having a length of from 1 to 1 .5 mm.
This cutting portion holds its own for a considerable time. When
beets are on the disk of the slicer their surface b brought hori-

sontally in contact with the slicing knives. The bevel that '»

to do the cutting should also be horizontal and may be obtained

with most of the existing blades which are attached to their croes

bars with bolts. On the other hand, when the knives are held in

position by jaws certain difficulties arise. The angle of the

blade is added to that of the bevel and the edge of the knife serapea

rather than slices the beet. A certain filing of the upper edge

must then be resorted to so as to bring its surface parallel with

that of the disk. In a special Hillebrand blade this difficulty

is said to be overcome by centering the knife in the direction of

the attachments. It is claimed that the cutting blade is then

ver>- nearly horizontal on the edge where the slicing commences.
Mechanical sharpening may be satisfactorily accompliehed by

exactly imitating the hand filing. This is ver>- cleverly aeeom-
plished in the Leiinartz apparatus shown in Fig. 85. The blade

is hdd by the screw grips /, and the file is held tightly in the jaws

d. The up and down motion is obtained by the arm c, which is
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workcHi from the shaft b, cither turned by hand or with a system of

belting dirrctiy u|X)n the pulley. In most cases the sharjiencrs are

Fio. 86.—Multiple-movement Sharpener.
^

ply chromated, corundum or carborandum wheels. The drawing I

(Fig. 86) ahowB the blade attached in a suitable position and placed |:
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at th« desired angle. It may be moved baekwmrd or form-aid by
( liming the wheel M, and iu angle may abo be varied. The wheel
W i< rontnillcd hv tho Imndle L, the motion being received from' a
|m:I1< V. All |M>rtionii (»f the ridgea of the bladee may be reaehed.

In mother type of machine shown in Fig. 87 the axia on which

till- Krtnding wheel revolvea may be given an inrtination to meet
the miuirementa of the caae and may be adopted to any type of

Made and its ridgea. Some piecce of mechanieal apparatua do not

Fig. 87.—Grinding Wheel with Ifovmble Axlt.

need any attention when once set, and among them the i'tTscii *

sharpener may be mentioned. Tpon general principles the sharpen-

ing demands constant and careful attention, because it frequently

happens that it is desired to push the work just to that limit when
ver>' little filing is needed for finishing. Complete mechanical

sharpening neoeaaitates a special combination for ever>' variety

of blade that may be used. Do what one may the complete auto-

matic shaqx^ning is always defective and has ver>' weak features,

•N. Z..9. 182. 1882.
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for example, the blades are frequently not mathematically correct

in Uwir eonsinietioD, or are put out of shape during mechanical

iliarpcning. Peukau met ^nth some success by using a very strong

•ted die, in which the blades, after Ixjing heated to the desired

Icmperature, are pressed and thus made to assume their original

shape. The emery or metallic wheels used in this case are made

to revolve so that the resulting sparks will not l)c thrown into the

•yes of the workman. This is accomplished by working in the

opposite direction to that of the shar|)ened edge, but the reverse

is the case when filing. The sharpening is always done by the

dr>' method, the mode of working depending upon whether or not it

IS the intention to temper.

Among the rough modes of blade sharpening may be mentioned

that of iSTANEK,* in which the carborandum wheel used turns at the

rate of 1500 revolutions per minute. The blade becomes red hot

and the rapid cooling that follows depends upon the distance between

the sharpening wheel and the edge of the knife. This method results

In a sort of tempering. Filing must necessarily follow, but this in

reality simply means a scraping of the edge.

Electrical sharpening.—Some ten years since the electrical

8har|)ening of diffusion blades was in vogue and applied also to the

electrical sharpening of the files. The files had to undergo a prelimi-

nar>' preparation by the Personne method. They were first washed

in oxalic acid to remove the rust, and then with caustic soda and

ordinary soda, and finally with clear water, before being placed

in the electric bath. This bath consisted of a battery of which one

pole was the carbon and the other the file itself. The diffusion files

were placed in bronze handles and suspended in a glass receptacle

containing a 3 per cent solution of sulphuric acid at 66° B6, and a

6 per cent solution of nitric acid at 40° B6. The glass jar had a copper

cover which brought about a short circuit of the battery. After

30 minutes the resharpening was finished. The sharpening of

slicing blades t may be accomplished in very much the same way,

with the exception that they are not rusty or greasy and no pre-

liminar)' cleaning is necessary. The blades are su.spended in the

bath so as to be as near as possible to the carbon. The sharpening

lasts from 15 to 25 minutes and costs about one-half a cent per knife.

Most authorities point out that electrical sharpening has very little

practical value, as the finishing must always be done by hand,

and the method has now become nearly obsolete.

• B. Z., tZ, 527. 180&-1800. f B. As., 9, 533, 1892.
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DIFFUSION.

Hittory.—During the fint part of the last century the methods

of beet-6Ugar extraction were confined almost entirely to those

depending upon hydraulic presses. However, almost from the time

of AcHARD, efforts were made to introduce new processes, as it

was realized that the extraction of the juice from the beet by sueh

crude appliances as were then used could not possibly meet the

requirements of an industry destined to revolutionise sugar oumu-

facture. As early as 1821 Mathieu de Dombaslb resorted to the

dissolving properties of water to extract sugar from the beet.

The beet slices were submitted to a high temperature in order to

open and kill the cells, for it was argued that it would be impossible

to extract sugar from living cells, llie heated slices were piled

into cylindrical reservoirs and over their surface very hot water

was poured. The sweet liquor from the first reservoir was sent into

a second, third, etc., the juice becoming richer and richer in sugar,

and at last attaining such a degree of concentration that it could be

submitted to epuration. However, notwithstanding the actual ad-

vantage of the method, then called masceration, it was temporanly

abandoned because of its cost, owing to the price of fuel and extra

labor, and the fact that the high temperature to which the juice

was submitted in a measure transformed the tissues of the beet

into soluble pectic compounds, which became part of the juioe

and added very considerably to the difficulties of epuration. The
question was sufficiently interesting to lead to numerous other

investigations which resulted in changes and amelioratioDS of the

DoMBASLE conception, but most of these attempts were doomed to

failure, and it was left for Jules Robert to render the idea prac-

tical. His process was in reality an entirely new departure. It was

in 1864-65 that the original method, known as diffusion, was ap-

plied for the first time at the SBiLOwrrs (Austria) beet-sugar fao-

135
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tory, and not many yean elapsed before it was generally adopted

in all European bcot-sugar factories, and the primitive hydraulic

prewcB ^"crr nhandoneil.

Principle of diffusion.—Two liquids which will readily mix

may, with care, be placed one upon the other, but as there exists

a molecular attraction after a reasonable interval of time they

will mix in the receptacle in which they were placed, and there

will then remain but one perfectly homogeneous licjuid, the two

liquids having diffused one into the other, hence the term diffu-

sion. 'Ilie theory of the Robert conception was based mainly

upon the principle of osmosis and was improperly called diffusion.

Tlie beet tissue is made up of a series of elongated cells containing

the juice. According to Wiesner these cells have a diameter

varying from 0.014 mm. to 0.022 mm. and a length of from 0.054 mm.
to 0.089 mm. KEVR'sf measurements are almost the same. The

tissue of these cells consists mainly of pectic substances and cellulose,

forming a porous diaphragm. If water is placed on the outside

there will be two liquids in the presence of one another and their

toidency is to diffuse; but the pressure not being the same in

both cases they cannot mix until the water from the exterior enters

through the membrane and the saccharine juice from the interior

of the cell passes to the exterior, when an equilibrium will be

formed. Crystalloids, or those substances which crj'stallize

readily, pass more rapidly than colloids, which do not crystallize.

Sugar belongs to the first category. The saline substances dis-

solved in this sweet juice also find their way rapidly through

the membrane. Among the colloids that are slow to penetrate

are the albumin amides, etc. Consequently the problem con-

in keeping back what would be an impurity diflScult to elim-

and obtaining only a saccharine solution.

This method was once thought to be simply, as its name implies,

an actual diffusion, but there must at the same time be a sort of

washing. Even with very smooth cossettes there are many
broken cells, and the finer the beet slices are the greater is their

number. According to Wiesner, a certain number of cells are

cniahcd or burst in the several layers. Keyr t estimates that

the number of cells thus torn amounts to 6.41 per cent of all colls

oC the beets handled.

When in contact with water for too long time and at a too high

• Z.. ta a06, 1889. t Z., 28, 308, 1878. J Z., 28, 313, 1878.
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t«mpermtiire the aoUd matter of which the oelluUr roembnuie of

the eoMettet eonsbt«, mainly peptie rompoundf and organk talta

of lime and potaah, are diMolved, involving trouble in the workinf

of juieea. During the operation of diffusion there are three

sinuUtaneotie phenomena, vis.: (1) the displacement of the juiee

in the broken oella; (2) the dialysis of soltible eompounds in the

ease of perfect cells; (3) the ultimate diMolving of the soUd

elements of the beet. While the first two phenomena, espeeially

ihr «ii:tlvais, are deaired as being essential to diffusion proper,

the ihird is an objectkmable and destructive action, which should

be overcome as far as possible. Unfortunately, however, the

principles which favor difTusion also facilitate the undesired

aetkm. The rapidity of the dialysis of sugar contained m the

plant celb depends upon the temperature at which the oper»>

tkm is conducted, the dilution of the juices and the (|uality of

the oosBettes. The operation is much more complete when the

work is done slowly, that is when the battery is run slowly but

at a high temperature. Unfortunately, these conditions essen-

tiaily favor the solution of the solid substances contained in the

plant cells.

It is interesting to note that when the cell of the beet tissue is

dead it still allows the passage of dissolved substances in one dirBO>

tion or another untU the solutions on both sides of the membrane
are the same. * Rapid dialysis is especially desired, and in order

to accomplish this under the best possible conditions it becomes

.mportant to destroy or kill the protoplasms by heat; hence the

advantage of heating the first diffusore of the series. Practical

experiments have long since demonstrated that the rapidity

of dialysis varies with the substance and with different solutions

of the same substance; it increases with the concentration, the

surface brought into play and with the rapidity of displacement

before the membrane.

At a certain temperature the membrane of the plant becomes

flabby, swells and in the end is simply a gelatinous mass that will

partly dissolve in the juice. The softening of the membranes haa

'-IS consequences in the working of the diffuskxi battery, which

Mil be discussed under another caption, 'lliis softening takes

i>Iace at about 83^ C. When beet oossettes are mixed with a cer-

tain volume of water and stand for a reasonable inter\*al of time

there will follow a perfect equilibrium, as before pointed out, and

the exterior water will mix with the juice in the beet cells. In a
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Hiff^i«ftn battery water passes through a series of receptacles known

as diifuson, in which it comes in contact with the beet slices. The

0uc<m of the operation lai^y depends upon the road travelled;

if it is too limited, the cossettes will not be exhausted of their sugar

through the HMTtMrinn action, but if the period of contact is increased

the length of the circuit may be decreased. Evidently by using

a large volume of water and increasing the temperature the opera-

tidi would be accomplished more rapidly. From what has been

•aid it is apparent that the operation depends upon many factors

which have a mutual action upon one another, and it is for the

technical man to determine under what circumstances the most

satisCactor}' results may be obtained by diffusion and the maxi-

mum sugar extracted. Allowance must be made for the different

ehmi^es which can supplement or replace each other. Among
the interesting considerations relating to the phenomena occurring

during diffusion are those mentioned by Schwarzer,* and from

his work many important theoretical facts may be quoted. When
a complete equilibrium exists between liquids in the presence of

one another (water and cellulary juice) it is mathematically possi-

ble to determine what will take place.f

• Oe..U. Z.. 1. Ml and 659, 1872.

t As an.example of these calculations, which are too long to give in full

mention may be made of the following

:

Let Z*tbe weight of the juice, that is about 96 per cent of the total weight,

of the beets contained in the difTusor;

p»tbe quantity of crystalloid per cent of juice;

/'•the weight of the liquid saturating the cossettes in the difTusor;

i/»the percentage of crystalloid contained in per cent of liquid saturat-

ing the ooMettes;

a - -p ; consequently Z— aP.

The alMolute weight of the crystalloid- ^^t^^ .

If Q IS the per cent of the mixture one would have

Q— p,2 ^^ substituting Z for aP.

^ ^ 1^^ » the equation used as a basis for the calculations by means of

wbidi one ean asoertain the concentration in each diflfusor. If we suppose
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When A diffusion battery is in full activity the juice of the last

dtffusor of the series is drawn off, and the diffusion juice that

follows is sent to the diffusor recently filled, which beeomes the bst.

The compartment which is first filled receives a volume of water

equal to that of the juice drawn off and then a volume equal to

thnt iient upon the first coesettes, after which it is isoUted from the

batter>'. and the diffusor that follows is treated in the same manner.

Thb) manipulation is repeated indefinitely. The volume of julee

drawn off being constant and the water that takes its pUce being

the sanic, the concentration of the juice at a certain period will be

the same for each diffusor and the residuimi coesettes will be uni-

formly exhausted. This working has been reduced to a complicated

mathematical formula whose various solutions agree with practical

ex{)erience only a part. The theory that the exhaustion of the

sugar from the cossettes in the batter>' is in direct ratio to the nimiber

of diffu^ors and the volume of juice drawn off for a given weight of

beetii \s correct, but when these facts are elaborated in figures strange

rcsultH follow. It is asserted, for example, that the sugar percentage

of the exhausted cossettes from a nine-diffusor battery can never fall

lower than one-tenth of the sugar they originally contained when 100

per cent of juice is drawn off. Malander says that diffusion is not

an intermittent operation, and that this phenomenon of diffusion,

or the seeking of an ecjuilibrium between the juice in the beet cell

and the exterior liquid is not repeated nine times in a nine-diffusor

batter>' but an indefinite number of times. These phenomena are

far too complex for expression by any existing theoretical formula,

and. therefore, the deductions are greatly misleading.

Slice carriers.—The cossettes fall directly from the slicer into the

diffusors when the batter}^ is circular, the distributing hopper being

simply moved from the top of one compartment to another. One
objectionable feature of this arrangement is that it deooands an ex-

ceptionally high building as the beet slicer must be phieed at an ele-

vation that will allow sufficient slant for the rotating distributing

hopper. At Prague efforts were made to overcome this difiSculty

the veryiiinpleesMwIierea-l aiidp-16. theeoDontnUkminUMdiffums
wmdd be as foUowt:

Flm DIfiMor. 8«M»d Diffuior. TUni DiffMor. Fowta DiAwir.

8 12 n 15

This allows that the conoentraSkm of the liquid rises rapidly, and this is pnie>

iically shown to be the
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by having the entire battery rotate around a central pivot, while

all the diffusora paawd successively in front of a fixed distributing

hopper. This amngement was al)Andoncd in Bohemia'" when

large diffusora were introduce<l, but in France it was much in vogue.

Tliis eomplicated appliance will be described later.

The Rtraight-line batter>' cannot be so readily filled. It.s diffusors

are supplied with cosset tes by a horizontal carrier, and when the

ilioer is too low to feed this carrier directly the cossettes are raised

to the desired elevation by the use of a spiral or an endless chain

with poekets. The spirals are objectionable in that there is more

or leas crushing of the beet slices. In order to obviate friction

between the spiral and the trough a certain space must be allowed

in which small particles of beet become lodged, and these soon

fennent, creating a source of infection for the fresh slices with which

they come in contact. The endless band or chain and bucket

(or pocket) systems also have their weak points. The clogging

difficulty in spirals may be overcome by constructing the spiral

of iron Imnds.

The horizontal carriers most used belong either to the rake or

band systems, both of which give satisfaction. The rake carrier is

shown in Fig. 88. If the beet slices are raised from below by the

slanting spiral A they fall into a horizontal trough. The rakes, which

are all on an Ewart chain and revolve on the cog-wheels J5, push

the oossettes forward until they reach the distributng hopper C,

and fall into the diffusors placed on the floor beneath. This rake

carrier needs very little attention and the chains may be readily

renewed or repaired. It Ls important that the chain be only

reasonably stretched, otherwise the friction would be too great.

A series of openings is provided for in the carrier which may be

closed or not as circumstances require. The distributing hopper

may revolve so as to feed the diffusors on either side of the carrier,

and each one communicates with four compartments. The number
of hoppers consequently is regulated by the size of the battery,

for instance, for a 16-diffusor double-line battery four hoppers

would be needed. Particles of beet always become attached to

the teeth of the carrier and are thrown on the ground when the rake

band reaches the end of its journey. These particles are collected

in a basket and at certain inter\'als may be emptied directly into

the diffusora by hand. The horizontal carrier, even of the rake

N.Z.,2, 19. 1879.
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model, is adaptable to many special circumstances, and in Fig. 89

ita arrangement when the beet slicer is on the same floor as the top

of Um diffiMJon* is shown. This plan does away with the necessity

of elevating the slicer whose vibrations then demand a Arm and

cipenrive support. The endless band carrier of the Pauly type

(Ftg. 90) oonatsts of a long and moderately wide rubber belt, g,

placed in a horiaontal position. The cossettes are collected by

curved scrapeni, c, d, which communicate with the movable, dis-

tributing hoppers placed beneath, and are moved by trolleys on the

up|)er and lower rails, as'. Tliis arrangement permits all the dif-

fusoiv to be filled with beet slices in turn. The rubber belts are

fenermlly 50 cm. wide and move at a velocity of 2 to 5 meters per

I, depending ufwn the re<|uirement8 of the case. They revolve

Fw. 89.—AnBogement of Carrier when Top of the Diflfusors and Beet Slicer

are on the Same I^vel.

on Vko end drums, one of which is movable. The tension of the belt

should be moderate, otherwise it will adhere to the drum. The
band moves on rollers that are placed at intervals for holding the

upper portion of the belt, upon which the cossettes are circulating,

rather than for the bottom part, where only the weight of the band
proper is to be supported. On top the rollers are placed in pairs

in front of each difTusor so as to enable the band to better withstand

the pressure of the sheet-iron scrapers c, d. The portion of the

slice distributor that comes in contact with the belting Ls of wood
Mid is arranged so that it may be adjusted in allowing for wear.

In some eases movable brushes are used instead of wood.
Experience seems to show that it is very advantageous to pive

the cur\'e cd of the scrapers a parabolic shape rather than an angu-
lar one, in older that the resistance offered to the cossettes may
be leas when the direction of the motion is changed. In regard

to the brushes it is to be noted that when they are in the least

worn the cossettes are carried under by the moving band. One
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of the fwmtif^ for the satisfactory working of this band is that

iU aodb be properly cemented so that the belt, taken as a whole,

is perfectly straight. Excellent results are obtained by sprink-

ling water under the belt where it comes in contact with the

drum, thus preventing adhesion between the two or between the

bdt and the small supporting rollers should the rubber become

heated. A moderate spraying on top may also be desirable as

it facilitates the sliding of the brushes. There are several modi-

fications of these carriers, which, however, are of little interest.

In certain Austrian beet-sugar factories * the cossettes from

the sliccr fall into one-rail suspended cars having a capacity equal-

ing that of a diflfusor. They are placed in position and emptied

at once. ITiis plan works well because the opening on top of

the diflfusor is of an exceptionally large diameter. Experience

shows that the cars should not be cylindrical but cubical. When
thr twttom is removed the beet slices all fall at the same time and

distribute themselves in the diffusor. This arrangement tends to

incrnasc the working capacity of the battery, for the reason that

the diffusor need not stand idle while the beet slicer is giving

the neceBsary volume of cossettes. Foelsche f over twenty years

ago proposed a very original mode for transporting the cossettes

from the slioers to the diffusor. According to his scheme they

were to be floated in an inclined culvert in which diffusion juices

circulated. But the laige volume of juice needed for this prac-

tice involved fermentation and consequent sugar inversion, and

the plan was subsequently abandoned.! Experience shows that

the rubber belt carrier should be placed about 1 meter above the

top of the battery, ^hich means that the piping, valves, etc., must

be attached on the outside. On the other hand, in the case of

ralce carriers, they may be put between the two lines of diffusors

The last made is that one which is best adapted to existing con-

ditions.

Diffosore.—The receptacles in which the sugar is extracted

from beet coBsettes are knowTi as diffusors. When considered

collectively they form what is known as a battery, the number
of compartments or receptacles varying from 6 to 16. The bot-

tom of each one communicates with the top of the next in the

eeries. Their shape should be such that no matter what is the

poeition of the slices they will be thoroughly exhausted of their

• Z.. m, 911. 1880. t N. Z., 18, 14, 1887.
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sugar without in any way retarding the droulation oC the juioe.

'ilie shapes of the tope and bottoms of the diffuson are very varied.

The firit types were oylindrical and had a manhole oo top and a
eover. For emptying laterally there was another manhole and

a dischaii^ valve or door (Fig. 01). The emptying of the diffuson

offered considerable difficulty, and from the very beginning of the

indufltn' it was tooIIimhI thnt Hornf* more nrftrlicAl moclo intiflt be

adopted.

Without iloubi the exhaustion of sugar from the beet siioet

(lifTcrs ill (lirfcrnit \K\ris of the clifrii8f)r. Rut while Ihrre Is amnlA

Fio. 91. Fig. 92. Fio. 93.

Fio. 91.—Cvlindrical DifTuaor.

Fio. 92.—DUTiuior with Inclined Bottom.
Fio. 93.—Diffusor Larger on Top tlian on Bottom.

"-"^ ^rity to show that Uiis difficulty may in a measure be over-

by adopting some special modification in the shape of the

H'ccptaclc, it cannot 1)6 admitted that it pla.vs the important r61e

ircquently claimed. Conical diffusors have been constructed and

used with more or leas suooess.

At first efforts were made to facilitate the emptying of the dif-

fusors by giving the bottom a certain inclination towards the lateral

dischaige opening (Fig. 92), then they were made very wide at the

top, becoming smaller at the bottom, with an inclined manhole or
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omptymg door (Fig. W). To pro'ent excessive settling or jam-

ming efforts were made to construct inclined difTusors, but all

tbcie ahapes were one after another abandoned, either on account

of tba meohanieal difficulty of their practical working or because

the augar exhaustion of the cossettes was not as complete as was

ffli
pyitj>H Evidently the direction of the circulating juice depends

Upon the ahape of the diffusor, and in most of the existing forms

there were lonea in which the juice circulated only moderately,

and oonaequently the desired effect was not produced. The most

ratiQiial alMipe waa the cylindrical one, as it represented the natu-

Vui 04 —TvUfulrir-nl Diffusor. Fig. 95.—Large, Cylindrical

Diffusore with Conical Bottom.

ral fall of the slices, provided, however, that the arrival and depar-

ture of the juice were conducted on a reasonable basis. It is this

cylindrical shape that the Austrians have adopted for their stand-

ard diffusors, but it presents certain difficulties in the construo-

tioQ of the bottom emptying door, especially a.s shown in Fig. 94,

when the diffuaors reach abnormal dimensions. The movement is

given through the levers // and Hi ; rubber joints are shown in F
and Fu Ji and J being the perforated iron top and bottom.

If the diffusOTB attain exceptional sizes, such as the Brunswick

type, the main body remains cylindrical, but the bottom is slightly

I, which permits the use of an emptying door of slightly

diameter (Pig. 05). The upper truncated cone of a diffusor

ia of only relative importance. It may be mentioned, however.
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that when the inelinatkm of iXB ndm becoPMi neariy hontontAl

tho juico only circulates properiy at the centre oC the diffueor.

1 his tnin< :iri>il upper cone has a neek supporting the cover and a

suitable inping for tho entrance of the juice. Upon the eov« b
a \ alvo or cock for the exit of the air of the difftisor.

Automatic valves with inner floating disks are sakl to offer

many advantagcsi. Hy tliem the air contained in the diffusor can

€<ecape during filling. No cock is necessary, and the combina-

tion is such that exterior projection of surface frothing is inifKiiHible

—a difficulty wTiirYi lum liiflwHo been mo8t frfiiililif«4iiiw to over-

^^^

PoiiUoo OD Diffuaor.

Flo. 96.

'Lbtskr Apparatus.

come. During the working of a diffusion battor>' the gases formed

are, in a large measure, res|x>nsible for a poor juice circulation

between the cossettes throughout the diffusors, but by allowing

these gases to escape automatically the juice has a freer circu-

lation through the beet slices. The valve through which the

gases escape works during a period corresponding to the excess

of pressure between Uie interior and exterior of the battor>', that

is to say, when the atmospheric pressure is less than that of the

gases generated in the diffusors.

The Letser * appliance (Figs. 96 and 07) is an excellent one,

working on the same principle as the above-mentioned; It con-

sists of a t}'linder, /, in which moves a floating device, g, having

•.\.Z.,&, 254. 1880.
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Fig. OS.

—

Labb£ Automatic Purger.

a mall valve, 6, on top. \Vhcn the liquid rises sufficiently it

the pipe through which the gaaee make their cscajx;. The

frothing may be collected at k.

Two small cocks, h and i, i)crmit

samples of the liquid and gas

to be taken. The apparatus is

bolted ujwn the neck of the dif-

fusor. The Lahbe (Fig. 98)

automatic purging device is fast-

ened to the cover of the diflfusor.

It consists of two compartments,

A and D, which communicate

through a pipe, E, This has two

1 1

^
holes, F, corresponding to the

^
1

1

upper part of the chamber, A.

-^^^^^^^^^^^ when the juice rises sufficiently

to lift it. The apparatus includes

a safety valve, S, which becomes

active when the pressure is abnormal and the floating device stops

working.

The cover of the diffusor generally rotates on a pivot, though

in some cases it works on hinges and has counterpoid attachments.

This mode gives much satisfaction when the size of the diffusor

becomes abnormal, and is adopted in all cases when a hydraulic

joint is used.

The shape of the bottom part of the dififu.sor depends uiK)n the

mode of emptying. When the oixration Ls to be effected by a lateral

door the lower portion of the diflfusor is cylindrical, while the per-

forated bottom is horizontal and has the same diameter as the

diffiL'^or. In some cases, however, the rounded lx)ttom is opposite

the lateral manhole, which arrangement facilitates the emptying

of the exhausted cossettes. When the emptying is done from

the bottom it also is cylindrical, provided the bottom-emptying

valve has the same diameter as the diflfusor, which is generally

the case. When the lower part of the diffusor Ls conical its sides

incline at an angle of about 45®. The open big for filling frequently

has the same diameter as the bottom. As experience shows, the

upper closing should be about half the diameter of a diffusor of

a L. 62. 694.
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an average capadty (40 to 50 hectoUten). For larger diffusora

the 81X6 of the opening niay be aomewhat reduced. There ean be

no objection to having the upper opening aoniewhat anmller, but

at the lx)ttom these pro|K)rtion8 had better be maintained.

Doors.— DifTuiioni emptying laterally have swinging doors and
are clomxl by Huitable tightening \hA\h. Their size must be very

Uiuited. and Uokiikiu and Kokniu have attempted to overtoine

thin dilTiculty by constructing double folding doom. The door

for bottom emptying alwavN worlut on pivots or hinges

ban counter^'cightfi at the end of suitable

levers; it is held in fXMition by a screwing

• i« \ ice. When a door of this kind is sud-

denly opened it i« proji»cted against the

difTusor, notwithstanding the action of the
' ':riter|HMd.s. Tliis may in a measure be

jji I vented by slightly displacing the counter-

weights, but by so tloing the doors get out

of shape, and this causes numerous other

complications, such as clogging of cossettes

in the joints, etc. Faukk (Fig. 99) ver>'

cleverly overcomes the difficulty by placinfr

a curved spring at the end of the road

travelled, and underneath it another 8p^in^
•

' ih exerts sufficient pressure to keep tb<

liour in a fixed position during the entire

emptying. Numerous other appliances

have been invented with the same object

in view. In the Pa.sschen combination an eccentric is attached

upon a special axis, and works upon the heel of a brake Imlted

to a long iron bar. the end of which has a slight play in aa
eyelet attached to the stone foundation of the diffusion battery

or to the difTusor proper. Owing to the eccentricity of the disk

:' irhed to the axis of the valve, the friction of the brake in-

ci todies with its motion, and in order that the brake's action nuiy

be comparatively slow the bearing of the axis has a rod which

presses the heel against the eccentric. The iron bar upon which

the heel Is attached constitutes the long arm of a lever which

deadens the violence of the shock so as to obviate any fxtssible harm
to the masonry or to the diffusor.

'. — Faber Auto-
iimi ic Kinptnng-door
.\rrea«tor.

•Z., to. 1132, 1900.
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The Krmes idea is also interesting. TV'O horizontal plates arc

used which o|>en just as do the blades of scissors, and when not work-

ing they are held together by a spring. When the diffusor is to be

emptied the blades are separated by a bar of iron, which advances

until it comes in contact with an elastic bunij)er that softens the

shock, and in this position it is held in a groove by the springs

Fio. 100.

—

Cail Closing-door Combination.

of the blades. By a special lever combination worked from the

top of a battery the difTusor may be closed by its rotating bottom.

A special signal appliance on the vertical stem connecting with the

waste water of the dilTusors acts as an alarm during the entire period

that the valve remains open, whereby many mistakes in working

the belting can be obviated.

WTien the bottom doors are of exceptional size rather compli-

cated appliances must be used for their working. The closing door

D. Z. L. 24, 1866, 1899.
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of the Cail model (Fig. 100) b held by one end of a Ifvtr n-xolvmg

around on« of Uie exterior Mm of the diffiMor. The otlMrr tLfin

of the lever has a nut tliat worka along the acrew-thrMd ^liar B,

Hy simply turning this nut from the lx)ttom the door of the diffanr

readily opens.

A more recent type of a large diffusor of 50 bJ. capaetty , made by
tlie same company, has a maximum height of 2JS m. of beet tUeet

in its interior, which is said to allow a satisfactory ctrculatioo oC

the juices. The calorizator is tubular and has a healing surfaee

Fio. 101.—8t. Qusxtin DifTuaor with I^rire FUnpcyiag Door.

sufficient to give excellent results with the \*apori taken from

the evaporating apparatus (triple, quadruple, etc., effects). The
doore for closing and emptying allow the juice to enter in the

centre, one of the essential conditions for regularly exhausting

the cossettcs, and are worked from the upper floor. Oorreapond-

in^ to the top of the diffusors arc hydraulic joint attaehmenia,

which are arranged in such a manner that in case of rupture the

hot juice is projected upwards and the workmen in

not scalded—an accident of common occurrence.

The St. Quknti.v arrangcnu-nt (Kig. 101) is ala

stood. The large diameter difTusor of the St . Quentin Co. hat a very

large closing and emptying door, /). T!^^ •• -^ ^f shown in the
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cut herewith, Fig. 101. It has a capacity of 50 h.l., and a special

system of perforations of its clasing and emptying valves forces

a methodical circulation of the juices through the cossettes. There

is a tubular calorizator, C. attachment, with a large heating sur-

face, the appartiL** being heated with vaix)rs from the quadruple

effect. There are four valves for water, juice, etc. The arrange-

ment is entirely new and permits of filling at a high tempera-

ture. The juice may be drawn off in the same direction in which

the difTusor is filled.

Fio. 102.

—

Fives Lille Arrangement for Opening Large Bottom Valve
from Above.

'

It is frequently desirable to effect an opening from the top of

the diffusor. With this idea in view the Fives Lille Co. (Pig. 102)

placed the handle X above the diffusion floor Y. The closing door

of this diffu.sor is well balanced by a counterpoid A. However,

as the doors have an exceptional diameter, and as the joint is not

tight, notwithstanding the hydraulic attachment, it is still further

hooked up by two clicks, below which are the eyelets U, which
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Fio. IOS.^Mariollb Pingubt DiflTuaor with Bottom^Emptxing from Top
of Diffutor.

I'to. 104.~Hakrkt and Bbomotbkt HvdimtiUc and
CkMtng DevK*.
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may l>e tightened fmni \nv loj) ny turning W. The two clicks are

sinuiltaneoiisly worked.

The Mariolle Pinquet diffusor (Fig. 103) has about the same

arrangement, but is of a much simpler construction. Do what

one may, the working of these large doors always offers consider-

able difficulty, and the manoeuvering takes much time. The

screw thread on the connecting bar for their working is very

fine and always necessitates many revolutions of the handle

before much headway is made toward fully opening the door.

This fact has led to bottom emptying by automatic combination, but

these have had very few practical applications *. A very strong

cylinder is connected with the door of the diffusor by a well arranged

system of levers. By introducing water into this cylinder the pres-

sure causes the piston in the interior to change its position and the

door opens. By a judicious regulation of the water the closing

may be regulated very methodically, being rapid at first then less

so, and finally very slow, so as to attain the desired pressure for a

tight joint. The diffusor of Maerky and Bromovsky (Fig. 104)

is one of this kind, and while having certain advantages is too

complicated for general use.

Fio. 105.

—

Deuzbnbero Arrangement f6r Closing Top of Diflfusors.

Doors of excessively large diameter w^ere never practically

worked until the Deuzenberg t combination was invented. The

closing of the top door is effected by the joint and explains itself upon

an examination of Fig. 105. When these doors or covers are of

excessive size it would be difficult to obtain the desired tightness

Z., 30, 912, 1880. tZ., 29, 869. 1879.
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by the simplo prature of a lerew upon an jwnlcid rubber riof

.

1 or this solid ring is substituted a hollow one in whkb wmicr is

forced to circulate throu^ praanire. The rinfi have a ^^^^i^^n
of about 50 tiim., and the preieuie needed to bring about the deriied

tightness is about 1.5 atmospheroi in exeess of thai ^<t^ ^^
diffusor, or about 3 atmoepheres. This hydraulie pnMufi b
given to all the joints of the battery by a raiall hydranlie

m'ith a pressure accumulator. The latter eonsiBtA of a large

of 250 mm. diameter sliding in a compartment filled with water
and loaded with weights until the desired prsMiire is obtained

l»y introducing water with a force pump.

Screens.—Tlic beet slices in a diffufior do not rest directly upon
the lower lx)ttom cone nor u|X)n the emptying door, but are held

up by a fake lx>ttom conistructod of perforated sheet Iron. The ar-

rangement of this |)crforatcd dii^k nml the position of * pipe

have a great influence upon the rational flow of the L,,..-. -.nxigh

the difftisor. When the emptying is to be done on the sides the

>hoct-iron strainer is always placed at the l)ottom of the

and the exit pipe for the juices is exactly opposite to the

of this disk. On the other hand, when
the emptying is done from the Iwttom

of the diffusor and the compartment

has a conical bottom in the direction

of the latter, there is also an inclined

strainer; in other words, in such cases

the perforated false bottom has the

shape of a truncated cone (Fig. lOD).

This becomes indispensable when the

iiffusor is comparatively high, and con-

sequently the lx>ttom is rdatively too

small to permit the passage of the juice.

However, even with these precaution-

ary measturcs lateral currentit will be

created and the conditions shoi^n by

Quia* in the diagram (Fig. 1U6) occur. Fio. loe. — qvm VHmmm,
The ooasettes in the central purtbn

jj^^f^^'*'*"***
•'^*"

will not be as thoroughly exhausted

of their sugar as those on the sides of the difftisor, for the

that the jtiice follows the path of least resistance.

•Oe.-U. Z..t. 124.
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It is not sufficient that the free passages be several times

larger than the section of the exit piping, for the cossettes could

readily fill up these spaces, especially when the slices are soft,

but the open spaces at the bottom should also be as great as

possible. The typical perforated bottom would have the greatest

number of holes or of^enings consistent with pos.scssing the rigidity

requisite to resist the pressure of the cossettes. The perforated

bottom is attached to the closing valve by means of which the

emptying is done. Fooelherg* found it desirable to have the

holes on the slanting portions of the perforated plate made smaller

than those at the liottom or else kept further apart. When the

bottom holes have a section of 1 s(\. cm., there Is always danger of

the suspended pulp l)eing carried for\\'ard with the juice, and special

care should be taken to separate it. Many now prefer oblong holes

in the false bottom instead of round or square ones, or even slits,

and there is much to be said on both sides. But one fact is certain,

the round openings are more readily kept clean. It has been pro-

posed to use undulated perforated sheet iron f for this purpose. The

advantage claimed is that a greater surface would thus be obtained

through which the juice could circulate, but the idea has never

been generally introduced. During the sugar campaign it Is fre-

quently found necessary to thoroughly clean these false bottoms,

and it must always be done when the slicing season is at an end.

In very large diffusors the pressure of the cossettes on one another

is so great that they fill up the passages and the juice cannot circu-

late, or they stop up some of the holes and remain in position after

the diflfusor has been emptied.

It has been proposed to relieve the pressure of the cossettes on

the perforated bottom by the use of suspended chains, transverse

strips of wood, and gratings. A certain result is obtained by

such expedients, but as the emptying of the cossettes from the

diffusors becomes more difficult they are used only in special

cases, as when working frozen or inferior beets. At present it is

no longer customary to place a perforated plate on the upper neck

of the difTasor as was formerly done. This was not only of little

or no u.se but offered objectionable features; owing to the reduced

dimensions the circulation was retarded as soon as the preceding

diflfusor sent over particles of cossettes in suspension in the juice.

Then strainers are useless, because the juice circulates in the diflfusor

C. «, 734, 1888. t N. Z., 12. 203, 1884.
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from the top to the l)Ottom, and eoMequenUy the bcoi tikm Imiv«
tin tcndoney to esoape from the diffueor in that direetloo. Uadv
all ffjnditions there ie always certain km of epac* in tlia dMfi»flni.

Among the meant that have been propmed to piwcBt tliif may
!« mentioned those of Dei/rouR ^ and Mior, who intnxhicv Into

the neek of the difTufior at a thort dbtanoe from the aide a rimilar

jK'rforatcd disk, which may (« either fixed or movable, aJlowtng

A frif circulation of the juice and an eecape of air, but preventii^

he cosscttos from entering the piping whieh fomv part of tba
lattery. The perforated disk nhould Im aa elose aa poeaible to iha

r door and to the sidesi of thi* neck in order to |>revent Inaetiva

.i:::ii:s in the interior of this compartment, in which ecntrat tba

juice has no dialyzing action, llicae dead eenten have the effeei

of decreasing the concentration which is undesirable tmlev tba

!>attcry is worked with the idea of obtaining very diluted juleea.

Whatever be the combination adopted precaution should be takeo
o allow sufficient space under the faUe bottom so that tba eir-

• iilating juice need have little or no resistance to ovcreome.

Exit piping for the juice is placed at the exact eentre of tba

bottom of the diffusor if the exhausted resklutui coawttca are

to be removed through a lateral manhole. However, if the dia-

' haige is made through the Iwttom o|)ening this central exit

can exist only in exceptional cases. In the t>7)c of diffusor shown
in Kig. 95 the exit is from the conical [wrtion of the bottom. It

is evident that there will be a tendency to produce at that por>

tion juice currents very like those shown in the QtJia

n-'ig. lOG). If certain precautionary measures are

\ er, such as placing fewer holes in the slanting portion of tbe

false bottom the difficulty nmy in a measure be ovcreome. Experi-

ments have been made of drawing the juioe off 6tMn dSSumn
that empty from the bottom by introducing a eentral exit with

branches (D, E, Fig. 94). 'I*his has always been foOonvad by
certain complications, the difficult issue being the joint beifpesn
D and E.

Proportions for diflfusors.—In considering the shape of a diffuaar

the relation between the height and tbe diameter miMt llial ba

detennined. In theory tbe exhaustion is tbe mora eonplaCa

when the diffusors have a reasonable height with a
lively small diameter. But aa tbe beii^t faicraMOi Iba

«Z..tt, 508. 1002.
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of beet slices through which the juice must penetrate also increases

and an increased resistance must be overcome. It must also be

remembered that with a smaller diameter the size of the per-

forated bottom upon which rests the column of cossettes dimin-

ishes, and necessarily the number of holes it contains is also less,

and some of them being always partially covered with cossettes

the circulation of the juice is necessarily retarded. Practical

experiments have been made with a view to establishing some

relation between the diameter and the height of a diffusor that

would lead to the most rational results. Up to the present time

none of these conclusions can be considered as applicable to all

cases, for the reason that the obstacles wKich the circulating juice

has to overcome do not depend alone upon the distance travelled

in each diffusor, but also upon the nimiber of diffusors that are

actually working in the battery, the free passage in the perforated

bottom of the diffusor, the shape and nature of the cossettes,

and the manner in which they distribute themselves during the

process of diffusion.

As even with the same beets the composition of the juice varies

in each factory, and may vary much more in different plants, it

becomes evident that every variation in the mode of working tends

to make the ultimate results very different. However, certain

general rules for the principal dimensions of the diffusors may be

laid down. If excessively fine cossettes are to be used low diffusors

of large diameter should be used. For an average condition of

working with cylindrical compartments as now used, a propor-

tion between the diameter and the height of lilj to l:li appears

to be satisfactory. The proportion 1:2 is exceptional, as it is

thought more desirable to increase the number of diffusors in the

battery in the proportion of lilj. If very large cossettes are to

be handled it is generally found better to use a diffusor of a com-

paratively small diameter and considerable height. The condi-

tions iust mentioned refer to ordinary diffusors. An important

factor in this discussion is the velocity of the circulating juice.

The more rapidly the juice flows the less time it will have to dis-

solve the suear contained in the beet cells. The velocity of the

juice depends directly upon the relation existing between the diam-

eter of a diffusor and its volume, and Szyfer * obtained the best

results when the juice circulated at a velocity of 18 cm. per minute

D.Z. I., 18, 1529, 1893.
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and the poorest results with a cireulsUoD oC 40
per minute. From data eoUeeted by fioocBON ^ it

the large diameter diffusois give the most saUsfaetoty mulls vfam
all conditions have been considered. Hy a series o(

this authority arrives at the following formula

:

T

111 wimii iiif \ •='j»roiH)rtionuic vaiue of the baiicr>'; ^—i
of difTuB(*ra; C- volume in heetolitefs; r->avenige wotk psr

diem; i?— average exhaustion (per cent sugar in the lesiduum

OQSsettes). This formula has been applied in mnmtX tmm with

the following results:

uUJlTtON BsnrwBBN Sisa of Dimrsos akd rwm Amomn or Jeics
EXTIUCTBO.

Proporticm
1

Pwlofy. Uaamur
mShSSL

NXC, r. 1. r.

A 0.79 14X19 800 0.28 4.00
B 0.92 14X33 880 0.25 8.88
C 1.13 14X25 320 0.82 8.88
D 1.30 16X30 850 0.80 8.48
E 1.78 12X38 800 0.28 1.88

In eaeh of these factories the amount of juice drawn from the

diffuBors was about the same. The advantage of Ui^s dianwlsn
is evident. Among the various European types the BnoMBWiCK
ratio of height to diameter is high, while in those of the MitRaKT

model it is low. The diameter of the difTusora may be rsadfly

calculated if the height and the total weight of beets to be sliced

per diem are known; though no fixed rule can be given mfarding

the relation between diameter and height. For a eertain method
of working and a given quality of beets it shoukl depend upon*the

number of diffusors in the battery and the volumeof eaeh diffusor.

All batteries, for example, consisting of 14 diffusors, desthied to

work under same conditions, shouki offer a diffiieinn *eoliinin of

the same height whatever be the weight of beets befa^

per diem. The diffusors should oonsequently all have the

height. A practical battery of 14 diffusofsworidng 400 tone of bests

•aAjL.ll.82.18BS.
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per diem has diffusors of 1.30 meters in diameter and 2.5 meters in

height; the relation, therefore, is yr-1.92. At another factory

H
handling 500 tons it was •^->1.72, etc.

This whole question of the proportions of diffusors was

thoroughly examined about ten years ago by Szyfer, who concluded

that the volume of juice to be drawn off per 100 kilos of beets

varies with the shape of the diffusor; that cylindrical diffusors

in which yr— 1.5 gives the best result; that the shape of the upper

cone forming the top has an important influence upon the exhaus-

tion; that the most favorable angle is about 60°, and that the highest

eflSciency is obtained with juices circulating at a velocity of 18 cm.

per minute. The total height of the diffusor gives the length of the

juice colunm. In the case of active circulation this is 32.6 meters,

supposing the battery to consist of 16 diffusors 2.25 meters in height,

of which 14.5 are active. Szyfer maintains that the most essential

considerations are the volume of juice brought in contact with each

kilo of cossettes and the velocity with which it passes. The
following formula gives considerable information:

L-»—2T—2—2T= volume of juice, in liters passing through 1 kilo

~2"

of cossettes.

iS— volume of juice passing through diffusor;

d= number of diffusors;

r=» radius;

A— height.

The velocity of the juice per minute can be found by the formula

MtZV':

S
in which -rj—number of liters per minute and A/= number of liters

necessary for the flow of S. If one supposes that Q is the proportion

existing between L and V, then Q=-p= A/d. It may be concluded

that the efficiency of a battery is proportional to the time the juice

must circulate and to the total height of the battery. The time of

circtilation depends upon the diameter of the diffusors and the height
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of the Imttery upon the heighi of eteh diffutor Mid Ihair

It b oondudad that the beH work ii obUlned witli many dUhmon
of large diameten. TheoroUeally the nonaal mimber ibould be

12 per battery, and tbe eapaeity and liaeof eaeb may be ealeulaled,

though theee data are always aoinewbat empbieaL

Capacity.—The diffuaora differ greatly In eapaeity, varyfa^ fcen

20 to 100 hectoliters, although of late prefareaee appean tobe given

todOorSOhectoUlere. Beeauee of eertain requirnnenta of tbe tenl
laws very small dUfuson, mieh aa onee were tiaed in Auetria, bave
tlow been abandoned as impracticable. On tbe other hand, witb very

large diffuiiorH diflicultiee constantly arise, especially if the total

production of the factory does not correspond to tbe dimeoitoiis or

the cossettes are either too fine or not «atii}factor>'. But wbile snaQ
diifuson may be operated more rapidly than Uu^ge ones, as tbe eoluma

of cossettes offers less resistance to the passage of tbe dreulatii^ juice,

yet they demand a larger volume of water in order to obtain tbe

same degree of exhaustion of sugar from the beet cells. It was only

with exceptionally small diffusors that the Austrians were able,

under the now obsolete fiscal law, to run 1000 diffusora in 24 bouiB.

The reheating of juices in the diffusion battery.

—

Am diflforioo

a best accomplished with a hot licjuid, efTurts have been made
from the first to determine the mode of reheating that would lead

to the best results. The methods, however, were faulty frtnn the

tart. Formerly, before passing from one diffusor to another

the juice was run into reheaters, and from there returned to the

' at tery, but this mode was abandoned when the JASiNaun ^ calori-

. at ore were invented. The calorixator which has anderfoiie

many improvements consists of a heating surface over which the

juice passes on its way from the bottom of one dilhiaar to the

top of the next. At Seclowitz, Austria, attempts were made
(without, however, meeting with any great success) to reheat tbe

in the interior of the batter}* by injecting live steam into

::.v pipe connecting the difTusors.f These two modes—the ive of

a calorizator, and live-steam injection—are to-day being dbrutd
by the advocates of both systems. The Sieol and UaaA.vex

method of heating the diffuaors eztemaUy by the use of steam

never found much favor. Upon general principles the ealortatoit

are preferred, for with them the heating may be done with steam

at low pressure obtained from the evaporating apphaaee, anefa as

• Oe.-U. r.. a. 720. 1877. t Oe.-T. £ . 4, SSS. 1971.
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a triple or multiple effect, and under such circumstances it is very

economical. For reheating with live steam one must use that

taken from the boilers, which has disadvantages from a monetary

point of view, and, furthermore, the juices drawn off from the

l>attcr>' would necessarily be much more dilute than those heated by

the regular tubular calorizators. Claassen says that practical ex-

periments have yet to demonstrate that the dilution actually exists.

Tliore can be no doubt, however, but what all the injected steam

condenses in the pipe of communication, and the juice is thereby

diluted ; but as the last extraction from the cossettes is accomplished

in the diffusor recently filled, after which the juice is no longer

heated in the battery, the dilution of that drawn off is hardly

perceptible. It must not be overlooked that the use of the tubular

reheaters is objectionable as regards the concentration of the juice

in the diffusor which depends upon the proportion of cossettes to

the capacity of this vessel. The greater the amount of beet slices

in a diffusor the less space there will be for the circulation of

juice alone and the more perfectly will the operation of diffusion

be accomplished. The open spaces correspond to dead centres

to which may be added the capacity of the tubular reheater.

These reheaters also have the disadvantage of allowing sugar

losses through leakage, which difficulty, however, is to be over-

come by the use of live steam.

Calorizators.—The calorizator consists of a long steam chamber

terminated top and bottom by plates holding the tin-lined brass

tubes through which the juice circulates. Preference is given

to this metal for the reason that it is the one least attacked by

diffusion juices. The tubes are frequently slightly curved so as

to allow for expansion under the influence of the high temperatures.

In the Schneider and Helmecke (Fig. 107) calorizator the lower

tubular plate J is not firmly fixed to the main body of the

apparatus, but is bolted upon a nozzle that passes to the exterior

of the calorizator through a large stuffing box G, which connects

the tubular cluster with the preceding diffusor. This arrangement

permits the tubes to expand at will without the least possibility

of a leak. A represents the entrance pipe for the juice; B the

piping connecting ^^-ith the following diffusor; C the pipe through

which the juice may be dra\\Ti off; E the entrance for the steam.

The heating chamber has at its upper portion a small tube F for

the exit of air and non-condensed gases introduced with the

steam. If low-pressure steam is used for heating purposes this
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r •• IS pui in rotniniiiur - i. • - . j|

-lUijily hA« an opening ii.t . :. .: .• . . ^^ ^
suitable small cock. Notwithstanding itj diminutive sii« it if

im|K>rtant that it l>c under dose suneillanee.

At the Uittom of the heating chamber
there ia a tube H for the exit of the

eondeosed water from the steam that

has jrielded a certain number of ealories

to the juice in the tubes during ita

passage. To this tubular attarhment a

small valve is adapted which opens

aa soon as the quantity of condensed

water from the calorisator is sufficient

to overcome ita resistance. Instead of a ^

valve a syphon tube may bo used. When
heating is done at very low pressure the

tube has a purging cock connecting with

a water pump. The small cock / permits

a sample of the condensed water to be
taken. There are tubes opening on either

»ide of the tubular disk into two small

* mbers connected with the preceding

wor. Generally the upper chamluT

a thermometer attarhment, though
It 1-^ fri'quently placed on the pipe con-

iH'< lin^ the calorizator with the diffusor.

In some types of calorisators the top of

the apimralus works on hinges and may
Ik? oi>oncd for cleaning and repairing. In

the calorizator shown in Fig. 107 the top

may be taken off by turning o\*er three

bolts working on screws.

The tube A has a piping which permita

the exit of the water from the difTusor

when it is emptied. 'HiLs pi|)e may have
either a valve or cock attachment. By
connecting the heating pipes of a calori-

tator in series it is possible to obtain an up
and down circulation of the juice before it enters the next dilhitor,

which brings about a much better transmtsnoa of the heat. Tbcra
is evidently a rational limit to this drculatioo which tanool b%

Fm 107 -^SaocEioaa and
llBUiaauii
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exceeclcci witliout disturbing the pn^'^urc in the l)atter>'. Tlio total

heating Hurface of each ealorizator depends uix)n the size of the dif-

fusion battery with which it is connected, and is influenced also by

the rapidity of working. As a general nile 0. 1 square meter of heat-

ing surface may be allowed per hectoliter capacity of the diffusor.

Experience shows that to keep the calorizators in a first-class

condition the tubes should be thoroughly bnished ever}^ week,

although for the rapid circulation types of apparatus this is not

so important, because the deposits on the inside of the tubes are

much less than when the juice circulates more slowly. The coil

mode of heating (Fig. 100), having in view the same object as is

realized by a ealorizator, has now entirely gone out of use.

Too little attention is given to the capacity of calorizators.

Evidently during the mashing in a diffusor the juice contained in

the ealorizator has less density than that of the diffusor with

which it is connected, and when the circulation is resumed the

contents of the ealorizator are emptied into the next diffiLsor and

are followed by the richer juice. It is desirable to do away with

juice chambers, or at least to limit their size, and arrange as far as

possible to have the juice circulate only in quantities proportion-

ate to the piping.

Injectors.—From the time when calorizators were first used

efforts have been made to substitute steam injectors which are

much less expensive. When the mode was introduced the instal-

lation was ver}^ faulty, and when the steam came in contact with

the juice it made a deafening sound. Vivi?:n mentions a case

where the steam was injected into the pipe connecting the diffusors

through a copper tube which necessarily

caused an intense buzzing owing to the con-

densation of the vapor in the juice. This

difficulty may be overcome by the use of the

Hlaxcke and Koerting injector (Fig. 108),

which consists of six small truncated bronze

cones, each having heels that keep them well

separated. The distance between the cones is

Fio lOS—Blancke determined in advance, thus leaving in the

Injlci^J**"'^'^^
centre a passage for the steam. The cones

are held together by a hollow metal stopper

well screwed down. The steam passes through this injector and

carries with it through the open spaces a certain quantity of

juico. The condensation is thus retarded and split up and all
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noJM mippreved. TImm injeetoni are pliMd b Um p^ wbctw
it conniM^ti} the bottom of one difTuior with the top ol the lot-

lowing one. It wa« cimtonuuy fonneriy to um eoppv or forsHl
iron ))ipinK mo that it would not euirer fnm eicwife Joltiiv,

but of lato cast iron has been employed owing to the tMe of the
special injectors just mentioned.

DirrtmioN Battert.

Number of difhiton. -^ There are nuroerone faitenlepflideni

factors that go to make up 8atisfactor>' diffusion, and it k ahnoet
i!n|v)s.sible to make allowance for all of them. As pwTio^M^y

I
• i: u<d out the shape of thedilTusor, notwithstanding many aaow

• i^ to the contrary, plays a very important rA*e, while the com-
of the exhaustion desired, the rapidity at wfaieb the
workwl, and the degree of concentration of the jtnco,

arc ail to be considered. The shorter the difrus4»ni and the mofv
m* - ily they work the greater will be the niunbcr of eocnpnit-

s the l)atter>' must have in order to obtain the desired Bait
of sugar extraction. Wlien the main object in view it to obtain
vrrv roncent rated juice the requisite number of dilTtieon nmn be
available. The numlwr depends largely upon the velodty of

the circulating juice and the height of the columns of cotttfo
in the compartment. On this question opinion.^ differ vwy mneh.
Attention has already \)cvn caWal to the fact that SzrFnt admitted
a velocity of the juice in the battery of 18 cm. |ier minute, the

^otal height of cossettes to be penetrated under thew cimini*

tances Ix^ing 32.6 meterR. If this height Ls divided by that of the

diffusors the number of active compartments neceseary to give

the (!o^irr<l result is attainc<l. It is custonuuy to have one or
two :ui«litional diffusors for the filling and empt>nng.

All facts considered, a battery of 16 diffusora appean to be

the most desirable to meet these special oooditiona, although

lent results have been obtained with batteries of only 8
partments. and many factories with batteriee of 16 diffneon

divide them, thus giving a double series of 8 eaeh.

advocating this mode is Aul.\hd.^ At the end of a
when the beets arc froien excellent results may be obtained by
the double series. Thb division of the battery brinffi about an

• B. A&. t, 887. I8S1
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increased efficiency, and although the juices under these condi-

tions are not so concentrated the difference Ls very slight when

the cossettes are made exceptionally thin, which they may be in

this case as they have less resistance to overcome, the total pres-

sure producing the juice circulation in the battery being less.

Under another caption the divided battery is further discussed.

Fio. 109.—Eievatiuti of Rotating DifTuition Battery.

Arrangement.—The difTusors are generally arranged in one

of two wa>'B—in a circle or in a straight line. In the old factories

the former mode was very much in vogue.

Circular diffusion battery.—The most interesting type of cir-

cular diffusion batteries is the rotating apparatus constructed by
Lecointe and Villette, an elevation and plan of which are

shown in Figs. 109 and 110. The diffusors are arranged around a
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ciroular cemented pit, the lAtter reeeiviiif the rafiMe

Between each diffusor is pieced e eaioriietor. The rooie erv rmmad
by an elevator and thrown into the alieer loeeted el a a
tion above the battery, and around thk eppefAtue e euitaUe

ing 18 arranged. Movement is given to the alieer from above
by suitable gearing and below it a aUotiiig distributing

is arranged, which may be connected with any or nil of ttte

Fio. lie— Plan of Hotattng DifTutiao Hattcffy.

In this manner theee vessels may be filled iinth coasettes without

handling and with great deenliness and rapidity.

The difTiisors noay be said to consist of three parte, the upper,

middle and lower. The upper part can be opened or closed in

a very few seconds, and the exit of the air is effected through

a small opening in the head. The lower part of the diffusor

is shaped for rapid onptying; the exit doon abo are of laife sise.
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and their closing or opening is accomplished with ease. A rubber

water joint used here has given satisfaction.

' The diflfusors may be all connected, or water and juice intro-

ducc<l into any of them by separated valves worked from above.

The circular connecting pipe has valves that are all alike.

This apparatus has a maximum capacity of 250 tons per day

of 24 hours. The juices worked are very diluted and only four

hands are necessary to run the machinery. The cubical content of

each diflfusor is 16 hectoliters, the vessel being supported by

suitable frames rotated by a well-combined gear wheel as shown

in the accompanying illustration.

Strange as it may seem the mechanical arrangement is such

that only 1 H.P. is necessary for the rotation. One most important

feature of the apparatus is that the slicer is placed directly over

the diflfusor, so that the cossettes are equally distributed in the

interior. The valves of the battery may be opened and closed

from an upper platform. The axis of rotation of the apparatus

is used to conduct both steam and water. The upper covering

of the diffuse ir is balanced so that it may be very easily opened.

The emptying is attended to by an assistant on the main floor

and the exhausted pulp falls into a cemented vault.

Circular diffusion batteries upon general principles present

the enormous advantage of being easily operated and looked after.

Without changing position the superintendent may ascertain

exactly what the working conditions are. He can see at a glance

the indications of all the gauges and the position of the valves.

Another batter>' shown in Fig. Ill is the Cail arrangement which

is much simpler than the one described above. Instead of the whole

bat terj' only the upper distributing hopper revolves. The exhausted

cossettes fall into a receiver at the bottom of which is a spiral, and

the product is subsequently carried to an upper floor where it is

pressed. Among the disadvantages of the circular battery may be

mentioned the great loss of space in the centre of the apparatus.

For ver>' small batteries intended to handle 250 tons of beets per

diem this perhaps does not have any material significance, but for

larger plants working 400 to 500 tons in 24 hours it is quite a dis-

advantage. Another drawback is that the facilities necessary for

the removal of the residuum cossettes are more expensive and

troublesome than they should be, and, furthermore, it is most diffi-

cult to increase the total capacity of the battery without a large

money outlay, as all the pipings and connections would have to be
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renewed and the podUons oC the dletribuili^ boppM* awl tbeificir

changed to a higher level. If the number of diiTtMufe in the eiffle

hat been augmented the diameter ci the diMter ukaii m a whole

Fto. lll.-^AtLCirruUr Ikttcfjr.

must also l)o greater, otherwise the distributing

• ^ r«Hxi the diffuson with the beetalioea. A method that hi

\v I !i some Buccees oonsiets in simply placing a few additional

|>artment8 within the circle formed by thoee already
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this case one man can generally take charge of the entire work,

which is not possible when the four or sL\ additional diffusors arc

placed outside of the circle already formed, as niunerous compli-

cations are presented in filling and emptying the new series. Fig.

112 shows a plan of the AIaguin arrangement. Only two difTusors

Fio. 112.—Maouin Method of Adding DifTusors to a Circular Battery.

have been added, yet the pipe connections become very much more
complicated, and the same maybe said of their practical handling.

Straight-line batteries.—Most of the European beet-sugar fac-

tories have adopted the double straight line battery, the residuum

cossette carrier being placed between them. When the piping

and valve connections are arranged between the rows these batteries

are readily supervised, though the battery man has to move back

and fon^ard rather more than in the circular arrangement. One
of the great advantages of this type of batteries is the possibility
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of inereasing their capacity by adding the roqoliiie mmkm o<
(iifruMia to meet any emergeney. In the atvaiKbt^iRe Imiary
of the French type (Figa. 113 and lU) the dktnbmioo of Joke,

bin. 113—Top View of a Frrnch DoubMiae BtAtmrf,

etc., is under the control of three-way valvee

ooasettes fall into cemented receivens divided in

the distribution of fresh coesettes is accomplishfd

lontal band carrier. The hopper

connecting with the diffusor has

certain important characteristics

as shown in the illustration.

In the German arrangement

(Fip. 115) E, E, E are the calori-

zators and B the movable dis-

tributing hopper receiving its

slices from the horizontal carrier.

The diffusors are held in |X)6ition

by the girders D, D and emptied
lir* "tly from the lx)ttom. In a

i:nu«'ion battery there are nu-

merous acoeaaory appliances, such

as thermometers, preasure gauges,

and complicated valves, codes, '^^ *'^~

pipings, etc. The thennometeni ^"^Xc.
attached to the caloriiators or to

the connecting pipes should be protected by a
The scale of the mercur>' column should be

The residmtm

two sections and
through abort-

rioqhtoH—

suitable grating,

wide and bt
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placed in a position so that it may be readily read from a distance.

Before the beginning of each campaign the accuracy of the ther-

mometer should be carefully verified as the temperature of diffusion

batteries play a most important r61e and should be constantly

watched. It too often happens that it is entirely too low to obtain

the desired results. Experts agree that most of the methods for

making the temperature determination are very faulty and that

the mercur)' thermometer is the only reliable divice.

Fio. 115.—Front View of a German Double-line Battery.

The piping in all diffusion batteries consists mainly of the water

pipes, those that convey the juice to the measuring tanks, those

that permit a continued communication between all the diffusors,

and the steam pipes for heating. There may be also special pipes

for the cold and dirty water, for compressed air, and for steam and
vapors of different kinds, such as the exhaust and live steam,

and the vapors from the evaporating appliance, for the hydraulic

joints, etc. All the double piping for the different kinds of water

and the steam may be eliminated by communication between the
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main pipes. Preeautlons should always be taken not to opso tlM

valves for live Btoain and vapoii fiom the fiisl eompartincfil ol

the evaporating appliance at the same time. The pipb^ for the

oompraseed air communicates with the water pipe eoiiaeetliv the

difTusor by means of a series of pipes with valves.

IMf>ins and valves of considerable dimenskme are in

\ri\ i. irahlc for a satisfactory circtilatioo, although in

too much im|>ortance is attributed to their infloeiiee. When the

velocity of the juice in the pipes does not exceed I to 1) netcrs

per second there can be no special advantaf^ in incrsMinf the

diameter of the pipeti and valves. A poor circ^ilation has detenniii-

able causes which should Ix; ascertained. One important eoosidcrA-

tion not to l>e overlooked when making the calcuUtion relatinf

to nixes of \n\H!s Ls that of their capacity. There are always certain

inactive portions, and while exceptional sizes may be destfable lor

the circulation of the juice they are not advisable when coniiderad

from the standpoint of exhaustion and the ooneentfatkin ol the

juice.

The operation of diffusion necessitates constant pressure and

!(1 be accomplLshod as rapidly as possible. VJfortB have been

< to reasonably reduce the time consumed in eomplieated

* manipulation. Brkitfelo and Danek have

In- u-«» of valves with lever attach-

iiitnts by which they may be instantly

opened or closed. Tills plan, illu.s-

trated in Fig. 1 16, offers the advantage

of i^ermitting one to a.scertain by a

rapid glance whether the |)osition of

all the valves is correct. The rod of

the valve passes through a stuffing

box. When the lever is horizontal

the valve is closed, when vertical it

is open. In order to obtain the ^^ lift. — B«i
UAjnni utvip"VMv*

vertical position the wedging of the natioo.

r is slightly set back, so that

v.i.iii the valve is entirely opened the lever is out of plumb
and off of its centre of gravity. The counter-weights are flat

and may be painted in colors indicating their function, for ex*

ample, red for water, white for juice, etc. As beCoie msntiooed.

owing to the special fiscal laws in certain eountries the requnenents

for rapid wx)rking are not only very exeepCional but interoMing.
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The KoDL valve (Fig. 117) is held by a rubber band k. When
water is introduced through / the band settles and prevents the

Fio. 117.—KoDL Hydraulic Valve.

passage of the liquid. The dotted line shows the position of k

when up and the full line when down. By removing the water

the valve is opened. This operation is so simple that all the valves

SMliSSM

Fio. 118.—Plan of Central Station for Working all the Hydraulic Valves
of the Battery.

may be controlled by one person by means of a keyboard (Fig. 1 18)

placed at the centre of the battery. Even the emptying doors of

the diffusors may be operated in this way. A series of three-way

•Oe.-U. Z.,9, 304, 1880.
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communication cocks which control all th6 tbIvci it placwl on this

table. Each one has ita individual number ^'^^^^krg the irark

it is to do. It is difficult to undentjuid why this idea was mrm
practically introduced, but after teverml Austrian faetories gave

it a trial it was abandoned.

The valves guai&nXiy used are those with double thrsad serrat.

Such valves are opened wide by Uuee or four Uirea. The piteb

of these screws should not be excessive, sa is olteo the ease, as

the valves then open themselves. Prefersnee bi most laelariaa

appears to be given to valves with movable keys whieh tbe baUsffj

man displaoes after each manceuvre. When the next

is to be made there is no danger of making a mistake

the key to be used, as such valves have left-handed serew tbraads.

and when the key takes hold of the nut the serew-threaded rod

rises in the centre. Under these conditions they are turned Kks

the ordinary valve and rise or fall as tbe eaae may be, the dan^Bit

of nudcing a mistake being thus oonsiderably lessened. Fhm tioM

to time other valve combinations have been sugBH

an arrangement which allows only one valve to open at a

'lliis plan was intended to prevent all false maomovring. bol

owing to their cost or complicated oonstruetioo they have never

been generally introduced. As the rod of the movable key vahrw

rises several centimeters when the valve is opened it is posribia

at a glance to determine the position of all tbe valves. Many
diffusion batteries, however, have simply ordinary valves with

)i:ind wheeb. .\11 valves should be kept in perfect eonditkia 80

as to prevent the mixing of liquids and sugar losses. As a

thing only valves with hard rubber obduraton are used,sa

the campaign commences these^allow free escape of tbe interior

liquid, but after the battery has been properly testad tbey again

become tight. If after one or two days' use tbey are stiD leaky

they must be renewed.

Material for pipbig.-~As has ahneady been explained, copper

was formerly preferred for piping as it offered maoy
for adjusting, etc., but it was soon found to be too

and, furthermore, it is attacked by tbe sweet diffuskm julesa and

requires frequent renewals. For tbe vertical pipes forged iron

is used but for all others cast iron answen tbe puipoae.
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Water for Diffusion.

Volume of water.—One of the first essentials for the satis-

factor}' working of diffusors is evidently the use of soft, pure water

which holds but few foreign substances in solution. A calcareous

wmter need not necessarily be put aside in case of an emergency,

but one that is abnormally alkaline should be rejected. If soft,

pure water cannot be had the quality and the purity of the juice

will alwa>*8 suffer, especially in factories where the lack of water

is so great that the decanted residuary water in which mineral

and organic substances are dissolved must be used for diffusion

purposes.

A large volume of water is needed and when impure water is

used the impurities accumulate in the after-products and will

neoessarily prevent the crystallizing of the sugar. In most cases

the condensed water from the evaporating appliance is used for

the diffusion battery. These waters are very pure as regards

saline constituents, but from causes to be subsequently explained

they contain an exceptional amount of ammonia. This offers

no difficulty so far as the general working of the diffusors is

concerned, for during the concentration of the juice it is entirely

eliminated, but it appears to have a certain action on the tissue

of the beet. On this question authorities differ. According to

Herzfeld, the use in a diffusion battery of water containing

ammonia tends to give purer juices than ordinary w^ater, but the

saline percentage is slightly increased. It is recommended when

using such water to submit it to a preliminar}' saturation with

fluorhydric acid,* under which circumstances fermentation in the

battery and the resulting sugar inversion would be obviated.

Krueger t very correctly states that during diffusion the same

water of condensation from the evaporating appliances, triple

effects, etc., cannot be used indefinitely as it finally becomes so

eharged with ammonia that serious perturbations follow during

the work. It sometimes happens that this water is suflicicntly

alkaline to neutralize the natural acidity of the diffusion juices.

Waters of such alkalinity necessarily dissolve a portion of the

beet tissue, mainly the organic substances, such as pectine, etc.

These substances which cannot be eliminated give, with their

D. Z. I., 25, 685. 1900. f D. Z. I., 27. 891, 1902.
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producta of deoomposition, oertain mIu whiflh ^fa-^
tHi Um

mereial value ol the sugar. Kurtliennoiv, Um
whose tiseuet are attaeked under the ewMtHJom
•oap-liko in texture, are very difficult to handle in the pulp

and are very much leas nourishing when ' ' <atUe as the

in questioa removes a portion of the ^

they originally contained. Diffusion juioes whieh are the outeome
of the excessive use of suoh water are very dark in oolor, naaffty

black. The albumin they contain will not properiy
even when boiled, notwitlistanding that the pernmlnis of

albuminoids is vor>' much higher than in normal juices whkb
are gray in color. In order to bring alxiut a ^^"fiV^'^m of tbe

albumin in such cases the juices should first of all be made acid;

then only can the albumin when hot pass into an insoluble eoodi-

tion which will in a ver>' moderate degree be intlueoeed by
the lime used during defecation. Another authority goes so f^
as to declare that diffusion juices obtained with strongly •'^•^f^t

waters are most difficult to work in the pan, as the boiling appeart

to stop during graining.

From another standpoint nnssr.^ recommends the vac ot nnt

ammoniacal water in diffusion. This hot water eeonomiaes fuel

and the residuum cossettes submitted to its action will be rradily

pressed after leaving the battery. MutXLERf dedarea that if in

diffusion batteries there is water of 45^ to 50^ C, eonaiating of a

mixture of 8 parts ammoniacal water and 2 parts cokl water,

it is possible to obtain a very superior juice from the diffusor.

Very little steam need be used. Under th«ie circumataneea he

states that the resulting residuum cossettes contain 12.6 to 16 per

• rnt dry substances, and the efficiency of the cosaette presses is in-

roased 15 to 20 per cent. It is claimed, furthermore, that the eoa-

sette dr>'erB use less fuel and work more satisfactorily than ia
|

with the residuum from a battery worked by the usua

Hot water.—The use of hot water, such aa the

water from the condensor, that which has been eondcoaed in tba

*r : ! effect, or water that has been heated in special

• ^ ing their caloric from the fourth compartment of an

orating apparatus, economises steam and effects an important

economy. If ammoniacal water is used in the battery it is

already hot, but when river or well water is used it ahoukl flist be

D. Z. I.. ». 822, 828. 1900. t «.. »l, !«. l»l.
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heated. The most important eflfect of hot water upon the battery

is that the difTusors forming the end of the scries, which should

have the highest temperature, can the sooner reach the desired

temperature. According to Melichar * the principal advantage

of hot water in the diffusion battery is that it permits the use of

fewer difTusors to attain a given result, because hot water has a

more rapid action than cold upon the beet slices. Under no

circumstances, however, should hot water be used unless it may
be heated without expense by some of the various ways nearly

always existing in beet-sugar factories. Such heat is furnished

when condensation water is u.sed. Reheating when necessary is

effected in a reheater placed between the last compartment of a

multiple eflfect and the condensor.

HoRSi.v Deon adopts an interesting method of obtaining hot

water for the diffusion battery, which consists in pumping it from a

triple eflfect into a closed receptacle communicating with the water-

pressure tank. As the pressure of the pump is greater than that from

the tank, all the hot water is absorbed by the diffusion battery and

the cold water subsequently^ mixes in the collector in the required

proportion. The cold water coming in contact with the hot will

precipitate the calcareous substances in solution which are thus

kept out of the difTusors and the work that much improved.

The extreme limit of temperature of this water is that which

is required in the diffusion battery, that is to say, about 80° C,
but only in exceptional cases is such a temperature employed.

Even a limit of 50° C. in the end diflfusor would have practical

disadvantages if the battery men empty the difTusors, as their

hands would be scalded in handling such hot cossettes. In some

factories manual labor is entirely done away with for the emptying,

in others the precaution is taken to cool the cossettes before they

leave the diflfusors. To obviate this diflficulty it is proposed to

have two separate water pipes connecting with the compartment,

one of which contains hot and the other cold water. Just before

the juice is run oflf the cold w^ater is used. But when the diflfusors

have direct bottom-emptying appliances, or when the emptying

is effected by compressed air the temperature may far exceed 50° C.

Some authorities claim that the water to be used for diflfusion

should not be heated to more than 30° to 35°. By using the

Blancke valve (Fig. 119) hot and cold water may be mixed. Two

B. Z., 25, 8, 1900.
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pipcH conduct water to thin valve and empty their eonleBta at a
certain point into a comnoon pi|)e IcailinK to the battery. The
sluice* valvm are connected with the Mine handle and the afffai^»-

ment in such that the wider the one ii opened the toon tightJy

is the other cloeed. Ry the use of a thermometer pbced on the
m!\ ni: pipe the temperature of the water may be rtfidated with

.Table accuracy. Stkntxki. ^ mya one of the advantafn
of this OKxle is a considerable saving in calciries. The cooUi^^

water of the condcnsoni may be used, but if too hot it is belter

to resort to cold water.

Fia. UO.—Blamoui Hot- and Cold-water Mixtnjc Vaiw.

Quantity of water.—As previously noted, an ample water iupply
miist Ik* aviiilahlo for the proper working of a diffusion battery.

The water lost during emptying, that needed for dmwing off from
'ifTuaor, that used for its washing, etc., amount to a total

> "'(• representing 250 per cent of the weight of the beela sliecd.

Some economy of water may be desirable in special caaes. but ex-

perience shows that not leas than 130 per cent of the weight of the

beets 18 admisBible. Pokorny f estimates that the volma of

water for diffusion is 264.7 per cent of the weight of the beetiL

Pressure in Battery.—The resiatanee offered to the water
circulating in the diffusors depends upon the thiekne« of the heK
slices. The battery itself exerts an important rosistanoc. In the

LizKRAY t ex|KTinients it waa ahown that the resistanee of the bai>

tery and that of the beet slices are in the proportion of 7M:fLl$

• C. 7. 83. 1896. t a 2.. it. &41 1

: Akool et Suere, Vol II. pi 76, 18» t
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.when the thickness of the cossettes is 4 mm. If the thickness is

dccreaaed to 3 mm., the proportion becomes 3.91 : 10.07. Under

these conditions the velocity of the moving juice falls in the propor-

tion of O.OS47 : 0.0276. It is, therefore, evident that the water

pressure must be increased or decreased according to the thickness

of the cossettes in order to attain the normal efficiency of the

liattery.

The resistance offered by the cossettes has been made the

subject of special investigations of F. Lizeray. llie height of the

water-pressure tank used was 14 meters and the temperature of the

five last diflfusors 75** C.

Rksistancb or Battery and C0R8ETTE8.

OoadiUou of Test.

Time for

Runnins 18 hi.

into MeasuriD«
Output

per Second.

Velocity at
Exit Openingt
6-0.0104.

Heisht Corre-
sponaing to this

Velocity.

Empty
Seconds.

125
167
202
235

Cu. M.
0.014400
0.010780
0.007906
0.007660

M. per Second.
1.385
1.036
0.759
0.736

M.
0978

Oonettes of 4 mm. .

** " 3* •'
.

.

• 3 '* ..

0.0.547
0.029.-^

0.027(i

U Ris the resistance of the battery when empty, H the charge

from the water tank, h the height corresponding to the velocity

{%) then H^R+h.

In these investigations i/«=14 meters, ^=0.0978, the output

0-14-0.0978-= 13.9022 meters, so that the battery even when

empty offers an important resistance. Q, which was 0.0144 per

second, becomes smaller when -the diffusors are full of cossettes.

If C is the resistance offered by the cossettes, R' the new resistance

offered by the battery, A' the height representing the velocity

r' of the juice, one would again have H'=R'+C-\-h\
A series of calculations leads to the following table:

RbLATION BETWEEN RESISTANCE OP CoSSETTES AND OF THE BaTTERY.

OoodHioaa of IWt.
Heicht Correspond-

Actual Rfwintance
of the Battery-/?'.

Reidiitance of the
Coeeite-C.

Empty 0.0978
0.0547
0.0293
0.0276

13.9022
7.8000
4.1800
3.9100

000
CoMetlM of 4 mm

" 3J "
" " 3 "

6.1453
9.7997
10.0724
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1 his table thowi that as the miitino of the

the comparative resietanee of the baU«y rfifirniiw Other eel-

rMint ions show that the reiietanee inereMMi with the haifhiof the

i '! i>or and deoreaeee with ite diameter.

1 he preesure necessary to overcome the rfiHinim offered hy the

beet slices to the circulating juice will aleo Ytrsr wHh the leo^ of

the battery; | to IJ atnuinphfrni may be eooaidered a reeaooAble

limit. Allowance muMt also be made for the height of the memr'
ing tank in adjusting the preesure. If it is higher than the battery

the pressure should be correspondingly inereaeed; if lower,

(

the pressure proportionately. The latter arramemeut is

for long batteries.

Sedlaczkk * recommends that the juice drawn off be run into

li closed measuring receptacle which is put in

with a reser\'oir from which the air is exhausted,

pears to show that this arrangement increaees the

battery and offers important advantages over the

the air pump in direct communication with the

as the vacuo rises more rapidly in the meMurer and the ponp
V r' >^ with greater regularity. To the tank eoimeeted with Iho

uir i \hauMter the air-purging cocks of the diffusor may be attached.

llic ultimate quality of the juice is better for the reaeoo that it does

not oxidize in contact with the air.

'Ilic counter pressure of the measurer may be levened by a

suction pump placed upon the pipe eooneeting the incnaurer with

! " ion batter>\ lliis arrangement, however, givca itirfae

uu:. uii.v under special circumstances and may even beeone ob-

jectionable, if the pump is too powerful, by foreing the air imo

the diffusors. For this reason and on aeeount of the

involved centrifugal pumps have now been |

in such cases. Ilie increase of the water prewure upoo the laei

diffusor also has a doubtful effect as soon as the ttaiidard 10-nel«r

hoieht between the reserx-oir and the meaiiirsr is exeeeded. ThfB

ity of the circulating juices inrreaeee aeeording to a welMaowa
law, that is, with the square root of the preHore. Furthemoiv, all

excess of pressure increases that of the eoseettes upon the peiforeled

bottom. With hard and firm eoseettes this is not objertioDablr.

but if the coesettes are fine and soft seriooi complicaliooi nay
follow. The remedy is without effect jivt when it b

•C.,l«.817. i«A
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Pumps and water reservoirs.—The water used in the diffusion ^

batter>' may be forced directly into the diffusors by means of an

ordinary pump, or brought under pressure from an elevation 8 to

15 meters above the battery. Direct pumping is certainly not

desirable, but satisfactory results may be obtained with a double-

acting pump, though with all possible care their action is not

sufficiently regular to prevent the repeated hammering of the

pistons, which cause the cossettes to settle in the reservoirs, thus

forming obstructions to be overcome by the circulating juice.

The water pressure may vary with the general arrange-

ment of the factory and with the degree of fineness of the cossettes.

The most interesting experiments relating to the height of the

water tank above the battery are those of Barhet, who showed

that if the pressure of the mercury column was 63 cm. when the

juice was drawn off to be sent to the measurer the pressure in

the diffusor was 57.5 cm. Consequently there exists in the water

tank in full pressure a charge of only 0.724 meters, and this is suffi-

cient to force the juice to circulate. In theory the height of the water

tank is not constant, but should vary with the resistance offered

by the cossettes. If the tank is stationary the cossettes are not

properly exhausted, and the only way to overcome the difficulty

is to regulate the flow of juice drawn off to be sent to the measurer

so that it will be the same per second, calculating it from the

diameter of the diffusors. The velocity of the circulating juice

in the battery should be constant. The height of the water tank

is such as to allow for the worst possible condition that may be

presented. Horsin De'on in discussing the question says that

there should be placed upon the pipe connecting the water tank

and the battery a special cock which will not allow the flow of

the liquid a greater velocity than has been determined upon in

advance. This makes it possible to have the desired circulation

in the battery whatever may be the pressure from the water

tank. This expert states that he has found it advantageous to

do away entirely with the pressure water tank and to substitute

a pump with regulator attachment. On the pipe connecting

with the battery is a cock that works as explained above.

With such an arrangement there need be no apprehension as to

whether the water in the tank is frozen or not.

Herbst* claims that the water pressure may be regulated by

B. Z.,26, 539. 1900,1901.
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the use of a Laval turbine revolving at a veloeity of 30,000 raro->

liitions per minute. When the turbine is pUred in the water pipe

a Hiuldoi dosing of the valve would allow an inenaaa fn iIm praa-

Rurt* of not more than 25 per oent. Under theae emidhiona a i«a>

• rvoir to regulate the water becoinee ueeleai and may be replaced

hv i\ »i tuple valve, notwithstanding the incwaaad pwuio. Hie
( .>xsvtt<^ no longer offer an abnormal rpafatanee and the Juiea di^

• ulat(>- freely. In most cases, however, it is customary to

the water into a rssenrolr conneeting with the battery. The

Rure thus obtained is always about the same. Wben a panp b
used the pressure varies with the resistance of the fnarettas, but

may )m> inereaaed by special charging of the safety vahre.

Steam used in a diffusion battery may be obtained tnm diflS«^

turces. In the beginning of the campaign the only steam

ve steam orthc exhaust. The heating oC the battery

inplished with the vapora from the multiple dTect

when the apparatus is in full activity. Thk vapor

00616 wry much less than live steam an<l is used in the calorte^

t4>rB, but for injection live steam must be used.

Quantity of steam.—Meuchar * estimates in the following

way the quantity of steam needed for diffusion:

Average temperature of tnth ooesettes 18^ C,
" " '' water in battery aO^'C,

''the exhausted cossettes 33^ C.
'' residuarywater from battery 83*C.,

" " " ** diffusion juiees 30* C.

He estimates that from 100 kUos of beeU 240 kHoa of SfitMHtad

cossettes and 110 kilos of diffusbn juice are obtained. It ia anp-

poaed that the reheating is done with injectore at a piuwre d
four atmospheres. Tliese are lost in the exhausted ciCMntlM and

the reakiuary water 204x3-612 cak>nc0. The reheating ol the

fraah oosaettes from lO^" to SO*" denumds 100x14-1,400
2012

The steam consumption Is
^^^^^ -3.3 kikis.

There is, however, another aouree of

which is km through radiatkm. The

piping, etc., collectively represent consklerable nirCace tbrou^i

which heat nuiy be lost. The experiments of PinKonjcT t in this

a Z., 18. 302, 18M. t a t. «. 429. ISSt.
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respect lead to some important conclusions. The loss per 100

kiloe of beets sliced per hour in a small battery of 13 diffusors

of 1880 liters capacity each was about 576 calories, or about

1 kilo of steam per hour, and this lo.ss is necessarily very much

greater for a larger battery. Hence the importance of covering

the diffusors, calorizators, and piping with some non-conducting

substance as is done in many factories. The heat losses in a

diffusion batter>' are mainly the outcome of the number of calories

that the exhausted cosset tes and the residuary water from the

diffusors carry away. On this point Claassen and Melichar

do not agree. The former maintains that the temperature of

the water used in diffusion has an important influence on the

heat losses. Under no circumstances should the water for the

battery be heated from a source that could be otherwise utilized,

for this would mean an absolute loss as the residuary water upon

leaving the battery is still hot. It is without doubt a great mis-

take to excessively heat the last diffusors and calorizators by a

great expenditure of steam, as this would simply heat further

the cossettes that are thrown out, while if the first diffusors of

the series are heated the caloric furnished will be carried out by

the juice and represents an ultimate saving. There is ample

authority to show that the early heating yields purer juices.

Working op a Diffusion Battery.

The working of a diffusion battery is hardly ever the same

in any two factories. The main characteristic points of resem-

blance are the intermitting phase of the operation, the reheating

of the juice between the diffusors and the nature of the juice

circulation. The juice circulates in all diffusors from top to bot-

tom, and it is only in the diffusor recently filled with fresh cossettes

that the circulation is in the reverse direction for the purpose of

driving out the air. All the other features, such as the tempera-

ture, the length of the operation, and the concentration of the

juice, var>' a great deal. As the size of the diffusors and the kind

of beet slices or cossettes are very different no special directions

can be given, and rules that would \ye applicable to every case

cannot be established; but there are certain general principles

by which every factory would do well to be guided.

There is, however, one way of working that may be considered

classical and should be followed as all the existing modes are
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simply modifiealioM of it. Tlie eoaeCtai m dkMtmM in Um
diffiuoni in various wtys, m has been pfwiously didbed. II

allowed simply to fall by gravity there would be onljr 45 kfloe

per hectoliter capacity, and 57 litcn oC hm i|Mee would

({uently remain to be filled with juice. This condition

desirable as thoee intentioes are a wast« as far as tho

of the dUfusor is eoneemed. Theoretically the water

be able to find any other passage than along the surface of the

beet slice. From this point of view there ii every advaaiaft to

be gained by forcing the oossettes to settle as much as poattile, Iml

this must evidently not be pushed to an excess, as not only would

t|m> iiii< .V be unable to circulate, but the emptying of the miduuai
troin ttie diffusor would be most difficult. In aome fielotisi It

is customary for the battery man's assistant lo prass the beK
alioes down with his feet. This need only be done, however,

when the diffusor is nearly full. During the filling it may be

found desirable to use a long pole with which the cossettes are

pressed well against the sides.

Flow of jtiice in the difhisort.—In order to intelligently follow

the working of a diffusion batter\' one must undentand the differ-

^
\7i

m-

\_JS \ */'
Fig. 121.—Flow of JFlo 13).—Flow of Juice. Tail End

of liattrn-.

ont circulations of juice in the difTusors. Into the last one of the

sorios w.ater enters through the valve D (Fig. 120), flows through

1 hi> n)a>.s of cossettes, and then rises through the eakmator A\ after

having dLssolved a small percentage of sugar and beeooies thna

tmnsf(>mic<i into what may be called juice. This liquid thco

P!Ls.^c8 into the second diffusor through whieh the flow is

the same, and thus continues its journey through the other
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partmentfl of the series. If a diffusor at the other end of the

battery has been recently filled with beet slices it must also be

filled with juice. The juice could readily enter through the valve

C, but for special reasons this is not permitted, and it is made

to flow through the calorizator A (Fig. 121) and the valves E and

E^ connecting with the piping F. The valve G being closed and E*

open the juice floT^^s in a doiNTiward direction through A' and //

and enters the diffusor B. This special flow is called mashing,

from the German **maischen."

When the liquid is drawn off, the diffusor being full of juice,

the flow in the latter is reversed (Fig. 122). The valve E is

Z ji closed while C and G are opened.

The juice from the preceding

diifusor passes through A, the

valve C and diffusor B, then

through // and the calorizator

A' and is forced through E' and

G into the measuring tank.

Flow of juice in the battery.

—If the battery is considered as

a whole the juice circulates as

shown in Fig. 123. The water

valve It's is open and allows

communication with the diffusor

D5. After having passed through that compartment from top

to bottom the juice runs through the calorizator Cg into the dif-

fusor De and, passing through beet slices contained there, runs

through Ce into the following compartment, and so on until reaching

Dn, when it rises in the calorizator Cn, flows through the valve

Cn, and into the pipe F, to enter the diffusor D\. The pipe F
differs from the other pipes of the battery only in its length, as all

are of the same diameter, and its sole object is to provide a con-

tinuous communication between the top of the calorizator C„ and

the top of diffusor D\. The juice continues its journey through

J^u ^2, but as Dz has been recently filled with beet slices the

valves J2 and J3 are opened and S is closed (in Fig. 121 J2 and

Jz are represented by E and E\ 5 by (?) and the juice rises

through the calorizator C2, enters the pipe G, and descends

through Jz and the calorizator C3 into the diffusor Dz from the

bottom. In Dz the mashing is effected, and when full its contents

are immediately drawn off. The first thing to be done is to estab-

Fio. 1 22.—Flow of Juice during
Drawing Off.
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lish in Ds the normal circulation of the juice. To this end Cj

(Fig. 124) is opened; Jz closed, and the valve S opened. The juice

from the calorizator C2 flows through the valve C2 to the top

of the diffusor Da, rises in the calorizator Ca, and passes through

Js into G and from there through S into the measuring tank.

During this interval D4 has been filled with fresh cossettes. To
break off the communication of D^ with the battery when its cos-

settee are exhausted, water is introduced into Dq through the valve

Wa, and this diflFusor then becomes the last of the series. D5 is

isolated by closing the valve Cs and the water valve Ws, and hav-

ing no longer any communication with the battery, it may be

emptied.

After the juice has been drawn off the water pressure is

upon De, S is closed, J4 opened so that the juice from the diffusor

Z>3 may flow down through the calorizator C4 into diffusor D4, in

order to mash in this diffusor. This ojicration is continued in-

definitely. The same manoeuvre is applied to a circular battery,

the main difference being in the piping, in which case D„ is side

by side with Di, and the pipe F is of the same length as the con-

necting pipes between the diffusors and the calorizators.

Necessity of working from top to bottom.—As has been shown

the circulating juice flows from one diffusor to another, and when

it has passed through a certain number of compartments its com-

position is nearly the same as that contained in the beet cells.

The volume of juice drawn off corresponds about to the weight

of cossettes added to the new diffusor, in other words the quantity

of sugar taken from one diffusor is about the same as that added

to another in the form of beet slices. The cossettes at the other

end of the battery become more and more exhausted of their sugar

because they receive water that contains less and less sugar and

finally pure water. After the juice is drawn off from one diffusor

the emptying of another follows and thus the diluted juice can

not mix with the concentrated juice. An interesting fact not to

be overlooked is that the weight of these concentrated juices in-

creases the pressing in the battery. On the other hand, the juice

becomes less dense in the calorizators owing to the temperature, and

thus naturally rises. This phenomenon is an assistance in the

genera] circulation in the battery. When injectors are connected

with the apparatus their action tends to force the juice upwards,

all of which argues in favor of the circulation from top to bottom.

On the other hand, serious difficulties may present themselves.
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If air or git exifto in the midst of the eo«ettat it oumoi rke to the

top and ceeape when the juice ia foreing it down, while if the juiee

waa intnxluoed ftrom the bottom the oontrary would be the eaae.

It ia to be noted in this roapeet that when gaaea are praaent the

exhauation cannot take place beeauae the Juleea do not eome
in contact with the beet alioea at thoae centiea. Experimenta

have been made which oonaiated in changing the direction of the

• ii< dating juice in the battery; that ia, inatead of flowing from

i"l> to bottom the juice is forced upward so aa to keep the eoatettes

constantly floating in the liquid and prevent them from clogging

(ir stnppin^ tho {wrforattHl t)ottom. Hut when the nnaKittia are

furrtnl u])\vani.s th<y i-\('iitually stop up the small holeaof the

filtering plate, when such exists, just as they do those of the

plates in the regular modes of working. Tlic circulation from top

to bottom is more advantageous for the further reason that by
this method thicker juices are disphiced by the dilute ones that

follow without much mixing.

Importance of mashing.—It has been shown that during

mashing the juice is introduced from the bottom of the diffusor,

and thi.s ia eawntial for the successful working of the battery.

If the juice was introduced at the top of the difTusor it would not be
aaUsfactorily distributed through the mass and large quantities of

a'v Aould remain to prevent the juice from coming in contact with

• roesettea; furthermore, if not liberated this might cause great

irregularities in the working of the entire apparatus. It is mainly

to prevent theee complicationa that the mashing is done. The
juice enters at the bottom and rises slowly, forcing out all the

air.

Mashing, however, has several objectionable featurea, \\ hen

the operation is completed, that is to say when the diffuaor is full

of juice, the flow is reversed, the circulation then being from top

to lK)tt()ni. As the juice that is at the bottom waa the laat to form
it is the most dilute and is drawn off before the upper, moie con-

centrated juice, which is evidently very illogical. Furthermore,

as the juice has circulated through the maas of beet alioea, it la cooler

on top than at the bottom and haa not the same eoneentratkm

as that in the diffusor immediately following. Notwithstanding

these objections, this mode of working continues to be used in

nearly all factories.

During recent years many interesting proceases have been
introduced that in a measure have changed this method of mash-
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ing. Beroreen * proposed that a vacuum be made in the diffusors

and that the ooasettes be heated by a jet of steam. All the air was

thus driven off and the juice was brought into thorough contact

with the beet slices. But unfortunately it frequently happened

that the steam cooked the cossettes and the advantages gained

would not compensate for the expense necessitated. On the other

hand, the Garez method has attracted considerable attention

and has been practically applied in many French factories. The

juice is introduced through a special perforated tube placed at the

Fio. 125.—Plan of Garez Battery. Fio. i2b.—Vertical Section of Garez
Diffusor.

centre of the diffusor, the compartment at the same time being

filled with fresh cossettes from the slicer. When the bottom holes

of this juice-distributing pipe are closed by cossettes the flow

continues through the perforations at a higher elevation until

the diffusor is full. The air no longer. offers any difficulties and

the temperature of the juice remains almost normal.

In Fig. 125 is shown the general plan of a circular diffusion

battery; many of the complicated pipings are only indicated by

dotted lines. Fig. 126 is a vertical section of a diffusor considered

separately. To the usual piping of the diffusion battery a pijpe A
is added, which is arranged to communicate through several valves

La. 8. B., 27, 381, 1899.
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with the diffuflora B. The pipe A m eoonaetad by a Miudl branch

pipe with the juice pipe a at C. The Juioe b heated belove it flDleiB

the diifusor and after leaving A it panel through tha valve D.

a connects each diffuaor, B, with its corresponding valve, D, and also

uitli an interior pipe, E, which is bent vertieally in tho centre of

tlir .iiffusor. as Bhown in F\ there is a series of vertical perforations

over the entire length of the pipe F which docM not reach the

n of the diffusor. When the intention is to fill one of the

•ra the lieet tdioes are thrown in at b at the same time that the

, rntefB through the valve D. When flowing through F the

juicc escapes through the vertical openings, the main portion,

however, reaches the Iwttom and soon saturates the oossettes

which are being rapidly supplied from the hopper of the beet

^Ih « r Ab the filling progresses and the bottom of the juice-dis-

in: lit iiig pipe F is covered, the heated juice finds its way through

the vertical openings. \Mien the diffusor is filled the conditions

are favorable for satisfactory results. The expense is do greater

than it is with customary methods of working. During the filling

of one diffusor the emptying of another compartment of the series

is progressing, communication with D being cut off. Practical

experiments apparently prove tliat there follows an immediate

uniform contact of the liquid with the coesettes in each diffusor.

\ high and uniform temperature is maintained from the start and

ay be regulated at will, under which circumstances the juices

t' very pure, having been largely freed of their albuminoids, etc.

Great economy is also said to be one of the important advantages

of the innovation, which may be applied to existing batteries at

a very little cost.

Drawing off of the juice.—The juice drawn from the diffusor

is sent to the measuring tank. There noay be two or three of these

tanks, but one is sufficient if it is properly managed. The shape

varies greatly, but in any case the emptying should be very rapidly

accomplished consuming about one-half the number of minutes

that elapse in drawing off the contents of a diffusor. If the latter

(>t< ration takes four minutes then the emptying should oonsume
t> w i Ao, and. therefore, the section of the emptying pipe is doable

that of the supply pipe. The tanks are placed either above or below

the elevation of the diffusion battery. The \*olume of juice should

be ver>' accurately determined and the battery man should reeelva

ample warning from the man in charge of the measuring tank when

the drawing off should cease. An excellent Boode oooaista of an
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electrical communication with a float on the surface of the liquid,

a bell rinfi^ing when the float reaches a certain height. Regarding

the various methods of signalling each should have a characteristic

sound distinguishing it clearly from all others, otherwise confusion

would result. There should also l^e some attachment by which

the exact level may be accurately known.

Open reheaters are used for measuring the juice that is drawn

off. The height of the juice in these receptacles is known either

through the use of an ordinary floating device or a special signal-

control combination, This mode of measuring is very imperfect

and cannot be depended upon for exact data. The volume of juice

may be recorded approximately by the use of a reservoir with an

overflow. The reservoir is entirely emptied each time after having

been filled to the overflow, and the volume is determined by weigh-

ing an equal volume of water.

When this movable overflow

system is practically regulated,

its results compare favorably with

those obtained by many of the

appliances now in use, some of

which, however, may be strongly

recommended.

Without doubt a diflfasion

battery should be worked so that

the volume of juice drawn off is

proportional to the sugar content

of the beets being worked. Sev-

eral special regulating appliances

have been proposed by which it

is thought that many of the diffi-

culties hitherto encountered may
be overcome. Cerny * has con-

structed a special apparatus (Fig.

127) intended to regulate the vol-

ume of juice drawn off by its den-

sity. It consists of a well-balanced

Fio. 127.-CERNY Juice ReguUtor. ^^ale beam C, the equilibrium

being obtained by the use of the

counterpoise a. From this scale beam are suspended two floats

B. Z., 19. 141,1894.
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\ nnf\ B, of different 8iset. The larger of the two, ^4, b in one of

titmeDts of the meaeorer where the juiee b elwrnye at e

•ti-Maui lex-el. The smaller, correcting float, B, haf an influeoee

ti the ruing motion of the other float, depending upon the denrity

: the juice in which it b placed. The volume of juice entering

-tpparatus depends upon the power needed to force back the

l)eam. When the indicator F returns to lero the drawing

I from the battery ceases.

Without doubt the oomposition of the juice during the woridng

i\ (lifTusion battery b very variable from time to time, as it b
need by the quality of the fresh coesettes run into the leading

" nf the series; but the regulator above mentioned will

: ul equalise the volume and density of the juice drawn off,

although the battery may contain beet slices of var>'ing quality.

In discussing these appliances it becomes evident that the juioe

contained in each measuring tank has about the same dafly

percentage of sugar. The density of the juice depends upon so

many circumstances that an effort at special regulation may in

some cases be decidedly objectionable, even if the contents of the

various diffusors differ in percentage of sugar. It b better to modify

the volume of juice drawn off if the sugar percentage of the exhausted

coosettes b not standard and cannot be reduced by other means.

A regulation through the drawing oft should be resorted to only

when it b to be continued for some time and may be aocomplbhed

by the use of standard measurers. Claassbn ^ states that there

b no occasion for regulating the amount of juice to be drawn from

diffusors, as beets from many sources are thoroughly mixed during

their hydraulic transportation to the factory, and that at any given

hour there b not much difference in the average saccharine per-

centage. When there b noticed a special variation in the quality of

beeta being sliced, it b possible that still further changes may ooeur;

hence the provbion made to meet the difficulty will not be entirely

successful. The density of the diffusion juices b mainly influenoed

by the composition of fresh slioes entering the diflhiaorB. A density

regulator works at once, and not only when all the diffuBOfs of

the battery are filled.

Precautionar>' means should be taken to draw off all the juioe

oinuained in the diffusor so as to avoid certain complications.

When the ooasettes are not closely packed, it b always poesihle to

• D. Z. I.. M. 1888. 1800.
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draw off more juice than when they are well pressed down, but

the juice is then more diluted than in the latter case. In many

factories it is customary to take the density of the juice after each

drawing off, in order to have an average sample of the work done

under the best possible conditions, and this mode of control may

be of great assistance. In some cases lime is added to the juice

in the measuring tank, but this practice should certainly not be

encouraged, as it is then difficult to follow the general workings

of the batter}'.

Heating.—Whenever a diffusor undergoes the process of mashing,

steam is sent into the following calorizator, and in fact in all the

calorizators the entrance of steam is so regulated that the tempera-

ture of the juice is kept between 78° and 85° C, depending upon

the variety of beets being sliced and the rapidity with which the

battery is being worked. It is desirable to maintain as high a

temperature as f>08sible in most of the dififusors, in order that the

cossettes may be thoroughly exhausted of their sugar, but in cases

where the batter}^ assistants are compelled to remove the residuum

cossettes from the difTusors with pitchforks the temperature in the

last diffusor must necessarily be lowered before this can be done.

There is no difficulty in maintaining the desired temperature in the

middle of the diffusion battery nor in the difTusors at the tail end

of the series if hot water is used; but the leading difTusors cannot

be heated in the same manner. The juice in its circulation meets

cossettes that are colder and colder and its temperature falls pro-

portionately. Efforts have been made to heat these cossettes

either by injecting steam or by heating the juice more before

mashing.

Number of open dififusors.—The number of diffusors in full

working activity varies. As a general thing all are closed with the

exception of two, one of which is full of cossettes or being mashed,

while the other is being filled or emptied. It is customary in large

batteries to leave three diffusors open. This has the advantage

of providing a reserve compartment that may be needed in an

emergency such as arises when the exhaustion is not satisfactory

because of semi-frozen beets, etc. In reply to this argument it

is said that experience shows that when handling good beets in a

large battery better results are obtained if only two diffusors are

inactive, and in exceptional cases only one diffusor remains open.

This necessitates the use of very large beet slicers, and the ma-
chinery must be stopped during the entire period of mashing. In
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Aiir^itKi I III- fillinic And cmptyinii; of the dilfusoni it a qiMttaon

of only an iiuttant. However , the numljcr of open diffuiofs

varies as the oeeMum may demand. In order to bring into

workinf; another diffmor a eertatn interval of time must be

allowiHi if the expeeted reeulta are to be obtained. After the

manhing of a difTuiior one at the tail end is thrown out, and after

the drawing off itill another is cut out. This may be repeated

after the juice has been sent to the measurer from the diffuaor

that follows and the normal mode of working would then oom-
nience. For special reasons it seems preferable to work for some

time with what is termetl a half diffusor, cutting off the last

diffusor after Uie drawing off rather than subsequent to the

m.nMhinp.

Emptying.—As soon as the juices are sent from diffuaor D3
(M^ 124) to the measurer, the diffusor Ds is cut off (Fig. 124)

to l>e emptied, the. water valve w^ is opened, and r^ and w^ are

closed. The air Ls allowed to escape so as to diniiniiih the interior

pressure and the emptying door is suddenly opened. If the mass
of exhausted cossettes has a tendency to remain in place the

emptying door is closed and a certain amount of water is intro-

duced through the valve C5. The exhausted cossettes are sub-

sequently handled in various ways. They may fall upon a
moving apron or spiral that carries them to a lift to be raised

to the cossette presses. In most straight-line batteries there

are two flumes to carry off the residuum cossettes and water.

They have a slant of 100 to 120 mm. per meter.

Hx|)erience shows that any exterior cement covering is not

desirable, for particles necessarily detach themselves and find

their way into the cosset te presses where they may cause eon-

siderable damage. To facilitate the passage of the cossettes

into the flumes water is frequently introduced from above at

the extreme end of the canal. In circular diffusion batteries the

space between the diffusors generally has a slight slant toward

the centre where a spiral carrier may be placed. In order to pre-

vent accidents it may be desirable to cover the ofx^ning by a suit-

able grating. When the diffusors are emptied the residuum falls

upon the spiral and a certain portion of the water is drained off

and is then pum|xxi into the decanting cisterns. An excellent

arrangement for circular batteries that has been adopted in Ger-

many is to have the flumes directly under the difTusor. as shown
in the engraving (Fig. ^28). The slant in the circular flume in
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question u from left to right, the section on the right being lower

than that on the left.

3r
1 Uottom of the Brunswick Circular IJiittery, showing i mi.m. - i..r

Carrying Off the Exhausted Cossettes.

Automatic emptying.—The most important of these methods i>

PFEiFFER's,*in which compressed air acts directly upon the upper

* The director of a factory in which this mode has been introduced, in a

letter to the author, expressed himself as follows:' "The discharge of thr

difTti^H^rs, by means of compressed air, is accomplished quickly and can he

easily supervised. This factory has a battery of 14 cells, of 45 hectoliters

capacity each, which are arranged in two rows. The entire installation

requires only two men and a boy, a second boy being employed for attending

the beet elevator and automatic scale. With these few hands the work is

done quickly and satisfactorily. I am convinced that at this station I could

easilv work 500 metric tons in twenty-four hours instead of the stipulated

400 tons, if the capacity of the other apparatus would allow this increase

The troublesome discharge of the pulp into open gutters, which is the system

of the old batteries, and is often a source of discontent with the help, is coni-

l^etely avoided with this new installation. Underneath the battery, which

is erected on columns and beams, there is a roomy, clean space, and instead

of being, as hitherto, the most unsightly and untidy station in the entire

sugar factory, it has become absolutely clean and neat. In addition to thi.'<

important change, I must mention that the pulp elevator, which rc({uires

frequent repairs, and sometimes causes expensive delays, is discarded with

this new process, as the air compressor replaces it, and does its work as well

and as smoothly as a steam engine.

"With respect to the operation itself, the manufacturer has a great deal

of latitude. Nothing having been provided for heating the diffusion water.

I used the waste water from the condensor in the beginning, and in this way
obtatned good results. However, being a staunch believer in hot diffusion,

t 8. B.. June 1902.
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•urface. At soon ai the emptying valve it opened the water

mixed with the oo«ettea haa a tendency to run off and to leave

the coriHcttee in the diffuaor. In order to prevent the water from

running off too rapidly, resulting in an exeetBive paeking of the

fin mted product on the perforated strainer of the bottom* the

iig arrangement is node. An aaeending pipe is inserted

in tiic a|x*rturc of the outlet of the diffusoni. If this pipe is

filled with water up to a certain height (about two meters above

the difTuiior) nothing can leave the diffunor. A» long an the

valve rcmainfl open there is produced an equilibrium of pressure

between the innide and the outside of the diffusor; the beet

sliccM on the lx>ttom Htrainer are raised and floated Ijecaune the

elevation of the column of water is greater than that of the

juiee in the battery.

Kmptying by the PrEirrER method demands that the ascend-

ing pi|>e should be filled with water up to a certain height before

the compressed air forces out the cossettes. This pipe b at fiwt

filled with water which may be allowed, as soon as the diffusor

is t4) be emptied, to flow from a N'alve placed at the bottom of the

diffusor. rndcr these conditions it Ls possible by the use of hot

or colli water to reheat or cool the cossettes in the diffusor

according to their condition; furthermore, the residuum may be

*ibmitto<l to chemical treatment before pressing.

If air is introduced from the bottom the cossettes and the

water iMKrome uniformly mLved and as a result the diffusor is

entirely emptied (Figs. 129 and 130) through F, the juice leaves

at P, and the air enters at E. The process is based on two prin-

ciples . counter pressure and bottom introduction of compressed

air. Kach of the diffusors shown in Fig. 129 is 1.40 meters

in diameter, 3.5 in height, with a ca|)acity for 2700 kilos of

1 liftrnrardf made a steam conneotton with the tank oontaimng the waste

water from the eondensor. After varkMis experiments I found that an e«iual

temperature of 70* C in all diffurion eells gave the best resulta. Under thia

temperature I auoeeeded in obtaining an exeellent and quick extraction and

juicea of high purity, combined with the advantage of drawing off only a

small ()uantity of juice. In conaequenee thereof there ia lesi water to be

evaporated, whereby fuel is saved, and as an additional advantage the eosi

<«f produetion ia lessened by increaaing the factory's capacity.

"To pro\*e the oorrectneas of this statement I would mention that I use

ofily from 8 to 9 per cent of the weight of beela of English eoal for producing

granulated sugar only, whereas other factories require on an average 12 per

cent of the same coal, and some e\*en bum as much as 15 per cent"
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eooBettes. At two-thirds of the height of the bottom cone a

circular cast-iron projection is arranged externally; this is covered

on the inside of the diffusor with |)erforated tin plates which

werve as compressed air distributors. At the lower part of the

cone is the closing arrangement which may be one of two kinds;

the most interesting consists of a cylindrical piston with rul)b{T

packing and a tube which inclines and forms an elbow joint or

connection. The s>'stem is very readily worked by hydraulic
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—

Pfriffkr Diffusor, Sectional View.

pressure, the details of which o|)eration are .shown in I'ig. LSI.

Water is introduced through d, the piston / rises, pushes up the

attachment gk into the diffusor, and the rubber joint h effects

the closing. This piston Is guided in its upward motion by the

vertical rod e. The opening and closing is done by a pointer

placed at an angle of 90®. It has been proposed to substitute for

this hydraulic joint a well-compressed fibrous material which, by
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means of a ii|)ecial hydraulic arrangement, is

the groove inside the M*at of the valve.^

It is admitted by many experU that the to-ealled edd diiftiaon

with a maximum temperature of 82^ C. gives juice of a superior

jiirity. and the percentage of dr>' matter remaining in the le-

Miuum iH ver>' high. PrEirrKK declares, on the other hand

that such is not the case, but that, on the contrary, in this re-

spect the advantages are in favor of a com|>aratively high temper-

'^

to. 130.—PrEirrER Diffuflor,

Bottom View.
Fio. 131.—Deuil of Hydniulie
Piston-dosing Combinjitkm.

ature, 81^ C. The yield of massccuiie and the nutritive value of

the exhausted cossettes were then slightly sui)erior to the product

from cold difTusion. Apparently there is a theoretical advantage

in working by cold processes, but whatever the results they are

neutralized by the surplus water needed for working the battery.

U''<-<»nt oxperiments, considering all the advantages attending the

iM-st results, show that the most desirable temperature for work-

ing the batter)' during 1899 varied from WC. to 75® C. This

• 'i;)erature demands that the beet slices shall not be exhausted

yond the ordinary limit of 0.3 to 0.5 per cent of sugar, the dura-

tion of the operation being considerably reduced. Under these

iimstances, the number of diffusors of the batter>' may be less,

17 1 the non>sugar absorption becomes much less, owing to the

shortened period of contact of the circulating juice with the cos-

settes.

The results of the analysis of the waBSSCnils show diffc

• Z.. It. SO. 1M2.
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Tlie average sugar yield for the campaign was 77.3 per cent, as

against 76.3 per cent of the previous year, notwithstanding tho

fact that the beets worked were inferior to those of 1898, which

within itself shows the advantage of the process. In a factor>

working by the Pfeifter method there are used two diffusion

batteries of eight diffusors, six of which are in operation, the

temperature being 68.7** C. The Pfeifper emptying method allow-

many other very interesting methods too numerous to be men-

tioned here.

The power of the air compressor used depends upon the height

to which the exhausted residuum must be raised. Generally a

pressure of li atmospheres is employed. The air compressor ha.<

a pressure gauge^ and as soon as the desired limit is reached a

special mechanical device, working upon the compressor, con-

trols its motion without interfering with the work.

The valve for the sweet water is also opened for a short time

but is. closed before communication is made with the air com-

pressor. Three cocks or valves placed on the upper floor permit

all this manoeuvring. The pressure gauge is watched as soon a-

connections are made. When the dial points to zero, it indicate-

that the air escapes through the bottom valve of the diffusor and

that the latter is empty. This operation lasts only 30 seconds for

a diffusor of over 80 hectoliters capacity. The valves are again

closed so that the diffusor may be filled with fresh slices.

The emptying pipe of each diffusor connects with (he general

compression pipe, which carries the exhausted cossettes into a

receiving tank of a capacity equal to that of one diffusor. The

residuum is carried by gentle pressure to the cossette presses (Fig.

132). l^y this process 2700 kilos of cossettes are raised 13.2

meters under 2J atmospheres pressure in 25 seconds. The advan-

tages of the process include doing away with the man in charge

of emptying channels, elevator, etc., excessive cleanliness, and

the reduction of the cost of repairing to a minimum. As there i.s

no necessity of receiving the residuum in a lower cemented cistern,

the foundation for the entire battery need be only of the most

simple arrangement, merely strong enough to resist the vertical

downward pressure. The cossettes are more thoroughly and

regularly exhausted as the juice is drawn off from the centre, and

it is possible to maintain a high temperature in all the diffusors.

The use of hot water for diffusion is not new, but seldom ex-

ceeds 35° C. and 40° C. in the last diffusor. The supposition was
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that the residuum, if excessively heated, would have no keeping

powers during siloing; numerous recent experiments, however,

prove that the hyix)tho«i« was not justified.*

Starting of a diffusion battery.—To start a diffusion battery

aatisfartorily, certain essential conditions must be attained. The

maximum temperature should be established as soon as possible, and

hot water consequently is much better than cold. In starting the

batter>' three diffusors should be filled with hot water which may be

obtained by reheating the water, passing from one diffusor to an-

other in the calorizators or by taking it from one of the stations of

manufacture (water of condensation and evaporation), liefore the

heating begins the battery man should see that all the valves and

steam cocks are in their correct positions.

The temperature of the water should not be higher than 70° C,
otherwise the fresh cossett^s will be overheated at the start and

cause a faulty circulation. Four to five diffusors are successively

mashed with hot water and the juice which circulates between

them is kept at the desired temperature. Then only is the first

juice drawn off into the measurer, and thus from two diffusors the

contents of one-half the measuring receptacles may be run off.

When the requisite number of diffusors is in full activity, that is to

say, filled with cossettes and running with regularity, the pre-

Cold siloed cossettes become heated after a time and undergo lactic fer-

mentation which puts them in a condition to be eaten with avidity by cattle.

This fermentation is much more rapid with the hot siloed residuum than with

the cold, as it need not undergo a preliminary heating. When the cold siloing

has been carelessly done there are dangers of acetic acid fermentation, which

need never be dreaded with hot siloed cossettes. Beet residuum if exposed

for a considerable period to the air will rot, and these organic changes are much
more to be dreaded with hot than with cold cossettes, but may be entirely over-

come by a suitable dirt covering over the outer surface of the silo. It is very

important for the good keeping of the product, that the tissue structure of

the l>eet be in no way modified by an excessive temperature during diffusion.

For ordinary working of the diffusion battery, the beet slices contained in

the diffuBoni come successively in contact with juices of a gradually decreas-

ing density and temperature, until, when reaching the last diffusor of the

•cries, they are entirely exhausted of their sugar by the cold water contained

therein.

The tables herewith show that, even at 62° C, when certain albuminoids

begin to coagulate, there need be no apprehension of their finding their way
either into the juices or into the e^'eei-wBiter waste. By cold methods of

working, on the other hand, these advantages do not exist. In the first

of experiments the diffusors were all worked at the same temperature.
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mrrmoged standArd t«mpeniture ahoukl be mainUinwI. The laH

dUfuKNni should be eaiMnitcd and emptied in order. The eoaettee

of the first dilfuaor are uaually well exhaust^Hl of thfir sugar, but the

juioe first drawn off b neoMsarily very dilute, and only after filling

ii..62*C.: the

WM am mmd to 81 <* C
At 75* C. and in the third th« tamperBturv

snd then redueed to that of water hent.

KxpBniuB!mi rBAfoanao at Vahtixo TmurmmAnmmL
OmnUIINATIONII.

A.
II.
7»». i'.V

liw WMte water from on
in protein eubetMMM..

• ffmtsiwwl
fVOMl.

0.073

FirOMt.

0.060 065

4>lMIHy«IT10X0r DRIED DBOUCTIOX BBIKO AlXOWBD rOK MOMTURB,
SAND, AND CLAY.

I. II. til.

Raw fat

HalU
K l\V ITOlnll

FwOmI.
1.48
4.45
8.90
19.08
66.14

PivOmi.
1.71
4 49
9.21
18.75
65.84

IWOnt.
1.17
4 62
8 65

i : i XT (celluloee) , 18.15
^ iitiiirogeneous extractive substances.

.

67.41

100.00 100.00 100 00

Diffusion juicea:

Brix
Siufiir

I»urity

114°
12.64%
87.80

14. 5*

12.66CJ
87.20

13 35"

11 65*-;

87 30

llsMeeuite:
Sugar..
Water
Aah
Organic non-suKam

87.90%
S 80
2.60
3,0

87.50%
547
3.04
3.99

87.10%
650
2.78
3.62

T)i.> eoawttes of experiments II eontain a higher percentage of alHi-

'•..i . is than the others. For this reason the wests water of II contains

IcM, due to the fact that the temperature beii« higher from the start the

albuminoids were more rapidly mamilated. From a German eouunerdal

standpoint, the residuum in question has a nutritive value of 4.99 marks,

while the others were worth 4 95 nukrks and 4.97 marks, respectively, per 50

kUo^

The exhausted coseettcs are preswd at 62* C, and as the hot resfaluum is

more readily presi>d than the cold, the final product contains saore dry mat-

ter, the average during the last campaign having varied between 14.8 and 15.1
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the measurer six or seven times is the desired concentration ob-

tained. To overcome thi8 difficulty it may be found desirable to

draw off lees juice from the first diffusors. A diffusion battery

should be started gradually, othemise there is always danger of an

exceasive softening of the cossettes, which often occurs.

Stop[Mige of the battery.—Wlienever there is some special

reaaon for stopping the battery, it becomes necessary to close all

the steam valves of the various calorizators. With good healthy

beets a stoppage for 12 hours offers no specially objectionable

features, provided the temperatures are lowered in the diffusors.

Many sugar factories are not run on Sunday, and a rest is permis-

sible if after having drawn off the very concentrated juice the work

recommences at night with ver>^ diluted juices. This mode of work-

ing, however, is not desirable, as certain changes always take place

in the composition of the juices, and in point of economy nothing is

gained, there being comparatively little saving in fuel, as when start-

ing again almost all the exhaust steam escapes without being

utilized. Some experts reconmiend that the battery be entirel}'

emptied, as thoroughly cleaned as time permits, and the working

begun again with fresh juices. AVhenever a stoppage of a few

hours seems necessar}', it is better, if possible, to work slowly

rather than to stop entirely. It is always desirable during the bat-

tery's inactivity to keep up the temperature so as to avoid any

possible danger of fermentation, and this necessitates some circu-

lation of the juice, otherwise, as mentioned before, the cossettes

would simply be cooked.

Emptying the battery.—No special rule can be given as to the

best mode of emptying a diffusion battery, as it differs in the

various factories. Claassen says that the emptying of the battery

should be accomplished by separating and emptying one diffusor

after another, drawing off from each at certain interv^als sufficient

juice to fill two measurers. At the end there are only four diffusors

>n connection, and the drawing off continues until the juice retains

only 0.3 to 0.5 per cent of sugar. Malander seems to favor the

following mode for emptying the battery: A diffusor is thrown out

per cent, as compared with 13.4 per cent of the previous year. As the resid-

uum is sent hot to the drj'er there follows an economy of fuel to the extent

of 42 kilos of coal per 100 kilos of dry cossettes obtained. Under these

circumstances the daily capacity of the dryer is increased. The initial heat-

ing of the remduum is indispcnsalile in eliminating the inconveniences hitherto

existing. This is accomplished by preliminary heating during diffusion, the

product remaining hot until it reaches the presses, as all apparatus are closed.
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lifter the juice ui drawn from the leading obmpartiiient of the series;

then another is taken off after two more are drawn off and sent to tho

measuring tank, and this method is eootinued, always drawing

off onoe or twice before another diffusor at the other end beeomes

inactive. For short batteries, experience shows that it is neeenary

to draw off at least twice before the last four or five diffuson are

ucoessively thrown out, and towards the end the drawing off con-

tinues until the juices contain about 0.5 per cent of sugar. With
inferior bocts the limit shouki not be leas than 0.5 to 0.75 per cent.

If this percentage is rather above the normal the additional loss is

of very little importance comparpd with the advantages of keeping

the quality of the juice up to the desired standard. Under all

circumstances the juices from the battery toward the end of the

operation have a com|)06ition that is always less than that of ordi-

nar>' juice. Their purity falls considerably, and this is not rectified

even by defecation, as they contain organic noQ-«ugar, which forms

calcic salts during the defecation, and nmy make the subsequent

work ver}' difficult, especially the last graining in pan at the end of

the week.

Special modes of working.—In the report of the French Sugar

Alanufaoturers' Syndicate the methodic of working are divided into

the 8low and the rapid modes, the former working at a comparatively
' >w temperature. The in.stallationH and the working of the pUuits

< xaniined by the expert may be considered first as consisting of a

nique battery made up of twelve, fourteen, and sixteen diffusors.

* old water is circulated through the last diffusor of the series and the

unihination is such that the temperature gradually rises from one
iiiflfu.sor to the other. At about two-thirds of the length of the

)»attory three to four diffusors may be found tlmt have the maxi-

mum temperature. At the beginning of the series are the fresh cos-

.•icttes where the warmer juice has its temperature lowered, and the

juice drawn off is at 28^ to 32^, while at the centre it reaches 75® to

sO^ C. From six to eight diffusions are made per hour and an average

< >f 53 kilos of cossettes are allowed per hectoliter of juice contained by
\\\v (lifTusor. Consequently with a battcr>' of twelve diffusors of 25

heinoliters it becomes possible to handle during 24 hours 25 X
53X7X24 or 220 tons, or 8800 kilos or tons per hectoliter of

the practical capacity of the diffusor. When the battery consists

of fourteen diffusors its capacity evidently increases, but the cos-

settes must be submitted to the same degree of exhaustion. All

things being equal, it is nteessary that the period the water and the
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oossettes are in contact shall remain the same, about 85 to 90

minutes. Therefore, twelve clifTusions must be completed in 85

minutes or 8.4 per hour, or for a day of 12 hours 25x53X8.4—

270 tons or 10.6 tons per hectoliter of the practical capacity of the

diffusor. With a battery of sixteen diflfusors working under the

same conditions it would be possible to work 320 tons a day, suppos-

ing that there are ten diffusors emptied and filled each hour. It

is conlcuded that if batteries of twelve, fourteen, and sixteen dif-

fusors be compared their efficiency is proportioned to the number

of diffusors in activity, provided, however, that the period of con-

tact remains the same in each case. This law remains constant

whatever be the capacity of the diffusors.

In the hot, rapid types the batteries may be divided into sub-

batteries of seven, eight, nine, and eleven diffusors, arranged so as

to receive the cossettes under the best possible conditions, and

generally arranged in two straight lines or in a circle. They are

alternately worked by the same gang of men, each sub-battery

having only one diffusor that is not working. As a general thing

the last diffusor receives hot water at 35° to 50° C, and the heat-

ing is arranged in such a way as to reach the desired maximum
in the least possible time. The first diffusors are heated and the

Juice drawn off is hot. As each sub-battery is shorter it offers less

resistance and it is possible to add 56 kilos of cossettes per hecto-

liter of practical capacity of the diffusor. The cos.settes remain in

contact with the circulating juice from 60 to 70 minutes. With two

sub-batteries of seven diffusors and twelve diffusors being emptied

each hour, the daily working will be

12X56X25X24= 400.2 tons,

or 17.5 tons per hectoliter of practical capacity. The weight of

beets that may be handled with sub-batteries of 7, 8, and 9 is

proportional to the number of diffusors in activity, provided the

manner of working remains the .^me. The factories visited in

France by the expert of the syndicate had in one case two sub-

batteries of seven diffusors of 33 hectoliters and handled 600 tons

of beets per diem; 117 liters were drawn off and the cossettes con-

tained only 0.33 per cent of sugar. The other plant had two

8ul>-batteries and seven diffusors of 30 hectoliters. Each one

handled 250 tons per diem, and drew off 117 liters, the exhausted

eoesettes containing 0.25 per cent of sugar.
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Working with dirty watoi*.—In an emaffenciy tlie kMilt«y may
be operated by iniroducin(^to the end diffuaor after the fint one

has undergone the preliminary stagee of mashing, under which

conditions the total volume of decanted water used is somewhat

leas than would be necessary to mash up the leading diifusor;

consequently there need be no apprehension lest this water reaeh

t be bottom of the end diffusor and be introduced into the follow-

mg one. Before resorting to this expedient, however, the clean

water should be economised in every possible way. The dirty

water, or rather the residuum water from the diflfusion batter>',

may be employed over and over again for thiM purpose, after

having rested long enough to be separated from the suspended

iinpuritios. As soon as the mashing is finished the last diffusor »
thrown out and emptied of the dirty water. Tlie drawing off is

operated while the clean-water valve is open ujwn the new end

lifTumr. Some maintain that the decanted water may be advan-

tageously used when the diffusor is thrown out during the drawing

off instead of during the mashing, but further exix?rience is needed

to decide this point. The volume of juice drawn off with waste

water is then only about 40 per cent of the diffusor's capacity.

The criticism made of this method is that the residuary water,

\vhich is thus repeatedly used, becomes overcharged with micro-

oiganisms, and if certain precautions for cleansing are not taken

fermentation sets in and may cause inferior extraction for the rest

"f the campaign. I^eiffer, however, claims that through the use

>f Ills clofied apparatus these dangers are obviated.

Comprewed air yields far better results than decanted water,

1 1though the method of working is the same. If air should find

its way into one of the ne.xt diffusors it would stop the circulation

of the juice in the battery. The compressed-air plant necessitates

an additional compressing arrangement and an air reservoir. The
air is at the same pressure as water would have been in the battery,

and when this is exceeded the air escapes through a weU-arranged

safety valve.

A number of modifications of the ordinary* diffusion methods

have been proposed, but no satisfactory results have l)ecn obtained

with them. Attempts have been made to do aw*ay with many of

the valves used in the existing types of diffusion batteries, and

also to effect the diffusion in one diffusor; but these have not been

successful, owing to the imixwsibility of preventing the mixing

of juices of different densities. Under such circumstances the
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exhaustion of sugar from the beet slices is never satisfactory,

although only very dilute juices are drawn off.

Divided batteries.—Tourkiewicz in Russia who had excep-

tional (iiflicultics to contend with in the way of poor beets adopted

the following plan: The juice was alternately drawn off from

each of the two sections of a divided battery, but though the period

of diffusion was the same per 100 kilos of beets, the juice remained

twice as long in the diffusors, because in one continuous battery

each filling of a diffusor corresponded to the drawing off of the juice

from one and the mashing in another, while in two batteries (con-

sisting of a single battery cut in two) during the filling of the diffusor

of one series, the other remained stationary during mashing, the

drawing off from the latter being effected when the filling was

done. There are consequently, during the same interval of time,

two displacements with a continuous battery and only one with

a divided batter}\ However, a very simple calculation shows that

a single battery of fourteen diffusors and two batteries of seven

diffusors, each working alternately, should give in the end the same

result. It is essential that the same number of diffusors should

work in the two cases. As the divided battery necessitates con-

siderable additional work and is complicated, it should be adopted

only in very exceptional cases where very poor beets must be

handled that might clog the passage of the juice when there is a

large and interrupted series of diffusors. At the Sainte Marie

Kerque beet-sugar factory, Legier says that the diffusion battery

in two sections gives 110 liters of juice per 100 kilos of beets sliced,

and consists of eighteen diffusors of 38 hectoliters. The division

of the battery is obtained in a very clever manner with a view to

obviating the necessity of a semi-circular revolution of the beet-

slice hopper when changing the diffusors. The diffusors 1, 3, 5 . . .

17 communicate with each other and form one battery, and the

numbers 2, 4, 6 ... 18 form the other battery. The cycle of the

batter>' consists in reality of fourteen diffusors, besides four placed

in the interior of the circle. Hut the temperatures of the diffusors

of one battery are the same as those of the others; as a conse-

quence, the working of the two batteries is exactly the same as

that of an 18-diffusor combination. Under these circumstances

the control is easy and the cpst is considerably reduced.

Continuous diffusion.—The only continuous diffusion appa-

ratus in actual use for any length of time was that of Charles and

Perret (Fig. 133). It consists of a large closed cylinder with
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double Men, the nheet-iron interior being perforated and eoo-

1 1 : M^ a iUowly revolving spiral E, 8 meten kmg and 1 meter

la dioiiieter. The beet sliees are introduced through the

hopper A, and at the other extiwnity the water is fed to the

apparatuH at 7{f C. through H. The coitettet comequently

travel in an opixwitc direction to that of the juice and the diffu-

sion water, and u|x>n reaching Z are exhausted of their sugar.

From there they are taken by a moving band to the oossette

pn»8C8. An the circulating li(|Uor would have a tendency to

paitt) through the ix^rforations into the outer cylinder, this diffi-

culty IS overcome by having as many sheet iron annular di\ision8

as there are spires to the helix. These rings force the juice to

pass through the mass of oossettes and to progress towards the other

extremity of the apparatus. This appliance had many objection-

l/t^^*^-nlflU

Fio. 133.—CH.VRLIW and PcaaaT OontinuouB Bftttarjr.

able features,* among which may be mentioned an excessive
.!*:!..' rn Ii>r the most favorable conditions the exhausted

inicd 0.5 per cent of sugar.f

\ the more recent continuous processes may be men-
IU:RTRAMt (liffiision (Fig. 134). The combination b

.
', and if practicable it should be very economical. The

hceis fall into the slicers a, and subsequently into a hopper beneath;

by the rotation of an endless screw b they enter the diffusor o;

here they come in contact with the circulating juice; on reach-

ing the bottom they are carried horizontally, the arms k bringing

the semi-exhausted cossettes very thoroughly in contact with

the juice during their rotation. The screw m forces the mass
through a conical cylinder, then into a horizontal cylinder p, a

: l! -Df^ endless screw r carries the pulp forward. Much of the

' •
!

id pressed out just as it would be in a Klusemann press

and is still further separated during its upward journey before

being thrown out. It is important to note that in the diffusor o

* a I., U. 107. 1880. t a L. 16, 650. 1880. t Z.. 48. «37. 1806.
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a vaeeuum of 0.13 to 0.16 aim. k OMntial for the proper work-

ing of the appliance. The juiee is drawn upwarda with the water

that enters at «. During its pawage through the afiplianee there

are several filtering cloths sueh as n, ete. ; here the juiee separated

escapes and flo>»-s into reheaters, and re-enters the apparatus;

finally, the juice escapes from the diffusor at d.

Continuous diffusion of the Kessler ^ type consists of a tube,

bent in V shape, of a length about equal to six ordinary diffusoca

and of al)out the same diameter as a diffusor. Two spirals are

combinoii for filling and emptying the diffusor of its ooasettes,

which also form a closing with a cone, very like the combination

tt^ttl in cossette presses , through which the cossettes, but not the

juice, may pass. Beneath these compressing oones the aides of

the pipes are perforated, on the one hand for allowing the hot

water of the diffusor to enter, and on the other for the exit of

the (lifTusion juices. From above the tightening cone, on the sides

where the cossettes enter, the juice extracted is forced beneath

the cone where it is reheated and rises along the sides of the screw,

heats the cossettes with which it comes in contact and runs off

from the top of the apparatus, passing through perforated aheet

iron into the pulp separator and thence into the measuring recep-

tacle, lietween the place where the water enters and the tight-

ening screw on the emptying side the apparatus is also per-

' ited, and the partially pressed cossettes yield the water

y contain. After leaving the apparatus the cossettes are

lin put through the regular presses. The sweet water obtained

by the first pressing is comparatively pure and may be returned

to the diffusors. Under these conditions the residuum coasette

pressing need not be pushed to the usual limits.

Heating the head of battery.—In order to coagulate the al-

buminoids already in the cells, so that they can no longer fonn

part of the juice, it has been proposed to reheat the juices by
ins of injected steam or to introduce very hot juices at the

It luperaturc at which the albumen coagulates in the diffusors upon
fresh beet slices. It is, however, doubtful whether this mode has

any practical utility, as the albumin that may be thus coagulated

has a very limited influence on the subsequent working of the

juices. This phm is very difficult to put into practice, because the

reheating with steam dilutes the juice, and the cossettes thus

^ D. Z. I.. f8. 22 and 61, 1908.
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heated have a paste-like texture and offer considcrahlc ()])st ruc-

tion to the general circulation of the juice in the battery.

The Henzel* mode which met with very indifferent success,

consisted in injecting hot air at 80® C. into the diffusors.

One general defect frequently pointed out in the ordinary

diffusion battery is that the juice entering the diffusor last filled

is not sufficiently hot to give the best results, the juice drawn

off being only warm. Upon general principles a diffusor is mashed

from bottom to top, and when drawn off the juice comes from

top to bottom. Evidently the juice at the bottom has taken no

part in the diffusion. To reheat the juice in this compartment

to a maximum temperature Naudet proposed to force it to circu-

late not only through its own calorizator, but also through a

reheater independent of the battery, this circulation to be con-

tinued until the desired temperature is reached. During this

period the second diffusor of the series is drawn off. The cir-

FiG. 135.—Diagram of Arrangement of Naudet's Method.

culation is effected by a centrifugal pump. It is recommended

not to use steam at a temperature higher than 5°C. above that

which the juice should ultimately have. A small pipe connects

the diffusor being heated with a receiver so as to allow for the

expansion of the liquid. It is claimed that under these circum-

stances the heating of the juice is very economical. There follows

a coagulation of the albuminoids in the fresh cossettes, and in

consequence a higher purity of the juice, combined with an in-

creased efficiency of the battery.f

Practically the Naudet (Fig. 135) process is conducted in the

following manner: The diffusors D2 and D3 have the standard

piping attachments which are not shown in the diagram herewith,

B. As.. 10. 579. 1893. t D. Z. I., 26, 1766. 1900.
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aod aiito two specul pipes, one leadiiig to and tbe other from the

reheator. The imuthing of Dt being eompletod, the valves are

iianipulated to draw off not D|, but Dt. The valvee At and

Hi are opened, the pump is set woricing, the juice passes through

the reheats and the beet slices, and after the second dreuUition

hiia a temperature of nearly 80^ C. This centrifugal pump should

bo sufficiently powerful to force several ctrculatioos during the

drawing off and mashing, as the mashing of the diffusor D4 is also

accomplished with the juice from D2 by closing ^S and opening

J4 (see Fig. 123). When the mashing is finished J4 is closed to

isolate D4 and to force it also to circulate. Jt is closed, Cf, Jj,

and iS are opened and the juice from D^ is sent to the measurer.

The working of this process varies very much with local conditioDS.

This mode continues to yield most satisfactory results. A
factory in which it has been introduced had a daily capacity of

(WK) to 700 tons, and with two batteries of eleven diffusors each

the forced circulation brings the capacity up to 785 tons per 24

hours. \Mth beets testing 16 per cent sugar and a purity coeffi-

cient of 85.7, the method gave juices in the battery containing

15.25 per cent of sugar and a purity of 87.5, which means 1.8

purity higher than the original juice. There remains 0.28 to

0.35 per cent sugar in the residuum cossettes from 100 kilos of

beets, and there were drawn off 103 to 104 liters of juice, while by
the previous mode the same percentage of sugar remained in the

co6S(*ttcs. but the volume of juice per 100 kilos of beets was 115 to

120 liti'rs, which means very much more juice to evaporate and
cons(>quently a greater consumption of fuel, to attain the

results. At the Xassandres (France) sugar factory an
of fn)tn So to 1 10 tons of beets are being sliced per diem since the

\ AUDET apparatus has been introduced. The resulting juices had
:i purity of 87.52, and were epurated with 2.5 kilos of lime per

hectoliter of juice. After the second carbonation the purity was

91.5. Practical tests were made in several factories, and the results

obtained were always most en< <:. and thorouf^hly endorse

the practical value of this inno\ 1 the working of a diffusion

batter>'.

Jeunek * has obtained some excellent results by directly heat-

ing at 50^ C. the fresh diffusion cossettes in the first diffusor and
mixing with juice neariy at the boiling point taken from a diffusor

• D. Z. I.. Se. C3,V IttOl.
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previously mashcKl. To prevent the bad effects of excessive heat-

ing the juice is kept at 69° (\ in the diflfusor. l^y old modes of

working it was impossible to keep such a general low temperature

in the battery without causing sugar losses or retarding the work-

ing. The high temf>erftture favored the salt diffusion. The beet

juice used for mashing seldom had a temperature higher than

36^ C. By the new mode of working the juice is heated in a

special receptacle up to 95° to 97.5° C, and in this hot condition

it is subsequently used in the diflfusor being mashed. The con-

centrated juice from the recently mashed diflfusor is sent to the

measurer and from there to the carbonatation tanks. The next

diflfusor is filled with fresh beet slices and mashed with hot juice

from the reservoir, during which period the juices of the preceding

diflfusor are drawn off and are nm into a reservoir where they

are heated and subsequently used for mashing in another dif-

fusor. The newly mashed diflfusor is then connected with the

battery and its first juices are run into the carbonatation tanks,

as explained in the foregoing, etc. The satisfactory working of

this method demands two reheating reservoirs, so as to mash
with hot juice in one diflfusor while the other diflfusor is being

filled. It is claimed that the diffusion would thus be more ra])id

and the cossettes more thoroughly exhausted.

Upon taking into consideration the Naudet* experiments,

in which the work is conducted under much the same principles

as those just described, it was concluded that it is not possible

to heat the cossettes excessively by the Jelinek method. Even in

mashing at 80° C. the juice then drawn off to be sent to the

measurer would be at an average temperature of not more than 35°

to 40° C. in the battery. It Ls pointed out that it would be diffi-

cult to use juice as hot as Jelinek proposed as the top layer of

cossettes would simply be cooked and the circulation of the batter>'

would come to a standstill. The Melichar mode is apparently only

f-; copy of the Naudet mode, although Cerny claims that it was in

existence in Austria in 1895, that is- to say a long time before the

Naudet process. Melichar f mashes the diflfusor of a battery

with the juices from the compartment previously filled; the juice

that continues to arrive is sent to the measuring tank, and during

this interval communication is made with a pump which forces

the juice through the so-called circulator and a tubular reheater,

B. As., 18, 569, 1901. f B. Z., 26. 449, 1900-1901.
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and the juice thus heated returai to the fftme diffueor from which

it was drawn and then passes into the next diifusor to be filled.

The juice drawn off has a tem|)crature of 75^ to S5^ C. It is claimed

that by this system of heating there follows a fuel eeooomy of 0.0

per cent. The diiftision battery need eonstst of eomparativdy

few compartments.

Tlie FoKLHC'HK^ procetw al«o ruieinhleH the Naidkt mode, hut

iiLstcad of drawing off the juice from a difTuttor recently mashed
A ith fresh beet cossettoB» Foklsciie forces it to circulate through

tiie preceding diffusor, so that the juice drawn off shall be hotter

and the oossettes thereby also better heated, attaining as soon as

possible the temperature of 80^ C. To accomplish this there

is placed on the pipe between the diffusors a valve that permits

the buttery to Ix* divided. Hot juices are drawn off from the third

diffusor and sent to the measurer. After this drawing off another

mashing foIlo\\*8, as is customary in the regtilar methods of work-

ing, and the o|x?ration8 are successively repeated.

Hakhxiann t combines with his mode of working the diffusion

1 i r \ a rirrulation through the Goesettes in the diffuson of a series

> i : < ision juicc<M containing decreasing stigar percentages. After the

firat of these solutions has passed through the cossettes of the first

diffusor and a juice reheater, and the cossettes are sufficiently hot,

the second solution is run through the same cossettes in the same

dtffusore and a certain volume of juice is drawn off and sent to the

•
'^'

' natation tank. The other diffusors of the batter)- are worked
i;: • same way, a volume of li(|uor about eciual to that removed

in the first section being drawn off so as to obtain a systematic work-

ing of the lottery. About ten solutions are used. ^Mlen the weak*

est solution has been run through the last diffusor of the aeries

the diffusion proper is completed. The exhatisted cossettes are

subse<|* round and sent through ptmaps to the pulp preeaea,

The s\N • r running off is used to replace that which is removed

from the battery and sent to the last juice receptacle.

Upon general principles) very long batteriea are not deairable.

However, it is difficult to bring about the desired difliiirion imleaa

the circulating liquid comes in contact wnth the cossettes for a

considerable period of time. Evidently when this is pushed to

excess a large quantity of salts is always diaaolved aa well aa augar,

and the juioea become more and more impure. Stewfes claims

« D. Z. I.. S8. 337. 1003. t Z.. SI. 951. 1001.
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that in all existing diffusion batteries the beet slices are very

much more rapidly diffused in the upper portion of the diffusors

than they are on the lower levels, such being the case the dura-

tion of diffusion is considerably and unnecessarily lengthened,

and, furthermore, there is a difference in temperature between the

upper and lower strata of the beet slices. In the very lowest

layers there is always considerable organic transformation, etc.,

going on which causes great impurity of the resulting beet juices.

Baermann (Steffen) * proposes to stop the extraction when the

cofisettes still retain 2 per cent of sugar. The juices thus drawn

off are submitted to a regular epuration by lime, carbonatation,

etc., and the ultimate purity is higher than it would otherwise

have been. The exhaustion up to a 2 per cent sugar limit is

rapidly accomplished, but the continuation of maceration in the

new apparatus proposed by Steffen demands more time and pre-

sents certain difficulties. The cossettes fill a long iron cylinder

closed at the bottom by the disk of a machine that grinds the beet

slices. These are pumped and forced through j)res.ses and give a

final residuum containing less than 2 per cent of sugar or less than

0.5 per cent of the total sugar contained in the original beet.

The macerator used 'is very high and of a very much smaller

diameter than the average diflfusor. About one-third of the

distance from the top the juice is collected from each diffusor,

pumped through a reheater and allowed to flow back into the

compartment on top of the fresh beet slices, subsequently leaving

the apparatus through an upper opening. The slices when nearly

at the bottom of the macerator are thoroughly mixed with the juice

by a rotating appliance. After the product has been reduced to a

pulp-like condition it flows into a pipe and is pumped through a pulp

strainer, the juice thus separated running back into the macerator

from which it was taken. The operation is continuous. The juice

thus forced out is sent to the lower part of the macerator and rises to

the normal level, at which spot the iron of the cylinder is perforated

80 as to allow the liquor to pass inta a measuring tank. A portion

of this juice can be drauTi off with a centrifugal pump from a ring

surrounding the perforated portion of the cylinder and is forced

through a reheater to be emptied in an almost boiling condition

on top of the fresh coesettes of the macerator. Special mixers carry

the exhausted ooesettee to the grinder where they are reduced to

D. Z. I., 26, 1922, 1901.
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paiito. The pipe ronnorting with the pvoMOi haa a branch pipe at

the lower extremity of the maeerator to aamire the proper working

of the grinder whirh might clog owing to the fluid ronairtency of

the paate. The portion of the building where thia dUfiiaioo la

rondueted haa a height of 4 metem.

The new Stcffkn prooeai, which haa abeady been experi-

mented with, is based upon the principle that fresh eoasettes are

brought in contact with hot juicen at 70^ to 80^ C. and are at

onee pnased. It is pointed out that the percentage of dry

matter in the residuum is increased. The juice goes through

a sort of preliminary heating at 05^ to 100^ C, and is mixed

with fresh coesettes in the proportion of about 1:5. As soon aa

the beet slices have reached the desired temperature they are

preased. It is pointed out that imder these circumstances one

obtains 70 parts of juice for 100 parte freah coesettes, and the 30

parts of residuum contain 30 to 35 parts of dry substance. As no

water is used, the ultimate juice obtained is more dense and haa a

higher purity coefficient than is obtained by standard modes of

working. After defecation and carbonatation the actual average

gain in purity is not more than 2 per cent.

The results realiied by this method do not appear to us to

offer any special advantage. It Ls claimed that notwithstanding

the high sugar percentage of the residuary cossettcA, that the

sugar yields are higher than by any of the existing modes of dif-

ftision. Steffkn maintains that there are ver>' imiMmant un-

known sugar lessee in the batter>'; this assertion has been refuted

by numerous experta.

General considerations.—From what haa been said in the fore-

goingy several charactcri:itic modes of working, depending upon

local circumstances, may be distinguished. Claassbn discussing

this question 8a>'8:

(1) When i^ing long batteries of twelve to fourteen diffusore,

of which ten to twelve are in full activity and of comparatively

small capacity (20 to 30 hectoliters), the cossettes should be very

fine. The high temperature must be maintained throughout the

entire batter>' even up to the last diffusor by us'ng hot water

during difTiision. The operation should be short, alxiut 1 to IJ

hours, while the changing of the diffuaors and the circulation of

the juice should be very rapid. Under such circumatanees the

.nice drawn off will be satisfactory as to volume and concentration.

(2) When using long batteries, with twelve to fourteen large
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difltuaore of 50 to 80 hectoliters capacity, the cossettee should not

be too fine, hut very regular. The temi)erature in the difTusor

leading the series should Ik* high, but in the last difTusor very low,

the water of diffusion being warm. Ihe operation should last

from IJ to IJ hours. The circulation of the juice is less rapid

and the number of diffusors emptied in a given time smaller tli;iri

in the case first mentioned.

(3) When running in a short hatter\' with six to ciglu large

diffusors the cossettes should be the same as in the second case,

the temperature in all the diffusors as high as possible, the water

of diffusion hot, and the duration of the operation shorter than

in the second case, about U to IJ hours. 'J he changing of the

diffusors is, however, less frequent, the circulation cf the juice

slower, and the volume of juice drawn off greater.

When handling a diffusion battery already existing in a factory

it is desirable to decide which one of the three methods just men-

tioned will give the maximum production, combining the greatest

concentration of juice with a superior exhaustion of the cossettes.

Testing the working of a battery.—A reliable and rapid method

for determining the conditions existing in a battery has long been

needed. The microscope might be used, but is not easy to handle

in rapid laboratory work during a sugar campaign. The following

appears to be a very simple way of ascertaining with considerable

accuracy the desired information as to the temperature in the

battery. If a handful of refuse pulp pressed between the fingers

offers a certain amount of resistance to the pressure, it is concluded

that the temperature in the battery has not been sufficiently high.

If the temperature has been what it should be the mass is reduced

in volume by a slight pressure, retaining at the same time a certain

elasticity in all its parts. On the other hand, if the pulp becomes

pasty under hand pressure, overheating has certainly taken place,

which caiLses an increased percentage of organic salts in the juice,

and these, when combined with lime during carbonatalion, are

very difficult to eliminate in all subsecjuent operations.

To make sure that the mode of working Is all it should be it is

best to adopt a special mode of sugar estimation, the execution

of which, however, demands considerable trouble and work and,

therefore, cannot be generally adopted. This method consists in

taking a sample of juice simultaneously from each diffusor of the

battery and examining it for sugar content and purity. These

data show the increased sugar percentage in each diffusor, and if
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combined in a system of co-ordinatcR, m> amngrd that the

eorraipODd to the number of diffusoni and the ordinate! to the in-

creaae in sugar percentage, a curve is obtained which, when work-

ing according to rational rules, should have a determined iiha|)e.

If, on the contrary, the working of the diffusion battery is faulty

the curve thuii traced will Im* very irn>gular, the exhaustion of thr

cosHettetf in the different diffuMni will not be satisfactory and the

total production of the battery will consecjuently not attain the

desired standard of economical working.

Thbi method of testing the working of a Iwtter}' collectively and
.'f ri. h diffusor separately was proposed by Hattut.* The finit dia-

gr.iii. > I'ig. 136) may be oonsklered a normal curve fur the reskluum

oossette exhaustion of a batter>' conainting of seven diflfusora.

The cur>'es obtained in practice are very different from this theorei-

ieal standard if the heating has been neglected. The influence of

the temperature is self-evident in the diagrams. The full black

line shows the augmentation of concentration of the juice and

1 t s 4 i 6 ;

Fio. 130.

the dotted lines give the temperatures. Whenever there is an

irregularity of temi)erature there follows an irreguUrity in the

phenomena of diffiwion. Fig. 137 illustrates to a ver>' poor exhaus-

tion, although there is a considerable increase of sugar percentage

between certain diffusors. Fig. 138 shows a much more regular

• >rking and a considerable increase in sugar |)ercentage between

iho seventh and eighth diffusors, and without doubt the cosaettes

in this oaae were well exhausted of their sugar. In Fig. 139 the

increase in sugar percentage of the juice is still more regular,

agreeing with the exceptional regularity of the temperatures.

The increased sugar percentage between each diffusor k, however,

•8 ! •? ^M, 1886.
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very slight, which is explained by the fact that the beet slices in

this case were too large. With only a slight variation in tho

saccharine percentage the residuum cossettes retain considerable

sugar, as might be expected. In Fig. 140 a regular and very

satisfactory working is portrayed. The exhausted cossettes con-

tained 0.33 per cent of sugar. Hattut concludes from this graphic

1*2 34 567 89 10

Fig. 139.

representation that the maximum exhaustion takes place at 65° C,
and not at from 70° to 75° C, as is generally supposed. The

objection to the conclusion is that the albumen would not be

coagulated, and hence higher temperatures are desirable in order to

obtain purer juices. The purity coefficients were also noted in

these tests, but they show such variations that no conclusions

could be drawn. On the other hand, Fogklbkrg* repeated these

experiments and obtained a very

regular diagram of purity, com-

paratively high in the first 4 or 5

diffusors of the series, but falling

rapidly in those that follow, es-

pecially upon reaching the last.

In the first of these experiments

the variations of purity were from

88 to 50 and in the second from

87 to 34.

Since the diagram idea was suggested, Sillman f has proposed

that it be applied to the working of the battery under average

conditions, for the deduction of the most desirable changes to be

made for reheating during diffusion. His diagram is obtained

by the analysis of the juice of the diffusors in full activity.

Allowance must be made for their temperature, but instead of

Fio. 140

C, 6, 734, 1898. t D. Z. I., 27, 1282, 1902.
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taking all the samplcB at the same time it b propoted that the

same juice be carefully watched during its peiige through the

entire battery. The juicee during their tngeet eover a diftanee

greater than the extent of the battery proper, for the leaaon that

new diffuBore with frenh conettee are continually being added.

I'nder these circumstances the temperature rur\'e it entiraly

different from that of Hattut, and with a large number of healed

diffusors the central portion of the diagram is very nearly a straight

line. The density of the juice increases mainly at the head of the

battery, and it is there where the purity decreases the most, due to

the fact that fresh beet slices have numy broken cells which are

emptied by washing independent of diffusion. Once the diagrams

ftn» in hand the efforts should be concentrated upon raising the

• liciency of the battery by increasing the temperature in most

of the diffusors with hot water and diluting, within reasonable

limits, the juice drawn off. All these rules necessarily vary with

the local conditions. Claasses says that no rational, practical

results can be obtained by comparing work done on a large scale

with the cold or hot digestion of laboratory anal>'8is and the objection

is still greater if the juice is obtained by pressing. The best method

for ascertaining the working capacity of a battery is by comparative

experiments with two batteries handling the same beets, but thi«

IB ver>' expensive if carried out on a large scale, and, therefore, the

data obtained with small e\'])erimcnta] batteries must be depended

upon and the work rt^gulated accordingly. The remaining points

demanding attention are the thorough exhaustion of the sugar

from the beet slices and the obtaining of thick juices. It \s the

duty of the technical manager of a beet-sugar factor>' to deter-

mine under what circumstances the diffusion battery will give the

best results and to effect an installation that will insure the extrac-

tion of the maximum amount of sugar. Numerous phenomena

are constantly occurring for which allowance must be made.

The batter>' may be shortened when working at a higher tempera-

ture, or inverst^lv it mav be lenfirthoned and the work effected more

slowly.

Golli:r * points out tliai the rapidity with which the diffusion

is accomplished is proportional to the exposed eodtette surface, and

on this basis he gives preference to the Koeniosfeld slicing blades

rather than to the ridged type. Evidently the finer the cossettes

•Oe..U.Z..iD. 714. 1901.
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are the shorter will be the duration of the diffusion, the effiriency

of the batten' is increased and the juices are more concentrated,

which economizes fuel and labor. On this question Claassen

sa}^^: "If it were possible to use in a diffusion battery' cossettes of

a highly polished surface and no thicker than a thread it would

be an ideal condition, for the entire operation would then be ended

in a few minutes. Small batteries could be used and very small

amounta of the insoluble substances would be dissolved, while

the juice could at the same time have considerable concentration.

Unfortunately it is not practicably possible to produce cossett^

of that kind, and it would be impossible to obtain a circulation of

juice through cossettes of such exceptional fineness. Most factories

are unable to produce continuously cossettes of a thickness of

2 mm., or even smooth slices of regular shape. The duration of

diffusion has consequently to be determined upon the basis of the

exhaustion of comparatively thick cossettes. The greater their num-
ber the longer is the period needed for their exhaustion. Under these

circumstances the finer cossettes in the mass will have not only all

their sugar dissolved, but there will also be considerable non-sugar

in the solution, while the thicker slices will retain more than the

average amount of their substance. As before explained, for a

rational diffusion the cossettes should be as fine as possible without

paralyzing the circulation of the juice in the battery. One should

by every possible means endeavor to reduce the time needed for

diffusion without introducing new and abnormal conditions of

working, for although the juices obtained by rapid methods are

purer this result must not be obtained at the expense of lea\'ing a

great amount of sugar in the residuum cossette and diluting the

juices." It was to gain time that Turkiewicz * proposed the divi-

sion of the batteries into two sections.

Temperature of diffusion batteries.

—

Llaassen says that as

regards temperature in the battery the limit is reached when the

beet slices begin to soften and pack over each other, thus preventing,

or at least retarding, the circulation of the juice. This softening

takes place at various temperatures depending upon the condition

of the beets. Upon general principles it may be said that thoroughly

matured beets which have been properly harvested at the right

time will withstand a higher temperature than sOoed beets. It is

possible that the fertilizer used and the weather during the period of

Z., t9, 69, 1889.
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growth play im|)ortant parU. If th« beeU are in a perfectly healthy

condition the maximum temperature in the caloriiatori may reach
80*" to 84"" C. without the leaat danger. It ki to be noted that the

tcmf>cniture of the eoiiettea in the diffuior is lower by aevenl
^ than that indicated on the thermometer connected with the

Tndcr no circumstAnces can lioct aUoee withetand a
!• higher than 00^ C. Kvidently much depends upon the

period during which thcee high temperatures exert their influence,

henoe by woricing rapidly, that is by frwjuont chango of
•

'
'" sors,

it is possible to use higher tem|x*rature8 than if tho ju elates

more slowly. If the beets are not in a perfectly normal state, that

b if they are bruised, partly decayed, or frosen, the high tempera*

tun' method cannot be oon^ered as the cossettes (such beets can

not be properly sliced to form what may properly be termed cos-

Hottes) are already soft and even at a comparatively low tem-

{K^rature become softer still.

As previously mentioned IUttut pointed out that the most

desirable temperature was about 65^ C, but he admitted that

there was an ui^nt necessity of keeping it higher in order to coagu-

late the albumen in the beet cells. When diffusion was first intro-

duced RonERT declared that the best results were obtained at 50° C.

JuTKZKNKA and Rabbethke* in 1875 recommended that the tem-

perature be kept at 68^ in the last diffusor, 63° in the last but one,

and 60^ in those preceding. On the other hand, Heroreen declared

that 75° to 8l°C. was the most- desirable for a satisfactory diffusion.

HsRZPELD'st experiments show that the increase of temperature

from 65^ to 85** C. does not result in a decrease in purity, as had

hitherto been supposed. However, according to \'ibkans} a rela-

tively low temperature is sometimes desirable. The juices he

obtained were purer at 60^ C. than at 82^ C. These differenoes

in the assertions of some of the leading authorities are after all

very slight. Krubger called attention to the fermentation existing

in the diffusors at low temperature, due to butyric and other

ferments which multiply mainly at temperatures of 38^ to 50^ C,
their activity ceasing only at 75^ C. These facts have given rise

to the arguments relating to high temixratures which are now in

vogue. One of the prinripal objcK^tions to low t<*tn|H»ratinvs in that

the working of the batter>' is entirely too slow.

The temperatures to be used differ with long and short batteries

• Z., tt. e06. 1875. t Z.. S». 346. 1889. t D. Z. I.. 19. 1311. 1894
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vaning turthrr with the size of the diffusore. The shorter the l)at-

ter\' and the smaller the diffusore the higher should be the tem-

perature. The water of diffusion should then be kept very hot,

while with large batteries the temperature should be lowered in

the end diffusore; in fact, in such cases only a very few of the dilTu-

8ore can be maintained at a maximum temperature.

The empt}nng of diffusore by forcing the juice and •

to the pulp press by means of compressed air has previoi, i

described. This method allows the operation of diffusion to be

carried on at a very high temperature in the last diffusore of the bat-

tery and the result is that the beet slices are most thoroughly

exhausted of their sugar.

The Pfeiffer* experiments showed that when working the

battery at a high temperature, 82° C, the results in every respect

are most satisfactory and, contrary to the general belief, the result-

ing juices are of a better quality than when the battery is worked

at 62° C. The percentage of dry matter in these residuum pulps

is higher and the battery may be reduced to nine diffusore.

From this discussion it is evident that the temperature in a

diffusion battery has a great influence on the results obtained. The

temperature for each diffusor should be determined in advance.

When this is neglected the composition of the exhausted cossettes

will be extremely variable.

Importance of the 'quantity of juice drawn off.—After the

question of temperature no issue is of greater importance in

effecting a satisfactory sugar exhaustion than the volume of juice

dra>*Ti off from the diffusor in relation to the quantity of beets

being treated. Experiments have long since demonstrated that

thick juices are always purer than those of less concentration, and

this fact becomes more and more manifest as the residuary water

from the battery decreases in purity, c^ On this account and

with a view to fuel economy the volume of juice drawn off should

be reduced as much as possible. Evidently the ideal condition

would be to extract all the sugar and dilute the juice as little as

possible. Some authorities recommend that a small volume

be drawn off at a time and that very little water be introduced

into the batt«y. In most factories t the juice drawn off repre-

4 8«U8 a^noAtratioi^^f from t^-ee-fourths to eight-tenths that

or^hlnatural juice of the beet.

• D. Z. I.. U. 1779. 1899. f B. As., ». 97. 1891.
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The standard volume of juice to be drawn from a diffiiaor

per 100 kiloD of beet slices should be based upon the production

and exhauntion dceiretl. It generally varies from 105 to 130 Htenl

for 100 kiloM of bcetii hliced, but many factories are content with \

drawing off alx>ut 100 liters. As the cost of coal as usually exoes--^

sive the volume of juice should never be more than from 105

to 110 litere. If the beets then arc not sufficiently exhausted

of their sugar it would be well to make some ehange in the dif-

fusion battery.

The concentration of the juice at the time of drawing off,

other things being equal, increases with the voliune and the weight

of cosiH^tes in the diffusors. The proportion as a general thing

b) calciilatcHl upon a basis of 1 hectoliter of volume. FVom this

point of view large difTusors have an important advantage over

small oncH. By the use of special tools the beet slices may be

made to settle, and thus it is possible to have in the diffusors from

55 to 60 kilos of oossettes, or even more, per hectoliter capacity,

while with the smaller diffusors, especially if when working rapidly

there is not time to force the beet slices to settle, frequently only

50 kilos occupy the space of 1 hectoliter. Evidently the nature

of the cosset tee plays an important r61e during the filling, as

when finely cut and fresh they more easily settle over one another

than do thick or partly wilted slices.

In the Baudry table is given the quantity of juice to be

drawn off ()er 100 kilos of beets in order to obtain juices that

would never have more than 20 per cent dilution. This table

shows that there would be needed 158.5 liters per 100 kilos of

beets when the diffusor contains only 45 kilos of beet slices and
100.2 liters when the weight is 57 kilos per hectoliter of diffusor

capacity.

There are, however, certain circumstances under which it would

not be possible to extract most of the sugar from beets by reducing

the volume of juice drawn off, as for example, when the beets are

< xcoptioiially fibrous and not readily penetrated by the water, or

ai;ain in case of exceptionally rich beets. The volume then should

l>e increased. In case of an insufficient exhaustion every effort

should be made before increasing the volume of juice drawn off

to ameliorate the quality of the beet slices, to increase the tem-

perature by a special heating of the last diffusors, or to in<

•aL.M.731.1882.
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The Baudrt Table.

Vm HMtoUltr O^Nidiy of DiffiMor. Quantity of Juice to be Drawn Off.

w«ithtor
Comitm. cJSSffby

Comtitm.

VoluiM Theoretical
per 100 kilo*
Coaeettes.

Practically
with 20 Per
Cent Dilution

Maximum per
HcTtoliter
t'Hparity of
DifTuflor.

Kiloa. Ufn. Liurra. Liters. Liters. Liters.

45 42.85 57.15 127.0 158.5 71.4
46 43.80 56.20 122.2 152.7 70.2
47 44.76 55.24 117.5 147.0 69.0
48 45.71 54.29 113.0 141.3 67.9
49 46.66 63.34 108.8 136.0 66.7
50 47.60 52.40 104.8 131.0 65.5
51 48.60 51.40 100.8 126.0 64.2
52 49.52 50.48 97.1 121.4 63.1
53 50.47 49.53 93.5 116.8 61.9
54 51.42 48.58 90.0 112.5 60.7
55 52.38 47.62 86.6 108.2 59.5
56 53.33 46.67 83.3 104.1 58.3
57 54.28 45.72 80.2 100.2 57.1

These quantities are calculated by the use of the formula

Q— 100— ^—:i
— —number of liters per hectoliter to be taken from the diffusor.

a

- is the volume of the cossette: d — density; p— weight per unit capacity of diffusor.
P
The theoretical volume for 100 kilos of cossettes is

gxioo
p -( d

^ P

(y-- 100-pxiooy^,

the volume of cossettes in the diffusors under those condition.'^

that the volume of juice drawn off remains the same and the looked

for results are obtained.

Conclusions regarding results of diffusion based upon the

examination of the juice and exhausted cossettes.—The limit to

which the exhaustion of sugar in the cossettes should be carried

still remains an open question. There are certain facts, however,

which must not be overlooked. If the battery is comparatively

small and the weight of beets to be handled large, it would not be

rational to attempt an excessive exhaustion with an increased

amount of juice, such as would decrease the daily production a-

the sugar gain would be neutralized or even exceeded by the co.-;

of manufacture. If, on the other hand, the battery is sufficiently

large to meet the emergency, it would be a great mistake not to push

the exhaustion as far as possible, always keeping the temperature

within the necessary limit and allowing for the diffusion such an
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interval of time as would lead to the beat retulta. IjtMi the juicea

of the laat diffuaora have a oonaiderably redueed purity and thtia

deereaae the yield it ia deairable to draw off alwaya about the aame
volume of juice.

Grobgkr * condudea, after a long aeriee of inveatigations, that

the volume of liquid drawn off from a battery haa an important

influence upon the purity of the diffusion juices. However, these

differences disappear in the maueeuUe, or at least are eonakierably

lessened. The purity coefficient of a moMecuite does not depend

upon the diffusion juices but upon the quality of the beet inrrsaa

ng with its saccharine percentage. It is furthermore maintained

that the non-sugar finally extracted is gradually eliminated during

the various phases of epuration. The potash thus extracted takea

the place of the lime salts in the juice. If the drawing off diminishes

the purity of the diffusion juices increases, but the increase is not

noticeable in the massecuUe.

It is undoubtedly a great mistake to base any conduaiona aa

to the ixrfeotion or faults of a diffusion battery upon a comparison

of the purity of juices obtained from a battery and those produced

by a niinple pressing of the pulp in the laboratory. It is a well-

known fact that the purity of a juice obtained from the same beet

in the laboratory vanes with the fineness of the sample and the

pressure to which it is subjected. Furthermore, the juice of beets

that have developed under different conditions may vary greatly

in quality and quantity. Consequently the purity of the juice

does not always permit of exact conclusions as to its value, for the

simple reason that the nature of the non-sugar differs, and one never

knows what percentage may be eliminated through defecation

and carlx>natation. It frequently occurs that a diffusion juice

with a low purity quotient will give a better massfcuiU than one of

higher purity. However, the determination of the purity coefficient

of diffusion juices is of practical value, in that it makes it possible

to provide for the ultimate difficulties that may arise. Only

when numerous purity determinations are made can one decide

whether the purity of the juices vn\\ require the introduction of

changes in the working of the battery, mainly as regards rapidity

and increase of temperature.

CuuasEN, discussing the question, sa>*8 that these determina-

ona are essential for the proper handling of the battery. They

•Oe.-U.Z..Ii. 720. 1901.
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are mainly important in case of frozen or inferior beets. With

superior healthy and ripe beets it is doubtful whether the diluted

juices of the last diflfusors really have very low puriies. By rational

defecation and carbonatation the non-eugar may be separated and

this epuration would tend to raise the purity. The syrups obtained

at the expense of these epuratcd juices are rendered crystallizablc

after complete and exact neutralization, and the resulting sugar

is obtained advantageously without extra cost of fuel or other

items increasing the working expenses. Diluted, defecated and

carbonatated diffusion juices always contain heavy percentages of

alkaline carbonates which should be carefully saturated with car-

bonic acid when worked separately; but when worked collectively

with the fresh diffusion juices, which is the case when the exhaustion

is excessive, these carbonates have not necessarily any objectionable

influence, but on the contrary are desirable for the following oper-

ation since defecated beet juices generally contain soluble calcic

salts, which enter into double decomposition with the alkaline

carbonates by precipitating as a carbonate of lime. When the

defecated juices do not contain the soluble calcic salts a sulphuring

of the concentrated juices exerts an excellent influence.

The limit of exhaustion for working diffusion batterias has

been discussed by the Sugar Association of France. It was declared

that the rational limit depends upon the composition of the juice

in the last diffasor of the battery. These juices should be examined

in the laboratory and submitted to a treatment such as they would

undergo m the factory during practical manipulation, when a syrup

is obtained it should also be examined. It b recommended further

that some experiments be made in crystallizing these laboratory

syrups. The limit of exhaustion of cossettes during diffusion

should correspond to the limit of crystallization of the last juices

obtained. It is asserted that the degree of purity of the finrl

residuum molasses may be taken as a basis for the limit of crystalli-

sation.

Karlson,* in discussing this question, points out that beets

containing 15.8 per cent of sugar and having an average apparent

purity of 82, exhausted so as to leave in the sweet water and in the

residuum cossettes 0.54 per cent of sugar, give at that point an ap-

parent purity of 61.2. The juices from the last diffusor should be

coDstantly examined so that one may become perfectly familiar with

• D. Z. I., 25, 971, 1024, 1065, 1900.
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the actual working conditiona of the battery. Tbeae jukw contain

about the aame peroentage of calcic salts aa the juieea in the other

diffuaora, but eomparatively little sugar, and they eonstanily,

though unneoesaarily, introduce lime aalta into the juices circulating

through the other diffuaors. Waten from the last diffuaon contain

the aame percentage of aalta aa does molasses. An important ex-

periment has been made which consisted in mixing the juices from
thr first and last diffusors of a battery. These juices were subae-

v|.i< !i;iy cpurated and concentrated until they had a coosiileiiee cor-

responding to that of a massecuUf. They were compared with

juicc:^ from the first and huit diffusor treated in the aame way but

8<>I>arat<'l\ . The conclusions drawn were those possible to deter-

mine in Advance by calculation. It is now declared to be inexact to

assert that the amount of mehMsigenic nonniugar contained in the

juices of all the difTusors is the same. Practical experiments show
that the crystallizing powers of all the substances of which beet

juices consist are neariy identical. If they are not exactly the

same they have nearly the same ultimate purity. A punty of 60

in the last diffusor of a battery appears to offer the best results

And will leave 0.6 per cent of sugar in the residuum water and
cassettes.

On this point Pellet says that the determination of purity

of diluted saccharine solutions is very uncertAin. With 3 grams
of pure sugar dissolved in one liter water the purity will be 66.

Karlson t does not agree with Claassex in nuuiy of his aigu-

menta regarding the subject , and sugar experts generally are advanc-

ing very contradictor)- views in regard to the best way to work a
diffusion batter}'. One authority claims that if 0.5 per cent of

sugAr i il to remain in the exhausted coesettes the juice in

the la> r may have a purity coefficient of 63 \o 70, but will

subsequently cr>-8talli2e with difficulty. It is evident that the daU
^ ' nista upon the question of limit of exhaustion

.
i:d cases and cannot be considered as general.

When the sweet water from presses or the waste water from battery

. ins An exceptional percentage of siigar it is advisable to force

[ iter l^ack into the battery. In making calculatkms aa to the

most profitable mode of working a battery it must be remembered
that, while on the one hand, the jiiice-from \M)asettes is more readily

worked if not thoroughly exhausted, on the other hand, excessive

« B A«., 14. 1090. 1807. t D. Z. L. t4. IMl. 1800.
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exhaustion gives more sugar in the juices, though a large portion

of this finds its way into the residuum molasses, making the econ-

omy doubtful. It would be unwise, however, to go to the other

extreme and not exhaust the cossettes sufficiently.

Of late the theory has been advanced that the residuum cossettes

should be allowed to retain considerable sugar. In the work of

sugar extraction by the Steffen-Baermann * process it is to be

noted that 3.5 per cent of sugar remains in the residuum. Under

these circumstances the process appears to be not that of making

sugar but of producing a cattle food. Through these conditions the

total output of sugar of a factory will be decreased by 25 per cent,

and this would evidently have an important influence upon the

market price of sugar. The sweet water from the diffusion battery

is entirely done away with and all questions as to purification, etc.,

need not be considered. What would be the financial results for

those who had invested their capital in the enterprise? Would the

money return be the same as hitherto? For thb country, where the

residuum is used for cattle feeding only in exceptional cases, it is

evident that the new Steffen process does not offer any advantage.

Degener declares that it is a mistake to exhaust the beet

slices beyond a certain limit, as the selling price of sugar is too low

to compensate for the disadvantages that follow. Let the juice be

of a quality equal, but not inferior, to molasses. The price of

labor and many other expenses will thus be saved. The additional

sugar left in the residuum cossettes renders them so much the

better for feeding purposes.

These views have very little practical value. The losses in the

sweet water, etc., would be considerable in standard batteries,

and it is very doubtful if the diffusion juices obtained by such a

process would have the high purity claimed. The dUuted juices of

the last diffusor have a purity of 70 and could be satisfactorily

worked. They contain potassic and organic salts which form in-

soluble calcic compounds. The method would evidently yield

less sugar and less molasses, and the increased nutritive value of

the residuum cossette is a matter of conjecture. The views of

most of the leading authorities are very contradictory on the sub-

ject of the most desirable limit of exhaustion. In many beet-

sugar factories the limit is 0.1 per cent of sugar, while in

others it is 0.4 per cent. Without attempting to decide the

D. Z. I., 24, 1163,
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question aa to whether very dilute juices in the last diffusors

nmy be purified as readily as when the residuum eoMeitea eontAin

more sugar, it is important to note that when the exhauaiioo if

pushed to extreme limits, the volume drawn off from the diffusoia

N ltt. ator and consequently there is more water to t)e evaporated.

« '1. ill- other luind, if 0.5 per cent of sugar is left in the nMiduum

eoasettea many experts consider the working faulty, but if about

n '\
] H r cent is allowed to remain the working is saki to be most satisj

I i>. To thiit mu.st \x> added the 8ugar losses in the residuary

ater from the diffusion battery, which gives a total loss of 0.5

; r rrni. Hourly laboratory examination of this reskluum will

ih i:> ite the conditions existing and any irregularities in the work-

ings may be corrected before it is too late. Under no circumstances

should it be forgotten when considering the question of the exhaus-

tion limit that the problem varies with the locality and the circum-

stances. For example, with thick and

badly cut beet slices the exhaustion never

is and never can be as satisfactory, either

as regards the sugar extracted or the

i>.>!i -i]^;^ obtained at the same time as

\Miti line and regularly cut cossettes.

Experiments on the exhaustion of cos-

settes placed at different parts of the

diffusor have led to very important con-

clusions. The Swediidi engineer Folgrl-

KRo experimented to determine at what

< 'ntres of a battery the cossettes were the

least exhausted. Eight wire baskets firmly

attached were suspended in a diffusor of

8000 liters capacity. Their arrangement 'p^iJi'ii^o iSSfSSiuf
is shown in Fig. 141, and the results ob-

tained given in the table herewith speak for themsetves.

It has been demonstrated that in accordance with the natural

phenomenon the cossettes become gradually richer in sugar from

top to bottom of the diffusors, so that when reaching the perforated

false bottom they contain 0.1 to 0.2 per cent more sugar than they

did at the top. When the perforated disk is conical, as b the case

whrn riiij>tying from the lx)ttom, the sugar exhaiL^tion at the centre

of the conical portion may be very poor, especially when the greater

•a, •,734, 1888.
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EXPnUOMTS WITH THE FOOKLBBRO TK8T BaSKBTB.

£» i5fc
Number of Beaket. PolwiyaUon.

Coe-
Mttes.

Tem-
per-

_
atureof
Battery

Draww
ing off

DiSSor
S^

Mites.MDt!
1 a 8 4 6 6 7 8

I

n
in

13.7
13.7
13.1

0.32
0.36
0.36

0.82
0.87
0.86

0.43
0.37
0.35

0.430.54
0.370.62
0.350.43

0.40
0.40
0.37

0.46
0.40
0.37

0.46
0.49
0.37

Percent
0.42
0.41
0.37

•c.
75
70
70

Utera.

4700
4700
4800

Aver. 13.5 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.50 0.39 0.41 0.45 0.40 72 4733

part of the juice has already run off through the holes fonning the

upper part of the filtering cone. In very large diffusors it Is fre-

quently noticed that the cossettes which appear to collect in the

upper comers of the apparatus are the richest in sugar when the

upper cone adjusted to the cylindrical portion of the diffu.sor is of

a more or less plane section. All these differences in exhaustion

are lees apparent with excessive limits of extraction, but become

very evident with poor exhaustion, when the cossettes retain on an

average 0.5 per cent of sugar or even more. These facts offer an

argument in favor of pushing the exhaustion as far as possible.

Claassen calls attention to the modifications which may have

resulted from the varied composition of the beets. The changes

necessitated by handling beets of different compositions in a l)attery

working under varied conditions still remain an open question.

Sugar, which is the principal component of the beet, does not undergo

a perceptible modification even when the work is conducted slowly,

because, as numerous experiments have already demonstrated,

the increase of invert sugar is often doubtful. It is never certain

whether the small increase of invert sugar was produced in the

diffusion battery, with a corresponding decrease of sucrose, or

if other constituents of the beet have created reducing sub-

stances. The amount of these reducing substances in diffusion

juices is generally 0.5 to 0.15 per cent, depending upon the

character of the beet.

Apparently there remains a higher percentage of albuminoids

in the residuum cossettes when worked at high temperatures. The

acidity of diffusion juices undergoes very little variation. The acid

reaction is partly attributed to acids and acid salts of potash,

which were either already dissolved in the beet or were dissolved

during the operation of diffusion. The amount of pectic substances
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and the partUlly ooluble potaaiic and lime talu incireiae with the

• Iiirntion of difftnion and the number of diifusoni of which the

liurtiTy contista.

The fertUixen used in cultivating the beets and their degree

of maturity have a very appiedaUe inihienee upon the aolubility

of those Hubetanoes. A hif^ier pereentage of non-eugar k alwa>'8

extracted from beeta that have been fertiliied with exccanve

aniounta of potash and nitrogen than from those cultivated rationally

with the requisite anx>tmt of plant food and no more. A rational

use of phosphoric acid plays an important r6le. Beets grown

under the fint mentioned condition contain considerable amoonta

of those substances in their composition, hence there follows a

great difficulty of exhausting the beet slices of their sugar in such

cases. To obtain a reasonable result the batteries must be n
a high temperature, the operation lasting for a considerable t

The substances contained in rotten or frozen beets undergo im-

portant changes diuing diffusion and the percentages of invert

sugar, acids and pectic substances increase.

Perturbations in the working of a diffusion battery.—The

perturbations in the working of a difTusion hatter>' may Ik* of various

kinds, tliose of most frequent occurrence including difficulty in

exhausting the cossettes of their sugar, stoppages from various

causes, leakage and loss of sugar, breaking of the apparatus and other

accidents. Difficult exhaustion noay be due to various causes, such

as faulty circulation in the battery when the beets are of an excep-

tional quality, or have gone to seed the first year or have wilted.

Without doubt the working of a difTusion battery can be very

much retarded by hand ing beets that have gone to seed the fint

yeai\ Such roots being very fibrous the blades of the slieerB soon

become clogged and do their work badly. Special knives must be

used for the purpose. Generally such beets arc worked only at the

Ming of the campaign when the early matured roots are de-

...;.^U at the factor>'. The going to seed the first year is ver>'

frequently caused by a retard in the vegetation, or may be due to

poor selection, abundance of fertilizers, or other causes.

CuiASSRN ver>' correctly 8a\*8 that certain perturbations in the

diffusion demand modifications of the standard mode of working.

These variations may be necessitated by the nature of the beets,

neglect by the person in charge, or to a sudden interruption of the

continuity of the work of the factor}'. One of the meet difficult

problems is to so regulate a diffuskm battery that the handling of
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partly rotten beetB, or beets that throw off gases, will not retard

the general working of the entire plant or cause juices of excessively

low purity.

Beets that are thoroughly frozen do not thaw during water trans-

portation to the factory or in the beet washer, and to remove the

adhering dirt in the washer is about all that can be done. It is not

possible, under such circumstances, to obtain superior cossettcs.

The ordinary slicing blades cannot be employed and one must
resort to the use of the so-called finger-ridge knives, which are

better than the flat-finger types. Under these conditions short

bits of cossettes are obtained together with a pulp-like mass which

gives much trouble in the diffusion battery. Frequently these

slices from frozen beets freeze into a compact mass that will not

thaw even when mixed with hot juices, and when a diffusor is emp-
tied these blocks of frozen cossettes are found side by side with those

which have been proi>erly exhausted. To overcome this difficulty

as far as possible, it is recommended to introduce juice at a high tem-

perature from the bottom of the diffusors l>efore and during the

filling. In the other diffusors of the battery the working tempera-

ture should be comparatively low for the reason that the cellular

tissue of the beet is already partly destroyed through the action of

the cold and these cossettes readily become soft. Consequently

if the temperature in the battery is diminished proportionately to

the amount of frozen or spoiled beet slices being handled, the circu-

lation will be reasonably satisfactory. It is evident that when
obliged to work under these conditions a very irregular exhaustion

of the cossettes will always follow. As of two evils the lesser should

be chosen, it is better to risk the possibility of a greater loss of sugar

than to attempt to work at a higher temperature, thereby completely

stopping the circulation. Furthermore, a greater loss of sugar is

of little importance in comparison with the possible alteration in the

composition of these juices, which is always to be dreaded when
working at a high temperature.

Faulty circulation.—Among the accidents and perturbations

which may occur during the working of a diffusion battery the most

frequent is the faulty circulation of the juice. The main cause of

this is overheating in one of the diffusors, for which the battery

man is generally responsible, as it is traceable to the faulty handling

of the calorizator or some inattention. When the exhaasted slices

are bright yellow it gives rise to apprehensions that there is

overheating and the resulting complications may last for hours.
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If the exe«Mtve temperature is noticed in time it may be detirable

t ) introduce tome oold water into the luperfaeated diihiaoft and to

force a rapid eireulatkm to that the ooMettes will be under the

influence of the high temperature during the Hhortest povible time.

It fnM|uentIy happens that a beet elioer m working when nearly

empty. Hie reeulting ooewttee are very poor and if they fall

on the perforated bottom of a diffumr they stop up the holea.

In this ease it is well to bring the slicer to a standstill until the

feeding hopper is full of beets. It may also happen that the

difficulty arises from the faulty working of the slicing blades; if so

thc«e Hhould be changeil at once. It is mainly during the fint

ftlling of the diffusor that these troubles are most to Ix? dreaded.

In arranging the diffusors in a battery it is essential that the cir>

culation of the juice have as few obstacles to overcome as poan-

ble. and with this in view the following precautions are adopted:

Increase of the water pressure on the last diffusor;

Decrease of the counter pressure in the measurer;

Increase of the section of the piping and valves;

Complete elimination of air;

Increase of the openings of the perforated bottoms.

Of all these expedients the most effectual generally is the increase

<>' '
•

' passages in the perforated bottom. A decreased rapidity

Illation in the batter)- may also be caused by a diffusor

having been improperly emptied, and when the new beet slices

are added their pressure on the exhausted residuum remaining

may be sufficient to completely stop up the holes of the perfo-

rated bottom. Therefore, it is important that the battery man
should see to their removal. Malandcr says that when this

difficulty occurs there is no way to overcome the trouble and bring

about an active circuUtion. Even abnormal heating produces

ver>' little effect. The existence of the difficulty is made evident

by the abnormal time that is needed for the mashing and drawirg

off. One of the best evidences of this clogging is the indication en

the pressure gauge attache<I to the calorizators. which will show a

striking difference from those of the other diffusors. Autonoatic

regtsters connected with the measuring tanks always show that the

irregularity exists. When pressure gauges are pUoed on the water

pipe of the diffusors the difficulty may be located by suoeea-

sively opening for an instant the water valves on each diffusor

of the battery ; the pressure will fall very conskierably as soon as
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the clogged diffusor has been passed. If the difficulty occurs in

one of the diffusorB near the end of the series it may be desirable

to throw the compartment out rather sooner than was intended.

The pulp separator which is frequently placed between the meas-

uring tank and the battery sometimes becomes overcharged with the

suspended particles of pulp, and this fact is made evident by the time

required for drawing off being comparatively longer than that

needed for mashing. Then again the faulty circulation may be due

to the air that has collected on top of the diffusor and the preceding

calorizator. A large quantity of air has a decidedly objectionable

influence on the circulation of the juice in the diffusors, and this is

e.xplained by the fact that the juice circulates from top to bottom

while air or gases have a tendency to rise. Thus when air or gases

exist in excess throughout the entire diffusor considerable resist-

ance to the circulating juice is offered. When air is present in

sufficient quantity to reach the lower level of the communicating

pipe, the juice can no longer circulate and the air cannot descend

to the bottom of the diffusor. Ever>' possible means which will

tend to permit this air to make its escape should be adopted. For

this purpose special cocks are used on the upper part of the diffusor,

or better still an automatic purging appliance may be employed.

Under ordinary conditions, and when the working is conducted

only through water pressure, these purging appliances are not ab-

solutely necessary. However, if the juice is forced from the last

diffusor with compressed air, it is possible that air may find its way

into the other diffusors by leakage of the valves. These appliances

may also render excellent service when there is an escape of gas

during diffusion. WTiether the circulation in general is satisfactory

or not it is desirable that a pressure gauge be adapted to the pipe

through which the forced juice circulates, as it gives a positive

indication every instant of just how the circulation is progres-sing,

at which point the pressure is least and where the greatest pressure

should be overcome. It is not the air only which causes the per-

turbations under consideration as they may be produced also by

fermentation in the battery. At times there is produced a phenom-

enon very like a fermentation if the beets contain considerable air

in their tissue which only partly escapes when the juices are brought

in contact with the beet slices. These gases are rich in carbonic

acid, but they are not formed during diffusion and are too limited

in volume to caase much trouble. They may be allowed to escape

from the upper part of the diffusors where they gradually collect.
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FermenUitiont in the battery.—The ferroentAtioM may cmim
•erioufl irreguUuritim in the circulation, (^laasscn Miys that th«

generation of gaaes in the battco' ^ <^ dilfimlty which oecun lew

often with the prawni inodea of working, which are generally

rapid and at a high temperature, than formerly when the alow,

cold proeen waa used. The cause of the froth formation ia in

reality a liberation of gaaee, mainly hydrogen produced during

fennentation. Up to the present time there is no very Mtkfie-

tory explanation for this fermentation, although experience ahowa

that it ia more general when working dirty beeta or using very im-

pure water in the battery. That the micro-organiaroa are intro-

duced into the difTuaors by the earth adhering to the beet slices

or by contaminated water appears reasonable. The fact is that

during the o|>cration of extracting the sugar from the beet the re-

sulting juices are likely to be infected by various micro-organisms.

SnioENE's* investigations tend to point to the fact that the

p-rates^t number of bacteria arc found in the diffusor using freah

water, the fewest being in the centre of the batter>', and even in

defecated juices these spores have been found. The number of

micro-organisms increases in concentrated juices, but i«pecial fil-

tration may help to eliminate a great number. During graining

in pan they may or may not be present in large quantities,

lactic or butyric ferments have not been noticeable, but, on the

other hand, the leuconostoc-mesenteroides are to be found in

all juices. Streptococcus arc found in considerable number in

limed and ver>' hot juices and attack the sugar with conaiderable

energy*.

Hrkndel thoroughly examined every part of the diffuaioo

plant, including the sheer, pipes, etc., and found a glue-like deposit.

The filters for raw diffusion juices were also examined; upon

close examination of the unmounted framea there waa diacovered

a granulated mass which was made up of leuconoetoca. After a

thorough cleaning and disinfectbn the filtration was resimied and

the same microbes were again found. The fresh juice contained

10.08 per cent of sugar and had a purity of 82j8, while after an inter-

val of two hours the sugar percentage was 8.48 and the purity coef-

ficient was 66.3. The same juice which had been properly treated

with sub-acetate of lead underwent no change. Whether this loea

was due to micro-organiama is still an open question. A well-knowB

•Z..ftl.453. 1901.
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chemist, determining to ascertain from special experiments the exact

influence of the leuconostoc, mixed fresh diffusion juices with these

microbes and after nearly two hours found that the 0.50 per cent

sugar loss was replaced by only 0.10 per cent inverted sug»ir. As

to this loss of sugar it is said that while the micro-organiisnis may
at first bring alx)ut an inversion, the invert sugar is soon tranisforni(Hl

into lactic acid. In fresh juice without microbes only invert sugar

is formed. It is only when the acidity increases that the leuconostoc

influence decreases, the sugar transformation into invert sugar

then increasing. All these facts considered it is extremely doubt-

ful if there are any unknown losses when working a diffusion bat-

tery on a purely scientific basis. On the other hand during the

manipulations that follow such as defecation and carbonatation

any neglect by the person in charge might cause considerable loss.

In some beet-sugar factories fresh diffusion juices are filtered before

the lime is added, and there is always great difficulty in working

these filters, as the filtering surfaces soon become clogged and the

flow of juice is retarded and considerably cooled. During this

period certain important transformations occur.

From what has been said it is evident that diffusion juices

contain enormous quantities of micro-organisms introduceil directly

by the beet or by the water circulating in the batterj-. Beets have

on their surface innumerable microbes, but these, with the except ion

of the thermophile microbe, are all destroyed at 60° to 70° C. Ikit

their spores will resist, and if the temperature is reduced to 30°

to 40® C. will multiply very rapidly and decompose the sugar.

During the normal working of a diffusion battery there need be

no such losses, owing to the elevation of temperature and what

is most to be dreaded is the stoppage during the work and the con-

sequent cooling of the juices. Defecation and carlwnatat ion

check the propagation of these organisms owing to the high tempera-

ture at which these operations are conducted. Lime, owing to it.s

caustic action, has a destructive influence. When the carbona-

tation has been conducted at a moderately high temperature

only the Clostridium may be distinctly seen. These microbes will

develop in osmogene water, due to the fact that such waters con-

tain considerable non-sugar, which is favorable for their growth;

their vitality is such that they can resist a temperature of 90® C.

for half an hour. The temperature existing in triple effects and

vacuum pans tends to check the development of the microbe under

consideration, but if the concentrated syrup is allowed to cool, the
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ekMtndium, which nmy be aoddenUlly found, will rapidly

n number when brought in oontAct with the air. Lbxa tome
time ttinoe diseovered the germ of the dontridium in a froth mas$e'

euiie, and also in all the after-producU. This authority doee

not attrilnitc the entire invefaioa of sugar to these mirrrw)rgankn»,

but admits that they liave a decided influence in that direction.*

For many yeara past the question of the fermentation of invert

?<ugar during the working of a diffuiiion )>attery haM l)cen the sub-

ject of numerous discussions, owing to the unknown losses oc-

casioned thereby, some authorities claiming that these changes

occur (luring working while others maintain that to be impOflBible.

Without taking the action of micro-organisms into consideration

Jehskr t claiias timt diffusion juices possess a special inverting ten-

dency and that the invert sugar is formed at high tem|)eratures.

Ci-.\AssKN t points out that the increase of invert sugar during

diffusion is from 0.10 to 0.17 per cent, while Pellet { maintains

th.Hi invert sugar is neither formed nor destroyed during diffusion,

provkied the batter>' has been properly handled and that Claas-

sen's conclusions are the outcome of want of accord in the modes

adopted for the examination of juices and beets. It is difficult to

divide between these two exfierts.

The gases formed during diffusion are inflammable, and are

said to consist mainly of hydrogen. Are they generated by the

action of the acids of the beet juices upon the iron of the diffusore?

BoDE.N*BENDER
|i
has pointed out that a certain quantity of carbonic,

lactic, and butyric acid existed, and attributes their presence not

to any biological phenomena but purely to a chemical action.

FisciiMAN insists, on the contrary, that they are the outcome of

fermentation. Analyses 1[ were made of the liberated gases from

different diffusore, and it was noticed that where the juice was hottest

and at the same time richest in sugar, the greatest auKiunt of car-

bonic acid was always formed. These gases frequently contain

as much as 60 per cent of carbonic acid. Scheibler ** was the first

to discover that the gases thrown off in the diffusors, under certain

eircumstances. contained hydrogoi. Oswald's ft analx'sis shows

per cent carbonic acid, 50.5 per cent hydrogen and 39.55 per

nt nitrogen.

Many methods have been suggested to overcome this difficulty

S. B.,Sept. 1900. IB. A*. U, 550. ISgS. •• Z . tT. M, 1877.

t D. Z. I.. ». 22. 18»7. I r., 21. 117. ISH. tt Z.. t7. 272. 1877.

t CL. 4. 703. ISOa. t Z.. ft* 311. 1871.
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among which may be mentioned the use of formol, phenic acid

and bisulphide of lime, but these were without effect. The use of

lime tends to increase the bacteria formation, but hydrofluoric

acid renders excellent services if properly handled, though there is

always some danger of a partial sugar inversion. Fluoride of

ammonium, when used in quantities of 10 to 12 grams per hectoliter

of juice during the filling of the diffusors, prevents either lactic

or butyric fermentation. This method is not practical on account

of expense. Sulphuring the waters used in the battery so that they

contain 0.15 to 0.20 per cent of sulphurous acid gas per liter

has given most excellent results in several factories. Claassen

says that without doubt one of the best modes of handling gases in

diffusors is the immediate emptying of all the diffusors of the series.

The elimination of these gases by means of special cocks or other

apparatus cannot be satisfactorily accomplished, as they only par-

tially collect in the upper part of the diffusors while the greater

volume remains as a sort of bubble at the centre of formation.

The entire contents of the diffusors is consequently very frothy,

which retards very considerably the circulation of the juices.

However, the slower the circulation the greater will be the ob-

struction caused by the gases liberated, so that in the end the

circulation ceases entirely. If, on the other hand, the battery Is

emptied and the diffusors are well washed out, this objectionable

phenomenon rarely occurs, especially if the battery is worked from

the start as hot and as rapidly as possible with few diffusors

avoiding all stoppage of the circulation. The greater loss of sugar

in the exhausted cossettes Is more than compensated for by the

more rapid working and the production of better juices, even

without allowing for the unsatisfactory exhaustion in the diffusors

filled with scum.

Care should be taken not to approach open diffusors with a light.

as the gases liberated contain quantities of hydrogen which might

cause an explosion. According to the investigation of a Belgian

scientist the origin of inflammable gases formed during diffusion

has not been fully explained. It never occurs with perfectly

healthy beets, but frequently with such as are frozen. The trouble

may be obviated by thoroughly oiling the inner surface of the

di£fuaor. Another apparently excellent remedy consists in keeping

the leading diffusor at a high temperature. The experiments of

S. B.. Nov. 1883.

I
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Garez ^ have denionstrated that if the juioe drmwn off it vory hot

it contains far fewer micro-organisnMi than when the ueual tempeim-

turas are employed. SiiLtARDt recomroeodi waahing the entire

diffittion battery witli a dbiinfcctant More the working eommeneea

and cleaning the interior of the pi|M<» with a plug saturated in

bij<u!phido of itoda. iwing one liter at 34** Hd. per ton of \rccitt iilioed.

Perturbations caused by stoppages in other parts of the factory.

—^The unrntisfactory working of a diffusion battery may he due to

the irregularity of deliver)' of the beets at the slicer, etc. Upon

general principlo!} it is desirable to draw from the diffunoni ever>'

half hour a full measure of juice and to empty a certain number

of diffuMD} so as to maintain a slow circulation of the juice without

too much non-eugar l)eing dissolved from the exhausted coasettes.

This method is not practicable when the perturbations are due to

some subsequent operation in the process of sugar extraction.

The alteratipn of beet juice is especially to be dreaded when the

slowness of the batter\''s juice circulation is due to some defect

in the working of the Biter presses. One of the principal causes of

slow filtration is the attempt to work beets which are not suffi*

ciently matured or have been fertiliced with an excess of nitrogen;

or it may be due to the presence in the juices of pectic or similar

<utu|x)unds formed during defecation, which increase as the period

of diffusion is prolonged. In such cases it is found desirable to

reduce the temperature of the diffasion as low as practicable, doing

everything |X)ssible to attain a sati.sfactory sugar exhaastion while

the diffusion at a temperature of 05** to 70°, under which

ruipiitions the filter process will work satisfactorily. Should the

perturbation in question last more than twelve houR) it would be

well to empty the batter\' entirely and begin over again, after

having oliminato<i the rniu^^ of the disturbance.

Leakages and sugar losses.—<'L.vAa8EN very justly says that

defective valves are also fre(]uently responsible for the faulty work-

ing of a diffusion batter>'; for example, a water valve that does not

dose properly will alwa\'s cause a certain dilution of the juices «nth

water. For this reason the person in charge of the batter>' should

assure himself, after each diffusor has been emptied, that all the

valves are working properly, in other words, that neither water

nor juice will escape from the pipe which terminates at the top of

the diffusor. When \'ulcanized rubber or fibre is properly fixed

* J. d. f. d. a. 4», No. 12, 1889. t a Syn.. », 475 mkI 479. 1903.
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to the seat of the valve, there need be no apprehension of this diffi-

culty. At the beginning of a sugar campaign the joints and seats

of valves that liave become hardenoii during the summer months

are fre<|uently leaky, but after a few hours working they resume

their normal condition. The valves should be repaired when the

appliance to which they are attached is inactive, and the same

may be said of leaks of all kinds whether in piping, calorizators or

wherever they may be. When water and compressed air pipes

are attached to a battery juice may make its escape by leaking

into the water reservoir or the compressed air receptacle. Ma-

lander recommends that there be but one distributing pipe for the

water of a diffusion battery. If two kinds of water are needed they

may meet in front of the batter>' by means of a J^lancke's valve.

Leakage in calorizators.—It may happen that a calorizator

leaks becaiLse of the bursting of a tube, in which case experience

shows that it had better be entirely renew-ed ratjier than re-

paired ; but a mere leak at the joints between the tubes and disks

may be readily mended. To corroborate the existence of such

leaks samples of the condensed water should be frequently taken

from each calorizator. Mallebrancke * has proposed, with a view

to preventing sugar losses 'caused by leaks in the calorizators, to

turn the pipe conducting the condensed water into the compart-

ment containing the juice of the calorizator. The cpndeased water

would thus carry with it into the juice all the sugar that may be

in solution by reason of the leakage, and a very insignificant dilu-

tion of the diffusion juices would result. The question is a.sked,

why not simply use steam injection which costs less than caloriza-

tors? As the water is to return to the juice this change demands

a certain pressure .which would do away with the characteristic

feature of a calorizator, namely, the use of low pressure steam.

Sugar losses through faulty manoeuvres.—The faulty handling

of the valves, etc., of a diffusion battery may be the direct cause of

serious sugar lo.sses. For example, if the emptying valve at the

beginning of a battery be opened instead of the one at the tail end

of the series, or if the valves have not been closed at the proper

moment considerable sugar losses may follow. As a general thing,

as has been previously explained, this emptying pipe may be

opened from above by the use of a long rod and its function is shown

by a colored disk. It is claimed by some experts that an empty-

9. I., 17, 646, 1881.
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ing cock is more dwirable than a valve as ita working may be

readily watched. Numerous eomlnnations and devices have been

arranged to prevent errors of thiit kind. Hobnb^ has a signal

apparatus attached io the vertical rod of the emptying valve of

tht' (lifTiijioni, the signal giving the alarm during the entire period

ilxat tlic valvo renudns partly open. The sheet-iron disk of which

the alarm signal consists may be arranged in such a way as to cover

' '> hand wheel working the valve for mashing as long as the empty-

:: \n\ye is not entirely closed. By this combination the mashing

nnot be accomplished until all is in order, and no juice need

The fault to be found with all Huch arrangementi) is that

uiroduce a now complication into a situation that already

demands close attention, but after a time the nuuiipulatbn of these

valves requires no further thought, being noanaged by the battery

man almost automatically

Bursting or breaking of an apparatus.—Sometimes accidents

occur by opening a diffusor that is under pressure. The door

might be swimg back with such force as to break it. Numerous

suggestions have been made for the prevention of such mistakes.

In order not to n^nder an entire battery inactive when an accident

necessitates the removal of one diffusor from the series, a syphon-

shaped copper pipe may be used which is attached to one calori-

zator and the connection valve of the following one, thus bridging

over the diffusor whose working is faulty. In some specially

constructed calorizators provision is made for special pipes to meet

such emergencies. Under all circumstances control of the battery

by rei>eated chemical anal>'scs is necessary, and this must be kept

up night and day as the slightest neglect might cause numerous

complications.

Epuration of juices in the diffusion battery.—For many years

past rciM\it(il efforts have been nuide to accomplish an epuration

of beet juices in the diffusion batter>', and numerous chemicals

have been suggested which would accomplish this and in a measure

prevent fermentation, but generally the results obtained have

not been up to expectations. Of all the products and chemical

agents used lime and sulphurous acid have been most popular

for the reason that they may be had at reasonable prices, which b
always an im{)ortant factor when the Usue is a practical one.

Lime neutralises the natural acidity of the beet and prevents

•Z..49.882. 1S09.
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the formation of invert sugar. Evidently a certain epuration

must result. It has recently been suggested by Bessekerski *

that the juice in the beet cells should undergo epuration before being

treated in the customary manner. With this idea in view an at-

tempt is made to utilize the tissue of the cell proper as a filtering

medium. To the fresh beet slices 2 per cent of pulverized quick-

lime is added, and they are then emptied into the diffusors of the

battery. The cossettes become white in color and give a pure

clear juice, still retaining 0.06 per cent of calcic oxide without ) de-

ment. The juice will readily crystallize and the losses are no grca t cr

than by regular modes. The objectionable feature is that the

final residuum cossettes cannot be fed to cattle. Investigations

are now being made to determine some way to overcome this diffi-

culty.

ANDRLiKt attempted to increase the filtering powers of beet

juices by eliminating the albumin, and this is accomplished by

using in the battery water containing 0.32 to 0.70 per cent of oxide

of calcium. With less than 0.4 per cent the liquor cannot be fil-

tered ; with more lime, that is to say with 1 per cent and over, fil-

tration is possible, but the quality of the juice is injured as the lime

dissolves a portion of the beet cellules, and in all cases the lime per-

centage of the beet slices becomes excessive. It is thought that with

sufficient lime to render filtration possible the quality of the re-

sulting residuum cossettes would be reduced, and that, furthermore,

they would become decidedly objectionable for cattle feeding.

Sulphurous Acid has been suggested by many experts for epu-

rating purposes. Scheermesser J recommends that water saturated

with sulphurous acid be used as the final water in a diffusion battery.

The cossettes that have been thus treated are subsequently readily

pressed and contain 1 to IJ per cent more dry substance. The sweet

water contains as much sugar as before, but the hydrometer reading

b only 0.9 Brix instead of 2.9 Brix. This is due to the coagulation

of the albumin in the cossettes. Strange as it may seem these

sweet waters do not ferment and even after nine months show no

evidence of froth on the surface. It is claimed that the pr( < 1

cossettes when aired soon lose their sulphur odor. Other exi)eri-

ments of the same kind have come under the writer's notice, in which

the ultimate nuusecuile was purer and contained a smaller per-

centage of organic matter than by ordinary methods of working,

C. 10. 998, 1902. t C, 10, 816, 1902 J Z.. 60, 961, 1900.
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the purity ooeffidflot raaohing 06. During dcCaoaUon the linM

tuUieii procipitatcrt the inor^uiio salts, while the exoeM of milphur-

oiiH acid combintti with the lime to form a Hulphite of lime.

It b doubtful whether such ooesettes could be fed to cattle with

any stiooese, for the slightest odor of sulphur would be sufficient to

oauM the residuum to be absolutely refused by live stock in general.

Bitulphide of lime.—Among the numerous other forms imder

which 8ulphun)U8 acid hM been used in diffusion batteries there

!!my be mentioned bisulphide of lime as suggested by Vivien.^

1 iH method was in vogue for some time, and it was claimed that

: '-M obtained by it had an exceptional purity. According to

l.AviiAui) the treatment resulted in a very appreciable organie

cpuration. 'Ilie bLsul{>hide was run into the diffusor during the

' : ire period of filling. On the other hand Hattut pointed out that

" > mode necessarily caused some degree of sugar inversion. But
• : \ recent investigations show that sulphurous acid has less action

ugar than was at first supposed. In this special case, however,

i:.; re would be some danger of sulphiu-ic acid being formed. On
the one hand it would invert the sugar, and on the other combine

'}\ lime to form a sulphate subsequently causing deposits upon

•j.v iul>os of the calorizafon*.

Hydrosulphide of soda may be classified in the same category

of opuniting agents. »ScniLLKRt recommends that hydrosulphide

of soda \xi added to the second diffusor of a battery so that the juice's

acidity becomes 0.5 to 0.8 per cent per liter. The precipitated

albumin finds in the cossettcs of the first diflfusor an excellent

filtering medium. The juice is heated to the boiling point which

necessarily sets free the sulphurous acid and the volatile organie

acids. Lime Ls added until there is an alkaline reaction, filtration

follo>\'s, and then a second saturation with 0.25 per cent lime.

Carbonate of soda has been used to neutralize the acidity of

juices and prtil^nt sugar inver^^ion; furthonnoiv, the soda pre-

cipitates the calcic salts of the juice, resulting in sodic com-

binations which do not obstruct the sugar cr>'8taIlixation.

The sodic baryta incthcxl of du HE.\UFKFrr consists in using

soda and baryta in the diffasore. The l)atter\' is at a temperature

of 75® C, the beet slices are sprinkled with sodic carbonate so

that the juice is slightly alkaline; to the juice drawn off, when
in tank there is added 1.9 kilos of bania to juice at 17^ Hrix; it is

« BcArDKT. Trait/. 18M. p. 19S. t C. t. 051. 1896.
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then heated at 85® C. 50 litere of milk of lime at 22** h6 per 10

h.l. of, juice are added before the first carbonatation and 15 h.l.

of juice l)efore. the second carlxmatation are also combined with

the same volume of milk of lime. The heating must not exceed

85® C. The alkalinity of firet carbonatation should be 1.2 grams

of calcium oxide per liter and 0.15 per second. This procef«8 was

ten}iK)rarily fmpular but is no longer in u.se.

Silicates for diffusion epuration have many advocates, and among
the different processes may be mentioned that of Harm,* in which

the epuration is accomplished by the use of certain clays containing

silica which readily combines with other substances. It is pro-

posed to place near the beet slicer a silicate distributor, the chemi-

cal to be mixed with the fresh cossettes in the proportion of i per

cent. Silica combines with the alkalies, and these salts being

precipitated and other impurities eliminated at the same time,

the resulting juices become very pure and require very little lime

in subsequent operations. If these assertions are true a higher

sugar percentage and less final residuary molasses will necessarily

result. The presence of silicates in the residuum in no way dimin-

ishes the value of the molasses for feeding purposes, and it is said

that the economy resulting from the use of the lime pays for the

entire cost of the operations.

RuEMPLER t has given the subject of silicates some attention

and states that certain natural silicates containing water and

known as zeolithes, also composed clays, such as bolm, cement

decomposed by water and double silicates have the property of

fixing potassium and abandoning in exchange the metals they

contain, such as lime, magnesia, and sodium. The reverse is also

true. Silicates may have a destructive action upon beet juices

when the beets have not been properly washed and the adhering

earth is sent with the cossettes into the diffusion battery. Th(

purity of the diffusion juices may be lowered if silicates rich ii

akaline salts find their way into the diffusion batter>\ If silicate

were simply mixed with the juice it would be impossible to remo\ <

all the potassium introduced. If a silicate is obtainable that i

absolutely free from potassium theoretically all the potassium ma\

be removed from the solution by simply filtering through layer-

of silicate.

Other epurating agents.—Besides the chemicals already men-

D. Z. L, 25, 591, bU 1900. t D. Z. I., 26, 685, 1901.
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tioned numerous other fubeUnoee luve been experimented with

a 4 epurating agents. None of them has been given a practical

trial, ail but few have ever pamed the laboratory etaget. Not long

since in the sugar world attention was attracted to some mysterious

powder which was added to beet slices. The resulting juices

were worked with 1) lime during earbonatation and the purity

became 94.4. The low-grade products were satisfactory. The

residuum pulp was eaten with avidity by cattle and was readily

kept. No practical resulu, however, have ever been obtained

with any of these experimental substances, and the epuration of

beet juice, aii an issue, should l)e kept entirely separate from the

proceiw of diffusion, which when properly managed gives exe^'lent

• -Ult.s.

A general synopsis of the cssentiab for the succemfui work-

ing of a diffusion battery, as given in the foregoing, i^ as follows:

An even distribution of the cossettcs, which should have a special

shape, the temperature of the battery should be regulated, and the

rapidity of flow from diffusor to diffusor determined by experience.

Each compartment of the battery should be as full as possible,

care being taken to avoid jamming. Precautionary* measiu^es

in this special work arc always followed by considerable increased

yields. It may be noticed that the slices frequently collect in lumps,

between which the juice circulates freely, not becoming thoroughly

saturated. The use of a large fork, properly handled, produces the

desired uniformity during filling. The shape and clean cutting

of the cosset te has a greater influence than is generally supposed.

If they are too large the inner cells are not reached by the circu-

lating juice, and this is also true if too small, for then they tend

to clog and cook; their adherence is frequently such that they r^r-

considerable resistance in the residuum cossette presses. The k

regulation is a diflicult issue. The temperature, etc., of the battery

must be considered, as it has a great influence on the density of

beet juices; if too high, the juices are ver>' impure, other substances

than sugar being then dissolved; the temperature varies with the

quality of beets being worked. Rapidity of working appears to

give general satisfaction, as juices are then purer and the efficiency

of the apparatus is greater. Some experts are no longer in favor

of injectors or the use of live steam for reheating juices between

diffusors.*

•S. a.June. laso.



CHAPTER III.

E.XHAUSTION OF CASSETTES AND THEIR DRYING

General remarks and considerations.—The main object of the

sugar manufacturer is to extract from the cossettes as much sugar

as possible and to leave behind a maximum of albuminoids and

other substances which, however, are likely to offer difficulties

during the subsequent operations. The exhausted cossettes will

ultimately consist of a residuary product which is of great value

in cattle feeding.

As all the substances dissolved in the liquid of the cells are known
and also the order in which they diffuse we are able to approximate

with considerable accuracy the composition of the exhausted

cossettes. They are poor in sugar and relatively rich in albumin-

oids and pectic substances. The salts also are eliminated to a great

extent, and as the product leaves the diffusion battery it has about

the following composition:

CoMPOftrnoN or Cosssttes as they Leave ibe Diffusion Battert.

Substances. Stammsb. Bricm.

Wat€r
Per Cent.

95.45
3.32
0.36
0.80
0.57

Per Cent.

94.0
CeUuloee
Albuminoidfl
Aah
Extractive substances
Fatty mibstAnocfl

1.4
0.5
0.4
3.6
0.1

It is very evident that these figures are not absolute. They

vary with the original composition and physiological condition

of the beets which allow diffusion to take place more or less rapidly,

thereby permitting the dissolved substances contained in the cellular

to pass through the outer walls at a more or less rapid rate.

The composition furthermore depends upon the method of manu-
248
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facture, the prooeis of diffusion and the dagree of exhawtion to

which tho beeta have been submitted in the diffuaion battery.

SulTtce it to say that there are many sui^r factories which allow

0.8 per cent of sugar to remain in tho roeiduum, while at other fac-

tories the limit is 0.1ft per cent; Deoener favors leaving about

two per cent.

What strikes one especially in theae data is the eoormoiv

quantity of water remaining in the rmiduum and every effort should

[be made to reduce this to a minimum. It stands to reason that

excessive amounts must be deleterious to the general health

|of the animals to which it is fed. The methods proposed to reduce

the water percentage are ve^y different, but as they depend essen-

tially upon the conditions in the various factories in which they are

used details cannot be given. It is customary to resort to a

mechanical method by which the water is reduced at least ftO per

cent.

The desirability of entirely eliminating the water of diffusion

pulps is an open qu»tion. When the product ii) to be consumed near

tho beet-sugar factory it may be thrown into silos u|x>n leaving

the battery and the water will be pressed out by the weight of the

mass. This plan would not be practicable, however, when pulpe

are to be carried to distant farms, hence generally reasonable

pressure is desirable. The ordinar>' method of straining the coe-

settes and allowing the water to drip off gives only fairly satisfactory

results. Some allow the water to drain off upon inclined planes;

the 8emi-6traine<l mass Ls then laid on wagons and the dripping

continues. Under these circumstances only 60 per cent of the

water separated by the standard presses Is obtained. According

to WicKE the residuum thus obtained contains 8.5 per cent of dry

substances. On the other hand, Hodr.nbendkr, who has also made
some experiments in endeavoring to drain water from the residuum,

has obtained strained coesettes containing 85 per cent of water. In

these same pulps the weight is reduced to 50 per cent after siloing,

which would tend to confirm the argument of Schotter, who held

that pressing was not necessary when the residuum was to be

kept for more than eight months. He claimed that after this time,

pressed or not pressed, the residuum always had the same com-

position.

The straining method has very little practical value for large

factories, and it is now customary to submit the coesettes to con-

siderable mechanical pressure upon leaving the battery. To accom-
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piish this an almost unlimited number of cossette presses has been

invented, but the results obtained with them are approximately

the same. When first introduced they gave a residuum containing

9 per cent of dry substances. Little by little the improvcmentH

resulted in an increase in this percentage, a greater quantity of

water being expressed. As a result 15 per cent of dry matter

are attained in the best-known apparatus, an^l tl.w ;< by no meaas

the limit that such machines may attain.

There are, however, certain obstacles to be overcome before

the desired result can be realized. Excessive pressure would reduce

the cossettes to a paste, and this would be objectionable, as a certain

dry pulverulent condition of the ultimate product is desired. This is

the consistency generally possessed by the cossettes after they leave

the typical presses and in this form they are easily handled. Fur-

thermore, such a paste would pass through the perforated iron fil-

tering surfaces of the presses and obstruct their proper working.

An excessive pressure would also decrease the percentage of nutri-

tive elements, as some would be carried out with the sweet water

escaping when the sides of the beet cells are broken open.

Transportation to lift.—The exhausted cossettes emptied from

the diffusors at the side or at the bottom are received either on

an endless horizontal band carrier, spiral carrier, or in a receiving

receptacle of considerable capacity, the sides of which may be

vertical or very slanting. If water Ls lacking the last diffusors

may be emptied with compressed air, the cossette receptacle

being no longer of the same use. Under these circumstances one

is obliged to perform the tedious work of handling a residuum that

is considerably pressed in the diffusor and must be emptied from

the side. Rapid emptying by the use of compressed air introduced

at the top of the diffasor is not a success. In modern beet-

sugar factories flumes or sluices are generally used for the trans-

portation of the residuum cossettes after they leave the battery.

The remarks made in a previous chapter on the transportation of

beets are applicable here. To calculate the capacity of the flumes

the volume of the diffusors should be taken as a basis, their

width and depth of course increasing with the size of the battery.

Notwithstanding the fact that the cossettes are thrown from the

diffusors with considerable force, and that the greater percentage

of their weight is water, it is generally desirable to introduce water

in the upper part of the receiving flumes. For this purpose it Is

well to employ sweet water, which after being separated from the
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rcMtduum by ttuitable straining devioes may be pumped into a

n-servoir and again used. Malanobb laya that in factorifs coming

under his notice an angle of 0^ for the aUmt of the miiduum cowette

flumes gives very satisfactory results. Kvidt*ntly if these sluiees

are very slanting the residuum eoasettes will be carried forward

without the addition of water.

Another system of di/Tusor emptying, which includes the el»>

\ ation of the slices, is based upon the introductbn of compressed

air at the bottom of a closed diffusor. The mass of eoasettes is

thus well stirreti up and do not adhere at the bottom to the metal-

lic strainer. If at the same time a large lower valve attached to

the bottom is opened all the contents are forced through a special

pipe into the coesette presses, providing the dosiriHl pressure is

attained in the batten

Lifts.—There are no special pouus to in* noted in the genoid

eonstruction of the residiuury coesette lifts, when the excess of

water has in a measure been removed. In most cases such a lift

oonsbts simply of a band with small wooden attachments on its

surface. Near the lower drum on which the l^and turns is a scraping

device which removes all adhering eoasettes, for if they should

find their way t^etween the drum and the band it would slide upon

the pulley. For lifting the exhausted cosset tes from the flunies

a bucket carrier may be used which collects the residuum in a

cemented cistern, the capacity of which corresponds to that of a

diffusor. In the smaller factories the motion of the bucket carrier

suffices to keep the cossettos well suspended in the rcsiduar>' water

and at the same time assures their regular removal. The sides of

the receiving cistern should be almost vertical, notwithstanding

the fact that in most cases the cisterns have a comparatively slight

inclination. Experience shows that it is not desirable for the

cistern to be any larger than is actually needed, as otherwise the

p lips are not all taken up by the bucket or the pockets of the

carrier. When they are pashed beyond the reach of the carrit-r

the man in charge should see that they return to the pro|)er pla<t

Difficulties fre^iuently arise when the pockets or buckets in ques-

tion are not sufficiently filled with cossettes or when the cemented

receiver or cistern is too large. Complication also oeettn when
the water introduced is excessive or attains too great a depth in

the interior of the cistern. This difficulty nuiy in most cases be

overcome by reilucing the ca|)acity of the water reservoir and its

automatic overflow or by shaping the receiver so that it will
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force all the residuum into the pockets of the carrier. The carrier

b heavily loadwi every time a diffusor is emptied and in the

inter\'al works almost empty. In order to reap the advantage of

the large receptacle for the homogeneous distribution of the cosset tes

a horizontal revolving shaft with arm attachments should l)e placed

at the foot of the carrier, and the cossettes will be constantly forced

into the pockets.

Generally the cossette lift has a slanting position, the advantage

being that the water which finds its way through the perforated

iron buckets will not fail into the pockets of the carrier beneath.

The residuary water, which must also be removed from the receiving

cistern, is simply allowed to run off by gravity. The suspended

pulps are separated by suitable iron strainers. To prevent these

from becoming clogged they are placed near the carriers, the

buckets of which occasionally rub its surface and keep the per-

forations entirely open, the water then flowing freely towards

the decanting tanks. Behind these strainers is an overflow which

has a tendency to modify the velocity of the dirty water running off

and also the quantity remaining combined- with the cossettes with

which it comes in contact. Evidently the greater the volume of

water in the cisterns the more readily will the cossettes remain

in suspension. Instead of the endless band and bucket carrier a

spiral may be ased to press the cossettes during their transportation.

But the pressure attained by this endless screw is not sufficient

if the cossettes are to be subsequently dried. In the arrangement

shown in Fig. 141 the first portion of the slanting spiral is in a

cylinder. The cossettes enter at A, the spiral B carries them for-

ward and the water separated falls through C. F>om this point

on the outside receptacle is conical. The entire shaft a receives its

motion from a suitable gearing 6. The semi-compressed pulp falls

into the hopper D and from there to the cars E.

[Under another caption the Pfeiffer compressed-air mode was

described. (Fig. 132.) The residuum cossettes are raised to the

receptacle ^4, from which they fall upon the spiral B, which raisos

them above the hopper of the cossette press.]

Cossette Pumps.—By the Limpricht* (Fig. 142) mode the re-

siduary cossettes are raised from the flumes to an upper elevation

by means of suitable pumps. The pressure in the sluices is sufli-

cient to carry the water and cossettes into the main body of the

Oe.-U. Z..80, 782, 1901.
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pump without the nooeatity of any valve attiichmcpt. The pitUm

• eloees the opening c and by the next stroke forces the reikluary

water and conettAB through the eonneoUng pipe with eoaunoo-

ball valve, which earries it to g, where the product is to be aubae-

quently handled.

This pump pennits the residuum to be carried 270 meleni with-

out the least dilHculty. A special arrangement allows the eoisstttt

to be pressed before they leave the circulating pipe. Under these

conditions 50 to 60 per cent of their water is eliminated. These

pumps must be very strongly constructed, as ooosiderable interior

Fig. 141.—Skoda G6Hett« Prea and Carrier.

pressure is sometimes exerted, owing to the fact that portions of

the residuum pack into one solid mass, which must be rapklly

carried from the battery to the receiving station.* This oossette

pump appears to be simply a modification of the Blancke t pnas
constructed over twenty years ago.

Distribution of the cossettes.—Upon leaving the carrier the

ooesettes fall into a hopper connected with the residuum eoasette

presses. As these presses only work as they should when wefl filled

with residuum cossettes it is necessary that the product be supplied

to the apparatus with great regularity. Whatever be the tjrpe

of presses used they may be arranged in battery, so to speak, thecos-

sette distribution or filling being acoomplLihcd by a spiral de-

vice. As a hopper connects the carrier with the presses these are

* D Z. L, M, 453. 1001. t Ia a a. !•. 165. 1881.
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all kept filled, and it is only the last press that docs not work

satisfactorily.

The presses now generally used are of the Kluskmann or the

Sblwio and Langk tyi>es, the Kluskmann press being the outcome

of Schlickeysen's suggestion. A section of the Klusemann press

is shown in Fig. 143; in many respects it is one of the best known.

This machine does not extract the water as completely as the hy-

FlO. 142. LiMPRICHT
CoiwettG Pump.

Fio. 143. — Klusemann
Cossette Press.

draulic press, but it does, working continuously, deliver a pressed

mass wuth 12 to 14 per cent of dry substance almost equal in value

for cattle fodder to ordinary beets. The idea of Klusemann 's

press evidently came from the clay-mLxing machine, which has

been used with so much success for mixing pressed clay with

water. Here, as in the clay-mixer, the miass is worked by

knives and screw-formed cutters, and at the same time is forced

through a very contracted opening. In the Klusemann press

this is effected by a perforated cone B, which works in a per-

forated cylinder and is furnished with iron or steel bladr-

C placed in screw form. These blades seize and force down the

cossettes which are fed in at the top, and as the cone expands at
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the bottom and the cylinder it of equal diameter throughout

it is evident that a strong prewure mtist be applied to the eoaaeltat

fto f hf*y approach the contracted opening between the cone and the

• i.-r at the bottom.

The water prened out escapea through the perforations of A and

of the hollow cone B, and panes through the three tubes D,

which distribute it in the direction desired.

The speed must be so regulated that the elevator will bring

just enough material to keep the hopper E constantly full; and

it is thought desirable, when the coasettes are not in sufficiont

volume to 511 the same, to stop the nuu:hine, as otherwise inferior

results will l)c obtained. The machine should always be started

slowly and when entirely filled run at a regular rate of 3 to 5

revolutions jjor minute, regulating the elevator accordingly. The
motion is given by a pulley carrying a pinion which works in a

(-< >K-whecl. This is keyed on a horizontal shaft the latter having also

H l>eveled pinion which works in a beveled cog-wheel, fastened on

the prolongation of the upper axis of the cone just above the

box in which the axis turns. The lower axis D is hollow to al-

low the lif}uid inside the cone to escape. Upon the inferior part

of the cone slides a conical obturator provided with strong set

screws, by which the obturator can be raised or lowered, to les-

son or increase the size of the opening of deliver}' and the conse-

quent pressure, as may be desired.

It is not possible to convey the cossettes by a moving apron

direct from the bottom of the diffusion batter>' to the hopper E.

But they are emptied from the lift into an Archimedean screw

that carries them to the presses. An advantage of this press is

that it requires no care and little or no attention. Fifty tons of

cossettes may be worked in twenty-four hours through one press of

this description. This amount may be augmented by increasing

the diameter of the apparatus. The force required is said to be

about 1} UP. According to Nobel* the average composition

of the preeaed conettee from the Klusemann is given in the fol-

lowing table.

Among the important improvements made in these pulp presses

may be mentioned the Neumann f arrangement, in which a aeriea

of conical rings, exterior to the perforated outer casting, force the

water from the perforated sheet iron to circuUte along its edge

* Z., ft. 1048. 1878. t Z.. 58. W. 1908.
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ETrh«Yifft«4
8wMt WatoQxwUtUMiUof PrMMa

Comaiim.
r.

Water 87.238%
1.537
0.025

8.076
2.310
0.814

A«h
Saccharose.
Dextrose.

.

Protein. . .

.

CeUulose. . .

.. 1.181 1

.. 2.349

. . 0.010

. . 1.984
. 1 132

Raw protein

Fntty Buhutancwi
Non-nitrogenous s u b •

niancett

7.54 per cent
dry 8 11 b -

stance!

OeUuloee
A«h

and thus prevent any reabsorption by the cossettes. The exterior

casing is wider at the bottom which obviates clogging between

the rings and its surface.

The Selwig and Lange presses work upon an entirely different

principle. This press, which is shown in Figs. 144 and 145, operates

in the following manner:

The hopper E receives the cossettes, falling at a, between

disks which form a wedge-shaped chamber, whose walls continually

Fio. 145.

Selwig and Lanob Cossette Presses.

move towards the smallest space, and are carried around by 'the

friction and rotation of the disks. As the latter gradually approach

the narrowest portion of the space a at the lower part of the

press, the narrowing disks exert a most powerful pressure on the

cossettes, while the liquid contained in the latter passes through the

perforated surfaces of the pressing disks. The pressed cossettes

passing the narrowest portion—after which the distance be-

tween the disk surfaces again widens—^are forced by the follow-
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ini; maiM ancainitt the fast scraper F out throuf^h tho opening M
in the jacket and form a tolerably eonaaatent maaa. The praaaed-

out water flows through laricer openinicB in the jacket into a

drain //.

I1ic degree of preasuro on the coasctte, which i^ -.v. ;.r .;•.:-!.

to the diataneea between the dkdc aurfacea, can in .lit.f^i ns

changing the preaa diaka A^ A\, moved on the axis CC\ by set

•rovided for that purpoae.

preaa ia driven by fast and loose pulleys on the shaft L,

turning a pinion which works into the cog-wheel K, Aa soon aa

')
' cofl»ettci4 in hopper E begin to give out the preas ahould be

t to work; for if it be not sufficiently filled the preaaing will not

be flo well done. It is im|)ortant that all the shafts and the cog-

wheels be kept well oiled.

The cone ooeaette press may be placed either on the stufaee

of the ground or over rooms to be used for other purposes, pro-

vided the liquid can be carried off properly. Since the machine

has no 8e()arated parts, and the pressed cosset ten fall from it at

the height of 1 meter, a transporter running underneath may be

fllleil and carry the cossettes to another place.

In most cases it would be best, especially if Klusemakn^
press is to be used, to arrange this press directly imder the coasette

el<>v}itor in the story over the cossette storage-room. When there

w .suiliriont height for the cle\'ator alxjve, the presses can he thus

conveniently located.

In new factories, or in those being altered, it is Wwvx not to

place the press in a separate building, which is usually colder,

since experience proves that the cossettes may be pressed to much
p-oattT advantage in a warm place. In such a case the preaaed

c().^^rt t<>s can be carried by a wheeled transporter, an endleaa aerew,

a link belt, or some other arrangement, into the coasette store-room,

and the building need not be more than tw*o stories in height.

It Ls essential that these presses be run with regularity and

kept constantly filled with cossettes. As long as they are full

the cossettes are submitted to a normal pressure againat the akles

of the apparatus, but as soon as the supply of the residuum de-

creases, which frequently occurs during irregular working and the

subaequent emptying of the diffusors, the residuum is not pressed

and leaves the presses in a moist condition. Experience showa that

it is preferable to supply the coasettes to one preas after another

from one end of the aeriea than to feed from the center of the
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series, there being thiis a greater chance of a greater number of

presses working continuously. If the feeding of the hopper E is

not continued with great regularity there will be periods when it

will be only half full, in which case no actual pressure is exerted*

One hundred kilos of fresh residuum from the battery give

47.17 kilos of pressed cosset te and 52.83 per cent of sweet water.

For every 100 kilos of pressed cossette there is lost about 0.84 kilo

of dry substances.f Opinions differ as to the necessity of excessive

pressing, but it is now well established that the quantity of broken

particles of pulp passing into the sweet water increase with the

pressure exerted. Claassen says that if one wishes to keep this

residuum, or to use it for feed, it is not desirable to push the pressure

beyond a certain limit, so that it contains, for example, 10 per cent

of dry substance. If, on the other hand, the cossettes are to be

dried, which is frequently done, a decrease in the percentage of

dry matter and fuel economy must be considered. Consequent 1\

it is rational, with the existing high price of fuel, to push the pres-

sure to such a degree that the product will contain as much dr\

substance as possible and the least water.

An astonishing fact, which is not generally appreciated, is that

the suspended pulp carried off by the water pressed from the re-

siduum cossettes for a factory working 16,000 tons per campaign.

represents a money value of $240, making allowance for the fact

that the pulp may be sold to farmers for $1.20 per ton. Conse-

quently it Is recommended that this water be strained or sent into

decanting vats in order that the floating organic matter may l)e

separated before it is allowed to run into the river.

Losses during pressing.—Experts do not agree as to the actual

loss during pressing. According to Bartz, there is a loss of about

0.28 per cent of the proteid substances passing out in the swfu i

water of the cossette presses when one obtains 50 per cent of pi

»

--»
(

1

cossettes for the total weight of the beets worked, which is about

an average.

On the other hand, Stammer declares that this loss Ls ver

much greater, and when the weight of cossettes is reduced to

cent there is a consequent loss of 5.5 per cent of dry subsium

»

in the sweet water forced out from the residuum.

Claassen has also found that the loss is considerable. He has

pointed out that even with a slight pressure the losses of nitro-

• Z.. ». 1180. 1879. t Z., 26, 1048. 1876.
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genous substanoM retch 7 per cent and of non-nitrogenoui 9 per

cent. On the other hand^ by exoe«ive prevure the Iom is 10 per

cent of nitrogenous and 15.04 of the non-nitrogenoue subftaneei.

He, therefore, justly finds that these arc no longer insignificant

quantities that may be ovi •

The essential reason for ii.. ^rsity of data may be found in

the composition of the cossettes submitted to prevure, as the more
complete their exhaastion during di/TuMinn the leas will be the lose

of dry Mu))8tancc during subsequent preparation. The experimenta

of Hkkxfkld have demonstrated that unless the residuary cossettcs

contain an abnormal percentage of sugar the lones arc not murh
higher with excessive pressure than they Art* uhon th<> t>ro<iuft

is only moderately pressed.

One of the chief objections to an abnormal prt^»i»ure in the slow-

ness of the o|)eration, which, for existing sugar plants, throws out

of gear the successive operations of sugar extractions. Further-

more, the early ex|)eriments of Makrcker* show that the resulta

obtained would hardly be in proportion to the increased expendi-

ture of power. In his experiments different cossettes were sub-

mit t^-d toa pressure of 300 atmospheres, and yet the pressed coesettes

contained only from 17.7 to 18.62 per cent of dry substances.

The higher the percentage of sugar of the residuary cossette the

irn»ater will be the ultimate loss in the sweet water. To the pressed

residuum may be added the tip ends of beets, etc., separated from

the residuary wash water. Bk.\uvai8 sends this residuum into the

exhausted cossette flumes, from which it is raised into the presses.

This in no way destroys the keeping powers of the product and has

the advantage of furnishing 1 to 1} per cent of additional residuum.

Some authorities maintain that this plan should not be adopted,

for the reason that the tip ends and broken portbns of beets fre-

quently contain considerable sugar which will readily ferment and

form a nucleus of infection. The fact is that all siloed ooseettes

ferment during keeping, and this is accompained by an increased

temperature in the mass. Wris f found that sour diffusion coa-

settes contain a special bacteria to which he gave the name of

Baderium poMi aeidi I, II and III; but no bacteria explaining

the formation of acetic acid were discovered. For the production

of this acid air is needed, while the Baderium pobuli may develop

at the expense of the sugar and the albuminoids contained in the

« Z.. SS. 229. 188ft. t Bl.. 8. 287. 189».
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residuum. The transformations that occur are about as follows:

First are formed the fixed and volatile acids, lactic,,acetic, butyric

and fonnic, the latter in ver}' small quantities. I^ter lactic acid

disappears and the acetic acid Is present in excess.*

Methods to facilitate pressing.—The construction of the presses

Is not the only question to be considered as the nature of the resid-

uum also has an actual influence. For example, when the ex-

hausted cossettes are thin, they will be better pressed than when

large and hollow, and when the residuum is nm from the diffusors

rather hot the pressing is always more satisfactory than when

cold. On this point HERZFELD'sf experiments bring to light

some important facts. He concludes that the best results are real-

ized when the product in the presses is at 60° C. Too high a work-

ing temperature of the battery will cause undesirable losses of nutri-

tive substances during pressing. The loss of albumin under normal

conditions may reach 2.9 per cent, while when abnormal methods

are adopted the sweet waters may contain 11 per cent of the

albumin of the exhausted slices.

Cl.\assen says that this mode of working is not to be recom-

mended when it is desired to keep the residuum in silos ; for besides

the loss of nutritive substances through pressure hot cossettes

ferment rapidly even after a few hours, and their keeping powers

are inferior to those of the residuum that has been pressed cold

and ferments normally.

The theory of the Manoury method is based upon the simul-

taneous action of heat and a suitable chemical, which coagulates

the albuminoids in the tissues of the beet. Its application to diffu-

sion consists in adding lime to fresh beet cossettes during the

diffusion at 70° C, allowing the contact to last for at least 20 min-

utes. The cossettes subsequently give excellent results by pressure.

The lime may be mixed with the cossettes in many ways. The

weak juices running from the diffusion battery are used again in-

stead of water for the general working of the battery. The advan-

tages of such a practice are as follows: 1. A considerable diminu-

tion of the quantity of water required for diffusion. 2. The saving

of 0.3 to 0.4 per cent of sugar, which Is frequently lost in the refuse

water and cossettes. It is said that juices extracted by this method

are at least as pure as those from the first carbonatation, and con-

lequently the latter operation may be effected with 1 per cent of

• S. I., M, 649, 1899. f D. Z. I., 27. 1103, 1902
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limo, giving a purity equal to that obtained with 3 per cent by the

customary prooeas. It is ettimated that by an additional expeme
of lieOO there would result an advantage of $1.40 per ton of beets

and for an ordinary campaign a saving of ovw $12,000. These

figures, if correct, are of sufficient importance to warrant their

earoful examination by every beet-sugar manufacturer.

Bosse ^ favora the use of hot alkaline water which is said to

have all the advantages and none of the disadvantages of liming.

The water used for this piupose is the ammoniaeal water from the

multiple effect. The method is favored in case the cossettes ars

to be dried at onoe, for their keeping powers decrease, although this

statement is challenged by Pfbiffer, who says that the reverw is

true.

Si-HKKRME88ER uses in thc last diffusor of a battery water that is

saturated with anhydrous sulphurous acid. Tlic rcs^ulting residuum

is then easily pressed, and thc albuminoids arc coagulated, under

which conditions they will be retained in the pressed cossettes

and will not pass off in the sweet waters. When the product is

dried and left in thc air for a certain time the anhydrous sulphurous

acid seems to evaporate, but it remains to be proved whether the

product could be advantageously feci to cattle.

MAEKCKCR,t after a long series of laborator>' investigations, con-
-'- ' i that when exhausted slices are mixed with lime or alkaline

thc cellular tissues of the product became ver}' much mors
porous. The most efficacious method is the least expensive. It

consists in submitting the cossettes to the action of 0.5 per cent of

lime, using it in the form of milk of lime. The receptacle in which

this mixing is done has a suitably arranged agitator which produces

a perfectly homogeneous mass. This operation lasts from 20 to 30

minutes, and thc product thus obtained gives up a large percentage

of water under t ho slightest pressure. Some investigators, who ha\'e

used the milk of lime treatment, claim that the dr>' substances in

the final pressed product reach nearly .10 ix^r cent (?), that the limed

cossettes are possessed of an agreeable fla\'or, etc

SieicEL also recommends this mode of working, but under no

circumstances should the residuum be allowed to be in contact

witli the lime for more than 30 minutes, as otherwise the 'physical

condition of the product would be altered, and it m*ould then, in a

measure, be worthless for thc purposes intended. Thc residuum

• C. 8. 144. 1889. t Ot.-U £.. 14, 8S. 188&
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would be transformed in the presses into a compact mass, which

could not be compressed without breaking the press, and it would

be neceaoary to cut the mass into pieces in order to remove it.

MuBLLBR proposes the washing of the cossettes in lime water

before pressing. Under this treatment the residuum increases

in the value as a fodder, and the lime will later on constitute an

obstacle to the excessive fermentation in silos, which Ls always

to be dreaded.

Residuum cossette loft.—The cossette presses are generally

placed at a considerable elevation so that the product after pressing

may readily fall into the cossette loft, underneath which the carts

and cars may freely circulate. As a general thing a spiral carrier

underneath the cossette presses conveys the pressed residuum to

the exterior or to the boats or cars. A small reserve is frequently

kept in the lofts, the quantity depending upon the strength of the

floor girders. It is said that a cubic meter of the pressed cossettes

weighs 500 to 600 kilos, after keeping 800 to 900 kilos, while from

the dryer the weight is only 220 kilos per cubic meter.

Transportation of the cossettes to silos.—The best way to trans-

port cossettes to the silos is by the use of Decauville cars which

enter the factory on a trestle and are subsequently emptied over

the silos. For the same purpose long spirals, overhead wires and

trolleys are also used.

Siloing the pressed cossettes.—Strange as it may seem less and

less care is taken in siloing the residuum. Some factories simply

empty the product into ditches, allowing the upper surface to rot

and form a protective layer for the product beneath. This covering

is from 10 to 15 cm. in thickness and may be readily removed.

The ditches are paved with stones.

When building a silo the very best material should be used,

and as there is considerable lateral and vertical pressure the side-

walls should be sufficiently thick to offer the desired resistance.

The comers should be filled in with triangular or rounded bricks.

For many years it was argued that diffusion pulps could not be

kept in silos lined with bricks, but experiments have shown such

theories to be erroneous. Cossettes remaining for five months in

sUos thus constructed lost only 8.9 per cent of their dry substances.

It is customary to pile the residuum cossettes in carefully con-

structed ditches lined or not with masonry and cement. There

are advantages especially to be derived by the use of elongated

silos, so that the portion exposed to the air during their opening
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•hftll be as snuUI m poMible in order to reduce to a minimum the

amount whieh will aubaequeDtly rot through oxidation. Tha di-

menaions, length, depth, ete., reoommended by vmrioui reeognlaad

experts, are extremely variable. As the moet detirable tjrpea of

siloa for residuum beet pulps are expeoalve, they are not within tha

reach of the average farmer. When besrond a oertAin siie they muiit

be cement lined.

Pellet and Lelavanoier recommend that the length be

25 meters, width 4 meters and the depth about 1) meters. Theae

dimensions vary with the conditions one may have to meet.

There are no objections to greater depths, provided the soil is not

damp. It is not desirable to reach a depth where substrata water

currents may be met. Other dimensions that may be brought

forward are baaed mainly upon the various conditions that differ-

ent environments create. It is very rare, however, for the depth

of silos to exceed 2 meters. Sometimes very deep silos, 3 meters,

give good results, as the pulp then eliminates cooaiderable water

by its own weight.

Sometimes the sise is regiilated so that a wagon may turn upon
itself in the silo, which calls for a width of at least 5 meters. Hie
width of the silo must vary with circumstances. If too great, its

covering it'ould offer some difficulty ; but it should never be less than

that of an average cart.

It is recommended that the bottom of the ailoe be paved in

such a way that there shall be a sUnt of 15 or 20 millimeters per

motor from the entrance to the exit, to facilitate the flow of water

frofii the cossettes. In certain cases it has bei>n found that this

slant should be double, thus permitting the flow from the right

as well as the left. Under these circumstances there is no deposit

of water at the bottom of the silo and stagnant water of any kind

UMuld soon contaminate the mass of the residuum. Sometimes
it has been found of advantage to draw off the water; filtration

luis also been propoeed by allowing the water to collect in special

weUs, filled with stones or other material, from which, when the

occasion presents it<olf , it may be pumped out. Some experts ad-

N ocate the building of i<ilos on porous soil.

The bottom paving of a silo materially helps the conser>'ation

of the siloo<l cossettes, and exixrionce has shown that for a silo

of average dinicmions all lateral walb, whether of brick or other

material, are unneeeasary, as they render only a very slight aerviee

especially in plastio aoib.
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Herzff.ld says that the slope of the silos is of secondar>' import-

ance, and that the transformations which occur depend mainly

upon the dcjot^e of dryness of the product upon leaving the presses.

It has frequently been found that certain economical advantages

may be derived by the introduction of small cars, of the Decauvillk

type for example, travelling on narrow gauge tracks on the upper

level of the silos. This arrangement allows the residuum cossettes

to be carried rapidly and under very economical conditions from the

factory to the ditch or silo in which they are to be kept.

Silos should be filled during cold weather and the operation

should not last more than three days. In our climate the beet-sugar

campaign frecjuently commences before frost sets in, so that the

operation would take place at the wrong period. It would l>e better

at first to feed direct to cattle. Farmers should not forget that

siloing during warm weather means very inferior fodder later in the

season. In order to have the mass of pulp perfectly uniform.

and to prevent air from being imprisoned, as its influence is ver}-

destructive, it may be compressed as much as possible, with the back

of the spade or other flat instrument used in filling. Tramping

upon the residuum by walking a horse or cow over the product

during filling is a very common custom, and covering the bottom of

the silo with several inches of chopped straw is a good practice,

the advantages of which are numerous. Alternate layers of pulp

and straw are to be recommended only in certain cases. The writer

is rather in favor of alternate layers of salt and residuum. One
man's labor for filling and emptying a silo of 5-ton capacity is

sufficient.

Silos are generally open on top. Experience has shown, however,

that advantages are to be derived from resorting to a covering of

at least two feet of earth, in order to prevent the action of air and

putrefaction. When crevices open, due to the settling of the ma'^s,

they should be closed as soon as possible.

The cossettes are placed in silos so that the top Is about two feet

above ground which materially contributes towards pressing the

mass of matter beneath. The sides above ground should slant and

be gradually covered with earth, the latter being beaten down with

care. After an interval of several days, this outer covering beinpj

well settled, another layer of clay is added under the same condi-

tions.

Various coverings for the top have been suggested, such as

defecated scums, ashes, etc., but earth seems to be the best of all.
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If proper attention is not f^van to the question of eovering, puire-

faoUon will spread from the stirfaoe to a depth of two feet during

a severe winter; while if properly covered, the pulp may be found in

an excellent condition two inches from the siufaoe. Is is to be

regretted that some of our farmers use straw which is the very worst

material that could be selected for the ptupose. Heavy weights on

the top have some advantage, but the best of all, as before stated,

lA earth which may l)o iteveral feet in thickness, and its weight upon

the pulp will be all that la desired.

Elxperienoe has shown that when the silos slant from 'bottom

to top, considerable advantages are foimd as far as the keeping

qualities of the residuum are concerned. Silos when filled settle

about 10 per cent, and it is to be noted that the settling is of con-

siderable iin|x>rtance, for the simple reason that if the voltmie of

tlie product before and after siloing is known onr caix economii^

on the cubical contents of the silos.

It is very advinable in order to obtain tlie best resultii in cossette

keeping, especially during the |x?riod when they are withdrawn

from the silos, to sulxlivide the various cliambers in which the

product is kept into several compartments. These iM>|Hiratioiit

are made at different points) in the direction of the least dimensioii

by suitable walls of stone or earth, in such a way that even when

one of these divisions is entirely oix»n it in no way interferes with

the adjoining one. Under these circumstances it is possible to ar-

range so that the supply for the day naay be sufficient to meet

any possible emergency, and in no way have an influence, as far as

atmospheric action is concerned, upon the product being kef>t in

the adjoining section.

Transformation during siloing.—If one leaves fresh cossettes

exjx>setl to the air there follows a putrefaction after a very short time.

.Votwitlistanding this fact, very often when the factory method

of working does not allow the construction of any special ailoe,

and when the farmers refuse to undertake it, the product is simply

thrown in piles and left exposed to the air. Under these eonditions

it becomes evident that the factories must lose by sacrificing

a product which enters ver>' materially into the financial profits

of the season when the entire bulk of the sugar campaign is con-

sidered , and this under better management would be unnecessaiy.

This organic transfonnation, or putrefaction, even during silo-

ing, may represent a sacrifice of 30 to 50 cms. in depth taken

from the surface or a eonsklerable proportion of the total product.
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It becomes evident that the essentials for the proper preservation

of these oossettes are to keep out the air and rain. The destructive

action of rain and air increases with the time of storage, for the

reason that the cells of the residuum thus kept open more and

more, and the rain entering carries away a large percentage of the

nourishing elements.

Do what one may, numerous transformations always occur

in the silos; there arises in the mass a fermentation of all, or nearly

all, of the organic substances, such as the non-nitrogenous, which

are partly converted into lactic acid. Under these circumstances

the cossettes are possessed of a decidedly acid reaction and may
contain, according to Morgen, more than 4.7 per cent of their dry

substances as organic acids, calculated ujwn a basis of lactic acid.

This apparently abnormal quantity has very much less influence

on the digestion of animals than might be supposed. It gives, on the

contrary, a rather agreeable characteristic sour taste, to which catr

tie soon become accustomed and eat the product with great avidity.

But, it is to be noted, that for the cossettes to undergo this lactic

fermentation to the best advantage, they should reach a tempera-

ture of very nearly 40° C. without any supplementary heat other

than that found in the siloed mass, otherwise there will follow

an objectionable acid fermentation, under which circumstances,

instead of lactic acid, a micro-organism known as mycoderma aceti

soon shows its activity, resulting in the formation of acetic acid,

for which live stock in general have a distaste. Certain cattle

absolutely refuse it under any and every circumstance, and the

product then has absolutely no commercial or feeding value.

As the temperature in the silos is quite high it should be measured

with a thermometer and controlled. Experiments have been

made to collect some data as the silos filled with two kinds of pulp,

and the difference in heat evolved after some time was remarkable.

A comparatively high temperature is generally desirable, for the

reason that it sho^^^s that fermentation has commenced.

The principal centres for change in silos are along the sidca

and in comers, and no well-built silo should have angular comers

as a thorough cleaning when emptied would then be impossible.

The shape of a silo has consequently an important influence upon the

keeping of the cossettes. Most experts say that the sides should

be vertical, so that there will be a regular pressure of the pulp

by its own weight. The wTiter much doubts if vertical sides

accomplish all that is desired ; an inverted truncated pyramid would
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bo better. No experiiiient« have been made in thk direction,

80 it should not be practically tried unleii there be in advanet

ome certainty aa to resulta.

According to Likusciier, fermentation diminiihee after the

sLxth day of siloing, and when the fifteenth day is reached the

t4?mperature of the mass undcrgoos little or no change, and is

alwut the same as that of the ground in which the ditch has been

made. These transformations, as regards the chemical composi-

tion of the products, are shown in the table which follows, as given

by .M.\ii:HCKCR:

E4ALT Chsmical Cha.nobs durixo Siloing (lUBaaun).

ObmUiimou.
QMMttM.

llSZ^r.
Soorad
Omtitm, mYZ..

WatM*
IWOhiI.
80.77
10.23
0.58
0.05
2.30
6.32

100.00
5.67
0.49
23.36
61.78

IVrOMt.
88.52
11.48
1.00
0.11
208
6 41

PvOwt.

Dry nuitter , 100.00
AbH 05
F.ntty tubstanceiL .

(Vilulose
005
24 30

Nitroseoout tubttanceo. .... 55.84

From this data one may conclude that during the keeping of

the r»iiduum its percentage of dry substances, such as ash, fatty

con.stituent8, cellulose and nitrogenous elements, is materially

increased. \Vhilo thia ia true of the fatty constituents (it is to be

noticed that albuminoids under certain conditions give fatty con-

stituents through decomposition), the phenomenon is very mislead-

ing as far as the other compounds are concerned, for the simple

reason that the water percentage has been lessened, and there is

consequently a corresponding increase in the dry substances.

It is well to understand that there has not been a corresponding

loss of the dry constituents, for whatever may be the loss of these

it is never proportional to the losses of water>' vapor, whatever

they may be. NVhile the loss of water may be 40 per cent, it does

not necessarily carry with it 40 per cent of different compounds

fonning the actual constituents of the cossettes proper, which fact

may be noticed by the relatively increased nutritive value of the

material. The fact is, that the actual anal>'sis of soured coosettes

shows the material ad\'antage of submitting the fresh product

of some siloing. Gradually, as the period of their keeping

this phenomenon, or transformation, so to speak, becomes
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and more pronounced, as the analysis of Pltermann evidently

proved.

Chbhical Chanobs duri.no Prolonoed Siloing (Petermann).

OMMUUMOto.
Coeeettee
after 8
Month*'
Keeping.

Dry Matter.

• CoMettes
after 2

KeepiDff.

Dry Matter.

Water
Dry matter

Percent.
87.08
12.02
1.02
0.08
2.67
1.00
0.16
7.43

Per Cent.

looVod
8.36
0.65
21.89
8.02

60.09

Per Cent.

83.98
16.02
2.96
0.74
5.06
1.83
0.29
5.43

Percent.

100.00
Aah 18.48
Fattv substances
Cellulose

Albuminoids
Organic nitrogen

4.62
31.59
11.42

Carbohydrates 33.89

Unfortunately the keeping in silos of a product such as thi.s

necessarily means a considerable loss, which in some cases amount

to from 40 to 45 per cent, and one must make the best of these

conditions.

Surface siloing.—It may be admitted upon general principles

that the cossette residuums will keep well provided the water they

contain can drain off, and the product is well protected from the

rain and variations of the exterior air. A very simple arrange-

ment for surface siloing is shown in Fig. 146. On each side of the

^V

,. 1 Iti—>un;,.

pile are suitable ditches that carry off the dripping water from the

moist pulp; the earth covering is taken from the ditches. A and

B represent layers of straw projecting beyond the sides, which

act as drains from the interior.

A wood-built silo used in France is shown in Fig. 147. Just

within what limits this style is suitable to our cold climate experi-

ments alone can determine; for California, however, it would be

excellent. Silos of this type are 25 to 30 meters long by 4 to 5

meters wide and 1 meter in height. The bottom is made of stone.s
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placed on end, with stiflficient grade to emny oflT the water from

the mam of pulp into lateral drains eommunicatinK with a

special manure pit. Wooden poatn, 20 cm. iiquare, penetrating

the ground at leaHt .'0 cm., are placed vertically at intenrab of

2 meters and are held in position horiiontally by iron bars 12 nun.

in diameter, which overcome any Uteral preMiire.

Tlie sides of the silo consist of boards 30x2.5 em. with a space of

2.5 cm. lx»tween each, and all should have a thick coating of tar.

To facilitate filling and assure keeping the mass in good condition.

FiQ. 147.—Surface-built Silos for Re«t Pulp m used in France.

the silo is di\nded into two parts by a partition of posts and boards.

The silo may be filled by means of a wheelbarrow from a plank

slanting up from the ground. The iron braces are placed in posi-

tion gradually during filling, and withdrawn as the silo is emptied.

The rapacity of a silo of this type is 300 tons.

Concluding remarks respecting cossette residuum.— Most

farmers in continental Kuroix', when contracting to grow beets

for the sugar factories, stipulate in advance that they must receive

cossettes weighing at least 50 per cent as much as the lx?ets fur-

nished. Under these circumstances it is to the manufacturer's

interest to obtain the largest possible quantity of residuum cos-

sot tes. Unfortunately, very dishonest methods are frequently

otnployed to this end, and the manufacturer gains nothing by

submitting the cosset tcs to an excessive pressure.

It would be to the interest of the tiller to stipulate in his con-

tract that the residuum shall contain a certain quantity of dr>'

matter. If this is less than 8 per cent the product shouki be re-

fused. As affairs now stand the farmer frequently reeei\*es water

instead of the N'aluable constituents expected, and derives no Ijen.

efit from the product. Then, too, when the iK*ater has not been

removed the mass of cossettes has considerable weight aiKl the-

cost of its transportation is consklerably higher than it should lie.

Furthermore, the nutrients contained in the product are frequently
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80 diluted that they have a pernicious effect upon the health of

the animals being fed.

The market value of residuum cossettes from sugar factories

depends upon many conditions—their composition, the manner

in which they are obtained, the abundance of other crops, and

the distance from factory to farm. In most European countries

contracts for beets are made between farmer and manufacturer

at $4.00 per ton, the farmer reserving the privilege of purchas-

ing the residuum pulp at $1.00 to $2.00 per ton, in quantities cor-

reBponding to one-fifth of the weight of beets furnished. When
pulps are delivered at farms allowance is made for such transpor-

tation. Considerable change occurs in the composition of the

product during transit. The percentage of water increases the

cost; for example, if 80 carts are required to carry a given weight

of pulp containing 80 per cent water, 85 carts would be necessary

for transporting the same pulp if the water percentage were 85

per cent.

By means of oxen the cost of transportation of pulp to a farm

at average distance from the factory is 15 cents per ton. This

price permits keeping oxen, or other animals used, in good con-

dition, and in a few years pays their value. Difficulties con-

stantly arise between manufacturer and farmer; either the latter

wants more than his contract calls for, or he maintains that the

refuse is inferior in quality to the product formerly used. As the

percentage of cossettes obtained varies with the saccharine quality

of the beets worked, it is not well for the manufacturer to make
any rash promises as to the amount he can furnish and the qual-

ity of the product. Hence 20 per cent is considered a reasonable

limit. From 100 kilos of beets there are obtained on an average

42 kilos of cossettes; the difference should be consumed by ani-

mals at the factory.

If the diffusion is not conducted under the most scientific prin-

ciples, the feeding value of the pulp suffers. If the temperature

is too high, there follows a coagulation of many of the nutritive

elements. To protect the farmers' interest and to make sure of

harmony among those interested, an understanding should exist

as to the limits of temperature at which the battery is to be worked.

If farmers sell siloed pulp to their neighbors they should ask double

the purchase price at the factory, to which should also be added

the expense of transportation and siloing. The bulk is reduced

one-half, but the value has remained unchanged.
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Tbaie preMed eoetett^t are in tooie eiMt fed to live ttoek m
fast M received or they may be kept in tpeeiaUjr built sUoe. Farm-
era ooUeot the product at the factory in wafona or carta, or trana-

port it by water in boata constructed for this purpoae.

The beat arranged factoriea generally have a number of oxen
ro feed, and it ia well to have a certain amount of diffuaion coawttai

placed in silos at the factory for the purpose. These atloa are

unually of the very best types.

C<Msette drying—General remarks.—The feeding, keeping,

handling, etc., of fresh or siloed cossettes for a forage entail cer-

tain complications, and there must necessarily, therefore, be aocne

advantage in drying them.

The firat really serious experiments made in this direction were

those of BuMarBLD in 1878, who at that period had oondueted

quite a propaganda for the encouragement of the idea of eoasette

dr>'ing which he had been expounding, and the necessity of dis-

covering some practical means for overcoming the many difficul-

ties involved. The idea was not well understood by the German
larmere and sugar manufacturers until 1883, when a prise of

15,000 marks ($3750) for some practical solution of the ques-

tion was offered. In order to make the matter thoroughly dear

to those interested in the subject certain conditions were stipu-

lated, viz.: The dried pulp should contain only 14 per cent water,

about the same as hay; it should be without any perceptible odor,

and not burnt during drying; the loss of nutritive elements ahould

not be more than 8 per cent ; the expense must not be more than

about 5 cents per 100 kilos of pressed ooesettes used.

BuETTNER and Meyer were awarded this prise, and their ap-

paratus, which is actually of great practical value, waa the atarling

point for the realization of an idea that has since been of eonskier-

able importance to the feeders of beet-coesette residuum the world

over.

It is interesting to note the farmere' waertiona that it waa

parado.xical to state that a handful of the dry product could have

the same nutritive value as a bucketful of the moist substaoee

from which it was made. Hieae arguments occaakmed numeroua

agricultural gatherings at which the entire question was disctiased

upon a very practical basis. The rural press of the country took

up the question and the actual outcome haa been that dried

cossettes are now considered a staple commodity upon the German
market.
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To Maerckf.r and Moroen is justly due the credit of having

confuted, through their numerous publications, all the erroneous

arguments of many of the would-be scientists who attempted to

cry down this valuable product.

Before describing exactly the practical .solution of cossette dry-

ing, it is important to insist upon the necessity of the dryers produc-

ing an initial product which shall contain the greatest possible

proportion of dry substances; and from this standpoint one may
notice that since these desiccating appliances were first introduced,

the percentage of dry matter contained in the pressed cos.settes has

risen from 12 per cent to 16 per cent, which means that there is

30 per cent less water to be evaporated than formerly, this phase

of the question representing a great fuel economy.

Liming before drying.

—

Buettner and Meyer some years since

forced the cossettes through perforated cylinders combined with

a slanting spiral arrangement which was in close communication

with another receptacle containing milk of lime, in which the

residuum became saturated with lime. It was subsequently

strained before leaving the upper parts of the cylinder.

Without doubt, lime has great influence upon the cellular

texture of the beet slices being treated, and will often permit a

greater percentage of water to escape; but independent of certain

mechanical complications that need not be mentioned here, there

is always danger of hardening the cossettes. It frequently hap-

pens that the fuel used for the drying in this appliance contains

sulphur. The gases of the furnaces will then be saturated with

anhydrous sulphurous acid, which, coming in contact with the

lime of the cossettes during their working in the Buettner and

Meyer dryer, would result in a calcic deposit.

Herzfeld called attention to the fact that after a reasonable

period of storage, this dry residuum threw out sulphuretted hy-

drogen, notwithstanding the fact that it contained almost insig-

nificant traces of this chemical. At the present time liming of

residuum cossettes has been practically abandoned, and there

remains now only the natural, dry cossettes, which are becoming

yearly more and more popular.

The drying of cossettes is an important subject into the con-

sideration of which numerous factors enter. No general rule can

be given. In most factories the local conditions are not considered

favorable to this process, and only a comparatively few have in-

troduced the dryers. These installations increase the cost of the
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g(*iieral plant of the tiigar faetory, and do not alwaya pre the

manufacturer a eompemating return on the inveetment. All faeta

oonsidered, it b the farmer who derives the actual advantage, and

unleeB he appreciates the difference between the dried and moiet

rcitiduum. there ifi no poasible reason why the dryen ehould be

built. However, if a factory is tmable to dispose of its fresh resid-

uum coesettes to neighboring farmen, it is an actual advantage

to the manufacturer to have a dr>'tnf^ plant. For the desiceatkNi

of pressed ooesettes a furnace or a dniin may be used in which the

drying may be done by two methods—either directly, using the

gasert of combuHtion, or by indirect methods, which, however, are

more ex|)enAive without a proportionate increased efficiency.

Waste gases for drjring.—Drying might be most economically

accoinpllshcHi by using the gases escaping from the grates of the

boilers, which combine with the gases in the special generators.

It is maintained that there is thus produced an intense gas circu-

lation, which lA vrry favorable to the residuum desiccation, with-

out danger of cooling or any loss of heat. Furthermore, it is stated

that during this special dr>'ing the coesettes ^ill not absorb any of

the gsjt combination, as the water they contain must increase 1700

tunes in volume lx*fore becoming steam, and under these ctreum-

stances there is created a current of vapor sufficiently violent to

prevent any direct contact between the cosscttes and the gas proper.

E\{>eriments have shown that to properly utilize this lost heat

from the boilers would necessitate the building of a very large

and expensive appliance. Furthermore, steam boilers are rarely

arranged as they should be, and an enormous amount of gases is

always liberated from them which cannot be utilized, as it is

unfortunately supersaturated with soot, and the working of the

IkmIcfs, too, is very irregular.

The construction of a special furnace for accomplishing the

object in \4ew is the main point on which attention should be

centered. It has been found desirable to obviate the contact of

the gases with the residuum cos^ettes, in order to prevent their

contamination. None of the combinations thus far devised are

ver\' ser\'iceable in their general working, fmm an economical

standpoint, for the simple reason that there is always an enormous

loss of heat throu^^h mdiation.

Utilization of lost heat for drying.—It has frequently been

suggested that for the drying of coesettes the lost heat from the

various appliances of the factory should be used. In\'estigation8
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in this direction have been centered upon the utilization of the

latent heat of the exhausted ooesettee, but up to the present time

the results obtained have been by no means encouraging.

Many experts have tried to utilize the latent heat of evap-

oration, because they believed that in order to evaporate the water

of the heated cossettes in the furnace it was sufficient to circulate

air in the dryer, which, owing to its natural hygroscopic power,

would become supercharged with the watery vapor. A fact

which has been apparently overlooked is that a realization of

this method would necessitate a supplementary expenditure of

caloric for heating of the air used in the dryer. Finally, experi-

ments were made to utilize the heat contained in the water

evaporated, in the same way as in such evaporating appliances

as the triple and multiple effects used in the sugar factories.

The substance here dealt with is, however, not so fluid as

beet juice. All facts considered it is difficult to arrange an

apparatus, or combination of appliances, that would meet the

numerous demands of beet-cossette drying. The transferring of

the cossettes from one receptacle to another cannot be accomplished

with the same ease as when handling liquids. In order to over-

come this difficulty it has been proposed to reduce cossettes to a

sort of paste. Furthermore, the cossettes have not the same con-

tact with the heating surface of the evaporator as is possessed by

liquids, and the coefficient of heat transmission falls very low.

The multiple effect mode of desiccation would demand appliances

of stupendous size.

All efforts to apply the rational principles of economy in the

operation of cossette drying have failed, and, strange as it may
seem, the most irrational apparatus yet devised has apparently

led to the most practical results. The rational application of

heat, based upon the principle of counter currents, in which the

cossettes come in contact with gases of an increasing temperature,

was not successful, because the residuum was simply burned.

The inventions to overcome this difficulty are extremely numerous

and could not be even mentioned here.

Drying appliances.—Attention is called to three appliances,

which are con.sidered standard and practical. These are the Mac-

KENSEN, the Petry and Heckino and the Buettner and Meyer.

With the Mackensen apparatus (Figs. 148 and 149) several

hundred tons of cossettes directly from the presses may be dried

per diem. This apparatus consists of two long drums of forged
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iron (I and II), about 14.4 meters long and 1.5 meters in diameter,

each of which is composed of three sections, having iron rings at

their extremities and working on trolleys. Their rotatory move-

ment corres|X)nds to a velocity of 5 to 6 revolutions per minute.

The pressed ooesettes fall by K into the first drum, passing through

the same very slowly, and the hot gases from the furnace move in

the same direction. In the first drum the temperature of these

gases is about 140'' to ISO"" C.

The motion of the cossettes is produced partly by the current

of hot gases and also by a heating apparatus arranged as a spiral

inside of the appliance. The early arrangement had a fire grate,

over which air passed, in front of each cylinder. At E they fall

into an oblique spiral //, which raises them and compels them

to fall into the second drum, where the temperature is about 110°

C. The hot gases are drawn off by the exhauster M and pene-

trate a dust chamber where the pulp that has been carried for-

ward is deposited. The cossettes on entering the second drum

contain from 50 to 60 per cent moisture. They give up their

remaining moisture on entering the second drum II, and fall

upon the spirals F, which conducts them to the elevator, by

means of which they are carried to the loft or store-room. Two
drums are suflicient for a factory slicing 150 tons of beets per

diem. The motive power for all the drums, spirals, lifts, etc.,

is not more than 15 to 20 H.P. The expenditure for the entire

plant is not more than 55,000 to 60,000 marks ($13,500 to

$15,000), including building, chimneys, etc.

A residuum that had originally 85 to 90 per cent of water

retains only 8 to 12 per cent when the operation is complete. Con-

sumption of coal is about 180 to 220 kilos per 100 kilos of residuum

dried. In Germany the product finds a re^dy market at alx)ut

$27 per ton. The actual cost of drying by this method is $16.80

per ton of dried product. For a daily production of 18 tons the

daily cost of working is about $300. The shape of the cossettes

has an important influence on the working of the machine.

The Petry and Heckino dryer (Fig. 150) consists of several

successive chambers in the shape of a trough, in which the agi-

tators revolve, forcing the cossettes to move forward and pro-

jecting them from one compartment to another through the open-

ings arranged in the separating division. These passages are not

in each case in the same position, and, therefore, the gases and cos-

settes are forced to take a zigzag motion in passing through the
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apiMirutiLH. In this dryer, m in the A|iplkiiee abeedy dcMcrilicd,

thf gtiM's move in the same direction as the wMsetles, but before

n*a('hinK t)w Itmi roiii|)artiiiont of the apparatus, the fMW are

(Iruwii off hy H vfiiiilator V , which foroei them to first pass thnmgli

the so-called ''cyclones'' C, and then into the channel K, placed

beneath the butt heating ehamWr, which reeetves its calorie in-

directly, i.e., without danger of buniing the eoMettes. The eoa-

settee leave this hut compartment to fall ultimately thoroughly

dried into the spiral s. It is iin|x)rtant to rectify a very emmeous
assertion advanced by the invcntorM of this dryer. They elalm

that the gases on leaving the division before their final exit, heat

the last chamber and thus allow the utilization of the Utent heat

Pro. lao.—Pbtrt-Hbtkino CoMette Drysr.

of water evaporation held in suspension by the circuUtinf^ gases.

This is an erroneous theory, as it is impossible for water e\'aponited

from the cossettes to become reheated to such a temperattire as

to be again utilised for future work. From the time that water haa

passed into the condition of steam it lx»comes an inert gas, which

mixefl with the hot gases and can not condense in transmitting its

heat to the cossettes, tmless the residuum, for one reaaon or another,

has become oooled at the very time that the water evaporated

was liberated, and tlu » possible reason for such cooling.

Experiments show that uis of coke are needed to dry 21.000

kilos of cossettes in 24 hours. One man can attend to an appara-

ttw of 100 toas capacity |x»r diem.

Notwithstanding^ the numerous efforts made to solve thiti prol>-

lem from an economical standpoint, the BtmrxKR and Metrr
dryer actually holds its own to-day against all comers, from a prac>

tical point of view.

The BuBTTNERand Mryer furimce is based upon two principles.
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one of which is that the hot gases from the center of conibustion

which will evaporate the water of the cossettes, should be at the

highest possible temperature in order to work economically; the

second is that the cossettes cannot move in an opposite direction

to the gases, but, on the contrary, should circulate with them until

they leave the apparatus. The second principle Is a natural out-

come of the first, as it is evident that gases at the temperature at

which they enter the apparatus (not less than 400° to 750° C,
though at first it was argued that if the temperature was above

500° C. the cossettes would be burned), would immediately ignite

if they were circulating in an opposite direction. The temperature of

the moist cossettes which come in contact with these hot gases can

never reach 100° C. so long as they retain moisture, as all the heat

that the gases communicate to them serves in the transformation

of this water into steam.

The BuETTNER and Meyer dryer (Figs. 151 and 152) consists

of a large brick framework, upon the upper part of which is a fur-

nace, surrounded by a dome in which the hydro-carbonated gases

are finally consumed being transformed into carbonic acid upon com-

ing into contact with the air. This frees the gases from the particles

of soot which would contaminate the cossettes being dried and con-

sequently give them an unpleasant flavor. The bottom of the dome
is divided in two by a small brick partition, on the one side of which

are collected the ashes, etc., carried forward by the circulating

gases. The necessary suction of the air is effected by an exhauster

and may be regulated as the occasion demands. When peat or other

poor fuel is used it is first thrown upon a special grating, carbonized

and allowed to fall gradually from layer to layer until completely

consumed. On the lower and upper portion of the dome the gases

are carried forward at the same time as the cossettes into the dryer

proper, which consists of three semi-cylindrical layers, one over the

other, each having a shaft that forces the spiral agitators to revolve

through the intervention of conical .gearings placed outside the

dryer. These axes revolve at a velocity of 26 revolutions per

minute. The cossettes are introduced into the dryer by an endless

band carrier and spiral, and are deposited above the chamber of

the dryer. This residuum passes through the apparatus, conies

in contact with the hot gases and is rapidly dried. As already de-

scribed above, there is no danger of the cossettes being carbonized,

as the evaporation of the water they contain is sufficiently active to

prevent their reaching a temperature of 100° C, and this is very
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essential as above that temperature the albuminoids of the cossettcs

would be rendered very much less digestible.

Temperature of cossettes being dried.—According to the experi-

ments of KoHLKH tlie tciniHTalure of the cossettes in this dryer

never reaches even 90° C, and in his laboratory oven experiments,

in which the drying was done at 90° C, the dried product had

coefficient of digestibility less than that of the dried cossettes

obtained in the Buettnkr and Meyer furnace.

The agitating arms of the spirals are not combined, as one might

suppose, to push the cossettes forward and force them out at the

end of the apparatus; they are, on the contrary, arranged so as to

comjxjl them to circulate in the opposite direction from which they

entered, but owing to the current of hot air they become dryer. The
lighter portions are carried down to the second division, where the

spiral arm arrangement raises the cossettes and brings them again

in contact with the hot air until the moment when they are carried

to the lower division of the apparatus. The cossettes are constantly

brought in contact with the hot gases, and do not reach the bottom

of the drj'er until they have become sufficiently light to be carried

forward by the circulating gases.

From what has just been said it becomes evident that the cos-

settes are raised continuously by the revolving agitators until

the hot gases have rendered them sufficiently light to be carried

a little farther each time until they reach the exterior of the upper

trough, from which they fall into the compartment directly beneath,

always coming in contact with the circulating hot gases. Then they

pass through the three divisions of the apparatus and finally fall

into the cylindrical trough at the bottom, in which is a revolving

spiral that forces the dried residuum to the exterior of the apparatus.

As the circulating gases always carry a considerable amount of

cossettes in suspension, this would entail an ultimate loss; so before

leaving the dryer the gases are forced into a "cyclone" where the

particles in suspension are deposited and collected to be subse-

quently added to the dried cossettes. A special chimney is con-

nected with the dome of the dryer and serves for starting the fire.

As soon as this cupola is sufficiently hot, and after the cossettes

enter and the exhauster is working, the chimney is closed. This

chinmey allows the escape of the gases of combustion when the

supply of fresh cossettes is less than the practical efficiency of the

apparatus, due, for example, to a stoppage in the general working

of the factory from which the supply is obtained. Under such con-
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ditionfl the ooveitcf would be burned ifome meftni wwe not adopted

to meet the eamrgoney. Furthermore, the chimney givet an entrance

into the furnace and permite air to circulate in the dryer when oecai

ary. by which means the gaafs may lie cooled. The appaitlua

b regulated in such a way that the coawttai on leaving the dryer are

•uflficiently dceiccated and the gaaea oool enough to attain the tat < rn

tion point, without, howe\'er, being suflksently cool to allow the u ... r

to eondenae. By approaching aa nearly as possible this point of

condensation the cconomiral working of the dryer is attained.

Complete drying unneceaaary.—According to Busmnni and
Mby£r the final temperature in their dryer should be 110^ C,
which is sufficient to prevent the condensation of water without

in any way destroying the ultimate value of the dried eoaaettca.

By lengthening the time that the coasettes remain in the dr>'er

any desired degree of dryness may be obtained; it would be possible

to evaporate the water contained completely. However, thia would

be unnecessary, as the dry residuum would reabsorb 12 per cent to

15 per cent of moisture when coming in contact with the air. Bur.TT-

NER and Mbtkr do not go beyond a limit of 88 per cent of dry mai t < r

which corresponds with the amount of dry substance in hay and

other dr>' forage. In order to regulate the temperature of the fur-

nace and the exit of the gases special appliances are attached to the

dryer permitting the air to enter in the desired quantities.

It is to be noticed that the amount of cossettes entering a fur-

nace is an important factor in determining the final temperature

of the gases. The smaller the volume of cossettes in the dryer

the greater the tendency of the temix^raturc to rise. This may be

readily explained, as under such conditions a laige portion of the

caloric is not utilized for the evaporation of the water of the coasettes.

The working of the dryer and the suction of the air should be regti-

lated so as to correspond to the amount of cossettes entering the ap-

paratus and the volume being dried an excess of air would alwa>'s

cause a fall of temperature. The variationa of temperature are very

slight in the Bubttner and Mbtbr furnace owing to the maas ol

masonry of which the dryer consists, which itself constitutes a sort

of heat regulator. The initial and final temperature of the gaaea

should be most carefully watched. The first can oscillate from

200° to 300^ and has evidently an enormous im{x>rtance. An excea-

sivciy low temperature indicates that too much air has been mixed

with the hot gases, and there is no question but what it is far beilcr

to evaporate water directly with fuel than to reheat the air. The
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higher the initial temperature the greater will be the economical

working of the dryer.

Fettback has analyzed the gases of this dryer in order to make

sure that they are supersaturated with moisture. By observing

the temperature shown by the moistened thermometer and that of

the dry thermometer, and also the pressure indicated on a barometer,

it becomes possible to ascertain the relative hygrostatic condition

of these gases. Specially arranged diagrams show the influence

of the volume of the cossettes to be dried upon the final temperature

of the gases and also their relative moisture.

When there are defects in the drj'er they may be recognized

by a fall of temperature of the gases and their comparative moisture.

The regulating of the dryer may, to a certain extent, be done by

ascertaining its practical working efficiency, allowing for the utiliza-

tion of the caloric of the fuel.

The formula proposed by Rydlewski for the calculation of the

efficiency of a cossette dryer is as follows: Suppose that Q is the

weight of the fresh cossettes, and q the weight of the dried cossettes,

t the temperature in degrees centigrade of the moist cossettes, and

p the weight of the coal, while c is the number of calories liberated

by the combustion of one kilo of coal.

Calories utilized C=[Q-q] [637

-

1].

Calories furnished C '^cp.

Practical efficiency x per cent «=—p^j—

.

The application of this formula has given for the Buettner and

Meyer dryer, as well as for the Petry and Hecking apparatus,

an efficiency of 82.04 per cent. This formula enables one to ascer-

tain within what limit it is possible to introduce moist cossettes

into the dryer at a variable temperature, and to what extent tem-

perature has an influence on its efficiency. A rise of temperature

of 30° to 35° C. means certainly an economy of 5 per cent in fuel.

Objectionable feature of dryers.—Some objections have l>een

made to the Buettner and Meyer dryer, and also to the Macken-

8EN appliance, on the ground that there is an important loss of dry

matter carried forward by the hot gases. Some authorities have

declared that this loss is 25 to 30 per cent and even 40 per cent.

This, without doubt, is a great exaggeration. Rydlewski has shown

beyond cavil that when the dryer is conducted as it shoud be the
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lots is not greater than 2.45 per oent oC dry lubetanoca, or 0.10

per cent calculated upon the buk ot the weight of the entiie beet.

Thia is especially true in the Hurmfni and Ifim dryer. On the

other hand, Kohlkr declares than in his investigations the losses of

dry matter are 0.1 per cent of the beets worked, and 1.7 per cent

of the total dry substances contained in the desiccated cossettes.

The efficiency of the dryer is about 400 kilos of dried cos-

set tes per hour, and the oonsumption of fuel (coal) about 360
kiloa. Four hundred kilos per hour represents about 0600 kikM

per diem, containing 8700 kilos of dr>' matter, which corresponds

to 75,000 kilfM of fresh pulp. The amount of water evaporated is

75,000-9,600-65,400 kilos.

The consumption of coal is 8700 kilos and consequently the

fiiel oonsumption |)er kilo of water evaporated is about 8 kilris.

The cost of the dried coesettes, including sinking fund for money
invested and all other items, was about $16.00 per ton, or %IM
per 100 kilos. This is certainly in excess of what it shoukl be and
may be due to the kind of fuel used. Some say that to work

20,000 tons of beets the plant would cost at least $20,000.

The steam-drying method for the complete desiccation of cos-

settes is said to be a new departure and has met with great success

in Austria. The plant recently built is for a 000-ton factory, and
cost about $80,000 in that countr}'. All calculations made, it is

estimated that if the dried coesettes sell for $2 a ton the daily

profits will be $200. The daily consumption of coal is about 100

pounds |)cr ton of beets handled at the factor>'. By this method
there is no danger of the residuum being burned by overheating, as is

frcH^ucntly the case with other modes of dr>'ing. It is claimed

that nearly all the dry sultstances contained in the original beet

are to be found in the final dried residuum (?), averaging 90 per

cent. The rssiduum cossettes, after Ix^ing pressed in a Kluskiu \ ns

or Hkrgreen press are carried by a moving apron to a trough with

revolving horizontal agitators and heated with exhaust steam cir-

culating in a jacket. The residuum is kept at a temperature of

40^ to 45** C. for a considerable time, and is subsequently run into

special presses very much of the same design as the Klusbmamn.
To each press there is attached an apparatus not unlike a meal
chopper in its general construction. After the sulxiivision of the

fibre, the residuum is carried by an endless scvew to the dr>-eri.
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each of which is about 2 meters wide, 6 meters long and 5 meters

high. In iU interior are four horizontal troughs, placed one over

the other, each of which has a steam jacket. In each trough is a

rotating, horizontal, tubular cluster, through which steam circu-

lates, and the hashed cossettes are consequently heated not onl}-

in the troughs but also during their rotating motion. The product

being dried falls from one trough to another and circulates the

entire length of each. When the dried cossettes finally leave the

apparatus, another rotating device, in which there is no air, helps

to empty them. The moist air from the oven is removed with a

ventilator, the air passing through an arrestor which retains all the

solid particles in suspension. The entire motive power is trans-

mitted by gearing outside of the drj^er. The dryer proper is metal,

but the exterior covering is wood. The dried residuum leaves the

dr>'er at 30° C. In different parts of the dryer the maximum tem-

perature is 110° C. It is maintained that the following transfor-

mations take place: One hundred kilos of residuum pulp with K)

per cent dry matter may })e considered to have been obtained from

200 kilos of beets, giving 67 kilos of cossettes with 15 per cent dr>-

matter and only 1 1 kilos of dried product containing 90 per cent

of dry matter. Sperber's experience appears to show that there

was needed for the drying 80 kilos of coal per 100 kilos of dried

cossettes, without allowance being made for the motive power.

Calculated upon a basis of 1 ton of beets, this means, all facts

considered, that 120 kilos of dried product demand 110 kilos of

coal. For the production of 10 tons of dried cossettes in 24

hours, there is needed a force of 50 H.P.

In the question of fuel consumption it must not be forgotten

that the drying is done during the regular sugar campaign, and

the steam used is simply the exhaust from the various pieces of

apparatus of the factory. The daily capacity of the dryer ma>'

be increased by adding an oven to the series. It is claimed that

with this apparatus and without a;iy additional device, it is pos-

sible to use the dryers for mixing dried cossettes with residuum

molasses. The device is so simple that a drawing was considered

unnecessary to convey to the reader the idea of its general con-

struction.

The Thiesen dryer consists of a large vertical cylinder in which

are placed alternately funnels attached to the sides, and a sort of

plate or dish fixed to the axis of the cylinder. Special scrapers

are placed on the axis of the dryer, which brush the funnels and
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force the subttanoe l)eing dried to fall upon the pbtct. The nib-

itaoee to be dried enters at the top and leavM at tha bottom of

the dryer. ThM applianre is, however, not intendad upodaDy for

drying cotsettee. A great inany other apparatus have been

pro|)Orted lioth for steam and direct heating. None of Umoi Is

to l>e fouiul in the sugar factories at this time, and btit Tcry

few of them have been really tried in practice and may be

• rlookcd. To deoeribe them is beyond the scope of the praa-

. t book.

Composition and appearance of the dried residuum.—^The

lined coesettes consist of fragmentii, al>out one inch in length, and

light green in color. To the touch they arc rather resistant and

break readily between the fingers, especially when they have been

dried too much. Their average composition is as follows:

AvERAae Composition or Dried Cofwrmai.

•*--. *TSS-
AMiyiAiof

PtoTT.

Wat«r. 15.57
7 ft3

I 09
49 <»
18 22
4 19*
3 (Vi

10.0
NitrogMiotis tubstaneee
Fatty tubMaiiOML
Noti-nitrQcenous tubstanocH.
Fil.re

75
10

.W 4
17 1

A«h 6.0
Snritl

^ or which 0.398 oxide of potamum, 0.21 phocpboric add.

Concluding remarks.—Without doubt, as has been pointed out,

the dr>'ors rf)iisi.sting of several floors have given the best results.

As shown in Figs. 151 and 152, the ooasettes enter at the same time

as the hot gases which have a temperature of from SOO* to 1000*.

The gases should be freed as far as possible of the ash or cinders in

suspension, suitable fuel used, and grate distribution effected. The

oossettcs are kept in constant motion by horizontal shafts with

arm attachments. The lighter dried particles are carried along

with the circulating hot air towards the exit, while the hea\y

moist cossettes remain in the dr>'er until their desiccation is com-

pleted. Under these circumstances, the product is very uniform

in quality.

The difference between the drum systems eonsiBts mainly in

the mode of introducing and circulating the gaaes. Each drum oi

a combination should be specially heated and kept supplied with
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cossettee, while a dryer of the same capacity as a system of several

drums has but one furnace and one cossette distributor. The

superN'ision and regulation of the working of several drums is

alwa3r8 more complicated. If the person in charge neglects his

duty the consequences are always more serious with this type of

dryer than with furnaces. The cossettes may then be submitted

to too much heat, the heating may last too long, or they may be

insufficiently dried, which considerably lessens their keeping powers.

With proi>er care, however, the dryers with dnuns give satisfactory

results.

A multiple-effect method for caloric utilization in drying resid-

uum cossettes has not proved a success. Consequently one's

eflforts should be directed toward utilizing, under the best possible

conditions, the caloric of the fuel burned, and the new dryers allow

80 per cent of the total heat given off to be used. It has not yet

been proved whether a real and appreciable transformation of the

constituents of the cossettes is brought about during their desic-

cation. Apparently their digestibility is slightly modified, but

this depends upon the nature of the desiccation. The ash per-

centage of dried cossettes, calculated upon the basis of dry material,

is always higher than it is for moist cossettes for the reason that

in the former cinders held in suspension by the circulating gases

are always present. The quantity of dried cossettes that one

obtains from 100 parts of beets depends upon the pressure in the

presses, the percentage of sugar in the fresh residuum, and also

upon certain losses. If it is admitted that the pressed cossettes

contain 11 per cent of dry matter and the desiccated product 88

per cent, then 8 kilos of the pressed cossettes would be needed to

produce 1 kilo of the dried product, making no account of the

losses which may vary from 2 to 5 per cent.

Molasses is frequently added to the fresh residuum from the

battery before drj^ing to keep the proportions the same as when

obtained at the factory. Consequently to 100 parts of pressed

coesettes there are added about 4 to 5 parts of molasses. The

cossettes soon absorb the molasses and their subsequent drying

is performed as usual. This product appears to undergo very little

change during desiccation. Vibrans points out that when molasses

has saturated the cossettes they cannot be dried without im-

portant losses. A crust is soon formed on their surface which

prevents the evaporation of the water contained in the cells. Under

these circumstances the cossettes, or at least the sugar, is burned.
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To overooma this difficulty it ii propoted to inject into the dryer

nn.) in contact with the fire a fteam jet or a water epray, which will

•
; <1 to surround the ooewttoB with a protective layer and prevent

the burning action of the hot gaooe which are met on entering

the apparatus, thus allowing the complete drying of the eowettei

by cooler gases from other parts of the dryer.



CHAPTER IV.

PRELIMINARY EPURATION AND HEATING OF DIFFUSION
JUICES.

The raw beet juice as it leaves the diffusion battery is cloudy,

slightly yellow or gray in color, and soon becomes darker when

exposed to the air, turning nearly black after a few minutes. Ber-

TRAND * declares that this coloration is due to the action of a soluble

ferment, an oxydase, contained in the juice. According to Gonner-

MANN t the phenomenon cannot be attributed to tyrosin, as it

does not turn black under the influence of this oxydase; in fact,

the chemical in question becomes inactive in hot, slightly alkaline

juices. ICarlier investigation showed that the substance upon

which the oxydase has the most influence is acetic dioxyphenyl,

wh'ch is the outcome of the action of a zymase % upon the tyrosin.

Epstein's § experiments show that the dark coloration of beet

juices is not produced when air does not come in contact with the

juice.

Composition of diffusion juices.—Diffusion juices contain almost

all the soluble substances which were contained in the original

beet and subsequently became dissolved in the battery. It is

interesting to note the names of the most important, though they

are so numerous that a complete list cannot be given.

Inorganic substances : Potassium; sodium, calcium, magne-

sium, phosphorus, nitrogen (in the form of nitrate), sulphur, silica,

chlorine, and oxygen.

Organic substances: Saccharose, invert sugar, rafhnose, oxalic

acid, malic acid, citric acid, pectic substances, asparagin, betain,

albuminoids, and enzymes.

Bull. Aas., 14, 19, 1896.

tZ.,48, 360. 1898.

t D. Z. I., 25, 350, 1900.

( Oe.-U. Z.. 28. 904. 1899.
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'Hie density of dUTuition juicw vaHfn from 12* to 15* Hrix

with 10 to 13 |)or cent of nugar.

The amUyseB made by the leading auttiuritiiii, r*u« n ik,

Urban and Stankk.^ differ to such a defroe that . ilile

herewith only the extremes are given. The analyaea were upon
100 parts of dr>' nmterial obtained from juiees which had an

ap|)arent purity of 87 to 88.8.

A.VALYsn or DirrvHioN Juicas.

O.MIMM.. UMm^ iUMim^

BwOmm. PUT cm.
Total nil ntffcn 0.612 1.818
Nif No fom of

A li 0.170 0.407
N 0.0006 0.026
A I ooropouncU. ... O.OM 0.166
AiiiKic ncnU . . ... 0.161 436

Oxalie add. 0.14 O.W
A«b (cmrhonatcd). 2 75 4.17
PotAMium oxide. . 1 15 1 79
Sodiutn oxulc U.09 19
(':il. 03 0.17
Mn- -i. 23 0.43
' Tid alumiti .... 0.03 0.06

luuni in )r. 0.04 0.18
.Annviiniu-* ]>h«iHphnric luui .... 0.34 0.64

sulphuric acid. . . 0.16 028
Cblorine 0.05 0.18

Tlie acidity corresponding to 5.6 to 18.0 cc. of nonnal caiiatie

potash per cent grams of drj* matter.

Cl.\assen\s t analysis shows that the invert sugar percentage

in diffusion juices is ver>' variable. He insists upon it that the

reducing sugars found by analysis are not exclusively made up of

invert sugar. The oxalic acid percentage in the dry substaneee

of diffusion juices, according to Andruk and Stanek.J varied

from 0. 14 to 0.09 per cent. In the early analyaea of diffusion juicee

the |)ectic substances appeared to be in great abundance; but the

experiments and analyses of Weisberg { showed their percentage

to be ver>' small. A very misleading fact, frequently met in the

working of difTiision juices, as pointed out by Pkllvf | ia that the

^ B. Z.. 24. 205. 1890.

I tZ. 41. 230, 1891; D. Z. I.. 17. 1371. 1803; D. Z. L. 18. 887. 1808;

I C. 4. 793. 1R96.

I t H Z.. 24. 58. 1899.

H i Hull. Am.. 6. 440. 1889.

H ID. Z. I.. 28. 1255. 1896.

L
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purity^is higher under ordinary conditions of working and with

normal beets than it is in the juice obtained in the laboratory by

direct pressing. Claasskn also points out that in working a bat-

tery one ciinnot be guided by comparing the purity of the juice

drawn off with that of a laboratory analysis. Recently, however,

it has been claimed that by the Krause method, in which a diffu-

sion is obtaine<l from very fine pulp, the juices in question have a

greater similarity than heretofore.

Micro-organisms and fermentations in sugar factories.—Among
the im|X)rtant cau.scs of alterations in the composition of diffusion

juices may be mentioned the action of numerous micro-organisms

that are brought into the factory on the surface of the beets. It

has already been pointed out that these lower forms of life may
seriously obstruct the general working of the battery. Evidently

it is important always to use care and cleanliness, as by so doinp

this difficulty is greatly diminished. I^ut do what one may, a.s

the micro-organisms on the fresh beet slices continue to be intro-

duced into the juices, difficulties are frequently contended with in

their working, and the fermentations that follow cause serious

sugar losses. To prevent, or at least diminish, the influence of

these micro-organisms the diffusion juices should be rapidly handled

and kept alkaline, whereby the difficulty is reduced to a minimum.

ScHOENE,* in his experiments with factory diffusion juices, fre-

quently found 3,374,000 of these organisms per cubic centimeter.

The greatest number were found in the last diffusor upon which

the water pressure exerts its action, while in the middle of the

battery the number decreased with the temperature. With the

exception of the family known as thermophiles, they are destroyed

at 60° to 70° C, while their spores will have resisting powers and,

when the temperature falls to 30° or 40° C, will then multiply

rapidly and thus influence the sugar inversion. Under ordinary

conditions these losses need not be dreaded owing to the high tem-

perature maintained.

Juices drawn from the diffusors' contain a greater number of

micro-organisms which are largely destroyed during carbonatation,

but again increase during the concentration in a multiple effect

and the vacuum pan. According to Schoene the butyric ferment,

with which the Clostridium is frequently confounded, may be found

in the juice. The real lactic ferment is seldom found. In sugar

* Z., 51, 453. 1901.
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faetortos the bMtttriA tlmt is roost destrucUve it the leueooottoe

roetinteroidflt, but it roust exist undor spaekl mmditions to pfo>

duoe a gelatinous roaas. Among the pertuibatlons ranilting from

this are the difficulties in filtration, evaporation of juices, and
t<:raiiurii; of the 9yni|)A. Tlicre are also other varielkf of stivp-

lor.H run and many other kind of cocci which develop at 45^ C.,

and have an objectionable influence on the juices causing them to

ferment rapidly, 'lliis ceaaes during carbonatation, and like the

difRoulUes occurring during the Uter handling of the juice show

that there are other sources of the trouble and other centm of

inf(>rtion.

I pon general principles it may be admitted that all sugar-fac-

tory juices contain Clostridium mesintericus and liacterium eubtilis,

which have (*nonnouB resisting powers. Some authorities claim

that they eontinuo to remain active even after having been sub-

mitted to the action of steam at 100^ C. for 16 hours (?) In con-

('<>ntrat(Nl juices they bring about rapid alterations. During filtra-

tion u large iiiniil>er of these micro-organisms are eliminated, and
it IS claimed that im|x)rtant advantages would be derived by filter-

ing the hot diffusion juice.

The authoriti(>s do not agree as to the efficacy of antiseptics

for preventing the development of these special bacteria. Without

doubt the most effectual means is heat. In experiments at tem-

|)erature« of from 80** to 90** C* the number of micro-organisms

were reduced 50 to 1. It is evidently desirable to submit the juices

to carbonatiition as soon as possible so as to lessen the effects of

the destructive influence of the ferment germs. But if this opera-

tion is not conducted at a high temperature the presence of the

Clostridium will be plainly showTi. They also develop in the sweet
water from oemogenes, due to the existence of a high pereentage

of non-eugar which favors their activity. These organisms resist

a temperature of 90** C. for 30 minutes. The temperature in

evaporating appliances prevents their development, but the cool-

ing of the resulting syrup when in contact with the air favors the

rapid increase of the Clostridium which may accidentally contami-

nate the mass. La.xa t has called attention to the existence of

Clostridium germs in fresh masaecuitea upon leaving the pan and

also in all the after-products. He does not believe that the in-

crease of invert sugar is due to their presence, but admits that they

are possessed of inverting power.

« Z. &1. 4.V3. 1901. t B. Z.. t4. 423. 180»-19OO.
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Ptilp separators.—Besides the dissolved foreign substances

and the micro-organisms in diffusion juices there are also floating

particles of beet pulp or cossettes held in suspension, and the

preliminary epuration of diffusion juices is principally to eliminate

such particles as have not been separated during the operation of

straining. Claassen sa}^ that this elimination is of considerable

importance and should under no circumstances be neglected.

There are several objections to the presence of these substances.

They are deposited on the heating surfaces of many of the appli-

ances used and thus diminish their efficiency; if they remain until

the defecation of the juice they are decomposed into gelatinous com-

pounds by the lime, which reduces very considerably the quality

of the product. Furthermore, during the carbonatation they

are transformed into new precipitates and render the juice filtra-

tion in the filter presses excessively difficult, especially when

present in large proportions.

For the mechanical filtration of diffasion juices so-called pulp

separators are used, of which there are many varied combinations.

The characteristic possessed in common is that the filtration is

accomplished through a perforated metallic screen, and the filtering

surface is kept free from depos-

ited fibres by suitable scraping

or brushing devices. The work

accomplished by these pulp

separators is more satisfactory

when the perforations are small,

and the total filtering surface

should then be proportionately

increased and the cleaning ar-

rangements perfected.

The pulp separator generally

used is a vertical cylinder (Fig.

153) closed on top by a suitable

Fio. 153.—vStandard Pulp Separator, ^j^^^^ working on a hinge. At the

upper portion of this receptacle is the entrance pipe G, and the

exit opening D is generally at the bottom. Between these is

placed a perforated sheet-iron basket, in which the pulps in sus-

pension are deposited, the quantity evidently depending upon the

size of the perforations in the bottom plate of the diffusors. To

economize time it Is desirable to have two of these baskets, one being

placed inunediately in position when the other is removed, and
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Abkan Mubllir's apfMuratus (Fig. 154) aflecti a tUDpmter Mvlng.

It is very simple in itii arrangemeiit, conriiting of eooeentiie eylm-

den, the outer one* A, of oait iron and the inner one of perforated

•heet iron. The juice enteni at the top and paam through the

perforated sides to escape by a side pipe. The suspended pulp

is thus separated and remains on the filtering surfaee. When the

Fio. IM.—MuELLBR Pulp Separator.

receptacle is to be emptied of its separated pulp, the

being raised, connects with the spiral B and opens at the

time the valve R conunimicating with the diffusion battery. The
juice during its downward motion carries with it all the pulp

scra|)e(i from the sides of the filtering surface during the upward

movement of B, and when the surface is free from all adhering

eoesettes the lever is lowered and the operation of pulp separation

continues as before.

Another excellent apparatus is the Wagner pulp separator

(Fig. 155) in which there are several metallic filtering surfaces.

The juice enten* from the diffusion batter>* at the liottom A,

passes through the baskets and then circulates doi^-nward through

B to the defecating tanks. The perforations become smaller and

smaller, and thus all the suspended particles, whatever their sise,

are removed. When the siirfaees of the baeketa need cleaning

the two lower valves D and C are cfeeed, and B, the one con-
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necting with the battery, is opened. Thus the circulation of the

juice is not checked. Steam introduced through G takes with

it all the adhering pulp and carries it out through F, which valve

at other times remains closed.

The May appliance has also been used. It consists of three

semi-spheres and cones placed one over the other. The smaller

one has a filtering surface and receives the juice under pressure

Fio. 155. i'ulp Separator.

through a lower pipe, the second acts as a funnel for the filtered

juices and the third as a hopper for the evacuation of the residuum

of filtration. The perforated iron is cleaned either by hand or

with special brushes.

The position of the pulp separator in front of the reheaters

should be such that the return of the arrested cossettes to the

diffusors may be readily accomplished, thus preventing the waste

of the juices therein contained. The contents of the pulp separa-

tors are emptied into the diffusor when it is half full of fresh

ooesettes. This direction must be followed, for the waste consists

of small bits which, when placed in the midst of fresh beet slices,
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will in no way obntnict the circuUting juket. If the

were emptied u\nm xhv l)ottoin filteriiig plate the perfoistkNit

would beeonic r!oi;L'iil mul the rirculatkin would Im» oorrMitfind-

Ingly |MX)r

Measurert. - Aftcr tin* juu e luw run through tJie pulp iepvmluni

it paflMSB into the nieaiiuring tanlui or reeepUelet. TbeM «re

of several types, some of them working automatically and record*

ing simuItaiicoiiMly the miinbcr of timcw they Imve been filled and
emptied. 'VU'w allowH perfect control of all the following openUiom,

Huch as defecation, etc. In some countries the fiscal Uws demand
that the measurers shall have overflows. This arnu^ement has the

advantage of always giving the same vdtmie mdependent of the

iiuu) in charge; but, on the other hand, it is objectionable in thai

the volume cannot be made to var>' with the method of working

the battery, or in other words, with the volume of juice drawn from

the diffusor. Various devices have been suggested, but the simple

receptacle with a float within sight of the battery man seems

to answer the purpose.

Reheaters.—I'efore the process of liming, the juices should be

heated to 80^ or 90^ C. This is the temperature at which carbona-

tation is conducted, and notwithi$tanding the fact that for nearly

a century it was customary to heat the juices after liming the prac-

tice has now been abandoned. When the juice is heated In^fore

liming there follows a coagulation of the albimiinoids, and the Uine

\\ ith which it comes in contact has then no longer the same action and

the possibility of the albumin remaining in the carbonataled solu-

tion is lessened. One of the objectionable features Ud heating

limed juices is the danger of an insoluble saccharate Ix^ing formed,

which would occasion a considerable sugar loss. The reriulting com-

bination is not readily decomposed by carbonic acid, and. therefore,

the liincHi juices would leave increased deposits on the pipes of the

reheater*. thu.« diminishing tlioir heating efficiency.

in the measurers tlie diffusion juices drawn off vary greatly in

temperature, depending upon the mode of heating and the tem-

peratures to which the fresh cossettes have been submitted. This

variation is from about 0^ to 40^, generally being between 25^

and 35® C. In order to give the juices the caloric necessary for the

defecation they arc nm through tubular reheaters, whieh may be

either vertical or horizontal . open or closed. Their siae is calculated

by allowing for a comparatively small coefficient of transmiasmn.

The brass or iron tubes are distributed over one or two applianMi
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in order to obviate loss of time in case of stoppage. Another

arrangement consists of one receptacle with suitable divisions,

which may be isolated as the conditions of working may demand.

This mode is adopted only when space is limited and is intended

to meet an emergency. In Germany open reheaters are generally

used, while in Pelgium, France and Aastria closed reheaters arc pre-

ferred. As regards size and shape the latter do not differ very

much from the calorizators used for the juices of a diffusion battery.

Open reheaters have the advantage that the tubes may be

cleaned while the apparatus is in operation; but their very limited

efficiency and the fact that the juice is exposed to the action of

the air are great disadvantages.

In a large iron cylinder, A (Fig. 156), closed at the bottom, is

placed a tubular heating surface B with entrance steam valve V

.

%^.e3^4

^

Fio. 156.—Open Reheater. Fig. 157.—Open Reheater with
Double Circulation.

The exit for the condensed water is at E^ and there are special

purgers for the escape of the air when heating by steam under pres-

sure. Above the tube cluster is the receiving chamber C for the

juice, the capacity for which varies with the requirements. C in

reality is a sort of waiting tank, and is placed at sufficient elevation

to give a pressure for forcing circulation. The juice enters at E\
flop's do^Tiward and then into the apparatus below the lower tubular

disk D, circulates through the pipes and escapes at //, the steam

circulation being on the outside. Another type of open reheaters

is shown in Fig. 157, in which the juice enters at F, rises through

the tubes A, and descends to pass out through G. E divides the

bottom in two. The steam enters at C and the water leaves at D.

An artificial circulation of the juice to increase the efficiency

of reheaters may be brought about by means of pumps or spirals
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and by spedal meefaanioal devioM whieh At the Mine time deeo
the tube. Reheateni of a new derign are opeo on lop. In the

upper cylinder there are two spiral agitatom, one ol whieh forrae the

juice upward and the other downward. The rapid eirruUtion of

the liquor preventa ail possibility of incrustation on the heating

surface.*

For some years it was customary to reduce the section by
introducing iron rods into the tubes of rsheaten. The rods

were encirrliHl by wirce.t forming spirals, on which the thin bycr

of juico circulated during its downward nru>tion, and the heat

transmission was found to be very satisfactory. To keep the tubes

clean and free from deposits the rods were held on a disk which

could be raised or lowmd. In order to obviate the difficulty of

overheating (resulting in boiling and the possible overflow of the

open reheaters), it is desirable to have a cold-water pipe on top

which IS used when needed. Experience shows that in the upper

juice reser\'oir forming part of the open reheaters it is well to

have a thermometer, so that the operation of heating may be

carefully followed.

Closed reheaters.—The closed reheaters are, without doubt,

more Gnomical and effectual in their working. The activity of

circulation depends upon the arrangement of

the tubes in clusters through which the juice -^SwT^I^E *"

successively circulates. In reheaters of this

kind there is a much smaller deposit upon

the heating tubes than in the open arrange-

ment, which means a gain in their caloric

efficiency.

A satisfnctor}' t}^^? of closed reheater is

shown in Fig. 158. The juice enters at D and

is forced to circulate from top to bottom; it

then rises to B, descends through the tubes to

C, rises again and escapes at J?. The reheater p,Q. m..-cioMd Rc-

of Cail & Co. has a heating surface of 50 hMtcrwtohMult^

sq. m., and six sections or cinnilators through y^,
^^

which the juice flows with considerable rapid-

ity. Under these circumstances there are no deposits, and thus the

transmission of heat by contact with the heated surface is in-

creased. The air is drawn off from the top. ' There is a balanced

• D. Z. I.. 27. 1034. 1002. fCs. 11. 415. lOOS.
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elosiiig door at tho bottom which allo^^ rapid and easy cleaning.

The cocks are so arranged that the reheatcr may be disconnected

from the general circulation if necessar}'. These reheaters may
be made of any size, fnmi 10 sq. m. to 150 sq. m.

The Fives Lille vertical reheater offers some special advantages

over the horizontal type. The work it has to do, however, is

entirely different from that of the latter style. It is intended for

the heating of turbid juices from the first and second carbonata-

tions, and utilizes for the purpose the vapors from juices being

evaporated in one of the compartments of a multiple effect.

As this reheater has to withstand considerable pressure special

strengthening bands are placed on the outside. It connects with

the scum pumps communicating with the filter presses. This

apparatus consists of a sheet-iron cylinder holding two tubular

plates and steel tubes which are heated externally with steam,

and on each of the tubular plates is bolted a cast-iron box divided

into compartments by partitions, the respective positions of which

are such that the liquid to be reheated enters by the arrival jnpe

on the upper box and is forced to circulate from four to six times

in the tubes and finally leaves the apparatus by the evacuation

pipe placed in the same box. This circulation is very rapid, and

is intended to increase the coefficient of transmission of heat

and obviate the possibility of the particles in susi>ension in the

tubes adhering to their inner surface. The upper and lower boxes

are kept hermetically closed by a rubber joint and may be opened

and shut at will. In connection with the tubes there are several

attachments and a pipe which allows the free exit of the ammoniacal

vapors. The entrance and exit tubes for the liquid have each a

thermometer which permits one to follow the work being done.

The juice cocks are so arranged as to allow the liquid to leave the

reheater in case a cleaning is needed. These reheaters are found

in recently built factories.

Reheaters of the special type for rapid circulation have lately

undergone certain changes. When connected with a diflfasion bat-

tery they may be arranged in clusters of three or four and heated

either with the vapors of the first, second, third or fourth com-

partment of a quadruple effect. The pressure forcing the circu-

lation may be at 3, 4 and even 5 atmospheres.

The transmission of heat is never greater than 16 calories per

minute per square meter and per degree centigrade of the differ-

ence of temperature between the steam and the juice to be heated.
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I or high tefn|)enitureH there w«ra alwAjn obtained 6 to 11 ealoriei.

^itch reheateri when properly conitnictcd give wt Jifaetory mmlu.
1 their efficiency is very much below what they •hould yield

I >!< ling to theory. This in in a mcMttre due to the iaenittmtioM,

but mainly to the poor condurtibility of difTuMion juices. A thtn

fiT M I if lif|uitl w hrated ni^ninMt the sides of the brass tubes, but the

• Ml ir of the roliunn of li<iuul remains cokl.^ Lkxa has attempted

> increase the transmission by forring the juice to ciretdate in a

ziKzaj; direction, whereby a certain mixing orcun* at i«arh turn.

In till* Abraham reheater it is claimfd that the forc«'d rirrulation

results in heat transmission of 19.2 to 27.1 calories, instead of

1.53 calories a8 in open reheateni, the juice changing its direction

four times from the tinie it entere until it leavcH the apparatus.

The Fivra Lillr horizontal reheater has a heating surface of SO

9i\. m. This appliance is generally placed between the last eom*

partment of a multiple effect and the barometric eoodenaor, its

main r61e Ix'ing to regain a portion of the heat from the condeneed

vapors and assure the easy escape of the condensed water through

the barometric column. This caloric may be employed for heating

the water to be used in diffusion, or the juices from rasping stations

upon their arrival at the centml station. The heating surface is

so calculated that the tem|x>rature of the water is raised from 15^

to 45'^ ('. These reheaters consist of an exterior sheet-iron or cast-

imn covrring holding two tubular plates and steel tubes heated

externally by the steam during it8 passage to the condensor. At

each extremity a box with compartments is bolted on the tubular

plate so arranged that the liquid circulates six or eight times in

the tubes. One of these boxes holds the pipes for the arrival and

de|)arture of the liquid. The tubes may be cleaned by opening

doors phu»d on the boxes and kept hermetically closed by rubber

joints in special grooves. These reheaters have cocks, thermome*

ter attachment and a pipe for the evacuation of condensed water.

Among other horixontal reheaters may be mentioned that of

Haixstrobm, consisting of a rectanguUr compartment containing

eight series of horisontal tubular dusters, a seetbn of which is

shown in Fig. 159. The juice circulates in the interior of the tubes.

The juice chambers at the end of the tulxis eommtmieate ill such

a way as to force the juice to travel over conaklerable spaee befoff«

leaving the apparatus. The juioe enters the apparatus at a, in

the front chamber of the tubuUr duster. No. 1 ; then goes to the

•C, It.MSoJiitt.
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back chamber, No. 2, comes forward, passes into 4, 3, 5, then into

6 and 8, and escapes through b, connected with 7. The steam

used for heating enters at C and

leaves at d. To increase the distance

travelled by the steam horizontal

sheet-iron plates are so arranged as

to force a zigzag circulation. llic

best results obtained with these ap-

pliances are with the steam at a low

])re8sure from the last conipartmfnt

of a multiple effect.

Claasskn says that the best

arrangement consists in a battery

of small separate reheaters, which

are made up of long tubes of com-

paratively small diameter, in which

the juice circulates at a velocity of

1 to 2 meters per second. Notwith-

standing the fact that the deposit is

then comparatively slight, each re-

heater has valve attachments so that

the tubes may be Isolated when
they need cleaning without the slight-

est interruption of the general working of the appliance. The

transmission of heat is far greater in closed reheaters, and con-

sequently the heating surface may be made much smaller and low-

pressure steam used for heating.

Most beet-sugar factories have two reheaters, or rather two

systems of reheating, the first'of which utilizes the vapors from the

last evaporating compartment^of a triple, quadruple, etc., effect

when on their way to the condcnsor, and thus heats the juice from

45® to 50° C. without cost. The second method depends upon the

vapor of the first compartment and raises the juice to the temper-

ature necessarj' for defecation—at least 70°, 80°, or 85° C.

The steam for reheating in beet-sugar factories when there is

but one reheater should never have a temperature lower than 100°

C, otherwise there would be constant danger of cold juices. The
same conditions should exist in the second reheaters of the re-

heater batter>'. In some cases it would seem advantageous to

use exhaust steam or steam from the multiple effect for heating.

As the latter vapors cannot be used during the first stages of the

Fio. 169.—Horizontal Reheater,
End View. (Hallstroem.)
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factory's working—which fact applies equally to all other reheat^

ing applianccM of tho factory--all the reheaten aliould be arrancad

ao as to UM exhaust steam from the engines. This arrangeineDt

makes them independent of the multiple effeet.

Claaasen further says that at the conunenoement of the si^ar

campaign, or after a stoppage when the juices, applianees. and
piping, etc., are cold, special attention should Im* given to the

question of temperature, which should everywhere be •alightly

higher than actually necessary to make allowance for the calorie

absorbed.

All reheaters should be 8o arranged as to be readily isolated

for cleaning or repairing leakage. In order to determine the points

of leakage the condensed water running from these appliances

should be constantly examined for sugar. It may happen that

the sugar loases are greater in the reheater than in the e\iiporator,

owing to the difference of pressure between juice and vapors.

This is especially true in the case of the reheater placed be-

tween the last comi)artment of a triple effect and the condenser.

The difference of pressure may be considerable, and for this reaaoo

many engineers are unwilling to use reheaters under these condi-

tions. Karlik * estimates that the economy resulting from such

combinations amounts to 1.5 kilos of coal per 100 kilos of beets

sliced.

Experience seems to show that the capacity of the reheaters

should not be excessive, as the juice would then remain in the

receptacle an unnecessarily long time, and this alwajrs has serioui

consequences, especially as regards sugar inversion. The acid

reaction of the juice has verj' little influence after a normal heat-

ing, but there is an inversion at 90® C. Claassen says that to

prevent complications of this kind, due to ackiity. it may be found

desirable to add to the diffusion juices, before they enter the re-

heaters, a certain amount of milk of lime, about 0.2 per cent, so

as to render the juice slightly alkaline. By this means the de-

posits on the tubes of the reheaters are diminished. However.

when lime is thus added to cold diffusion juices the scum preasej

do not give satisfaction, and, therefore, this preliminary defecation,

which in most cases is unnecessary, has never been vary generally

adopted. There are also other objectionable features which have

been already explained.

•B. Z..SS. flOO. IHM.
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Whatever be the shape of the reheater used it should always

have at its lower extremity a pipe that may connect with the

defecating tank and through which pa.ss all the deposits scraped

from the tubes of the apparatus during cleaning. The tubes of

the reheater may also be corroded by the ammoniacal vapors

unless carefully watched.

Frothing in reheaters.—Open reheaters have the advantage

of allowing frothing upon the upper surface, and though these foams

contain the coagulated albumen it has not been customary to

remoN e them. A device * having this object in view consists

in an appliance placed below the surface which has revolving

wings made of wire cloth. The froth is pushed towards an opening

where it is taken from the apparatus by a screw. To make certain

of its removal and to prevent its being carried forward into the

carbonatators the pipe through which the juice is drawn off has

a bend which acts as a syphon and forces the juice to rise to a

certain height above the orifice of the pipe. Under these cir-

cumstances juice only is carried forward and all the froth is re-

moved by the revolving spiral.

The PFEiFFERt analysis of the dry matter of froths from

diffusion juices showed that they contain 40 per cent albuminoids,

the other elements of their composition being sugar and saline

substances. Without doubt the froth in question has considerable

nutritive value, and from an economic standpoint it should be

mixed with the pressed residuum cossettes before they are sent

to the drj'er. Pfeiffer recommends that this foam be first

mixed with molasses and then combined with the pressed cos-

settes before their desiccation.

Cleaning of reheaters.—As the tubes of reheaters become

rapidly coated with deposits they must be constantly cleaned,

otherwise their efficiency would be cpnsiderably lessened. The
cleaning is usually done by scraping, and as the joints of the tulxs

come constantly in contact with the scraping tool they soon leak,

and it is then necessary to unmourit the appliance, resulting in

much loss of time. As the reheaters are of considerable size a

board forming a platform is placed upon the top during their

cleaning, and upon this the workman stands, and it sometimes

happens that he falls into the boiling juice and meets instant

death. A new device permits cleaning during the ftdl working

Oc-U. Z.. Jl, 655, 1902. f D. Z. I., 27. 2013, 1902.
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of the reheater and does away with all poHible dai^er to life.

Over the upper openinga of the tubea a tpeeiaOy anmi^ed roUii^

carriage 10 pliu*e«l whieh acta aa a guide for the aefBping look,

and as they work in the exact direotion of the axia there need be

no danger of blindly wearing away a joint. The tubea are of

different lengths, and, therefore, Uie depth to which the aerapera

enter muat be regulated accordingly. The general arnu^gameol

of the carriage adjustor niay be such as to permit it to move in

any ilirection that niay be given the heating tuboi in order to

obtain the maximum heating surface within the minimum space.^

A very prartiral inoilc for cleaning reheaten eonaista in Ixnling

water containing 1 per rent of soda for two hours and completing

the cleaning with metallic brushes fastened to long iron nxlit.

Closed reheatere cannot be cleaned during operation, but must be

(Miiptied.

Preliminary epuration of juices.—For many reasons, amm^
\N}ii< !i may be mentioned the economy of lime whioh will he tised

in Milisequent operations, and also the realization of a more effectual

epuration than can be attained with lime alone, it haa been pro>

poeed to submit the juices to numerous preparations when the>*

leave the diffusion battery. The fact that by reheating beet

juices, especially those that have passed through the filters,

certain albuminoids are coagulated, has caused the use of an

appliance, frequently termed a disalbuminator, through which

the diffusion juices, heated above 80° C, are filtered to free them

of nlhumin. But this idea seems to be based upon a fundaniental

mistake. By heating diffusion juices only a very snudl portion

of the albumin is precipitated, and this substance cannot be sepa-

rated by filtration owing to its special physical condition.

Claassk.n says that there is about 0.2 to 0.3 per cent albumin

in diffusion juices, of which only 10 per cent may be coagulated;

that is to say, 0.02 to 0.03 per cent of the juice, or a quantity that

is hardly perceptible as far as the epuration of the juice is con-

cerned, which shows that the use of expensive deviees is not jasti-

fiahlc. The remaining albumin is soluble and cannot be coagu-

lated; consequently the filtration of the coagtdated albumin before

defecation renders ver>' little service, as during defecation it under-

goes no docompotiition and vcr>' little ph>*siral change. Filtration

in the pulp separators is sufficient. Notwithstanding the fact men-

^ 8. B., Dee. ISM.
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tioned, it is claimed that excellent results have been obtained by
the use of the disalbuminators, but these advantages may be due

to the efficiency of the pulp separators alone. If, however, the

disalbuniinators are of considerable size and the juices are not

at all parts in continuous motion they may bring about certain

complications owing to the influence of micro-orpanisms which

necessarily cause juices to undergo many objectionable modifi-

cations. One of the greatest difliculties is to get a filter press that

works with regularity and gives reliable results in the separation of

albumin.

It is furthermore recommended for the preliminary epurat ion of

diffusion juices that they be submitted to a special sulphuring

or that, instead of sulphurous acid, baryta or an electrical current

be the epurating agent. In the case of electricity experience shows

that one should use soluble electrodes and electrodialysis for the pur-

pose. Such means actually precipitate and eliminate the non-

sugar as well as reduce the coloration.* But as all these substances

are also precipitated by lime there is no advantage in substituting

other agents, especially as the liming method is economical, and

other epurators giving about the same, or even better results

would not compensate for the additional expense.

Among the modes which have attracted the most attention of

recent years may be mentioned the Harm and the Lehmkuhl
processes. The first may be applied in the difTusor proper and has

already been discussed under another caption. Lehmkuhl f adds

0.1 per cent of aluminum sulphate to diffusion juices to coagulate

the albumin. It is claimed that the juice thus obtained Ls so pure

that only 1 per cent of lime need be used for subsequent defecation.

There is no danger that the aluminum sulphate will invert the sugar

as the amount used is too small to have the slightest influence.

This question is fully discussed under another caption.

tD. Z. I., 26, 1305, 1901.



PART III.

EPURATION.

CHAPTER I.

LIMESTONE AND LIME KILNa

General considerations.—Beet juices are chemically epurated

with lime, and the excess of this substance is eliminated with

carl)onic acid. These two epurating agents are simultaneously

obtained in the lime kiln. By the now obsolete mode of epuration

very little lime was used, and as the daily working capaeiiy of the

sugar plant was comparatively small the ciuantity needed was pur-

chased. When the comparatively modem sugar plants were intro-

duced and the quantity of the lime used was increased it had to be

eliminated by means of carbonic acid, which led to the building

of lime kilns in connection with the factory proper. To Paten ^

belongs the credit of first suggesting that the manufacturer make
his own lime.

Limestone.—Pure limestone consists only of oxide of calcium

and carbonic acid, hut as used in sugar manufacture it is never

in a condition of perfect purity, the foreign substances with which

it is found combined var}'ing from 1 to 5 per cent.

SeUdion.—The selection of suitable Umeatone is of great im-

portance, but its quality cannot be solely determined by ehemieal

anal>'8is, as such data would not show whether the product is

readily burned, or whether the foreign substanoea present exert an
objcM^tiooable influence. On these points the appearanee and

structure of the limestone give definite and positive information.

As to the influence of foreign substances, their quantity la of less
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importance than the manner in which they are distributed through-

out the stone. Nevertheless it may be desirable to reject a lime-

stone which chemical analysis shows to contain a large percentage

of impurities. These generally consist of ferric oxide, aluminum,

sulphur, magnesia, alkaline silicates, and frequently a heavy per-

centage of chloride of sodium in addition to organic substances.

These impurities are not only objectionable because they lower

the purity of the juices, but they may also cause difficulties during

the subsequent graining in the pan. Silica has a special influence

upon the quality of burned lime because it considerably decreases

the facility of slaking. Even with 6 per cent of silica there is

danger of superheating the' lime; that is to say, it will not readily

slake by the liberation of heat. Alumina, iron, and magnesia when

acting separately produce no objectionable effect, but the collective

influence of the first two with silica causes the alumina to influence

the superheating of the lime.

Requisites as to quality.

—

Herzfeld * declares that the lime

kiln works to the best effect at 1200° to 1400° C. Clays have no

action on lime, but if the limestone also contains silica there will be

formed an acid silicate of alumina. With clay alone this chemical

combination cannot be obtained unless the temperature of the kiln

reaches 1600°, which is seldom the case. Iron aids in the alumina

absorption, and when it exists in limestone simultaneously with clay

and silica the hydraulic mortar is formed at 1300° C.

Magnesia has very little influence on the working of the kiln,

but diminishes the purity of beet juices to which it is added. As

it is soluble and not easily combined with carbonic acid it is most

difficult to eliminate and is deposited on the various steam coils

and tubes of the factory. The coils of the vacuimi pans are fre-

quently covered with it in combination with other substances.

It is important to note that ferric oxide continues to exert an

effect during the entire process of sugar extraction, even the final

product showing a grayish color due to its influence.

Pyrites is contained in many limestones and is decomposed by

calcination into an anhydrous sulphurous compound. This trans-

formation necessitates an increased draught in the kiln and aug-

ments the amount of fuel necessary to run it. The result is that

the carbonic acid obtained is not of standard quality.

The percentage of sulphur contained in a limestone and exist-

Z., 47, 913, 1897.

J
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ing in the fuel hai an uiKksbable infltteoffe on the artuAl ibkii^ of

the lime in that the lulphur rontributee to the fonnatioo of eul-

phat« of lime or gypeum whieh hM an unfa\'orAbl0 aelkHi. CVr-

tain alkalies, uauaUy exifUng only in very nnaO qnantiliei may,

when in exccM, bring about ebemieal changes that woukl alio

diininieh the quality of the burned lime for the purpoM
inronded.

( >rdinar>' salt, or chloride of sodium, has in some spedal

U^-n fotmil in limestone in considerable quantities, and this

iviil fiiay )m» carried by entrainment into the juice by the earbonle

acid. Ab salts in general prevent several times their own m eight

of sugar from cr>'8tallizinf< the disadvantage of such impurities is

srlf-4'vident. Sand and gravel are very objectionable for mechan-

ical reasons, as they subject all the pumping appliances to con-

siderable wear and tear.

The percentage of tars and bituminous compoimds contained

in a superior limestone is small. They have no special influence,

but diminish in a certain degree the value of the Ume rock under

consideration.

Water content.—Limestone when taken from the quarry con-

tainn water in varying quantities; some of the stones used contain

from 0.10 to 0.30 per cent, while the softer efaalks frequently

retain 16 per cent of moisture. They may be in a measure dried

by exposure to the sun, but as a general thing they still have

altout 10 per cent of w^ter. When burned in a kiln the resulting

carlmnic acid is never 8atisfactor>', either in \*olume, or quality,

and the quioklimo rcMmining is proportionately small. The watcty

vapor set fn>e in the kiln causes a great reduction in the elBeieney

of the working of the kiln and the various appliances that follow.

In maris there has been found 22 per cent ^ of water. Certain

French marls used in beet-sugar extraction contain considerable

water. Wlien these soft stones are heated they fall to pieces

under the expanabn of the water that b too rapkily liberatsd,

and this eauses the clogging of the kiln. GenoraUy, however,

the limestone used is hard and contains very little water.

Composition.—The com|x>e«ition of several European limntpnc*

considered of excellent ({uality for throwing off carbonic add
and leaving a lime poesening all the requisites for beet juice epura-

tion are given in the following table:

•J. d. f. d. n, 17. .\a 38. 1878.
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Composition op Europkan Limbstonbs.

OoaBtitiMnU.
Franoh
(A).

Qdciuin cMhonatr
Water
Organic substances.
Organic insoluble substances
and silica

Ferric oxide and alumina. .

.

Magnesia (carbonate)
Alkalies

IxMses and not estimated . .

.

Lime sulphate

j

m
Cent.

10
Jl
.15

.271

.03/

0.34

B«l|d«n

Per Cent.

99.00
0.20
0.10

0.40

0.20

0.10

Auetriaa
(C).

Per Cent.
97.49

1.72

0.20
0.59

traces

Qerman
(D).

Percent.
98.28
0.15

1.14

0.30
0.10

Frenoh
M*rb
(E).

Per Cent.

81.80
10.83

0.50

0.50

0.37

(A) Gallois & Dupont (Bull. Ass., 9, 137. 1891). (B) P. Morgat, La

piem? h chaux en sucrerie. (C) Gawalowski (Oe.-U. Z., 18, 423, 1889).

(D) Karlson (Z. 48, 410, 1898). (E) CoUignon (BuU. Ass., 9, 136, 1891).

Estiination and preparation.—The best mode for ascertaining

the value of limestone for the object in view is its external appear-

ance. Preference is given to specimens whose surface has the

aspect of crystallized sugar. The quarry from which the lime-

stone is taken is frequently traversed by veins containing numerous

impurities, which affect materially the average quality of the

stone. Even from the same quarry the composition of the

rock may vary considerably, and numerous factory complications

necessarily follow. While the average composition may remain

very nearly the same the ultimate difficulties arising in the kiln

are numerous and varied. Hence it is important for the chemist

of the laboratory to make allowances for these changes. Classi-

fication of the rock before it is thrown into the kiln evidently

promotes great uniformity in the product. These classifications

should be made at the very instant that the limestone is delivered

in the yards of the factory, or better still, at the quarry, the fur-

nisher then declaring in advance the exact nature of the stone

he is about to deliver.

In most cases too little care is taken in the preservation of

limestone against the variations of the weather; it is simply piled

up with no outer protecting wall. All factories, with very few ex-

ceptions, place the French marls under suitable sheds. They

already contain considerable moisture, and if the piles are small

and dry weather lasts for a few days the natural moisture is soon

diminished by evaporation. Experience shows that the rock
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hIimiiII In> hmk «)to the »\t» In which it if to be uwd m the kiln

U'fort> it in pilot] up for th« air drying, the tiw of the Itimpt de-

pending upon numerous circunuitAneai, tuch an the kind of lime-

iitone uiied, the itiie and ahape of the kiln in which it ia to be

cumcd, etc. With hard stone the cooking ia my HitiBfaetory if

the pieces are about the siae of one*!! fist. On the other hand,

the lumps of soft limestone may be 15 cm. in diameter.

The breaking into small regular lumps has its advanCsfles, but

is not absolutely necessary and neeil not be done for kilns that work

with sufficient intensity. Under no circumstanees should the waste

from the kiln be thrown back to be burned again aa it would ob-

struct the general working and reduce the eflkteney, espeeially

in cases of small kilns. It is important also not to make the Ittmpi

too small as the slaking is then not so readily done aa with fatfger

ones. Strange as it may seem up to the present time there has been

found ver>' little advantage in breaking the stone by roechaoieal

means rather than by hand. Limestone broken into suitabie

lumps weighs about 1500 kilos per sar. c • ^^

Fuel.—Coke is generally used for burning the lime rock in tn«

kiln. T\\\A fuel is exceptionally ad>'antageous owing to its purity.

Ver>' few objectionable gases are thrown off, and the ultimate

carbonic acid gas is correspondingly pure. In texture the coke

used for this purpose should be of only moderately open grain;

if too compact \i» burning is difficult, if too open the revem is the

ease and it soon crumbles and ceases to bum. It shoukl eontain

very little foreign matter, and under noniial conditions there are

few elements present that the lime could carr>' down and introduce

into the juice. On the other hand, the sulphur that coke frequently

contains may be the caui«e of numerous complieationa, especially

when the kiln is not working satisfactorily the sulphur b changed

into A Hulphurette<i hydrogen, which gas when carried into the

carbonatation tanks may do consitlerable hann.

It has recently been pointed out that coke frequently contains

silM»tes and these will bring about the same difficulties finally as

if they existed in the limestone. Numerooa efforts hax-e been made
to find some satisfactor)- substitute for coke as a fuel in the lime

kilns, or at least to combine it with some other substance that would

furnish the retiuUite caloric. All these attempts have CaiM, e»>

pecially with anthracite coal, for the reason that the pressure of

the column of limestone almost pulverises the coal and it stops

burning.
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Other fuels than coke.—^The use of other fuel in a lime kiln than

coke is not possible unless it is burned in exterior grates or in gaso-

genes. In the fonner the coke bums in special furnaces and the

flanies directly heat the limestone. In the case of gasogenes the

solid fuel is transformed into a gaseous fuel which is burned in the

kiln in immediate contact with the limestone. Although with some

such arrangement any fuel may be utilized; coke is generally u.sed for

the burning. In countries where other fuel is scarce wood may be

used when the kiln has exterior fire grates. In the gasogene types

of lime kilns, peat, low-grade coal, compressed-coal bricks, etc.,

may answer the purpose.

Preparing and handling fuel.—Coke may be broken mechani-

cally or by hand. To prevent it from flying in all directions when

broken upon a stone a special circular holder is used, which consists

of an iron ring attached to a handle. When all the coke in the

interior is broken the contents are poured into a basket. Although

breaking coke by mechanical means may be of advantage from a

labor-saving point of view it is rarely done. The Weidknecht*
coke breaker has in its interior a series of hammers with flexible

handles, which move with considerable velocity. The coke is pro-

jected against a side bar, the larger lumps falling again upon the ham-

mers and the breaking continuing until the pieces are sufficiently

small to pass through the bars of a steel grating. The smaller

particles of coke are burned under the boilers after having been

previously mixed with a suitable quantity of coal. They would not

burn without some such admixture, and therefore could not be used

in the lime kiln. Advantages are found in weighing the coke to be

used rather than considering its volume which is always misleading.

Although the cubic meter Ls supposed to weigh 500 kilos this is not

reliable as the weight varies with so many conditions.

Malander recommends that the breaking be done only a short

time before using because small pieces of coke appear to lose a

portion of their caloric power after keeping. This is true of any

coke after being kept for months, hence it is a mistake to lay in

a large supply, rather purchase in reasonable quantities as the caiii-

paign progresses.

The coke and limestone must be raised to the top of the kihi

and emptied into the feeding hopper. In small factories a wind-

lass and basket carrier answers the purpose, but in extensive sugar

BuU. A«8., 7, 84, 1889.
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phuiUi hobti must be UMd. In tonie tpadftl otMs baekei-bAiid

carrien may answer, but they are soon worn out and the escpetMa

of renewal in the long run involves greater expense tban a well*

arranged lift. In moiit canoi the eoke ^ or limestone is loaded in

Dbcauviixe cars, run onto one of the platforms of the lift and
raised to the top of the kiln.

Types of lime kilns.— Lime kilns are of three Important types:

1. Those in which the limestone and coke are mixed. 2. Those
having a lateral hearth, heating the rock by direct flame. 3.

Kilns heating by a gaaogene.

• Tbt qtuuitity of futi oMdtd.—LAona * esleulatai

tity of coke needed for the diMoeiAiioii of the lime rock in the followiag

manner: It U suppoeed that 1 kilo of coke burning in the eir will throw
out 2700 calories and that it buma in a minimum of air, that ie to aay, la

7.5 cmsL The following eompoeition of the Umeetone b taken aa a bads
for thcee calculations: Calcic carbonate 90 per cent, mobture 8 per rent,

impurttiee 2 per cent Compoeitinn nf r<.kr: earfooo 87.5 per cent, and aih

12.5 per cent.

It ia supposed that the burning ui accompUahed at 900* C. the spectfie

heat of the calcic carbonate is 0.21587, and that of the watery %-apor 1337.

For the disaociation of the lime rock there are needed 21.7 ealoriee per kUa
Water to evaporate froml5<>to 100<'C. deaiandBperkik>537-l-(IOO-l5)

-822 ealoriee; one kilo of water in the form of ateam, to paa fram 100* to

900*. demands M> or 206 calorics ConaequenUy the total needed Is e23-»-

280-888 eakniei. The lime carbonate to pass from 15* to 9C0* demands
(900-15) 0.21587-191 caloriea. But thia dissodation abeorbe per kilo

21.7 kilos, and I kilo of lime carbonate in order to attain 900* C. room
quenUy demands 191+21.7-212.7 caloriea. Taking into consideration the

eompoaition of the cak>ries given above it ia seen that in order lo attain 900*

100 kilos of limestone would require the foUowiiVg number of calories:

90 kilos of limeetooe 19.143 calories

8 •* water. 7,104 **

2 " impurities. . 882 **

Total 26/129 csdoriss

That is 9.86 kilos of eoke containing 12.5 per cent ash. burning in a mtnimimi
quantity of air. Thia data is only given to show how the calculation abould

be made. MALA>n>aa poinU out (1) that the calorie power of eoks is higlMr

than that used in these calculations; (2) that the UmMtuni as now ussd in

kilns contains much less than 8 per cent of moistttrs: (3) that the tenpcr»-

ture necessary for the burning is mueh higher than 900* C, and (4) that the

theoretical number of kilos of eoke needed lo bum the amount of limestone

in question is much less than the 9.86 given by the ealculationa Even in

practice the working of a Belidan kiln rsquliss only from 9 to 11 kHoa. and
some even go so far as to declare that this hss bssn mdiieed to 7 or 7.5 kiloa.

iBiriLAM..Y.asi.
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Kilns with limestone and coke.—The early types of lin^e k-Jns

(Fig. 160) were simply truncated cones. They were built entirely

of stone with a fire-brick lining and around the kiln there were

three doors for the removal of the burned lime. The (|uicklime

was held back by a suitable grating through which circulated the

Fio. 160.—luiriy lype of Lime Kiln. Fio. 161.—Kbrn Lime Kiln.

air necessary for combustion. In some cases a special central grat-

ing facilitated the air circulation and at the same time permitted

the removal of the cinders and broken bits of rock. This early

mode of building is now nearly obsolete, and instead a kiln called

"Four Beige" of the Kern model (Fig. 161) has found much
favor. The diameter is much smaller than that of any of the

other kilns and its forced working secures a considerable efficiency.

This kiln consists of two truncated cones placed one over the other

upon their larger ends and suspended in an outer iron casing about
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60 cm. above the fpround. The open epaee beneath the kiln per-

miUi the eeey removal of the lime. The outer iron caaing eoweitta

of sheet iron, and between it and the refraetory briek Unfaif there

if an open space filled with ashes which form a non-eondtieting

layer. Six outside brackeUi rest upon six cast-iron columns. The
kiln is thus well suspended above the ground and directly beneath

it upon the ground is a conical-shaped distributor. The cooked

lime falling upon this readily finds its way out and is within easy

reach of the kiln man. The natural tendency of the ror>kr<i lime

IS to fall vertically through the bottom opening, but the distributor

prevents this as soon as the first lumps have made their escape.

These kilns for lime rock mixed with coke work only with that

fuel, although experience apparently shows that anthracite coal

gives very unsatisfactory results some recent experiments seem

to prove that there may be a poesibility of using it. Argue as one

may, the use of coal will always generate not only smoke but abo
some tar products which are undesirable.

Ai.TRorp* adopts the plan of forcing the carbonic aod gas

through a snuill coke oven, in order to oxidate all tar sub-

stances, and thus averts all danger of reducing the purity of

the juice with which this gas subsequently comes in contact. All

objectionable portions are burned, owing to the excess of air con-

tained in the gas, and under such conditions the Utter b thoroughly

epumtcd and no longer contains elements that would in any way
ftfTcrt the purity of the juice.

Kilns with exterior hearth8.~The0e oonsiBt of a large truncated

cone A resting upon an inverted truncated cone B (Fig. 182).

There is an exterior iron casing with an open apaee between it

and the refractory brick which, as in the Belgian kiln, is filled

with ashes. There an* three fire grates F for burning eoke,

the flames from which pass through the flues B and the burned

lime is removed through the three doors 0. The inclination given

to the bottom facilitates the removal of the lime after eooking.

The resulting carbonic acid gas is drawn off throiurh // and the

kiln is filled at /.

Kilns with gasogene hcarths.~Thi8 type oi kun was intro-

duced into the sugar indiistr}' by Sisiixif8.t In the NsOMAlflf

type (Fig. 163) there are four gasogene hearths C which are sym-

metrically arranged around the kihi. The inner refraelor>' lining

^ D. Z. I.. 17. 1430. 1902. f Z.; 14. 4M. 1854.
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is thicker at the bottom than at the top. The outer iron casing

prevents air from entering through any cracks. The gases from

hearths circulate through several flues and then find their way
through B to the limestone contained in the kiln. The air needed

for the transformation of the carbon monoxide into carbonic acid

enters through the openings D from which the burned lime is

Fio. 162.—Lime Kiln with Exterior Hearths.

subsequently removed. The activity of the combustion in the

gasogene is regulated by a door placed in front of the iron ash ])it,

and during the burning water is thrown on the hot ashes, the

vapors from which keep the grate b%rs cool and otherwise incri m*

the efficiency of the apparatus.

The KuLMiz gasogene (Fig. 164) is another excellent type,

giving satisfactory results in lime burning. Its working is exactly

the same as that of the Neumann type. It has three gasogene

hearths b which distribute their gases into C through a series of

complicated flues. The burned lime is taken from the kiln at the

opening d which is closed by a well-arranged plate e during the kilns'

working. The activity of the gasogene is regulated by the opening a.
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The ihape of a lime kilo it of more imporUuiee Umb li feoenOy
euppoied. The fieftter ito height the better will be the eoci»-

buetion of the coke. On the other hAiid, there it mi obieetiooAble

feature to these high kUni. whieh is that the limeitone tendi to

Fio. lft3.--NELM.v-\.N KUn %rtth QMOfHM.

f I«< 80 that then it

practice whieh IB never exeeedad.

Among the deiuuturee from standard types of kilos may be

mentioned that of DmcLor,^ in which the diameter ia mueh analler

at the portion where the temperature ia highesi, rsnilting fai the

shape shown in Fig. 168. It is generally admitted that the Belgian

lime kiln has a minimum height of 10 meters, aa with a lea he%ht
the fuel is not satisfactorily burned. In special eases the Idfaia

have reached a height of 20 meters, but then the objection

arises that the lime rock ia crushed under ito own weig|it. When

• La. & a. la. 5S. ISQS.
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the factory requires very large amounts of lime and carlx)niv iu ui

it 18 better to have two kilns of moderate size rather than to attempt

to produce them in one kiln. In most cases no effort is made to

obtain from a lime kiln its maximum efficiency, and in emergencies

the Belgian kiln can render excellent and exceptional services.

Its small diameter and comparatively great height allow of far

Fio. 164.—KuLMiz Kiln with Gasogene.

better combustion than can be realized with kilns which are lower

and have a greater diameter.

Experience shows that lime kilns with lateral hearths are

faulty in their working, and when' they are of a certain dimension

the limestone in their centre is not sufficiently burned. By making

the kilns oval in shape this difficulty is in measure overcome.

The circular section offers other objectionable features. It is

claimed that with the oval-section kilns it is possible to bum
lignite and obtain very satisfactory results. It is then possible

to bum 12,000 kilos of limestone per diem.*

* Z., M, 387, 1901.
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Capacity and yield.~-The capacity of the Uiim kiln

priiiiahly upon tkie quantity of lima to be obteioad hi 94
houra. If the Uinattooe may be purebaaed at a reawnable priea

ltd the burning done at the factory the riae ol tbe kiln aboold be

sufficient to furnish all the lime and carbonic aeid Beaded for diieeii-

tkm and carbonatation. About one-half of tbe earboole aeld

1 berated oomea from the fuel and the rest from tbe limertooe;

on the other hand two-thirds of thecarbonie aeid gee intitidiieed

into the juice during carU>natation is utiliaed. One may aatorato

with carbonic acid produced in the lime kiln about one-third

more liine than the kiln can furnish, and this HiiH^Af' amount
may, if nceeasary, be purchased.

The size of a lime kiln is also regulated by tbe degree of activity

of its working, and consequently upon the capacity of tbe gaa

pump. The Belgian lime kiln will reatlily yieU 600 kikie of burned

lime per diem and per cubic meter capacity, and as there are needed

about 3 kilos of lime per 100 kilos of beets sliced, a factory sUdog
100 tons per diem the capacity should be about cms. Numeroua
designs of kilns have been tried, but comparatively few of them
have ever given the results expected.

Incraadng the size of existing kilns.—When the factories were

first built the lime kilns were alwa)*!) much larger than the immediate

necessity demanded, but as the working capacity of the planta

was increased the kilns were no longer of sufficient siae to meet the

requirements. In most cases there was an urgent demand for a new

kiln involving a proat money outlay. There is a rational solution

of this dinUulty which |)ennits the kilns of an old design to be

brought effectively into use. and the alteration required need cost

but a few hundred dollars. IVior to the alteration the eapadty

of a certain kiln wiis 7U cm., sutiicient for 350 tone of heels per

diem. It had four inclined planes with four exit openings. At
the centre there was a hole for the removal of aahea. The newly

transformed kiln is shown in the sectional drawing herewith (Fig.

165. compare with Fig. 160).

Underneath the kiln a brge cone is buiit «»t .•'tone oi a shape

the reverse of that prevk>usly existing. Around the kiln is a cir-

cular open gallery for the discharge of quicklime. Tbe generatrix

of the cone shouM form an angle of 60^ with the ground so that

the burned lime slides down with regularity. The general plan

adopted is very much the same as that of a high furnace used in the

manufacture of iron. The kiln capacity is thus increased 25 per
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cent, and a kiln that was previously 70 cm. has now become 88

cm. A kiln of this kind is very readily managed.

This transformation may be efifected at a very small money

outlay. The Belgian kilns may have their capacity increased

without in any way changing the foundations. The kiln is taken

apart at the junction of the two conical portions and the upper

truncated cone is raised to a height meeting the requirements of

each special case. Between the raised and the lower sections and

still resting on the iron columns the refractory brick lining is built

up forming a junction, or the lower inside inclination is continued

and at a certain height the upper inclination is built out to meet it.

Fio. 166.—^Vertical Section of a Transformed Lime Kiln.

If when there is a demand for an increase in the capacity the height

of the kiln cannot be changed then the diameter is increased. In

case of the gasogene attachments the height of the kiln is increased

if possible in order to obtain the desired increased capacity.

Details of construction.—The inner lining of lime kilns consists

of refractory bricks held together' by a refractory cement which

may be prepared by mixing 5 parts of ground refractory stone

and 1 part of dried clay. The thickness of this lining should not

b2 less than 30 to 40 cm. According to Rassmus * the lining of

lime kilns should consist of schist containing 94 per cent of silica,

under which conditions the kiln will last longer and give better

results. Precaution, however, must be taken not to compress

Z., 61, 246, 1901.
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the itfolating Uyer between the riUea eonpound and the exterior,

lui the diUution that always foUowt would foree ereviesi in the

kiln proper.

The outer covering for the fii^Mck lining may be atone or

iron. The principal object in view ia to keep out the esftfior

air which would evidently dilute the carbonic add. If oaeka

are formed they should be oloaed at once on the outside with day
and on the inaide with a reCraetory cement after the rampaign

has ended. The top doaing hopper la generaOy eonieal with a
regulating device which permits the coke and limestone to be

equally distributed. During the working of the kiln the top is

dosed and the gaacs formed are drawn off by a apeeial carbonic

acid gas pump. The chimney on top is used only for the firing

of the kiln and all connection with the exterior ceaaea m
as the gas pump is set in motion. The gases are drawn from

or more upper openings which centre in a cast-iron pipe connecting

with the pump. To prevent the burning from being greater on
one side than on the other there should be at least two openiniv

from which the gasce may be drawn.

In most of the existing lime kilns when a soft limestone, such

as chalk or some similar calcareous substance Is uaed, certain

difiicultiee arise, due to the moisture liberated during the process

of ' ' A'ing to the vaporisation of the water which foUowa

th« sed bursts into an indefinite number of small pieees

which obstruct considerably the satisfactory working of the kiln.

The (Imught is ksaened and the efficiency of the appliance ia

naturally decreaaed. Attention has recently been eaDed to the

interpsting arrangement of Mortgat (Fig. 166), by means of which

niHin of theee difficulties are done away with. In the upper

portwtti of the kiln is placed a vaporisation chamber in whieh the

limestone may dowly throw out its moisture without disintegrar

tion. In order to carry out this klea the carbonic add is not

drawn off from the top, as is generally the eaae, but at a much
lower levd, keeping the gas collector, however, on top of the kiln.

T ' inner surface of the Idln there la a series of openings which

t with vertical passages leading to a final outlet in the

upper collecting chamber. In these the hot gases that are liberated

during the o|)eration of the burning dreulate and beat the top

vapor chamlx^r the resulting watery vapor escaping through a

special valve. In the drawing the gas collector openings are

represented in o, o\ etc.; they unite in the upper fhamber e;
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the top of the kiln is closed by a movable cone n; the resulting

watery vapor escapes through the valve t into the atmosphere

or into the carbonic acid gas pipe u.

In the Belgian lime kiln, as before mentioned, the burned lime

is readily removed from the

bottom and in other existing

types of kilns there are several

openings for this purpose. A
special bar grating prevents an

excess of lime from escaping

when a certain portion of the

burned lime is removed. Accord-

ing to CosTE * the working capa-

city of lime kilns may be increased

by simply placing at their lower

extremity a movable bar grating.

The cleaning above and below

this grating offers no difficulty

and the air finds easy access into

the interior of the limestone.

There results a gas very rich in

carbonic acid from which oxide

of carbon is entirely excluded.

The combustion of this kiln \a

very intense and complete, com-

bining all the essential economical

requisites.

In order to withdraw the
F10.I66.-M0RTPAT Kiln with Special ^^^^ ,^g j^.^^ ^j^^ j^y^j j^

Vaponzation Cliambere.
becomes necessary to remove

either one bar or another. The cooked stones fall to the

bottom. The downward motion of the quicklime from the

kiln proper depends upon the bar removed. The grate of

the new design in question offers considerable advantage for

starting the kiln. When these bars must have their positions

changed in order to permit the cooked limestone to fall to the

bottom, the fall of the product is generally very irregular and

numerous complications follow. In the Mortgat combination

(Fig. 169) these iron bars have a square section a rounded at

D. Z. I., 26, 1981, 1901.
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the end. They reit upon «pecud bettrioii the objeel ol whieh ie

to pcnuit the hen to route on their axle. Hie besrinyi e are

t
' .Id on th«* tnuievene T iron 6 (Fig. 107) by the holu x.

I uit« the fulling of the lime

the aciuare bars are made to rotate

by meaw ol a wreneh which may
be movable or fixed.

Cooking of Umettone.—Xchon o/

Ami.-—The cooking of limciione m
•imply a dkB0ciatk>n of the calcic

earbonatCr the decomposition being

cffadcd at a tem|KTature which V V \j^
depends u|)on the physical tex-^ _
tow and composition of the rock

""'^ '«^
iSTfti^!^^*"*^

used. Upon general principles it

nuiy be said that the fp^eater the impurities the rock containB

the easier is its disintegration. In the case of pure stone the

particles are not so readily separated. The ti|^ter the grain

the greater the difficulty of cooking. In case the limestone con*

tains a heavy percentage of silicate combined with alumina and
ferric oxide it noon breaks up when brought in contact with a
rt^tfitiiiaMy high tein|)erature. The slaking of this lime offen cer-

tain difficulties, and it docs not appear to be inmiediately influenced

.'Iter added. The tein|)erature of the kiln b a very impor-

I and it rests with the kiln man to detemune by experieoee

what this should be for the various cases that he may have to

handle. Tlie deconiixisition of limestone takes place at a temper*

aturc that may vary from 1000** to 1300^ C. Under certain ex-

ceptional conditions this decomposition nuiy take place at much
' r tem|M«nitures if the carlmnic arid gas generited is inune-

• ly drawn off. In the vacuum medium, for example, the dis-

soctatk>n nmy be effected at a comparatively low temperature, but

when the degree of vacuima is lessened and the meditmi compara-

tively cooled there is then a tendeney for the carbonic aekl gM to

be reabsorbed. At ordinar>* temperatures lime does not absorb

carbonic ackl;^ it is only at 360^ C. that this phenomenon mani-

fests itself, and this tendency increases up to a certain limit, after

which lime will entirely decompose imder the influence of the at-

mospheric pressure. EamiANN and Mabciiand daim thai the

•r. 47. ass, 1807.

X
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decomposition commences at 400® C; but Herzpkld's experi-

ments tend to show that limestone will entirely decom|)ose when

it is kept for several hours at a temperature of from 900° to 950® C.

On the other hand, when burned under regular and practical con-

ditions in a lime kiln the stone is in an atmosphere of carbonic acid

and its decomposition is not completed until the temperature is

higher than 1040® C, when all the carbonic acid will be liberated.

A still greater heat is held necessary, for there would otherwise be

danger of the reabsorption of the gas.* It is frequently argued

that the so-called dead lime, or that which Ls not readily slaked,

is due to overheating; but the facts appear to prove the contrary,

i.e., that too low a temperature has caused a reabsorption of the

carbonic acid. Consequently it is important that the liberated gas

be dra\\'n from the lime kiln as rapidly as possible. As previously

explained, the temperature must be kept at alx)ut 1040° C, vary-

ing, however, with the nature of the rock being burned.

For practical working burning in a kiln for several hours at a

temperature slightly higher than 1000° gives very satisfactory

results with any limestone. The maximum temperatures that

have been thus far recorded are 1200° to 1350° C, which is suffi-

cient to properly cook any limestone even when the lumps are of

exceptional size. Higher temperatures should be avoided, espe-

cially if the burning is to last for any length of time. As the prod-

uct leaves the kiln it is in a superheated condition and cannot be

entirely slaked unless it remains in contact with water for several

days. The same transformations occur in the presence of silica,

e\'en at low^er temperatures.

Claassen says that a pure limestone may be entirely burned

at a temperature of 1600° C. in 5 to 6 hours. Herzfeld's experi-

ments show that a pure lime may be melted f at from 1600° to 1650®

C. Impure limestone may be melted at very much lower tempera-

tures. Even the pure carbonate undergoes numerous transforma-

tions when kept for a long time at temperatures much lower than

its melting point. Other laboratory experiments t show that the

;

pure carbonate of lime heated for 8 days at a temperature of 1200®'

to 1400® C. will subsequently not readily slake. Only in exceptional

cases, however, does lime remain in the kiln for such a long time.

In other experiments by Claassen § limestone in lumps of various

• D. Z. I., 23, 12.59, 1898. % Z., 47, 830, 1897.

t Z., 47. 830, 1897. i Z., 47, 219, 1897.
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thrown into a kiln, burnad and takan out In ona eaia altar

16 ami in the other caae not until after 200 houim. On an avera^i

Unie rcjrk renuuns in the kiln for 48 houni and in tha moa of iotanaa

heat for only a few houre.

For yeara paat it haa baan noticed that the hygrofeopie eooditioo

i»f tlie limaftooa ia an important factor in the libaimtliig of IIm

rarU)nle-add Raa. It waa auggeatad that thia theory be pnatfaaDy

utilized » and kilns were constructed ao aa to permit the injection

uf water>' vapor, but none of theea eombinatlona livad kwg and
moat of them ha\'e now become obaolata. And without doubt, aa

lIsairBLD^ pointa out, water>' vapor waa a aerious obetacle rather

than an AMtiiitance in diflnciation, especially whan tha liroa roek

was not up t4» the standard of purity. The temperature of eookii^

could be lo^'ered 200^ C, but the resulting quicklime obtained

could not be readily sUked.

Theory of the lime kUn.—Decluy f (Fig. 168) points out that

when lime kilna are in full activity, there are aeveral characteristie

lones: (1) The regukiting lone which

shoukl be kept empty so as to have

sufBrient volume of air to regulate the

duction of the gas pump. (2) The heat-

ing anne where the limestone b heated by

the gases formed during combustion of

tlie coke and the burning of the lime

riiek, which at first undergoes dr>'ing and
^ hen gradiudly rises in temperature, while

tha gMes with which it is in contact are

eooM. In aoma beet-sugar factories it

•< customary to raise thb heating

to tha top of the kiln ao aa to

thoroughly cool tha gasea and
itiliae the heat. Under thaaa conditions

: hare is no regulating aone. (3) The combinatkm of tha oolw and
tlie cooking of the lime rock occurs in the aone of

(4) The cooling of the burned lime is accomplished in the li

before the product is removed from the kiln. Aa the air

in contact with it is heated, a fuel economy for the third aooe

sultn.

The tone of combustion sliouid peniut tnc miunitcu iioi

better Fki. laa

•Z.. 47, 880.1807. tLa.aa.ii.aa.i8e6.
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to cool sufRciently when coming in contact with the limestone

which is above, and at the same time transmit sufficient caloric

for its preliminary heating. In the Belgian kilns the zone of com-

bustion or dissociation is sometimes too high and frequently it is

too low. The same may be said of the cooling zone under the zone

of combustion. This should be sufficiently large to permit the draw-

ing of the lime from the kiln in a cooled condition.

The air entering the kiln consists of oxygen, nitrogen, and traces

of watery vapor. The oxygen hums the coke, generates sufficient

heat for the lime cooking, and liberates the carbonic acid. This

gas is also formed by the combination of oxygen and the carbon

of the coke. The carbonic-acid gas coming in contact with the

incandescent coke during its circulation through the limestone

has a tendency to form a carbon monoxide if the air is not in

excess. If this newly formed gas comes in contact with oxygen

it will bum and throw off carbonic acid. At that part of the kiln,

however, the air in question does not exist, and as a consequence

the oxide of carbon is drawn off by the gas pump with carbonic

acid. The watery vapor is decomposed in contact with the in-

candescent coke into hydrogen and oxygen, which forms with the

carbon of the coke a monoxide. These transformations depend

upon the oxygen present. A lime kiln under normal conditions

should contain an excess of oxygen, watery vapor, carbonic-acid

gas, and nitrogen, to which may be added in abnormal conditions

hydrogen and oxide of carbon.

These chemical changes are somewhat different in the case of

a gasogene, and it is to be noted that the results obtained are very

nearly what theory calls for in order to obtain the maximum
amount of carbonic-acid gas. One is obliged, however, to intro-

duce into the interior of the kiln a supplementary volume of air

to bum the oxide of carbon, hydrogen, and hydrocarbons generated

by the gasogene, the additional oxygen amounting to from 2 to

3 per cent. This method consists in introducing a certain quantity

of watery vapor through the fuel on the hearth of the gasogene,

and in contact with this water the incandescent carbon is trans-

formed into monoxide of carbon, the hydrogen of the water is

liberated, and at the same time a portion of the carbon combines

with the hydrogen to form a combustible hydrocarbon. All the

gases which are the outcome of these reactions will burn and furnish

. caloric in the kiln. The additional air that enters through the

openings from which the bumed lime is drawn off assists in these
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ehemieftl trmiiifoniuitkKif whkh ccmfpkHe the diworiatlon of Um
Uincaione.

Ptrinf a linM kiln.—The kiln ii b fuU aetiviiy four houm uitm

the firiiiK. but in oitler to obtAin tulfieient lime for the efMinUioa

of the beet juiom. the firing nitiet be done At letil 24 houft

before the beetniugAr ran)|jaisn acUiAUy be^iiit. After a kBtt

hat been used for a t«*nn of yean eertain pf«eautk»ary naafuraa

ahoukl be taken for itji light tng, aa oUitfwiae iheiv if ahraya

danger of cracks being foniicd in the stone work. For firing a

Beigian kiln it is reeonunended that the outer space at the

liottotn of th(* kiln be elosed with tnrgo lum|M of limestone, the

ring thus fanned preventing the finit fuc*l added from sliding out,

and at the same time allowing sufficient air to circulate in the

kiln. A)>otit 1 cm. of tmmll sticks, etc.. is thrown in from the top

of the kiln, upon which 10 litem of petroleum are sprinkled, 100

to 200 kilos of coke arc* thrown over this, and then the coke and
' M-stone are piled in. conntantly incrcaiiing the proportion of

Line rock and decrroAing the t|uantity of coke. When the kiln

is half full the fire is lighted, and then the normal weights of linie>

stone and coke are Added. The rmulting smoke is aUowrd to

escape from an upfier draught chimney, and when the smoking

has subskled the chimney is closed and the gaa pump Is dcmly

set to work. As long as the interior of the kiln is eomparstiveiy

eool the pump requires consklerable super\'ision and reaches ili

full activity only when the kiln has attained its greatest cffieteoey.

Before that time the heat has gradually ri*«<*n. and when
about the centre of the kiln a certain quantity of burned

is drawn off so that the maximum temperature is always kept

at about the same height.

The firing of a kiln having several exterior hearths and firs

grates ck>es not differ nmtcrially from the same operatkm in a
Belgian kiln. But m mum ns tlie fire has reached the mkkUe por>

tkm, k>cate<l juKt aUive the (lues of the hearths, the ktter are

lighted and the gas pump is set to work. The level of the fines on

the hearths is from 12 to 15 cm. These are kept up eonstaatly.

PreeautMNis should l>e taken not to make loo many lime

so as to lessen eertain complications which at fiiat nirawsfily

In cooneetkm with the intn^lurtion of the air. The hot air from

the hearths passing fn>in thr tUw* on to the coke promotes Ha
combustion. The air circulation is rrgulatcd by a suitable opening

whieh, as prmously explained, is placed beneath the fire grate and
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is simply a sliding door connecting with the ash pit. As this type

of kiln is rapidly becoming obsolete further description of it is

unnecessary.

On the other hand, the firing of the gasogene kiln is of exceptional

interest. The first phase of the firing is the same as for the other

kilns. When the temperature of red heat Is attained in its interior

the gasogenes are lighted and the gas pump Ls set in motion. Upon
the fire grates considerable fuel is necessary. The kiln Ls then

filled up to about two-thirds of its capacity and certain tests made
before the volume of air entering can be properly regulated.

The chemical changes taking place in this case differ somewhat

from those described in discussing the theory of the lime kiln, for

the reason that the air which enters the gasogene is transformed

into monoxide of carbon. Upon passing through the thick layer

of fuel on the hearth it is first transformed into carbonic-acid gsfi

by combining with the carbon, and as it makes further progress

through the burning mass and reaches the incandescent portion it

is transformed into monoxide. The importance of the thickness

of the layer of fuel under these circumstances is self-evident. After

circulating through the flues the gas is burned on coming in con-

tact with the limestone of the kiln. The thickness of the layer of

fuel in question depends upon the kind iLsed, and cannot reach a

height greater than 40 cm. The introduction of water into the

fuel on the hearth of the gasogene may be accomplished in several

different ways; sometimes steam is injected from underneath the

fire grate, or again the iron ash pit is filled with water which soon

evaporates through the action of the radiating heat. This method

has the advantage of cooling the bars of the fire grate. The gaso-

gene hearth Ls kept well covered by loading in the fuel through a

hopper which commimicates with the outside and may be hermet-

ically closed.

The fire grates of the gasogenes connected with lime kilns are

of very varied construction. There are certain typ^ having spe-

cial blowing appliances by means of which air is injected; but a

serious objection to this method Ls that the pressure in the interior

of the kiln finally becomes greater than the atmospheric pressure,

which increases the tendency of the carbonic-acid gas to escape

through any crack in the walls of the kiln. When the pressure on

the interior is greater than that on the exterior, the dissociation of

the limestone is thus obstructed.

Another very objectionable feature of these gasogenes is the
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ekHKing of the fire gnite, but thk amy be ovgreome bi mftay differmt

w»yi. Sometbiiflt gimtca with rotAtinc btn «re mtd, lHw ihem
mifAoytd for romovbic the burned Ume from the kfls; eoimtimei

a single ber. which may be removed end repleeed, enewen the pur
pofe. The working of the fire grmtee mey be wetehed through

peep holee pineed in the tides of the filling hopper, end when the

air (IreHu in by the gas pump b seen to bum with a bltie finne

evrr>'thing is progreastng aaiisfaetorily.

Management of a Hmo kOn.—Oomparativeiy few among thoae

who attempt to run a Uine kiln thorouKhly imderstand its manage-

ment. Numerous devices have been proposed to aatisfariorily

accomplinh the objeet in view, but roost of them have not the leeei

practical value. As early as 1876 Bahbet ^ pointed out that mosl

of the complicatione which arise in running a lime kiln originnte

in the faulty management of the gaa pump. The r^guktkm of the

kiln depends upon drawing off the gas and extracting tlie nvulting

lime. To this must be added the conekleratkm of the important

Me playpil by the fuel, but a» the quantity tieed is comparatively

small its influence is secondary. By proper regulation it is poesibto

to keep the maximum heat in the zone of the kiln where ite efficiency
is the greatest.

The greater the volume of gas drawn off the nnore intense will

the combustion be in the kiln and the thicker the layer of limestone

whirh will be submitted to the temperature of 1200^ and more.

The more intense the kiln's working is the greater will be its efii-

eiency in lime burning and carbonie>aeid gas generation, while the

eonsumption of fuel proportionately decreases . The aone of masi*

mum teniperature increaees with the height uf the kiln and the

reduction of its diameter. Under no circumetanees ahouU the

height of the kiln be lem than 10 meters, and with thie as a standard

the diameter may be cakukted so as to give a capacity which will

furnish the necessary amount of gas and lime.

Experience seems to show tliat the zone where the burning is

actually accomplished does not extend much beyond ooe-ihird of

the total height of the kiln. The resulting carbonie-aeid gM gradu-

ally heats the limestone thnmn in on top of the Idla and undergosa

a certain cooling. Kviiiently from an eeooomie standpoint it is

desirable that the gas and the burned lime carry from the kiln

the smallest possible number of calories. It is eostomary b

• J d ' ^ - 17. Na aa. IITS.
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factories to mix the coke and lumps of limestone before they are

thrown into the kiln, but in some exceptional cases it has been

claimed that it is better to alternate the layers of limestone and

coke. This mode offers many objectionable features, among which

may be mentioned that during the cooking the lime tends to form

an arch, and consequently pushes up the layer of coke in the centre

and forces it against the inner sides of the kiln where the ultimate

temperature is necessarily greater than in the middle, with the result

that the Hmestone in the centre of the kiln is not as well burned

as on the sides.

The kiln may be filled to the top, which practice is to be recom-

mendeil, as the gases upon coming in contact with lime rock that is

cold will yield up a portion of their caloric and be so much the

cooler upon entering the gas pump. The kiln should be filled

and the burned lime removed at regular intervals. The cooked lime

should be removed at least every three or four hours, otherwise,

as previously pointed out, the zones of the kiln would all change

their positions. In certain factories it is removed every hour, and

this mode has its advantages as well as its disadvantages. Evi-

dently the general motion of all parts of the kiln is the more regular,

but, on the other hand, every time the top is opened air enters and

causes numerous complications. Following the removal of the

cooked lime the zones of the kiln necessarily drop and the kiln man
should see that they rise again to their normal level before the

next removal commences. The volume of gas drawn off must then

be increased so as to actuate the combustion.

If the lime when taken from the kiln does not appear to be

sufficiently cooked more coke must be added. If the fire rises

to an abnormal level more limestone should be drawn off, and if

this tendency persists the pump should be made to go slower

and the volume of coke used should be lessened. During these

manipulations the top of the kiln should be watched, for if the fire

reaches that level the gas removed by the pump would be so hot

that it would not only heat the cast-iron connecting pipe but

would actually melt it. Owing to an irregularity in the factory's

running it may frequently be found advantageous to lower the

activity of the kiln's working. All that is necessary is to diminish

the number of strokes per minute of the gas engine; the draught

then being less, there follows a general cooling. There is less

lime drawn off during this interval, and portions of the lime rock

will not be suflSciently burned. This is always the case when
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the luinpt of Umcftone in the kUo m loo big and arr mh
tulmutted to MilBekot heat to iiMure thorotigli eookiaff. It is

rrronimciided in lueh a ease aithar thai tha activity oC tha fM
pump be inereaaed and mora aoka addad, or that tha intanral

at which tha burned lime ia drawn off be inertaaad. If the tem-

perature ria» abnomwily and the limeatooa laavca the kiln in a

ai>-ralled '*dead " condition, the Hfieed of the pump and the c|uaoiity

of coke added are reduced.

Experience and ekiee obiervation through tha paap bolaa

placed at Hcveral elavaiiona permit one to detarmina asaetly bow
the cooking is progreaaing. When tha temperature of the kiln

ia not aufficiently high, notwithstanding the eoka added, thk

combuatibia doaa not bum well, which naoaaarily raaulta in poorly

aooked lime. The difficulty may be overeoma by Inereaaing tha

velocity of the gaa pump and slightly radtieing tha qttantlty

of coke. One of the best methods for following tha working of a
lime kiln is by repeated analysis of the carbonle add gaa. It

is most important to limit the lime production to tha rsqtilremeDta

of the factor)'. If sufiieiant carbonic acid is not prodtiead to maat

the requiremanta for carbomitation, Malandkr aays tha gaa dia-

tributors are naceasarily faulty, as all lime kilna genarmta aoougli

earbonio-acki for this operation. Forty-five par eant of the

aarbonie aekl gaa resulting from the coke combtvtion eould be

albwed to escape and there would yet remain an ample amoiut
»r the carkwnatation in view, and whan auch is not tha eaaa

it may be admitted that the carimnatatlon baa undoubtedly

been oondueted under very faulty oonditiona. In the roost

modem baet-augar factoriea the loas of earbonie ackl is not

more than 15 per cent and suffieiant gaa remaina to earbonata

more lime than the kiln Hupplies. This explains why many pur-

rhaae extra lime from outnide rather than go to the axpanae of

increasing the aiie of the kiln. Arrangementa ahould always ba

made to have a few tone of quicklime in reaarve before the frrah

rmluct ia raeaived from the recently started kiln, and one ia

than aqiwl to any emergency that nuiy prmcnt itself if the kiln

works irreguUurly. Hut this reserve supply shoukl be kept within

reasonable limits, for. as previoualy mantiooad, quiekllma aapoaad

for a certain period to the air will ahsorl> moisture and carbonic

acid and then lose its value as an rpurating agent.

The air in the proximity of a lime kiln is man or leas saturated

with earbonie aekl, and ia a aarkMM daofer to the health of the kihi
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men, especially when the kiln is placed in the interior of a building.

This difficulty may in a measure be overcome by having suitable

openings at the bottom of the wall, but during the winter cold air

enters and the workmen often at the risk of their lives close these

communications with the outside air in order to keep warm. It

is most important that the workmen be made familiar with these

facts, so that they will not take any chances which might endanger

their health.

When the sugar campaign has terminated the gas pump is

allowed to continue its working until the kiln is entirely extin-

guished.

Perturbations in lime kilns.—There are other serious difficulties

to contend with in handling a lime kiln besides those just mentioned.

In exceptional cases the fire of the kiln may, for some unknown

reason, be extinguished in the midst of the campaign, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the requisite coke has been added and the gas

pump is doing its work in a satisfactory manner. The real cause

is probably some neglect on the part of the kiln man. The kiln

must, in such a case, be entirely emptied and fired in the manner

already explained. The reserve lime bridges over the diflPiculty,

and with good management the delay need last but a few hours.

In this case some recommend that the gas pump be started

with the first firing, but this practice is evidently a mistake, for

the soot arising from the petroleum would necessarily clog the

valve.

Lumps of lime stick to the inner lining of the kiln and give rise

to one of the greatest and most frequent difficulties contended

with. This is caused in most cases by the production of slag upon

the inner lining, whereby the limestone forms an irregular arch

above these portions. Frequently also the sticking is due to the

temperature of the kiln having reached a point at which the lime

by softening and then cooling forms a bridge or scaffold and re-

mains in position. This should be broken by the use of long pokers

introduced either from the top or tlirough the observation holes

placed in the sides. The breaking necessarily causes a delay in

the entire manufacturing process, which, especially in kilns of small

diameters, may amount to several hours. If it is customary to fill

the kiln up to the top, the man in charge soon notices that the down-

ward movement of the lime is obstructed, and this is especially

made evident after a certain amount of burned lime has been re-

moved and the mass of the kiln remains stationary. Prokop-
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Kowfiftj * tuggwU thAt tlie iiifficulty may be merrome by brrvA*-

ing the %'eloeity of the gM pump. The dniijtht being Augpneotfvl.

the burning m more active, the linie tolleiia and eauna Iha Ullk^
fai ol the aeaffold. From tliat time on Uw apaad of tha fwrnp ia

It^aened and a cooaiderable portion of the contenta of the kiln ia

r«4novad ao aa to keep the maai in full activity until it mdiaa a
point whero the humcHl lime taken out haa no longer the appMr-

anco of the "dead" product previously mentioned.

HonafN Vkos cUims that the difricultini of bridging may be

ovareome in a few minutes by throwing into tlie kiln a ball oC red

lead the siae of the hand. Thn is said to combine with the silica,

aoflen the aurfaee, and thus ar.-
—

*' h the object in view. But

if in spite of all efforts the lim« kn, the kiln must be extin-

guished.

The refractor)' bricks fomiing the inner lining of the kiln ara

aoon worn out. enpccially when the burning has to be done at ex-

ceptionally high temperature. After each campaign repaira must
be made and the bricks completely renewed every four years.

When, as frcciuently happerai, one of those bricks beeotnes displaced

or worn out, the flame from the interior will redden the outer iron

casing. Special care should be taken that thia exterior eaaing be

perfectly air-tight, or made of gocxl brickn or stone, and that the

peep holes be properly protected so that no outer air can possibly

enter. When lime kilns have worked for a period of years without

a renewal of their firo bricks, the portion subjected to the highest

N-mperature becomes so thin that it nmy fall in, which m a most
' ^ -iunate accident, as many da>ii are then needed for repairs.

• the importance of having on hand a good supply of theae

• fractor)' bricks. If the lining b removed as soon aa it isredneed

u> half of its original thickness, such an acckient can never occur.

(This refera to the removal of the portion that is expoeed to the

higher temperature.) After making repaira or before aUrting a

new kiln it » evident that the precaution shoukl be taken to light

a wood fire in the interior, with the object of thoroughly dr>'ing the

expoaed parte. This heating should be \*ery gradual.

Advantages of differsnt Ume kilna.—Of all the different models

f lime kilm the type known as the Belgian gi\*es the nm^t saUsfne-

Uon. They have no special grating and the coke is thrown in pn top

at the same time aa the limestone. Beskles this eaecUeiit kiln, the

• a r. SI. 478, isoa
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gaaogene type with its lateral hearths has been very satisfactory.

The resulting gas contains about 30 per cent of carbonic acid with

an excess of 2J per cent of oxygen. The composition of the gases

from the Belgian kilns is rather better, hence it may be concluded

that the combustion is more satisfactory, and, furthermore, less

coke is nee<lcd to reach a given result. On the other hand, one of

the great advantages of gasogene lime kilns is that low-grade fuels,

8uch as peat, brown coal, compressed coal-dust, etc., may be burned.

In the case of brown coal * 14.9 kilos are needed for 100 kilos of lime-

stone.

The smallest possible fuel combustion is obtained with the Bel-

gian kilns. Notwithstanding the fact that the coke used must be

of fair quality, while in the gasogene combination cheaper and in-

ferior coke may be employeil, there appears to be very little differ-

ence in the practical results obtained in the two cases. This is made

evident by the fact that if poor coke is combined with the limestone

a certain quantity of carbon must be used to effect the dissociation

by burning, and the amount needed to attain a given result is neces-

sarily greater than when a superior fuel is used. The fault found

with the Belgian kiln is that there is necessarily a mixture of ash,

coke, and burned lime, but too much stress is placed on this point.

In any coke the percentage of soluble ash is excessively small.

As the total coke used is not more than 0.3 per cent of the weight

of the beets sliced, and as most of this ash is mixed with the

dust and the residue of the limestone which is not used for liming

the juices, Malander says that the soluble ash that finds its way
into the factory is insignificant in quantity and need not be con-

sidered.

Burned lime from kiln.—The burned lime should leave the

kiln cold, but as this is never or rarely the case it must be cooled

before it is used for liming, as contact with the water when hot

would result in dangerous projectioas of particles of lime which

are not to be feared when the quicklime Is hydrated cold. In case

the capacity of the kiln is such that it more than meets the re^^uire-

ments of the factory a selection of the burned lime is desirable,

and only those portions that are up to the standard should be used,

while the badly cooked portions are thrown aside. When the

limestone has not been sufficiently burned it wears away the

pumps and the valves with which it comes in contact. The poorly

* Hull. Aaa., 14, 390, 1893.
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huniMi tiUme may be rMogiilied by iu wdcbt, Um '*dMd" Hum,
liy iu physicml Anpert, and by droppiof it upon a bard aubttanaa

it ipvca a metallir Mmod. Wben tbe faa pump It nol woA*
ing alkCaetonly. it may bappen tbat tbe lima faMaad of bainf

too much burned will absorb the caHionie add. On the other

hand, atone that haa bam piopariy burnad it light, poimai in

appearance, and givea a dead aound when dropped.

Taating lime.—8nEFeL* aaya that one of the eawntial dt^

manta in the oompoaiticm of a limeatooe to inaure the ncukr
workfaig of the kiln and sueoeiiftil earbonatation ia the oxide of

calcium actually contained. A flpecial calorimeter in wed for evti-

mating the oxide of calcium by roeana of the temperature genenitad

during the combinataon of this oxide with water to form hydrated

lime. This change liberates 1500 calories per moleetile gram of

the oxide of calcium. In order to eliminate a ntmiber of ealcula-

tiona a therroometor with a speeial scale gnKiuation is lawd which

indicates in one reading the quantity of oxide of calcium present.

Hie apparatus conaista of a rylinilriral vaae in ebonite, dosed

by a bayonet covering and pierre«l with two holes, through one of

which is introduced the thermometer and through the other a

hram liar having at i' a nmall wire baakei in which

the lime under exanm |>oe(itr<l. In the interior of the

tisftket U n itecond and Mnaller cylindrical receptacle in ebonite,

irlasB jar which is adapted to it as exact'

t he second receptacle is a spiral spring

it against the cover. The apparatUM when full contains 50 ec.

of water at 15"* to 25^ C. The lime is pUeed in the baakei, the

entire apparatus is closed, and the movable scale of the therroomctcr

is disphioed so as to bring it to the sero point. The basket con*

taining the lime is lowered into the water by the isristanee of a

mcl. and b slowly but continuously agiuted until there le no

longer an increase of temperature, a period lasting about tvo

minutes with lime humeri under normal conditions. The exaH
wdghed quantity of lime unrler cxaminatkm is about 8 grams.

This apparatus nuiy also be used for the examination of limestorc.

It IB evident that the more important essential is that the lin <

kiln be ao eonatnieted as to KH*e a thorottghly burned Uroe and -x

gas rich in carbonie acid.

Carbonto add gas from the kiin.^-ine gasee drawn trnm tor

•£^.41.807.1901.
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kiln are those formed in the combustion of the fuel and the car-

bonic-acid gas liberated from the limestone, and are more or less

mixed with free cinders from the coal or coke. The gas mixture

upon leaving the kiln has a temperature depending upon the height

of the evacuation orifice; it should never rise so high that the exit

pipes become red-hot. Evidently all the heat carried for\vard by

the gas represents so much lost caloric; but by increasing the height

of the regulating zone a portion of this heat may be absorbed by

the limestone last thrown into the kiln and the temperature of the

carbonic-acid gas withdrawn may be thus reduced to 300° C. in

many factories this gas has a temperature of from 500° to 600° C,
which means great waste of fuel.

Before the gas can be used for carbonatation it should be freed

of all objectionable impurities and properly cooled. For this pur-

pose a mechanical epuration, by means of an apparatus known as

a washer, is sufficient. Beside carbonic acid the gases contain

nitrogen and small quantities of oxygen, also oxide of carbon and

sulphurous acid, which constituents have no pernicious action upon

the juices; on the contrary, the latter has a slight epurating efTect.

The monoxide of carbon contained in the carbonic-acid gas repre-

sents a loss of fuel and furthermore is a violent toxic, but accord-

ing to Barbet * exerts no objectionable influence upon beet juices.

These compounds consequently need not be eliminated. The
sulphuretted hydrogen that is produced in the kiln when there is

not sufficient air may have an objectionable action upon the juices,

but its generation can be entirely prevented by giving due care to

the details of conducting the lime kiln. To this end the size of the

zone of dissociation should be kept within reasonable limits and

the coke thrown in should not be allowed to pile up. These pre-

cautions are alone sufficient to enable one to dispense with ap-

pliances intended to absorb the sulphuretted hydrogen.

Control and composition of gases.—In the control of a lime

kiln the carbonic-acid gas should be repeatedly analyzed, and special

care given to the fuel used and the amount of monoxide of carbon

and oxygen present. Of the first mentioned none should be found

in the gas drawn from the kiln, but of the second there Is always

a certain quantity, 2 to 3 per cent being considered normal. Dur-

ing its passage through the kiln the oxygen carries with it a con-

siderable number of calories. If this excess of air is from leaks at

J. df. d.«., 17, No. 38, 1876.
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the kiln top, it doet not oury with it much hMU» but

rowidflrnble dilution of tlie c*rtx>nie-nrkl (pm nod

Mtimty oC the gnn pump.

CuuansN In dineuHini the nmount oC enrbonie ncid pmcnt b
the gM tMnd during cnrbonntntion nyi thnt it depeodf upon the

fadUty with whieh the gm was fmented in the kib, thnt if to eny,

the emnller the amount of fuel and air uaed in burning the lim^-

•tooe the richer the resulting gaa will be. It ii poalble mider the

moii favorable eireumatanoea to draw from a lime kOn, in which

the lime waa burned with 10 per eent of coke, a gna **^ff^^
u per cent in volume of carbonic acid, while with a eooaumpliflB

of 12 per eent of coke under atmilar eireumatanoea one obtaina only

35 per eent of earbonie-aeid gas. . In many lime kilna the pmm
obtained have a content of from. 30 to 35 per cent; but thii percent^

age n> Oir produetion of gaa ie always greater after

the rii ^ han it is bter. Generally 20 to 30 per eent

of caH>onic acid in the gases obtained in kilns with ga«ogene at-

laehments is sufficient for practical purpoaea. It Is frequently

aigued that a gas ver>' rich in earbonie aekl wiD earbooate more
slowly than one which contains only 25 or 30 per cent. Frdin

practical tests this appears to be true, but in theory it is not Justi-

fiable. When it is desired to obtain gases containing a eompara-
' ivdy low percentage of carbonic acid, an excess of air should not

be allowed to enter the kiln, but should be introduced into the

nw before it enters the carbonatation tanks.

\ carbonic-acid register of a new design ^ to be attached to a
Niln consists of two tubes, 1.75 meters in height, one of whieh

1 of air and communicates with the upper tube of an inclined

iiicro-metric manometer. The second tube runs through the gsMa
•f the lime kiln nml communicates with the other lube of the

nianometer. The difference of pressure forces bJaefcnwd afeohol

to rise in the inclined tube of the apparatus. A special table or

scale permits one to ascertain in one reading the carbonic-arid per-

centage of the gases that are being thrown off by the kib. AweO-
arrangeil metallic reflector projects light through the liquor that is

colorless upon a photographic slip which is in constant motion.

An impression is made in the dark chamber acting aa a eamera and
the length of the wa\'e line indicates on a eontiBUDus diagram

the carbonic-aeid pereentaga.

•C.9. 830. 1901.
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Piping connection between kiln and gas pump.—^The gases on

leaving the kiln escape from an upper pipe. In many kilns there

are two openings, one opposite the other, so that the gases in their

circulation through the mass of limestone do not always follow

the same direction. These exit pipes join outside the kiln. As the

carbonic-acid gas generated in the kiln is frequently very hot on

reaching the exit orifice, it increases in volume and requires pipes

of considerabe diameter for its free circulation. It sometimes hap-

pens that these pipes become cloggeil by deposit of coke, dust, etc.,

and for the removal of such obstructions a movable cover is generally

placed at each bend of the pipe. The gases on their way to the pump
pass through a washer.

Gas washing.—The principal r61e of the washer is to cool the gases

and free them from particles of cinders in suspension and other

products which are the outcome of the fuel combustion. The washers

may be cylindrical reservoirs of iron, wood, stone, or brick, cemented.

As iron is frequently attacked by the gases preference is gen-

erally given to cemented or wooden receptacles. The washing is

done under the most advantageous circumstances, according to the

principles of counter currents, by allowing the water to circulate

in the opposite direction to the gas, which enters at the bottom,

and by using a distributing agent, such as coke. At the lower part

of the washer a small quantity of water is allowed to settle by

placing the overflow at 40 cm. above the bottom, and the hot gases

upon entering the apparatus pass first of all through this layer of

water.

A gas washer very much in vogue in Germany (Fig. 169) consists

of a cast-iron column made up of a series of disks. The ga^es

from the kiln enter the washer at the bottom, bubble through the

water in which the ends of an inverted cup are submerged, and

move upward where they find another inverte<l cup of the same

kind; upon reaching the top they pass through a grating, upon

which is a certain quantity of coke intended to absorb the moisture,

and finally escape on top of the column. The water in this appli-

ance circulates in the opposite direction to that of the gas. It

enters through an upper pipe, fills in the spaces around the cups,

overflows successively from disk to disk, as shown by the arrows,

and finally escapes from the bottom overflow. The operation

may be followed closely through the peep holes. The flow of

water is regulated by the valve on top.

There are many designs of gas washers of more or less interest.
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Soiuetiines tlicy fotuiint of a simple vertieAl eylinder with pep-

foitkUd diviiioaf. Th« wmter cireulatat by dropi in one dimeUoB
and the gaa in another. Another type ci g/m waaher (Flf. 170),

which hat been uaed in France with eonaiderable roec— for many
yeaiB, if one in which the eold water it introduced at A and the

gatet enter at E. The water and gat circuUte in oppotile dirte-

iiont. In contequenoe of the tiietion of the pump thm It a tli(hi

vaeuum.'ami hence the eteape pipe for the water thould be aipboo-

thaped.

In tome faetoriet two gaa waahen of diflTerent detign, one
following the other, are found advantageout. Experience appeaca

Fki. 10r> -0«niiM» Qm WMher. Pia. 170.—Fnndi Qm W(

-..w,^ iliat the pipe conducting the water of the waaher thoold

not have a diameter greater than 2.5 cm., otherwite too nmeb
water would circulate and the cooling of the gM would not be

effected. The water upon leaving the watiier thould have a

temperature of 30^ to 40^ C. ; if the cooling were putbed beyond

that limit considerable more water would be needed.

At water abtorbt a certain amount of the carbonic acid, the

volume uted for thit wathing thould be limited and itt entrance

to regulated that it will run hot from the overflow, under which

eireimttancet it will abtorb lett gat. The gatet are then well

cooled, for the reaton that they come conttanUy in contact with

cold water in the upper portion of the waaber. A tatkfaetofy
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cooling of the gas has its advantages, among which may be

mentioned the increased efhciency of the carbonic-acid-gas pump,

as the cooler the gas is the smalleri s the volume which it occu-

pies. The water passing through the overflow at the bottom

of the washer must continue downwards to a depth of at least

2 meters into a tank full of water. This column of water is to

compensate for the vacuum of 0.1 to 0.2 atmosphere made in the

washer by the gas pump. Without this precaution the exterior

air would be drawn into the apparatus.

Among the precautionary measures necessary to attain a

satisfactory working of the washer, the water used should not

contain an excess of lime, as the resulting deposits would then

tend to diminish to an important degree the section of the pipes;

the openings through which the water circulates should be fre-

quently examined. To increase the output of the gas pump,

the friction in the piping and washer should be kept as low as

possible. The gases during their circulation in the washer should

not have to overcome the resistance of an excessively high column

of liquid. The reduction of pressure in the suction pipe connecting

with the pump cannot be less than that corresponding to a column

of 1 meter of water. For the surveillance of this pressure re-

duction, it is recommended to connect with the front and back

of the suction pipe of J,he washer and with the carbonic-acid

gas pump vertical glass tubes plunging into water. In this way
the difference of pressure at different centres is indicated and the

loss of pressure in the piping and in the washer can be determined.

Water oscillating in the glass tubes between the washer and the

pump indicates an irregular working of the washer.

In Iklgium a very simple method has been proposed for ascer-

taining whether any losses take place in the lime kUn. On the

carbonic-gas pipes are placed several U-shaped glass tubes filled

with mercury. These are located where the gas leaves the kiln :

before and after the gas wa-her. and before and after the gas

pump. If at any moment a great difference is noticed in the level

of the mercury in the U tubes, the location of the difficulty can be

determined at once. The expense involved is very slight, and if

it is found necessary, the number of tubes may be increased, which

makes it still more certain that the trouble will be localized.

In order to prevent the water carried forward by the gas during

its passage through the washer from reaching the pump, a so-

called water separator in the piping should be used.
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Gm injection into JuicM.—The uee of an injecting eombinaiioQ

was tint mtroduced by Walkiiuft (Fig. 171). It works on very

much tbe same principle as a Cjiffard injector. The amount of

ffw^wnfflk^^

Fia. 171.— Walkhoft Injector.

Steam used is legiilatod at D, and carries with it the carbonic acid

gas which entered at F. Both the steam nud ew enter tho cat-

bonatation tanks through G.

Gas pumps.—The carbonic acid gas to be used for carbonata-

Pio. 172.—Frmch (uis Pump (Seetion of Cyliixi T

'
r . ! itito the juice by means of pumps which must be

• • t action ; they should have their own steam C3rUii-

der so that the number of revolutions may be regulated according

to the amount of gas requirpd. The steam injeeton which are

sometimes used for the introduction of carboDie add gas into the
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juice are not desirable for several reasons. They consume too

much steam and dihite and overheat the juice unless placed before

the gas washer. They are, however, able to overcome considerable

counter pressure and in an emergency, such as a break down of the

gas pump, these injectors may render valuable service.

The cylinder of the pump most frequently used for drawing the

carbonic acid gas from the kiln and forcing it into the cnrbonata-

tion tanks is shown in Fig. 172. It is put into motion by an engine

which at the same time works the juice pump. This engine has an

iron piston P. The rod secures its motion direct from a horizontal

engine and is guided by R and R\ The gases of the kiln drawn

oflf through the pipe C arrive under the slide valve and pass

Fio. 173.—Germun Flap»-valve Gas Pump (Section).

through D' behind the piston. The gas in front of the piston is

forced through D, then into U and is sent through C into the car-

bonatation tanks. Water may be used as a lubricant for the valve

Tj which removes the deposits of coke, lime dust, etc., which may
have been drawn forward with the gases. This demands the open-

ing of the purge cock and a loss of carbonic acid. In modem
methods of working the water lubrication has been more or less

abandoned as the pumps are constructed to meet the emergency

in question. The slide valves should be properly regulated so as

not to open before the piston is at the end of its stroke, otherwise

a certain quantity of gas drawn from the kiln would be forced

back, and a part of the gas on finding its way to the bottom

of the kiln would recombine with the lime to form a calcic car-

bonate and would be drawn from the kiln as such. Although the

gas pumps with flap valves are much less used than formerly they
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4 of Geniuuiy. Their

on B in this csM if in a hftUHrsjr

position, t) iroin the kiln entering at £\ open the flap valve

a, and enttr ilic rylinder A, while those in front of the piston

are pushed tiiroiigh C, raise the flap valve and escape by F.

As a general thing the gas pumps are worked slowly and the

Ixtit pmctioe seems to recommend a velocity of 40 meten per min-

ute, although in exceptional cases the speed may be doubled without

resulting in any complications. When the portu of the slide valve

are sufficient for all needs the gases from the kihi circulate at a
velocity of 15 metera per second. As the demands on the gas

pump vary from hour to hour the necessary changes should be

easily made, to which end an independent engine which is readily

adjusted should be used.

As the gas must be forced through the juice it becomes evident

that if the pump is too small or if it does not work properly, the

carbonatation will never be satisfactory. The siae of the pumping

cylinder should always be ample, permitting the pumping to be

done under normal conditions with very few revolutions of the

engine, and allowing other difficulties, such as faulty joints of the

valves or even the poorness of the gas, to be compensated for even

by a slow action of the pump.* The quantity of gas supplied or

*Thc citinen«oiit of a gaa pump are calculated as foDowt: Aliming
thai the lini« eonaumpUon ia 7000 kilos per diem, eorreapooding to 13,160

kilos of liniostone at 05 per cent , that the temperature of the gas oo enler-

inx the pump is Sty* C, and that the coke contains 00 per cent of earboo,

100 kilos of this limestone will throw out 41.8 kilos of cartKmie add
and will occupy a volume of 27.152 litem at *' " ''

,\ TOO

Consequently 13,100 kilos will throw out "^

ino
or 8578 eu. m.

of carbonic acid. Gallois * says that for the buminir nf the stone there

are needed 1258 kilos of ooke or 0.5 per eent of it^ ~ coke de-

mands for its oompleie combustion 8008 kHoe of v .\, will bring

with it 10.070 kiltis of nitrof^n. The 4130 kilos of carbonic :i <! by
the burning of the coke, would occupy a volume of 2687 cu. in ^\
and the 10.070 kilos of nitrogen occupy 10.300 cu. m. The total \

gas to be fBiDOved from the kiln is oooeequently as follows:

Ctt.M.

Gaibonie acid from the Hmeelone 3.573
«< «« 4. .« ^^^ 2.n87

Nitrogen . lO^W

Total . 16.560

*B«B.Aa»..l, ISO. 1883.
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the efficiency of the pump is diminished when there is excessive

depression in the suction pipe.

Piping connection.—The force pipe of gas pump connecting with

the carbonatation tanks has numerous valves, inohiding a safety

valve which opens only in case all the others are dosed, and is so

arranged that the pumps work in such a case without difficulty.

This safety valve connects with a chimney which is higher than all

the others of the factory. Upon the force pipe in (juestion there

should also be placed a flap valve which oi>ens from the outside

to the inside and allows air to enter as soon as there is the slightest

vacuum in the pipes. This may occur when the gas pump stops

and the valve connected with the carbonatation tank remains

open. Under these conditions there is always danger of the limed

juice finding its way into the cylinder of the pump. The best ar-

rangement is that in which the pipe of the force pump reaches

a height at least 1 meter above the maximum level which the

juice may attain in the carbonatating tank. In some factories

it is customary to use a carbonic acid regulating receptacle which

has a volume ten times greater than the capacity of the gas pump
and is placed on the pipe carrying the carbonic acid gas.

The theoretical richness of the gas in carbonic acid is 37.8 per cent in

volume, but in practice it is not more than 25 per cent. Consequently the

volume would be
16,560X37.8

26
—25,038 cu. m., and this must be removed by

the pump every 24 hours, which is equivalent to 414 liters per second.

The diameter of the piston is calculated upon the basis that the stroke

is 0.83 meter per second and has a lenprth corresponding to two-thirds of

the diameter of the cylinder. In this manner the sizes may be calculated

for different plants as follows:

Tons per
Diameter. Diametar.

Length of
stroke.
Met«r per
Second.

strokes per
Minute.

300
400
600
600

1.00
1.15
1.29
1.40

0.66
0.75
0.85
0.92

74
64
58
50



CHAPTER II.

LIMING.

PurpOM of liming.—Green beet juices after having been heat«d

arc submitted to the action of lime, or in other words, they are

defecated. The liming of beet juices is one of the important

operations of beet-eugar manufacture, and if it m not effected

in accordance with accepted principles all succeeding operations

will be unsatisfactory and the ultimate product will not crystalliie

properly. Lime added to saccharine juices will prevent the objec-

tionable action of most of the foreign substances in solution. The

lime is subsequently eliminated by contact with carbonic acid, this

operation being called carbonatation. A calcic carlx)nate is pre-

cipitated which may be separated by filtration.

Hifftorical data.—The now obsolete mode of defe<*ation was

oonductcd in the following manner: * The juice was rapidly heated

to 85^ C. in double-bottom copper receptacles, then ) a kilo

of milk of lime, in the form of calcic oxide, was added for each

100 kilos of beets sliced, producing an abundant precipiute and

causing considerable surface frothing. The dear liquor was de-

canted, the surface scums and the precipitate that had aettJed

at the bottom being separated by bag filters, and in this manner

all the particles in suspension were separated. To ascertain whether

the operation had been properly conducted, special attention was

paid to the aspect, color and taste of the clear juice. This mode of

epuration had many objectionable features and frequently led to

carelflSi methods of working which caused numerous complications

in the following operations necessary to obtain the final white sugar.

As compared with the nuxies of liming now in vogue it offered only

one advantage, namely, the small quantity of lime needed; but it

was later demonstrated that the use of so small a pertantace ooukl

* Walmmoww Hvmamnocam Fas.. 1. 61, 18S7.
S43
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not ppssibly bring about the desired epurating effect. As early as

1S43 ScHATTEN used lime in excess and neutralized the free alkali

with carbonic acid. In 1848 Rousskau* was the first to apply,

at the beet-sugar factory at Flavy-le-Martel (France), a method

of liming which formed the basis of the process of defecation now
employed. His idea, however, was not generally adopted, and it

was many years before it really came in vogue, Possoz justly re-

ceiving the credit of its popularization. The method adopted was

to add 1 per cent of quicklime to cold beet juices and allow them

to stand before decanting ; to the clear liquor from 2 to 5 per cent

more of lime were added; the carlx)natation at 60® to 100° C.

followed, and the carbonatated juice obtained was then filtered.

f

The decanting was later done away with.

J

After an interval of years the process underw^ent further modi-

fications, and even greater quantities of lime were added to the

juices. § After these changes the process bore a striking resemblance

to that of Frey-Jelinek. In the meantime it found numerous

applications in Germany and Austria. The last mentioned process

had an advantage over that of Perkier and Possoz in the fact that

it did aw^ay w4th the decanting after defecation and reduced the

epuration of beet juices to a single operation. In the Frey-Jelinek

liming 2 kilos of milk of lime in the form of calcium oxide are

added for 100 kilos of beets sliced, the operation being conducted

at 25° to 38° C. At first the carbonic acid was gradually introduced,

then after a reasonable interval the quantity was increased, and

meanwhile the juice being treated was heated at 50° to 62° C.

The carbonatation was completed at 85° C. The remaining alka-

linity was 0.07 per cent calcic oxide. The operation was termin-

ated when upon examination a sample of juice was found to have

the standard aspect.
||

The liming as now conducted has many of the characteristics

of the Jelinek method. Combined with a suitable sulphuring,

the process gives very satisfactory results and the boneblack

filtration is no longer necessary. The elimination of the char

was accomplished only after long years of continued discussion.

Z., 11, 65. 1861.

fS. L,U, 1866.

tS. 1,1,52,1866.

f Perrier. Po880£, Call k Cie, p. 4, 1867.

I Jblinxk, Reiniouno, Prague, pp. 17 and 19, 1864.
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In 1881 the Genibloux Belgium factory stopped uting bonebUek,*

inre which time it« use in beei-«ugar factories has almoil entirely

ceased; in fact, many sugar refineries are beginning to reaibe

that it is no longer needed to obtain stigar of a superior quality.

The sugar kMses were lenened and the dirty* manipulation of

the char in the kilns and filters is beeoming a past issue.

Theory of defecation or liming.—Twenty yearn ago von Lirr-

MANN t |>ointcd out that while the operations of liming and ear-

bonatation were generally ailoptcnl there appeared to be very

little concern as to the whys and wherefores. While great

progress has been made in this direction, without doubt much
yetXremains to be accomplished.

The action of lime upon raw or green juices is at the same
titne chemical and mechanical. Chemically the lime precipitates

and decomposes the non-sugar; mechanically it carries down
the substances and particles in suspension by surrounding them
in the precipitate. In raw juices, particles and filaments of beets

that have not been held back by the cossette arrestors are always

found among the suspended substances, and also all constituents

that have been precipitated by heat, and a large quantity of micro-

organisms and femient8 which arc evidenced after a prolonged

settling of the juice in an objectionable manner, as they are re-

sponsible for the sugar inversion and acidity of the juioe. All

these substances, as before said, are carried down by the predpttates.

The sciuns thus formed soon settle at the bottom, while the juice

forms the siuiace above, and is of a light yellow color, limpid and
perfectly sterilized. The defecation by surface frothing which was

formerly practised with press juices is impossible ^ith juices from

the (liffasion battery; but, on the other hand, the latter when

submitted to the action of sufficient lime are easily filtertxl. The

chemical action of lime upon the non-sugar takes place in such a

way that the lime neutralizes the free acids and the acid salts,

and combines with a portion of the organic and inorganic aeids,

mainly oxalic and phosphoric, forming insoluble salts. The oxalate

of lime is almost entirely eliminatcil during the working of the

juice in the factory, as its solubility diminishes with an increase

in the saccharine percentage and baeomea aero with a concentra-

1

tion of 50 per cent of sugar.

Silica b almost entirely separated during liming. It

ix>sBetH*LABas.TnivaaMMDob.piSS.188l. tD Z T.^.llSI.tm
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from the water used in the diffusion battery, impurities of the lime-

stone and earth adhering to the beets. Furthermore, all the

insoluble silicates are precipitated in an alkaline calcic solution.

The alkalies, ammonia, and organic bases of raw-beet juices

which were combined with the precipitated acids are liberated

and a<ld their action to that of the lime in excess upon the non-

sugar. The alkalies being stronger bases, combine at once with

the acids, which do not form insoluble compounds with lime,

while the ammonia and the organic bases remain in the juices

in their free state. Many of the organic non-sugar substance

remaining in solution undergo a greater or less decomposition is

an alkaline solution. All these substances create acids in the hot

alkaline solution, while the nitric substances at the same time form

ammonia or organic bases. The acids, which with lime form only

soluble salts, will first of all combine with the liberated alkalies,

and those remaining combine with the lime.*

The alkaline salts of the beet are transformed into carbonates

by the presence of lime in the juice, and there follows a double

decomposition of the calcic salts resulting in potassic salts and

calcic carbonate. This reaction depends upon the percentage of

alkaline salts and if these are wanting calcic organates will be

formed. The alkalies of beets cannot precipitate all these calcic

salts.* Beet juices also contain calcic sulphate which is formed

by the oxidation of sulphur. The sulphide of lime is not entirely

insoluble and is transformed into calcic sulphate. The phos-

phate of lime is produced by the decomposing action of lime

on the palmitate, stearate of lecithin, etc. [The alkalies in raw

I
juices are not eliminated through defecation.) True, a small

quantity is eliminated surrounded by the lime precipitate during

carbonatation, but the greater portion remains in solution com-

. bined with the acids or as free alkalies, and is to be ultimately

found in the massecuiU. / The proportion of free alkalies existing in

defecated juices depends' upon the acid with which these alkalies

were combined in the raw juices. If the latter contain consider-

able acid, such as oxalic acid, which forms iasoluble compounds
with lime, the soluble acids remaining after defecation are not

sufficient to neutralize the alkalies; a large proportion remaias in

a free state and exerts its influence during defecation and sub-

sequent operations in decomposing the non-sugar. \ For juices

C, », 89, 1900.
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which after eartx)nAUtion Ktill conUin alkali earboofttat a raeoU

of the aUcalinity duriiix evaporation ia not objeetiooable. Ona
finds little or no lime. But if the aridi of raw beet_

niainly with the linie to fonn itoluble lalta, the'

during defecation will, either during dfllacmikm or MUuratkm,

eliminate the lime of these saltn.

Action of lime, varied opiniont.—Aa regarda the aetion of lime

expert view^ differ. Some authorities claim that lime tends to

decrease the ultimate yield of sugar. According to WuaBKiio ^

its percentage in beet juices depends not only upon the quantity

used during defecation, but also on the original percentage present

in the green juices. Its salts are the outcome of a double decom-

position and saturation of the acids contained in the juices, and

through the decomposition of the asparagine and glutamin still

other lime salts are formed. In addition to these three important

sources there are others too numerous to be even mentioned.

Elimination of caldc salts.—According to Grimmer t calcie

salts are partly eliminatcii from juices when lime is used in exoesa

and basic lime salts are formed. Malander points out that ex-

cessively limed juices contain fewer calcic salts than those sub-

mitted to a moderate liming, and this would show that there is

some tnith in (Srimmkk's reasoning.

Influence of invert sugar.—Invert sugar tends to increase the

percentage of lime. According to Hersfeld t 1 per cent of invert

sugar will increase by 0.28 per cent the oxide of calcium contained

in the ash.

Albuminoid and pectic substances.

—

^Weisbero's f experimanta

show that the pectic substances are precipitated and pectate of

lime is formed during defecation. Carbonic acid even in exceaa

will not decompose this pectate. llie leading authorities oo the

beet-sugar industry have never come to any positive agreement as

to the quantity of albuminoids separated during defecation.

Grouver.II for example, has demonstrated that lime will separate

from the beet juices a maximum of 20 per cent of the albumin, and

that saline substances are not eliminated through its influence, but

that on the contrary certain calcic salts enter into solution.

The experiments of WbndklkrIT ahow that during deCeeation

• a r. as. sos. laoi. • BuD. Asa, a. 440, laaa.

t r.MiMMBa. 8elMidui«. pi 9. 1888. | 2., U, 88. 1862.

t Z.. 8a. 1028. 188& t n Z. L. ». 729. 1900.
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and carbooatation 57 per cent of the proteids are eliminated. The

percentage of propectoncs is reduced to a greater extent than that

of the pectones, as the former are first changed into the latter.

It is also declared that the protein substances only partly coag-

ulate under the influence of heat and that lime decomposes the

substances in question. Lime ultimately separates from the amide

groups with formation of ammonia, forming soluble combinations

with the remaining radicals. This reaction is not accomplished

immediately; on the contrary, these chemical transformations are

very slow, and may be said to be completed only in the triple effect

during evaporation and in pan during graining, and it is undoubt-

e<ily then that the losses of alkalinity occur.

Ik»ets when entirely matured contain only a very small per-

centage of albuminoids; while, on the other hand, when not ripe,

there exist considerable quantities, which, when passing through

the organic cells of the plant, are transformed by the enzymes into

amide acids, such as asparagin, subsequently allowing their easy

passage into the cellular tissue. Rotten beets contain large quan-

tities of these substances and also a heavy percentage of invert

sugar which also gives soluble calcic salts.*

As far as possible the non-sugar substances decomposible by

lime should undergo their changes during defecation. But it is

impossible to obtain their complete decomposition during this stage

of the operation, as a certain portion decomposes slowly under the

existing conditions of defecation, and if the operation lasts too long

or the temperature be too high, the risk of redissolving the insolu-

ble or precipitated non-sugar is incurred. The circumstances dur-

ing evaporation are so favorable for these decompositions, as will

be shown later on, that it would not be desirable to conduct the

defecation under other conditions which could fnrtlicrnion' rosult

in a poor saturation.

Influence upon sugar.—The sugar undergoes no changes during

defecation, nor is its percentage diminished under ordinary con-

ditions of working. Weisberg f points out that losses are always

noticeable, but that they are due to a precipitation in the form of

saccharate which remains in the defecation scums.

Influence upon non-sugar.—Consequently lime during defeca-

tion has an epurating action, as by the precipitation of the non-

sugar it increases the purity of the juice; furthermore, it changes

8. B., Oct. 1902. t Bull. Am., 16, 263, 1898.
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the nftture of oerUin p«rU of the non-tugAr without eliminating

a large amount of it. The two actions are very favorable both to

the sucoees of the defecation and to the operatiooe that follow

—

the last being as ewentlal as the first. Generally speaking the pro-

portion of non-sugar precipitated is less than is usually claimed.

Raiik * maintains that 50 per oent of the total non-sugar it eUm-
inatcd during defecation and earbonatation. But Claasskm very

justly |)pints out that by these two operations the purity is in-

ereased only from 4 to 6 per cent; 100 parts of dry substaneea

obtained from raw juice contain 12 to 15 parts non-sugar, and from

these there is eliminated one-fourth to one-third at the most. On
the other hand, the decomposing action of lime upon the substances

remaining dissolved is too frequently overlooked. Through this

transformation many of the substances lose certain properties

which have an unfavorable action on the subsequent work, mainly

u|>on the rr>'8tallization of sugar.

Different modes of liming.—The modes of liming differ in the

manner in which the lime is used, in the quantity, in the [xriod that

the operation lasts, and in the degree of tem|)eraturc at which the

defecation is conducted. In the operation of defecation lime is^

used in five different forms: (1) Milk of lime; (2) quicklime in

lumps; (3) quicklime in nnuilir- ro iMiwihTiHl HlnliMl llrni" nii<I

(5) saccharate of lime.

As previoiL*«ly mentioniii milk of liiiu* Iiua now been used in Utt-

sugar manufacture for over one hundred years. For economical

reasons the use of quicklime has met with conskierable favor in

Germany, but its use in a pulverised form is ver>' much leas in

vogue. Rousseau f recommended the use of powdered slaked lime

fifty years ago, and Possoz t in 1859. Its general use was popular-

ised by von Khrr.n.htkin { who claimed that it offered economical

and numerous other advantages, such as the prevention of sugar

losses. Notwithstanding these facts hydratcd lime finds very

little favor and itis use is nuunly confined to the second earbonata-

tion. The saccharate is employed in all sugar factories that have

a special plant for extracting sugar from molasses by the separation

method.|

• Z.. IS. 02, 188S. t Z., IS. 3S9. IMS.

t a. L. 1. 35. 1866 I D. Z. I.. IS. «24. 188S.

I Thew cstablMbmenU are t«nnrd Suipiniteffi«« by tbt sntlwr.

sn dlMUHsd in full under another capikm.
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The process of defecation to be select^ depends upon circum-

stances entirely indei>endcnt of the action of lime, as when the

modes of defecation are rationally applied to the epuration of juice

no 8{)ecial difference in the results has yet been discovered, and

theoretically none should exist.

(1) Milk Lime—Advantages of milk of lime.—According to

Herzfkld* milk of lime is slightly more epurating than quicklime,

but the juices are not so readily carbonated and when filtered

are rather darker in color. The laboratory investigations of Beau-

DKT apparently prove the contrary, and it remains to l)e demon-

strated within what limits these results have a practical value.

The devices for defecation with milk of lime are arranged in the

factory proi>er. where the residuum scums are exhausted and as the

lime kiln is far off it is more profitable to pump the milk of lime

than to bring the lumps of quicklime to the factory. However, the

last mentioned condition does not always obtain as the lime mixer

may be placed near the kiln and the diffusion juice pumped into the

carbonatation tanks.

As a general rule it is not desirable to pump limed juices for

the wear and tear on the pump is excessive. In France and Bel-

gium milk of lime is much liked on account of the regularity of

its action and the facility with which it may be used.

(2 and 3) Quicklime (lumps and powder).—In favor of defe-

cating with dry lime it may be mentioned that the action is more

rapid and energetic than the defecation with milk of lime, so that

r in the first place one obtains the same epuration with a smaller

Vquantity of lime, and, furthermore, the juice defecated with quick-

lime always contaias a greater proportion of dissolved lime than

that treated with milk of lime, consequently the operation of car-

bonatation is effected in a much shorter time and with a more com-

plete utilization of carbonic acid. It is very doubtful if a thorough

exhaastion of the defecation scums is advantageous, but as the re-

sulting sweet water from an average washing is not sufficient for slak-

ing the lime, one is obliged to use additional water as it is found un-

desirable to use for this purpose weak epurated juices. All facts

considered, the fuel consumption is greater in beet-sugar factories

defecating with milk of lime than where quicklime Is used as the

epurating element. The beet juices are heated several degrees

by the slaking of the lime, while on the other hand, the sweet waters

Z., 44, 291, 1894.
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from the filter pnmm oool when brought to cootAct with lime

during the milk-oMime preparation.

The defecation should be accomplished with dr>' lime if only

a limited volume of sweet water m obtained fnim the fihvr presses,

and the lime kiln in in elose proximity to the liming receptacle, so that

the quicklime nmy be mixed without trouble and without any speetal

intftnllation for it8 tnuu$|K)rtation. As a general thing referenee

may be given to the quicklime method imless particuUr cirrtim-

stances exist. It must not l)c overlooked that in several expen-

mentd it was found that in defecation with dry lime there were

greater stigar losses and lower purity than when the milk of lime

was used. However, in thin connection many mistakes appear

to have been made, as by reason of a ()oor application of the dry-

lime method there was formed a soluble saccharate of lime which

was not decomposed during carbonatation. For a like reason

the statement that the quicklime epuration gives a gray sugar

is not justified, as the grayish hue, when it appears, is due to

other causes.

According to Herzfeld,* a more or less variable quantity of

soluble saccharate of lime is formed during the defecation of beet

juices, the amount being considerable when using dr>' lime. The
carbonic acid acts on the soluble lime and this fact explains why
the juices limed with dry lime may be more readily carbonated

than those epurated with milk of lime. Pkllet t very correctly

|)oints out that the quantity of lime dissolved depends upon the

sugar percentage of the juice being treated, its temperature, the

pro|)ortionate amount of lime added per sugar percentage and

the |KTi(xl it remains in contact with the saccharine solution.

At the ordinar>' temperature, in weak juices and after king

contact, there will be dissolved about as much lime as the propor-

tion between it and the sugar required to form a mooo8ugarat«

of lime. But as the temperature risee the solubility of the lime

diminishes, so that at the ordinary temperature (80^) of liming

there will be dissolved only 0.25 to 0.35 parts of lime in 100 parts

of juice containing 10 to 12 per cent of sugar.

Insoluble saccharate (siigarate?) of lime may lomi ns rraciuy

during the defeeation with (ir>' lime as with milk of lime, as the

insoluble calcic salts that form during defecation have the property

of carrying with them soluble calcic salts, and coosequentJy a

• Z.. 44. 201. 1«H. t BuO. Asa. IS. 885. 1901.
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small quantity of saccharate. Insoluble precipit&ted saccharate is

found in all defecated juices, when these are highly heated after

defecation; in the epuration with dry lime, more lime will ])e

dissolved, hence there will be precipitated more saccharate than

in the milk-of-lime defecation. It is necessary to watch the-*

changes closely, especially if the juices have been defecated with

dry lime.

According to Weisbero,* lime in a powdered or pulverized

condition will give a greater loss of sugar in the form of saccharate,

which remains in the carbonatation scums. By properly working,

however, one of the conditions being that the temperature of

the saccharine juices treated is sufficiently high, these insoluble

sugar losses may be considerably diminished, and the filter scums

need contain but a very low percentage. At one time it was

claimed that caramel was formed by the use of quicklime, but

BrrxMANN's t investigations on this ix)int showed that the state-

ment was erroneous and that there was not the slightest discolora-

tion of the juice. It is to be noted, however, that in defecating

with quicklime some important precautionary measures must

be taken, such as keeping up a constant agitation and thus dimin-

ishing the ever-present danger of caramel formation. Herzfeld t

points out that the possible temperature during lime slacking may
reach 468® C. There is ample authority to show that the use

of quicklime during defecation produces harder scums than are

possible with milk of lime.

Opinions appear to differ very much respecting the action of

dr}" lime upon saccharine juices, as to whether it forms more insoluble

saccharate of lime than the milk-of-lime method. The gray

coloration of sugars obtained by the lime method is not due to

an incomplete defecation, but to an incomplete carbonatation,

in which the iron salts have not been precipitated. Consequently,

if this operation be carefully supervised the sugars obtained will

be of an ideal purity.

(4) Powdered slaked lime.—The experiments of Herzfeld §

show that powdered hydrated lime gives the same results as milk

of lime, but its use is considered not only unnecessary but also

disadvantageous, owing to the cost and the work of bolting.

Although the use of powdered hydrated lime has spread so little,

8. I, 52, 84, lg98. t Z., 47, 830, 1897.

t D. Z. I., t, 1101, 1878. i Z., 44, 289, 1894.

i
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it is to he noted that it rrndcra excellent iervioes if applied during

the second carboniitation, e«|)ecially in cases where the liming

Is done with a Kttcchurate. In factories where the lime Is used

in luni|M(. |K)\v(lerpd lime in also added during the seeond earbon*-

tatioii. and this is certainly an excellent practice, although it

neccMsitatcs |)owdering sUked lime.

(5) Saeekaraie of lime.—The use of lime in the form of a sao-

eharate was suggested by Stammer.* It can claim no speetal

advantage as oompared with other modes. It in only used in

the 8ugarat(*ri(*H.

Quantity of lime.—The quantity of lime thought necessary in

various factories oticillates between wide limits. To ncutraliie raw-

beet juiccM and precipitate the substances that may be precipitated

by lime 0. 15 to 0.20 |)er cent of lime is sufficient. A real defecation,

one in which the scumM are readily de|)08ited and a clear juice Boats

on the surface, is obtained by adding 0.5 to 0.75 per cent of lime.

PKi.Lfrr t has demonstrated that if only the minimum quantity

called for by theory he added the epurating effects expected arc

not obtained, and hence the desirability of going to the other ex-

treme. With 8uch a small quantity of lime it would be diffictilt to

work on a largo scale, for the reason that the resulting scums would

filter too slowly. One obtains an easy filtering scum after the end

of saturation by using 1.5 to 2 per cent of lime. However, in many
factories where this quantity of lime is accepted as a minimum it

is not ron-sidered sufliciont, and fmm 2i to 3 per cent and some-

times inohe are added to raw-beet juices. It was thought that with

larger amounts of lime the epuration of the juices would be greater.

It is in cfTect true that by using more lime the juice will be clearer

and will contain a fraction less calcic salt, but up to the present time

there has not been noticed a |)erceptible difference in purity in

relation to the amount of lime used.

Over twenty years ago von W.\TrHTEL J pointed out that the

quantity of lime to be used during defecation depended ujwn the

amount of foreign sulxstances the juice contained, and that a con-

siderable excess of lime, to be sulisequently rapidly eliminated

thrtmgh Carbonatation, should bring about a mechanical epura-

tion owing to the surface attraction of the voluminous precipitate.

Sucuomel'8 ( experiments, showing the influ^ioe of the quan-

• Z.. 12. 431. 1882. t Oe.-U. Z.. t. 28S. 188a

t S I . 17. 146. 1881. I ibid,, 17. 160. 1888w
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tity of lime used during defecation, established the purity coefficient

upon five combinations shoun in the following table:

Per Cent of I.ime. Purity.

0.6 89.04

1.2.. 89.39

2.0.

.

.80.61

2.8. 90.22

3.6.. 90.73

Juices defecated with 0.6 per cent of lime contained 0.336 of

calcic salts expressed in oxide of calcium, and those that were defe-

cated with 3.5 per cent contained only 0.008 per cent. This ap-

parently demonstrates that when lime is in excess it precipitates

the acids which would otherwise hold the lime in solution. On the

other hand, Herzfeld's * experiments concur in the fact that an

excess of lime results in fewer lime salts in the solution. He
noticed that the addition of 1.5 per cent of lime is not sufficient

,to obtain a satisfactory defecation, and that when lime is in excess

the coloration is decidedly better, the purity of the juice higher,

and the saline percentage considerably lowered.

Claassen points out that the substances decomposable by lime

cannot be decomposed more or less quickly by an increased amount,

for in this case the lime dis.solved may act alone and its quantity

depend solely upon the sugar percentage of the juice and its tem-

perature and in no way upon the quantity added. For this reason

the more or less favorable action of increased quantities of lime is

never shown during defecation but only when the juices are being

saturated. Each case should be examined to determine whether

the advantages are sufficient to counterbalance the numeroas dis-

advantages resulting from the excessive use of lime, which not only

increases the cost of the lime and carbonic acid, but also the volume

of scirni produced and the loss of sugar in the residuum ; further-

more, it necessitates the use of a greater number of filter presses

and a larger lime kiln.!^

Excess of lime.—There can be no doubt that an excess of lime

very considerably retards the carbonatation, hence the importance

of keeping the percentage within rational limits which will ensure

both a satisfactory epuration and a rapid filtration of the resulting

carbonated juices. If it is desired to obtain very clear juices, as

Z.. 44, 285, 1894; Z., 44, 287, 1894.
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in the faotoriet making ipecial white tugAr, the ine of eooiklcrmblt

lime appean juttifiable, but it ia never so in faetories whieh manu-
facture ordinary raw sugar. Among those who have used im-

usually large excesses of lime Hodek,* who reeommends Z ioiJi

per cent, may be mentioned.

Moderate liming.—On the other hand, numerous efforts have

been made to reduce the quantity of lime used to reasonsble

proportions. The early efforts in this dirtetion were made by
Perrikr and I'oesos, and the most recent efforts bear a striking

resemblance to those of the original promotore. The Kuthe and

Anders f process originally involved the reduction of the amount
of lime u^ during defecation. To diffusion juices, 1 to 1^ per

cent of lime, an milk of lime, and then granulated carbonate of

lime were added, after which the mixture was filtered. The filtrate

was submitted to a carbonatation, and the resulting precipitate

was the carbonate of lime, subsequently returned in one of the

phases of epuration. Ragot t has also given the question of lime

reduction some attention. He treated cold juices with 0.2 to

0.25 per cent of lime, attaching no importance to the form in

which it was used; to this was added 2 to 3 per cent of infusorial

earth and to the filtrate 1 to 1.5 per cent more lime; this waa

(followed by carbonatation. The infusorial earth could be entirely

regenerated through carbonization. Thb mode, like many others,

has made very little progress toward general adoption in the

sugar factories of Continental Europe. These numerous com-

binations all possess one conunon characteristic which is the

difficulty of the ultimate filtration.

Gradual liming.—That lime be gradually added was recom-

mended by Po68oz,{ by whom it was pointed out that the main

advantage would be a more complete precipitation of the foreign

substances and a reduction in the surface frothing.

Coodttsions and practical conditions respecting liming.—After

carbonatation the lime is necessarily removed in the form of a

carbonate, which facilitates the filtration of the epurated juices.

Upon general principles, it may be admitted that the greater the

excess of lime carbonate the less will be the difficulty of filtration.

• a 2.. 1. 329. 1872.

t D. Z. I.. 1&. 83. 1800.

t J. d. f. d. «.. 4t. .Vo. 38. 1807.

I PoMOt. Guide. PariB. 1873. p. 21.
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It is to be noted that as juices contain widely varying percentages

of foreign substances the excess of carbonate must necessarily

vary with each special case coasidcred. The defecating man by

simple, practical obscr>'ations can ascertain whether or not the

liming is up to the desired standard. If it is the filtrate from

the filter presses has an easy flow, and carlK)natation continues

during a normal period, and, furthermore, the general aspect of the

limed juice to an experienced person gives all the necessary indi-

cations; for example, if the liming is sufl^icient the color is a cream

yellow, when it is defective the hue is a gray black, while with

the lime in excess the appearance is decidedly chalky. Also, when

juices have been properly limed the lime they contain will rapidly

deposit at the bottom of a test-tube and the surface liquor will

be slightly cloudy and have a slight yellow color. The overseer

of the factory should insist upon freciuent tests being made of

the limed juices, and modify the i:>ercentage of lime used to

suit the requirements of each special case. Evidently, in theory,

as the quality of beets being sliced varies every few hours, the

percentage of lime used for defecation should also fluctuate, but

this would be impo.ssible in practice.

Temperature of defecation.—The most favorable temperature

for defecation for normal beets is from 75° to 85° C. The lime

should be brought into contact with the foreign substances in

the beet juice at a high temperature, and the time of defecation

' be suflficiently prolonged to transform the nitric substances into

ammonia, and as I^odenbender * very correctly points out, this

is one of the essentials for the elimination of calcic salts.

Upon general principles a temperature above 90° C, or boiling-

point, cannot be recommended for defecation. However, when

working very inferior beets, containing considerable invert sugar

and other substances decomposable by lime, one may hope for a

favorable action through high temperatures, but even then it is

desirable to avoid boiling the defecated juices for any length of time.

and it is better still not to boil them at all. The opinion that boiled

defecated juices after their saturation give scums that may be read-

ily filtered is not tenable.

Some experts claim that there are decided advantages under

certain circumstances in heating at a very high temperature, but

it remains to be proven within what limits the method should be

C.aO. 712, 1880.
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generally adopted. Boiling juices are not to readily Mturetcd,

and more sugar remaina in the seuma for the reason tli ry hot

juices there b less lime dissolved which can eomi ii the

arbonic acid, and. furthermore, the vcr>' hot juiees readily froth

and render impossible the full opening of the entrance valve for

the carbonic acid.

Cold defecation.—Cold defecation has been reeommended,

and in Home canes adopted, on tli< . that lime deeomposea

and redtHHoIvcii a [wrtion of the prt «i substances at a high

temperature. Thiii method of working was suggested by Mac-
MENK.* Acrortling to HKKZFKLDf cold defecation rffwts a more
thorough epuration than hot, taking into con^uiiration the elimina-

tion of saline and organic substances with a reduced coloration

of the juice; but it must not be overlooked that such juices are not

readily filtered.

On the other hand, Claassen says that many experiments

have proven that there is n(» able difTerence between cold and

hot defecated beet juices
]

i the cold defecated juices are

reheated after the filtration as long as the calcic action remaina

between the usual practical limits. Cold defecation cannot be

practically realized, as the scums obtainetl by this method do not

filter fast enough even when combined with kieselguhr.

The AuLARD t method of cold defecation consists in bringing the

beet juices into contact with lime at 20^ C. for one hotir, after which

and before carbonatation they are gradually heated up to 7(f C.

Duration of defecation.—The duration of defecation should be

confined between cloteniiined limits. At low temperatures of

70^ to 80^ C. fifteen minutes b sufficient; at higher temperatures

the operation should not last longer than five to ten minutes.

BoDENBBNDER RuUces the assertion that the longer the period of

defecation the better will be the results. In many beetrsugar fac-

tories lime is allowed to remain in contact with the juice for fifteen

to thirty minutes before the carlM)nie acid is introduced, and An-
LARD extends the |)enod of liming to two hours.

Mechanical modes for the preparation of milk of lime.— In

beet-sugar fartorics working a comparatively limited number of tons

of beets per diem the milk of lime is obtained by alaking in open

• UAVMKst, Tnut^ 2. p. 226. 1878.

tZ..44.206, I8IM.

1 4ikOiii«ras«. p. 86. lOOS.
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receptacles. The beet results appear to be obtained by using

horixontal cylindere very like those used for washing boneblack

in which the lime is perfectly slaked and with less danger to the

workman. For the liming of beet juices preference appears to be

given in Belgium and Holland to what is known as moist lime. The

Lacouture appliance (Fig. 174) consists of a large cylindrical reser-

voir in which is a vertical shaft 6, receiving its motion from m,

and holding two arms a that are about 30 cm. from the bottom.

To these arms are attached agitators, p, d, of varied shapes, which

have a free motion and thoroughly mix the lime that falls to the

bottom. The water used is sprayed over the lime through the per-

forated pipe f; i is a filtering surface which retains such lumps

Via. 174.

—

Lacouturb Milk-of-lime Preparer.

as. may not be thoroughly pulverized. The exit of the milk of

lime is through /. The precaution must be taken to first slake the

lime, for which purpose 20 kilos per hectoliter capacity are first in-

troduced and a small quantity of water sufficient for the slaking.

Then follows an elevation of temperature and the product falls in a

pulverulent mass. This slaking demands time, as the lime always

contains certain impurities, such as alumina, etc., which offer a cer-

tain resistance to immediate action.

In some factories the hot sweet water from the filter presses is

used for the slaking, whereby the time necessary for this preliminary

preparation of the milk, of lime is shortened, but as there is a con-

siderable rise of temperature during the slaking the sugar con-

tained in the sweet water is necessarily destroyed. As soon as the

slaking is complete considerable water is added and the agitator is

set in motion. It is proposed that in order to increase the volume
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of sweet water from the filter preMei to be used in tUkiog, tlie

washing of the filter proas scums be pushed further and the resulting

water be employed for the purpose, with the idea of producing

the milk of lime at 20^ li6. Mauindbb says that this corre-

sponds to from 120 to 150 per cent of the weight of the ieums.

In fai^tories where the volume of the water in question is not

sufficient diffusion juices are added to obtain milk of lime of the

desired doniiity. It is pointed out that the milk of lime should

not have a density greater than 20^ B^., as it would then tend to

clog the pipes, valves, etc., through which it circulates.

Fio. 175.—lire MUk-of-iime Prrparrr.

The MiK appliance (Fig. 175) presents certain advantages. It

consists of a long dniin ^4 revolving on rollers and receiving its

motion from the gearing E, E'. The lime passes into the drum

through the hopper F, and the water is introduced through the

pipe J, water and lime circulating together. The lime is con-

stantly raised by the varied projecting 'surfaces (7, arranged in

different |X)6itions on the inner surface of the revolving cylinder,

and after a certain time falU bark by gravity into the circulating

water—not at the same spot from which it was taken, but further

along, thus helping the forward motion. It leaves the apparatus

through the central opening NN and falls into a reservoir R,

The lime that has not been sUked is held hack by the receptacles

/C, and when raised to a certain height falls into L and then into

.U. This arrangement may be placed in the position Li or Li, ac-

cording to the purpose in view. In the position Li the non-slaked

lime raised by A' falls back into the c3rUnder A. This apparatus
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is used in many Austrian beet-sugar factories and renders excel-

lent sen'ice in the production of a lime paste containing 30 to 35

per cent of oxide of calcium. Lime in this condition is sometimes

used for defecation, but it is difficult to understand how it can be

handled, and there is ample authority to show that the practice

Fio. 176.

—

Wackernie Automatic Lime Preparer—" Hydrator."

is a great mistake. It has been suggested to use a paste of lime

containing 20 per cent of water. The objection to this is that

as the percentage of lime is uncertain one never knows the exact

quantity which is being mixed with the juices.

Among the other interesting mechanical combinations for the

preparation of milk of lime may be mentioned the Wackernie

8. B., 7, 1. 1886.
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(Fig. 176) automatic apparatus, which savet eooaiderable labor

and may be said to be very economical. It doea away with all

lime dust which oecapce through the chimney connected with the

appliance. A represents the ao-callad hydrator. When the lime

is slaked therein it falls into a lower cylinder B, which separatos

impuritice, such as gravel, pieces of coke, stones, etc., and theae

when they have accumulated may lie removed. The lime aub-

merged in the water tank beneath is thoroughly mixed and the

result is a milk of lime at the density needed at the factory.

To eliminate the soluble impurities exiating in lime it has been

proposed to slake the lime with considerable water, allow the milk

of lime to deposit, and decant the floating liquid containing cer-

tain impurities in solution. This method has been practically car-

ried out, but the greater portion of the lime contains only a small

amount of salts soluble in water, such as the alkaline salts. The
constituents of lime which dissolve slowly or rapidly, as, for exam-

ple, silicate of lime and alumina, cannot always be eliminated by

washing, because they are more soluble in saccharine juices than

in water. Consequently there can be no advantage in this mode
of working, and, furthermore, the operation is rendered more com-

plicated and the properties possessed by milk of lime freshly pre-

pared are not utilixed. The older the milk of lime the less is its

action on beet juices, for the reason that imder these circumstaneea

it combines with a large quantity of water; in other words, lime

that has been slaked for a long time and left standing will defeeate

beet juices slowly and imperfectly. The milk of lime upon leaving

the Lacouture apparatus passes through a suitable sieve, as before

mentioned, but experience shows that there are important advan-

tages in having it again strained ao aa to separate the still finer

particles that may be held in suspension.

Milk of lime filtering or straining.—;To separate particles of

sand, etc., that may be mixed with milk of lime, von Ehrsnstkin ^

passes the solution through special grindstones, thus preventing

the clogging of the appliances by foreign aubetanees.

A special filter (Fig. 177) has lately been introduced into beet-

sugar factories, its object being to separate all ash, sand, etc., that

may be held in suspenskm. Duriog this filtration lumps of lime

which were not completely dissolved beeome liqukl. The apparatus

oonsisfeB of two cylindrical chambera, one over the other. The milk

• D. 2. L. If. AM. 1885.
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of lime first enters the upper compartment and passes through a

central strainer A before reaching the bottom. In the second

compartment is a turbine C, the rotation of which forces the milk

of lime through a cylindrical strainer B. In the extreme lower

portion of the apparatus, which is conical in shai>e, the deposits are

collected and may then be removed by the withdrawal of a closing

N-alve or plug Z>, worked by the arm of a lever.*

After the preparation of the milk of lime it is drawn off by a

force pump with common ball

valves and sent to the defecation

section of the factory, where its

volume should be carefully meas-

ured before it is used. The pipes

through which the milk of lime

circulates should have ordinary

valves so that the pump may be

isolated should the occasion de-

mand. These pumps are slow in

action. Their velocity is 40 revolu-

tions per minute, which, however,

may be increased in an emergency,

as, for instance, in case the slicing

capacity of the sugar plant has

been augmented, without a change

in all the apparatus and appliances.

The force pipe is run near the milk-

of-lime measurer and then returned

to the suction portion of the pump.

When the communication with the

measurer is closed the milk-of-lime

supply returns to the suction pipe. There is comparatively little

clogging in these pipes owing to the activity of the circulation.

Defecators.—As a general thing the defecators consist of a recep-

tacle in which there is a pipe for the entrance of the juice and an

overflow for its exit. At the bottom there is a manhole for the

removal of gravel, etc., that may be deposited during the operation

of liming, and on the top is a chimney through which the vapors

resulting from the slaking may escape. A special pipe at the bot-

tom permits a complete emptying when the defecators need clean-

Fio. 177.

—

Mueller Hifilk-of-liine

Filter.

C.,», 667, 1901.
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ing. When the defeeaton are to be emptied it can be done by

putting this emptying pipe in communieation with the overflow,

m> tliat tho luitt |>Qrtk)ns of Juice find their way into the carbonata-

tion tanks. In Sweden this custom is very much in vogue. It does

away with considerable labor and is economical in the long run.

The RoiHEio and Koenio ^ (Fig. 178) quicklime defecator con-

Fio. 178.—RoBHRJO And Koenio Defecator.

of an annular iron basket e, the sides and bottom of which are

perforated. This basket is attached to a vertical axis b, which forces

it to revolve in the juice that is to be limed. With a view to obtain-

ing an equal distribution of lime in the ring or drum a wlanting

Fto.170. DifMSlor.

scraper is used, so arranged that it will not clog the perforations.

In ease of obstructwns steam is forced through h and through

tbebottomc. The Scbbtbb defecator (Fig. 179) is another device.

• D. z. I., ts. S3, igoo.
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It consists of a closed receptacle a, in which the perforated iron

basket B, swings on a pivot. The lumps of lime are introduced

into this through the hopper G. The swinging motion of the basket

is obtained through the gearing J and the lever L. Very little

lime is needed for the liming of the juice in a. The Dufay defe-

cator (Fig. 180), which is much used in France, works on very

much the same principle as the appliance just described ; but a hori-

rontal, alternating motion is given to the basket B containing the

lime through the gearing G and the lever L.

Fio. 180.—^DuFAY Defecator.

Measuring and weighing lime and milk of lime.—As far as pos-

sible the lime should be used immediately upon leaving the kiln,

for it then may be more readily slaked and will be quicker in its ac-

tion. If the lime after standing crumbles, there is formed hydrated

lime and calcic carbonate and its action is less energetic. It is very

important to use the lime in lumps of moderate size, as its slaking

is then more rapid.

There is nothing special to be said respecting the receptacle

used for measuring milk of lime. In some factories it is customary

to have in the interior of this measurer a scale which indicates the

amoimt of the liquid to be used, the volume in question depending

upon its density expressed in degrees B6. Attention is called to the

confusion which may follow if the density of the milk of lime

has not been taken, for then too much or too little of the solution may
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be used depending upon circumeUneei. In fueh opeimUone there

muiit be a thorough undentanding between the oveneer and the

defecating man, and the necevary changes ihould be soggeited by

the chemist after a hasty laboratory examination. Buhkino^
(Fig. 181) measures the milk of lime in a receptacle, o, iiaving an

upper scale attachment, t\ which should he graduated in accordance

with the capacity of the measurer. The scale has the divisiooi

2, 2t, 2), 2| and 3 |)er cent, corroHponding^to the percentage of

calcium oxide. At the point indicating the^rcentage of lime to

be used there is pUced a pointer k. During the filling of the

rooeptade with the milk of lime a special spindle b used which will

Fio. 181.—BunaiNO MiUc-oMime

sink or rise according to the density of the solution. The milk of

lime ia allowed to continue its fiow into the measurer until the top

of the spindle is even with the pointer. On this areometer is a

graduated scale giving the density of the milk of lime, and three

pointers /, /', I'' are pUced at the same height so as to facilitate

the observation when comparing with the pointer A; of the upper

The new apparatus of Stolc and Ccrnt (Fig. 182) is based

upon the same principle as the measurer just mentioned. The
float 0, however, b better gukled by the scale beam .V. The
pointer p should assume a perfectly vertical position when the

desired amount of lime is introduced into ^ in the form of milk

•Z.. It. 82. 1908.
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of lime. In that position the pointer d establishes an electrical

communication and the defecator man stops the flow of the milk of

lime into the measurer and opens Q to allow it to combine with

the juice.

It would certainly be very desirable to have some means of auto-

matically regulating the volume of milk of lime added to juices,

Fio. 182.—Stolc and Cerxy Milk-of-lime Measurer.

but there are so many factors to be considered that it seems hardly

practicable. For example, the ready filtration of a juice does not

depend so much upon the percentage of lime added as upon the

quality of the original beets. In most cases a small receptacle is

used, its volume corresponding to that needed for defecating the

juice from a diffusor. The emptying of one corresponds to the
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emptying of the other. Thk mode of working if geMndly adopUMl

when the liming is done with a neeharat^.

When defecating with dry lime the lime if weighed or meae-

ured and the lumps should bo as rsgular as po«ible. Although

it seems more exact to weigh the lime it is preferable to measure

it, for then the influence of the poorly calciniied and consequently

heavier lumps have lean influence. It it important to note that

a hectoliter of lime in lumps weighs about 100 kilos. The defeca-

tion with dry limp and with quicklime nmy be continuously effected.

The raw-beet juices enter from the bottom and pass by an overflow

into the carbonatating tank. KsLch time the contents of the meas-

urer pass through the lime mixer the requisite lime is again added.

Juice and milk-of-lime mixers.—Hy a method of carbonatation

formerly used and sometimes employed even to-day, the opera-

tion of introducing carbonic acid into the juices commences as soon

:ks the lime in the form of milk of lime has been added. A large

part of the lime is then eliminated as a carbonate without having

accomplished its purpose, and thus much more lime is used than

when the liming and carbonatation are separate operations.

In factories where there is no mixing appliance the contents

of the measurer are sent to the carbonatation tank. This mode
of liming is objectionable as it does not give the lime suflident

time to act upon the juices. If the milk of lime is added in the car-

bonatation tank, as in the case just mentioned,* the carbonic ackl

effects the mixing. After juices have been limed they are generally

{^ent into a mixing tank whose volume corresponds to that of

several diffusors. The arm agitators then bring the lime in con-

tact with a considerable volume of juice and hasten the mixing.

The desirable capacity of the mixing reoepiade is limited by the

fact that the entire operation should not last more than half an
hour. However, Aularo is in favor of leaving the lime in con-

tact with the juice for a much k>nger period and dedares that

the operation of liming and defecation shouki last at least two
hours.*

Lime and juice mixing.—A lime mixer giving satisfaction is the

KRACK II.\ III) (Fig. 183) apparatus, which consists simply of a
cylindrical receptacle in which revolves a vertical axis a, receiving

its motion from an upper conieal gearing « and /. This axis has

a few snudl agiutora A, and another horiaontal axis 6, which is

•fiih
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made to revolve through d. The arm agitators attached to the

horizontal axis bring about a violent agitation of the liquid, and

the fixed rods g prevent a circular motion of the limed juice.

The lime and juice mixers var>' greatly in shape. Those

which are open on top permit one to follow the progress of the

Uming. Such mixers have a bottom opening for the entrance of

the limed juice which passes out at the top through a suitable

overflow. The overflow connects with the emptying pipe through

which the liming tank can be completely emptied into the car-

bonatation tanks. This communication is closed during regular

working. To heat the juice before carbonatation a steam coil

Fia. 183.

—

Krackhard Lime and .Jiiico Mixer.

is frequently placed in the mixer, but as some sugar may thus

be rendered insoluble this practice appears to be a mistake. The

difficulty is abolished by heating the juices before liming. The

limed juices leavcf? the mixers at about 90° C.

Conclusions respecting defecation with quicklime.—The defe-

cation with quicklime at the present time is almost always effected

by the addition of lumps of lime, about the size of one's fist, to

diffusion juices reheated to 65° or 70°. This practice is very much
in vogue in Germany, but in France and Belgium its first introduc-

tion met with considerable opposition. The arguments against its

use were numerous, and manufacturers hesitated about making

changes in their plants. The methods of using quicklime in powder
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vary greatly. In roott eaaea the tlaking ia done directly in the

juice, but the objection to thk mode ia that there ia danfer of

sugar invcmion owing to the elex'atbn of temperature, and for that

reason preference is given to nulk of liriic, which requires prepara-

tion preliminary to its use.

When quicklime is brought in contact with beet juices it is

sUked. Owing to the absorption of water the lime liberates oon-

aklerable heat (i kilo developing 150 calories on being slaked).

The partial reheating of the juice brings about objectionable trana-

fommtion and for this reason quicklime mixers should be con-

structed with considerable care, especially when lime is used which

dissolves rapidly and energetically. It ih absolutely necessary to

throw aside the old mode of working, which consisted in introduc-

ing broken lumps of lime in an o|)en wicker basket and submerging

in the juices. In a rational method of working it is necessary to

take into consideration the following facts:

First. Lime should be uniformly spread in horizontal layers so

as to be brought in contact with the juice.

Sfcomi. The juice, and if possible the lime, should be continu-

ously and sufficiently agitated.

Third. The easy and rapid emptying of stones and grits should

be eflfected.

These considerations are observed in the lime-mixing receptacle

by having the lime spread out on fixed or movable perforated pUtes,

while the juice is put into motion by the rotation of a vertical axis

on which are fixed arms alwve and lx»low the sieve-like disks. The
lime-mixing tank should have suitable manholes through which

the stones and grits which have passed through the mesh of the

sieve and also the semi-burned {wrtides remaining on the disk may
be removed.



CHAPTER III.

CARBONATATION.

As previously pointed out, limed beet juices contain an excess

of lime in solution that must be eliminated, and to effect its pre-

cipitation the carbonic-acid gas from the lime kiln is used. After

this operation, which is called carbonatation, the liquor is filtered

to separate the precipitate, and the product obtained is called

scums.

Formerly it was feared that carbonic acid when introduced into

defecated juices would act as a solvent upon the precipitated sub-

stances. It was argued that to submit juices to the action of car-

bonic acid until they were neutralized, or even until they retained

only a slight acid reaction, only blackened the scums. Conse-

quently the substances precipitated by a preliminary defecation

were eliminated by filtration, and only the clear juice was finally

saturated. This method and its appliances have become obsolete.

At present juices containing an undissolved lime precipitate are

generally subjected to carbonatation. From the defecating recep-

tacles or reservoirs the juice is run into the carbonatation tanks.

These are either round or square, open or closed, and are frequently

of considerable height. In the lower part of the tanks are the

apparatus for the gas distribution for carbonatation purposes, such

as steam coils or live-steam injectors.

Shape and size of carbonatation tanks.—The bottom of the car-

bonatation tanks is sometimes flat, but t-here are many advantages

in having it slant either on one side or better still towards the centre,

which facilitates complete emptying. In modem factories one sel-

dom, if ever, sees open carbonatation tanks, which have been found

to possess many objectionable features, such as overflowing and

throwing off an excess of carbonic acid, which was a source of dis-

comfort if not of danger to the carbonatation man. The latter

difficulty was in a measure overcome by the use of suitable draught

370
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ohimneyi placed over the reoepUele, but they worked only when
the wind wae in the right direction, when it wm not the gae wae

forced back and for this defect there waa no remedy. These wkle

ohimneys still exist and are used for ckiaed carbonatation tanks,

eirr>'ing off the excess of gas that does combine with the lime dur-

ing carbonatatk>n. The capacity of the tanks varies very much,

generally corresponding to the volume of two diffusors, and with

proper manipulation there is needed at least four of theae recep-

tacles. In most cases in France three are used for the first car-

lK>natation, while one is filling the other is emptying? and the

third is in full operation.

Typical carbonatation tanks.— In Germany preierencc is gen-

erttlly Riven to s<juHre or nnrtangular tanks. In the tank shown in

Fig. 184 the bottom B has a slight slant towards the emptying valve

Fio. 194 Gkibooatsikm Tank.

h. It is ck)sed on top and the cxeeM of uncondensed gas escapes

through the chinmey F. The escaping gas is regubted by O,

the liquor being treated is heated by a steam coil 6, and the car-

bonic ackl is introduced through the pipe c, d into the bottom

distributor e. In France * a carbonatatk>n tank of ^-ery much the

same design, but not nearly so high, has been used for many years.

^ 8m Chsplsr OQ rUtcr PrtH.
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In Fig. 185 18 shown an Austrian carbonatation tank of the

Karlik type. It consists of a high vertical receptacle, on top of

which is a chimney G; the bottom slants towards the emptying

pipe N. The juice is introduced through E and is distributed

by the disk D, from which it falls into /, which is the upper division

of the carbonatator. The juice carries with it all the froth or scum

FiQ._185 .
—Karlik Carbonata-

gmi tion Tank.
Fio. 186.

—

Vivien and Listre
Carbonatator.

with which it comes in contact when passing through C into the

lower section //, where the carbonatation is actually accomplished.

The gas is distributed through L and live steam bubbles through M
into the mass of liquor being treated. The resulting froth rises

through A, falls onto B, and so the process continues.

The Vivien and Listre carbonatator (Fig. 186) is cylindrical

in shape. It also has a steam coil and a carbonic acid gas distribu-

tor. The agitators a keep up the circulation, and the froth arrest-
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on b render excellent lerviee; d k the emptying valve, while on

the level of the juice is a enudl cock by mmm of whicheMoplet

may be repeatedly taken during carbonatation.

The Makiollk Pinoukt (Fig. 187) ii one of the most recent

types of rarlwnatatoni. It aliio

is cylindrical in shape, but

has no steam-coil attachments.

The juice enters at B and leaves

at F, the centrifugal froth ar-

resters being shown in I). The

carbonic-ackl gas is introduced

at the bottom and is forced into

the limed juice which runs

down through E. Above the

tank is the chimney G for the

escaping gas.

The level of the juice in the

carbonatatore should be high

enough to utilize thoroughly

the ciirbonic acid, but it must

not offer a counter pressure too

great to be overcome by the acid

pump. Keeping these points

in mind ex|)ericnce seems to

point to 2.5 metere as a satis-

factory height. In the now
obsolete carbonatating tanks

ver>' little space was allowed

for the frothing, and numerous

difficulties arose which could

be overcome only by means

of froth arreston*. In order

that the froth or scum may
have ample R|Mice it is ver>'

essential that the height of the earbonatators above the juice

level should not be less than 3 meters. By allowing this ample
space, frothing over Is prevented and other devices for arresting

the froth are rendered unnecessary'. In Austria, where the colossal

carbonataton frequently attain a height of 8 meters, froth arrestors

have been dispensed with as a result of the practice of filling to

only one-third of the capacity of the receptacle.

Pio. 187.—MAatoixa-Ptxoecr
CkfbocMiUUor.
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Gas distributors.
—

^The carbonic-acid-gas distributors vary greatly

in their arrangement and are generally placed at the bottom of the

carbonatating tanks. The simplest form used consists of perforated

pipes. Claassen says that these are objectionable in that the gas

paasagee become clogged, especially when they are small, and to

clean or open them at the bottom of the carbonatation tank is not

only difficult but dangerous for the workmen. There are combi-

nations, especially in square tanks, which permit the tubes to be

dra^n out from the side, and one may thus remove such as are

not working properly and replace them by new ones.

In the most satisfactory arrangement the gas-distributing pipe

is bolted to the lower exterior sides with arm attachments, and

by removing the nuts of the bolts and raising the flanges the pipes

are readily taken out. The holes that are clogged may be readily

opened by means of a triangular-pointed tool. The surface of

Fio. 188.—GuERERO Gfw Distributor.

these holes should be of sufficient area, even when half closed,

to allow all the carbonic gas that enters the distributing cock to

circulate freely. The inside of the pipes also become clogged

with lime deposits which may be removed by heating them to a red

heat and then hammering. In the effort to obtain a satisfactory

distribution of the gas these pipes have been made of varied shapes.

Among these gas-bubble distributors may be mentioned the

GuERERO (Fig. 188) combination, consisting of a central pipe

with radial perforated branches. While this arrangement gives

satisfaction, it needs frequent cleaning. In order to do away
entirely with the difficulties of cleaning, Rothermann uses a gas-

Z, 46, 261, 1896.
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dktributinc box open at the bottom; the

and there are lateral holes for the mtmpbag

37ft

part it fringed

Another distributor of new design (Fig. 189) consists of a long

slightly inclined pipe • plaoed at the bottom of the carbonati^
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tion tank a. The carbonic-acid gas enters the pipe c and escapes

thronph a series of 0|>enings at the lower part of the tube. The
distributing is faciHtat^xi by a series of knives k attached to the

axis /, which may be made to revolve by turning the arms I.

Under these circumstances there can be no clogging of the pas-

sages with calcareous deposits, which would necessarily decrease

the volume of gas coming in contact with the defecated juice dur-

ing the operation of carlxjnatation.

Fooelberg's * arrangement for the distribution of carbonic

acid in the carbonatation tanks consists of a pipe placed in the

centre of the receptacle, the bottom of which is bell-shaped, and

in it there is adjusted a cone which may be raised or lowered by

a rod passing through the distributing pipe. The cone, if neces-

sary, may be made to revolve so as to obtain a perfect joint, which

is kept clean by the rotatory friction. With this arrangement it

is no longer necessary for the workman in charge to enter the tank

after it has been emptied of its contents.

Wallstal t says that satisfactory results have been obtained

by perforations in the upper part of the carbonic acid distributing

pipes in the carbonatators. Over the pipes in question are two

iron plates placed in a slanting position and leaving an opening

on top. The bubbles leaving this pipe are divided by the angle

formed and rise on either side. It is claimed that under these

conditions the carbonic acid is thoroughly utilized.

Schneider and Helmecke t arrange several cups at the bot-

tom of the carbonatators connecting with a central pipe. These

inverted cups have a number of openings which allow the carbonic

acid gas an easy passage. They may be arranged in two series,

an upper and a lower one, the lower row coming into use only

when the upper is clogged and the passage of the gas is hindered

.

In all the existing types of gas distributors the carbonic acid

gas is utilized only to a comparatively small degree. The longer

the road travelled by the gas in the juice the better is the absorption,

and herein lies the explanation of the favorable action of thick

layers of juice.

Multiple utilization of carbonic-acid gas.

—

Kettler and Zen-

DER § (Fig. 190) proposed a multiple utilization of the gas from a

lime kiln as shown in Fig. 190. The gas was introduced into

Z., 61, 65, 1901. t D. Z. I., 24, 756, 1899.

t Z.. 61, 965, 1901. i Sachs, Revue, 1, 66, 1885.
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one of the receptacles A' for example; it bubbled up through

the holes of the dUtrilmtor C, then entered T, pMted into Am,

then into Aj, and escaped through the chimney //, the valve S
of which alone remained open. If the pm was firn introduced into

A'4 it would paw into Ai, then through T into A^, and out through

the chimney. Whatever the circulation only one chimney valve

could renmin o|)en At a time. Owing to the complications

Fto. igo.—Kbtt.

iaied in the manipulationB of valves, and for nuiuciv^u.-* »iher rea-

sons, the multiple gas utilization has been abandoned.

To utilixe the carbonic acid gas drawn off in the chimney

i\>AURR^ proposed to inject the juice as a spray, but this idea

has not had any practical application for the reason that the pul-

verizators become elogged. Generally it is not necessary to resort

to improved methods for carbonic acid gas utilisation, as in all Cae-

tories which bum their own lime there is always an exoe» of gas

genrrnl«l.

Agitators.—The practical utilisation of the earbonio-aeid gM
increases as the gas bubbles rising to the surfaeeof the juieedecreMs

in Hizc and as the mixture of the gas and the juiee becomes more

thorough. It is for this reason that turbines, gas injectors and also

certain forms of agitators for keeping the juice in constant move-

ment have given sueh satisfactory results. Such an agitating ar-

rangement is shown in Fig. 180. An agitator of this kind should not

£.. tt. 888. 1882.
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have a velocity greater than 50 to 60 revolutions per minute. Some

carbonatating tanks have baffle plates arranged along their inside

surface to offer obstructions to the circulation created by the agi-

tators. Malander points out that upon general principles the agi-

tators are useless in such cases, as the gas circulating through

the mass of liquid b alone sufficient to create all the agitation

needed.

The Mueller plan of placing small turbines at the entrance

orifice for the gas appears to offer some advantages as their action

is to draw the gases to one side and the limed juice to the other.

In this arrangement the carbonatating tanks are combined in such a

way that the limed juice which has just come in contact with the

gas, together with its froth, is projected into the other receptacle

where the action of carbonatation is nearly completed. It is claimed

that under these circumstances the existing alkalinity will cause the

entire disappearance of the scums.

Chimneys.—As previously pointed out, both the open and the

closed carbonatating tanks have upper chimneys to carry off the

excess of gas collecting in a chamber that should be at a certain

elevation above the carbonatating receptacle. The chimney itself

is generally made of sheet iron and should extend at least 2 meters

above the roof of the factory.

The gases and steam after their utilization escape through

pipes of considerable diameter, so that if froth should be carried

up by entrainment, it may l)e deposited. These pipes are gener-

ally given a diameter of about 30 cm. The chimneys have suitable

coverings at the top to keep out the rain, etc. In cane the frothing

is excessive some of the froth frequently finds its way through

entrainment to the top of the chimney, even in cases where it is

10 motors high. An excellent way to prevent the loss of these scums

and the juice is to place a sort pf funnel around the outside of

the chimney where it leaves the roof. This funnel will collect the

juice and froth and allow their return to the carbonatation tanks.

They strike the upper cap and project downward upon the out-

side funnel and then flow back through vertical slits in the iron

chimney. Sometimes these pipes have an enlarged portion serving

as juice separators.

When each carbonatator has not its own escape pipe or chimney

and when the gases from the several carbonatators collect in one

N. Z.. 41. 60. 1898.

I
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pipe C (Fig. 101), it is important to uke tome preeAutiooAry mma
uros that the froth from one oarbonatator may not find ita way
into another, l^ecaufle the non-oarbonatated juices would be brought

in contact with thoee in which the operation b complete, and thk

would render the filtration of the

scums more difficult and would tend

to clog the scum filtcre. The eseap-

ing gases all run into D, and the

froth and juice find their way back

to A through the pipe F. In order

to allow an examination of the com-

position of the escaping gases a

cock is placed between the escape

pipe and a gas reservoir, from which

the sample may be taken.

In some factories the chimneys

have valves as sho^n in Fig. 190.

This permits a thorough regulation

of the gases, with the object of

realizing the most complete utiliza-

tion possible; but this regulation

offers an objectbnable feature in

that it retards the general operation

of carbonatation. Do what one may
there is always a considerable de-

posit left in the chimney which should, therefore, be thoroughly

cleaned after each campaign.

Froth arresters.—Froth arrestors have been shown in several of

the typical carlwnatators already described. Tliey should revolve

at conHiderable velocity, at least 120 to 150 revolutions per minute.

The object of the arrestors is to break all the gss bubbles with

which they come in contact, but their efficacy is not always as

great as might be wished, and as they cannot be applied to square

or rectangular carbonatating tanks for these other methods must
be used. Among such devices may be mentioned the coil arrestor

and the additk>n of some fatty substanee to the suHaee of the

licjuid; but In addition to the important item of expense many
kinds of grease or oil render the juices so much the less pore and

are responsible for difficulties during the filtration in the scum
presses . However^ as the use of small quantities of oil or fat can-

not be entirely obviated one should use a kind having a certain

Fio. 191.—Juice and Vroih
CoUecton.
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visoosity, such as tallow^ castor oil, etc.; and, although only a

small quantity is employed, the amount should be constantly

watchcnl. One arrangement is to have an oil receptacle with an

automatic level indicator placed at a certain elevation, the oil

being pumped or forced out into the carbonatator. The pressure

may be a<lvantageously obtained by means of a communication

with the carlx)nic-acid pump.

The use of grease as a froth arrester is not to be recommended,

not so much on account of the ix)ssibility of introducing foreign

substances into the juice as on account of the subsequent diffi-

culty in filtration, especially in the low-pressure filter presses

through which the juices run before evaporation. The difficulties

of filtration which result from the fatty substance added do not

present themselves in the filter preases for first carlx)natation

juices. Herzoo declares that after the grease has been added to

the surface of beet juices there follows a saponification in contact

with lime. The lime oleates are soluble in saccharine solutions,

and this solubility increases with the concentration. These oleates

have very little influence on impure saccharine solutions. It is

claimed that the solution of calcareous soaps in saccharine juices

is due to the formation of a saccharate. However, in the presence

of calcium oxide there follows a combination of the saccharate and

the oleate of lime, forming an insoluble comjx)und which is with-

out influence upon the filtration. Consequently one need have no

hesitation in using a fatty-froth arrestor when the need presents

itself, although in the most recent methods very little use is made
of this ex|XHiient. The nature of the fatty substance has an im-

portant influence on the results obtained. The gas bubbles of

which the froth consists are more readily acted upon by a viscous

grease than any other; hence there Is a tendency to use mineral

oils for the purpose, but the practice is not desirable, for they of

all others become important obstructors in the filter press. Among
the most desirable fatty substances to be used as froth arrestors

may be mentioned castor oil, tallow, cocobutter, etc. It must not

be forgotten that froths are frequently due to some faulty mode
of working or to some inattention on the part of the carbonatation

overseer.

Generally the use of steam is resorted to as a means of arrest-

ing the froth formed during carbonatation. This is objectionable

as it involves a coasiderable loss of steam. In some beet-sugar

factories exhaust-steam rather than live-steam is used for the
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purfKMe. but this plan it eeonomieal only in eiM thdn is an axi

of exhausi-eteam available. Tbc frrith-arreatiBf pipe baa a dianH

eter of 2.5 em. and runa around the upper border of the earboo^

tattng tank about one meter above the level of the juice in the

receptncle. This pipe haa numerous perforations, about 3 mm.
in diuiiieter, and terminates near the centre of the reeeptacle.

Such froth arrestors need very littJe cleaning during the active eom-
paign of a factory. The earbonatatons show'n in Fipi. 185 and

187 have suitable separations A and D for collecting the froth,

which after becoming more fluid readily flows to the bottom

through the largo pi|)cs.

Heating defecated and carbonatated juice.—Closed coils do not

seem to be suitable for reheating defecated juices as they soon

become covered with incrustations and are then not economical.

For reheating the juices in these receptacles it is better to use

live-eteam injectors. Experienoe seems to show that it is better

not to reheat the defecated juices until the carbonatation is com-

pleted, and then a high temperature is alwa>'8 found desirable.

To prevent the dilution of the juices which alwa>'s follows the use

of live-eteam for heating, and also to utilize the less expensive

vapors from the evaporating appliances, it is recommended to

pump the carbonatated juices through tubular reheaten, through

which steam circulates to at least 100** C. Th«e need be ver>'

little apprehension as to lime deposits when the juices enter tlie

heater at the top and flow out from the bottom.

The reheating of the juices in connection with the operation

of carlmnatation is not essential. According to HaarKLD ^ the

operation continues after a certain temperature, say 00^ C. haa

been reached, with about the same rapidity. whate\*er the degree

at which it is con«l»»if«il pro\ided the temj^eraturc Iw ken* wiihin

reasonable limit.^

The valves.—At ilie Imttom of the carbonatation tankii titers

are two tubes, one for the entrance of the Umed juice and the

other for its e.xit after it has been submitted to tlie action of

carbonic acid. For eiUier open or dosed eartwnatatofs these

pipes have siutable closing valves placed outside of the receptacles.

This arrangement is better than the bottom valves as they cannrt

be clogged by the UX&og of depoeita from the aides of the ear>

bonataton when tba joint eonwieetfcio is made.

•Z..44,a08. 18M.
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In the case of closed carbonatators these valves are manipu-

lated by the turning of a top wheel m (Fig. 184) mounted on the

end of the vertical rod d which leads to the bottom valve h.

The seat of these valves occasionally hooomcs cloKRcd, but the

difficulty may be readily overcome.

Juice sampling.—On most carbonatation tanks a small cock

is placed on the outside at the level which the juice should reach

Fig. 192.—Juice Sampler.

in the interior of the receptacle. This permits one to ascertain

whether the desired quantity of juice is in the tank, and also

facilitates the taking of a sample when the necessity arises.

A carbonatated juice sampler* (Fig. 192) of a new design

consists of a pipe which penetrates the carbonatator and can be

made to revolve by a suitable appliance. On the exterior of the

carbonatator is a well-arranged cock attached to the pipe and

curved downward. When the sampler is made to revolve 180°

the liquid it contains flows through the exterior cock. As the

* B. Z., 25, 493, 1901.
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pi|)C 6 iiaMCfl through dUfn^nt layers of liquid an

can )>e obtained.

ChanfM during carbonatation.^Many ehemieal changes take

place during carbonatation which are not entirely undeiBtood.

At fir^t. beoauM of the introduction of carbonic acid, thera if no
furiimtion of ealcic carbonate, but a complex combination of

calcic carbonate, aaooharate of lime and possibly quicklime, forma

a f^elatinouB precipitate which contains a large quantity of sugar

ill the shape of iniiolubic calcic saccharate.

IUrrebwill and Dudrukpaitt declared many yean ago that

the subetance which made the carlwnatated juices gelatinous was

a double combination of a carbonate and saccharate of lime, and

while certain French chemists call this combination a sucro-car-

bonate up to the present time chemists in general do not agree

as to its composition. Weibbero and Loibeau* maintain that

the three substances, sugar, free lime and calcic carbonate, in the

presence of each other form one substance and thickens the juiees;

they call this combination a sucrate of hydrocarbonate of lime.

On the other hand, Herzfeld declares that during carbonatation

there is formed a carbonated calcic saccharate. At firat a small

quantity of tribasic saccharate is separated, which explains the

decrease in the saccharine percentage determined by Weibbibo;!
this will, however, be followed by an increase if the carfaonatatioD

is continued. The tribasic saccharate and the carbonated ealeie

saccharate will assume a gelatinous condition, which explains the

unsatisfactory working of the filter presses when the earbonie

acid has been too sparingly used.

<'laa8ben says, that besides the immediate neutraliiation of

Umc carbonatation brings about other phenomena, some of which

may be considered favorable while otheiB an decidedly unfavor-

able. Among the beneficial effects one must consider the pre-

dpitation of soluble calcic salts at the same time as the calcium

carbonate. This precipitation can only be attributable to the

formation of double salts. The amount of calcic salta carried

down depends upon the quantity of lime used during defecation.

Another oonsequenee of the carbonatation is that the gelatin-

ous or flaky organic or inorganic substances formed during defe-

cation become heavier through contact with calcium carbonate.

The lime precipitation is comparatively slow, but its formatioo

• Bua A«L. It. 179. leoa t ibid. les. lan.
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may be hastened by furnishing certain nuclei, such as the small

particles of scum floating in the juice. These would in their natural

condition Ix? difficult to handle during filtration, but as they become

partly or entirely covered by calcic carbonate they necessarily lose

their gelatinous consistence and offer no difficulty. Carbonatated

juices are always more readily filtered than those that are limed,

even when to the latter lime or infusorial earth is added, as the

muxture does not take the place of the precipitation which car-

bonatation causes. A certain amount of sugar frequently remains

in the scums as saccharate of lime, which brings about an un-

favorable action despite the care taken in operation of carbonata-

tion.

Herzfeld * has noticed this phenomenon, especially with milk

of lime.

Carbonatation scums.—The amount of insoluble saccharate

of lime that the scums contain may be attributed to three causes:

(1) To the precipitation of saccharate of lime during defecation,

due to overheating the juice, or to excessive heating after the lime

has been added; (2) To the fact that a portion of the saccharate

of lime at first precipitated as a double combination remains insol-

uble even aft^r the end of the carbonatation
; (3) To the fact that

the calcic carbonate is precipitated at the same time as the insoluble

calcic compounds which are formed during either defecation or

carbonatation. The amount of saccharate of lime which becomes

and remains insoluble is generally very small, but it is apparent

under favorable circumstances when these three causes work

simultaneously. The consequence of these calcic precipitations

is that the scum deposits in the filter presses contain an increased

amount of sugar, which is very diflficult to reduce even after a con-

tinued washing, and causes a decrease in the purity, as the juice

contains less sugar in proportion to the quantity of non-sutrar

present.

Absorption of carbonic acid.
—

^The absorption of carljonic-acid

gas during carbonatation is attended by several phenomena. At
the beginning of the operation nearly all of the gas from the lime

kiln is absorbed by the limed juice, as has been demonstrated by

BoNER.f Then the absorption gradually decreases as the liquor

thickens and decreases in al)([alinity, and again becomes more abun-

dant as the sucro-carbonate decomposes. Towards the end of the

Z., 44. 283. 1894. f Oe.-U. Z.. 17. 627. 1888.
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carbonautton * the greater portion of the aurbonk add it afaia

absorbed.

VarUtioii in aUudinity.-llie defecated juiee ia very alkaline,

but varice very considerably with the limed juice being treated.

The causes upon which thin alkalinity dcfM'nds remain unknown,
no explanation offered by the leading authorities being entirely

satisfactory, llie form in which lime is used for defecation has an

iiniKirtant influence, the alkalinity of the limed juioe when milk of

ill lie has been added being unlike that obtained by quicklime,

for example, llie initial alkalinity of the limed juioe varies be-

twe* !»cr oent and 0.9 per cent of calcium oxide. It ia most

difii< K'termine just when the gelatinous precipitate is formed,

but one fact is certain, vis., that the abundance of the precipitate

varies in proportion to the original alkalinity existing before the

carbonatation begins. During the first period, it is true, the al-

kalinity dcclinoB rapidly from 0.25 or 0.35 per cent to 0.15 or 0.18

|NT oent, but after that it remains almost stationar}', because the

juices dissolve as much lime as the gas precipitates. \Mien all the

lime is finally dissolved the alkalinity falls rapidly from 0.15 or

0.18 per rent to 0/7 or 0.10 per cent, and that la the condition in

which filtration may be best effected. Consequently it is toward

the end of the o^x^ration that the carbonatation oveiseer should

(I*'vote his es$i)ecial attention to the work in hand in order that the

l»r«H*es8 may not be pitshetl to an extreme limit.

.\11 the lime is not eliminated from the juice, as there remains

in solution 0.07 to 0.15 |H*r cent, de|)ending U|K>n the mode of

working and the nature of the diffusion juice lx?ing handled.

Upon general principles it may be admitted that for a satis-

fartory filtration and ei>uratioh the lowcitt alkalinity corresponds

to the purest juice. Some authorities claim tlmt the alkalinity

i.H ap|)arently pro|)ortional to the nonniugar eliminated from the

juices during defecation. Hy dilution of the liquid, either with

water or with saccharine solutions containing no substances that

will precipitate, the alkalinity of the juice may be lowered, eOeetr

irti; at the same time a like degree of epuration and facilitating

\hv filtration. If the carlmnatation continues the limed juice will

change cobr and the filtration will become more difficult. How-
ever, for the same juiee there are different alkalinities at which

the filtration la very satisfactory. If the earbonatatk>n b still

• ilulL Am., It. I7A. I
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further continued the sulwequent filtration will offer no difficulty,

but the filtrate will have a dark color and possess many objection-

able features, which will be suKscquontly discussed.

There follows a precipitation of the organic acids of the alkaline

and amnioniacal salts with the liberation of ammonia and the

alkalies, the acids forming insoluble calcic combinations. Among

these are phosphoric, oxalic, tartaric, citric, succinic, glycolic,

glyoxalic acids, etc. Oxalic acid is the most important of the

series, as it combines with 42 per cent of the alkalies of the juice.*

Chemical control.—No definite rule can be given for deciding

when the carbonatation is finished, but certain empirical indica-

tions have an imjx^rtant practical value, as for instance, the froth

loses its viscoas appearance. As to the sampling of juice, it Is well

known that in experienced hands its appearance alone Is a suffi-

cient indication as to whether the operation has been properly

conducted or not, but it may be subsequently filtered and its

alkalinity determined. This estimation offers no difficulty and

may \ye made upon a given volume of beet juice before filtration.

A few drops of an alcoholic solution of phenolphthalein is added

and reddens in the presence of alkalies. Then a titrated sulphuric

acid solution Is added until the red color disappears.

Titrated sulphuric acid, as generally used, is a very dilute acid,

in which one cubic centimeter will exactly neutralize one milli-

gram of quicklime. Consequently, 13 cc. of sulphuric acid used

in the titration would correspond to 13 mg. of quicklime in 10 cc.

of juice or 0.13 per cent, each cubic centimeter corresix)nding

to 0.01 per cent, and the juice would be said to have an alkalinity

of 0.130 per cent. The alkalinity Is not due to lime alone. While

the rosolic acid and the phenolphthalein tests do not give exactly

the same results no importance need be attached to this fact,

provided that either the one or the other be taken as a standard

in the laboratory. Some chemists highly recommend the use of

specially prepared test papers which retain their color until the

standard alkalinity Is reached. While during the first carbonata-

tion the indications are misleading, for the second saturation they

are most satisfactory.

Oxalic acid.—The alkalinity of the juices treated will differ

in every factory. It is for the chemist of the stigar factory to

determine exactly what degree of alkalinity the carbonatated

* B. Z., 2n, 59ft. 1899.
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juiMS should have to give the best rosultJ. Andruk and Htankk
have found very variable quantities of oxalic aetd in difTuaioo

juicfs. it is pomible to eliminnte thin wdd only by maintaining

durtiif; the last period of earUinatation a eonstant alkalinity of

0.1 (ler eent expressed in lime, if the alkalinity is too ]ow there

will be no relatbn between the quantity of oxaiie acid in solution

ami the solubility of the calcic oxalate; the exeess of this aeid

will have the great disadvantage of forming a deposit on the heating

surfiicos or receptacles with which it comes in contact, while the

ciiUiv oxalate will \x: carried fon*ard during the varioiw iiianu-

factiuring operations, to be ultimately found in the rmiduum
moUsses, where its presence is ver>' marked during the operation

of osmosis.*

Saccharate of lime.—As before stated, a saccharate of lime b
fre<|ucntly pre<*i|)itated in the juice, which will not be readily

decoin|MMcd by carbonic acid gas, and this results in a loss of

sugar in the scums. When a considerable amount of saccharate

of lime is precipitated and the scums are not readily exhaust^
of their sugar, efforts should be made to overcome the difficulty

by lowering the alkalinity as much as possible. As one may
be certain that the insoluble saccharate of lime will decompose

only in juices not containing free lime, it is recommended that

the carbonstation be pushed to the extreme limit when setmis

are difficult to free of their sugar in the filter presses ; that is to

say, one should saturate not only the alkalinity due to frw lime,

but that also which is the outcome of alkalies.

The juices and scums under these circtrnistances asHume a

dark-colored hue and an unpleasant aspect. The seumB no longer

give satisfactory deposits and the floating liquor is cloudy. A
juioo of this sort conveys an excessive carbonatation and cannot

)h> readily filtered. But if a small quantity of milk of lime or

recently defecated juice be added, so that the alkalinity rises at

least to 0.1 per cent, the mixture seems again to assimne its former

appearance and the pn>|MT!ics of a satumtrd jtiire of the same
alkalinity.

Non-Cttgar.— WOt.r t anii matiy (It tnc leading chenii!<ts clami

that there is always a certain |)ercentage of non-sugar dissolved

when the carbonatation is pushed beyond a given limit. On the

other hand, Suchomkl t has proven by actual experiments thai

• a Z.. S4. 52. 1890 t Oe..U. Z., f1. 288. 1808. | Oa-U. Z.. 17. 100, 188a
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it is a mistake to suppose that the purity of the juice will be lowered

when the carbonatation b carried beyond the standard limit, and

that, on the contrar}', there will be a rise in purity until a point of

absolute neutrality is reached. According to Mkndks,* the

most pronounced coloration reached is in reality the outcome of

the formation of a ferric glucinate at the expense of the calcic

glucinate. The first mentioned has a violet^blue color and the

second is slightly yellow. These assertions have been corroborated

by practical tests made by BoDENBKNDER.t

Excessive carbonatation, by continuing the action of carbonic

acid upon solutions that are neutral or slightly acid, without

doubt produces poorer juices. The non-sugar, calcic salts, and

the coloring substances are redissolved. It has not yet been

proved whether, by mixing juices (which have been brought in

contact with an excess of carlx)nic acid With milk of lime or defe-

cated juices, all the non-sugar dissolved will again be precipitated.

In all cases this would appear to be possible, for in practice no

difference Is noticeable between such juices and those directly

carbonatated, when the carbonatation, although not pushed to an

extrenie limit, has been continued for a short time and when

sufficient lime has been added for the mixture to have an alkalinity

greater than 0.10 per cent.

The most objectionable feature of excessive carbonatation Ls

the influence upon the magnesia salts which are introduced into the

juice by the lime, as it has been proven that the carbonate and

lactate (especially the latter) have considerable influence on the

facility with which car}x)natated beet juices will filter. Magnesia

also takes an active part in the supersaturation of these juices;

this chemical Ls then dis.solved, but is precipitated in the scums of

second carbonatation. This explains why juices of second carlx)n-

atation from supersaturated juices of first carbonic-acid treatment

will not filter as well as juices which have been normally treated.

Some careful laboratory investigations show that the scums of

second carbonatation frequently contain lactates of lime and

magnesia, but it has not yet been proved that these are normal

or that they indicate a faulty method of working.J

Elimination of calcic salts.—The lime salts formed during

defecation are generally eliminated during first carbonatation,

but in some respects it appears more advantageous to wait until

• J. d. f de a. 14. No. 51, 1874. f Z., 26, 122, 1875. % Z., 49, 779, 18'M)
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the second carbonaUtion before entirely eompleting the operm-

tion. Pkllbt reoommencU that the caJcie aalta be preeipitAted

Ix'foro the aeeond earbonatation, and thin idea agreea with Hem*
kkld's theory; WBiauKRcj,* on the other hand, tirgoB that it lie

tlone after the aeoond saturation.

Since the early history of beet-stigar making, it has been no-

ticed that calcic salts render graining in the |>an nuMt tedious.

It has alwA>'s been customary to depend upon soda for the elimi-

nation of these salts. Soda in the presence of calcic salts under-

goes a double deooroposition, the Mxiium attaching itself to the

aeid radical of the calcic salt while the calcium combines with

the carbonic acid of the soda to form an insoluble calcic carbonate

which is eliminated from the juices with the seuma. Then the»e

juices instead of containing calcic salts retain salts of sodium

which, upon general principles, are far less objectionable. Too

much stresft, however, must not be placed upon this aetion, as it

frequently happens that the expected purity is not realised and

the juice always retains a certain percentage of lime which mivt

be subsequently eliminated. To entirely accomplish this by

means of a sodic salt would not be practically possible owing to

the large quantity necessary. It is to be noted that in practice

larger quant it ic8 of soda must be taken than theory would lead

one to suppose. The juice itself contains nimierous substances

besides the one under consideration, and for their eliminatkm an

excess of the purifying agent must be used. Experience shows

that this reaction offers exceptional difficulties in the eaae of con-

centrated juices, and for this reason the treatment of syrups by

the sodic methods has been largely abandoned. Peixct f strongly

urges that the calcic salts be precipitated in hot diluted jtiiees

which facilitates the reaction. It is within the province of the

ebemist to determine with an alcoholic-soap solution exaeily

what is the |)ercentage of the lime salt in the solution, and to ascer-

tain within whnt limits the !(ocla treatment is praetieaUy renliaable.

The carbonatation of defecated juice *V»*^fwV> coiiakieffable

attention. If it is badly done niuneftMa perturbations may occur

in the working of the filter preaaeB. The responaibility of the

carbonatation overseer ia as great as that of the diffuabn battery

chief, eapeetally when the juices are of poor quality. Where there

is a special defecation station the overseer should personally

•a L,». flsr. iwi. ta L,»»S7s. issi.
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make sure that the juices have been well defecated before the car-

bonic acid is introduced. A sample should have a precipitate that

will freely (lei)osit in a clear floating liquor. The filtrate should

j

show an alkalinity of from 0.25 to 0.35 |>er cent, depending upon the

j
temperature of the juice, when quicklime is used in defecation

I and somewhat less if milk of lime is employed.

C
Filling.—It is customary to fill the carbonatation tanks always

to the same level. Two objects should be constantly kept in view

:

The practical capacity of the receptacle should be utilized and at

the same time sufficient space should he allowed for the surface

frothing. If the levels were different in two tanks into which

carbonic acid was simultaneously introduced numerous complica-

tions would follow. The gas could not overcome the resulting

difference of pressure, and as it would move in the direction of the

least resistance the operation in one tank would be finished sooner.

VMien the carbonatation tanks are open this regular filling offers

no difficulty, and for closed tanks floats with outside indicators

are used. With this arrangement the difficulty is that the rod con-

nected with the indicators penetrates the top of the carbonatation

tknk, which should be hermetically closed. A better method is to

fill the tank until the juice runs from a lateral cock at a given

height. Other practical modes have given satisfaction, for example,

Ay floating a block of wood on the surface of the liquid its level

may be observed through lateral ])eep holes. In order to ascertain

whether the tank is empty steam is run into it through the carbonic-

acid-gas distributing pipe. The sound made when it escapes at

the exit orifice gives the necessary indications.

>> Introduction of gas.—When the carbonatation tank is filled

up to the desired height the valve for the entrance of the gas

is at first only partly opened, as the frothing Is always greatest

during the first few moments. That the pump may continue its

work without variation and the gases be more thoroughly utilized,

not only is the connecting valve of one tank opened but those of

two or three, under which circumstances the tank which Is most

under the influence of the carbonic-acid gas and in which the froth-

ing is least will receive the greatest amount of gas. The carbona-

tation tanks must each be made ready in turn, but at regular in-

tervals. There are no advantages in having several ready at the

same time, as the scum pump can take but one at a time.

Sampling and indications.—During the epuration frequent

samples are taken to ascertain the condition of the deposited pre-
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cipitAte. If the tanks are open on top the «ampttng k done with a

Murt of long-handled ipoon or with a small pump. With doted

tankji. where the permn in chari^ stands at the Imse of tlie reeep-

tacle, the tmmple is taken throtigh a cock. Mx|ierts can conduct the

o|)enition with almost mathematical preeisioo when the sampling

in ({ucstion in properly done. Some oventeent take as a guide

for the conduct of the carlxinatation, the manner in whieh the gaa

bubbles burst u|K>n passing through the juice. The appearance

of tlie juice during the operation is a ver>' im|)ortant guide for its

successful working.

As soon as the carbonic acid gas is introduced the lic}uid juiees

begin to thicken, and this inireaHee in proportion to the sugar pef
centage and the degree of the concentration of the juice drawn from

the diffiLsore. The sample in the spoon is gelatinous and does not*

show any de|MMit. The consequence of this gelatinous condition

is extreme frothing at the oonmiencement of the carbonatatioo

and the excessive bunting of the gas bubbles that pass through

the iic)uid being treated. To filter the juice at this stage is im-

|K)68ibIe. and should it through neglect get into the scum pmsea
clogging will (|uickly result. During the period that follows the

introduction of the carlwnic acid gas the gelatinous oonststenej

of the juice gradually diminishes. The gases penetrate the defe-

cated juici>s steadily in the form of bubbles which become smaller

and smaller while the juices become more and more fluid. The
frothing then ceases entirely, and finally a juice is obtained which

has a precipitate that is deiK>sited easily and rapidly and is readily

filtered. Consec|uentiy, while a few minutes previous the spoon

Muiiple may have been opaque and had a milk-like appearance it

may now Imve a decidedly yellow hue and the precipitate a granu-

lated aH|XH*t. The latter tends to separate from the mass of liquor

and give a cloudy ap|)earance. When these clouds are asperated by

a ver>' translucent yellowish liquid the carbonatation should ceeee

at once.

All factories which appreciate the importance of repealed

• h« tTural tests having in view the |M*rfection of the operation of

< arbonatation, so that the juices uuiy be sent to the filter pwM
not only with great regularity but also with an alkalinity deter-

mined in advance, make an examination of the cootenta of eeeh

tnnk. The spoon test mentioned in the foregoing is only a pre-

liminar>' to the more thorough analysts that abould follow

most desirable and rational final alkalinity varies from

r, TheA
0.07 to

]
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0.10 per cent, with phenolphthalein as an indicator, or from 0.09

to 0.12 per cent of lime with rosD^ic acid as an indicator. -However,

as in some factories the juices are verj' impure it is desirable to

keep the alkalinity between 0.10 and 0.15 per con* iKiTic; the

phenolphthalein test.

Emptying and cleaning the carbonatators.—The carlx>iiatating

tanks should be entirely emptied of their juice after satiuration

80 as to leave a maximum capacity for the operation that follows.

In order to prevent interior calcic deposits it Ls desirable to rinse

the sides thoroughly with a jet of water. In some factories this

is done once a week, or when the carbonic acid gas distributors

are cleaned. As this water is run off through the juice pipe the

quantity used should be comparatively limited so as not to dilute

the juices with which it is mixed.

Continuous carbonatation.—In the foregoing the customary

method of carbonatation was described, that is to say, carbonata-

tion in each receptacle filled separately with juice. As continuous

working always offers certain advantages many experiments have

been made of recent years with this method.

The first experiments with continuous carbonatation were those

of ScHULTZ in 1863. He claimed that excellent results were

obtained by this method with the ordinary carbonatation tanks.

The Parbet combination was among the first to be accepted in

practice. In this the juice entered on top of the carbonatator,

passed over a series of heating tubes, and then by various stages

circulated on a series of slanting planes, coming in contact with

the carbonic acid that moved upwards. Then it came in contact

with the bottom steam coils a second time and flowed upward

to be emptied into another receptacle with a central pipe. The
juices fell to the bottom of this receiver and were subsequently

decanted.

The Reboux mode was quite extensively adopted in Telgium

(Fig. 193). Its extreme simplicity and .compactness are im|X)rtant

characteristics. The space it occupies is not more than one-fourth

that needed for carbonatation tanks as now used.

The apparatas consists simply of cast-iron pipes T of about

eight inches interior diameter. The slant given to these pipes

facilitates the flow of juice and gas, both of which enter at the

bottom and escape at the top. When the juices leave the top

they, with the scums, fall into a gutter A^, that carries them to
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a filter pmt. The flow of Juioe And fM k rqgulAtod by suitably-

arranged valves V.

Gas is introduced at the fint junction of the slanting pipes.

The juice is limed in a tank placed at a ooosiderable elevatkm above
the carbonaUtion apparatus; this gives sufficient foree by gravity

Fra. 108.

—

Rkboux ConiinuotM Ckrboaautor.

to assure a perfect circulation. I1ie pipes may be cleaned by water

running through from the top.

'Vhc pipes were shaiMxi with a view to forcing a doeer eontact

between the gases and the juire, thus obtaining a better utilisation

of the fonner. 'Hie idea was not sueeessful owing to the impossi-

bility of obtaining a regular alkalinity. At the exit pipe the jtiioss

were sometimes insuffieieDtly and sometimes cxoeasively carbooa-

tated. It has been frequently overlooked that in order to obtain

a regular alkalinity it is necessary to conduct the operation of

carbonatat on upon a large volume of juice, as the nature of the

gM and the percentage of lime in juioes vaiy eonsiderably. The
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best reBuIte from continuous carbonatation have been realized

with very simple appliances by continuously running the defe-

rated juice into an ordinary carbonatator with a satisfactory gas

distributor. From this receptacle the juice flows through a spe-

cial overflow pipe to a second tank, into which the carlx)nic acid

neccssar>' to produce the requisite alkalinity is introduced, the

juice is then pumixnl out. The best practice, however, seems to

favor a third carbonatating tank. There is a continuous over-

flow from this tank corresponding to the volume entering it.

This last receptacle may be replaced by a rchoator, whirh idea

was strongly recommended by Zscheye.*

Continuous carbonatation by the Wolff method is conducted

in three compartments, in the first of which is placed the pipe

through which the juice is distributed. Another pipe is used for

distributing the milk of lime. Vy cocks on these pipes that amount
of milk of lime shown in the laboratory to be necessary for the com-

plete defecation of the juices is allowed to enter. In the first

compartment there is a small steam injector which maintains a

sufficient agitation to prevent lime from being deposited. The
limed juice runs through a special overflow into the middle com-

partment into which carbonic acid is injected, so as to nearly

complete the operation of juice carbonatation; however, it must

be noticed that the operation is really completed in the third

compartment, into which the carbonic acid enters and where

the desired alkalinity is obtained. At the beginning of the opera-

tion there is considerable frothing of the juices in the second

compartment, but as the operation continues this subsides, not-

withstanding the fresh limed juice entering, which only counter-

balances the action of the carbonic acid so as to retain this con-

dition of saturation. When the valves are thoroughly regulated

the apparatus needs no further looking after, other than an occa-

sional laboratory examination. This arrangement permits the

use of a carbonic-acid distributor, perforated with very small

holes, which increases considerably the efficiency of the carbonic

acid, and as the operation is continuous th& holes do not become

clogged, t

Among the other appliances which give moderately satisfac-

tory results mention may be made of the St. Quentin system

(Fig. 194). This apparatus consists of sheet-iron receptacles, the

Z., 50, 361, 1900. t Z., 60, 636, 1900.
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length and aiie of which vary with the ficMition it ii to ooeupx*

An extemal view is shown in the illuMtration. It w ralher high and

narrow, the higher the better, so a« to contain juice to a dapth of

3 to 3.5 meten, thus obtaining the greatest poarible eflkieoey

from the rarbonie acid. The bottom of these carbonatating tanks

has a doiil»I«' •'Iniit fnm*»<iM>iuling to the dirsetion in ulii«h the

juke is displaced. The finit carbonataiiun takes* |>lact« in two

eonnected compartments. The limed juice enters through a
valve placed at the head of the fint nection; after cirruUting its

entire length it entere the second section through a bottom open-

ing; on leaving this compartment the carbonatated juice rises into

a small reeeptade, where its level is regulated by a special overflow

appliance, and from herr it runs into the tank of turbid juices.

During the continuous carbonatation the carbonic acid gas

has a free flow into the flnt compartment, in which there is a
medumical froth arrestor. The saturation of the juioe is nearly
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completed before it reaches the second section, which is mainly

used for regulating purposes, the gas being allowed to enter in

quantities sufficient to obtain an

alkalinity determined in advance.*

Naudet (Fig. 195) has been able

to effect a continuous carbonatation

in a single saturating tank into

which, by means of special floats,

there is introduced exactly the same
quantity of limed juice as there is

carbonatated juice leaving the appa-

ratus. It was noticed that juices

at different stages of carbonatation

occupy a different volume; these

differences of volumes have also an

influence upon the floats, and as the

apparatus is regulated for a given

alkalinity, these floats allow more or

less limed juice to enter the car-

bonatator, the volume depending

upon whether the saturation is de-

ficient or in excess. This carbona-

tator considered separately offers no

special characteristics, except that

the juices are introdued through c,

the carbonic acid gas enters through

g, and they combine in the dis-

tributing cone /. The carbonatated

juice runs in a continuous stream

through I, and the level indicator

h permits one to watch carefully the

progress of the carbonatation.

By this method the first stage of

the operation is an ordinary carbona-

tation, after which the tank is filled

to a certain level and the desired

degree of carbonatation is reached.

From this time onward the exit

valve i is kept open and the juice being carbonatated is kept at

Flo. 195.

—

Xai'det Continuous
Carbonatator.

8. B.. Jan. 1901.
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an alnioHt coiu^tant level by introducing through e and g the

limed juioe And gas in the desired proportioiis.

Numerous speeial applianoes have been brought forward,

all claiming advantages for the continuous oarbooatation, and

among thceo \» the Hoiimin Ukon apparatus which had a tem-

porary success (Fig. 100). l*he carbonie add, the limed Juices

Fig. 106.—Hokain Dkon Cbntinuout QirfooniiUtor.

and steam for heating, all enter the apparatus at one end through

a caAt-imn plate resembling; that of a filter press. The gas eseapes

from the top. while the juicee, which are subsequently to be filteivd.

leave the cari>onatAtor by the last frame or division, llie circula-

tion » such that the lime<l juices* and car)>onic acid gas circulating in

the same direction arc brought in contact in the various com-

partments. The gas drives the juice forward four times and in

each case bubbles up subsequently into four wider ehambeiB

through the juice under pressure, 'lite frames of the apparatus

are much the same as those of a filter press, and it is claimed tha;

very little cleaning is needed. The essential tK>int in continuous

earbonatation is to maintain the same alkalinity all the time, so

that the filter presses will work with the dcsirpd n^^larity. and

thus pve the rreidts expeeted. By careful regulation of the

rimilatore of both carbonie aetd gas and juice satisCaetory results

may l)e obtained. The same degree of alkalinity can be main-

tained only through constant watching and repeated analysis.
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This regular and continuous working depends upon the equal

liming of the juice, especially when the o|x»ration commences.

In order to realize the latter the lime and juice mixers should

be of considerable dimensions, of sufficient capacity, for example,

to hold the juice of sLx difTusors. Continuous carhonatation

offers one important objectionable feature, namely, it is influenced

ver)' much more by any irregularity in the factory's running

than in the simple carhonatation. On the other hand, there are

certain decided advantages that must not be overlooked. The
labor is less for conducting the oix»ration so as to attain a given

result; the frothing is almost entirely eliminated; and owing to

the limited time in which the juices remain in contact with the

carbonic acid gas there is little or no clogging of the gas-distributing

pipes, l^ecause the operation is continuous the loss of carbonic

acid, according to Mal.\nder, may be said to be reduced to a mini-

mum, and as a result the safety-valve attachment never whistles on

account of escaping gas as it does in the case of other modes of

carbonatating.

Perturbations during carhonatation are generally caused

by a prolongation of the operation, and for this there are many
reasons. It is evident that for a rapid carhonatation the gas

should be very pure, as there is then a larger absorption than

with an impure gas. If the perforations of the gas-distributing

pipe become clogged the carhonatation will last longer, which

shovs's the importance of watching these variations and of over-

coming the difficulty immediately by proper cleaning. It may
also happen that the chimney through which the gases escape

becomes so clogged with lime deposits that as its section is re-

duced to such a proportion that it is no longer sufficient to permit

the uncombined gas to make its escape. As soon as this difficulty

arises it is important to make a preliminary effort to scrape down
the sides so as to leave a passage of at least 15 cm., and to con-

tinue the cleaning at the first opportunity that presents itself

during a stoppage of the factory. The deposit-s may be loosened

by repeated striking on the outside of the chimney with a mallet,

and as they are frecpiently of considerable size and may fall several

meters it is advisable to place boards at the bottom of the car-

bonatators to prevent their being broken.

Excessive frothing.—An excessive frothing of the juices, which

U also the caase of serious perturbations, depends uix)n the nature

of the beets and the manner of working the battery. • It occurs
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•iniultaneouiily with a poor carboniitation. Frequently certain

juici'M teiul to froth very iniirh iiuire than othen, otpectally when
the bei*trt wore fmrtly rott(>n or froien when entering the tlieer,

and the )>c9«t practical reiiuily mnmiu* to be to fill the carbonatation

tank only partly. Thin frothing, in exceptional caees, may beeome

so exeeiaive as to make it imposHible to open the entrance valve

for the carl)onic acid gas. If the frothing is such that the spaee

allowance alxive the juice level in the carbonatation tanks is in-

sufficient the only remedy is to add an ample amount of oil or other

fatty substance as a froth arrostor.

Slow carbonatation.— Ikssides these caufies, which may Ix* readily

detoriniiKHl, tlicrt> an> other reasons for slow carbonatatbn, which

may po!$Hibly have some relation to the composition of difTunion

juices, but no satisfactory explanation of thii) point has yet been

given. However, it appears possible that the pectic substances

play an important r61e, as a poor carbonatation, caused by the in-

feriority of diffusion juices, shows itself during; the working of \yooT

beets, for instance, such as were harvested before maturity or cul-

tivated with an excess of fertilisers ; or it may depend upon the

manner in which the operation of diffusion has been conducted.

When pectic sut>stances are in excess they appear to combine with

the lime and thicken the juice in the same manner as does the sugar,

but the thickening is then more difficult to get rid of, and as a

consec{uence the carlx)natation is not satisfactory'. It is desirable

under these circumstances to mokify the working of the diffu8k>n

battery so that the operation may have the shortest possible duration

and he conducted at a reasonable temperature. Whenever the

carbonatation is of long duration, from one cause or another,

the (|uality of the juice suffera, not only as to color but also in purity,

and for that reason one should always determine the cause as soon

as possible and overcome the difficulty.

When the carbonatation is too slow, or lasts too long, it may
be due to juices that have been excessively limed, or the milk of

lime used may have been too thick, or quicklime nuiy have been

addrnl to an excess.

Quantity of lime.— It frequently happens that through some
oversight double the requisite amount of lime is added to th<' juice

of a diffusor. When the juices are to pass through a mixer the mis-

take is evidently leas serious owing to its coming In contact with five

times more juice; however, should the quantity of lime used be

very much in excess of what it should be the difficulty may be
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overcome by sending to the measurer the juice from a diffusor that

has not been limed.

On the other hand, if it is noticed that the juices have not suffi-

cient lime and that the operation of carbonatation is very short, one

may add to the juices in the mixer a small additional measure of

milk of lime and increase the quantity for the measurers that

follow. The activity of the carbonatation may be decreased owing

to the tank being too full, as shown by the excessive frothing, or

may be the outcome of either som.e neglect on the part of the car-

bonatator man or faulty working of the valves.

Valves.

—

Malander insists upon having the seats of these

valves thoroughly tight and in satisfactory working order. If

the entrance valve is leaky the juice will reach an abnormal level

in the carbonatation tank and will froth over the sides. These

difficulties are always to be feared when the receptacles are too

full. Either the gas pressure will be unable to overcome the

height of the column of juice, or the carbonatation will be re-

tarded and the frothing be excessive. The faulty carbonic-acid

valve may result in numerous complications, and, furthermore,

there is danger of suffocating the person in charge of the inside

cleaning after the receptacle has been emptied, and under no

circumstances should the cleaning ever be done w-hen the gas pump
is working, unless the gas is allowed to escape through the safety

valve and a blank flange is put in the distributing pipe.

Cleaning.—In most factories visited by the writer it is custom-

ary to resort to the lighted-candle test; if when lowered to the

bottom of the tank the candle remains lighted it is presumed

that there is no danger. Experts declare that a certain quantity

of o.xid of carbon may remain at the bottom, which is even more

dangerous than carbonic acid, and the only way of overcoming

it is by some kind of ventilation. Under no circumstances should

the carbonatation be started before making sure that none of

the men are at^ the bottom of the tanks in a semi-sufTocated con-

dition, and as long as the cleaning lasts the superintendent should

never lose sight of his men.

Notwithstanding the precautionary measures taken during

the campaign to keep the saturating tanks thoroughly clean, a

thick and hard calcic deposit is formed on the inner surface of

the receptacle. These deposits may be removed by scraping oflF

with a chisel, but of late years other modes have been suggested.

Very satisfactory results have been obtained by washing the
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oarbonatatitm tanks with boiling water, to whieb bM been added

a small quantity of hydroehlorie add. This ii then run through

a filter press, the frames of which are covered with old elotht.

The liquid on leaving these is neutral. It is recommended also

to prepare a sodio solution in the evaporating appliance. When
the triple or multiple effects are sufficiently clear, the sodic solutkm

used is run into the earbonatating tanks, pumps, filter pre«es,

ete. This work lasts only a few hours, and is mors effeetual than

the old niethod of cleaning, demanding several weeks.* Without

doubt one of the objectionable features of this method is that

it causes conakierable wear on the weaker portions of the filter

pressoe, etc

Mistakes made.—If, as it sometimes happens, the carbonatation

has been pushed to an excess, the only remedy is to raiae the alka-

linity of the juice beyond the limit that the standard experience

has shown to be the most desirable, and to recommence the car-

bonatation, continuing it until the desired alkalinity is reached.

If thl^ precaution is not taken and the excessively carbonatated

juices are run through the filter presses, their cloths will soon

be clogged and considerable time must elapse before normal con-

ditions can be established. In order to raise the alkalinity of the

juice either milk of lime, powdered lime or limed juice may be

added. Another mistake that is of too frequent occurrence Is

that the contents of the earbonatating tank is run through the

presses before the saturation is completed. The filter pi

are at once put out of order and it takes hours to clean them.

^. 48.^^. 1896.



CHAPTER IV.

FILTER PRESSES.

Decantation.—^Vhen carbonatation was first introduced con-

siderable difficulty was experienced in handling the large quantity

of resulting scums. In order to gain time and save the cost of

expensive filtration plants, efforts were made to separate a portion

of the precipitate from the carbonatated juice by decantation. The

illustration herewith (Fig. 197) gives an excellent idea of the

arrangement of the Lecointe & Villette carbonatation boiler

and decanting vats. The boiler has a slight inclination towards

the decanting vat. The emptying cock is placed outside the de-

canting vat to send the clear juices into a different tank from that

receiving the turbid juices. The pipe connecting said cock with

the interior of the decanting vat is flexible, and is attached to a

suitable float; the result is, that when clarified juices are present

they are the first to flow off. The boiler and decanting tank are

placed in communication by raising the stopper of the connect-

ing tank.

Later fault was found with this mode, and it was shown that

it was not continuous in operation. In the large sugar planta

as they now exist such a method would not be desirable. Numer-

ous continuous decanting combinatioas, such as the Volter, have

been patented, but few if any of them have much practical value.

However, the idea of decantation has been recently taken up

again, but upon a different basis. Instead of a moderate pressure

exerted upon the juices by the force of gravity centrifugal force

has been employed.

Among the first appliances of this kind, which, however, did

not render the services expected of it, was the Polaczec * apparatus

consisting of a horizontal centrifugal. Better results were ob-

Oe.-U. Z.. 28, 643, 1894.
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ained with tho HiaxnTB decanting centrifugal (I'ig. 106). It

it claimed that all the substanoes in aospenaion and the predpi-

tates» either mineral or vegetable, as wdl as gum-like products,

are eiiminatfid in one continuous operation. This apparatus, as

shown in the illustrati«)n herewith, con&ists mainly of a drum
revdving at a known viliM-ity. The drum itself is of steel, but

instead of being covered with some gause or filtering material

it has no opening through wliich the juice can escape. At the

upper part of this drum and innide is an annular diaphragm held
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in position by supports placed at regular intervals. The juice to

be decanted is brought to the lower part of the drum. ])y the

centrifugal action the scums, heavier than the juice, are precipi-

tated on the sides of the revolving drum; as they possess a certain

viacoeity they rise to an upper level, and at a given moment appear

above the diaphragm, from which position they are collected

through a special nozzle shown in the figure. The clear juice, on

Fic;. 19S.—HioNETTE Decanting Centrifugal.

the other hand, being lighter, remains near the centre of the drum

and is collected through a second nozzle. The scums must be

removed when the juice running from the apparatus appears in

the least turbid. The motion is given from below. These centri-

fugal decanters, with drums of 1.20 meters in diameter, may

be worked by electricity. At the present time th6 filter presses

are used almost exclusively for separating the particles in sus-

pension. The juice is sent directly from the carbonatation

tanks to the monte jus, which forces it into the filter presses,

or into a waiting tank, from which a pump forces a circulation

through the filter presses. The waiting tank may have any shape,

but its capacity should be limited. It should not have a volume

greater than that of the carbonatation tank, as otherwise the
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carbonate of lime would noon fletUe on the bottom and eatise eom-

plieaUoni. Kurtheimore, the juicoi are too rapidly eooled In a

large receptacle. The Kurface float should have two pointetYi,

plainly vittible to the carbonatating man and the peiaoD in

charge of the scum pump, and they must be oonstantJy watebad.

The closed tanks have an oxit-air vent, the height of whieh must

be greater than that of the nmximum level of the juice in the ear-

bonatating tanks. It is still Ijctter to have this exit in the chim-

ney of the carbonatating tanks, as by this arrangement the froth

that is fnH{uently carried forward with the air tdrnply falls into

the carlxinatating receptacle. The pipe connecting with the

safety valve of the force pump should terminate in the waiting

tank. In this case the juice, if for one reason or another it ceases

to travel in the direction of the filter presses, will return to the

tank from which it was taken.

The waiting tanks should always have a suitable numhole

for the removal of deposits, such as lime, sand, etc. Between the ^
waiting tank and the force pump is placed a gravel separator, much )

like the pulp-arrestorn connected with diffusion. If such impurities

were allowed to remain they would soon wear away the working

parts of the pump, and form serious obstructions in the narrow

passages of the scum presses. It is desirable to have a basket

in reserve so that when one is filled with these impurities it may
be replaced. The contents should in all cases be carefully examined

when the scum pump is working irregularly.

While some beet-sugar factories continue to use the monte jus

they are rapidly going out of vogue. Though they render excellent

service there cannot be the slightest doubt that scum pumps are

preferable. The monte jus shown in Fig. 199 consists of vertical,

hermetically-dosed, sheet-iron cylinders A, an entrance valve

for the carbonatated juice, a pipe D, which panes through the

centre of the cylinder to within a short distance from the bottom

and through which the juice is forced to the filter presses. The
valve L \a for steam, and AT is the manhole for cleaning the recep-

tacle. The apparatus works in the following nuuiner: The valve

M through which the steam makcn its escape is open and all the

other valves are cloaed; the juice valve C m opened and the

apparatus is filled with juice, after which this valve is dosed and

also the escape-steam valve; the exit-juice valve E is Offened.

Then live steam is slowly introduced through the valve / , and

the pressure exerted forces the juice upwards into the pipe
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in the direction of the filter presses. Upon these monte jus there

should be safety-valve attachments regulated so that they allow

the steam to escape as soon as the most desirable pressure for

the filter presses is reached.

There are many practical means of asccrtAining when the

monte jus is empty, among which is the characterbtic sound made
by the steam entering the force pipe. But this warning comee

Fig. 199.

—

Montb Jus.

too late, as steam will already have caused some damage in the

filter presses. To overcome such difficulties a float can be

placed in the monte ju.s, which gives an alarm signal as soon as

the juice in the interior of the apparatus Ls below a certain level.

When the monte jas Ls emptied of its juice the valves E and L
are closed and M Is opened. There are many advantages in

not allowing all the steam in the apparatus to be lost after each

emptying; hence it is allowed to esUape into the exhaust-steam

collector of the factory. When finally the pressure is no longer

sufficient to force the steam into the receiver it is allowed to

escape through the purge cock.

Experience shows that filter presses generally work satisfactorily

when in communication with the monte jus, for the reason that

the juices enter hot and the pressure is very regular; but its inter-

mittent working is an objectionable feature. Efforts have been
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made to overcome thU difficulty by the oonntniction of an auto-

mntie monto jus.

Automatic monte jut.—The Sciiulzb* apparatut raeeivw Um
juice from an upper-pramiro tank, plaead at an elevation oC one

meter, so that the praamire exerted m auflietent to open the feeding

valve. Tlic entranee steam-valve is worked by a dotible float

thit opens the valve when reaehing the upper level and closes it

when at the bottom. When the steam-entranee valve is open,

the exit-fiteam valve is closed, and vioe vena. The jtiioe oon-

8(Niuently opens the entranoe-steam valve when the monte jus is

filled, and will be immediately emptied. As the pressure in the

apparatus is entirely removed the juice from the reservoir will

open the feed valve and fill the monte jus up to the second floating

levd.

One great fault to be foimd with the monte jus is, that the

temperature of the steam used as pressure is frequently sufficient

to affect an alteration of the sugar. Also, notwithstanding the

fact that there are means of reducing the volume of steam lost,

the consumption is very much greater than it should be. As

has been pointed out, some steam is lost by escape through the

purge cock into the air, and still more is condensed when it eomsB

in contact with the juice. Although this cannot be considered

entirely lost, as it furnishes a certain number of calories, there

are other ways of attaining the same results, which are certainly

more ('oonomical, for instance, as explained tmder the caption

of reheaters. the use of the exhaast^team from the engines, etc.,

with the further advantage that the juices are not then diluted.

The presstue at which the juices are forced into the presses

should not exceed a certain limit. The faulty handling of a monte

jus invariAhly results in steam entering the filter-preas frames

where it bums the cloths or rapidly weais out the frames. In

order to overcome this difficulty Sciiulxe (Fig. 200) uses a small

box A, which communicates with the monte jus throu^ B, and

with the filter presses through C. The float D has two valves,

F and G. When the monte jus is to be emptied the float is raised

by drawing it upward by an exterior handle. The valve O is

then dosed. P is open and the juices find their way through C
to the filter presses. As long as these juices are running they

keep the float D suspended, pressing it on O. As soon as the

* •a. U, 217. 1902.
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circulation ceases the float drops, all communication between the

monte jus and the presses ends and a small jet of steam then

escapes through E.

Efforts have repeatedly been made to do away with steam in

the monte jus and to use compressed air instead; but appliances

Pio. 200.--ScRULZB Safety-valve. Fid. 201.—Cail Vertical Pump.

with this object in view have not all the advantages of the formor

arrangement. The plant consists of an engine or some othor

device for transmitting |X)wer, an ah- compressor and a receiver

having twice the capacity of the monte jas. The compressed-air

( monte jus generally holds the contents of half a carbonatating

tank, that is to say, its capacity is about equal to that of a diffusor.
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Under thc«e conditioiis two monte juf are sufiicieiit for the working

of an average augar plant. In moat caaei, aa mentioned in the

foregoing, the carbonatatrd juice fai nent to the filter premee by

a scum pump.

Scum ptiinpa.—There an- i- (if thew, but all work

on the lame general plan with a ^ {LHton. They are either

vertical or horiiontal, the former appearing to last the kmgBr,

and are of single or double action.

The vertieal-acum pump shown in Fig. 201, of the Gail model,

ki a single-action pump. The plunger B receives its motbn
indirectly from the steam-engine G. Thi8 piston draws the juice

up by suction through the valve a and forces it through the

valve a upon the downward stroke into the filter presses. The
large receiver acts as an air-cushbn and pressing regulator.

The stuliing-boxee used with these pumps are frequently responai-

ble for many difficulties. Do what one may, there appears to be

no way of nmking them perfectly tight, and if some precautioDarj j..

measure is not taken to collect the juice that escapes through

theae badly-constructed spaces important losses will follow. If

the packing is abnormally tightened the resistance offered will

soon be too great for the piston to overcome, for the simple reason

that as the plunger is exposed to the air after each stroke it be-

comes more or less covered with a calcareous deposit causing

ultimately an increased diameter. Within reasonable limits this

difficulty may be overcome by repeatedly sprinkling the plunger

with water as it leaves the packing or stuffmg boxes, but this is

obje<*tionnhle on account of the difficulty of securing cleanliness.

Furthermore, one never knows just how much juice is being lost

in case there is an esca|)e through the stuffing box. Considering

all these facts, this form of pump does not seem well adapted to

the work in view.

On the other Imixl. with the double-acting puin|is and interior

packing th«*se diffit*ultie»t may be overcome.
Packing of piston.— In this case the piston has no outer packing,

btit the cylinder is matle up of two parts beveled like a regular

stuffing lx)x. One-half of the cylinder is movable and has the

shape of a sh^eve. IWtiiTcn theae two halves of the cylinder

a rubber ring is placed /which the movable portioo presses against

the piston by means of two tightening aerewa passing through the

cover of the cylinder. The packing may be tightened from the ex-

terior. The juice thus has no means of eecape, and in case of leak-

j!
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age paaoes from one side of the piston to the other. In the German
pumps as made at Halle (Fig. 202) the piston a is made tight in

the cylinder in which it moves by a rubber or white-metal sleeve

6, which is pressed against this piston by a suitable ^ghtening

ring. In certain pumps ma<le at Hrunswick the ring may be

tightened from the outside. A glance at the drawing will show that

if there is an interior leak in the sleeve C the liquid passes from one

side of the piston to the other without exterior leakage.

The valves of scum pumps should be readily taken apart as

the seats frequently become clogged with a lime deposit, resulting

in a faulty working of the pump. Upon the force pipe connecting

Fio. 202.—Geriimn Pump.

(^ with the pump there should be, as shown in (Fig. 201), an air

<^ receiver and pressure regulator. The constant working of these

pumps obviates in a measure any lime deposits or other clogging.

In such cases a safety valve must be used upon the pipe leading

f to the filter presses. In an emergency the escaping juice simply

L runs into the waiting tank of cloudy juice.

Pressure.

—

Malander recommends that the safety-valve in

question be regulated for a pressure of 1.5 atmospheres, and that this

be increased by one-tenth of an atmosphere for each meter of differ-

ence in the level of the filter presses and of the pump. On the other

hand, Claas.se.v points out that the pressure at which the pumps
should work depends upon the size of the filtering area of the

presses and the nature of the scums. It is desirable for the pres-

sure to be about 2 or 3 atmospheres, as the scum cake thus formed

is readily exhausted of its sugar. With poor scums and small

filtering surfaces the pressure should var\' from 4 to 8 atmospheres.

A greater pressure would not be desirable as there would be danger

of the press compartments bursting as soon as the pressure on one

place was greater than that on the other. With a view to keeping

the pressure under control it is important to have suitable gauges

both on force pipe and on the air reservoir.

The pressure produced by the scum pumps should never be
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r

iiir,> than three atmoepherM, which is realiied by nuny eombtnik

lioiui. IldRBiN I)^)N Ra>^ that the diameter of the pbton of the
^

steam engine working the pump must be calculatetl in order that

with i\w highoHt prenHurt* in the ttoilera the maxiniuin prewure

dt^ired for tht» acwn prutticH cannot 1)6 exceeded. \Miile the air

r^Hi'ivcr and prcasure n>giilator renders excellent service it is fre-

quently found desirable, in order to still further regulate the prat-

sure, to have yet another device by means of which the force pump
may work at a prcesure determined u|>on in advance, and one thai,

furthermore, will automat irally stop the scum pump when the juice

valve connecting with the filter presses is closed.

Pressure regulation.— The Leoat regulator (Fig. 203) connsta

of a l>alanci-d valve D which special springs keep in poaitioii

so that the steam working the scum piunp

may be allowed to fiass through the passages

R, S. On the other hand, the juice from the

regulator-air receiver enters at N. When
the pressure is too great upon N the valve

D is forced upon its seats, steam can no

longer circulate through E, S, and the pump
will 6top. The tension of the spring at-

tached to the arms B, B' may be regulated

by the wheel A. This appliance has already

given good ser\'ioe.

In most cases the pressure is regulated

by a safety valve under the conditions

previously exph IimhI. But notwithstand-

ing all these efforts it is impossible to

prevent a fall of the pressure in the force

pump whenever communication is made
with a new press. Consequently these

scum pumps do not work with the de-

sired regularity. VoaELAA.vo places U|x>n

the force pipe of scum presses handling

juices from fint carbonatation an accumulator of juice under

pressure. It consists of a large cylindrical receptacle in which

the juice forces towards the top a plunger that is so wdghtad

as to exert the desired pressure. If the pressure in the force

pipes deereases through the switching on o£ a new filter press

the use of this device presents a compensation. When the

working of a new filter press is •reaching its limit, thai is when

Pm. 208.~LjnAT
fUgulator.
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the juice ceases to run off, it forces up the piston of the regu-

lator to a position where it will exert its maximum effect as

Boon as the filter press is changed.

It is claimed that filter presses may have their capacity increased

by an additional pump working at high pressure. The juices

are forced into the presses at low pressure, and as soon they nin

slowly they are forced through by the use of the second pump.

It is declared that under these circumstances the filtration is more

active, the juice is obliged to pass through but a very thin layer

of scum l^efore leaving the press battery, and the filters work for

a long time lx»fore beinp full. The relative pressure of the two

pumps is determined in advance.

In the force pipe a sluice valve should be placed so as to retain

the juice in its interior. This is important in case it lx;comes

necessary to examine the pump during the campaign. It fre-

quently happens that when the scum pumps will not work and

the pressure, gauge upon the regulator and air receiver indicates

a lower pressure than usual, the trouble may be due to a slower

action of the pump, indicating that the pipe of communication

contains more air than the regulator can handle, and this should

be allowed to escape through special purge cocks. The working

of the pump should then at once become normal. If it does not

the difficulty must be due to other causes, such as leaky valves

through clogging from lime deposits. These should be examined,

and if the trouble still persists the packing of the piston or the

stuffing lx>xcs should l)e looked after.

Filter presses consist of a collection of frames and disks between

which two or four sheets of filtering cloths are pressed. The
carbonatated juice is brought to the centre of each group

of two or four cloths and forces its way through the tissue, leav-

ing upon its surface the particles held in suspension in the

juice which escapes from the interior of the frames to the ex-

terior.

The first filter press was invented bV Needham* in 1853, and

in 1856 he and Kite introduced an apparatus not unlike the modem
one, but made of wood. The numerous presses that have since

come into existence cannot all be reviewed here. They all have

iron frames with a pressing plate at each extremity, which may
be either square or round.

Jelinek, Reinigiing, p. 30, 1864.

J
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PramM and pUtet.^The oompArtiiMiit* eontlti of Iai9» tqtiaro

dMcB having partly railed bordm so arranged that there ie left

sufficient space between two disks for the scum to eoUeet The
cxttrior surface of these disks is formed of two perforated sheet-

iron plates between which the filtrate collects. Detween the

two eloths are raised portions to hold up the filtering material.

Sometimes these perforated portions of the iron plates (Fi^i. 204

and 205) are done away with, and the surface of the plates is

undulated so that the juice may readily run off from the bottom

of the pUte through a special exit hole. The carbonatatcd juice

enters at the centre. Through the opening passed a nipple

to hold up the filtering cloth which has also a hole in its

centre. As a general thing two cloths are placed on each frame.

Kio. 204.—With pf^rfomted Pinto. Fia. 205.—Oroo^-ed Disk.

r»y preasing one frame against the other the outer border

the cloths and forms a joint. Hy this arrangement there exists

))ctwcen two disks a free space enclosed by the filtering cloths

which receive the juice from the centre, thus forming one con-

tinuous passage communicating with a series of pockets. The
juice passes through the cloths then through the perforated-iron

disks and finally escapes from the press by small passages arranged

in the thickness of the disk. The ctmtral ofx^ning is continuous,

and at each disk a cock is placed through which the juice flows

into a trough. The separated precipitate, called scum, remains

on the cloths.

This arrangement has some objectbnable features. Rieoel *

placed the entrance o|)ening for the juice on the top of the frames,

and later it was located eiitirt*ly outside of them, in the projecting

nm. This new departure demanded an entirely new construc-

tion of the disks and frame attachments. The disks were as

fonnrrly covcriHi with double-filtering etoths, but with each disk

alternated a frame, and thus each frame was praased between two

•r. 14.ai2. 1864.
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disks. The principal object of the frame was to provide sufficient

space for the scum to deposit and for the cloudy juices introduced

through the passages A and the communication B, existing in

the thickpess of the frames. (Figs. 20G, 207, and 208.) The

frames and the disks have several ears in which are one or several

passages C for the water or steam used for scum washing. Fig. 206

shows an ordinary disk ujwn which the scum is deposited. The

filtered juice passes through the opening E and the cock F. The

same conditions exist in the case of the disk shown in Fig. 208.

It is customary to alternate the disks in filter presses with the

frames in the following manner, II, I, III, I, II, I, III, etc. When
the scums are to be washed of their sugar the passage for the

cloudy juice is closed, also the cock E of disks III and the whole

passage for the water is opened. The water passes by the canal C
and the communication D into the interior of III, then through

the perforated iron plate, the filtering cloths and the scums deposited

E' F

Fio. 206.—Disk II. Fio. 207.—Frame I. Fio. 208.—Disk III.

on either side of III. It carries with it the juice that has been

held back by the scums and passes through the scum cake, the

cloths and the perforated disk on the other side to enter the disk

n from which it escapes to the exterior through E and the cocks

F which have remained open.

Figs. 209, 210, and 211 show the Dehne arrangement for scum
washing where the juice is introduced through a central canal.

Here aLso one must make a distinction between the even and
uneven numlxjred frames of the series. After the entrance passage

for the cloudy juice has been closed the cocks / are also shut,

and the water ased for washing is introduced into the interior

of the uneven numbered frame through the canal m. The air

is then allowed to escai>e through i when this passage is closed,

and the water ruas from the uneven frames and passes through

the perforatetl sheet iron and the scum into the even num-
bered frames, escaping through the canal K. In connection with
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filter presMB with disks and fnuncs there arc many devices for

pennitting the escape of the air and the entrance of the water.

Wh<n water or compro»»cd air is used in filter presMcs they may
be introduced either thn)uph the water or juirr pfWNiRe, or through

a separate canal.

In tlie (t)mpnrtin('nt types the juice pomagc is pmrcii m the

centre niui the tilt<ring cloths are nuule tight by a system of

nipi'lt*-. 'I1iey have the advantage of being tighter at the borden,

Rs tlir jniiit r(>nsi>it8 of four thicknesses of the filtering cloths.

The niain oiijt rtioii id that considerable time iH necesMir}' for their

mounting and unmounting, and if this is not properly done and

the cloths are not straight their efficiency will be considerably

Fio. 209.—Water l>ii»k.

/ 3 s

Fio. 210.—C'ut. Fio. 211 —Swevt-water Diik.

lessened. It is for this reason that preference seems now to be

given to presses with frames in which the cloths are simply applied

against the sides as they may then be adjusted in a few minutes.

One of the objectionable features of these presses is leakage, espe-

cially tinder excessive pressure, but this difficulty nuiy be readfly

overcome by experts who understand the imiH)rtance of keeping

the frames clean and free from adhering scum, and are careful

to keep the cloths well and evenly stretched when the frames

are bdng placed in position, one against the other. Whatever

be the complication, it » noticeable mainly during the first period

of the work.

'l*he frame filter pre«es preeent another difficulty which is

that the paasagea for the cloudy juice in the bterior of the

frames frequently become ' -
! through scum deposits, and

as there is always some di in cleaning this passage it has

been proposed to introduce into the canal a small movable poi^

tion, which when taken out leaves su£Beient space for the intro-

duction of the aeraptng brush. This adjustable part is dove-

tailed so that it may not beeome kweened during the working of
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Uie preflB.* Many other combinations have been tried with the

same object in view, but they were never generally introduced.

The frame filter presses and those with disks each offer certain

advantages and certain objections which will be subsequently

examined.

The size of the filter presses, that is to say their capacity and

the numl)cr of their comj)artments, is proportionate to their

eflSciency. The press should permit of continuous work. It is

a mistake to run a large press for a small production, or with a

series of small ones, as the production cannot meet the filtering

capacity of the large press, and when this is to be emptied the

small ones don't meet the requirements. The best way is to have

a waiting tank where the juice may remain until needed. In

large plants no small presses must be used, as they demand con-

siderable care involving an additional cost for labor and filter-

ing cloths, which is greater than when large presses are used. To
work imder very satisfactory conditions, not less than three or

four presses are needed.

The size of the compartments or frames varies from 60 to 100 cm.

square; the number in a press or in a division varies from 20 to

40. In some filter presses, such as the so-called Cizek (Fig. 212)

monsters, there are 160 frames arranged in two clusters.f

Z., 51, 845, 1901.

t The frames of the Cizek press are 90 cm. high, 80 cm. wide, and have a

thickness of 2.6 cm. The disks are 2.4 cm. in thickness and the frames have

rubber joints. Both frames and disks have holes which form a continuous

canal when the press is mounted. The lower lateral canal is for carbona-

tated juice, the two on top are for the water used during washing, and another,

a Hmall passage, permits the air to escape. It is interesting to not« that the

canals in these presses are exceptionally large. One of the important advan-

tages of these large presses is that they are operated by about the same num-
ber of men as the smaller ones, and there is, furthermore, very much 1( ss

work, for owing to their size they need be emptied and filled less frecjuently,

and, therefore, the quantity of cloudy juice; always found when the press is

first started, is very much less, and as the pressure in the large presses is

much more uniform than in the small ones there necessarily follows an

increased efficiency per twenty-four hours. Certain experts declare that in

the Cizek press 70 to 80 liters of water are needed for 100 kilos of scums.

The advantage of having two canals, one on the right and the other on the

left, for scum washing is that the filtering cloths last longer. One of the

objectionable features of these large presses is that if any perturbation should

occur in the working the very large volume of residuum scums would be

dilicult to handle.
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Thickness of scum cake.—The thickness of the scum cake varies

from 15 to 30 mm. It is not desirable in the case of poor scums

to have any special thickness, but the reverse is tnie for superior

scums, which are readily filtered and the thickness exceeds 30

nrni. in some factories.

Filtering surface.—No positive rule can be given as to the most

desirable filtering surface for a given number of beets per diem,

as the filtering properties of scums are extremely variable. How-

ever, upon general principles, the largest possible filtering surface

should be provided so that it will give satisfaction even with

inferior scums, under which circumstances the results will repre-

sent a fair average, and with superior scums ample time is allowed

for thorough exhaustion. In German beet-sugar factories it is

generally admitted that one square meter of effective filtering sur-

face is necessary for 2500 kilos of beets sliced in twenty-four

hours. CiZEK says that in a single monster press of 160 frames

and disks a filtering surface of 200 square meters is sufficient for a

factory slicing 400 tons of beds per twenty-four hours.

Grooved and perforated sheet-iron plates.—^To give the cloths

a satisfactory hold they may be screwed onto the compartments

in which they are hung. Of late the surface of the plate is slightly

fluted, the wear and tear during cleaning being thus reduced and

the necessary number of cloths remaining the same. On the

other hand, fault is found with these disks in that their use re-

tards the circulation. The places where the filtering cloths rest

upon, the iron are evidently inactive, and as the juice can only

pass through the holes of the perforated plates the filtering effi-

ciency depends upon their number. Square holes give a larger

filtering surface with a minimum loss as regards the resistance

of the sheet iron. It does not appear desirable to exceed 4 mm.
for the sides of these holes.

Exit cocks.—^The escape cocks attached to the frames through

which the juice leaves the presses may cause trouble. The filtrate

of carbonatated juice always leaves behind a deposit which fre-

quently prevents the cocks from closing. Their cleaning is ex-

pensive, and after the sugar campaign has terminated they should

all be reworked on the lathe. Cizek substitutes for these suitable

flap valves such as are shown in Fig. 213. They may be readily

opened by moving the handle L around a. The new position

6', c' is shown by the dotted lines. The flap valve cc works on a

hinge d, and the joint consists of rubber plates. It is claimed that
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Fig. 213.

Valw.

thoy will Ust for a long time. Partidet oC atod alwaya eooUlned

in bci*t jiiicca wUl eau^ie very little wear and tear, but aome

claim that it ia difficult to maintain a aatia-

factor>' joint.

A stop cock permitting the regulation

of the flow of juice in several direct iona ^

may be applied to an ordinary filter.

\Vhen the filtrate ia not sufficiently clear

it may bo brought back into the filter,

forcing its paaaage bto the first compart-

ment, 'lliis means a complete double

filtration. When the filtrate is satisfac-

tory the cock is turned so that the whole

apparatus works on a baais of single filtra-

tion.

Supporta.—The framea are aupported

by their handles on transverse bars, upon which they may aUde,

while heavy frames run on suitable rollers. Theae tranavene

bare are generally round and arc held up by suitable aupporta

at each end, in which the compressing device ia arranged. To one

of the supports is fixed the tightening screw and to the other a

diak covered with perforated sheet iron through which the jidee,

water or steam is introduced. In the monster preaaea a amall

ateel girder is sul)8titutod for the round iron bar supporta.

Tightening of the frames.—Owing to the careful nuumer in

which filter preaaea are now made, they seldom if ever break, and by

recent methoda the joints are made perfectly tight. To effeet the

requisite tightening various devicee have been tried, but a laige

aerew iss generally uaed for the purpoae. The end of the acrew and

alao the diak upon which the preaaure ia exerted ahoukl be per-

fectly flat, othmriae the last frame of the aeries might be broken

by the presaure.

The Dehne preas of this kind ia ahown in Fig. 214. Very fre-

quently the last frame A (Fig. 215) on the side next the acrew

li:i> I project iuK hollow piece EE^ in oitler to leave a cavity

into which the tightening screw may |>enetrate. The SatEiBLER

arrangement under consideration offere among other advantage;*

that of |)ennitting the opening of the preaa without the

aity of loosening the acrew o\*er ita entire length. When the

•N. Z..4I.2II. laoa
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is to be tightened up in front of the screw an ir<5n piece F is placed

against EEf and by turning the wheel at the end of the screw all the

framee of the press are tightly held against one another. In the

Fio. 214.—Dehnb Filter Press.

Kroog filter press (Fig. 216) the tightening screw h is placed in a

movable portion g, which may revolve around the pivot 6. \Micn

the filter press is in full activity, the hole c' is placed in front of r,

Fio. 216.—Plan of End Frame of

ScHBCBUBR Press.

Fio. 216.

—

Krooo Frame
Tightener.

and by means of a pin run through them they are made to form

solid mass within. The screw h can then exert its pressure a

against /. When the press is to be loosened the screw h is partly

turned, the pin is removed and the combination swings back to the

1
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positioD shown in the drawing. In some pnmm hydraulic

with lever attachmenU U rosorted to after the large aerow hia been

Ughtened.

The Marioll»-Pinquet praaa (Fig. 217) is first tightenad with

the screw li, and when hand-power has rcaehed ita limit oil or glyc-

erine \» introduced into an end apaoe acting as hydraulic pnv.
The piston A is made to penetrate the liquid maas and exerts its

preasurc upon B. The power exerted is shown on a suitable pres-

sure gauge. The mode gives a most satisfactory result. In the

CiXEK monster press the closing is accomplished in very much the

way (Fig. 212). A largo movable piece I is held in equilib-

Fio. 217.—MAnioM.E-ri\orET Prws. showing IV\ir<» forTiehtminir Frames.

rium by counterpoises c\ SSatcr under pJ^- i

through the pipe 6 into the compartment v4.ai . ;4
the tightening screw is forced against the frames of the filter press

under considerable pressure. Elxperience is the only guide to de-

termine within what limit** the pressure may be exerteii without

breaking the frames or crushing the filtering cloths. The types of

filter presses for earbonatated juice are very numerous, but only

a few of them have been generally used.

Collecting gutters.—Outside of the filter presses and extending

over their entire length are suitable gutters to collect the juice and

the sweet water of scum washing. These gutten should be oC

sufficient capacity to hold a Urge quantity of the filtered juice
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that may run from the presses in case of emergency, when for

example the inlet valve of the next apparatus is shut without

previous warning. This receiving gutter generally has several

exit openings and an overflow attachment. One of these open-

ings communicates with the second carbonatation tank and the

other wnth the liming receptacle, and like communications are also

made with the overflow. These orifices may be closed with

valves, or better with wooden stoppers. Frequently the gutters

are graduated on the inside to permit the estimation of the

volume of sweet water obtained. The filter-press frames have

several valve attachments which should be kept very clean.

Should they be leaky complications may arise, and in the case of

the water valve there is a possibility that water may dilute the car-

bonatated juice. The arrangement of the filter presses in the fac-

tory should be such as to make them accessible from all sides,

thus permitting careful watching and leaving sufficient space

for their emptying. Furthermore, this section of the building

should be well ventilated to permit a free escape of the vapors

throwTi off during the unmounting and emptying of the frames.

Filtering cloths.—As a filtering medium tissues of various

kinds are used, the selection of which has an important bearing

upon the efficiency of the scum presses. In some cases preference

is given to heavy cloths of good quality, in others a light, thin tissue

is used. Generally for the first carbonatation presses a tissue of

jute, a coarse hemp, seems to bfe preferred. It is inexpensive

and withstands the action of alkaline juices.

In some factories preference seems to be given to linen cloths,

while for the cloudy juices of first carbonatation coarse cloths

are preferred. According to Collignon,* the closeness of the

fibre of a filtering cloth depends upon whether it is intended

to filter juices from a monte jus or scum pump, the former demand-

ing a tighter texture than the latter. On the other hand, for

the filter presses of the second carbonatation the cloths should be

of a finer texture and may be of cotton. Filtering cloths should

be rather larger than appears necessary as they shrink under

the influence of heat and the alkaline juices. Notwithstanding

the fact that hemp cloths will shrink less than woollen ones they

are always two or more centimeters wider and longer than the

size of the frame demands. The cloths should be properly hemmed

Bull Aa8..9. 155. 1891.
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flo an not to ravel out during wonhing. rvpn though thki ia aoiiieirhat

(lit!i>ult whf*n tho cloths have a cc*ntral opoung.

Hie life of a filtering cloth of iWw kind dependu upon the degree

of alkalinity and the temperature of the carbonatated juice beiiif

filtcrtHl. In beet-augftr factones whort* the* nu*tlicMi<4 of working

during carbonatation are faulty the filter-prcm Mrunui ctmtain

oootiderable free lime, which, at the temperature at which the

prasMS are worked, aeta upon the tiaeue of the filtering cloths

and soon renders them worthless for the purpose intended. A
like difficulty arises when through some mistake non-oarbonatated

juioes are sent through the filter presses.

When the ncuins are poor and the cloths must be frequently

eleaned preference is given to a tissue of average quality, not too

light and able to resist the destructive effecta of repeated wiahing.

However, with beet juices that give the best scums there is

({(Tided economy in using a light tissue and allowing it to remain

in the presses until worn out, that is from eight to fourteen days

and sometimes much longer. That the filtering cloths shouJd

have a definite sixe so that they will not crease is self-evkient.

Ears of frames.—The projecting ears of a filter-press frame

are pressed firmly together by sliding between them strips (d

cloth prepared in advance from the same material as that used

between the frames. Sometimes instead of these stripe rubber

ringB are used which are readily handled, but they are more expen-

sive and are worthless after one campaign.

Working of a filter press.— It Ls im|)ortant to heat the presses

before the juice ciriulutes through them, othqr^'ise it would be

eooled, which, as previously pointed out, diminishes the facility

of filtering, as cold or moderately warm juices do not filter ae

readily as do hot ones. The presses are treated by meant of

steam which enters by any of the canals and runs through the

frames and disks. This heating should be continued only for a

reasonable time, as otherwise the filtering cloths would be burned.

After the presses have been pro|)eriy warmed the steam valve

in closed and the entrance val%'e for the juice is gradually opened.

M \LANDRR says that the ad\'antage of this nKxle is that partides

of lime carbonate may be thus distributed upon the filtering dothB

so that they cover the filtering surface without clogging the pores

of the cloths.

When the valve of an empty press is open the juice runs off

with considerable force through the discharge cocks. The Urger
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the deposit of scums upon the filtering cloths the more difRcult

will be the passage of the circulating juice and the slower will

be the exit of the filtrate. After one or two hours, the press being

entirely full, the juice running off is reduced to an insignificant

stream.

The filtrate is not clear when it first runs from the presses,

in fact it is very cloudy, and it Ls only after pa.ssing through a

certain thickness of scum that it becomes perfectly clear. The
rapid flow from the exit cock only lasts a few minutes, and during

this period one may form some idea of the working of the press.

When the volume of juice running off becomes comparatively

small it is desirable to start another series of frames, otherwise the

following phases of the manufacture would be somewhat retarded.

There are generally two or three presses in full working activity

depending upon the facilities for emptying, besides which there

are several presses undergoing: the process of scum washing or

emptying.

To allow a press to continue working too long would cause an

ultimate waste of time, while, on the other hand, a press that is

not entirely filled will not give satisfactory results. The soft

scums it contains if not well scraped off would cause leakage,

etc. As a good scum cake, or at least a solid texture, greatly

facilitates the work of washing precaution should be taken

to fill the various compartments completely, even when the exit

flow is slow. The difficulty is not overcome by emptying the press

when the first evidences of trouble are shown by the slow-exit

flow, because the time lost in removing the soft scums is more

serious than the inconvenience they cause, such as the clogging of

the filtering tissue, leakage of the press, etc. It is better to wait

until the compartment of the filter press is entirely filled and

yields dr\' scums.

The importance of scum washing Ls evident when one considers

that the waste product has no industrial value, and that it con-

tains a certain amount of sugar. The sugar percentage of scums

which have not been washed varies with that of the carbonatated

juice and the amount of insoluble saccharate eventually remain-

ing in the residuum. Upon general principles, it may be said that

beet scums are made up of 40 parts of solid substances and 60

parts of juice. If the latter contains 10 to 12 per cent of sugar

the saccharine percentage of the scums Ls about 6 to 7 per cent.

The scum washing should be conducted in such a manner as U)

1
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obtain very concentrated iweet waten, obuuning at. the «une
time a satisfactory elimination of ftugar from the miiduum. This

result may be rcaliied only by driving the juice from the Mrunui in

some suitable r ay during ita passage through the presses.

The essential oonditkm for succcMsful scum wai^hing in the

presses is that the cakes be uniform in texture and thickness in

all the frames of the same press, and that the filtering cloths be

uniformly fwrouM. If the seiim eake is thinner or softer at one

place than it is at another, as for example, in the uppcT part

of badly filled presses, more water passes at that portion than

where the thickness is greater, and those portionB are entirely

exhausted of their sugar while the others still retain an abnormal

amount. This difficulty is more apparent when there is an in-

creased pressure in the apparatus. However, the irregular pene-

tration of the scum cakes can never be entirely overcome, as

owing to the construction of the presses even the best and roost

reguUr sciun cakes always have some inequalities. In the com-

partment presses the soft portions are to be fotmd along the ex-

terior sides where the cakes are thinnest and where the filtering

cloths are held together. In the presses with frames they are

found along the iron frame as the adhesion of the sciun to the

iron is less than that uniting the particles of the scum cake proper.

Too great a compactness of the scum cake is also objectionable for

its satisfactory washing, as the operation then is extremely tXow

throughout the entire nuiss and the water pressure must be in-

creased.

Different methods of washing.—The washing is generally con-

ducted in the filter presses, but in some beetrsugar factories the

scums are removed from the presses before they are exhausted

of their sugar, and are then mixed with water and again filtered.

By Ms method of working a diluted sweet water is obtained

with the same loss of sugar in the scums as that oceaatoned by
washing in the presses proper. The last mode has the important

advantage that the filter preases used may be of very simple con-

st met ion. The scums are projected against the skies of cylinder

B (lig. 2\S), which revoK-es in the reeeptaele D. When the

aoums are sufficiently saturated with water they are drawn through

£ to the scum pump, from whieh they are forced into a special

filter prpMs. This method reciuires a stiecia] nlunt And Ua u*orkii^

is dirty in the extreme.

The washing of the scums m the presses may be done in two
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ways. The water may enter by special passages on one side of

the scum cake and passing through make its escape on the otiier

aide; or it may follow the same direction as the carbonatated

juice—that is, enter through the centre of the scum cake and pass

through the halves, escaping on both sides. This method is

Fio. 218.—Scum Mixer. Fia. 219.

—

Gallois Washer.

especially applicable to presses in which the juice enters at the

centre of the disk. Gallois (Fig. 219) uses with this arrange-

ment a three-way cock attached to the filter presses, in which cir-

culates the water to be used for washing and the cloudy juice

from the carbonatation tanks. This cock allows the introduc-

tion of two liquids into the filter presses between the two halves

of each scum cake, and, furthermore, the amount of each liquid

admitted may be regulated as desired, or

either one may be cut off entirely.

The advantage of the Gallois mode of

washing is that it may be applied to any

filter press. AVhen (Fig. 220) the scums

enter at A the ' outer pointer shows that

L is in the normal direction A-C. Scums
alone are allowed to pass, and after a

Fio. 220.— Detail of reasonable interval the frames are filled with
^^MjLois way

^jjgjQ When the juice running from the

exit cock diminishes very much, the key

places the cock in the position shown in the drawing so as to

allow the boiling water to enter through B with the scums,
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resulting in a mixture of wat^r and aetiiiia, the deniiix befa^

n«c«nanly lowered. After a short interval water alone it allowed

to circulate by cutting off A, and after a few minutes the h3rdfom-

eter placed at the bottom of the pre« shows that it is uselea

to continue the waahing. The sdvantage of using boilii^ water
with thiri process is said to be that the Mu«-<r wnt^^ eoi^tains lev
organic sulintancee than if cold is Ufle<l

With filter prcHMw for the exhaustion of the Mum eake throt^
itii entire tliickncsH this method of working pomcmta special

feature's. The cloudy-juice valve is closed, and when the filtrate

no longer runs off all the exit cocks of the frames into whieh

water enters are closed. In order to distinguish them readily

from the other cocks the handles of the exit cocks are placed

higher. Water is then run into these frames, and after a given

volume has circulated the entrance valve is closed and all exit

cocks are opened. Of course this cannot be done unless the trough

receiving the water has a special pipe for its removal. As the water
of tliesc frames does not contain sugar there is no advantage in

using it during the process of sugar extraction. Certain filter

presses have special canalizations passing through additional can
of the frames and conununicating with each of the water frames,

and a pipe attached to this passage carries off the water to the

exhaustion tank.

The selection of the best mode of scum washing, either throi^
the passages of the press and the scum cake taken as a wliole, or

through the juice |>assages and half of the scum cake, depends
entirely ui>on lo al conditions. Claassbn ^ says that the latter

method has the advantage of consuming much less time. Aa a
general thing it is preferable with well-arranged presses to do
the washing in the canal passages, as the scums are thereby placed

under the same conditions, and are more sattsfactorily freed of

their sugar, while the sweet water is diluted less.

Quality of the water used for washing.—The wash watershoald

be as pure as possible so as to thoroughly exhaust the scums of

their sugar and not dog the filtering doth. I^reference Is generaDy

given to water of condensation and that which contains neither

ammonia nor fatty substances; such, for cxampk^, as the water

from the first compartment of a multiple effect, or that from the

calorisators or reheatsn.
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I'ndcr no circuinstanccs should well water be used that may
be considered hard, as in eontact with the juices containing lime

this would precipitate and clog the passages, not only of the press

proper but of the sieve, and the filtering cloths would soon become

harder. A lime deposit may also occur when using condensed

warm water from the boilers, especially if they contain carbon-

ate of ammonia instead of ammonia. When the juice has been

over-carbonatated during the second carbonatation this difficulty

is always to be dreaded.

Temperature of the water.—The question whether it is desir-

able to use hot or cold water for the washing has not yet been

entirely settled. However, it is not probable that if pure water

is used its temperature can have any great influence upon the

purity of the sweet water coming from the presses. In most

beet-sugar factories, there is available a considerable volume of

pure, hot water, and it is more practical to use it than to attempt

its cooling. The only advantage of cold water is that the scum
is cooled and the workmen have not to contend with warm vapors

while emptying the presses.

Pressure of water.—Opinions differ in regard to the most de-

sirable pressure at which to wash out the scums. Many years since

Walkhoff called attention to the tendency to push the pressure

to an exaggerated limit, he held that one-half an atmosphere is

amply suflficient.*

It is to be noted that an excessive pressure is not compatible

with satisfactory scum washing, while, on the other hand, at a

very low pressure the sugar exhaustion is satisfactory, but the num-
ber of presses must be increased. Many experts recommend that

the pressure be regulated to suit each special case, and that when
the scum pump is working at low pressure the exhaust pump
be operated at a slightly higher pressure. The rule given may
be correct, but it seems more rational to determine the pressure of

the exhaust pump so that a determined volume of sweet water

may be obtained from the washing in & given time. To this end

the pressure of the exhaust pump should be regulated according

to the nature of the scums and the thickness of the resulting scum
cakes, keeping, however, within a reasonable maximum limit

80 that the very variable consistence of the scum cake may
not exert an excessive influence. A pressure of 2 atmospheres

*Z.,16. 638, 1866.

I
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may be cootidered a good limit if it it desired to obtain a aatla-

factory waahing with very little water. Kvery inrreaae oi plea-

sure resulta in an increaaod volume and a dilution of the tweet

wat^r mnning from the prettet without a oorretpooding decrtBt

in the iH>rr(>ntage of tugar remaining in the teum retiduum.

Scum-wathinf pumpt.—A special tank placed at a certain

elevation sends the water under preature to the seum-waahing

pump. A float upon the surface of the water will open the hot^water

cock as the occasion may demand. Tlie pif^ton of these scum-

washing pumps generally has a metallic lacking. Upon the pipe

rting with the filter preeses is a pressure gauge and a safety

. regulated to meet the requirements of the work to be done.

Ill 'ISO the water \» unable to pai« through the scimis it escapes

through this valve and returns to the pressure tank.

Conclusions respecting scum washing.—Scum washing should

last for alx>ut 20 or 30 minutes for superior scums; under such

circumstances about 100 parts of sweet water for 100 parts of scum

arc obtained. Upon general principles, it may be said that the degree

of e.xhauMtion depends upon the time given to the operation. If

the pressure is increased, which it should be when washing poor

scums, the volume of sweet water increases in a very considerable

measure, and the time needed for the water to penetrate the mast

decreases in the same projwrtion. However, in moat cases it is

impossible to obtain an exhaustion corrcs|Xjnding to 1 per cent.

In most German factories 1 to 2 percent is conaklered satisfactor}\

Use of gas and other substances.— .As the scums had to be ex-

hausted of their sugar by driving out the combined juice it was

argticd from the very beginning that some substitute should be found

for water which always dilutes the juices. Gas was tuggetled,

ItoBEHT* proposing carbonic* wul hihI tlii»n jstw^kl Kiirrr«tf<«l

(*ompressed air.

By the Laiin f methoil om* violfnt sin>ke forces cumprosscd

air into the filter presses; in this way the scum cakes are very solid

and homogeneous. The deposits take the shape of the frames

whirh are pur|)oeM»ly made slii^htly conical. The liquid can reach

the surface of the frame and nin nfT \vit)m»jt •lifliniltv Tliw ofM>ni-

tion is effected before washing

With the same klea in view steam was um\\, foUoumg the water

washing. By thit proeeti there it a taving in the \'olunie of water

• 7.. 14. 419. 18)4. t X. £.. It. 260. ISOt.
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used, but the filtering cloths suffer. Complete exhaustion of scums

by the use of steam should not be considered, as Stammer's*
experiments show* < I tlmt steam in the long run gives very poor

results.

Limit of exhaustion.—Upon general princii)lcs, every possible

effort should be made to remove all traces of sugar retained by the

scums. This is hardly realizable in practice on account of the enor-

moas volume of water that would be needed, which, when subse-

quently added to the juice, would necessitate the expenditure

of more fuel for its evaporation, and this would hardly be compen-

sated for by the additional sugar obtained. It was long since no-

ticed that the sweet water running from the filter presses becomes

very poor through excessive scum washing.

Water will frequently redissolve some of the non-sugar of the

scums, and for this reason the last portion of the sweet-water fil-

trate, in which considerable water has mixed with the juice drawn
off, is of a lower purity than that running from the presses during

the early period of their working. This purity, however, remains

sufficiently high to give a massecuUe which will crystallize with

comparative ease. There is very little objection to submitting

the scums to considerable washing, provided, however, that there

is a sufficient number of presses for the work, and this is not followed

by excessive dilution.

Sachs and Debarbieri f have determined the purity of the

sweet water running from filter presses during washing. The
experiments were conducted in a filter press containing 400 kilos

of scums and gave the following results:

QuALiTT OF Juice niOM Filter Presses During W ashino.

Number
of Liters Brix. Sus«r. Purity.

WiUidrawn.

Per Cent.
240 4.32 3.39 78.4
280 2.70 i.do 73.7
320 1.15 0.68 59.6
360 0.72 0.38 52.7
400 0.68 0.21 30.8

As the analysis of diluted juices can never be accomplished

with the desired accuracy too much stress must not be placed

Z.. 15. 287. 1865. t Bull. A«8.. 3, 82, 1885.
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on these daU. HsitzreLD* hM oonoentnited the tntftei water

until it had the consitteDey of moMieeyiit and obtained very dif-

ferent ra^ultB, which denonatrated that e¥«i when the iweel waten

are exoeaaively diluted they still contain cryntallixable eusur.

VcRaniArrKL t treated the sweet water having a purity of

53 exactly as if it were the reguhir juice in the factory, that it

to say he ad<ied linie and carbonatated it twice and it ultimately

had a purity of 90.

Usage of tweet water.—Any use of the tweet waters from filter

pretset other than as a suhetitutc for water during the

of beet-sugar extraction when water in needed cannot be

The principal usage is for diluting milk of lime. It wai

by ZwBROEL and Lion t that such factories as use dry lime tbould

utilize these sweet waters in the diffusion battery, in which case

they would not necessarily dilute the juices. The Mariollb-

PiKOUET (Fig. 221) process, which for many years was adopted in

some factories, was based upon ver>' much the same principles.

The work is conducted as follows: The diluted juices from the filter

presses a are collected in the trough 6, in which they are measured,

and from which by a pipe they enter the carbonatation tank d,

and then pass through the pipe g, and are pumped by h into

the diffusors of the battery. In the Mariolle-Pinguet method

the volume of carbonatated sweet water is accurately measured

before being introduced into the diffusion batter)'. It is claimed

that the daily capacity of a given sugar plant may be increased

in this way, for the reason that the carbonatation tanks and multiple

effect will be relieved of work to a degree oorresponding to the

amount of carbonatated sweet water introduced into the battery.

The method has lately been taken up by GegseI and slightly

changed. In this case the tweet water from the filter praates

is introduced into the fourth or fifth diffusor from the end of the

battery. It is stated that this sweet water could not be introduced

into the last diffusor of the battery, as there would be danger of

the cossettes taking up the sugar by oemosiB, and its introduction

into the firat diffusors would retard the entire working of the

battery. The quantity of juice drawn off for a given inrhatittkMi

and the purity obtained is about the aame aa it it by other modet

and under normal conditions.

• Z., 18. 1331. IfSf^ I 0»,.U. Z^, S. 204, 1874.

tu.a R.n. aoA. 1897 f** i«!ogo. 1904.
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In some methods of handling filter presses the most diluted

sweet water from one press is run into another press during the

first stages of scum washing. While certain advantagc^h are

evidently gained thereby the general practical application of

Fio. 221.—Arrangement of MARioLLB-PiNauBT for Sweet-water Utilization,

the plan offers objectionable features, which explains why it ha*?

not been naore generally adopted. As the total volume of the

sweet water and the water that passes through the scums is much
greater than with standard methods of washing scums with pure

water the time of working is necessarily longer. This method

is as follows:

_i a B., Jan. 1902. i
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The sweet water from filter preMes ii mftde up of four parts

contAining a varied amount of sugar and foreign eabstaneea. The

fini part is aent to the reeeptaele for mixing lime and water.

The ieeond part k used fo^ washing the residuum scimis in new

presses, etc. The soums by this methodical washing are entirely

freed from their sugar, and the impurities of the juice are almost

entirely eliminated after defecation and carbonatation. The ad-

vantage claimed for this sweet water utilisation is that a mini-

mum volume of water is used, resulting in an economy of fuel

for subsequent evaporation.

STBrrBN * is in favor of execseive exhaustion of the carbona-

tation scums in the filter presses. These sweet waters are cooled

to about 30^ and are then exhausted by the separation method.

The precipitated saccharate is collected in a special filter press,

and if it is ver}' pure it is either added to diffusion or other juices.

In beet-sugar factories where milk of lime is used for defeca-

tion the most diluted sweet water should be kept separate, as

it may be subsequently used in lime sUking, for which purpose

5 to 6 parts water are needed for 1 part of lime. As 1 part

of lime gives about 3.5 to 4 parts scum it is self-evident that

for defecation with milk of lime there need be no apprehension

of exceBBi\*e dilution of the sweet water running from the scum

presses . There is needed in volume 150 per cent of the weight

of the scums for lime slaking. On the other hand, any dilution of

the sweet water should be avoided when dry lime is used, as it

then is of no special use other than that of being added to the

juices during carbonatatbn, and the advantages of defecation

with quicklime would then become considerably lessened when
considertil fn>m a fuel ntandpoint.

Perttu'bations in filter presses.—It b widi known that a sbw
filtration in the scum presses or, in other words, the non-filtrability

of the juices and softness of the scums, may be attributed to the

kind of beets used and to the process empk>yed in the factory.

Attention has already been called to the fact that when certain

beets are employed for sugar extraction the working of the diffu-

sion batter>' has an important influence upon the nature of the

resulting scums, and if inferior oib have been used as froth arrestors

during carbonatation, they will tend ultimately to clog the filtering

ck>ths. When the quality of the beets is responsible for the faulty

•Oa..U 2 . at . TO. ISOS.
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exit flow from the scum presses the difficulty can be overcome

by making some change in the handling of the diffusion battery.

According to Claassen, '* increasing the amount of lime used dur-

ing defecation has rarely the desired effect/' even aside from the

fact that most factories are unable, because of the special arrange-

menU of the plants, to control the quantity of residuary scums

obtained, the volume of which is considerably greater than that

given by former methods of working. Very little success is ob-

tained by boiling the juices, as is frequently recommended, because

there is then greater difficulty in emptying the scum presses than

if they are heated to 80° or 90® C. as by standard methods, and,

furthermore, there is no improvement of the resulting scums.

Even an increased alkalinity of the juice seems to be of no

avail, and indeed all expedients appear to be useless, and the best

and most desirable solution is that of continually renewing the

filter cloths. The troubles contended with in the scum presses

Occur mainly at the beginning of the sugar campaign when the

beets are not yet matured and new and inexperienced workmen

have charge of the presses. These difficulties become less as the

campaign advances.

Claassen's arguments are in many respects in direct contra-

diction to the experience of many of the leading experts who
claim that they have obtained with these expedients at least

as good results if not better than without them. When the

juices contain too little lime, more should be added to the car-

bonatating tank just before it is emptied and the carbonatation

continued for a short time. While lime is a very important factor

in this filtration it does not always overcome the difficulty. Efforts,

however, should be made to ameliorate the situation if only to

a moderate degree, and the lime mode appears to be the most

efficacious.

It is evident that, owing to the transformations occurring

during carbonatation, juices which have been poorly carbonatated,

either excessively or not sufficiently, will cause difficulties during

their passage through the filter press. It is consequently necessary

to give the greatest possible care to all the details of carbonatation,

especially when the scums are of very poor quality. The exit

flow from the presses may be very unsatisfactory even with juices

that have been properly carbonatated, for these may be combined

with poorly carbonatated juices by a leakage from the emptying

valve of the carbonatating tank, or when the frothing is excessive,
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producing an abnomud prcasure which form the jukw from one

tank into another.

riN>r scums may be due to an exceedve alkalinity of the filtrate,

flome juices having alkalinity slightly higher than that pnwcMcd
after the nitration of earbonatation w complete. A slight inircaao

of alknliiiity in nearly always produced in tlie scum presaes, as the

scums unite with a certain amount of quicklime or saccharate of

lime which, little by little, dissolvcH throughout the entire thickiieH

of the scum cake. This inereaae of alkalinity generally correepoodi

to 0.01 per cent of lime. Sachs's * cxperimenta tend to show
that magnesia in the limestone used in the kiln is responsible for

poor filtration in filter prenes.

I'pon general principles it may be said that when the presses

are faulty in their working especial attention should be given to

the liming and earbonatation. ' When it la noticed that the fk>w

from the Alter presses is slow and cloudy the tendency is to increase

the pressure at which the cloudy juice Ls made to circulate, but

generally this helps very little and frequently causes leakages.

No especial complication results from introducing cloudy juiees

into the second earbonatation tanks unless it is carried to an ex-

cess. When the presses are taken apart some cloudy juice always

flows off which is either sent to the defecation tank or mixed with

the filtrate.

If the filtering cloths are worn and do not do their work, giving

a cloudy filtrate, which for any reason cannot be sent back to pass

again through one of the phases of liming, it is simply allowed to

flow off with the clear filtrate. If several clotlis burst the exit oocks

should be cloeed, as otherwise the second earbonatation preans

would not work satisfactorily. Under all circumstances a faulty

cloth, or one that has burst, should be renewed when the pren is

taken a(>art. Many of the difficulties arising in eaae of a break

in the filtering cloths are overcome by the use of the Werrspann f
double gutter into which all the cloudy juice running from the pwse
is emptied through an S-shaped tube to be again emptied into the

first carlM)natating tank. By this arrangement the filtrate remains

pure ami all the other cloths can remain in the pm«« until they are

worn out.

It fre<)uently happens that the circuUtion in the preases is so

defective that all the pores of the cloths become clogged with aeum.

• Z.. S9. W7. 1889. t '^ 7. f . ». 1770. 1000
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These depoeiU may be partly removed by scraping, but the better

plan is to renew the cloths entirely. To overcome this difficulty

the cloths are often washed on the frames with a brash and water,

or by means of steam, without unmounting. Experience appears

to show that if the well limed and carlx)natatcd juices continue to

circulate through the presses most of the clogging will disappear

after several fillings without further trouble.

Scum cakes are the result of the deposits between the filtering

cloths in the presses and are gradually formed. The heavy particles

such as sand, are deposited in the lower division of the section as

long as the scums remain soft, this portion between the cloths

filling more rapidly than the upper part. But, as a general rule,

when the pumping pressure is not too low the scum Is deposited

in regular layers owing to the continuous passage of the juice

through the cloths. This is made evident by examining the vari-

ously colored particles shown throughout the thickness of the scum

cake. Each carbonatation tank gives scums of a different composi-

tion and color, which explains why the series of layers of which the

scum cake consists vary in color from yellow to a very light blue.

Aspect of the scums.—All facts considered there is no bettor

way to judge whether the press has been working under normal

conditions than by the exterior aspect of the scums. \Mien the

juice has been properly limed the scums have a light, yellowLsh-

gray color. When the amount of lime used is slightly in excess

of the normal the color becomes very much lighter and the tex-

ture finally l^ecomes chalk-like. If the alkalinity is too low the

scums are dark in color and have a greenish aspect. If part of

the scum deposit is broken open there will be noticed a series

*

of layers and colors each of which denotes some change in the

alkalinity. On the other hand, when too little lime has been used

the scums are soft and pasty and dark in color.

Composition of scums.—According to Andrlik the chemical

composition of filter-press scums in beet-sugar factories varies

very considerably. The analyses given (p. 437) are of twelve

samples that filtered well and seven that were of difficult filtration.

The main difference shown between the scums from a satis-

factory and a poor filtration is the proportion between the organic

substances and the lime. The microscopical examination * of

these two scums reveals nothing. KoLLREPpf has also made

B. Z., 2a, 163, 1808. t Z.. 3«. 354, 1888.
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a thorough exAniiiuition of them, and the eondurione drawn did

not difTer from those of Andruk.* It ii important to Dot« that

thin cheinigt alio found in the scuma iaoebolcateriiie and aeid tri-

rarballylique, and, furthermore, an average of 0.7 per eent of eitrie

acid and about 2 per cent oxalic acid.

Analykiii or FiLTUi-rKBiM Scvm.
(Dry aubatanoo.)

HOiea and inioluble lubfltaoeM.
Ferrle oxide and alumina. ....
< 'tUcic oxide
ilyilroxide of lime.

.

lUaoeiaa
QtfDonic acid. .

Phoaphoric add.
Sulphurtc acid.

.

FtAf aubaUuioea. ,

Nitraten.
PtetoMi.
rndetermined.

.

rwoMt.
O.ftS

0.64
41.31

1.

14

71
26 11

00
53

0.05
0.22
0.17
6.64

PvGMit.
2.00
4.23
47.13
2.40
5 13

33.80
2.06
4.10
1.20
0.36
1.11

14.06

30

26

6

67
45
52
00
53
11

02
50
65
14
12
17

8.13
3.65
46.79
1.14
2.78

32.65
8.06
8.66
8.49
0.44
0.60
16.88

FYom what has been said it is evident that from the diemSeal

composition of the scums no important conclusions can be drawn
as to the working of a filter press, but the analysis reveals rery

plainly the value of the residuum to agriculture.

Use of scums in agriculture.—As the scums contain consider-

able quantities of phosphoric acid, nitrogen, potash, and caleiom

carbonate, great benefits can be derived from their utiliiatioo as

a fertilizer. Those familiar with the requisites for plant foods

know the advantages to be derived from the use of lime upon soils

that are to be cultivated in beets. Kven soils ver>* rich in lime

are improved by the addition of filter-pm« scums, especially

when the lime is in the form of a silicate. According to Boao-
NiNO and CouiMDo.t some soils may be benefited by the addition

of 260,000 kilos per hectare.

Claasskn sa>'s that when only a small aniuuiu ot lunq nafi

been used for defecation the resulting seums make the most de^

sirable fertiliier, as the percentage of phosphoric acid and nitro-

• a Z.. 86.86, 1607; a 8.. M. 615,1000; a 2.. 81. 186. 1900.

t Ddlt SohioiM di nrfsesrinna, Bologna, p. 47. 1908.
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gen is then higher than it is after excessive liming. Many Euro-

pean farmers have recently begun to realize the importance of

scum as a fertilizer, although a prejudice existed against it for

a long period of years. It was, for example, maintained that

the use of scum was responsible for certain beet ravages, such as

those of the nematodes. Hut such theories have been shown to

be absurd, as no living organism could resist the destructive action

of lime. The difficulty of spreading it upon the surface of soils is

also in a measure responsible for its being little used for agricul-

tural purposes. The drying of the product seems to have mot with

some success.

Scum drjring.—^The Passburc. dryer, which has given satis-

factory results with filter-press scums, consists of a double cylinder

heated by steam, in the interior of which revolves another cylinder

with outside projecting surfaces which form depressions on the

surface of the scums, through which the steam may circulate

on its way to the condensor. The apparatus works in vacuo.

The substance being treated is introduced into the dryer through

a funnel, in the interior of which revolves a spiral that forces

the pasty mass into a pump, from which the scums are pressed

into the cylinder. Although in some cases the manufacturers

of fertilizers use this product to increase volume, etc., the practice

is evidently a bad one, as the scums contain high percentages of

carbonate of lime which would render insoluble the previously

soluble phosphate of the fertilizer.

Emptying of filter presses.—The mode generally adopted is to

empty a filter press into the hopper S (Fig. 222) which is subse-

quently emptied into the car W. As the bottom of the hopper

is frequently very difficult to open a r^k working on the cogs

of // is used. When the filter presses are in operation the hopper

is covere<l with sheet iron upon the surface of which the juice

runs off into the gutter. This sheet iron remains in position until

two or three frames have been separated.

Sometimes the plan of the factory does not allow of using

the hopper combination and the arrangement is then as shown
in Fig. 223. The contents of the presses are emptied into specially

constructed flat cars K, which circulate under the presses. When
the juice has been filtered under normal conditions the scum is

readily emptied from the frames, a slight shock making it fall

into the hopper beneath. Should it adhere it is separated with

wooden scrapers. It is advisable to grease the bar upon which
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the rollen or supports of the filter-pmt fnunee move. Geoerally
at least two men are needed for the emptyii^ of a filter pf««,
and for a fiOD-ton beet-eugar plant four or six men.

The residuary scums are carried in ean ootaide of the factory

^t=&Trr

^^^^^1 1^^^^'^^^''^^'''^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^

V_^^^,3

Pio. 222.- •Anrnofeiii* illtcr-praM Emptying.

theand emptied upon a pile with other waste. In

scums fall into a spiral carrier, or into a seum mixer pbeed
the presses, in which, after the addition of a small quantity of

water, they are reduced to a pasty mass and flushed oot into

decanting tanks with the rc9<iduary water of the faetofy, or carried

by suitable pumps to a considerable distanee where they wiD
do no harm. Another pUn suggested is to disefaarge the contents
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of the presses directly upon a moving rubber belt, from which,

after reaching the end of the journey, they fall directly into the

Vagons. In case the scums are sticky a special scraper removes

the adhering residuum from the belt.

The track from which the scums are emptied should be very

high so that the residuum may fall by gravity. Handling the

product with a fork is too diflirult even to attempt. When iron

cars of the Decauville type are used it is found desirable, in order

to facilitate their subsequent emptying, to sprinkle the sides with

^-i I ^ii T tm

w

Fio. 223.—Flat Car Emptying from Upper Level.

water before filling them. An economical method for disposing

of these residuums at some distance from the factory consists

in using cable cars running to the spot where the product is to

be deposited. At this place the car is emptied automatically

by the contact of the bottom with an obstruction. The car is

returned to its destination by simply reversing the cable, and

before reaching the factory the bottom comes in contact with an

inclined plane and the emptying door is closed. Handling the

residuum scums is a very dirty operation, and if not done with

care the entire yard of the factory will be made unclean by them.

Renewing of filter cloths.—Upon general principles it may
be said that the filtering cloths should be renewed every eight

days. In some factories they are made to last longer, but such

a practice is evidently a mistake, for after a time the cloths harden

and are no longer ]X)rous. The use of ammoniacal and calcareous

water soon destro3rs a filtering cloth. One should not hesitate

to replace cloths when their renewal is thought necessary, as the
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work of washing and the Uma naeeMary for the removal of th«

old onea and placing the new ones in positioo ia moce than eom-

penaated for by the improved filtration. If the elotha are aimply

dirty, only the upper one need be changed. Should it happen that

a HufTicieni number of cloths for the renewal of all ia not available

the womt ones are kept underneath and the new onea put on top.

In some factories the renewing of the filtering cloths is fre-

quently neglected until a cloudy filtrate appears, when the

is entirely unmounted and all the cloths renewed. In some
a double series of cloths is used, those that have been waahed

being placed in position first with the new ones on top. CuuaaEH
says that when jute cloths are employed it is unnecessary to

dip them in water before placing them in position as is customary

with the standard elotha. Many advantagee are said to be de-

rived from this mode. In some factories, however, the middle

of the cloth where it comes in contact with the top of the frame

is dipped, as it is then much easier to stretch into position.

Filter-cloth washing.—Special nutchines are used to waah the

clotlis; excellent results have been obtained with a revolving drum
divided into several compartments through which hot water cir-

culates continuously; in the compartments only partly filled with

water the cloths are thrown from one side to the other. Some-

times this washing is done in barrels revolving arotmd an oblique

axis, the etoths being tossed from one side to the other after each

revolution. The wMhing should not last too long. The comers of

the cloths are moet worn, and care should be taken in umnount-

ing the frames to keep the cloths in the best possible condition.

Some recommend diluted hydrochloric acid for washing the

cloths. Without doubt old cloths may thus be freed of their

lime, but as the acid frequently contains sulphuric aeid Ihey

would soon be destroyed. Filter-press cloths after waahing may
be dried in some warm part of the factory, near the eryatalliiing

tanks for example, ami if possible should be ironed, aa thia greatly

facilitates placing them in position on the frames'. It is of eourse

a great mistake to pile damp ck)th8 on top of one another aa Ihey

woulil soon rot.

It i? not generally necessary to elean the sie\*e or the paasagra

of the filter press during the campaign, but after its cloae thia

shouki not be neglected. All pasaagea for the juiee and water

and thoee connecting with the emptjring valves and eocka are

more or less clogged with calcie depoaits, and if these are not
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readQy removed acidulated water should be forced through the

canal paasages of the pump, followed by a thorough flushing with

water to remove all traces of acid. In order to obviate any pos-

sibility of rust the perforated disks should be varnished as soon

as dry. If one fears that the acid may attack the plates they

should be cleaned with small cog-wheels, the diameters of

which are the same as the distance between the perforations or

openings of the disks. In many beet-sugar factories it is cus-

tomary after the campaign has ended to force hot acidulated

water to circulate through the presses. Such modes should be

operated with extreme care, so that the pump, piping, and other

parts of the press may not be damaged.



CHAPTER V.

BHCX)XD CARBONATATION.

Importance of second carbonaUtion.^The carbonatat4xl juiee

IravinK the filtor prosses of the first carbonatation generally hat a
high alkalinity, and the exceas of lime should be eliminated during

the following operations. Second carbonatation eliminates at

the same time a certain aniount of other foreign subatance. This

operation is conducted with or without the addition of lime. If

only one saturation follows the first, the treatment consista in a

free use of carbonic acid, either alone or in combination with

sulphurous acid. In case two saturations follow the first the

second is effected with carbonic acid alone, and the third with

carbonic followed with sulphurous acid, or the third may eoosiii

in sulphuring alone, no carl>onic acid being used.

For years there has been considerable discussion as to the rela-

tive advantages of two or three saturations. It cannot be denied

that with three saturations the alkalinity may be mora earafoDy

regulated and thf«t one may thus more readily obviate the objec-

tionable precipituii s. which arc to be feared in exoeanve sattnra-

tion. Three saturations increase the difficultiee in general sugar

extraction, and, furthermore, call for additional supen'tsion. Aa
a consequence most factories limit the work of this epuration to

two saturations, known as first and second carbonatation.

Triple carbonatation.—^According to Wbisbbiio, some (aeloriei

have pushed this idea of saturation so as to make as many at tiz

carbonatationt. To Mibugikikics * m due the credit of having

first suggested throe successive carbonatationt, a plan which

has met with much favor in Ik>hemia. Satitf^tory retulta may
also be obtained by the Kakuk f proeets by which it Is pottiblt

to separate 4.25 parte of noo-eugar for 100 parte of sugar. The
greater part is separated during the fint carbonatation and an

• Z.. 24. 423. 1874. t Bw £.. flt. IM. 1000.
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appreciable amount during the second one. During the third

carbonatation very little organic substance is separated, the main

object then being to eliminate the excess of lime in the solution.

The process claims to be a fractional precipitation of foreign sub-

stances at different degrees of alkalinity. About 45 per cent of

the nitric elements but only 17 per cent of the albuminoids is

eliminated.*

The question as to the advantages to be derived from sub-

mitting saccharine juices to three carbonatations continues to be

discussed. Laboratory experiments have recently been made by
several well-known chemists, and they declare that no difference

is noticeable in the chemical composition of juices that have been

epurated by three rather than by two carbonic acid treatments.

The massecuite from a triple carbonatation juice was a fraction

clearer. Undoubtedly the epuration may be satisfactorily accom-

plished by two carbonatations, provided the accepted rules for

conducting the operation are followed.

Furthermore, triple carbonatation offers many disadvantages,

among which may be mentioned cooling of the juices, increascfi

labor and cost of plant, for which the advantage offered by the

process does not compensate.

It is to be noted that even in Bohemia the leading experts f

are pointing out the disadvantages of three carbonatations, and
without doubt it is only a question of time when it will become
obsolete. Fifteen years ago Weisberg t insisted that this method
offered no advantages provided the second carbonatation had

been properly conducted. Evidently, on the other hand, if the

first carbonatation has been in a measure neglected the harm done

may be considerably lessened by a second carbonatation. How-
ever, it is to be noted that this is not a desirable way to work,

as the results would never be equal to the expectatioas.

Single carbonatation.—Just as there are many advocates for

doing away with the third carbonatation so there are others who
recommend the suppression of the second saturation. Single

carbonatation combined with sulphuring is said to give all the

satisfactory results which it is possible to obtain by double car-

bonatation. Experiments apparently show that filtering after

first carbonatation may be done away with when the sulphurous

treatment is employed. This method of working simplifies the

S. B.. May 1901. f B. Z., 25, 1901. J La. 8. B., 15, 348. 1887.
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machinery of a baeti wigar factory vary mueh, and, furthermore,

it ifl made more eeooomical.

According to Aulabo* the natural purity of the beet Juleea

rendem a second carbonatation absolutely ueelen during at least

two months out of the throe that the beet^ugar ftmpatgn laata.

At the beginning of the factory work, when the beets sliced are

not entirely matured, the second carbonatation is as essential as

it is towards the end of the campaign when changes due to storage,

and possibly freesing of the beets, must be considered At other

periods only a single carbonatation is necessary provided the lime

Lm allnwfHi to act upon the juice when cold and the temperature

V* gradually increased from 70^ to 75^ C. before the operalkm begina.

However, it is doubtful whether the evaporation of the strongly

alkaline juices of first carbonatation can be accomplished under these

conditions without giving rise to numerous complieatioiis, soeh as

lime deposits upon the tubes, etc. If the alkalinity were lowered

considerably durinf^ first carbonatation there would be difficulties

afterward in handling the magnesia salts contained in the juice.

The addition of lime.—^The leading authorities do not agree

ns to the utility of adding lime to the filtered carbonatated juice

of the tir>t cpuration. According to WoLPf this addition is not

necessary, and in fact there are in Germany numerous factories where

it is not done, but it U then generally cuHtomar>' to keep the juices

of first carbonatation at a high alkalinity. On the other hand, the

majority of the factories maintain that while this addition of lime

\» not indispensable it is useful.

It is the general opinion { that the epurating actkm is grsatest

when lime is added twice, carbonatation following each additk>n.

The epuration is in direct ratio to the quantity of lime used and the

dilution of the juice. Precaution should lx» taken not to go beyond

the limits considered financially profitable. The quantity of lime

added varies greatly, oscillating between 0.2.5 and 1 per cent. In

the Karlik triple carbonatation 0.4 percent of lime is added before

the second carlionatation, and during the third carbonatatran there

is no further addition. It is to lie noted that if the (|uantity of

lime used during second carbonatation is too small tlie juices have

a tendency to froth in the multi|)le effect.

*Iv it \» the rantom to add to juices before the second

cai m nn additional 0.25 per cent of lime In the form of

t Oa-U. Z.. tl. 1882. I D. Z. L. 84. 888. 1888.
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milk of lime. This serves no appreciable purpose, because the lime

remaining in solution in the first (•arlx)natation juice is amply
sufficient to continue the transformation of the non-sugar. With
dry defecation for first carbonatation a second addition of lime is

superfluous, and it is then no longer necessary to prepare a milk

of lime. The direct addition of dry lime to hot juices will increase

the formation of the insoluble calcic saccharate, and, therefore,

is not desirable.

Lime is added to beet juice in various ways. The addition of

milk of lime during first carbonatation has been previously described.

If two carbonatations are practised and dry lime is used the milk

of lime is prepared exclusively for the second carbonatation, but

usually the dry lime is simply added to the juice. One method

consists of adding the lime to the filtrate from the first carbonata-

tion and mixing it thoroughly in a special appliance, while another

method, but one which cannot be recommended as there remains

only a limited time for mixing, consists in adding the lime to the

juice in the carbonatating tank. By the Seider * method the lime

used is of an exceptional purity in order to precipitate the magnesia

which is in the first carbonatation juices, the quantity used de-

pending upon the care given to this operation. The organic

magnesia salts are transformed in the presence of an excess of lime

into magnesia and lime salts which precipitate and thus avert all

possibility of the formation of crystals by a combination with mag-

nesia in the after-product, which are said to prevent, or at least to

render considerably more difficult, the swing out in centrifugals.

Reheating of juices.—The juice or filtrate running from the

presses is received in the second carbonatation tank. As they

have cooled somewhat in the presses and in the outside gutter

collector they should first of all be reheated, using steam or vapors

from the evaporating appliances for the purpose. This reheating

should continue until the juice boils, and after the first filtration

the temperature should always be kept at about 100° C, which

is not only favorable for the calcic action upon the non-sugar,

but is necessary to prevent the lime from being again dissolved

as a bicarbonate during the second or third carbonatation. When
lime is added during the second carbonatation, the reheating of

the juice should be effected l>efore the calcic treatment in order

that the juice already rich in lime may not reach the boiling point

Z. 49. 934, 1899.
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hB juice saturated at 70** or 80* C. with lima tllow perceptible

quantiticD of an iiwoluble Moehanite of lime to preeipitAte il healed

up to 100* ('.

Operation of second carbonatation.—Thii opereiion ie eoo-

ductcil in the Kaint* appliance as the fiiBt oerbonatalioD. Tlie

nmniitT of conducting it offers no points of speeial importanee,

and tiio transformations arc very much the same ae in the first

car)K)natation though there is leas frothing.

VUv (MM'onil carl)onatation, if pro[)erly conducted, can easily be

made continuous by employing three tanks, or two tanks and a

rehcater, the juice overflowing from one to the other. The juice

after U*ing thoroughly heated in the reheater overflows into the

first tank, where it is finally carbonatated after having had lime

added; it Ls then pumped into the second carbonatation tank

and a third saturation i^ effected as was the second, the essential

condit on being a high temperatiur.

Alkalinity of juices.—.Another point which has be«-i 'i

discussed is the limit of alkalinity to which these juiei- i

be saturated. Some authorities claim that there are advantages

in a high alkalinity, while others recommend that the saturatkm

be continued until the juices are nearly neutral. In settling

this question one should take into consideration the behavior of

the alkaline and neutral juices during eva|)oration, and the pre-

cipitation of the 8ul)8tance8 coniprLsing the non-sugar during

saturation, not only in diluted but in concentinted juices.

According to Andrlik * it is d««irable during second car-

bonatation not to allow the alkalinity to fall lx*low a certain limit,

so as to avoid redissolving the substances not eliminated dtiring

third carbonatatk)n. Among these elements magnesia may be

mentbned. During the campaign of 1898-1899 an e«unple was

given of a triple effect being so charged with deposits that it became

necessary to wash it with acids every few days. In this case it

was customary to leave in the second carbonatation an alkalinity

of 0.03 to 0.04 per cent in CaO and in the third 0.005 to 0.01 per

cent. The juices upon leaving the third compartment of the

apparatus were doudy and left an abundant deposit when filtered.

The analyses for 100 cc. of juice were as given in the following table.

These figures show that the amount of magnesia present in

the juice la greater after tlie third carbonataUon than after the

•La. a a. Si. 96. 1901
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C»rfaoo«t>tioDi.

AUulinity.

CuO. L>. MiO.

Firet

Second
ThiM

Or.

0.008
0.035
0.007

Gr.

0.012
0.009
0.007

Or.

0.0041
0.0057

second. The deposits on the filters contained 23.69 per cent of

magnesia calculated to a dry basis. The composition of the juice

and the deposits in the triple effect showed beyond doubt that

the incrustations were due to the precipitation of carbonate of

magnesia. A maximum alkalinity of 0.05 to 0.06 per cent CaO has

been proposed in order to prevent the magnesia from entering the

juice. It was thought that an alkalinity of 0.035 per cent would

show that all the free lime had been precipitated.

During evaporation juices are generally submitted for a time

to a temperature higher than 100° C, reaching in many factories

as high as 115° C. or even 120° C. before reaching the vacuum pan,

and in the first compartment of a multiple effect it is higher than

100° C. It is certainly very imprudent to submit neutral or slightly

alkaline juices to such high temperatures, as the alkalinity always

decreases during evaporation.

Claassen says that neutral juices generally become acid, this

change being followed by an appreciable decomposition of sugar,

made evident by an increased coloration of the juice. On the

other hand, juices that are in the proper condition of alkalinity

do not show any sugar decomposition when the temperature does

not exceed the limit of about 115° to 120° C, but undergo an

amelioration, for the reason that the alkalies have an ener-

getic action upon the decomposable substances, such as amides

and albuminoids, which have not been transformed or eliminated

by defecation. Alkaline juices, however, show a very perceptible

alkaline retrogression, which, however does not reach neutrality

and is not the outcome of sugar decomposition, but is due to the

combination of alkaline with acid substances, which are the out-

come of non-sugar and to the volatilization of the ammonia
that has been formed. Consequently during evaporation the

changes which take place should be effected in strongly alkaline

juices if time and space permit.
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Andkuk^ deelAres that earbonAUted jukot c«iii>t>t reUia

their Alkalinity if the proportion of non-voUtile alkaline baeet

remaining to saturate the amide aekla is not at leeat 3^ timei

greater than theee aeklt, as then the alkalinity would not be dna
to these bases and the juice would only have an alkalinity

due to ammonia. It is pointed out, furthcnnore, that there Is a
method of ascertaining whether the juices are about to lose their

alkalinity, which constets in the estimatbn of the calcic salt with

hydrotrimetrio liquor, as any increase in these salts oorresponds

to the decrease in alkalinity. Sometimes there is to be notieed

an increase in the alkalinity, and this Lb attributed to a supersatu-

ration of the juice which then contains an alkaline bicarbonate

which has remained without action upon the phcnolphthaMn,

and later is transfonned into a neutral carbonate through the

elimination of carbonic acid and gives an alkaline reaction.

On the other hand, Neumann f recommends that the juioe ba

saturated in the presence of phenolphthalein to determine whether

there is a loss of alkalinity until the limit of neutrality is reaehed,

leaving, however, a slight red coloration. When the juioe is boQad,

the coloration disappears and a certain quantity of a normal sodio

solution is necessary to obtain the neutrality. Normal juioes do
not show this pheiKMnenon. It has been recommended and triad

in several beet-sugar factories with some suooess that the mazi-

mum temperature of the diffusion battery be k)eated not in the

last but in the first section containing the fresh eossettes. AiK

cording to these authorities it is mainly the exhausted cosselisi

which yield the substances that seem to absorb the alkalinity.

The results obtained have not been equally saUsfaetory in all

eases in which this mode has been adopted.

Experience shows that the juioes should be kept alkaline, and
that they should remain so after they have been eoneentralad.

It is consequently unreasonable to prescribe a determined alkalin-

ity for fresh juices; this should vary with the eompositioa of

the juice and its behayk>r during evaporatk>n, and it is always

impossible to indicate the limits. The maximum limit occurs

when an alkalinity already exists, due to free lime oxide or to

saeeharate of lime, whOe the minimum limit should be regulated

according to the alkalinity of the oonoentrated juiee or syrap,

or of those partially concentrated but not satttrated. If ona

•B. Z..tt. U3. 1900; R Z..SS 711,1^90. t E Z.. ft. 718. 1M9
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finds that a standard of 0.05 to 0.01 or more appears reasonable

the alkalinity of the juice should be increased as the alkalinity

of the syrup declines, or it should be reduced as soon as the con-

centrated juices are excessively alkaline. Generally when the

alkalinity of the juice varies from 0.03 to 0.05, as shown by

the phenolphthalcin test, there is no free lime, or at least very

little present, but frequently a considerable quantity is combined

with ^e acids. The greater part of the alkalinity is the outcome

of fixed or organic bases of ammonia. When working inferior

beets, or at least such as are not thoroughly matured, the condition

or nature of the juice demands an energetic action upon the alkalies,

or the introduction of lime in the evaporating appliances. Under

all circumstances the highest possible limit should be selected as

a standard for the alkalinity of the concentrated juices. Allow-^

anoe should be made for the fact that in such cases strongly alkaline

jiiices generally leave a considerable deposit in the evaporating

appliances. If the evaporation decreases the alkalinity should be

reduced.

Claassen says that there is no difference in purity and the

working up of any juice, whether with this proposed excessive

alkalinity one effects the last saturation of juice with carbonic

or sulphim)us acid, owing to the simplicity and ease with which

these operations may be accomplished. Preference is generally

given to carbonic acid and the sulphuring is mainly applied to

concentrated or to the half-concentrated juices. If one finds

that there are advantages in resorting to a triple carbonatation

the alkalinity of the first carbonatation should be kept within the

limits of about 0.01 or 0.02 per cent higher than the standard

of final juices so that the second carbonatation will result in

the desired epuration.

Upon general principles it may be admitted that the alkalinity

after the second carbonatation varies in different factories within

the limits of 0.01 and 0.06 per cent. When the triple carbonata-

tion of Karuk is applied the following alkalinities are main-

tained with normal juices, which will undergo little or no change

during subsequent working: Carbonatation is stopped when the

juices still retain 0.08 per cent of lime as a minimum ; for second

carbonatation the amount of lime used varies from 0.2 to 1 per

cent of caustic lime; the flow of carbonic acid is stopped when

the alkalinity is 0.05 to 0.06 per cent; for third carbonatation

an alkalinity of 0.02 to 0.03 per cent may be reached. The juices
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of seoond earbonaUtioD are frequently reheated •iter the opona-

tioD in the earbonatation tanks, special st«am eoUs being und for

the purpoee.

Filter preMsa for second carbonatation.—Ulien thav are three

•aturationa there should always be two filtrations so that the juiee

sent to the evaporating appliance may be perfectly clear. For the

first filtration the standard filter presses having a tightly woven

ooUoQ or hemp fabric for a filtering medium are generally used*

A ipeeial scum pump is used, or one is attached to the same

engine as that employed for the cloudy juices of first carbonaUk

tion, which forces the aeoond earbonatation juices through the

filter presses. The general eonstnicUon of these prases does not

differ from those previously described, but they will work for a

longer time without the necessity of renewing the filtering doChs.

llie washing of the residuum scum of second filter pressos is con-

ducted in the manner previously described.

Claassbn maintains that for this filtration it is desirable to

use presses without the usual water psssages, which possess cer-

tain disadvantages. For example, when the juice running from

the presses is cloudy there is no way to isolate the compartment

eausing the difiiculty. If the cock through which the cloudy juice

flows is dosed it will run into the passages in which the sweet water

circulates, thus entering the other compartments and clouding

the entire filtrate. On the other hand, presses of ver>' simple

ooostruction allow the circulation through the carbonatated juice

passages only. Presses with water passages are generally not

oonddered desirable for the second earbonatation juiees. If/ho

lime is added to the juice the quantity of scum obtained is vtry

snudl, not more than 0.1 per cent of the weight of the total beets

alioed, and the sugar loss, even with rich beets, is so slight that

It need not be oonridered. If, however, one obtains a '^""Hir-

able amount of sctmia, owing to the lime added, it becomes desirable

to run them into the first oarbonatatloo tanks rather than to

attempt their working in the seoood presses. When nin in second

presses it is sufficient to foree steam through the aeums.

The sugar percentage of second earbonatation aeuma which
have been submitted to the action of steam, but not waahed,

Is generally high and varies from 4 to 7 per eent, aa it nearly sJwaya

contains insoluble saoeharate of lime. This mode of wofkiog,

howe\*er, increases the work of the general handling of the filter

of the first earbonatation.
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Perturbations in the working of filter presses of second car-

bonatation.—The filtration of the second carbonatation scums may
be accomplished without difficulty and demands but a small

filtering surface. However, it may happen that after a short

time the filtrate will flow very slowly and a complete scum cake

will not be formed. The deposit, which will be mainly upon

the filtering cloths, will be of a very viscous texture. This com-

plication does not generally show itself unless the scums were

difficult to filter during first carbonatation owing to the carbonic

acid treatment being pushed to an excess. Under these con-

ditions carbonate of magnesia is dissolved and again precipitated

during second carbonatation and this, as well as other insoluble

magnesia comiK)unds, always has a gelatinoas consistence and

renders the filtration more and more difficult as its quantity

increases in proportion to the amount of calcic carbonate present.

It is to be noted that the filtering cloths of the presses for

second carbonatation juices have a strong tendency to clog very

much more than during the first filtering, for the reason that

-during the operation the saturation is frequently pushed to such

a limit that bicarbonate of lime Is formed, which when decom-

posing will clog the cloths. On the other hand, if the juice of

second carbonatation contains too little lime the flow from the

filter presses is not satisfactory. Although this difficulty is never

so great as during first filtration, as fewer presses are used for the

second carbonatation juices, it may cause a considerable waste

of time in the process of sugar extraction. The scums of the

second carbonatation filter presses contain very much less non-

sugar than the first. They are soft, white and chalky, and

separate readily from the filter-press cloths, but are inferior for

Agricultural purposes.



CHAPTKR VI.

MECHANICAL FILTHATION OF JUICi» AND 8YRUP8.

The mechanical flltere used in lxH^t-mif[:ar factories niay be

claaaified as follows: A. Filtration through filtering cloths, in-

cluding (1) pockets filtering from the interior to the exterior

(Taylor, etc.); (2) a type having the same arrangement as filter

presses; (3) pockets filtering from the exterior to the interior;

(4) continuous filtration; (5) varioas combinations. B. Filtration

through granulated substances, including (1) sand; (2) infusoriAl

earth, wcxxl ix)wder; (3) other granular and fibrous substanoes.

such a5< j>eat, a^sbestos, etc.

Importance of filtration.—Even though no subseciuent difficulty

Is t<» l>e fcartni in working a cloudy filtrate from the first filter

prcss<'s. the sninc cannot be said of the juices running from the

second presses, for if these are cloudy incrustations within the tubes

of the multiple effect result. Hence the filtrate from

filter presses Ls submitted to a mechanical filtration, some

facturers repeating the operation many times during the subse-

quent phases of the manufacturing prooenes. In oertain beet-

sugar factories coming under the writer^ notiee it is euBtomsry

to resort to mechanical filtration of the juices from the firat filter

pnases, but in most cases it follows the filtration of the seoood

carbonatated juices. If sulphuring is employed it nhould be ap-

plied to the second filtrate direct and be followed by meehanioU

filtration liefore evaporation. When juices which have been partly

concentrated during their passage from one of the compartmenta

of the multiple effect are sulphured the operatk>n must be followed

by a mechanical filtration. In some factories the Juiees are fil-

tered at every stage of their pessage throogh the evaporating

appliance. Again, it is the custom to filter the 8>Tups before

graining in pan and the after-products before they are returned to

pan. As impurities contained in juiees and syrups prevent the

final sugar from crystallixing. the more complete their elimi-
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nation the greater will be the ultimate yield and the better the

quality of the sugar obtained.

The nature of the substances separated from the juices during

filtration is shown in the Donath * analysis.f

"~^X. Z..26,206, 1S91.

t The composition of the deposits from the mechanical filtration of the

filtratos from second filter presses is as follows: p^^ q^^^

Substances soluble in water 7.12

Fatty substances 2 . 45

Combined fatty substances . 90

Carbonic acid 36. 41

Ash less CO^ 52.34

99.22
Composition of ash

:

p^^ 0^^^
Silicic acid 0.45

Copper oxide 0.12

Ferric oxide and alumina 1 .94

Magnesia 2 .03

Potash. 1 .06

Soda. 0.30

Sulphuric acid 0.38

Carbonic acid 10 . 75

This analysis shows that these deposits should have been separated in

the filter presses. Donath also analyzed the deposits from the mechanical

filtration of the synips with the following results:

f
Sugar 44.68

Organic substances. . . 71 .70 ^ Fatty substances. . . 9. 16

I Fatty acids 4.67
Carbonic acid 8.58
Ash less CO, 19.68

99.96

ihe composition of the ash ^nas: Percent.
Silica 47.12

Carbonic acid 2.10

Copper oxide. . 2.73

Lime 1.59

Ferric oxide 1.12

.\lumina IS. 52

Phosphoric acid. . . 0.39

Sulphuric acid 1.64

Potash .. 18.74

Soda . 3.21

Chlorine, magnesia, and1 manganese traces

97.16

The analysis of the ash shows that these deposits are composed of those

substances which become insoluble during evaporation. Donath claims that

the ferric oxide found in the deposit will act as a mordant upon the filtering

cloths hv fixing certain coloring substances.
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Partielat of scum find their way through the filtering elotht

of the eeeond filter preHei with froih elothe or with toni ooeiy

and deposit upon the tubes of the multiple effect, thus reduetng

their efficiency. The oiganie substances contained in these paiw

tides of scum, after a time and under the influence of heat, wfll

deoompoee and impart a dark cobr to the juice with which they

come in contact. However, certain organic salts, such as calde

oxalate, are very much less soluble in concentrated than in diluted

jxiicef, and are consequently precipitated during evaporalkm
which shows the importance of their separation by a thofoi^
filtration. The syrup filters are very much like those used for

the filtrates from the second carbonataUon filter presses .

Which Juices should be flltarsd is a question that has not yet

been settled by the leading experts. But one fact is certain,

every effort should be made to free the juice completely of its

impurities before entering the multiple effect. How this is besf

accomplished depends upon a number of factors which necessarily

vary from factory to factory. Even after the juice leaves tha

evaporating appliances the importance of filtration m as grsat

as it was during the earlier stages of epuration, as the impuritaea,

if not removed from the syrup, will impede satisfactory graining

in^the vacuum pan. Eickel states that as filtration of thick

syrups is very difficult he prefers filtering the syrups during ooa
of the stages of concentration at I?* or IS^ B^. These syrups

are from the last compartment but one of the multiple effect.

Claassen^ takes exception to this assertion, and points out

that syrups even at 60^ Brix may be readily filtered when hot,

provided their alkalinity is not too low. It is possible to filter

a syrup having an alkalinity of 0.15 to 0.20 per cent in whieh

the alkalinity after sulphuring is reduced to 0.05 per cent of

lime.

Boneblack. General consideratioiis.^Up to 1880 no other

mode of mechanical filtration was known than that performed
in large cylindrical receptacles filled with boneblaek. Tlie deoolorb-

ing action of boneblack was foUowed by a meehanieal filtcatkNi

of the juice through the ehar granules. So moeh atwss was plaead

upon the deook>rixing action of boneblaek, which theory waa
accepted by most sugar experts, that it seemed improbable that

the time wouki ever come when the filtratk>n of juice or syntp

•C,7.8(H. I8M.
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would be accomplished without its use. Then for years there

were endless discussions as to whether the decolorizing action

actually existed. The question has now been settled, and the

product is used only in exceptional cases and in no modern beet-

sugar factories. Even in sugar refining there is a tendency to

do away with boneblack entirely.

Sand filtration proved the final blow to the use of boneblack.

HsTBB* observed that juices filtered on sand showed very little

difference from those on char. Other investigations were made,

and it was noticed that unless the boneblack filtration was properly

conducted the juices instead of being ameliorated lost certain

essential qualities, and that the sugar losses with boneblack were

considerable, for the reason that the char retains a certain quantity

of sugar in a more or less combined state, and also the boneblack

cannot be sufficiently washed to remove all the juice absorbed,

as excessive washing dilutes the juice and causes an ultimate

increase of the fuel necessary for evaporation. The sugar still

remaining in the boneblack had to be destroyed through fermen-

tation, which operation was long and dirty and in most cases it

was neglected. The same may be said of consecutive washings

with water and hydrochloric acid, and the cost of bone-kiln revivi-

fication was expensive also. Hence it is no wonder that at the

present day very few manufacturers return to this almost obsolete

mode of decoloration and filtration, and it seems useless to discuss

the subject further.

Pocket filters.—While sand filtration as a substitute for bone-

black was a new departure in the method of filtration for the sec-

ond carbonatation juices, the Taylor types of pocket filters came
into vogue. The idea was considerably improved upon by Puvrez

(Fig. 224), by whose arrangement several bags are placed beside

^< ' >»-
I r-
c

Fio. 224.—Puvrez Pocket Filter.

one another resting upon perforated sheet-iron troughs in a special

compartment D, Each of these filters consist of a long, thick cot-

ton bag S, the extremities being tightly held upon the pipes con-

Oc.-U. Z.,8,641, 1879.
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neeting respectively with the cocks H and //'. The juke to be

filtend enteiB at low pretture through H, and the other cock H*
k used to empty the bag when full of mud. The cotton bag 8
is slightly slanting, //' being a fraction k>wer than //, thus facili-

tating the evacuation of deposits during emptying. The filtrate

runs out through the bottom opening C. One of the objectionable

features of these filters was that the filtering surfaee was rery

limited, and frame-filter combinations took their pUce.

Frame fllten.—Naqkl* proposed that for this filtration the

ordinary filter presses be employed, and these appliances Were tised

for some years and gave reasonable satisfaction. Puvbbs devised a
similar combination, and while that of Weoeun and Huksncr did

not di/Tcr (wm the filter presses in its general working it was entirely

made up of frames without plates. The frames were in pairs, and

the juice after having passed through one thickness of filtering

cloth was compelled to run through a second thickness.

The LoiB and HELAEBSf (Fig. 225) filter also had the

Fro. 22ft.—Loiaand Hblakic* Fminr niter.

aspect of a filter press, and was made up of a considerable ntmiber

of frames but no plates, divided into four sectkms by ihrte vertical

cross bars which at the same time ser\'ed to keep the filterdothe

in position. The frames were divided into three series, whieh com*
municated through suitable openin^i and were known as entrance,

• Z.. U. SM, 1881.

t LosB «i HsLASM, U irmvAO mm aoir, BnvnBM. |g8S
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middle and exit frames. The first series could be emptied through

a number of pipes which were generally closed. The middle series

had no pipes and the exit cluster had suitable cocks for the out-

ward flow of the juice, which before leaving this combination under-

went two filtrations. One of the advantages claimed for this filter

was that the wear on the filtering cloths was reduced to a minimum.

It possessed, however, some very objectionable features, as the

wooden frames in time became saturated with the sweet juice

and formed a centre for microbe infection. The iron-frame filter

presses, however, were considered too expensive for mechanical

filtration.

Upon general principles it may be said that filter presses are not

as desirable for the second carbonatation juices as are pocket

filters, or an apparatus giving considerable filtering surface with a

comparatively small volume and allowing the filtration to continue

at a rather low pressure, which is one of the essential conditions

for retaining on the filtering cloths the excessively fine particles

of scum.

The main characteristic of the old types of the Taylor pocket

filters was based upon an erroneous idea, which was to collect the

deposits in a bag made of some filtering tissue. Belcher * origin-

ated the idea of filtering from the exterior to the interior of these

hags or pockets. In a large cylindrical receptacle was placed a

series of pipes with numerous holes, over which there was a cylindri-

cal cotton covering. The juice entered the filtering cylinders under

pressure and escaped from their interior, the particles in suspension

being separated on the outer surface of the cotton filtering medium.

When the deposits reached a certain thickness they fell by their own
weight to the bottom of the cylindrical casing. The same idea with

some few modifications was carried out by BoLiKOSWKi.t The most

objectionable feature of all arrangements of this kind is their very

limited filtering surface. This difficulty was largely overcome

by the use of a new kind of pocket filter made somewhat like a

pillow-case and stretched upon the surface of a frame with metallic

lattice work. This arrangement was used by Sebor X as early as

1872, and is almost identical with those now in vogue.

The standard type of the bag-filters is that of Prokch, as

Z., to, 40,1880.

t Bbaudbt, Saillard and Pellet, Traits, I, p. 383, 1894.

tOe.-U. Z., 20, 438, 1891.
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made by BiuEnTEU) and Danek (Fig. 226). It eooilrti ol aandil

dstern which is hennetieally cloted with a eO¥«r having a eoan-

tepoiae attachment. In the receptacle are iwipeeded a aeiiaa of

neariy square framea made up of flat iron beot orar in U diapa*

The two open portions of the U end in front of the exit pipe whieh

has a corresponding opening or longitudinal siii; from it an un-

dulaied plate of sheet iron penetrates into the interior of the U. A

r. o^
V^-***-<-*-

Fio. 296.'~BBBfTraLO Aod Daswl FUt«r.

sort of pillow-eaae is passed around this frame and its upper boidarii

turned over the exit pipe. An iron bar, not shown in the engraving,

presMB the filtering cloth against the surface of the hociaootnl

•uapending pipe and thus fonns a tight joint. One estivmitj

of this pipe is closed, but there is a small depresafan into whieh

the end of a bolt penetrates. The other end k open and eoo>

necta with a small pipe, through which the filtered Juiee nms into

the trough H. The communication may be eloaed when tbo

filtrate is cloudy. The juice to be filtered enten the apparmtoa

through 0, When the filter n^eda cleaning steam or water nagr

be introduced through the same pipe, and the emptying la dona
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through /. It is to be noted that the flat irons have the sole

object of keeping the cloths in their vertical position.

In a filter of yet another design (Fig. 227), but devised by the

Fig. 227.—Spiral Dexice for Emptying.

same constructors, the juice slowly enters the receiving receptacle

by the pipe L, which has bottom openings, and then flows upward

through the filtering cloths B. Owing to the slowness of the

circulation the deposits at the bottom are not disturbed. When
there is a sufficient quantity they may be removed from the appara-

tus by simply giving six or seven turns to the screw T, the escape

being through /.

Danek has introduced many important modifications of his

filters. The exit pipe for the juice has two projecting lips 15 and

Fio. 228. Fio. 229.

16 (Fig. 230) in its longitudinal direction, to which is bolted the

metallic framework 6 supporting the filtering cloths. In the old

filters these frames penetrated the pipe and diminished its interior

capacity. The tightening of the filtering cloths is effected by a rod

20, the end of which, 23 (Fig. 228), is pushed into the correspond-

ing opening of 24. This is either fork-shaped or has an opening

with an eyelet for tightening the screw 26 (Fig. 229). The filtering
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obth nuiy be renaovwl by turning tlMierefw about 0(r. Yet

improvement to faciiiute the pawige oC the cJieuUrtJag filtimte from

the bottom to the top in the frames eoneitti fai having MnaD Mb
in the theet iron at reguUr intervab from top to bottom. By thii

arrangement various shapea may be given to these paasages, aa

shown in Fig. 231, front view, Fig. 232, th^ M^ vi^w, and in Fig.

Flo. 230. Fio. 231.

oooo
Fio. 282. Fia. 233.

233, a horuontal section Y. The Danek filters can liandle from 90

to 100 hectoliters per square meter of filtering surface a day; but

it is to be noted that their efficiency varies considerably with the

quality of the juice and the nature of the filtering surface.

The SoHKBLn filter (Fig. 234) has many of the same charae>

teristics aa the BBsnvBLD and Daicbk apparatus, but the tight-
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ness of the joint of the exit pipe is obtained through the weight

of the frame. On the same side of the frame is a hook b for

•uspoDsion to an upper rail d, or to a ring fastened to the general

frame « of the filter. The joint g surrounding the evacuation

pipe is rubber and is held tightly in position by the weight of

the frame itself which acts as a sort of lever, thus increasing

the pressure. To prevent the entire weight of the frame from

pressing upon the rubber joint the other end is held up by a special

Fio. 236.

—

Kasalowskt Filter.

regulating device % by which the pressure can be regulated to

suit the emergency.*

'ihe Kasalowskt filter is another example of the same type

as the Brettfeld and Danek filter (Fig. 235). Each frame B
consists of a galvanized metallic spiral made up of wires of suitable

diameter, and these are riveted to a pipe c, one end of which rests

Z.,51, 762, 1901.
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on a tnuwvene support, m, while the other eod beii« benl
downwards enters the emptying box T; the felt JoiDt oT the border

of the latt«r with the pipes is satisfaetory. The top eover d
has a counterpoiMe. The filtnite escapes through T, the deposits

are removed through the bottom pipe, and the julee eoteis the

ooropartment A at E, The circulation is regulated by the valve B.

The mounting and unmounting of these filters k very eaqr

as the frames are simply suspended and may be withdrawn or

repUeed as occasion demands. The filtering cloth rests against Um
spiral wire and at least 90 per cent of its entire filtering surfaee

may be utilised. Experience has shown that in many of the

filters using unduUted sheet iron in the frames the filtering cloths

offer obstructions to the passage of the juice when under eon-

siderable pressure, and, therefore, excessive pressure In such filten

is not desirable.

The filtering bag (Kig. 236) is closed^above ^the exit pipe C
by doubling over the two borders a, the ends z
and y being covered with a zinc cap f. This

apparatus has 46 frames, each of which has 1

square meter of filtering surface and will work

100 hectolifers of juice in twenty-four hours, or

35 hectoliterB of syrup at 25® Bd. or 30 hectoliters

at 30^ B4. in the same interval. This device has

been used in France in several instances.

The Maxrkt, Broiigwbky and Schttlz (Fig.

237) filter has frames consisting of two sheet-iron

pUtes with suiUble perforations, between which

there is a sufficient space to allow the filtered

juice to circulate^readily. The covering of the exit pipe is effected

as in the case first mentioned, but the ends of the ba^i are hold

i^

Fm. 23a.

Fio. 287.—HoniontAl Scctum i»f ttioMAnikt, i>nwte<'<^«XT, and ScBtos FlruMw

tightly against the frame by two small rods m tightened by a

new. Oneof the SvoBonA^appaimtus, has the special ebaracter-

• a Z.. It. 17. I8S7.
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iBtic that the exit pipe is vertical instead of horizontal as in the

other mechanical filters of the same kind. This arrangement has

now become obsolete.

Of late yeare the Claritas filter (Fig. 238), invented by Matou-
8BK and Berunski, has been used a great deal. This mechanical

Fio. 238.—CLARrrAS Filter.

filter has one important feature, namely, the enormous number
of frames of which it consists. It is made up of four filters B,

one in front of the other, each of which works separately, but

all receive their juice from a central distributor A. The float K
regulates the level in A through the valve g, which stops the en-

trance of the juice in d. The joint of the canal m with the outer

side is closed by the pressure exerted

by the cams K, which may be adjusted

from the exterior and acts upon all

the frames at once. This press may
work at a low pressure.

Before considering another type of

j

pocket filter it will be interesting to note

JljjiT] y some modifications which have been

made in the Kasalowsky filter by
Feuillebois (Fig. 239). Thesejchanges

may also be applied to other filters of the same kind. A special

cock permits either a steam or a water circulation from the in-

terior to the exterior, or, in other words, in a direction opposite

to that of the juice, the object being to detach the deposits from

Fio. 239.
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the Murface of the filtering nHHliunL The faueei of this eoek hM
H cavity Q, which when tununl XfVf brings the pipe R, whkh
extends along the entire length of the filter, into eofnimmieatfcw

with S and with the interior of the frame. Wheo it ia aoCieed

that the exit flow of the filtered juice b eomparati%'elv amall

Q is plaeed so as to allow steam to be run into the interior of the

pocket and its action soon opens up the paasigea of the filtering

surface. If this washing is fiot effect iial hot water b used. Under

jtteam pressure the joints of the circulation paaiagei would no

Fio. 240.—SvoBODA Filter. Flo. 341.

longer be sufficiently tight, and the simple weight of the filter-

press frames could not be depended upon. The bolt K ovtr-

comes the difficulty by pressing against J. In the same way

the nut // keeps the filtering cloths in position by prnwing

upon the rod G.

The SvoiioDA (Fig. 240) arrangement is another im|>ortani

innovation. In this filter it is the frame itself that hcrmetirally

clofles the receptacle into which the cloudy carlionatated juirr

or 8>Tup enters under a slight pressure through the valve D, The

upper imrt of the frame through which the liquid circulates eonrista

of a strong iron casting d. In Fig. 241 is shown an enlarged

section of the frame and the attachments of the pnm under conaider-

ation. The frame covered by the cloth a paaaes through the opper

plate V of the receptacle and is held down by the iron eover H,
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thus forming a tight joint. The brace e with suitable nut permits

a satisfactory tightening. Tlie upper l)order of the cloth is pro|)erly

hemmed, and in it« interior is a strip of hemp or rubber which tight-

ens the joint. All around the up|KT plate F is a small gutter

t intended to. collect the juice that escapes through the joints.

The filtrate nms through d into the gutter C. The deposits may
be withdrawn through the emptying cock E. As to the frame

itself, it consists of a flat iron bent u shape and attached to d.

Vertical Section.

Fio. 242.

Transverse .S<M'tion.

Fio. 243.

Philippe Filter.

In its interior is the metallic cloth which keeps the filter cloths well

separated.

The Philippe (Figs. 242 and 243) mechanical filter in its general

working is the same as the one just described, the circulation of th<

juice, however, is different. In the juice Is suspended a series ot

bags covering wire frames, which are held in position by the pres-

sure exerted by on the border F. In the interior of G is a hori-

zontal pipe through which the juice circulates, thence running

through / into K. The nut //, with handles, when screwed into

position keeps two frames with their bag covering in place.

The movement of the circulation of the juice is consequently a.s

follows: The product to be filtered enters the reservoir near the

middle of the side, descends along the sides L, between which the
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framet are fUBpendfld, and riiet to eome in eonta«t with the fillerinf

tirface. Under theM oirrumatancoi there can be no potribla dan-
/•T of H (itrpct current between the point where the jiiiee enten
tli(> tiltir and the nearest filtering frame, and all the framee thni

r< <riv<> the Mame quantity of juice or eyrup which paaMs throufh

the filtering medium into the interior of the poeketa D, penetratoi

the cape O, ete. The impurities fall to the bottom and may be
r<>fnovcd through a special side manhole. To change the filteis

^top the juice circulation, slightly imaerew H without removing it,

Fio. 244.—VoxHor Rher.

lift Of Of etc., from their positions, remove the filtering sarkB,

replace them by fresh ones and tighten the nut //. Mareh ^

prevents dead spaces on the surfaces of pocket filters by introducing

the juice through different openings of the frames so as to obtain

everywhere a slight motbn of the liquid, not sufficient howe\'er

to detach the deposited scums from the filtering surfaces.

There are a large number of other filters with filtering cloths

very different from tho!*e jiwt described. .Among these may be

mentioned the VoNHorf filter (Fig. 244), that at one time was
much used in Germany. It is closed by two superimposed eooieal

boxes, A and O, between which is pressed a round filtering cloth

^Oe..U. Z..t8.(V43, 1809 tJ»hrb..tt.p^ 89,18811
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b. The juice enters through h, passes through b, and flows into the

tiDugh c through openings made in the periphery of O. As long as

the filtrate is cloudy it is allowed to return through B and the

pipe i to the receptacle from which it was taken. When the filtered

juice or sjrrup is perfectly clear the arm connecting with g is turned

towards the outer section trough alongside of B. When it is desired

to empty the deposits collected in A the cock k is opened. The
cloths of this filter may be rapidly renewed, as the cover may be

opened around the hinge d. The very limited filtering surface of

this mechanical filter has caused it in a measure to become obso-

lete.

In France the Bride and Lachaume filter (Fig. 245) has also

had some success. It consists of a cotton sack or pocket a without

r

i '
'

End View, Wound.

FlO. 245.

Top View, Open.

Fio. 246.

Bride and Lachaume Filter "Snail."

side seams which may be attached to the entrance pipe 6. In the

interior of this sack is a wire grating c intended to keep the sides

of the sack well apart so that the circulating liquid will have the

least possible resistance to overcome. In Fig. 246 is shown the sack

spread out on a horizontal surface. It is 60 cm. in width, and be-

fore being used and placed in position in the receptacle A it is

rolled up on the central cylinder dd\ In that position it has a

diameter of 35 cm. and a filtering surface of 6 sq. m. M and n are

flexible strips placed upon the outer surface of the bags or pockets

to keep them well apart. When exactly in position the roller

ec' is placed on the outer surface and held in position by the bar /.

The filtered juice escapes at c, and the mud, etc., that has been

deposited may be removed at V,

The advantage of one filter over another depends mainly upon

the facility with which the filtering cloths may be renewed and

the cloths or bags made perfectly tight. In the latter respect and
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upon general principles it may be said that ail the apparaitis now
uaed for meciuuiical filtration give about the tame afficJaBey. TIm
main object now to be oonaidared ia that th^ may bo readfljr taken

apart, and in all the modern oombinatlons the handle of tha

frames greatly facilitate this o|)eration.

In frfujt of each filter for x-entratod juice there ftliouki U*

two guttere, one for the per lear juice, which 8ul)Hc«iucntly

flows into the evaporating appliance, and the other for the cloudy

filtrates which run off in considerable quantity when the pramea

Arc first started, and may be sent to the second carbonatation tanks.

This combination is found in moet mechanical filters.

Influences of pressure.—The mechanical filters are compara-
1 1 \ ely small, txa i he amount of material to be eliminated is very much
leas than in the filter preases, and for this reason the pressure is

alao comparatively small. A very limited pressure ia one of the

essential conditions for the satisfactory deposit upon the filtering

cloths of the impurities in question. In most cases the filters under

ion are pUced 2 or 3 meters below the reaervoin con-

<> filtrate of the second carbonatation filter preaaea. At
no present day this pressure is even less, and the BRErrrELD

'
> \NEK filters are not even closed on top. The juice cistern is

V) cm. above the frames of the press. The filtration may
it isfactorily accomplished with a pressure of 30 to 40 cm.

la tiie caae of the Clarttas filters, they work undera pressure of

U) to 40 cm. Under these conditions the velwity of the circuiting

liquid is comparatively slow, which fact may be compenaated for by
increasing the filtering area. Filtration under these verykm prea-

suree has rendered practicable the idea suggested by FlBDBoeur^

which was to place a filtering appliance between eaeh of the com-

partments of a multiple effect.

Concentrated-juice filtration.—^The filtration of half-concen-

trated juices is to be recommended if they show after being |)artiy

e\'at)orated considerable calcareous precipitates which wouki sub-

sequently deposit upon the heating tubes.

show considerable calcareous deposits, which consist mainly of pre-

cipitates formed by the evaporation of non-concentrated juice and

subsequently deposited upon the heating tubes.

This half-concentrated juice is filtered by placing a closed

filter (gravel, sand, boneblack, or a ckaed press) between the

•Jahrb..K, 172. IMS.
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last compartment of the multiple effect and the precetling one.

The juice then passes through the filter, circulating from one com-

partment to another. This arrangement frequently gives con-

siderable trouble, as the difference in pressure is not sufficient

for the filtration. In this case no saturation is effected previous

to each filtration.

Influence of concentration.—Generally the concentrate juice

or syrup is readily filtered. However, some concentrated syrups,

especially those kept at a density greater than 60° BrLx, are diffi-

cult to filter and in some cases it cannot be effected at all. It

is then recommended to saturate and filter the juice of a mcxlerate

concentration, that Is to say, as it is in the compartment before

the last of a multiple effect. The juice that has a density of

about 30° Brix is pumped into the saturation tank, and the treat-

ment is the same as that previously described for concentrated

juice. The filtrate is then drawn into the last compartment of

the apparatus where the concentration continues in the ordinary

way. Usually under these circumstances the juice becomes

cloudy, but the bulk of the scums has already been sufficiently

separated by filtration, provided the installation for this opera-

tion is up to the desired standard. In that case there need be

no filtration of the concentrated juice.

It may sometimes happen that the exit flow from the mechani-

cal filters is comparatively slow. Under such conditions it would

\ye a grand mistake to attempt to increase the pressure in order

to increase the circulation and the results obtained would be dis-

appointing. Malander correctly points out that it Is far more

rational to correct the trouble by determining whether it Is in the

alkalinity or in the working of the second filter presses that the

fault lies.

Influence of temperature. — Without doubt, as previously

pointed out, the temperature has a very important influence upon

the exit flow from a filter press, and the same may be said of me-

chanical filters working under low pressure. The temperature plays

an important r6le when syrups from the multiple effect are to be

filtered. Brendel in his experiments (Fig. 247) upon a syrup

Brbndel's Experiments.
-f- 2 .

3° C, there wa« a flow of 3.1 grams of solution.
8.0* C. " *» *i a n 9 7

21.0*' C. ' " " 22
30.0** C. . <- .. 37 3
40.0" C. " " " " " (.(•) 8
47.0** C. ** '* " *' " 1)1 2
60.0* C. *' " " " " 14f>.8

(Jahrb.,33, 193.1893.)
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conuininfc 00 per rent of MUf^r. nnu<cl the ({uanitty of fUiniUi

through the filtering clotlut \ycr minute m it leavei the ev»por»Uiig

appliAnee. and iihowed tliat at tM)^ C. there wan 146.8 gnuiui of tyrup

niiuiing off, while at 2.30** V. there wiui only 3.1 granw. Thin influ-

ence of teliiiMTaturo bi made evident in the diagram (Fig. 247).

^tf

it«i.

*i. 247.—Diagnun showing the Influenc« of Temperature upon the Exit

K!- •nip.

.\Uht)Uf;li It L"^ very much 1< 'i (iilute<i juices a sliU exLstJi,

and one nuiy conclude that a satisfactory filtration can onlv !>e

realised when the juices are as hot as poasibh

Pockets or bags.—The Hubstance used as a hiitnii;: »

in the mechanical filters Is generally a thick, tightly \v«r . .:-

ton fabric. It should be sufficiently strong to withstand the

wear and tear at the joint, and experience shows that there are

important advantages to be derived by sewing on the lx)rder of

the l)agB or pockets a linen band which acts as a joint. These

!iuist lx» well wiishetl. In certain factories a 2 per cent

/ <»n of hydnK^hloric acid is used for the purpose in order to

eliminate the lime deposited, in which case it is desirable to dip

them in a sodic solution also. Fatty substances, used for arrestiog

the froth in one of the prc\ious operations of sugar extractbn,

are often dei)osited upon the filters, and under such circumstances

advantages are to be derived by washing the bags in a 5 per cent

Mxiic solution. For this purpose the ap|)aratu8 used for the filter-

ing cloths of a filter press may be employed. The o|x^ration should

be conducted with great care, as neglect in this respect will in-

fluence all the operations that follow. Under no circumstances

should scrubbing of the bags be permitted. The pockets may
work for a week under onlinary conditions without l>eing renewed.

Size of filtering surface.—All the medianical filters of the

pocket type have frames of the same siie. 70x70 cm., which for the

two filtering surfaces of the frame equals about 1 sq. m. The num-
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ber of frames varies from 20 to 50 according to the kind of filter.

The filtering surface necessary for the juice or syrup is most difficult

to determine. It depends upon many circumstances, such as the

nature of the filtering medium, the temperature of the juice or syrup

l^eing filtered and the pressure at which the operation is conducted.

Sugar losses.—As the first filtrate running from the syrup presses

is cloudy it is sent back to the saturation tank to be again treated.

The deposits ujwn the filtering cloths are very readily washed.

However, presses intended for wasliing scums need not be used

for .syrups, and as the separated deposits contain considerable sugar

they may be advantageously returned to the carbonatation tanks.

It is ver)^ doubtful whether there b any real advantage in recovering

the juice by soaking the filtering cloths, as diluted juice undergoes

considerable change when allowed to stand for some time, and these

changes are difficult to obviate. As a general thing, the sugar losses

in the scums and the filtering cloths are so small that they may be

ignored.

Continuous filters.—Efforts have been made from time to time to

introduce a continuous filter. The Bernstein * apparatus for beet

juices consists of a rapidly revolving receptacle, the exterior border

of which is raised higher than the inner part and Is covered with a

disk, allowing a free passage of the entrance pipe for the juicas.

The space between the interior border and the axis is covered by
a perforated plate or some filtering material. The juice entering

into the chamber thus made is submitted to the action of rotation.

The solid particles held in suspension are projected towards the

outer periphery of the apparatus and accumulated in the gutter.

On the other hand, the juice freed from these substances passes

through the filtering medium and collects in a receptacle beneath.

It is possible by forcing the filtering medium to revolve to accom-

plish the same results, but it becomes necessary in such a case to

place an agitator in the center of the apparatus. Besides thi.<

combination numerous others, having very much the same idea in

view, have been in use, but none of them very long.

Sand filters.—The use of sand as a filtering medium was pro-

posed by Mkver in 1879, and, as previously stated, it was the start-

ing point of a reaction against boneblack. Notwithstanding the

excellent results obtained with sand, both for juices of second car-

bonatation and for syrups, beet-sugar manufacturers hesitated for

Z. 51. 503, 1901.
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A long time to adopt it and while the use of taod or other i

coDUBting of graoulee in filten, like thoee med for booebUek or

in special sand filtere, is very satislaetory, it involves pH^t^Mwi
labor, as such filtering substanees must be purified by ropeated

washinp and frequently renewed, as compared with poeket filtets.

The types of sand filtcm arc ver>' numerous, the most popular

ones to-day being those of Aiiraiiaj^ and of BnerrrELD and Daxek.
The Abraham (Fig. 248) filter consists of a reoeptacle containing

Fio. 248.~Abbahaii Sand Filter.

six metallic frames A of very much the same arrangement as that

used in the Philippk filter, hut upside down. These frames are

covered with a fine wire cloth, never with one of fibrous material,

and communicate at the bottom with the exit passage of the juice

.V. Between the six frames already mentioned are placed other

frames C, which con.*<ist of long stripe of sheet iron held together

i>y a seriofl of bent strips also of sheet iron and pUced oner over the
'

' r. In the ridged |)ortion of the bend there is a slit of 5 mm.
ixiing over it.s entire length. The sides of the receptacle also

have slanting strips. The apparatus is filled with sand which falls

naturally on the bent part^ without clogging the slits. The recep-

tacle is dosed and the jui(H> \a introduced through M at the bwer
part of the frame S, D, etc. In its upward movement it escapes

through the slits of the bent iron and then through the wire cover-

ing. During its passage through the sand a large part of the im-

purities is deposited, and upon reaching the interior of the frames

11 falls by gravity and escapes through A\

The Abraham filter has undergone many modifications, one

of the most recent being sho^n in Fig. 249. It eonaists of a large
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vertical cylinder containing a series of bottomless plates, thfl

interior of which is filled with sand. The syrup to be filtered

enters the apparatas at A, passes through the sand into a central

cylinder covered with a wire gauze and escapes through the

bottom opening B. The sand may be removed from the filter

through a bottom manhole, and after the apparatus has been

thoroughly cleaned it Is filled with fresh sand.

The Reinecken filter (Fig. 250) works on very much the same

principle as the new type of Abraham filter just described; but

Fio. 249.—Recent Abraham Filter. Fio. 250.—Reinecken Sand Filter.

there is an important difference, in that the juice gradually pene-

trates through 3 from the bottom and is distributed through a

central perforated pipe, not shown in the drawing; it then escapes

through the conical cylinder C into the sand and passes through

the pipe 5 into 1 and 2. This flow from the interior to the ex-

terior has many advantages, among which may be mentioned a

constant decrease in its velocity, with the result that the particles

in suspension which would otherw^ise have been carried fonvard

are retained by the sand granules. To clean this filter another

pipe D is substituted for the central distributing pipe and an

injector 2 and B b used. Water introduced under considerable

pressure carries the sand into the injector, which forces it up-

wards through B and distributes it where needed. During this
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mo%'eroent the Hand granules rub Afftbift one another and are

freed of all their impurities.

In the BREiTrcLD and Uankk niter (1 1^. .'.il; the heated fyrup

or juice enters by the valve V through a dietributing pipe D
into a Uirgc rectangular receptacle A filled with sand up to the

level of D. Wht*n the juice reaches a level of about 25 cm. abov«

the surface of the iiltering medium the valve V m rpguUted to

^hat thiD level is nmintained, and the juice or syrup after

Fio. 251.—Bkcitpclo and Danbk Sand Filter.

through the sand escapee by the valve V, which is fully opened

only when the filtrate is limpid. To wash the sand the filter ii

irst of all thoroughly rinsed with hot water introduced through

the valve V^, then water or steam is circulated from the bottom

under com^iderable pressure and forced by the injector attachment
' hrough the pipes CB into the sand^which is thus raised and cleaned

through the friction of its particles, and is then forced upwards

and returns to the receptacle at B. The washing of the sand it

one of the delicate features of this apparatus, and if it is not prop-

erly done the filtration will be slow and very imsatisfactory,

accompanied by numerous other complicationa, such as fenneo*

tat ion thn>ugh the action of micro-organisms.

Application of sand flItari.~Satisfactory residta may be ob-

tainoil even when filtering molasses at 40^ B^., proTided» boir>

cN-er, that it has been heated to 95® C. Sand filten are wMam
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used for carbonatated juice, as they would soon be clogged with

lime, but it has been proposed to use them * for juices being conr

oentrated in the multiple effect. The filters are placed between

the first and second compartments of the evaporating appliance,

and have level and vacuum attachments ; during the early stages

of the operation the juice will pass through the lower strata of the

filter. Tlie vacuum gauge will give the difference in vacuo be-

tween the two compartments in communication, but as the sand

becomes clogged the level of the juice in the filter gets higher,

and when the filter becomes entirely full of juice the sand must be

renewed.

Kind of sand.—The filtering substance ased in these filters

may be river sand that has been sifted and well wa-shed, or any

other granular substance. According to Breitfeld and DANEK,t
the sand used should be of a uniform size well sifted through a

sieve with standard mesh. According to Abraham, the size of

the sand granules giving the best results is 0.6 mm., although

in certain filters the granules are nearly the size of a pea. This

authority fiu*thermore declares that the size of the sand granules

and the rapidity with which the liquid circulates are the most

important factors to be taken into consideration after the filtering

area' of the apparatus. The thickness of the layer of sand plays

a secondary r61e but beyond 30 mm. its filtering power ceases,

the active filtering strata being limited to from 10 to 20 mm. As
to the rapidity of the flow of juice through the press the best re-

sults are obtained from a velocity corresponding to 2000 mm.
per hour for non-concentrated juice, 600 mm. for concentrated

juice and still less for after-products.

Use of infusorial earth.—Frequently, with the view to facilitate

filtration, such substances are added to fresh juices as will attract

ver}' fine particles of scum, mainly such as tend readily to clog the

filtering cloths. Wood-powder, cellulose and infusorial earth may
give satisfaction. The use of infusorial earth has been recommended
by Heddle, Glen and Stewart. The quantity used is about equal

to one-half the sugar percentage of the juice or syrup, and the

mixture is then sent to any kind of a filter. The thick syrup in a

subsequent operation is treated in the same way.

When the substance becomes so clogged that it no longer

BCTves as a filtering medium it is washed with water or steam and

a B., Dec. 1900. 1 8. I:, 61, 559, 1903.
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completely regenerated by rarlxiniiation in ehar kilna. Thk infu-

sorial earth w knoH-n in Gennany aM " Kieaelguhr/ and under that

name it is frequently used in bcet-«<ugar factories. Soxblkt*
duggestcd ftltcring sarcluinne juices after mixing them with ao-^Allad

wood-wool, infusorial earth, pulveriaed pumioe ttooe, or wariMd
coke and sending the filtrate through tbe Stobooa pocket filtMi

after ita passage through the preasas. At the EictiNOEBt (Ger-

many) factor}' the ''Kieselguhr" undergoes a preliminary heatii^

\'*ifi C. with a 20 per cent hydrochloric and a 1 per cent nitrie

acid solution, and is subsequently worked in a centrifugal to rid it

of the adhering litiuid ; it is then washed so as to eliminate the last

trace of acid and pressed, being kept in parchment to prevent

f^xcemive dr>'ing. Before being used it is placed in water and this

untcr with suspended particles is forced by a pump against the

filtorinf^ cloths, where it deposits in layers and offers special filtering

and sterilizing advantages.

Of late years Raoot has also used this substance to facilitate

'ho filtration of first carbonatation juices, using only the minimum
wantity of lime. The difficulty found in the Meaix (France)

;t::«r factor}' is the cost of the regeneration of '^ Kieselguhr."

Howiver. in that factory the substance continues to be used with

Mure«< for the filtration of syrup and after-products. The quantity

giving the best results is 0.05 per cent, thoroughly mixed with the

products before filtration. The after-products are then run through

f'fiiLiFPE filters and the syrups through filters ver>' like filter

; roBses. The regeneration of the infusorial earth necearitatee a

carimnization of all the organic substances covering the granules.

The carlx>n acts like boneblack with a decolorising effect. For this

i
urpose it has been proposed to submit the " Kieselguhr " t U>

the following treatment: It is heated to red heat, and into thii

incamlcscent mass.which contains no air, are injected heavy hydro-

carbides. At the temperature to which they are exposed tlie#e

will decompose and give a porous texture. Upon the surface of thia

filtering mass there will be a deposit of lampblack which exerts

an inten.*(e epurating and decolorizing action upon the juioe with

{uently comes in contact. To increase the adherenee

u; ;i.i {^aiUiii^ of carbon one may. after the preceding operaiiop,

saturate the mass with hydrocarbides and heat to red heat.

In selecting infusorial earth it must not be forgotten that

• 2., 4S, 900. 1893. t Z,. &1. 354. 1901. I Z.. U. 489. 1901.
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there are many kinds which do not give a colorless filtrate, and

owing to the combination of alkali with silica certain precautions

should be taken to avoid a decrease in the existing alkalinity, and,

furthermore, silica under certain conditions may give a characteris-

tic coloration to the juice. Of twelve samples examined by

Herzfeld * only one was shown to be suited to the intended

purpose, as it gave a perfectly colorless filtrate. The alkalinity

of the juice fell through its action from 0.15 to 0.0005 per cent.

This last property is possibly due to the formation of a double

silicate of lime and alkali.

Filtration through wood arranged as a series of small obstruct-

ors, or in various forms of wood-wool ,t etc., may in certain cases

also be recommended. It is now nearly twenty years since Cas-

8AM.\JOR,t then chief chemist in a large Brooklyn refinery, invited

the writer to see some experiments he was making which had for

their object the elimination of filtering cloths in filter presses, by

using wood shavings or sawdust. Since then the plan has as-

sumed a practical shape and is in operation in several German
factories. The filtering medium is a fibre obtained by chopping

wood into fine particles through which were successfully filtered

the first swing-out syrups which had undergone a previous sul-

phuring. The filtrates were white and their general color was not

inferior to that obtained by the use of lx)neblack. It is impor-

tant to note that this vegetable fibre has also been used for car-

bonatated juices, and for concentrated syrups from multiple effects.

The results obtained were a pronounced success.

The wood-filtering medium need be renewed but twice during

a sugar campaign, a bi-weekly washing with diluted hydrochloric

acid alone being suflficient to keep the product in a good condition.

As water is run through the filters previous to their acid wash-

ing the sugar loss is very slight. The cost of keeping these fil-

ters in good working order is but a few dollars and they need

no watching. The leading experts .recommend that the filtering

medium be submitted to a preliminary sodic treatment which

will eliminate the acids. The advantage of very fine chopping

of the wood is the assurance that it will pack well in the filter,

and in this manner offer advantages never realized when using

Z., 4«, 745, 1896.

t Wood-wool is a special preparation of wood.

: Am. patent No. 270,634; La. S. B., 16. 514, 1888; Sugar Cane, 20, 372,

1888.
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iw.r.«.h|^f^ aa is done in ifeverml insUacei oooung under our notice,

rienee thowa that under no eireumfUnoai should a retinoua

wuud he used for these filtrations.

Ih. Hkkifkld ^ has for some time been making experimenta

with pulverized wood and also with wood fibrs as filtering niik>

terials. Saccharine juices of 0.1 per cent alkalinity lottt this allui-

line condition when filtered at a boiling teni|M>rature through

wood fibre. He also recommends that tlu* product be chemically

prepared before being used, a precaution too frc(|uently neglected,

and as a result pectic and resinous substances are introduced

which offer great difficulties in graining syrups in pan, and certiun

objectionable ferments are also found in the juices.

STKNZKL.t who has looked into the question of wood-wool

filtration, also urges that it be washed in a Ixiiling 0.2 per cent

solution of caustic soda. The water used for the subsequent

wa8hing may be from the condensors. The steeping lasts one-

half hour; then there is another steeping in the soda solution,

which is followed by wa^nhing until the water runs off clear. The
filtere are first filled with the wood-wool and then with the juice

to be filtered. Experience shows that this filtering medium may
last for an entire sugar camimign.

Cellulose at a filtering mediiun.—Among the variations of the

wood-wool filtrations noay be mentioned the use of eellulose ob-

tained from fibrous nnaterials Paper fibre t as a filtering medium
is a recent innovation. Very thin paper is used for the piupose; it

is run through a special apparatus and comes out as a long fibre

without knots. It is forced into beet juices and deposited on the

frames of the filter presses where it forms a layer which acts as

a filtering nu>dium.

Cork as a filtering medium.—(lood results are saki to have been

obtaincxl by allowing small (xartides of cork to float on the top

|x)rtion of the filters with which the juice comes in contact in pass-

ing from bottom to top. WACiNKR § recommends that juice be

filtered through a layer of chop|)ed cork held in position between

the sieves in a cylinder, the liquid passing through the cork from

top to bottom. The cork should be washetl every few days and

be submitted to a weekly steeping in dilute hydrochloric acid which

will dissolve the calcareous deposits.

• Z . 46. «. 1806. I D. Z. L, S6. 12U. lOOL

t l>. Z. I.. 2&. 1121. igoO. I Jahrb . SS. 162. 1803.
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Excellent results continue to be obtained by the system of

filtration of thick juices over rasped cork. For holding the cork

the old bone filters may be used, it being necessary, however, to

have at top and bottom a wire cloth acting as a sieve. The filtra-

tion should be from bottom to top, and the pressure on top should

not be more than 2 meters. ITie height of the filter depends upon

the work to be done, the higher it is the more perfect the filtration.

The cork will give satisfactory results for three weeks, but a washing

wuth hot water is found necessary every few days. After having

been used for the time mentioned, the cork is thoroughly washed

and dried, and may be again used. A filter 5 meters high, contain-

ing say 600 corks, is sufl[iciently large for a factory working 150 tons

of beets a day. The expense is about one-quarter of a cent per ton

of beets worked.

Other filtering substances. — Numerous other filtering sub-

stances have been suggested, among which may be mentioned

peat, pulverized lignite, as suggested by Kleemann,* and asbes-

tos. Asbestos t has given very satisfactory results in the filtration

of syrups and beet juices. It is said that a perfect clarification is

obtained by its use. In nearly every existing system of filtration

the first juices or syrups leaving the apparatus have a cloudy ap-

pearance; such is not the case with asbestos, as the filtered juice

or s}Tup is perfectly limpid from the start. One great advantage

of using this product is, that when covered with lime deposits, etc.,

these may be eliminated by a weak solution of hydrochloric acid,

which does not attack the asbestos, but simply combines with the

lime. While asbestos t gives satisfactory results experience has

shown that the wear and tear on the material is very great. The

cleaning of these filters is a still further loss, and the cost has con-

sequently compelled many manufacturers to abandon the process.

Filters with fibrous substances.—Besides the appliances already

'mentione<l there are numeroiLs other ones, such as the Bouvier

(Fig. 252), which consists of a horizontal receptacle containing

several layers of filtering substance pressed between the plates

hb. Between the different layers are fixed iron disks a, which force

the juice to circulate in a zig-zag direction through the filtering

medium beneath. The deposits on the obstructors fall into a trough

and may be occasionally removed at P. Before leaving the appa-

ratus the juice runs through a layer of horsehair, c, which retains

the last particles in suspension and then escape at R.

•Jahrfo..24, 418. 1884. f S. B., Nov. 1894' t S. B. Sept. 1895.
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Another excellent filter is the Napravil (Fig. 253). It

of a reotangular reoepUele B holding the Altering

between two perforated pbtet a and h. The juice to be Bhtnd
enterB the apparatus at ii, is heated by coming in contact with the

steam coil S, and rises through the filtering cloths t\ stieiched oo
wooden frames in the upper part of the apparatus. The Juice thai

filtered runs off throuich the overflow p. The PBMivr* *poilga

Fio. 252.—IU»uvii5R FibrouH Ulter.

!

Fio. 253.—Napkavil Pilter.

filter is a trou^ of no special lenf^h, in which are placed frames,

more or less tightened, which hold bundles of cotton threads. The
juice enters at one cxtrennty of the trough and leaves at the other

after having left the impurities in suspension on the cotton fibre.

Some claim that several chemical transformations follow which re-

sult in a cheniical epuration due to molecular attractkm,

moee, etc.

« a L. SI. 472. 188S.



CHAPTER VII.

SULPHURING OF JUICES AND SYRUPS.

General remarks.—For several decades the epuration of beet

juices was limited to the action of such agents as lime and car-

bonic acid. It was known that sulphurous acid in some form

had a more powerful decolorizing effect, than boneblack, but al-

though it has been in use for many years its advantages and dis-

advantages in beet-sugar manufacturing processes are still under

discussion. There are practical difficulties in the way of its use,

and its decolorizing and possible epurating properties, its in-

fluence upon viscosity and its inverting powers have been the

cause of numerous controversies. The antiseptic properties of

sulphurous acid and its influence upon the aspect and conservation

of raw sugars are among some of the issues that it is interesting to

examine.

It is to be noted that the concentrated juice or syrup in a mul-

tiple effect has a yellow or brown color and is cloudy on account

of the precipitates formed during the evaporation. Its alkalinit}

depends upon the alkalinity and the nature of the juice before

its concentration. The retrogression of the alkalinity during

evaporation increases with the percentage of ammonia, albumin-

oids, invert-sugar, lime salts, etc., contained in the fresh juices.

If there is no retrogression a concentrated juice or syrup at 60°

Brix should have an alkalinity five times greater than a juice at

12** Brix. As a general thing, however, the alkalinity of these

syrups is only three or four times greater than that of the non-

concentrated juice, showing that the remainder has volatilized

in the form of ammonia, or has been neutralized by the alkalies

having combined, through a double decomposition, with the

products of decomposition of the nitric substances, invert-sugar

or calcic salts. The coloration of these syrups is darker than it

flhould be. When the concentrated juice is diluted with water

482
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so lis to obtain the tame dcnaily m the noo-eooeeDtimted Juic«

it in darker in color than it wai when freih from the earbooatatioD.

All t hw shows the importance of a thorough decoloration of the juiee.

Without doubt sand filtration and other innovatioiM of a Uko
kind have been largely instrumental in the strides made in sul-

phuring in beet-eugar manufacture. It is well to keep in mind
several well-known facts reUting to this decok>rising a^eiit, tho

meet important of which are its decolorising, epurating properties,

its influence on the viscosity of the saceharine solution, its in\'ert^

ing powers, its influence upon oolor and keeping powers of raw*

sugar, and bst, but not the least, its antiseptic propertira.

Historical.—OrA PIES* was the first to propose the use of sul-

phuroas acid in the process of stigar extraction. He concentrated

the raw juice to about one-half its original volume, added a mix-

ture of lime carbonate and powdered charcoal, and after filtering

and cooling the juice was sulphiu^. On the other hand. Du-
HRUNPAtrr t brought sulphurous acid in contact with beet pulp8»

suhniitted the juice to a defecation in accordance with the old

in« wit's, and then neutralized the excess of lime by sulphuric acid^

lie admitted, however, that instead of that acid, sulphurous acid

nii^'ht be advantageously vised. In this case there need be no-

hj'sitation iti pushing the operation to the limit of an acid reac-

tion

Ihc >rni.i.K ; patriu < i>.>> u|)on the t>a:«is mat
sulphun>iLs acid would at i prizing substitute for bone-

black. The juices were worked directly in the vacuum pan with

a water solution of sulphurous acid which did not contain

than 1 or 1.25 per cent of sulphurous acid or suiphurous-aeid

The juices are to be defecated with I to 2 per cent of lime, and
when boiling the scum is taken away, and 12 pounds of liquid sul-

phuroiLs acid (marking no more than 4^ by Baum^'s areometer)

are slowly and carefully poured into 1000 parts of juice. The juice

is then evaporated to altout 20^ or 22^. passed through a filter of

flannel, etc., and concentrated to cnt'stallization. With the excep-

tion of the defecation, for which combined carbonatation and
defecation has been substituted, the Stolle mode is in nearly

every rcs|XM't the same as one in use to-day for the sulphuring

* Bull SU d'EDOOumgement de Paris. 10, 56, 1811

t Br. PrMgais, 2543, 1829.

t Sugar Speeificationii. No. 7573. 18S8;.
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of saccharine juices. Another method is used with syrups rather

than diluted juices, and in this bears a striking resemblance to the

Drapikz process.

In Stolle's French patent of a more recent date mention is

made of the use of gaseoas sulphurous acid as a decolorizing agent.

It is astonishing that fifty years elapsed before this chemical

came into general use in the manufacture of beet-sugar, notwith-

standing the fact that numerous experiments were made during the

interval. Melsens,* for example, attempted to substitute for sul-

phurous acid its calcic salt, the bisulphite of calcium, but its use was

confined mainly to cane-sugar extraction. Sulphuring came gen-

erally into vogue in 1860 through the Seyferth patent.f in which

waa proposed the sulphuring of the moftsecuile while graining.

During this concentration the sulphurous acid was completely

eliminated and the beet flavor was no longer perceptible in there-

suiting sugar. During this operation the sulphurous acid as well

as the volatile organic acids were, according to the inventor, carried

out by the watery vapor, and the sulphurous acid consequently

acted as an important epurating agent. Numerous investigations

have from time to time been made w4th certain variations on this

idea.

The action of sulphurous acid upon coloring substances is most

varied. Basset % went so far as to doubt the stability of the decolor-

izing efficacy of the gas, and maintained that the coloring substances

acted upon were not destroyed, as the original color reappeared

if the acid were neutralized. Regarding this theory, it must be

remembered that whatever be the degree of neutralization the orig-

inal color Is not entirely restored. Therefore, it is reasonable to ad-

mit that sulphuroas acid destroys at least a portion of the coloring

substances contained in saccharine juices, forming certain other

combinations which may have somewhat the same hue though in a

much less pronounced degree, but even this is not stable. If, on

the other hand, the sulphurous acid Is brought in contact with lime,

for example, the coloring substance of the combination with its

original color will reappear. Argue as one may, sulphurous acid

destroys only a portion of the coloring matter, and its use mast be

limited accordingly.

Dingler'8 Polyt. Joum., 113, 393, 1849

t Sugar Specifications, No. 7256,

t Baiwet, Guide, 2, 760, 1872.

M
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Fkadiim * in an important monograph dedarat that MilphimMit

acid will bring aliout an important decoloration of caramel, cMpertAlly

in a medium reodered acid through the action of thodeeolorisii^(

agent under eonskieration. Other authoritioi Mem to dotiht the

aoeuracy of the experiroenta in question, and nuuntain that there

hae been oonfuaion between caramel and aome other eolorii^

subetAnoe. Aeeording to ScHULasf the aeoepted theory that

ffulphurouM arid destroys the coloring substance by the removal

of the oxygen is not baaed upon sufficiently aoettrate data to be gen-

erally accepted.

There is evidently a certain relation between the quantity of

sulphurous a<*id umhI and the iiltinmtc* decolorizing effect obtained*

Many e\|KTtM nmintain that the action of {\m chemical upon sac-

charine juicoti is due solely to its acidity. The Battut t experi*

ments with hydrochloric and nulphuric acids led to a discolora-

tion about 50 per cent less than with sulphurous acid; hence it ia

reiuutnablc to suppose that the latter agent effects certain chemical

traasfoniiations tliat are entirely independent of the acidity of the

produft. Some attempts have l)een made to combine air with

the Hulphurous acid, but it is not clear what advantages are to be

gained.

Epurating role of sulphurous anhydride.—From what has been

said in the foregoing, there seems to be no doubt but that sulphurous

acid pHxluces an iminirtant epurating effect upon raw-l .ea

drawn from the diffusion battery, and when the nulphunt •{>-

erly conducted the epurating effect is about thesame as that obtained
'

.
; Migh double carlx)natation. I'nfortunately . however, these frmh

. .> when 8ulphure<l are very dithcult to filter and the im-

purities in .suspension cannot be readily separated by existing filter

presses. TliLs explains why this mode of epuratbn is not xmedj
dtiring one of the early phases of sugar extraction.

It would be interesting to know whether there is obtained an
tion by existing processes in which the sulphuring

.< f(K*ation carbonatation, but upon this subject the au-

thorities differ. Vivien and .Messian { declare that there can be no
doubt of the epurating action, while Fkadiss's | experimenlt in

sulphuring syru|>s U>ad to the belief that there follows a eomadstblo
elimination of oiganic subataneee. On the other hand, Aulabd %
• Hull Syd , 27, suppl. p. », 1899. f .S. I., «Ji, 2ttl. 188V

t Z , SI, 72, 1871. I Bull Synd.. S7. mppL, p. 16, 1809.

t Bull. Am., 8. 210, 1800. ^ Bull Synd., S7, p. 75. IWO.
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claims that the fatty substances added to juices are cliininatod

during sulphuring as insoluble calcareous soaps. In the absence

of an actual epuration, the propriety of considerably modifying

the organic substances of the juices Is attributed to sulphurous^

acid. ScHEiBLER thought that possibly sulpho-conjugated acid^

were formed between the sulphurous acid and the organic substances.

But the experiments of ScuuLZEf demonstrated beyond cavil

that sulphurous acid does not fonn combinations with organic

acids resulting in the formation of sulphonic acids. According to

Fruehling and Schulz t sulphurous acid has no specific epurating

iu;tion. They claim that by submitting beet-juices under like

conditions to the action of cither carbonic or sulphurous acids

identical epurating effects are ultimately obtained, and Pellet
entertains very much the same views. The argument of Battut
on the same lines Is that as there Is no precipitation in a juice made
up of masaecuite dissolved in water, the action of sulphurous acid

^ upon the nitrogenous and coloring substances of raw-lxjet juices,

but that these are entirely eliminated during double carlx)natation,

and that there can consequently be no elimination of the protcids,

etc., in the syrups, massecuites, etc.

According to Aul.\rd § the sulphuring has little or no influence

[upon the purity of syrups, but there are other important advantages,

as shown by the facility with which a syrup will cr\^stallize after

the sulphurous acid treatment. It is maintained that an important

action ujxjn the organic calcic salts has taken place. As regards

the action of sulphurous acid upon the saline elements contained

in beet juices and syrups the authorities are no nearer an understand-

ing than they are as to the foregoing. Without doubt sulphurous

acid will saturate the lime and free alkalies and will precipitate

the lime from its organic combinations. The principal controversy

relates to the solubility of sulphite of lime in beet juices; it Is gener-

ally claimed that it is more soluble than the calcic carbonate. During

evaporation a part of the former Ls separated, provided the juices have

been sulphured before entering the multiple effect. An important fact

Cnot to be overlooked is that sulphurous acid decomposes the organic

lime salts while carbonic acid has no such action. Under these

conditions a certain jx?rcentage of the lime salts is necessarily

eliminated when the sulphuring continues until reaching an acid

• Z., 20, 468, 1870. % Bull. Ass., 2, 273, 1884.

t Z., 21, 74, 1871. § La. S. B., 18, 3, 1889.
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reactbn. Deqembr* eonBequenUy wm perfeetly eomci in hk
Mflertion tlmt sulphurous aeid will predpiuta lime mora raadfly^

than carbonic acid. That more lime remaina in aolutioo after

•Mlphuiing than in the cane of carbonatatlon, would not alone bea
'lent reaeon for giving unconditional endonemeotto the om

of tfulphurouB acid as an epurating agent.

According to Aularo t the alkaline carbonates are mora greedyJ
: >r water and mora mebMsigenio than the sulphites, and this faet is

an additional argument in favor of sulphuring. Ecklbbbn |
taiuM that the quantity of sulphite of lime remaining in

sohitions varies with the amount of sulphite formed during solpbiir-

ing. It was shown by his experiments that for 10 per cent sugar

solutions, corresponding to juices of second carbonatation, thera

wan 0.016 to 0.034 per cent, while for syrups the sulphite of lime

ntage varied from 0.028 to 0.029. He recomwHads that the

r^w.,auring be continued until the juice treated is neutral, as shown

by the phenolphthalein test, which would show that all the lima

has been transformed into a neutral sulphite of lime. It is under
fK^^ conditions that the juice retains the smallest percentage ol

.ite.

Many authorities point out that one of the most objoctbnable

^'^"vrcs of sulphuring is that there is always danger of a sulphate

. formed, the effect of which would be to decrease the quality

of the ultimate sugar extracted. Although numerous experiments

have been made demonstrating that these views have no practical

foundation, the question has again been discussed by some of the

leading experts. WendelerS maintains that an appreciable

^v»'!tity of sulphate is formed during the processes of manufactura

ing the sulphurous acid treatment, and he also noticed a

higher percentage of 8ulphuric acid in the sugar extracted, a conse-

quence of the sulphuring. On the other hand, 150 sugar analyaes

made in von Lippmann'sI laboratory showed that such juioeB con-

tained a smaller percentage of sulphates than those which had not

been sidphured. This was before the operation had been generaDy

introduced into beet-sugar factories.

Influence upon Tiscodty.—It has always been impossible U>

o^ .>rve the slightest difference in the viscosity of sulphured and VBr

. : ured syrups. Battdt1[ pointed out the truth of this

« D. Z. L, «. 1238. 1887. fD Z. L. ». 16. U. I90S.

t BuU. Synd.. S7. luppl.. p. 78. 1800. . I Z . 88. 631. 1888.

t Z.. 40. 814. 1800; Z . 40. 816. 1800. 1[ BuU Am. 8. 215. 1800.
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and, as already stated, great advantages result from thi.s ircatni< nt

•a regards the rapidity and facility of graining and crystallizing,

as shown even in the case of two syrups of the same alkalinity and

purity, one of which has been sulphured and the other not. To

what may these advantages be attributed ? Horsin-D^on * de-

clares that sulphured juices may be more readily concentrated in

a multiple effect than those which have been carbonatated, for the

reason that the specific heat of the sulphites is less than that of the

carbonates. Furthermore, he maintains that the viscosity that

is meastired with a viscosimeter may not be the only kind that

ttdsts, and that there may be a latent viscosity which cannot be

estimated by any known instrument. Among the strange contra-

dictions in the realm of this entire subject may be mentioned the

observations of Battut f which lead one to believe that notwith-

standing the fact that sulphured syrups crystallize, etc., more readily

than the non-sulphured, the amount of sugar obtained from the

massecuites in the two cases remains about the same.

Action upon sugar.—No bias was more difficult to overcome than

the belief that sulphurous acid had an inverting effect, the inver-

sion being mainly due to the formation of sulphuric acid and then

sulphates in the syrups, which increased the percentage of mineral

substances in the sugar. Sidersky { considers it a mistake to con-

tinue the sulphuring to acidity, for there would then be danger

of inversion, and, furthermore, the same decolorizing effect may be

attained by keeping the s)rrups alkaline. Battut § also noticed an

inversion of juices which had been made acid by sulphuring, espe-

cially in such as were kept for hours at a comparatively high tem-

perature, but these conditions are not realized in practice. Beau-

det|| says that the destructive action of sulphurous acid upon pure

sugars is very slow under 50® C. and that it is perceptible only after

a temperature of 55° C. is reached, and from that temperature

upward it is very pronounced. It is to be noted that the alkalinity

of the 83mip6 being treated plays a very important r61e, and that

the acidity cannot evidence itself so long as the alkalinity is not

done away with. In a pure sugar solution that has been ren-

dered acid through sulphuring, this acid, which is only moderately

Hor8IN-D£on, Acide sulfureux, p. 7, 1899.

t BuU. As8., 8, 217, 1890.

: BuU. Synd., 27, suppl., p. 63, 1899.

I Bull. Aj».,8, 194, 1890.

I BuU. Synd., 27, suppl, p. 313, 1899.
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powerful, AMordiiig to anothflr Mithority, will faring about an faivar-

lion at a comparatively low temperature. In an impure aolution

the oonditiona are no loofer the tame. The •ulphuroM acid wtU

eombine with the baae of the oiganie aeids, whieh are wealwr than

H is and have leas inverting power. The iiulphuroui add beiaf

ftomMnwi aa a tulphlte m not so active. In an acid solution the

weaker aeids are always liberated first, which expbuns why a mod-

erate acidity is always followed by a but very slight inversion.

Spobs ^ had already noticed that the presence of certain oiiganie

salu exerted a depressing action on the inverting power of ofganie

acids; for example, acetic acid loees 97 per cent of iu inverting

power in the prseenee ci potaMium aceute. BooBKBENnsR and

BBRSNOKst made ezperhnenta to determine the inverting action

of sulphurous acid, and noticed that it was greater and more rapid

if brought when hot in contact with pure sugar solutions. \>ry

little sulphuric acid is then formed, and consequently its inverting

action must necessarily be excessively small. The inversion was

even less in the presence of alkaline salto of organic acids and almost

sero in the presence of alkaline carbonates. BATTurt in his

numerous experiments at temperatures reaching 80^ C. upon 8>Tupe

and after products of sugar factories, never noticed the slightest

inversion even when neutrality was exceeded. Grundmann f

did not hesitate to continue the sulphuring until reaching an ackl

reaction at 75** to 80* C. The syrups were subsequently rendered

alkaline, which condition was reduced with sulphurous ackl. After

the addition of lime the juice becomes very dark in color, but it li

very much clearer than through the regular sulphuring.

According to Aitlard | there need be no apprehenskm as to

acidity with syrups of a low purity. Siderskt Y daims that when

sulphuring syrups there is very much less danger of invevnoo

than with diluted juioes,and that the change, furthermore, ia much

slower. URBomN'a^ experiments lead one to conclude that the

oxidation caused by the ambient air mu^t play an important r6le

during sulphuring, causing an invcrMion, and that even when ex-

•C.&.aWo, 1897.

tZ.. as. 21. 1873.

t Bull A«..8. 191. 1890.

ID. Z. I. 16.30. 1891.

I BuU. Synd . 27. p. 75, 1899.

1 Bull Synd.. t?, suppL. p. 42. 1899.

• Bull Am, U. 98, 1897; Bull Am, U, 10*. 1897
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poeed to the air without sulphuring there is a perceptible inversion

•t 60® C, while under vacuo it commences only at 86® C. These

experiments were conducted with pure sugar solutions. When hand-

ling regular juices from the carbonatation tank these temperatures

are somewhat higher—86®C. in the air and 90° C. under vacuo.

Evidently when sulphurous acid comes in contact with the atmos-

phere it is changed into sulphuric acid, which necessarily inverts

a portion of the sugar with which it comes in contact. This prin-

ciple, however, has been contested by Battut,* who claims that

sulphurous anhydride mixed with air exerts no inverting tendency

upon the sugar in juices. The fact is that in many German beet-

sugar factories air and sulphurous acid are combined during sul-

phuring, and it seems doubtful that the mode would continue in

use if it caused sugar losses.

Influence upon the aspect and keeping qualities of sugars.

—

Numerous experts have repeatedly claimed that the sugar obtained

in factories where sulphuring was practised during several phases

of the extraction was of an inferior aspect and quality with a char-

acteristic bad odor. This was the outcome of sulphuric acid

having been formed, which in some cases was transformed into sul-

phuretted hydrogen or even into sulphur. Bodenbender,! on the

other hand, could never find the slightest indication of inversion.

LiPPMANN X points out that one of the essentials to assure the keep-

ing power of sugars is that they have sufficient alkalinity. This

would apply to sugars in general. Wendeler's § observations

during a period of nine months led to the conclusions that sugars

from juices, syrups, etc., which had been sulphured, had dark-

ened more than those from the non-sulphured products; but, on the

other hand, as the sulphured sugar was brighter at the start the

final hue was decidedly in favor of the sugars from sulphured juices.

Antiseptic properties of sulphurous anhydride.—The anti-

septic properties of sulphurous anhydride are open to considerable

disciLssion, and it too frequently happens that the arguments

relating thereto are very much exaggerated and not based upon
facts. Battut's

|| experiments show that sulphured juices with

some alkalinity have greater keeping powers than carbonatated

juices. On the other hand, it is to he noticed that the antiseptic

BuU. As8., 8, 191, 1890. § D. Z. I., 28. 1516, 1903.

t Z., S4, 559, 1884.
|| Bull. Ass., 8, 185, 1890.

tZ..SS, 631, 1883.
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properties of sulphurouii a«id are not Uating when eontklflrep*

from the standpoint of the after producu, aa after 15 to 20 daya

all the siilphurouB aeid m-ill have been chanfad ioto aulphatet*

upon coming in contact with the organic fubataneea eontahied in

the massfcuiie. Upon general principlea, it may be admitted

that if the maMeeuites remain alkaline they have about the taina

tendency to ferment whether they have been aulphured or not;

on the other hand, if they contain free sulphuroua acid they may be

k« !
* for a long time without the alighteet fermentation.

1 ruin what haa been said it would appear that sulphurous

acid has no epurating effect upon juices, or only a very slight one;

that it gives no increase in the final yield of sugar; that it is a power-

ful decolorising agent; that it facilitates the graining and erystal*

lising in pan, and that it contributes in a certain degree to the keep-

ing qualities of sugar.

Most desirable time for sulphuring. The sulphuring nmy be

effected during different phases of sugar extraction: (1) upon dif*

f <; (2) after first carbonatat ion; (3) simultaneously with

iv : onatation; (4) after second carbonatation ; (5) after

partial evaporation, upon syrups that are not entirely concentrated;

(6) upon syrups after leaving multiple effect, and (7) upon after

prrKiuctS.

The sulphuring of diffusion juices is seldom practised. The
iiscussion is as to whether the sulphuring should be applied

t r ! t cd or concentrated juices or s>Tup6. When non-conoentrated

juices are sulphured to neutrality one obtains beyond cavil a

eleaner juice than the alkaline ones; however, the ultimate eolor

eannot be taken as a basis for the treatment of the juices, aa it

undergoes serious modification during the various operations of

supnr extrnction which follow. The sulphurous acid then haa a

longer tiiiif to act and may bring about an important deeoloriliQg

( tT<H!t; but unfortunately, this is not la8ting. Weob f reconuneod*

that the oi)eration be upon the juices of first and second carbonate-

tion so that the action may be more pronotmeed.

Without attempting to discuss the question as to wtiether

titrated juices shouki be slightly or excessively sulphured, one

^iI > li endeavor to determine whether the last portions of lime

are more ad^intageously precipitated in the fresh or concentrated

juice in the form of a carbonate or sulphite of lime. To this end

* BuU. Am. 8. 222. 1800. t& L. », 1889.
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the question of the solubility of these substances in a saccharine

solution must decide, as a saturation of diluted juice, if pushed

to an extreme limit, would not offer any special advantage unless

the lime salts were less soluble in dilute than in concentrated

juices. But nearly all the partially soluble calcic salts are less

soluble in concentrated than they are in diluted sugar solutions,

and during evaporation there are always deposited sulphate, car-

bonate and other salts of lime, upon the pipes of the evaporation

appliance, whether the juices be alkaline or neutral.

Battut* noticed that sulphite of lime is six times more soluble

than the carbonate in a 10 per cent sugar solution and eleven times

more soluble in a 30 per cent solution. As its solubility is about

the same in concentrated as in weak solutions it follows that by
evaporating a 10 to 40 per cent solution three-quarters of the lime

'sulphite are precipitated. It consequently follows that sulphured

juices always tend to form deposits on the heating surfaces of the

multiple effect. The quantity of this deposit varies with the method

of working. The desire to know the exact nature of these deposits

and the best way of preventing them has led to many experiments

and observations. BATTUxf says that 0.2 to 0.3 mm. of these

deposits is sufficient to reduce by 25 per cent the heat transmission

of a multiple effect. Aulard J maintains that the deposits may be

considerably reduced by allowing the lime to act upon the juices

during their concentration; that the nitric organic substances will

be decomposed, and that the sulphuring should fall after the juices

leave the evaporating appliance. The sulphuring in this case

being conducted under special conditions the syrups should be first

run through mechanical filters; by taking this precaution the por-

tions in suspension are not redissolved. Horsin-Deon§ recom-

mends that the concentrated syrups be sulphured rather than the

carbonatated juices, and that the chemical be used upon raw juices

from the battery in preference to all other modes of sulphuring,

especially when handling inferior juices.

Among the changes that occur during evaporation may be men-

tioned frequent caramelization. Fradiss|| advances the rather

I

Bull. Ass, 8, 227, 1890.

t Ibid, 226, 1890.

: Bull. Synd., 27, suppl, p. 73, 1899; La S. B., 18, 5, 1889.

I Horsin-Dbon, Acide sulphureux, p. 13, 1899.

II
Bull Synd., 27, p. 91, 1899.
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original theory that the caramel in quattioo it deeotoriied wbeo
brought in contact with the vapon of fulphurou* acid. In tooit

beet-sugar factorial Hulphuring is arconi|4i»hod in the multiple

effect by forcing sulphurous acid through the boiling )uiee, but as thb

•ystam of saturation cannot be kept under control it i^ not to be

rrmmmended. There is no standard that can be established for ooo*

c( ! :! : ited juices upon attaining which one may be eerUiii thai they

can lie readily grained and worked in the operations that follow.

Manner of tulpfatiring.—'l*he question of the best mode of

sulphuring continues to be disetissed. Prellb ^ says that the

operation may be conducted upon any carbonatated juice or 9yTup,

local conditions deciding the question. He recommends that the

fiiBt Hulphuring be upon diffusion juices, this o|)eration to be followed

by a carbonatation, and claims that the rcsultM thus obtained are

far better than those given by double carbonatation in the presence

of 3 per cent of lime. Notwithstanding these aasertbns such meth-

ods have now become obsolete.

De GnoBERTf proposed to sulphur the alkaline juices of the last

carbonatation which had been property filtered, having 0.052

per cent alkalinity, and to lower their alkalinity to the neutral

point. In order tliat the neutrality might be properly determined

he nmkcf* the tests successively with solutions of phonolphthalein

and methyl orange. The first decolorizes as soon as there is a bi-

sulphite formation, and the second only when all the bases of the

juice are transformed into bi-sulphites and in case free sulphtuoiiB

acid already exists. In some factories it is customary to begin

the sulphuring as soon as the juices leave the second carbonatation

tank. Vivien J recommends that the sulphuring be done in the

Unk, when the alkalinity has fallen from 0.01 to 0.02 per cent.

This authority claims that the operation may also be satisfactorily

accomplished upon syrups leaving the multiple effect. A rather

original mode suggested by Krueoer { consists in a simultaneous

sulphuring and carbonatation upon first carbonatation juices.

Upon general principles, such modes are not to be reconunended,

for there is always danger of a certain amount of the carbonate of

lime being rediseolved.

• Z . 19. 670, 1889: S. 1 . 24. 17, 1884; a L. U. 43, 1881.

t BuU. Aas., 14, 962, 1897.

:S. 1.10.679,1887.

iZ.,U. 170, 188S.
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By the beet methods of working the sulphured juices or syrups

are filtered before and after the sulphurous acid treatment. In

certain factories visited by the writer, it was customary to sulphur

the juices of second carbonatation and the s}Tup as it leaves the last

compartment, or the last but one, of the multiple effect. Horsin-

D^ON calls attention to the fact that syrups from juices which have

been sulphured generally have a low alkalinity or are neutral,

and the operation of sulphuring can only be accomplished provided

they undergo a special treatment. An addition of a small quantity

of lime to the syrup overcomes the difficulty. The alkalinity then

rises to 0.04 or 0.05 per cent and this is reduced through the action

of sulphurous acid. According to Sidersky* sulphuring in the

presence of lime is more efficacious than the acid method. In the

latter case the results obtained are misleading, as there is recolora-

tion due to neutralization. Horsin-Deon recommends that the

sulphuring be done on syrup at from 12® to 18° B6., and also that

the operation be conducted upon the partly concentrated juices

from the third compartment of a quadruple effect. The syrups to

be sulphured should have a natural alkalinity upon leaving the

multiple effect. It is insisted upon that it is a great mistake to

attempt to sulphur neutral or acid syrups.

Steffen and Drucker t sulphur cool syrups or juices at

temperatures below 60° C. until they are decidedly acid, and then

submit them to the action of a small quantity of boneblack, finally

neutralizing with lime. This new process t for the epuration of

saccharine juices by the use of sulphurous acid and boneblack

has given some excellent results. The juice must undergo a first

carbonatation followed by filtration to separate the scums and

then be left to cool to about 38° C. Sulphurous acid is brought, in

contact with the juice until there is a characteristic acidity ; at this

temperature the sulphurous acid has no effect on the sugar. The

juice after this treatment is filtered on boneblack, 500 grams

being sufficient for 24 liters of juice. This filtration should be

effected within the limits of 35° and 38° C. Lime is used to elimin-

ate the acid in excess and thoroughly heating facilitates the forma-

tion of the insoluble salt, while filtration in special presses separates

all the particles in suspension. The filtrate is slightly alkaline

BuU. Synd., 27, suppl, p. 53, 1899.

t Z., 44, 999, 1894.

i 8. B., July, 1896.
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and alnioBt colorieH. It is claimed that evoi the rmw iugir ob-

Uintd from thoae muutecmtm, k alinott wbiu, Aod Um midtimii

molMiei of a light oobr. The aulphuroui add may bt applied

to synipe of oonsidcrable oonoeDtmiion instead of to jitioBt, aa

roentioned above. This method was eooaidefmbly in vogue and for

some reason dropped suddenly into disuse. The fact that It * could

not be patented in Germany may have been the eause.

Alkalinity limit.—In many factories it is eustomary to lower

the alkalinity almost to neutrality, while in other eases it b con-

tended that the only rational alkalinity is one of 0.03 to 0.04 per

oent. The most reasonable plan is. to establish the alkalinity in

aeeordanoe with previous observations made diuing the wrjrking

of the juice. If there \b a considerable fall in the alkalinity during

ur • 'Ni)t^ in pan that of the oonoentrated juiee shouki be kept

.u:i:* 1. ntly high 80 that the ma$9ecuiie8, and consequently the fint

grade and the after product, will give a distinctive coloration with

phenolphthalein. If, on the other hand, the concentrated juice

contains oonskierable free alkali and no calcic salt^, it may be

saturated until it becomes nearly neutral, for the reaeon that in

;i retrogreesion of alkalinity is not to be feared.

I lies are frequently attributed to an excessive alkalinity

of a concentrated juice, such as being difficult to grain in pan and

yielding sugar containing considerable ash, which are not due to

that cause. The graining of concentrated juice is retarded only

when the alkalinity is due to quicklime, that is to say when it con-

tains a saccharate of lime. However, such is not the case with an

alkalinity of 0.03 to 0.05 per cent, and the difficulty is more likely

toiiavc been caused by alkaline carbonate, caustic alkalies, or am-

monia and organic bases. For the same reason an appreciable

increase in the ash percentage cannot be due to the alkalinity.

Under the most favorable circumstances the carbonates or alkaline

sulphkies that are formed by saturatbn with carbonic or sulphurous

acids could enter into a double decomposition with the calcic salta

by precipitating corresponding amounta of carbonate and sulphite

of lime. Under these circumstances there woukl be precipiuted

a maximum of 0.03 to 0.05 grams of lime for 100 grams of con-

centrated juice, which contains 2 grams of ash or about 1.5 to 2 per

cent of the total, or in other words, a fraetkm so small that it is

not perceptible in the sugltf.

• Z.. 4t, 864, 1880.
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As a double decomposition of carbonates and alkaline sulphides

with the lime salts is never complete, especially when the filtration

follows the saturation immediately, a very much smaller quantity

of lime should be precipitated by pushing the saturation still further.

From this standpoint there can be no question as to the favorable

influence of a saturation upon graining yielding sugars which are

neutral to the test of red and blue litmus paper.

Conclusions as to when and how to use sulphurous acid.—It

has l)een proposed to use sulphurous acid in numerous other forms

and at different phases of the manufacturing process, but very few

of these suggestions ever found practical application. For example,

Stenzel sulphured the after-products; Vivien and Messian*

used sulphurous acid upon the remelts of sugar refineries, and

MoxxiER t urged that raw sugars be sulphured. By reviewing

the entire question from the standpoint of the data given in the

foregoing pages it is not possible to draw any practical conclusion

as to the most desirable phase of sugar manufacture for the appli-

cation of sulphuring, and as to the conditions under which the opera-

tion should be conducted there is considerable discord among the

leading experts. Upon general principles, however, it may be said

that if neutrality is not exceeded the sulphuring may be done at

any temperature. In an acid solution it is always recommended

to effect it below 56** C. As regards the most desirable alkalinity

the ultimate object should be to produce sugars that are thoroughly

alkaline.

Sources of sulphurous acid.—The sulphurous acid considered

in this chapter is that obtained by burning sulphur. In reality the

gas thus generated is sulphurous anhydride, and it is only in contact

with water, in the juice, etc., that it is changed into sulphurous

acid. It may be obtained by burning p3rrites, etc. In many of

the industrial arts it is simply an after product, in which case it

undergoes several phases of purification, and finally is forced

under pressure into suitable steel receptacles, where it liquefies,

in which shape it finds its way into the trade.

At first in sulphuring beet juices in sugar factories solutions

of sulphurous acid in water were used, but experience showed that

this method had very little practical value and it is now obsolete.

The chemical needed is made on the spot by burning sulphur in

sufficient quantities to meet the demands of the juice or syrups

S. L, 28, 261, 1886. f Jahrb., 8, 316, 1868.
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being treated, and very little of the liquid product b uaed, |MMiibly

on account of the expense. Sachs ^ says that fful|>hyioiis anhjr*

dride inay be made in a Belgian factory by burning sulphur for

lees than two cents a kilo, while the li(|ueiied sulphurous add eosts

nwirly six vvt\ln n kilo.

Consumption of sulphur and sulphurous add.—From a cheo-

retical 8tand|X)int 10 grams of sulphur should neutralise 28

of lime, but as about 50 per cent of the sulphur in lost it

necessar)' to allow 32 kilo« for neutralizing 2<S kilos of lime. Sup-

pose that the problem consists in reducing the alkalinity of a syrup

containing 45 [>er cent of sugar from 0.05 per cent to about OJQl

per cent. Etkch kilo of this syrup represents 3 kilos of beets

polarizing 15 (no allowance being nuuie for the loMes). Consequently

100 000
100,000 kilos of beets would give —

^
— kilos of syrup, in which

there must he saturated 13.33 kilos

wnu'u I

/100,000(0.05-0.01)\ -,.

( 33000 r^'""'-

s \o kilos (

—

'-^—
J
of sulphur. All calculations

being maue ii is found that the amount of sulphur needed is 0.2

per cent of the weight of the beets sliced.

Liquid sulphurous acid.—The sulphurous anhydride will liquefy

when ' A to a temperature of 10® C. At the ordinary

tem|H I
»' C, it will also liquefy under a pressure of two and

a quarter atmospheres. When allowed to remain at atmospheric

pressure it becomes gaseous, absorbing from the environment the

caloric necessary for its vaporisation. In some German factories

the liquid sulphurous acid continues to be used. It is sold in reoep-

tacies of 50 to 100 liters capacity, or in enormotis tank cars holding

10,000 kilos. Instead of keeping these tank can in the yards

of the factory the product may be emptied into an obsolete monte
jus, as has been proposed by BARTs.f

There need be very little apprehension in regaxd to exploswn,

as it is only necessary to keep the receptacle in some oool place.

Even then subsequent difficulties arise, as when the cooled gas is

used its flow is slow and frceses over the entire exit opening. If a

stream of cold water is run u|X)n an iron bottle containing liquid

sulphurous acid the water will abandon as much heat to the acid

as was removed by evaporation in the gaseous condition. The

*U S. R. 18» lU, 1888. t Z.. 88, 813. 1888.
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liquid consequently retains the same temperature and pressure as

would exist at 15° to 20** C, or a pressure of about two atmos-

pheres. By the use of a well regulated valve it is possible to secure

a continuous and constant flow of these gases into the juice. How-

ever, other precautionary measures have been taken. Fehrky *

proposes that the steel receptacles for the liquid sulphurous acid

shall have a spiral inner boring, such as is used for cannon, under

which conditions the chances for explosion would be considerably

lessened. In reality there is never an explosion. The metal l)ottl('s

are simply torn open and the gases escape through the rip. The

bottles are directly connected with the sulphuring tanks by means

of a lead pipe of 10 mm. diameter. The valve attachment permits

one to keep the volume of escaping gas under control. All com-

munications are closed as soon as the sulphuring is finished.

In order that no juice may penetrate the reservoir when it be-

comes empty and that there may be no pressure, a special retaining;

valve should be placed in the force pipe. Claassen says that tin

liquid sulphurous acid is a fraction more expensive than that which

is obtained by the simple burning of the sulphur, but it possesses

many advantages under various circumstances, mainly in cases

where only a small quantity of sulphurous acid is used and where

it is desired to regulate exactly the quantity of gas employed.

Kind of sulphur.—The sulphur used in European beet-sugar fac-

tories is a refined product imported from Sicily, and is very ])ure.

In some special cases, or in an emergency, an inferior sul})hur,

such as that distilled from pyrites or produced in the regeneration

of after-products of soda factories, may be employed. Sulphur

melts at 114.5° C, boils at 440° C, and its vapor bums when it

comes in contact with air, giving sulphurous anhydride. The kind

of sulphiu" used must be taken into consideration, as the furnaces

now employed are not suited to much of the raw material sold.

According to Aulard the natural sulphur will give, weight for

weight, a decoloration and an epuration far more complete than

can be obtained with precipitated sulphur chemically gained.

ERNOTTBt asks if this property may not possibly be due to impuri-

ties. He very justly points out that if the sulphur is pure the result-

ing sulphurous acid will be equally pure, whatever be the origin of

the sulphur, and Vivien and Pellet entertain the same view.

Herein, according to Aulard, lies the delicate point at issue, which

C, 5 March 18»8. t BuU. Synd., 27, suppl, p. 235, 1899.
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is the purity of the raw materiaJ UMd. When tulphur b hiittd

to lx>ilinji; point in contact with deffident air for it« eomplaU eoo^
buHtion it will deixwit in the form of a powder and tbtif tend to

obstruct the piping which conducts the gai to the lulphunng tank.

When sulphurouii acid is heated to 1200^ C. it entirely daeoinpoHi

into oxygen and sulphur. At a lower temperature and in eootaei

s ith an excom of air the sulphurous anhydride will be tranaformed

into Milphuric anhydride. As pointed out in the fon^akD^ the

de^tnictive influence of the latter has been very mneh eiaflipanUed.

However, moat of the sulphur furnaces have sublimatois as a
|irpi*autionary measure to hold back the distilled sulphur. Tliers

b abo a washer that retains all traces of the sulphuric acid formed

during burning, and thus prevents its subsequent inverting actk>n.

Tlie pn*i>aration of sulphurous anhydride for sugar factories was
fin<t introduced by Calvkrt.* The gas is generated in small

;>ocial furnaces which are more or less faulty.

Sulphur ftimacet.—There are numerous types of sulphur

furnaces. They all consist of a horizontal oombustton chamber,

lie sides of which are cooled by the circulation of cold water, and

there is also a cooling column in which the sulphur vapon may con-

dense. TYie combustion chamlK*r is closed by a special door and

has an entrance air pipe for the burning of the sulphur. The sul|)hur

is generally pUced in a saucer sufficiently large to hold 50 to 200

kilos, and is subsequently lighted. Tlic characteristic difTerenees

in the existing t^'pes of sulphur furnaces lie in the automatic intro-

duction of the sulphur in those portions of the apparatus whefs

the sublimated sulphur is deposited and in the working of the gas

generated.

These furnaces should be built so as to offer no ol>jo<tJonable

features to the workmen in charge, and so that the sulphur cannot

sublinuite in the piping connected with the furnaces; for if these

are clogged in this manner it will diminish the activity of the fur-

nace, resulting in a |)o<3r sulphuring of the juices. A German

uodel of a sulphur furnace is shown in Fig. 254. It consists of a

I
• '

• ' '/ontAl cylinder P closed in front by a suitable door.

Ik !: , ! ler is placed the tray A/ already fillwi with sulphur,

and the requisite air for the combustion enters by the pipe T, The

vapors of sulphurous anhydride leave the furnace at the top where

they enter a pipe C in which the sublimated sulphur colleeta. Air

• Z.. IS. 400, 1882.
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when necessary may be introduced into C through the cock R and

ia intended to l)um the sulphur vapors that have been carried for-

ward The sulphurous acid vapors pass through the pipe D. The

pipe permits the cleaning of the sublimating section when it is

clogged by sulphiu* deposits. There are several other sulphur

furnaces having very much the same arrangement, only above P
they have a basin which cools half the sides of the furnace. In

some appliances no air is injected through R, which connects the

interior of the furnace with the exterior air. By opening it. it

permits one to ascertain how the combustion is progressing.

In many of the sulphur ovens there is difficulty in charging

with sulphur without completely stopping the operation. In the

Fio. 254.—German Sulplniriiiff Furnace.

Vo.N'HOF furnace (Fig. 255) this may be accomplished without in

any way disturbing the general flow of the sulphurous acid produced.

In the centre of d is a cylindrical hopper, hermetically closed by

a series of clamps b holding down a circular plate. The valve r

is in the interior of the hopper arid is worked from the outside

When charging c is tightly closed ; the requisite amount of sulphur

is placed in the hopper, and by turning c the sulphur falls into the

oven. The air is introduced through a vertical pipe, shown on the

left side of transverse section, and upon reaching the interior

of the compartment it is distributed by a sort of inverted cone.

Another arrangement is the Lacouture furnace (Fig. 256).

The air is forced to pass over a series of basins, R in which is placed
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lime for drying. Thin in tuppoicd to diminiih the chanec* of Um
I irmntion of sulphuric acid during burning. Tho air then

uiin |)ortion I) of the furnace which k cooled by wmler

1 in a bu.sin, li, \Mtiiiw through the sublimator ^, which k ci

A special construction, and then into tho waaher W, vherv H
bubbloB tiirough a strata of water in which timeet of aulphtirie

Fio. 255.—VowHOF Furnace.

are retained. The sulpburous acid then paoaea through P into the

sulphuring appliance.

Manner of conducting a sulphur furnace.—When the sulphur

basin is full the sulphur is lighted by throwing upon ita iurlaea

lighted sulphur wicks, which are readily made by dipping enda oC

old ropes into the melted sulphur. After lighting the door b doaed

and air is allowed to circulate in the apparatus. The QghtiOf

may also be accomplished with a red-hot poker. In the working

of a sulphur furnace it is important to prevent the sulphur from
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distilling, or in oilier words, from being sublimateci, which occurs

when the tcmiwrature is excessive, hence the reason for the water-

cooling device. Now and then one should touch the outer portion

of the furnace to see that it is still warm and prevent its burning

out. By opening a small cock placed on the furnace it is possible

to determine by the escaping vapors whether it is still working.

If the combustion has ceased the sulphur should be relighted

without delay, for the decolorizing of the juice or syrup would other-

Fio. 266.

—

Lacouture Furnace.

wise be very irregular. It is important that the sulphur furnaces

alwa>'8 be of reasonable dimensions, as otherwise an excessive

volume of air would be necessary for keeping the furnace burning,

and the sulphurous gas generated would be too dilute.

Compression and suction of air.—The air necessary for com-

bustion may be introduced in several ways, either by compression

or by suction. In most cases a compressor is used, and while no

special appliance or combination is needed for this purpose its

regular working is one of the essential conditions. The Westiv;-

B0U8B compressors give satisfactory results. They are worked

by a small engine allowing certain variations in their efficiency.

One HP. per 110 tons of beets sliced daily is sufficient. The

pressure in the cylinder should never be more than one-half an at-
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In CAM of an accident eerUin advaauifn have htm
iM pirating the lulphurout acid m the laat eoniMurtiiicfit

of a multiple efToct, as by the obeolete SBrrsirra method.

One of the objectionable featuree of an air eompwor m tii«*

neeenity of keeping it constantly working, and when wlphuhng
is difl<*ontinucd for a short |)eriod and the sulphurous aeid

without doing any work a kiss is inctirred. An injeetiog

ment may be more readily kept under control when bregularhleB

occur. The device carries the gases forward into the sulphuring

tank by means of the juico, water or steam. For ordinary sulphur

fumaoeSy in which the sulphur i^ introduced by a manhole, the last

method often some important advantages, among which may be

mentioned the possibility of recharging with sulphur when the

furnace is in full activity.

The arrangement of Bartel's sulphur furnace, which is a com-

bination of injection and suction, Is shown in Fig. 257. The sul-

phurous acid Ls generated in ..4, which is full of sulphur; the

rise through the sublimator B, meeting during their

suitable baffle plates, and enter D, where they are cooled by an ex-

terior circulHtionuf cold water. At the upfier part of the apparatus

b a compressed air or steam injector N. The sulphurous gas is

drown into r from which it passes into the sulphuring tank. The

working of this furnace may be regulated in two difTcrent ways

—

either by modifying the injection, or by the small disks 6, which

close or o{>en the air passages. Objections to the use of steam are

the dilution of the juice and the possibility of inverskin through the

: ion of the high tem|)erature. In the Porak apparatus the sul-

pimrous acid is drawn forward by a water tromp working with

a saturated sulphurous acid solution in water. The water and the

gas are separated in a closed reser>-oir, the water is pumped back

into the tronip, and the gas continues toward the sulphuring

tank. In the (Juarez method the juice itself feeds the injector.

Pyrites furnace.—Mention may be made of experimenta

having in view the reduction of the cost of sulphurous acid prepara-

tion. It has been proposed to use pyrites,^ which, to give the same

results, cost three times less than sulphur. The pyrites are burned

in a special receptacle and the resulting sulphurous ackl is collected

in a colunm in which water cireulates. This water it sufaaequently

heated by the waste gases from the pyrites oven. The purs sdk

•&a, May 1001
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phumus acid gas is thus liberated under a pressure corres|K)!jdinp

to about one meter of water. As this gas does not contain nxyptn

it offers certain advantages over the sulphurous acid obtained

by regular methods, for under these circumstances one need have

very little apprehension in regard to the formation of sul-

Fio. 257.

—

Bartel's Furnace.

phunc acid, so destructive in its action upon sugar, of which,

even with great care, frequently a certain quantity escapes and is

carried forward owing to the faulty construction of the washer.

At a sugar factory coming under the wTiter's notice the furnace

burned about 1300 pounds of pyrites per diem and took up com-
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panitivHy "fithll floor space. One worknuui can uke chai^B of the

ui>|littir. i iring the day. Tlie Kulphurouii acid b eontiaiiouily

geiicratcd uiid may Im* ximhI in any rontinuouf sulphuring appliance.

Quantity of the sulphurous add gas.~Tbe gaa from a sulp* '"^

furnace never can contain more than 20.8 per cent of pure sul)

oii^ ;it)hydri(le. and often contains only 7 per cent. Upoo ffsiieni

priiuiplesi it Ih held that for a satiiifactory average working the

quantity id 15 per cent. The sulphurous acid obtained with

p>TitcD cAn never reach that percentage, for the reason that more

air is roc)uired to obtain the oxidation of iron at the same time

that the sulphiu* is burning. The liquid suIphurouM arid nuiy be

ri.t! lored very pun*.

Piping.—The pipes connecting a sulphur furnace with the

sulphuring tanks are generally cast iron. Their diameter shouki

be sufficient to prevent any possible obstruction. At all the elbowt

the pi|)C8 arc arranged in a cross, the ends of which are closed with a

suitable iron disk which may be taken off when it is desired to re-

move with a hot iron the sulphur deposited on the sides, which wouki

entirely clog the pipes. The piping has suitable valve connections

which allow the sulphurous anhydride to escape into the air when

not being used in the sulphuring tanks. Considerable attention

should be given to this valve that the gases may not escape through

a leaky joint. In certain special cases coming under the writer's

notice a cooling device is placed at iriter>'als on the pipe. When
the sulphuring furnace is properly constructed and handled the

escaping gases are sufficiently cooled and a further redueiioD of

temperature is unnecessary.

Sulphuring tanks are constructed on ver>' much the same prtn.

ciple as the carbonatating receptacles, but are not so high and are

of smaller capacity. The gas distributors have frequently the tame
arrangement in each case. The heating coils should be of iroD

rather than of copper, as the latter is soon worn out. The heating

is frequently necessary* as the juices cool during sulphuring and can-

not then be readily filtered.

The LACOxrruRE steam-coil combination is shown in Fig. 258.

The gas enters by C and is distributed through a lead branch com-

bination M. The four lead pipes D have suitable pcrforatiocia

allowing the gas to escape. It is elatmed that by this arrangement

the pas is very equally distributed through the juice being sul-

phured. In some caso9 the tanks are cylindrical and haTS

central distributing agitators. The distributor ii eonneeled with
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the piping of the sulphurous acid gas by valves with lead joints

or ends of rubber pipes held together by suitable screws. Unfortu-

nately these harden after a time, and although they may be softened

by boiling for 15 minutes in a 5 per cent sodic solution, it is better

to renew them. In Fig. 259 is shown the Lacouture sulphurer

valve. The principal part P is of rubber, while the valve V reposes

upon a metallic seat. The combination may be readily mounted

and unmounted. Sometimes the gas is drawn from the sulphur

funiace by means of an injector placed upon the chimney of the

sulphuring tanks. To prevent the nozzles of sulphurous acid in-

1^

Fio. 258.

—

Lacouture Sulphurer. Fio. 259.

—

Lacouture Valve.

jectors from being attacked by the acid during beet-juice epuration

it is proposed to make these nozzles of porcelain, which is much
cheaper and lighter than metal.

Many factories in France use continuous sulphuring appliances

with considerable success. Among the most successful and the best

is the Quarez combination (Fig. 260). It consists of a basin S,

in which the sulphur is burned. The door through which the sulphur

is introduced closes very tight. The air enters from underneath

and is dried by passing through several layers of quicklime. The

resulting gases pass through the cooling reservoir R and into the

sublimator K. The juice to be sulphured is introduced into the

smaller division D of tank T. The pump P draws the juice up

and forces it into the injector E and when it circulates downward
through N the sulphurous anhydride from the sulphur furnace

is drawn ^ath it. liefore entering T they will have been thoroughly

mixed. The gas that has not been absorbed will bubble through
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tlie maM of liquid in the tank. After the tulpburimc the

juioe or syrup ruiui off thnnigh K.

During the sulphuring siim|ilet of the juicr an^ frpquentJy

examined, and if it is found that the dediwl alkalinity has not been

reached the pump is nuule to work more rapidly, tlie \oluine of

the gac intnnluced l>eeomei greater, and the grnentl eirrulation of

the apparatus in increased. If the alkalinity b tfK) low. the r»>

^^
Fio. 260.—Qrjutez Sulphunsr. Fro. C61 .— IJMPaicin's

Sulpliurpr.

verse operation is resorted to and the number of strokes of the

piston per minute is Iceaened. When for one reason or another

the arrival of juice or syrup decreases the pump is stopped. If

in the next phase of the ojieration the sulphured juices cannot bo

handled the flow into D is 8top|)e<l and the pump ceaan working.

A new* continuous sulphuring appliance (Fig. 361)

• a a.Apraiwo.
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in a metallic cylinder, in which the liquor to be treated descends

by a sheet-iron helix S and falls through a series of holes in a spray

;

the sulphurous gas is forced in from the bottom and the alkalinity

may l>e regulated to suit the rcciuircnients of the situation.

The practical application of sulphuring does not present any

special difficulty, provided that the man in charge of it carefully

watches the alkalinity and makes the necessary corrections during

the different phases of the operation. It is to be noted that con-

tinuous sulphuring may be effected in any of the existing appli-

ances by regulating the entrance and departure of the juice

treated as well as the volume of sulphurous acid used.

With sulphurous acid obtained by the combustion of sul{)hur

the percentage varies considerably with the conditions under

which the combustion has been produced, more attention should

be given to the saturation. As a general thing no lime is

added to the juices or sjTups. A juice having an alkalinity of 0.07

to 0.15 per cent will throw down after saturation at boiling-point

a certain granulated precipitate, which will surround and carry

off any fatty precipitate that may be present. Under these con-

ditions the filtration offers no difficulty. If, on the other hand-

the non-saturated concentrated juice shows only a very slight alka-

linity, owing to a previous excessive saturation of the non-conienj

trated juice, there will follow very little precipitation during the new

saturation and a poor filtration will result. A small addition of

milk of lime is frequently helpful, but it would appear that the

concentrated juices upon leaving the multiple effect before being

saturated have considerable alkalinity and are readily filtered.

After sulphuring the juice is filtered at a pressure head of

2 meters either through filter presses or special mechanical filters.

In some exceptional cases this filtration offers certain difficulties,

especially when the alkalinity of the juices l:)efore sulphuring

is too low. It is then desirable to add lime, and if this does not

meet with success wood-flour, freed,from its resinous substances,

may be used, as explained under another caption.



CHAPTER VIII.

OTHER EPURATINO AGJ-^TTS.

MBR0U8 chemicals have been propoeed as epurating and
• i< >riiing agents for juices, syrups, ete. In older that the

reader may form a slight idea of the vastneas of the subject a

short list of some few of the compounds which have beeki pio>

posed and tested is given herewith. Von Lippmann ' published

a list of 28$ chemicals that have been used and suggested. The
are of especial practical interest and are not nec>

I in said list:

Sulphur acids and their combinations.—Sulphuric acid,' sul-

phurous acid ,3 sulphite of aluminium,^ acid sulphite of lime,^ hjrdro

sulphurous acid.*

Phosphoric acid and its combinations.—Phosphoric acid ^ and
- phosphates.

Uj^ygen, halogens, and their combinations.—Oxygen (gaseous) *

oione,® oxygenated water,*^ chlorine,** hydrofluoric acid.'*

Alkalies, alkaline earths, and their combinations.—Quicklime,

hydrattil linus'-* chloride of lime,*^ carbonate of liiuc,'^ hydrate of

bar)'ta,"^ barium bioxide,*^ barium chloride,** sulphide of barium,**

hydrated strontia,^® magnesia,^* dolomite.^

« Z.. 47, 832, 1897. »> Z., 16. 43. 1865.

' Lippmann. QMehicmo, p. 407. *' Lippnuuin. G«ichidit«, pp. 134.287.

' HuU. Soo. Ene.. 10. M. 1811. '« Z., 44. 447, 18M
* L ,44.455. 18M. »» J. d f. d. •.. W. 22, 1875.

' Dtni?. Polyt. Joura.. 117. 136. >• Z., 40, 500. 1890.

• ' / , 26, 737. 1897. " D. Z. I., 18. 1824. 1803.

/ .» ; {. 1859. ** Bcr. deut& efaam. Oea. U. 1471.

- 1 ::•;. 150, 1890. ''S. I, 26. 682. 1885.
* lu r acuu. chem. Get.. 2. 64. '• Z,, 22, 986. 1882.

' Z , 11, 392. 1861. >• Z , 12. 128. 1863,

' :' 14, 458, 1894. " Ber. deuta ehtrn., G«. •» 155.
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Metals and their combinations.—Aliimina,^^ clay,^* fluoride of

aluminum,'* quartz and ferric ciays,^^ hydrated sesquioxide of

iron ,2^ permanganate of potash ,^8 lead oxide,^ hydroxide of

tin.»o

Organic substances and their combinations.—Tannin ,3^ oxalic

acid,^ fonnic-aldchyde,^^ alcohol,^"* phenol,^* white of egg/^''

blood,*^ sawdust,^** sawdust made from wood fibre, etc.,^® peat

and lignite,**® wood charcoal,'*^ boneblack.'*^

Electrolytic substances.—Coal,*^ iron,** copper,** zinc,**'

platinum,*^ lead,** oxide of lead,*® aluminum,*® alumina,** peroxide

of manganese,*^ alkaline earths,*3 baryta salts.**

Many of these substances have been applied in the diffusion

batter>^ some upon the juice only, but mainly upon diffusion

juices during defecation, upon non-concentrated juices, and also

upon concentrated juices and after-products. Numerous other

epurating agents not included in the number cited have l)een

suggested; but the use of most of them is irrational. Some few

substances may be used under very exceptional conditions. Tho

methods suggested, considered as a whole, are generally too expen-

sive to be of any practical value. Many of the substances are simply

poisons, and frequently their presence is not detected even when

combined with the final sugar; but they will in all cases be found

in the molasses, and the utilization of this residuum for cattle

feeding is then out of the question. In cases where it is not intended

to effect the epuration of diffusion juices before defecation, any

method should show its efficacy in eliminating the non-sugar

" Lippmann. Geschichte, pp. 135, 295. " Z., 43, 972, 1893.

>* Z, So, 361, 1885. " Z., 4, 452, 1854.

" Z., 15, 525, 1865. *' Lippmann. Geschichte, p. 368.

»• D. Z. I., 22. 1104, 1897. " Ibid.

" S. I., 47, 451, 1896. " Z., 46, 624, 1896.

" J. d. f. d. 8.. 85, 51, 1894. " Z., 46, 625, 1896.

" Bley. Zuckerbereitung, p. 126. ** Z., 46, 624, 1896.
»• Lippmann. Geschichte, p. 368. ^* Z., 46, 625, 1896.

" Z.. 9, 331, 1859. *' Z., 46, 623, 1896.

"Ibid. "Z.,46, 626, 1896.
»• Chcm. Ztg., 20, 12. «• Ibid.

»• Z., 11, 522, 1861. "Ibid.
WD. Z. L,«, 7. 1884. »« Ibid.

M Lippmann. Geschichte, pp. 135, 209. " Ibid.

•» Ibid., p. 324. M Z., 46, 627, 1896.
•• Z., »4. 1269, 1884. « S. I., 60, 189, 1897.
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the percentage of which shouKl in('n*a«e in the* inoUMm. In i\m
reii()ect nuMt of ttie niethodji pro|KMMHl have nut chiujUM exfirrtA-

tioiiB and, as before pointed out, when they profniiHr favoraUy

they are too exi)eniiive.

Owing to the vaMtness of the fubjcct under eonstdermtioo very

few of the sulMtancefl given in our list can be discuflsed in dHail.

It 18 inten*sting. however, to examine the princi|>al ooea lU&t

have hail iin|)urtiint applications and rendenni 8er\'ioe to the imxir

sugar iiuiustr}'. The processes may Ijc divided into several impor-

tant cUisses : (1) those based upon the precipitation of sugar

and its separation from the rest of the solution, this retaining the

impurities
; (2) epuration by which the impuritiea are eliminated

from ttu* saccharine solution; (3) decolorizing methods combined

or not with other processes. As electrical methods of epuratioo

belong directly and indirectly to the three groups they will be

disciiss4Hl under n soparate caption.

Precipitation methods.—From the first attempts to manufacturt

beet-sugar up to the present time efforts have been made to isolate

sugar in a solid state from saccharine solutions, leaving behind tbe

impurities dissolved in the solution. The alcohol method also

promised much, but experience soon showed that the losses of al-

coholic vapors rendered the process too expensive to be of practical

\alue. Hence, efforts were made to discover some process by which

a combination with sugar would be formed, which combination could

be readily dissociated in some subsequent operation entirely separate

ing the original saccharine solution. Among the possible combina-

tions are those with calcium, strontium, barium and lead, all

of which form saccharates with the sugar. The practical working

of these methods will be disctissed under the caption of the desugar-

ising of molasses.

Saccharate of lime.

—

Syzfer proposed to precipitate the sugar

ail the beet in the form of a tricalcic, which is the separation process

as deseribed by Steffcn t in his various i)atents for working molas-

ses, but instead of using this residuum the process is applied to

raw juice. To arrive at any satisfactory results many laboratory

experiments were made. For the third experiment he used diffu-

sion juices fresh from the battery ahd heated tbem to 80" C, 0.2

per cent of quicklime was added; this was filtered, eooled and sub-

mitted to the operation of separation. The saeeharate obtained

• D. Z. L. tS, 029, 1900. t S R M*v. 1901
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was very clear, while the mother liquor, on the other hand, was a

yellowish green. The composition of the saccharate was sugar

16.3 per cent, lime 14.0 per cent, purity 9(5.7 per cent, and of the

mother liquor, sugar 0.65 per cent, lime 0.70 per cent. Th(

periments were repeated with the appliances used for sepan;;. ;..

as applied to molasses, and were still more encouraging. The

resultant saccharate was submitted to the action of carbonic acid,

and the juice obtained was filtered and concentrated. The chemist

in question believes that such juices are sufficiently pure and clear

to be worked at once in pan and give a high-grade refined sugar.

The process gives juice of a high degree of purity, but demands

the use of considerable water, which always involves sugar losses

owing to the resulting solution. Great care is necessary to conduct

the process according to prescribed rules, and the practical results

show that the sugar j^ercentage of the mother liquor is more than

0.7 per cent. To work the method on a practical basis enormous

carbonatation tanks would have to be used. The saccharate

must be very dilute before being sent to the carbonatation tanks.

and to this objectionable feature it may be added that an increased

amount of fuel is necessary to evaporate the excess of water in n

multiple effect.

In the Becker Hondorf mode the sugar is precipitated as a

saccharate of barium. The quantity of barium needed is very

much less than the quantity of lime necessary, but, on the other

hand, it is more expensive and is difficult to regenerate. Langen *

precipitates sugar solutions by a barium compound. The sugaratc

of barium obtained is heated with barium aluminate; alumin^ is

formed at the same time. It is claimed that the sugarate of the mix-

ture is decomposed by carbonic acid and then filtered, and the

calcinized product, when washed with water, gives a new solution

of barium aluminate. One of the principal reasons for the aban-

donment of processes depending upon barium salts Ls the expense

and the hitherto difficult regeneration, this operation, even und( r

the best of circumstances, demanding a high temperature. Further-

more, the furnaces, etc., to be used for the purpose are expensive

and must be constantly renewed owing to their being injured b>

the formation of fusible glass. It is shown by experience that it is

not possible to regenerate more than 80 per cent of the residuar\

carbonate at a reasonable cost, hence the necessity of constant!}

*N. Z., 40, 224, 1898.
t
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artiiin carbonate. Thk produrl carta $20 a too.

and is found mainly in Kngland. If to thk exptnae tho eoit oC fuel

neeedsary to obtain a tc*n)|N'niturp of 1400^ C. bt* adilrd. one aui
n*udily bw why the rheniirul in cpif^tinn i" not \vr\- rtti»ngfvrfv

u-..i

"

" s III these difladvantages di-npp ;ii u :

<• with the carbonate, a aulphidi* of bar. .

offenng no difficulty in rcfcpneration. Kxpencnco nhom-a that.

in pnicticnl working by thin motho*! there an ^

the 8ul|>)iiile in execKH; under thei*e rircuin-

formed repreaenta all the sugar contained in th< •<. U ii

• !riini<l that the raffmoM*. etc.. and all the salta are oil! ' *

: • i It thii« way from the solution of molawwe. Th«

iium is filtered and washed, the waten of the filtrate being

• d and addeil to the mother liquor. The sugarate •

'

. iiiposed by carixmic arid nn<i a ptire nugar jM»Iutif»n

quentty obtained.

The method was abandoneti in irancM* whm' no aiiirnpi was

made to n^gcnerate the sulphide, and it wai< simply nin ofT with the

uaste water of the factor>', which was unhealthy for the vicinity.

rhe I,ani;kn sulphide of barium process is. however, in full woriciog

onler at the Ku»kirchen, Clermany, beet-sugar factor>'. The re-

generation is conducted in the following manner: Carbonic acid

• iirht in contact with the mother liquors of hydrosulphid«*.

»luble barium carbonate is precipitated and the sulphun^ttH

hydrogen liberated. This gas is completely burned by being mixed

with sufficient air to yield during combustion water and sulphurout

acid (7/20 + ^02). The resulting acid is absorbed by the main
residuary carbonate, when it is transformed into sulphite. It is

drie<l and suKsef|uently mixed with coal and then rr<lucr<l in a suit-

able furnace with the retjuLsitc sulphate, »o as to make up the losses.

This method is rather tedious and offers several objectionable
'

-. Tlie carbonic acid used from lime kilna doee not

nan 33 i>er cent in volume of pure acid. oonaequtM

pure sulphuretted h^'drogen obtained is diluted to three times its

olume and complete combustion is not remlily obtained.

i

!

ry, to entirely bum the //jN, tliere are needed three volumes

of oxygen or twelve volumes of air. The resulting sulphuroiM

a i<I will be diluted into at least fifteen volumes of inert gas. The

I '•>i>r]>tion of that quantity of diluteii gas neeesBtrily reqtiirrs

enormous surfaces of contact or considerable time, consequently the
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product obtained under the best of circumstances is a sulphite

mixed with a certain proportion of carbonate. All this mass is

subsequently submitted to reverberatory fire. This has a serious

drawback in that the reverl)eratory system used does not sufheicntly

utilize the heat, the sulphite is alone reduced and the carbonate un-

dergoes very few changes.

Of late it has been ])ointed out that the barium sulphide may
be regenerated by a much l)etter method. In this case as in the

former the mother liquor of sulphuretted hydrogen is submitted

to a carbonic acid treatment, and all the barium used is obtained

as a carbonate and all the sulphur as sul])huretted hydrogen. The

carbonate is changed into a sulphide by bringing it in contact with

sulphuretted hydrogen at a temj^orature of 4(X)° to 5()0°C. I'nder

these circumstances the carbonic acid gas Ls driven off. The reaction

commences at 350°C and the rapidity of absoqition increases with

the tem|>erature which must not roach rod heat as other reactions

would then follow. In theory the sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonir-

acid and water might be indefinitely used. It is j>ointod out that

by this method all the difficulties liithorto existing, such as destruc-

tion of the furnace, etc., are done away with owing to the compara-

tively low temperature at which the operations are conductcfl.

The losses are very slight, and what<^ver they are, they can be made

up by using an additional supply of sulphide of barium, economi-

cally prepared by the reduction of the natural sulphate of barium

with coal. The sugar manufacturer can without difficulty prepare

his own epurating material, barium sulphide, and regenerate it

at the factory at very limited expense. The process has not boon

applied, or at least only to a very limited extent, to beet juices

for which Segay* so highly recommended it. On the other hand

it has been used for desugarizing molasses.

Among the objectionable gases connected with the bar}'ta

methods of manufacturing sugar may be mentioned the sulphuret of

hydrogen which escapes when preparing the hydrated baryta !)>•

means of coal and sulphate of baryta, 'i'hese factories which

adopted t the latter process of manufacture have been cOmpellofl

to abandon it, owing to an injunction obtained through the courts

by neighbors of the vicinity.

While for a time the methods for extracting sugar from beets by

the use of lead saltst had a certain number of advocates, these now

C, », 89.1900. t S. B., May 1891. t S. B., July 1896.

J
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eem to realise that there is danger to public health in tlia Mnnmip-
tion of such sugar, which frequently contains traflM oC laid, Iba

commercial determination of which is difficult, but the pfweoea of

which liaa been proven nevi^rthdeas.

Other epurating agenta.—First of all may be roeotiooed a
variation uf the liiiaiig process. A ver>' original method haa baeo
propusrd by Kivikkuk for the defi*cation of bc<*t juirea. Instaadd
milk or hydrated lime it is pn>(K)sed to use calcie carbide. Tba
''V^ration is said to be very complete and will do away with

>>nd carlxinatation. The lilxTution of acetylene gaa foUowa,

which can be usiil for illuminating punxjses in the factory.

llie use of phosphate of lime, neutral or acid, haa been (r»>

quently n^comnu'tultHl for the epuration of saccharine juieea, either

through the precipitation of lime from the calcic organic salta, or by
other reactions. These methods have of late lieen attracting some
attention. Excellent results have l)ecn obtained] in lining the re-

siduum from steel manufacture as a fertilizer, and it is claimed that

the processes of defecation and carbonatation may Im? more rapidly

effecttni by adding these chalky phosphates to the juices in the diffu-

sion battery. It is |)ointed out that if these furnace abiga are ex-

amined under a microsco|)e they will Ix? found to consist of a con-

glomerate, consisting mainly of lime, constituting, as it were, a
cement for the numerous phosphate granules. If the residuum in

question is submitted to a sort of calcination, the carbonic acid

will be lil>erated and the final product will consist mainly of caustic

lime and lime phosphate. The calcinized pnxluct is broken up
into small lum|)6 and is placed in 8|)ecial n^ceptacles into which

the diffusion juice is forced. The juice thus epurated is filtered

and then sent to the carbonatation tanks. 'Vhe lime phosphate
^, r, .; .^ve^l after the passage of the contents of a difTuaor, and this

.on is refieated as many times as there arc diffusors in the

aery. There are no sugar losses as the work In conducted in

! alkaline medium. The details ^ of the basket handling have not

: « n given in the foregoing.

The author has never been in favor of bar>'ta or any other such

poisonous salt in proceesea having in view the extraction of sugar

from beets, but factories in France have had it in use for several

years, and no comphiinta have been noticed. It is interesting to

pass in review the process as given by the inventor, ou BKAUFFftsr.

•a B.,Dee. 1M2.
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Baryta may be used alone or in combination with lime. The

sugar from molasses may be extracted by its use, and the saccharate

thus obtained be employed in the general defecation processes of

the factor}'. \Mien during carbonatation it is employed in this

form in combination with lime, the weight of final scums obtained

is said to be lessened, and the syrups, being very pure, crystallize

freely. In practice the baryta is used in a solution. For example,

in a vat of 10 hectoliters capacity, with steam injection attachments,

cocks for water and emptying, 40() kUos of crystallized bar>'ta

are added, with 500 liters of water. Steam is introduced, and

when the barj'^ta is dissolved sufficient water is added to fill the vat.

(The capacity being 10 hectoliters, and 400 kilos being added, this

gives a final solution of 400 grams baryta per liter of solution.)

This solution will not crystallize. It is added to the beet juices

as they leave the diffusion batter\' and are received in the measur-

ing tank; for 10 hectoliters of juices, 1 kilo baryta or 2.5 liters

of the solution are used. The combination with the juice is rapid,

and considerable precipitation results. This insoluble product need

not be removed, as carbonic acid is without effect on it. The lime

is added in the regular carbonatation tanks. For 10 hectoliters of

the diffusion juice, to which baryta solution has been added. 10

kilos of lime are added. If hydrated lime is used, allowance must

be made for its degree of hydration, and prior to allowing carbonic

acid to come in contact with the juices thus heated, a thorniiL'li

mixing is necessary. Great care is needed in determining the nika

linity; it is calculated on a basis of calcic alkalinity (the juice

should contain 1.2 grams of alkalinity per liter).

If working unripe beets the amount of baryta used must be

increased by 50 per cent. The carbonatation is rapid with gases

containing 25 per cent of carbonic acid. Decantation follows

and filtration is not difficult. The second carbonatation offers no

features of special importance, but it must be watched as to alkalin-

ity. From this point the juices are worked as usual in evaporators.

etc. It is claimed that a 300-ton factor\' using lime alone woul<l

need 9.4 tons per diem, while with baryta only 3 tons are required,

which means a saving of 12 tons of limestone in twenty-four hours,

^ith a corresponding decrease of residuum scums. The inventor

has to his own satisfaction given practical proof that the capacity

of a 300-ton factor}' is increased to 375 tons, and that the cam]

need last only 80 instead of 100 days. The economy of the pr-

may be calculated on the basis of 20 days' saving in time.
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This proMM has been more or \&m modified, the tod* beinc in

ome casee abided to the difTusion juices, in othen to the freeh

ooesettc^ in the difTunoni. 'Vhv mnin object of the todn if to fieiU-

tate the combination of Imryta with the various offank
Before the difTusora of the battery are cloned, thef« li added

the surface of the ooisettefl sufficient soda carbonate to

the juice nearly neutral in its action, llie quantity used

var>' frtim one-half to one kilo fier ton of Ijccts worked. To the juice

drawn from the battery \h iuUUhI 10 |H>r cent of a baryta solution;

the total \» then heat4Hi uhno^t to the l>oihnK-|>oint. The quantity

of this chemical required varies fnim one to one and a half kilos

!-• r ton of I)eet8 worked; the other <>i><>nit ions are oooductcd about

usual. It is claimed that the amount of lime needed during

kiljonatation is reduced by 35 per cent. 'Yhe facts are that the

} in u'<'*is cocits about 8 cents more per ton of lieetn t ban other prnfireira

ill which it \» not used. It i.s verv douhtful if there is any apedal

advantai^e.

The C!iN and Lklklx * method, m which aluuunate of bahuoi

v< used, may also l>e menticmiKl. E.\|>erts now declare that there

IB ver>' little advantage to be gained over lime by the use of baryta

even if it is combined with sodic carl>onate. If any advantage it

gained during carbonatation by the addition of bar>'ta, it appean

to be solely due to the density of the carbonate of bar>'ta, the density

<'h is greater than that of carbonate of lime, and it cooec-

y offers certain minor advantages in the quantity of eotimde

substances deposited. In order to precipitate the sulphuric acid

icd in beet juices it has been proposed to use ehloride of

\. The inventors of this process chum that the

chlorides and the calcium chloride thus formed are lei

in tlifir action than the corn*8{>on(iing sulphates.

Magnesia.—All limestones contain more or less magnesia car-

bonate, to which is generally attributed an objectionable action

in the epuration. However, with care, Doiilk: and DriTEMBnoBl,t
Appkrmann t and many others have obtained praetkal results

in the purification of beet juices by this means. MANomtY submits

one |)art of calcinixed dolomite to the action of five parts of water

and to the action of steam during one hour, in order to transfonn

it into a magnesia hydrate. One thus obtains a milk of

•SI. 16 4S ISO.'. t D R. P . No a0.7S0. ISM.

: D. R. p.. Xa sas.iM.
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of 20® to 25® 1^. Precautionary measures are taken that the defe-

cated and carbonated juices may not contain alkalies which would

render the magnesia soluble. After the carbonatation of the juices

a 1 per cent solution of milk of magnesia is added, and this is

then run through the filter presses. The percentage of scums *

by this process is only 4.7 instead of 10 per cent. The value of the

refuse as a fertilizer is double that attained with ordinar}' lime.

and the small cost of the process combined with the slight sugar

loss are facts in its favor.

Zinc.—Chloride of zinc has been recommended as an excellent

chemical to be used in second carbonatation. A certain quantity

is added subsequently, and the result is decoloration, resulting from

the combination of the lime forming calcic chloride and hydrated

zinc. The hydrated zinc is said to be a precipitate absorbing a heavy

proportion of the juice's impurities which may subsequently be

eliminated by filter presses.

A new process of decolorizing beet juices,f and also melted sugars.

in refineries, consists of the use of a zinc hydrocarbonate obtained

by the precipitation of a raw zinc sulphate by an ammoniacal

solution of soda. It is claimed that the carbonate obtained is very

fine, and that its molecular condition is most advantageous for a

combination w^ith the coloring substances. The quantity of the

chemical used varies with the juice being treated. When intro-

duced into juices, the density can become 60° Brix, followed by heat-

ing from 60° to 70° C, then agitation for half an hour, followed

by filtration in the filter presses. Experience show.s that 1.5

to 2 per cent of zinc oxide produces the same result as 30 to 35

per cent of boneblack. The hydrocarbonate of zinc may be regen-

erated from the filter-press scums without leaving the filter, it being

sufficient to run a 1 per cent solution of ammoniacal soda heated

to 70° C, which is subsequently washed out with water. If the hy-

drocarbonate becomes impure from having taken up part of the color-

ing substance it may be treated with hydrochloric acid. It is

said that as hydrocarbonates are insoluble in saccharine juices,

there need never be the slightest apprehension of their containing

even a trace of zinc.

This method has been somewhat changed X since it was first

used as a new process. The agents used are oxalic acid and moist

hydrocarbonate of zinc. Raw sugars may be rapidly purified

S. B., May 1890. t D. Z. I., 23, 1112, 1898. t S. B., Sept. 1902.
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the o|Nrnition eoimbtiiiK in first fonninit a •>'nip with *
of about 'Mf \\6. A H4»lutiun of oxalic arid ia then added in tlw pro-

portion of I f^ruiii i>i'r kilo of raw Hugnr. and the hydroeaiiMinAle

of zinc 18 Aiidcd to the iiynip nii\tun\ tlio amouni beii^ 1 kilo

per UK) kiloa of raw sugar, llic mixing ia done meehiiideaQy

ami in followcil by filtration. The n^ulting fugar will be fint grade

ami |MTfcctly white. One chanictiTiMtic elaimed for thia mode la

that the two chemicals iuhhI, when brought together, eomblne and
:,.

.
I

., pro|)(.i>iY strained and hltered nyrup all traoei of them will have

;x*ared. It \a miid that the action of tlie moiai line earfMmate

more 8atitffactor>' than that of the dried aalt.

Alumina.—Ct.ws 8U|Q^te<l the use of hydrat* o aiMMiitiurii for

the (>puration of any saccharine solution. The chemical is a well-

known sugar lal)orator>' product. It is proposed to add 1 to

*' r cent of milk of alumina to cold juicea and to follow thia by
it ion. The milk of alumina contains 0.5 per cent of altmiina,

and to prevent its decom|)08ition the inventor adda a few dropa

of tartaric acid per liter. Kfforts have been made to produee

alumina in the sugar solution and with this idea in view numeroua

iiemicals have been suggested. Among the latest of these efforts

tio mentioned the one in which one-half a kilo of alumina

ite is adde<l to 'M)0 liters of beet juices direct from the

diffusion l)atter>\ This is followed by heating to 85^ C. A small

quantity of milk of lime i.s sul)se<|iirntly addeil, the juice is bofled

for five minutes and then filtertHl. There is formed a hydrate of

alumina and a calcic sulphate, and as they are insoluble the>' are

said to cam' down all the impurities contained in the beet juiees.

Another inethtKi for the prixluction of alumina in saffharine

solutions consists in introducing an aluminum powder in email

quantities into the triple effect ever>' fifteen minutes, the amount

being regulated so that the maximum quantity used shall be 2.5

kiloe per 100 tons of beets worked. In exceptional eaaes of vtrj

- : . ior and healthy beets the quantity may he reduced to 1

K ;.rr KM) tons of beets. The theor>' of this method is aa foUona:

In the pn . II. •« of alkalies contained in the juice there will be formed

insoluble aluininntos which will precipitate, effecting a fifit epura-

tion. The formation of these aluminates oceurs during the oxida-

tion of the aluminum in contact with water. There foUowa a deeom-

v ' 'M.»n of the water with generation of hydrogen tha bubbles of

I rise and oxidize in contact with the coloring aabataiMM,

{(Composing them, in other words, a decoloration of the juiee
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takes place. Experience appears to demonstrate that a considerable

fuel economy results, owing to a better utilization of the heat,

which is said to be mainly due to the great conduct ibility of every

particle of aluminum in motion in the saccharine liquor, the facility

of lil)eration of the watery vapor under the action of the oscai)ing

gases and the motion of the pellicles of metal. This alunununi

powder may be purchased at the rate of about 60 cents a pound
so that its use involves an expenditure of $3 for 100 tons of beets,

or 3 cents per ton of beets sliced.

Sulphite of protoxide of iron has been used by Englert and

Hkckkh * for purifying beet juices. The sugar juices are saturated

until they have an alkalinity of 0.03 to 0.04 per cent. They arc

then boiled and the iron sulphite added until the alkalinity is re-

duced to 0.01. The precipitate is separated by running the liquor,

while warm, tlirough filter presses.

Lefranc and Vivien have attempted to eliminate potash

from l>eet juices by rendering it insoluble as a fluo.silicate of po-

ta-siuni. Several authorities! condemn certain features of this

method. Instead of using a fluosilicate of lead, as the first patents

called for, a ferric fluosilicate is now recommended. Baryta is

another substance used in connection with the fluation method.

For working 500 tons of beets per diem 1700 kilos of this chemical

are required, and it is pointed out that there are decided objections

to such extended use of a violent poison. Manufacturers are

recommended not to introduce hydrofluoric acid or its combina-

tions into beet juices. Chemicals of all kinds should be ver>'

sparingly used in beet-sugar manufacture.

Among the organic substances may be mentioned oxalic acid {

which has been used for the elimination of calcic salts and coloring

substances contained in beet juices. After the juices of second

carbonatation have been properly filtered, they are mixed with

oxalic acid until the reaction is slightly acid. The oxalate of lime

formed is separated by filtration.

Tannin has found some applications in the purification of beet

juices. These are saturated in the ordinary way to 0.01 to 0.05

and the tannin is then added until the precipitation is very cloudy.

A gelatine solution is mixed with the foregoing juice and the

whole allowed to settle for half an hour. The juice is then filtered

and the residuum washed with hot water. Instead of gelatine,

S. B.. Feb. 1888. f S. B., May 1892. % S. B. Jan. 1001.
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Allnunin may be used. A nnall quAotity of phenk »cid will pi^
• nt any alt4>r»tUm of the tannin.

Decoloration procettM.— The chemical deoolocmikm prope— for

L riiai ;!:i- juiccs Ruy be (lividcd into (1) fflridalion of iha eolofiaf

subftancea; (2) reducing the ooloring lubataneca by tho removal of

the oxvpfn ; (3) precipitation of the coloring and focdgn subtUoeea.

I'l.MMK, H<m;ei. and Stkin have reeommended that ooqr-

! for beet juices. It easily deoomposea into

^x>K<.. 4..^ it contains twice as much oxygen as water

does. The fonnula of the latter being //3O the water in question

would be //2O2. It may be prpfuired in many different ways.

It would be ijn()088ibie to use the so-called oxygenated water as

sold in the market for the purification of Juice, as it contains hydro-

- and nitric acids, which, if neutralised, would give rise to

&<>;..; we chlorides and nitrates, impossible to eliminate from juice

or syrups. On the other hand, it is possible to manufacture oxy-

genated water containing no foreign substances other than the phos-

phoric acid necessar)' for its conser\'ation. When about to be used

the phosphoric acid may be neutralised by lime water, forming a

phosphate of lime, which precipitate may be most easily separated

by filtration. When the oxygenated water thus prepaied is in the

proper condition it is mixed with syrups, and the ox>'gen ia set free

by the addition of pulverised boneblack. This gas combines with

the organic coloring substances. After several hours repose the

liquid should be heated to 90** C. and filtered. The filtrate is color-

less and is ready to be sent to pan.

This process may \ye applied to syrups of sugar factories and

refineries. It is claimed that when refining granulated sugar

remelting is unneoessar}'. The sugar to be treated is crushed in

one case and in the other a syrup at 36'' B^. is prepared and mbced

with 3 |>er cent of oxygenated water, to which one-half of 1 per

cent of pulverised lK)neblack is added, followed by filtering. The

liquid is then perfectly colorless. This filtrate is combined with

the crushed sugar, so that the product obtained is ver>' like a maste-

cuiie; I to 2 per cent of oxygenated water is then added and heating

to 50** or 60® C. is neoessar}*. The mechanical transformatioo mto

white sugar demands a special appliance which cannot be described

here.

Stein and Crosspield^ strongly reoommend that the juices

•Oe.-U.Z..t8. 181. 1800.
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of second carbonatation be acidified after the addition of oxy-

genated water. This decomposes the coloring substances and

aIlo\s*8 subsequent ojx^rations to be more complete, as the resulting

elements from these decompositions give alkaline reactions. 1 hr

precipitates are separated by filtration. It is also proposed to sub-

mit the juices to a phosphoric acid treatment and to add suli)hate

of aluminum or tannin.

The experiments of Peters* demonstrated that j-accharinc

juices undergo an important change when submitted to the action

of osone, and that the decoloration in certain cases may reach

35 per cent. By submitting beet juices to the simultaneous action

of ozone and electrolysis, the decolorizing effect is still greater.

A new ozonator t consists of a semi-cylinder, generally made of

cast iron. The inside surface is covered with enamel, and the re-

ceptacle is covered with a thick sheet of glass extending its entire

length. The glass is pierced with a series of rods held in position

by suitable nuts, and acting as supports for metallic strips, forming

a cylinder corresponding to the other half of the cast-iron semi-

cylinder just mentioned. The strips are placed in communication

with one pole of a high-tension battery, and the bottom of the

half-cylinder with the other pole; a liquor of some kind fills the aj)pa-

ratus and plays the role of a resisting medium. Air that is to be

treated by ozone circulates between the cast-iron receiver and the

metallic strips.

Verley describes an ozonator consisting of a slate slab, upon

which is fixed a highly polished plate of aluminum. This table

is placed upon isolating supports. At its centre Is a hole through

w^hich the ozonated air is drawn. Small strips of glass of 4 mm.
thickness are stuck to the aluminum plate so as to form a series

of straight passages, forcing the gas to circulate before escapiiiir

at the central orifice. Upon these strips a looking-glass is placed

in such a position that its silvering will be on the side opposite

the aluminum plates, which are in communication with the vippor

part of the glass through the poles of an alternator. Elect riral

Sparks are created between the two plates. If the air with which

it comes in contact Is drawn through the central orifice it will be

highly charged with ozone. Special transformators are used,

which give as much as 400,000 volts. The sugar factory where

this method was introduced sliced 200 tons of beets per diem.

N. Z.. 41. 237, 1898. t S. B., Feb. 1900.
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The machino waB 100 H.l'., with an aitemator ol 800 impM^M
of 250 volts. The current waa divided into ten aub-eunvola, eadi

of w!i iked a tranaformer, piodoead ft aaeoodary eainol

of rj,«

'

s and worked ten oiooe appUaneea. or a total of 100

ozonators.

The invi'filor* reconimendu that ih«* :i!k:i,i!.. ^ .... :.- .;. filtir

pre«ik*« containing a Bmall ({uantity of him- Ix- Huhun". 1
••:.«•

action of oione or oioniaed air, and that thia be foil* • ! i v

lt. The reaulta obtained are aaid to have been incMR

ry. Oxygeniied air ia drawn through two weaptaJM
n which the osonc ia entirely abaorbed by juioea at 20* to 25^ M.

••^ C, and a filtration folloi^'s. llie juieca thus obtained m
! . r than they were U'fore the treatment, but they may be

• iuiily epurated in 8ub8cc{uent operations in which other fubataneea

an* \\<vi\. The juices are then sulphured until an acid rraetion

is rviivUvd and saturated with bar>'ta. Andrlik,! ^ho critiriaed

thia method. 8a>'8 that if lime instead of baryta had been used the

M would have been e(|ually satiafactory and it would have been

ierahly chea|)er. The bar>'ta treatment eosta 1.2 eenta per

!" K) kilos, while the ozoniaation of juicea coeta 0.3 centa. The purity

of syrups is raiseii during evaporation on an average of about 1.15

per cent, the yield of sugar is said to be greater, and, furthermora,

it ia claimed that the cr>'8tallized sugar obtained doea not have the

characteristic beet odor.

It is |X)inted out that one of the objectionable feature* of theae

processes is the enormous motive power neceaaary for the prepara-

tion of the ozone. Hanson's J investigations were for the purpoie

of producing ozone by other methods, such as adding to the Juleei

small quantities of banum hioxide. As soon aa thia ehemieal is added

to a saccharine juice oxygen in the form of oaone ia Ubeimtad,

the coloring substancea are destroyed, and the barytm combined

with the sugar is precipitated by carbonic acid from an ordinary

lime kiln or one where the barium carbonate of a previous operation

is being transformed or regenerated. A amall quantity of aulphurio

acid must be added to the sugar aolution which runs from the filter

presses so aa to eliminate the last traces of the barium. The ex<

•^f acid ia neutralized by adding the requiaite amount of

I liis process is interesting from a laboratory point of view, but for

•CVr. Z. 27.48,1808. t R Z.. ». »^«. 1»S-1«*^^

I a L. 47.407,1898.
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practical purpoeee it is doubtful if it will ever meet with much
encouragement.

Epuration of saccharine juices with a permanganate combina-

tion of lime, baryta, etc., is said to offer certain advantages. Ex-

perience shows that when a cold sugar solution is brought in contact

with a 25 per cent calcic permanganate solution a decoloration

is slowly produced, provided the said solution is slightly acid.

On the other hand, when the solution is neutral or alkaline the de-

coloration is much slower. If heated to 75° the reaction is more

rapid and about 25 minutes are needed to effect a complete decolor-

ation. If a 9 per cent solution of refined sugar is combined with

1 per cent of calcic permanganate and subsequently treated with

carbonic acid, the changes in color will be from violet to red and

then to a brownish red. The alkalinity is neutralized by sulphur-

ing the solution. It is claimed that the percentage of invert-sugar

formed is reduced to a minimum. The process may also be applied

to syrups.

Chlorine.—Among the oxidizing decolorizing processes may be

mentioned the Kitsee * process in which chlorine is used. This

treatment is followed by the use of some substance which forms with

the chlorine an insoluble combination readily eliminated in subse-

quent operations either by decanting or in other ways. It is said

that no hydrochloric acid can be formed during this operation. The

chlorine in question is injected into the saccharine juices under

pressure, and this is followed by the injection of ethylene which

combines with the chlorine to form an ethylene chloride. This

substance floats on the surface of the liquid like oil and may be

eliminated by decantation.

Among the reducing agents mention may be made of hydrogen.

It was recommended by Crispo, who proposed that this gas be

brought directly in contact with saccharine juices.

The Ranson process is based upon the decolorizing properties

of hydrosulphurous acid. This acid is generated when metallic

Einc is brought in contact with sulphurous acid. It is an exception-

ally powerful reducing substance, that is to say, it will remove

the oxygen with considerable energy from substances containing

this elenient especially the coloring substances of juices. Syrups

are sulphured until they have an alkalinity that is thought satis-

factor>'; then the regular filtration follows, after which the syrups

•D. Z. I., £6, 63, 1901.
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riHUit be cooled to 50^ C. and AKain Nulpliurvd in Uffe tanka. The
mam ia kept in moikm and ttic stilphiirini; crftum when an addlly

of 0.15 per cent ia reaehed. To th<* li(|uid ia then added 25 i:raina

of powdered tine and the agitation continuaa from 10 to 15 minut^a,

tter which it in filteitHl at 70^ or 75^ C. The after produeU of Iha

:;ietor>' are submitted to ver>' much the iune trentaMOi. Hm
Hanson mode has undergone numerous tranafonnatkHie ainee H
was first invented, the details of which cannot be given, aa thejr

would lead us ver>' much beyond the scope of the pment writing.

ll)e use of tin salts for beet-juice purification ia aleo reeommended

l>y Hanson*.* An electric current ia paiied through a aolutkm of

"Stannic chloride, tartaric acid and eanatie potaah, when there fol-

>\v8 a microscopic tin precipitate; this should be kept under water,

from air, so as to prevent oxidation. After having thoroughly

• d this tin until there is a neutral reaction a paate ia made,

A hich should contain 80 per cent of water and 20 per cent of tin,

and thi.«9 Is added to beet juices which have receive<i a preliminary

sulphuring. There is formed hydrosulphurous add and a

>ulphite. which is dissolved in the juice and aoon

into sulphun>u8 acid and stannic oxide; then foUowa an ii

action on the coloring substances of beet juioee. Theae

ions are insoluble. During this period there is alao a meehanical

t'puration.

In one of the other Hanson f methods a aolution of fluoride of

lie IS added to saccharine juioee to destroy their coloring aub-

•-H through reduction. Before they are submitted to this

. :. n the juices are sulphiu^ed so that the reducing action of the

hydrosulphurous acid and the sulphites will facilitate the action

of the zinc fluoride. Lime may be added to precipitate the impori-

T 14*8 formed in the juices and those which are the outcome of thfi de-

•ni)>osition of the coloring substances. BRim.sst says that not-

tanding'thc continuous activity of the Ra2«80X proceaa,

. .V is no invert-sugar formed; the oxide and the sine powder

are separated through a careful filtration, and the resulting sugar

liyos not contain perceptible traces of line. This metal, however,

i)llects in the residuary molasses, and whether this product can be

(lesugarized remains to be demonstrated.

\ well-known writer and expert chemist calls attention to some

very important facts regarding the use of sine in beet-sugar manu-

* n Z I . SS. 440. 1900. t Z.. 51. 399. 1901. t C, t. Ml ami mik. UHL
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facture. The quality or composition of the metal has an important

influence not to be overlooked; when the zinc is not absohitoly j>urc

many complications necessarily follow. It is a well-known fact that

line, as used in the arts, contains substances combined with several

other metals which are dangerous poisons; among these certain lead

and arsenic salts may be mentioned. An example to the point is

In the lal>oratory research for arsenic. Hydrogen is produced

in the Marsh flask with zinc and when the metal contains traces of

arsenic the results obtained are always very misleading. Evi-

dently when zinc b> manipulated by experts very white and pure

sugar may Ijc obtained, but the question remains: Are not those

zinc methods in the hands of the ordinary factor^' employees

sources of great danger to the general public? Hence, it should

be a legal offence to allow other than chemically pure zinc to be used

in a beet-sugar factory. These are facts not to be overlooked.

It is to be noted that ExGLERTand Becker * used hydrosulphurous

acid for decolorizing l>eet juices nearly twenty years ago, and these

inventors also claimed certain advantages for hydrosulphite of

ammonia, barium, strontium, calcium, magnesia, aluminium, zinc,

manganese, and iron.

l.i.i,rliti( AL KPUHATINCi PROCES.SE.S.

Historical.—Among the first experiments in the purification of

saccharine juices by electricity were those of Clement f in 1848.

The juices were heated to a high temperature and then submitted

to a HuxsEN battery.

In 1K7.5 Gramme and Collette J applied electricity to the

purification of molasses. The apparatus consisted of platinum

electrodes, separated by jmrchment paper. The vat in which these

experiments were conducted had a capacity of 350 gallons. More

than one-half the salts were decomposed after twenty-five minutes.

In 1879 .several attempts were made in Louisiana to use this method.

The I)espeis.sis § porous-jar method did not attract much
attention before 1884. Dialysis was the main principle of the in-

vention. Each electrode of platinum or carbon was placed in an

earthen jar filled with water and the carbon was immersed in a sugar

D. R. P., No. 36,851, 1886.

tSuRar Specifications, No. 12,.335, 1848.

t Bull. Chim. Belg., 8, 90, 1894.

i D. R. P., No. 28,353, 1883.
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•olution, under which conditiomi the htmm wnv tvpanUccl twm
the aridH. It waji essential fur even |uirtiAl MiceaM that ibeMcelMu
rine lt()uidri Ijeing tr(*ated should be |irop0fly dilutMl. By this

method many filtnitiunB were nrrrtary. The fraeticmal methodi
of elertrolynifl proiMMMHl duriiiK thia year (IKN4) werv* m

During ISOO mime attentitin waa fttven to

of EccLi» and Faiirino,* in which sugar waa aeparaud from iba

coloring huIk^Iuiich*** and whitened hy oione produced by diarfaaiyM

from a high-ten«iun electrical machine. 'I*he product waa thtn

submitted to the action of a current from a low-tenskm maeliiiia.

For thiM pur|>oM> the carlKin electrcjdea were separated by a porous

partition, the sugar Ixnng on one side and a etirrent of wai«*r '«•«

the other. 'l*he latter wa« 8up|)08e<l to carr>' off all the impur

Among the methodn which liave lxM*n put in practice nu^

mentioned that of Mai<*kot '""'I <»i«Mr^ i.f f'ni.f. n combin;*;-.'..

of osmosis and electrolyHin.

Claniflcation.—The ele<'trical iiutiuMls of epuration may be
classified as folloNx-s: (1) Simple elect roh'sia with inert aoodea;

(2) simple electrolysis with soluble anodes; (3) electrodiaJyi^

with inert ancMles; (4) elect rodial^'sis with soluble anodea.

In the simple electrolysis the two electrodes are submerged

in the saccharine solution; the current flows directly from one to

the other in passing through the liquid. ])nMiuring upon the surface

of the electrodes, more or less complicated phenomena, depending

upon whether the electrodes are inert substances, such as carbon

or platinum, or soluble substances, such as lead or ainc.

In the elect rodialysis one or even two porous partitionB aepn-

r.itc the electrodes from one another. In caaea wliere there as but

one partition the sugar is on one side and the water on the other;

if there are two partitioa*« the layer of sugar solution ia between
two Uyers of water. 'Vhe impurities separated from the augar in

the solution are carried by the electrical current onto the two elec-

trodes, and as at least one of these is submerged in water, the water

will carr>' them off before an appreciable quantity of sugar has had

time to pass through the |M)rou8 partition.

Sugar destruction through electricity.— The experimenta oC

Gin and LuLEU.x.t made to determine the extent of the destnictioo

of sugar by the action of electricity, were conducted with a 5-volt

current passing through carbonatated juices. The condi

* Bull. Chim. Be|g.. 8, M. 18M. 'tM Ongiwa. I, pi ST. l$n
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drawn was that even after fifteen minutes there was not the slightest

change in the nature of the sugar contained in the sohition. How-
ever, this limit must not be exceeded. The rapidity of the decom-
position of sugar will be in direct ratio to the electromotive power
The kind of electrode also has great influence upon the electrical

destruction of sugar. Without doubt the liberated acids also play

an important part in thus destruction. If these acids combine
with the metal of the electrodes their action is lessened.

Battut points out that there is no destruction of the sugar

through electrolysis provided soluble anodes are used. The pas-

sage of an electrical current through diffusion juices brings about
a segregation of the impurities; the bases settle on the negative

pole and remain in the liquid, while the organic acids are centred

upon the positive pole, with which they combine, and most of them
thus escape the secondary combination in the presence of the

liberated alkalies, and are precipitated. The resulting epuration

does not differ in any important measure from that realized through

double carbonatation. By combining carbonatation and electroly-

sis the juices are made lighter in color.

Action of electricity upon non-sugar.—According to Bersch *

a weak electrical current passing through raw juices will bring

about the separation or decomposition of nitrogenous substances

and albuminoids, coloring and pectic substances, while a stronger

current will decompose the acids, organic and mineral salts, and
finally the sugar. According to this authority an electric current will

destroy the chromogene of coloring substances, and consequently

lessen the color of the juice treated. By the application of a weak
electrical current there will be deposited upon the surface of the

electrodes the products resulting from the partial decomposition

of the albuminoids. It is evident that if a porous partition separates

the electrodes in the case of electrodialysis, the albuminoids coming

under the head of colloids will pass only with great difficulty and
will not be readily separated in an insoluble form from the solution.

On the other hand, the cristalloids will pasg rapidly through the

partition, especially when helped by the action of electricity.

The reverse is the case for electrolysis, for then the albuminoids

are rendered more or less insoluble and may be separated by filtra-

tion. The action of electrical currents upon salts contained in

saccharine juices is about as follows:

—^
1

*S. I. 44. 34. 1894.
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l*he meul it d«potit«d upon the iMfOhre etwimki, uui m
thc«e are the alkaline inetalt eootainad in the julee they 'V^wfirfr

water, forming a hydroxide of the ^twrm^ttmiAipg meul la UlMfftlifli^

hydrogen. If the liquor it leid there will form a eall of thii add
and hydrogen. The aeid radical of the ealt deeonpond by the
(•Itc!n)l>'8i8 centres on the poeitive pole liberating oxysBO. If the

sact-liarinc liquor is alkaline and we eonrider a weak aidd the latter

will \ie deoompoeed into carbonic aekl and will <<offtMne with the

Alkali. When the alkalinity in exc«fleivethe tramfomiatkHM thai

n«curarc vcr>' difficult to follow. There cannot be the aUghteet doubt
to the epumting action of electricity, and aa 'TwntVmed In the

iort^oing.all the impurities separated by lime from diffusion juieea

may Im* c<iually well eliminated by electrolysis. According to the

ex|)erimonts of Hattut* the juices of second carbonatatiop may
be still further epurated through electrolysis, and even when 'f—
small quantities of lime have been used during defeeation, the \> .

nmy )>e raised as compared with the regular methods of working.

Influence of the electrodes.—Tlie electrodes have oooskleraUe

influence upon the cpurationof beet juices. As previously sbown^

in some cases they can prevent sugar dcstniction by combining

the acid radical. If the metals are pro()erly selected these nu..^ «.

acids form insoluble combinations with the metal of the electrodes.

ScnoLLMBYER and DAMMEVERt havc attempted to form combina-

tions between the alkalies and the metal of the anodes. Zinc and
aluminium were selected with this idea in view, theae poseessiai^

the pro|)erty of forming double oxides with alkaline metals. The
elect rodialysis of diffusion juices with lead anodes t effects a most

thorough epuration which may reach a purity of 97.2.

Palm { proposed that the cathode used for the eleetioly«s of

juices be a metal, or an alloy, such as mercury, which it liquid

at the temperature at which the operation was conducted. The
liquid cathode would form an alloy with the alkaline netab
decomposed through electrolysis, under which conditions water

could no longer transform them into hydrates. After a certain

inter\'al the cathode would be so charged with alkaline metale

that the metal of the cathode would have to be renewed to prevent

• ad Cbogrw. I. p. 173. 1807. Paria

t D. R. P.. No. 7e3A3. 1892.

tM Ooogiwa. I. p. 212. 1807. Paria

fOe-U. Z..88.221.1000.
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the alkaline metals from decomposing the water. The electrical

current should be so regulated that when the alkaline metals are

being redissolved in water the juice will have an alkalinity that

will facilitate its subsequent working. The electrolyzer Ls cylindri-

cal, and a well-arranged scraping device keeps the surface of the cath-

ode perfectly bright. The anode is made up of sheet iron, or iron

rods, vertically arranged in the direction of the cathode.

AscHEHMANN * claims that a perfect precipitation of the albumin

is realized by electrolysis, and that there are no products of decom-

position to contend with; he uses metallic sulphides, such as sul-

phide of iron, as electrodes. One of the greatest difficulties in elec-

trolysis and electrodialysis is to keep the surface of the electrodes

active. In one case they become covered with the albuminoids,

etc., and in the other case with gas bubbles which polarize the

two electrodes. A very clever plan for keej^ng the electrodes clean

and consequently overcoming the difficulties just mentioned, con-

sists in having them round and kept in constant motion between

rubber scrapers. Under these conditions it is claimed that nearly

all of the non-sugar Ls eliminated.

Electromotive force, intensity and consumption of current.

—

It has been shown that it Ls not desirable to exceed an electro-

motive force of 5 volts, and most of the applications of electricity

to juice epuration adhered to this limit. A long series of observa-

tions on the electrical treatment of saccharine juices has led to the

conclusion that the resistance offered to the current of electricity

is a function of its concentration. The resistance of a sugar solution

is also in direct ratio to its temperature, lessening as the temperature

increases.

The intensity of the current varies greatly from one installation

to another, depending upon the object in view, hence the force

consumed differs with the process used. Battut's t experiments

have yielded some important information. He concludes that in

slicing 500 tons of beets per diem, there will be needed for the treat-

msnt of the resulting juice by electrolysis, using soluble zinc and

lead anodes, the following power:

Electrolysis of raw juices 550 H.P.

Electrolysis of juices of second carbonatation 240 H.P.

Electrolysis of epurated syrups.

.

400 H.P.

Electrolysis of molasses 440 H.P.

D. Z. I., 27, 747. 1902. f 2d Congre^, I, p. 227, 1897, Paris.
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Ainting electrical proeeint are very expemive, And IwMt Uisy luivt

only A very reitrioied practteal vahie, there being reqnimd eon-

siderable eleotrienl energy and aoluble nnodet the neUl libvnled

from which k not entirely ised in the pfeeipitnlkm oC iin|iliimM
of the juice. Analysis shows that a Urge naMmnt is lost •• nn fan

soluble oxide, or in solution in the aaecluurine liquor. Tbeiv fol*

lows consequently a oonsiderable waste of metaJ, but this eamMl
be obviated if the object in view is a satisfactory crystallitation of

white bugar.

According to Claabbwh * the cost of the purifiration of beet

juices by elect rol>'8ifl, using soluble metallic anodes which form

insoluble compounds with the liberated acids, is entirely too high

to be of any practical commercial value; furthermore, the alkalies

remain in solution and end by again being transformed whm
coming in contact with some acid. A real epuration of beet Juiew

can be obtained only when the alkalies are entirely separated

as by elect rodialysis. These methods are also unfortunately

too costly, due to the use of an inter\'ening membrane, which, by

ita resistance, increases the quantity of electrical current naedad.

Moreover, a certain |>ercentage of sugar passes through the poffooi

membrane, and during this osmotic action water will flow in the

opposite direction, which will always considerably dilute the Juiees.

CLAAssEN't says that the Say-CIramme process will not be a

financial success, as it cannot possibly be economical to apply the

method to juices as pure as those leaving the diffuskwi battery.

There is another difficulty not to be overlooked whieh m thai oC

keeping the joinU perfectly tight. This savant made some ezperi-

ments with electro-hydrosulphitation, which eonsiata in the tiana-

forraation of the sulphurous acid containeil in juieea Irsaled by this

chemical, into hydrosulphurous acid by electrolyiia, Uiing only a

ver>' weak current. With carbon electrodes the resulU were not

8atLsfactor>'; lead electrodes, while interessting from a scienti6a

standpoint are not to be recommended in practice on account of eoel.

These vievn are given simply to show that it is denrable to uw
considerable precaution in intrtxluring the electrical proeeM into

beet-sugar factories. Evidently if motive power may be had at a

nominal cost, and consequently the electricity be obtained uiidtf

favorable circumstances, it would modify the CLAAaanv argument

•a,i, ao7, 18W. ta a, r«h. 1900.
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in many respects. The argumente advanced respecting the use of

soluble metallic anodes, however, always remain true.

Practical working of electroljrsis.—^The Schollmeyer, Hehm

and Dammeyer* electrical process is applied to diffusion juices at

70® to 75** C, and lasts from 6 to 10 minutes, the impurities being

subsequently separated by filtration. With a view to facilitating

the filtration, 0.25 per cent of lime is added to the juices. The

electromotive force is 6 volts. The filtrate is then sent to the

first carbonatation, which is conducted in the usual way. In this

case only from three-quarters to one per cent of lime is added.

Through electrolysis the juice loses 77 per cent of its original colora-

tion.

The mangano-electrical appliance of Lavollay and Bourgoin

demands comparatively small floor space. The combination con-

sists of two series of five electrolyzers, composed of very high

rectangular receptacles, having each a capacity of about 1400 liters,

which are arranged one beside the other with a slight difference

in elevation between them. They are all connected by a special

pipe, arranged so that one series of five is in full working order while

the other is being cleaned. The juice enters the highest tank

from the bottom, then gains its upper surface, runs off and flows

into the second from the bottom, etc. About one-quarter of an

hour is necessary for the juice to circulate through all the electro-

lyzers of the series, during which period it comes in contact with the

electrical current. The average tension in the tanks is about

4 volts, each electrolyzer containing 9 zinc electrodes.

The juices, before being electrically treated, are combined with

lime and manganate of lime. In the Souppes factory the diffusion

juices from the batterj' are combined with saccharate of lime

from the Steffen separation process, about 50 grams of calcic

manganate are added per hectoliter of juice being treated and the

juices are then heated to 60° to 70° C, subsequently being run

through the electrolyzers. The transformations that follow during

the passage of the electrical current are as follows: First, there is

liberated a certain quantity of oxygen, the foreign organic substances

are oxidized and become insoluble. After the treatment, the juices

are pumped into the first carbonatation tank, the operation being

conducted without addition of lime, and continuing until the

alkalinity corresponds to 0.1 per cent of anhydrous lime. After one

BuU. Chim. Belg., 8, 101, 1894.
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..lyzirx Ims finished iu work, it murt be dcMMd ftod

till jui* 1 i^ liitii nin through the other eerieiL The Hmaii^ ie very

eiinplc and conaiittii in removing the eleetiodei and thom^Mx
bniflhinf( the zinnt.

After thi« trcotment the juices are alightly heated and then run
through the filter prevea. To the clear juice are added 900
of lime |)er 100 kiloi of beeta, after which it b tent to the

carlM)tmttttion. where the saturation continues until the

alkuUnity is obtained. It is claimed that through this

treatment the juices are to a certain extent HteriUzed and undergo

no change even in contact with air for a long period. The turbid

juices of second carbonatation are filtered, this operation offering

no clifTiculty. Evaporation is the next operation, which offci*

nothing of special interest.

Besides this mode another may be mentioned wliich dependi

upon a galvanic action. Vkrlfy * has proposed to use a ao-enOed

coppered sine for beet-juice epuration. This may be prefiared

in a special manner by mi.xing powdered sine with a 1 per rent

Holuticm of copiKT Hulphate. To the juice, heated to 80^ C, it added

1 |>er cent of the |K)\vder. After a thorough mixing during one hour

there follows a voltic reaction, which appeani to have an important

rt^Iu-ing effect on the coloring substance of the juice. Bcfoiv

^'ubinitting beet juices to this process it is generally found deairable

to bring them in contact with osone in order to obtain a more eom-

plete decoloration; however, this is not indiM|)enKable. The 1 per

cent coppered zinc used already represents an excess, but the line

de|)08ited may be recovered after

followed by washing, and

_ :bincd with cop|)er sulphate.

This may be used at once during

the prcK'css of manufacture.

Electrodialytic methods. — The
electrodialyzers of Maigrot f and

SARAT^>« (Fig. 262) are arranged so as

to form a battery of 4 to 6 meters in iQ£}^
length, 0.25 meter wide and 0.30 ^—
meter deep. I^ach of the reoeptades *"»• ^^ £^^
li is divided into three compartments

by means of parchment paper, S^, and contains an d«

• SB. (Vt 1901. t Bun. Chtm. Bric.. K Ot. 11^.
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middle compartment, /, contains the positive electrode, I, and the two

others, (7, hold the negative electrodes, 7/1. The compartments of the

different sections are connected in such a manner that the juice cir-

culates successively through all the central divisions and the water

through the lateral portions in the opposite directions. From the

lateral division flows water with the alkalies in solution. The acids

remain in the juice and to be eliminated must be especially treated.

There follows a filtration and the juice is made to circulate in

another batter}^ of very much the same kind, but having the posi-

tions of the poles reversed, llie water in this case removes the

acids.

One of the most practical and interesting methods of juice

epuration is the Baudry-Charitonenko process, practically experi-

mented with in France, having been tested on fresh juices, syrups

and swing-outs. The object in view was to obtain a thorough

epuration as economically as possible, thas supplanting the existing

methods of single, double or triple carbonatation. The operation

was conducted in the following manner: To the raw diffusion

juices leaving the measuring tank was added a very small (juantity

of a compound containing sulphuroas acid, the object being to trans-

form into neutral sulphides the organic potassic and sodic combina-

tions, which are only moderately influenced by electricity. The juice

was .slightly limed and then continuously forced into the electro-

dialyzers. These vats are rectangular in shape, and divided into

a certain number of compartments, containing alternately the raw-

juice to be treated and water intended to receive the elements elim-

inated by the electrical treatment. In these different compartments

are metallic disks, having a slight rotator\' motion and receiving

the current of electricity from a special dynamo; the epuration

conmiences as soon as the current passes. The basic impurities

(potassic, sodic and ammoniacal) gradually pass into the water in

which are placed the cathodes, llie acid impurities in part

combine with the metal of the anode which dissolves under the

influence of electrical energ>'.

Owing to the preliminarj* treatment to which the juice was sub-

mitted—namely, the sulphurous compound mentioned in the fore-

going—there is a certain economy of electricity. The juices on

leaving the electrodialyzers are very clear and well decolorized,

retaining at the same time a slight green color; their purity is about

95. A greater purity could be obtained by prolonging the period

of electrical treatment, but the cost would be greater than the ad-
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vantage SAined. To fcet rid oT the grmi eolor rvUiMd by %h$ jtikv

it ifl miffieient to add 0.4 per eetit oC lime, whkh k mAmqumtky
r>riMM|>itatcd by carbonic acid ga<; th<» «atunitiao ImU bitt a I«w
nuiiutcfl. IV jiiicea ubtained filtirr with srvat rme, and aft^
eva|>oration the syrupa are aj^ain subjected to the trratmmt.

After the concentrated juiee leavea the third compartment
of the (|iiadni|)le effect it ia sulphured until all theorgaak aeidi

arc Iilx«rated without there being the least appreheaakm tlial even
:i hi'lit exct>ftM of Hulphurous acid might remain, as the temperiture
1)1 tin- uyrup i8 not higher than 40* C. The s>Tups are sent into the

negative compartment of the electrodialyier, where the arid* are

transported through the agency of the eleelrieal current into the

water compartment. 'ITie liberated hydrogen from the electrical

diaHociation of water accumulates at the cathode in the •>Tup
containing the Kulphidefl and free 8ulphun>uA acid, and tbete folknvs

a formation of a new compouml known as hydromilphurous aeid,

poeeessing great decolorizing pro|)erties. Aa thiK chemical poacMtt
great precipitating ix)wer8 the albuminoids are slightly pfeeipitatcd

and may be separateil by filtration. It is important to note thai

this syrup treatment demands only a ver>* slight ex|>eiHlitMnr» of

energy. rix)n general principles the nMe played by tlie •

in the Haudrv mode is simply that of a carr>'ing agent for iii<- <»••< i-

ated acids. The ex|x*mliture f»f el«»ctricity |)er hour in 2«Vi watta

per hectoliter of raw juices treated. The average
|

v

juices lx»ing 0.S2. it l)ecome8 0.94 after treatment. <

a factory working 500 tons of beets per diem should •

watts, or practically a 100-H.P. engine to work the d\

ia intended to epurate the syniiJS as they leave the t.....|.«.i..*i.i

before the last of an evaporating apparatus the ex|)enditure oCele^

trical energy is very slight—only 3.500 watts, or 6 to 7 H. P.

In the Javaux, Oallois and Dupont process the juieea ctretilaC*

successively in the different elect rodialyaers wlieo they eome ia

contact with the different metal electrodes. The juices are reodetfd

alkaline, freed of a portion of their organic substaneea by a fliiall

addition of bar>'ta, and then pass aueeenively through thive

electrodialyxers in which the anodes are (1) agglomerated mag-

nesia oxide, aluminium or lead, or a combination of the three

substances; (2) lea<l, and (3) iron, aluminium or sine. When the

o|)eratton is completed nearly all the soda has been wparated in

the negative waters, and nearly all the acids and the organic sub-

stances, with the exception of the sugUB, Me pimpitated. It
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is claimed that the purity of the juice thus treated may be 99.5,

and, furthermore, that there arc no sugar losses. The selection of

the anodes is justified on the ground that some organic lead salts

are soluble, while those of magnesia and aluminium arc not. Cer-

tain changes have been suggested which it is thought would lead

to better results. Instead of using electrodes consisting of iron

of the best quality, it is proposed to use very inferior iron for the

purpose. After the electrodialysis the juices are filtered and then

concentrated in the multiple effect. The alkaline waters at 4°

to 6** B^. are used just as they are for fertilizing j)ur]>oses. They

may be evaporated with a view to potash extraction, llie Say-

<tR.\MME Society, who own these patents, have them in practical

use in their 800-ton cane-sugar Egyptian factory at El Hawamdieh,

and also in a German factory. To work 250 tons of beets per

diem a 250-H.P. engine is needed. It is claimed that the quan-

tity of sugar remaining in the residuum molasses is one-fifth of

that found by any other known process for sugar extraction

Among the methods which apjx'ar destined to come into inncii-

cal use is the Kollrepp and Wohl * electrical process for beet-juice

epuration. To the diffusion juices is added about 0.3 per cent of

lime, which is precipitated with carbonic acid or any other slightly

acid agent, and the juice is then filtered. This preliminary filtration

has for its object the elimination of the greater part of the insoluble

substances in the alkaline solutions. To the clear filtrate is added

8 to 10 per cent of moist saccharate of lead (containing 50 per cent

of water). The liquor is kept in motion by the use of a pump, and

the electrodialysis is carried on at 60° C. The positive electrode

consists of carbon, and the negative of iron, the diaj)hragm Ix'ing

parchment paper. The distance between the electrodes is 2 to 3

cm. The electromotive force of the current is 8 to 10 volts, and

its intensity per square decimeter is IJ amperes at the beginning,

a^d one ampere towards the end.

The motive power necessary is about 10 H.P. per 100 liters

of juice worked per diem. The epuration is completed when

the filtrate from a juice no longer gives a precipitate with lead

Acetate. The 0.1 per cent of lead remaining in fhe juice is eliminated

ith lime and carbonic acid by the usual methods of working.

'JTie moist precipitate of the non-sugar with the lead obtained

during electrolysis is mixed with two or three times its weight of

D. Z. I., 27, 1280.1902.
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278
273

Carbonic-acid gas 884
— control and oompotltion, 884
— piping 886. 848
— pumpa. 889
— washing. 886
Compubility of sugar in manufac-

ture, xvi
Conser^'atinn of beets. 16

(See Siloing)— sugar-beet drying. 82
€k>n8truction8 of new plants and

cbanfiTcs. xiii

CoMette (Trying (exhausted). 271
— oomplete drying unnecessary, 281
— composition and appearance of the

dried residuum, 285
— concluding remarks, 285
— drying appliances. 274

Bucttncr and Meyer, 277
Mackensen, 274
Petry and Hecking, 276

— general remarks, 271»

— objectionable features of dryers,

282
— steam drying. 288— utilzaition of lost heat,
— waste gases for drying,
Coasette drying (frc«h), 32
Cotsettes, quality of fresh, 124
Coat of working, xvii

Decantation of carbonatated juice,

402
Decanting vats (dirty water). 78
Defecation. See Liming
Defecators. See Liming tanks
Delivery of beets. 1— car shifting, 8— organization. 2— reception. 2
Diffusion. 135
— history, 186
—

- principle of, 186
Diffusion battery. 165
— arrangement, 166
— circular diffusion Ijattery, 166— number of diffusors. 166
— piping and valves. 172
— steam used, 188

quantity of steam, 188— straight line battery. 170
— working. 184

drawing off the luice, 191
importance of quantity. 224

emptying. 195
automatic. 196
the battery. 204

flow of juice in the battery, 186
flow of luice in the diffusors, 188
ffeDerBl synopsis, 247
beating. 194

Diffusion battery, working, leakages
and sugar losses, 241

leakage in calorizators. 242
sugar losses through faulty

mancBUvres, 242
limit of exhaustion, 226
mashing, 189
number of ojwn diffusors, 194
perturbations. 283

breaking of an apparatus, 243
perturbations caused by slop-

page, 241
special modes, 205

continuous diffusion, 208
divided batteries, 208
heating the head of battery,

211
maceration. 216
using compressed air. 207
using dirty water, 207

starting. 202
stoppage, 204
temperature of diffusion bat-

tery, 222
testing the working of a bat

tery, 218
working from top to bottom. 188

Diffusion Juice, 288— coloration, 288— composition. 288— measurers, 295— microorganisms, 290— pulp separators, 292— reheaters, 296
clo.scd, 297
frothinir in reheaters, 882
open, 296

Diffusion slicing knives. See Beet
knives

Diffusion water, 176— hot water, 177— pre.S8ure. 179— pumps and reservoirs, 182— temperature, 178— volume, 176, 179
Diffusors, 144— automatic purgers, 147— capacity, 161
—,- doors. 149— exit piping. 156— proportions. 167— reheating of juices, 161

calorizators, 162
injectors, 164— screens. 166— shape, 146— shape of the bottom. 148

Electrical epuratlng processes, 626— action of electricity upon non
sugar, 628
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Hy<lniuii<" trnnxiMJrtaiinii. mi;:hi loMet I

during hydraulic iransporUtloii,

67— tnomportable sluices, 45
— water in flurocK. 48

circulation of water, 48
quHtitity of water, 49
water canalization, 60

Lime kit HA, 811

— capacity and yield, 817
— cooking of limestone, 821
— details of construction, 818
>- firing a lime kiln. 825
— increasing the size of existing

kilns. 317
— kilns with exterior hearths, 818
— tilns with gasoirene hearths, 818
— kilos with limestone and coke

mixed. 812
— manapemeht, 327
— IHTturbations. 330
— theory of the lime kiln, 828
— typesl 311

advantages of diflferent types,

881

Lime salts, elimination of, 847
Limestone, 805
— composition, 807
— estimation and preparation, 308
— general considerations, 30')

— requisites as to quality. 300
— selectiou, 305
— water content, 807

limine, 348
— action, 847
— action of lime uy>on non-sugar, 848
— action of lime upon sugar. 347
— action upon albuminoid and pectic

substances, 347
— conclusions and practical condi-

tions. 3.')5

resi>ecting quicklime, 868
— different modes. 349

milk lime. 350
powdered slaked lime, 852
quicklime, 850

— duration. 857
— historical data, 843— intluence of invert su^r. 847
— measuring and weighing lime, '^64

— pur|K>se, 848— quantity of lime, 858
excess of lime, 864

— — gradual liming, 866
moderate liming, 860— temperature, 366

— - cold defecation, 867— thrnry. 345
Liminir tanks, 362— juice and milk of lime mixers, 867

Liming tanks, lime and juice mixing'
867

Location of a factory (mistakes), xiii

Mecbaoical filtration, 468— bone black, 455— continuous filters, 472— filters, 456
bag filters, 468
frame filters. 467
other tillers, 467
pocket filters, 456

— imj)ortancc. 454— influence of concentration, 470
of pressure, 469
of temperature, 470— juices to be filtered, 485— other filtering substances, 480
cellulose. 481
cork, 481
fibrous substances, 480
sand filters, 472

application, 475
kind of sand. 476— size of filtering surface, 471— sugar losses, 472— use of infusorial earth, 476— wood filtering medium, 478

Microorganisms in diffusion juice, 2iM)

Milk of lime.— filtering and straining, 861
— preparation, 856
Monte jus, 405
— automatic, 407

Piles of beets. 29

Raw material.

Necessity of high-grade material,

xiii

Scarcity of raw material, xii

Scum cakes. 486— aspect, 486
— composition, 486— drying. 488
— use, 437
Scum pumps. 409
— pressure, 410— pressure regulation. 411

Second carbonatation. 443
— addition of lime 446
— importance. 448
— operation. 447
— reheating of juices. 446
— single carbonatation, 444
— triple carbonatation, 448
Shaking carriers, ti3

Siloing, 16— changes during keeping. 16
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Silot SA
— bcru kept in earth. 87
^ (lireclioD «od position of lilot. 86— ecoDoroical coofidenUloot. 88— cxAininInK • "Uo^ 19— examplefi of good type* of eUoe. 87— height of piles of beeti, 8 •

— piles of beets. 89— pceceotlons In constnicting a silo,

— tbods.80
— silos corered with earth. 87— M»il for silos. 86
Slice carriers. 189
Slit ing knlres. See Beet knives
SiVi .1! ?cale manufacturing. tH

imaces. 499
^on and suction of air. 608

— I'ipm^. 505
— pyrite furnaces, 606— working, 601
Sulphuring. 488
— action upon coloring substancea,

484
— action n]M'^n i^ujjar. 489— alk- 5'J5

— an: los of sulphuroun
add. lih)— epurating rOle. 486

— general renuuiu, 488— bJetorical. 488— influence upon aspect and keeping
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— sampling. 18
-^ washing. 18
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— belting. 87— differeat modes of
66— flumes, 4. r~ small cars. 66

Tran»porutkNi of bests tolkt jards. 6
cbaagrs duriag

— wire rope ooavtjriag. 4

Unloading. 6
— bargee, 6
— caru, 6
— dumping cars, 6

dumping oaris. 8
ort unloadlag. 6
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Washers.
for beet*. 61

— for oarboalc add. 666
— for fllter cloth. 441
Water.
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— la flumea, 48
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